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ON YOUR BIKE, IBM?
Exclusive: the new Apricot benchtested



Redress the Imbalance

AT I.S.C. WE HAVE FOUND THE BALANCE WHICH ENABLES US TO OFFER COMPLETE
SUPPORT FOR YOUR SYSTEM AT PRICES PREVIOUSLY ASSOCIATED ONLY WITH
DISCOUNT OPERATIONS.

WEIGH UP THE ADVANTAGES OF 24 HOUR HOT LINE SUPPORT, IN-HOUSE TRAINING,
INSTALLATION AND MAINTENANCE, AND ALL OF THIS WITH THE GUARANTEE THAT ANY
CURRENTLY ADVERTISED PRICES ELSEWHERE WILL BE BEATEN.

COMPUTERS PRINTERS
APRICOT Fi £720 EPSON FX100 £399
TWIN 315 £1200 EPSON LX80 AND TRACTOR £219
TWIN 720 £1350 EPSON DX100 £309
Xi 10 £2000 CANNON 1080A £299
Xi lOs £2450 CANNON 1156A £349
Xi 20 £2800
Xi 20s £3250 SOFTWARE
9 INCH MONITOR £150 D BASE £225
12 INCH MONITOR £200 WORDSTAR PROFESSIONAL £244
POINT 32 20 MEG £3195 LOTUS 123 £299

PEGASUS SINGLE USER £175
OLIVETTI M21 640K LOMB £2430 MULTI USER £355
OLIVETTI M24 640K LOMB £2650
COMMODORE PC 10 256K TWIN 360K £1255
IBM TWIN 320 £P.O.A.

I.S.C.
GRAPHIC HOUSE, 88 WAVENEY ROAD,
ST. IVES, CAMBS PE17 4FW
TEL: 0480 300533



Everyone can benefit from
Effective Micro Training
at Digitus

Introduction to Personal Computers i
Provides a basic understanding of Sep 16
microcomputer hardware, software and
peripherals. Establishes the criteria for
selecting and using micros. Explains the
rudiments of programming. 1 day. £105.

Introduction to DOS
Provides a concentrated introduction to Sep 2
PC/MS DOS. Also reviews hardware
components and popular applications.
1 day. £105.

Lotus 1-2-3
A workshop course with advice on the Sep 3
design of worksheets and on solving
practical problems. 1 day. £105.

Advanced Lotus 1-2-3
Builds on existing Lotus 1-2-3 skills. Sep 17
presenting information on database,
statistical and file functions.
1 day. E.105.

1-2-3 to Symphony
A practical conversion workshop for Sep 9
existing 1-2-3 users. 1 day. E105.

Introduction to Symphony
Provides a concentrated introduction to Sep 10
the main elements including spread -
sheeting, graphics, information manage-
ment and "managers" wordprocessor.
Teaches the basic skills needed to use
these features. 2 days. £210.

Symphony Workshop
Consolidates basic skills and teaches Sep 12
advanced features including building
systems with the integrated package
and command language. 2 days. £210.

Spreadsheeting with SuperCalc
A workshop course with advice on the Sep 23
design of worksheets and on solving
practical problems. 1 day. £105.

Spreadsheeting with Multiplan
A practical workshop course on this pop-
ular spreadsheet package. 1 day. £105.

Introduction to Framework
Teaches the basic skills to operate the
spreadsheet, graphics, database and
wordprocessing. 2 days. £210.

Information Management
with Cardbox
A workshop course on design,
applications and implementation.
1 day. £105.

Working with dBASE II
Teaches the user how to build and
enquire from files and generate reports.
1 day. £105.

Programming with dBASE II
Teaches programming using the dBASE
procedure language and also file design
and indexing. 2 days. £210.

dBASE II Workshop
Builds on existing dBASE skills to teach
the more advanced use of the procedure
language and the practical application of
all these facilities. 2 days. £210.

Wordprocessing with WordStar
A practical workshop course which
teaches basic skills. 1 day. £105.

WordStar Workshop
A workshop to consolidate basic skills
and teach advanced commands.
1 day. £105.

MailMerge
Efficient use of WordStar for mailing
using MailMerge.1 day. £105.

All course fees are subject to VAT

Sep 18

Sep 19

Sep 27

Sep 2

Sep 3

Sep 5

Sep 4

Sep 5

Sep 6

NEXT COURSE DATES

Wordprocessing withMultimate
A practical workshop course which Sep 16
teaches basic skills. 1 day. £105.

Wordprocessing with
DisplayWrite 2
A practical course teaching basic skills Sep 1 7
on this increasingly popular IBM -oriented
wordprocessing package. 1 day. £105.

Fundamentals of BASIC
Develops the first principles of BASIC Sep 23
programming so that you can produce
programs on a microcomputer. Gives
practical hands-on experience of
micros. 2 days. £210.

Improve your BASIC
Brushes up arid improves BASIC Sep 25
programming technique; introduces
sophisticated methods of file design, data
organisation, access methods and control.
Examines software tools. 2 days. £210.

UNIX
An introduction to the facilities of the Sep 23
UNIX multi-user operating system,
including the file system, shells and
editors, and a review of the problems
of system management.
3 days. £375.

The C Programming Language
A tutorial on the main features of the
C language, with extensive practical
sessions on a multi-user system.
2 days. £250.

"C" Workshop
More advanced C programming skills.
2 days. £250.

SunAccount
A practical course for both experienced
and new SunAccount users. 2 days. £210

The following courses are also held on a regular basis.
Please send for details of next available dates.

DisplayWrite 2 Workshop
A practical workshop consolidating
basic skills and exploring advanced
features e.g. maths function, paragraph
merging etc.1 day. £105.

COBOL for Programmers
A practical introduction for non -COBOL
programmers giving a good grounding in
all aspects of the language in a commercial
environment 3 days. £375.
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TRAINING
v./ h;:_f// A
ISend to, or phone:

The Training Administrator, Digitus Ltd
ILading House, 10-14 Bedford Street,
Covent Garden, London WC2E 9HE
Tel: 01-379 6968 Telex 27950 ref 3005

Communications
Introduces the techniques of
communicating between micros, from
micros to peripherals and from
micros to mainframes. 1 day. £125.

Programming with dBase III
Involves building commercial files
using the procedural language, and
covers the creation of menus, enquiries
and reports.2 days. £210.

Data Management with Delta
Teaches how to design, define and imple-
ment systems using this powerful data
management package 1 day. £105.

Multimate Workshop
Covering advanced features of Multimate,
providing an ideal follow-up 1 day. £105.

Working with dBase III
A practical introduction, including
building and using files and creating
reports and indexes.1 day. £105.

MANAGING
OFFICE

AUTOMATION
A two-day

seminar to prepare

ManageMent
to devise

and impleMent

a
successful office

automation

strategy. It
addresses key

issues,

presents current examples
and

provides the
opportunity to discuss

important
aspects

related to the

needs ofyour organisation.

Next seminar:
September

17-18.

Sep 9

Sep 12

Sep 26

From

Company

Address

Please book places as follows

Course

or send me more details

Date Places

J

IN -COMPANY
TRAINING
Digitus provides courses
tailored to the needs of
individual companies, from
seminars for management
to detailed training for
office and professional
staff. Courses can be held
on company premises, or at
the Digitus Training Centre.
Contact the Training
Administrator for full
details.
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Computer Enterptitet
International ltd.

AMAZING M24/21
20mb HARD DISK OFFER!!!

Includes:
* Olivetti M24 or M21
* Internal 20mb HD
* 640K RAM
* Monitor
* Keyboard
* MS DOS & BASIC
* 7 slot expansion

board

* 24hr UK delivery
01 543 6866
01 542 4850

IBM OR COMPATIBLE
20mb HARD DISK UPGRADE
OLIVETTI

OLIVETTI M21. portable 128K
OLIVETTI M24 128K. DD. Mono colour
OLIVETTI M24 640K. SD. 10MB HD Mono colour
OLIVETTI MlO 8K RAM/24K RAM

£2399 00
CC

VAT

£895 00

VAT

MACINTOSH Macwnte + Macpaint
Apple IleIlc £139910495 799

£1399 NEC 8201A Lap micro 0200 free software E290
C1399 C1750 COMMODORE PC10 256K RAM 12' mono, double drives C1299
C2350/2699

C350 C399
ERICSSON PC 2 x 360K duns 128K RAM f1499

IBM
EPSON

IBM PC 256K Double drives Mono/colour CRIBS
EPSON 0XI6 Taxi. Free Software

PX-8 6410, CPM. Basic. Wordstar 120k
RAM PACKCOMPAQ

Compaq Plus.Deskpro
Compaq 23.4

CITING
.... .C1795/2799/3699 NORTHSTAR DIMENSION 15MB HD 2 User each user £4995 C1295

ALTOS Xenix. MPM86, 1 to 8 users. Ethernet £POA
OLIVETTI 3B2 sea V for UNIX SOFTWARE CRING

CRING

C750 C925

MULTI-USER COMPUTERS

APRICOT
APRICOT PC 256K, 2)(720. 9" Mono/12" Mono 01499/01550
APRICOT X1 10MB, 1X720, 9" Mono/12" Mono ... t2170/02220
APRICOT X1106 512K, 10MB HD 12590/2630
APRICOT F2 8 110 REV/hi/NEW, NEW!!! 01199/1799
APRICOT FVFIE £75010535
APRICOT FP1 2 portable 256/5126, 72010 drive .. £995 1395

KAYPRO
KAYPRO 2% 2x OS Dnves 8 dBASE II. Wordstar. etc
KAYPRO 286 IBM AT compel 2 x 1.2mb doves
KAYPRO 16 PC compat 256k 2 x 360K cl 8 dBASE,

W'star. etc

3995
C3995

C1695

SIRIUS VICTOR
VICTOR 1 2MB.2561(2.4MB+2561(
VICTOR VI (StriusfIBM Compatible)
VICTOR VPC 15M8 HD, SD. Mono.
PC Card (Makes Sirius IBM cornpattle)

SANYO 775 Colour with free software

DOT MATRIX
Smith Corona 0200/1300 (wide) 160cps (40
NIG), parallel 8 serial interlaceEpson & IBM
compatible 00275/399
Canon PW1080A/1156A (NLO) 0285/375
Canon PJ1080A (colour) 399
MP165 NL0/165CPS £279
Brother 2024N15 0899
Epson LX -80 NLOAX80fl+ E195/0215
Epson P40/P80 C79/139
Epson L01500TS02000 0895/1825
Shinwa CPA80/CP13800 0179/199
Mannesmann Tally MI85/6 £299/C399
Texas Instruments 810/855/ 3995/0695
OKI 182/192/193 C230/319/465
Honeywell L32/M34 C499/0799
Siemens P1138 8 PT89 (Ink jet) 0550/0650
Cannon Laser Printer C2900

DAISYWHEEL PRINTERS
Brother HR15 2515 0310,650/795
Jukr 6100/6300 0299/0650
Juki 2200 C245
OUME Letter-Pro20 £446
Oliveth DY250,150 C595/765
OUME 11 40-55 C1299/1499
Diablo 630 API C1599
Elwell 1200 1300 1600 C0495 795/1375
TEC FI0-40 50 C995/1250

MONITOR
MONOCHROME
Roland M8121 Green/Amber
Philips 12' greenramber
Kaga Texan P31/39 phos
Tamen (GreenrAmbernittiSw)
Swivel 8 TM Monitor Stand

01695/02050
£3990
£2550
Z950

NEW f1795

LOOK!!
This months amazing specials

SANYO 550 128K. 1 x 160K drive 8 Vista, Calcstar C595
SANYO 555 128K 2 x 1606 8 C1000 Micropro software C745
SANYO 555-2128K 2x 360K 8 C1000 Micropro software C1095
MACINTOSH 512K. Mwoteiparnt . 01699
TELEVIDEO P01605 IBM compel. 256K E1299
HYPERION Portable IBM compat 256K 8 tree software C1099
NEC APC II 2 x 1mb disk drives. 128K RAM 2999
SINCLAIR °I/Spectrum + 3299t99
COMMODORE 64Plus 4 . 3150 275
ACORN Electron Starter Pack BBC wrth DES C125 £350
APRICOT 10' Hi -Res colour monitors £315
FIDELITY CM14 RGBComposite col monitor with speaker C149
SMITH CORONA Fastext 80/0100 (120cps) pruners C115 0165
SEIKOSHA GP500ADP700A four colour printer ... E992250
RITEMAN Inforunner II NIG printer 0275
15" DOUBLE sided diskettes (Box 10). 039

Kaga IBM 111 ultra 800 .£350/550
Kaga KI2RIX RGB PAL C239
Sinclair Vision 01 C235
Microvrec monitors DUNG
Prrnceton11)(.12,SR12 £4900645

TERMINALS
Some 101/03/108 0399/650/450
Some SOT 211/51163 0799/2499
Hazlefine Esprit III 1TV19501 C655
Wyse WY50WY75 0.595 £699

PLOTTERS & DIGITISERS
Roland 1309800(8 Pen/A3) C450
Roland 000880/980 0795/1150
HP 747017475 0995/01450
Epson H180/Expansion RAM .L395/069
Houston DMP42 (A2) C3295
Houston Iii -Pad £609
Houston CIMP55 (A144 plotter) f4295
Summagraphics Bdpad 2 0595

SOFTWARE
(Phone for any product at best prices)

GEM Desktop v1.0 E49
Sage Accountant] Plus 0350/0525
Mulbsoft Accounts (per module) ....£299
Wordstar 2000 (18M/Apncot) C289
Datatlex (Single/Multi User) 0595/990
Lotus 123/Symphony C299/0425
Open Access -2 (18MrApncot) £350
Framework/Friday £35010175
Dbase 1141 0250/0350
Sensible Solution C595

2120 PC -Paint with Mouse £179
.279 Psion %change (4 Int Package) E385

099/119 Card-boxfilus 095/275
fgg File transterer IBM/ApncouSinus C95

028 Autocad wrth ADE1 8 2 E1595
Doodle (CAD Package for

COLOUR IBM/Apricot) C695
Roland CC -141 14" (6400200) 0395 Srnartwork (Circuit -board -design)... 0895

OED T Main Strew Filer 0290, C150
Easy Junior Wordcraft . £395,375
Pulsar Pegasus (Each) C195/200
Microsoft Project,

Superproject 0250/295
Omnis III/Datamaster 0399/425
Reflex/Ensemble (Mac) 2375/0250
Wordstar/W'star Professional 0195/250
Microsoft Word wrmouse £395
MultrmateWordperfect 02951399
SamnaTVord PI C495/350
Perfect II (Writer Calc Ellen £395
JawDesq C395 C290
Energraphics Helix t2900290
CrosstalISKIekick £129/£49
Expertease/Management Edge 0450/165
%crown IR base 5000 .3450
Supercalc 21 C175 0250
Turbo Pascal Sidekick Sideways 045
Copy I1PC Spotlight C39 C95
Flight Sim Sargon Chess Ill 259 43

COMMUNICATION
Buzzbox Modern/V21

Auto Answer C90'0139
Minor Miracles V21 V22 0129
teebex SB1212N22AD £450£650

Communique (SintisrApricoO £350
Telecom GoldrEasylinkfone to one CP0A
Sage Communication Pack £295

ADD ONS
Multifunction Board

(25 1p clock 256K)
ASTAPC OUAD Cards

for IBM PC XT
BBC 100K drures,DES lot.

Apple II drtvescontroller card
Apple!! T/et
Hercules graphics/col. card

C199

CRING
£89 75
C95:45
CRING
CRING

COMPUTER ENTERPRISES INTERNATIONAL LTD.
01-543 6866 542 4850 TLX: 946240 CWEASY G (Quote: 19005565)

EASYLINK MAILBOX: 19005565 TELECOM GOLD MAILBOX:
SHOWROOMS (OPEN Mon -Fri 9.30 to 6)

85-85A QUICKS ROAD, WIMBLEDON, LONDON SW19 1EX UK
LESSINGSTRASSE 60, 5300 BONN 1 GERMANY

Tel: 0228 220297
Export, Educational, Dealer, Governmental, Lease, Rent,

Consultant ENQUIRIES WELCOME. All items new and carry
manufacturers guarantee. Prices exclusive of VAT, Installation,

Training, Delivery and subject to change without notice. Delivery
£10 for each item in UK, £75.00 for Europe.

PAYMENT
By Eurocheques, Credit Cards LC, IMO, Direct Transfer

PAM apricot
COMPUTERS  SANYO

FOR YOUR FIRST COMPUTER SYSTEM

When you buy a system from PAM COMPUTERS, with
it comes advice, training and on -going support. We will

advise you on the right system to suit your business.

COMPLETE BUSINESS SYSTEMS

APRICOT SANYO MBC
Fl 720k disk £1499 555 1 60k disks £1469
PC 315k disks £2029 555-2 360k disks £1799
PC 720k disks £2229 555 S 720k disks £1999
Xi10 10Mb HD £2929 550/H10 10Mb HD £2399

FREE ON -SITE TRAINING
Prices include a matrix printer, monitor, disks, paper, printer
cable, SAGE Bookkeeper - everything you need to set up your
first system, plus free software and 2 days on -site training. All
prices exclude vat. Ask about our tailored systems.

SAGE Accountant, Chit -Chat, Options, Xchange, Delta,
dBASE II, WS 2000, Pegasus, Everyman, etc.

3 Tennyson Road, Ashford, Middx TW 15 2LN

For more details on our systems
Telephone: (07842)48972

EPSON

QX16

YOU CAN GET ONE
AT A SUPER PRICE

01-337 4541 from 01-337 4541

CONCORDIA COMPUTERS
6 CENTRAL ROAD, WORCESTER PARK

SURREY KT4 8HZ
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WITH EXTRAS
* Accurate analysis of your requirements
* Highly competitive pricing
* Wide range of compatible software
* Staff training facility
* Rentals service available
* Try before you buy - we refund 95% of your

rental if you purchase within first month of
rental

* Trade-in on existing systems
* Expert installation service
* Micro data -transfer service

OffigiagiiiigggiMe =MEM "" 'OW

CORPORATE DEWIER

VAM,X0

We specialise in networking your IBM PC's
and Apricots together using the manufacturers'
related products. These include IBM
networking and clustering hardware and software
and also the Point 7 and Point 32 from ACT.

As well as hardware from the leading
manufacturers, you'll get friendly help and advice from
01 Computers, one of Britain's acknowledged experts.

And since we also handle the New Innovative Smart
Integrated Business software package, we can really
help you turn your personal computer into a powerful
business tool.

Send in the coupon and find out how.

01 COMPUTERS LTD.
Southampton House, 192-206 York Road, London SW113SA
Telephone for a FREE demonstration Tel:- 01-228 2207 Telex 8954575 CTC LDN

rill in this coupon and send it to us at the address below.
INN MIN MI IIIIII

 It's an important first step to answering all your business
computing needs. PCW 9/85

IName

IAddress Tel No.

IOccupation_

WE'RE CENTR.$

AND EASY re

FIND!

Southampton House, 192-206 York Road, London SW113SA

II= Eli MIN INN IMO EN NMI INI
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FREE MEMBERSHIP
of F.U.G. (Feline User Group)

FOLLOW ME PLEASE

WE HAVE LIFT OFF

As a F.U.G. member you will be
entitled to purchase supplies at

PREFERENTIAL TRADE PRICES
as and when required in any quantity.

T.J. Services will supply to F.U.G. members
a total range of products:

- Floppy Discs - Printer Ribbons
- Continuous Paper - I/D Labels

- Computer Care Products, etc. etc.

Plus an UNCONDITIONAL MONEY
BACK GUARANTEE

in the unlikely event that you are
dissatisfied with

T.J. SERVICES PRODUCTS
They will be replaced or full

credit given whichever you prefer

Please enrol me as a F.U.G. member for one
year FREE OF CHARGE (normal annual

subscription £12.75) and send an up-to-date
PREFERENTIAL TRADE PRICE
LIST plus my Membership Number

T. J. Services Co., 3 Beltona Gardens,
Cheshunt, Herts. EN8 OPA. Tel: 0992 20365

AMSTRAD INTERFACES
THIS IS NOT A MODEM, BUT A COMPLETE

NOTHING ELSE TO BUT

** MODEM **
* £153.00 *

Incorporating serial and parallel interfaces, to allow
software control of all functions, each feature controlled
from basic with the bar commands. Call from mic or on
entering bar modem all controls are menu driven for
ease of use, bell/coin standards 300/300 600 1200 1200/75
75/1200 full and half duplex. Auto dial and auto answer
contact bulletin boards, prestel compatible, software
buletin on its own sideways Rom. Unique panel display, it
displays what the modem is doing, mode of operation,
and digits when auto dialing, standard B.T. plug connec-
tor. Note this modem is not B. T. approved.

** SIDEWAYS ROM **
* £26.05 *

The unit holds 4 Roms. Each can be 2, 4, 8 or I 6K in size
incorporating a device to allow slower Roms to be used
less than Amstrad suggested 200, that means cheaper
Roms, free utility Rom with every unit.

RS232
Communicate with your modem

Talk to other computers
Use serial printers

Split Baud rates
Standard 25 way 'D' connector

£39.96
PARALLEL PORT

Make that Robot move
Control electrical appliance

Twin 8 bit ports
Operates direct from basic

2 .14 way speedblock connectors

£22.57
8 BIT PRINTER PORT

Make use of that 8 bit printer
Allows character codes
Above 127 (ie 0 to 255)

Plugs in between centronics
Port and printer cable

£17.35
Ell units are cased and hays through connectors

* Please add VET *

I 1 1 1 1

COMPUTER
HARDWARE

-& SOFTWARE-

I . 1

- ELECTRONICS -

15 Hill Street, Hunstanton, Norfolk PE36 5BS
Tel: (04853) 2076 P1,192

IOW

Same Day Despatch

Data Switches
Cable
Connectors
Cable Assemblies
Custom Cables

National Site Work

On Site Data Cabling
Mains Cabling
Air Conditioning

If you require our catalogue or more information on any of our services please
contact our Reading Sales Office 0734 591051 or Warrington Factory 0925 572407

The Computer Cable Specialists

GD C. Limited, (General Data Cables) G.D.C. Limited, (General Data Cables)
71 Milford Road, Reading. Berks RG1 8NA Unit 4, Colville Court, Winwick Quay,
Telex 847025 Warrington, Cheshire WA2 8OT
Telephone: Reading (0734) 591051 Telephone: Warrington (0925) 572407
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I.S.C. Offer the UK's lowest prices
on computer systems

COMPUTERS PRINTERS
APRICOT FP 512K LCD £1,100 EPSON FX80 £310
APRICOT F1 £720 EPSON FX100+ £399
APRICOT TWIN 315 £1,200 EPSON RX100 £340
APRICOT TWIN 720 £1,350 EPSON LX80+ TRACTOR £219
APRICOT Xi 10 £2,000 EPSON DX100 £309
APRICOT Xi 10s (512K RAM) £2,450 EPSON LQ1500+ i/F £900
APRICOT Xi 20 (512K RAM) £2,800 CANON 1080A £299
APRICOT Xi 20s (1MB RAM) £3,250 CANON 1156A £349
APRICOT 9" MONITOR £150
APRICOT 12" MONITOR £200
APRICOT 10" COLOUR MONITOR £355 SOFTWARE
APRICOT 32 10MB (256K RAM) £2,200 dBASE II £225
APRICOT 32 20MB (512K RAM) £3,195 WORDSTAR PROFESSIONAL £244
SUPER PACK - S/W, S/C, S/P £80 LOTUS 1-2-3 £292
OLIVETTI M21 640K TWIN MONO £1,610 PEGASUS SINGLE USER £175
OLIVETTI M21 640K 10MB MONO £2,430 PEGASUS MULTI USER £355
OLIVETTI M24 256L TWQM 320 MONO £1,732
OLIVETTI M24 256K TWIN 640 MONO £1,775
OLIVETTI M24 640K 320/10MB MONO £2,650 RAM BOARDS
OLIVETTI M24 640K 640/10MB COLOUR £3,010 APRICOT 128K £150
COMMODORE PC10 256K TWIN 360K MONO £1,255 APRICOT 256K £190
COMMODORE PC20 256K 360K/10MB £2,100 APRICOT 512K £319
IBM 256K TWIN 320 MONO CALL IBM 64K £145
IBM 256K 320/10MB MONO CALL IBM 128K £178
SPECIAL OFFER D/S MICRO DISKS FOR APRICOT - IBM 192K £212
BOX OF 10 £35 IBM250K £245

COMPANY SERVICES
INCLUDE:
CUSTOMISED DATABASE SYSTEMS,

MAINTENANCE CONTRACTS, INSTALLATION
CONTRACTS, NETWORK SYSTEMS, MULTI-USER
SYSTEMS.

TRADE AND EXPORT
ENQUIRIES WELCOME

All products carry 12 months full guarantee, with
HOTLINE phone support.

FINANCING:
CASH, LEASE -RENTAL, LEASE -PURCHASE,

SHORT-TERM RENTAL, HIRE-PURCHASE,
PERSONAL LOANS, INSTANT CREDIT (subject to
status).
* Provide a currently advertised lower price
within 7 days of purchase and difference will be
refunded.

Prices exclude only VAT and delivery GRAPHIC HOUSE, 88 WAVENEY ROAD
We GUARANTEE* the lowest prices! ST IVES, CAMBS PE17 4FW

U.S.C. LIMITED TEL: 0480 300533
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2 MEGABYTE SYSTEM
£349.95 inc VAT
Double density QL interface

Opus 5802 51/4" dual disc drive
with power supply

11

opus.

THE QL DISC SYSTEM
CHOICE FROM OPUS
1 MEGABYTE SYSTEM

£249.95 inc VAT
Double density QL interface

Opus 5802 51/4" double -sided 80
track disc drive with power supply

r
'41, lime' 0.4 00' go

4MorliP
..4P

Disc drive specialists Opus announce some great
news for QL owners - a choice of two disc drive
and interface combinations for the QL producing
1 Megabyte or 2 Megabyte disc systems
at prices which put the competition into cold
storage.
We've paired up two of our best-selling disc drives
with a remarkable double density interface to
give you a choice of two disc systems
for the QL which are microdrive compatible.
Our advanced Japanese drives provide fast access
times and carry the U.K.'s longest guarantee - a
full TWO YEARS. Our advanced disc interface will
run all current QL software programs including
the PSION package, features utilities on ROM and
supports Random Access Files. Our prices include a
full operating manual, VAT and FREE DELIVERY.
To order your QL disc system ring us on
0737-65080 or simply post the coupon now.

I To: Opus Supplies Ltd, 55 Ormside Way, Holmethorpe
I Industrial Estate, Redhill, Surrey.
I Please rush me the following:
1E1 Megabyte system(s) at £249.95 each
1E 2 Megabyte system(s) at 049.95 each
I I enclose a cheque for or please debit my

I credit card account with the amount of

My AccessD BarclaycardD (tick) no. is

I Name

I Address

I Telephone

PCW 9/85

PERIPHERAL MANAGER
Printer buffer, T -switch and printer sharer all in one

ADDER
TECHNOLOGY

PERIPHERAL MANAGER
Further details from:

Adder Technology,
P.O. Box 148,
Cambridge CB1 2EQ
Tel: (0223) 277050

US.
()pus Supplies Ltd.

* Easy to use

* Easy to connect

* Up to 4 devices

* Industry standard connectors

* 64K or 256K memory

* Simultaneous communications

* COPY facility

* Serial/parallel versions

* Wide range of leads available

* Prices from £299

Dealer enquiries welcome

VISA
Access

8 PCW SEPTEMBER 1985



COMPUTAPLANT (UK) LTD.
BRINGS TO YOU

THE MOST COMPETITIVE
coaa PRICES tapricotpc

YET

Apricot XI 10mb

ONLY £2,060
+ monitor

ALSO
AVAILABLE

THE NEW

ijapricot
IF RANGE

Apricot PC Twin 720K

ONLY1,360
+ monitor

Apricot
F10 110013

had disk 77701,411111r""tu,;
ev 512,g 111'14

" 720x'

sixygle153g. AUTHORISED DEALER FOR APRICOT,
5/2If RAN/ drives

IMTEC, FACTS SOFTWARE AND PEGASUS SOFTWARE

All prices exclude VAT and delivery

EPSON RX 80ft £220

EPSON FX 80 £320

EPSON LX 80 £250

EPSON FX 100 £410

EPSON RX 100 £340

EPSON DX 100 £350

CANON PW 1156A £379

CONTACT ONE OF OUR BRANCHES FOR FURTHER DETAILS.. .

OR VISIT ONE OF OUR SHOWROOMS

BRANCHES AT
Cromwell Mews, 5 Station Road,

St. Ives, Cambs PE17 4BH
TEL: 0480 300169

Penwood House, St Breward,
Bodmin, Cornwall

TEL: 0208 850918

OM PUTAPLANT
SEPTEMBER 1985 PCW 9



Micro General the Specialists for Printer Selection
TRY BEFORE YOU BUY! Bring your micro to us and match with our range of printers - full workshop facilities
available to iron out all technical hitches! CALL US FOR PRINT SAMPLES. TRADE or PRIVATE CUSTOMERS take
advantage of our INTERFACING CONSULTANCY. INTERFACES & CABLES AVAILABLE FOR:  SINCLAIR QL
 COMMODORE 64  OSBORNE  MSX  SPECTRUM  SIRIUS  EINSTEIN  SAGE  AMSTRAD and more!

New Shmline design [hats quieter, faster and superbly
IBM PC Version available

M182 par/serial/IBM 120 cps from £299 + VAT
M192 par/serial/IBM NLQ from £399 + VAT
M193 spec as 192 132 col from £549 + VAT

 NEW 84XS Host of options: Bar coding, 30K buffer, Multi Lingual.
Scientific fonts, Qume/Diablo, Arabic.

62 print modes: Draft, Memo 8. Correspondence from £1295 + VAT

FREE on site

maintenance in the UK.
For all business printers!

Diablo compatibility, 3K Buffer 2 colour printing.
HR15 13cps Serial or Parallel £375 + VAT
HR15 keyboard £150 + VAT
HR25 25cps Full width 16' " £699 + VAT
HR35 35cps Full width 16`."" £899 VAT

Twin writer 5, matrix & daisy combined!
£1295 + VAT

wtoo/ W/WWW.

SMITH CORONA

New printer range from the
leading office equipment supplier.
EPSON 8 IBM selectable

4Ra,R4.,

FASTEXT 80 - 80cps ideal for home user - parallel - £170 + VAT

D100 - 120cps - parallel - £220 + VAT
(Serial interface for F80/0100 - £58 + VAT)
D200 - 160cps Draft 80cps NLQ Serial 8 Parallel as standard -
£299 + VAT
D300 - 160cps, 132 col, NLQ 80cps Serial 8 Parallel interface
standard - £495 + VAT

rZI Paperjet Printing System
Collates paper and envelopes
- AUTOMATICALLY!

£ 3750 + VAT
 Takes up to A3 paper
 Automatic position sensing on manual feed
 Integral Dual paper feeding
 Integral envelope feeder
 Automatic Address storage for envelope printing
 Diablo 630 or QUME Sprint Compatible

46

APRICOT Fl
a full blown business micro
For the first time business user a genuine
business machine with some amazing 'high
tech' features. - See the Apricot's mouse
execute previously complex tasks at a

single key stroke, and the new infra -red
device means there's no cable connection
to the keyboard, giving desk top planning a
new meaning.
 256K RAM 720 single disk.
 MS-DOS
 Rapid Display manipulation and special

effects.
 Expansion and Outport facilities.
 Colour/Mono Monitor or VHF for your

TV
 Extremely light (under 13Ibs) - totally

portable.
 Price includes SuperWriter, SuperCalc,

& SuperPlanner software.
 Well over 1000 software packages now

available.

GENERAL

1- SUMMER
SALE!

A Selection of well known printers offered at
really low prices for a limited period only. ALL
EX -STOCK.

80 cps 80 col parallel
from £135 + VAT

 120 cps 80 col parallel tractor feed
from Ei 85 + VAT

 160 cps 80 col NLQ tractor feed
from £255 + VAT

 160 cps 132 col NLQ tractor feed
from £375 + VAT

LEASE Fl
from £7 per week
CALL FOR DETAILS

DEMO NOW

(PCW9)
Unit 25, Horseshoe Park, Pangbourne, Reading, RG8 7JW Tel: 07357 4466

CANON Laser Beam Printer

Crisp,
clear images
on plain paper -
co 8 pages per minute
RS232 or CENTRONICS.
Features include:
 Multiple character pitches in a line

10,12,13.3, 15 CPi, P.S., etc.
 Multiple font - maximum 15 fonts/page

(internal font, font cartridge)
 Character enlargement - doubling in two directions
 Down loading of fonts

£3195
+ VAT

MICRO GENERAL'S Pick ofthe
Epson LX -80 Friction NLQ
Epson LX -80 Tractor option
Epson LX -80 Sheet feeder
Epson FX80160cps
Epson RX100100cps
Epson FX100160cps
Epson LQ1500 200cps
Canon PW1080A160cps
Canon PW1156A 160cps
Canon PJ1080A 7 -COLOUR
Shinwa CPA -80P Par 100cps
Shinwa CPA -80S Ser100cps
Panasonic KC-P1091120cps

PLOTTERS
EPSON HI -80
HITACHI 672

All prices exclusive of VAT.

£255.00
£20.00
£55.00

£360.00
£390.00
£499.00
£999.00
£299.00
£419.00
£479.00
£199.00
£219.00
£299.00

Printers
MP-165160cps NLQ
JUKI 6100 Parallel
JUKI 6300 Serial or Par
SILVER REED 16 Parallel 16cps
SILVER REED 16 Serial 16cps
SILVER REED 20 Parallel
SILVER REED 20 Serial
SILVER REED 36 Parallel
SILVER REED 36 Serial

£269.00
£325.00
£799.00
£256.00
£279.00
£453.00
£479.00
£799.00
£825.00

OKI HIGH SPEED MATRIX
OKI 2350 Par. 350cps £1755.00
OKI 2410 Par. Graphics £1875.00

CUMANA 813C DISK DRIVES MICROVITEC 14 COLOUR
£400.00 CSX100 40T S/Side 100K £109.00 MONITORS
£495.00 CSX200D 40T D/Side 200K £119.00 1431 -MS 452 PIXEL BBC

CSX400 8CT D/Side 400K £166.00 1451 -MS 653 PIXEL BBC
CD200 2r4OT S/Side 200K £259.00 1456-11 653 IBM. Apricot
CD400D 2x4011 D/Side 400K E285.00 1456-DQ 653 Sinclair
CD800S 2x8OT D/Side BOOK £360.00

£216.00
£260.00
£395.00
f 239.00

DEALER/OEM ENQUIRIES WELCOME
 Always call for the best possible price. Access/Visa

10 PCW SEPTEMBER 1985



AT T Corporation Ltd

PRICE GUARANTEE
PROVIDE A WRITTEN LOWER QUOTATION
FROM AN AUTHORISED DEALER WITHIN 7

DAYS OF PURCHASE AND THE
DIFFERENCE WILL BE REFUNDED!

CALLERS BY APPOINTMENT ONLY

SPECIALISTS IN EXPORT

MAC 512k
1795

INCLUDING ON -SITE

MAINTENANCE

MAC 128K
1345

MAC DRIVE
256

IMAGEWRITER 10" 285

IMAGEWRITER
15" 395

JAll 385

CALL FOR SPECIAL MAC

SYSTEMS OFFER

LIMITED PERIOD ONLY

COMPAQ'

PORTABLE 256K Dual

Drive
1646

Plus 256K 10Mb 2696

Desk Pro 2 256K Dual

Drive
1796

Desk Pro 286-1 256K

Single 1.2 Megabyte Drive
2722

M24 640K 10Mb 2776

M24 2 x 360 Drive 1462

M21 2x720 Drive 1644

IBM

EXTRA SPECIAL
PRICES ON

HARD DISK IBMs

APRICOT

F2 512K Duo Disk Drive

720K including mouse

and monitor 1295

F10 512K 10Mb

including mouse and

monitor
1895

Fl including monitor
895

PORTABLE
795

PORTABLE 512K 1055

PC Duo Disk drive 720K

including monitor 1500

XI 10Mb and monitor
2150

SPECIAL PRICES
DBII & III
LOTUS 1-2-3 symphony

SMART
SUPERCALC 1/2/3
WORDSTAR
WORD
WORDCRAFT
WORDPERFECT
MULTIMATE
SAGE
PEGASUS

TOO NY TO LIST -
CAMLLAFOR PRICES

CANON
PHOTOCOPIERS -

SPECIAL

OPENING OFFERS

RING NOW: 01-729 7033

AT T Corporation Ltd NX

(T.I.) INDUSTRIAL UNITS
STANWAY STREET LONDON N1 6RY
TEL: 01-729 7033 Telex: 296119 DATALEX G

3M Diskettes
LIFETIME

GUARANTEE

The Best for Less
No Frills No Fuss

51/4" Diskettes
PRICE PER BOX OF 10 DISKS

1-4 bx 5-9 bx 10 bxs

SS DD 48 TPI 14.15 13.50 12.75

DS DD 48 TPI 19.95 18.05 17.15

SS DD 96 TPI 21.75 20.70 19.55

DS DD 96 TPI 24.45 23.20 21.95

31/2" Diskettes

SS DD 29.50 25.95 24.65

DS DD 43.95 39.65 37.85
POST & PACKING
PER BOX .70 .50 .40

PLEASE STATE SECTORING REQUIRED

PLEASE ADD 15% VAT TO TOTAL. CHEQUE WITH ORDER PLEASE

I

I

I

I

To: Metromedia Data Products,
Kimberley House, Vaughan Way, Leicester LE1 4SE
Telephone: (0533) 532211/538191 Price Ex. VAT

Qty Description p

Total Goods Ex. VAT

Total P&P

Sub Total Ex. VAT

VAT

Value of Cheque Enc.

Name

Address
Tel:

Authorised Distributor
I3M is a trademark

3M1

AA
Metro Media
Computer Supplies

MetroMedio (Doto Products) Limited
Kimberley House, Vaughan Way,
Leicester LEI 4SG
Telephone: (0533) 53 22 11  53 81 91

SEPTEMBER 1985 PCW 11



SEE US AT
THE PCW SHOW
ON STAND 170115

BUSINESS

SOFTWARE

for the
COMMODORE 128
COMMODORE 64

ATARI 800XL
ATARI 130XE

APPLE //c
APPLE //e

cC?etsci,tAt

The Intelligent
Word Processor

 Spelling Checker
 Mailmerge
 Calculator and wide screen

editing

 Supports all popular printers
 Programmable glossary
 Professional standard editing

commands

The Programmable
Database

 Menu driven - easy to use -
design your own forms

 Up to 27 fields and 1100
characters of data per record

 Formulas for automatic
calculations

 Fully programmable for use
with multiple files

 Print multi -column labels

3111
Precision
Software

frPE
The Professional
Keyboard Trainer

 Learn touch typing on your
computer

 Colour -based keyboard
memorization

 Performance check and
feedback

 Learn at your own speed
 Save expensive typing classes

or travel

Precision Software Limited

6 Park Terrace

Worcester Park

Surrey KT4 7JZ ENGLAND

Telephone: 01-330 7166

Telex: 8955021 PRECIS G

DOES YOUR
POWER SUPPLY

LET YOU
DOWN

Computer problems invariably stem
from disturbances in your power supply

The installation of mains protection
equipment eliminates: -

El Voltage/frequency
variations r****04,44

CI Noise

and provides protection
against

C1 Short mains
interruptions

CI Total power failure

The extensiveextensive Merlin Gerin range includes: -

Line conditioning
equipment (CT) 150,
300, 600, 1200, 2500,
5000VA.

Uninterruptible Power
Supplies (UPS) from
125VA to 3.6MVA.

See us at
the PCW Show

Stand 2216

mastering electrical power

Stafford Park 4
Telford, Shropshire TF3 3BL
Tel: Telford (0952)618061
Telex 35433

MERLIN GERIN

12 PCW SEPTEMBER 1985



JAll & MACINTOSH

Jazz 512K£399 Fat
Mac £1895

THE PORTABLE
HP 110: Uses industry standard
operating system, MSDOS and is
made more friendly with HP:s
PAM which gives easy access to
the program packages. Lotus 123
and Memomaker are built into
ROMs giving spreadsheets, sim-
ple graphics and note making -
making it a useful tool for the
executive on the move.

£2595
List price £2995

,..

L

HP 110

ISEIKETT PACKAKI
CALCMATORS PRINTERS

HP IIC £63 Printer gallHP
HP 15C_...£99 Cassette Drive £call
HP 12C £99 HP 75C

E599

HP 16C. £99 Visical pack £119
HP 41CX £274 Text Formatter £78
HP 41CV . £189 Data Corn Pac £144
Card Reader £178

HP -1501I
£call

H -150B
HP -150: dual 720kb Pt disk drive 256kb RAM,
keyboard. High resolution (512 x 390) monitor

£2299

Think Jet
Fast 150 CPS, quiet 50 dBa(A). High
print quality 11 x 12 charactercell,
96x96 (192) dots per inch. Disposable
print head. Pin and friction allows you to
use single sheets as well as fanfold
paper. £399

Lazerjet Printer
A silent but speedy masterpiece. 300
CPS for best letter quality., Unbeatable
resolution whether it is text, charts or
diagrams and it's compatible with the
IBM PC and wordstar. Lotus packages
etc.

£2950
Plus 12 month on site warranty

EPSON COMPUTERS & PRINTERS

EPSON PX-8F
L_

I---4
. PX8: Uses CP/M operating sys-

tem and has an 8 line by 80MIMI_ owl
1.1 column LCD screen. CP/M 2.2,

of " .-* . - -- .- ..7.1: Microsoft Basic, Wordstar, and
Cardbox + are built in ROM, with
64K RAM available

£795
HX 20 PRINTERS

Oft.

FX 80 £349MI- .i
.o 6 FX 80 F/T £259

0 0 O. li. it.-0
OO 0

\
- 7 . M FX100 £499

aist[RM.a.o.Son.11.11.11.,imalcoa4040 010111000.1:=
CIOICIIMIC111110 0 POWS= P8OX £250

P40 £87GI

P80 £159
Epson colour printer £560

WORDINTEXT 1.
r.

Epson Plotter £399FRIEJE pRocESS Epson L01500
OKI Microline 93

£call
£464

Cannon PW1080A £289
Canon PW1056A £419
Panasonic Printer £299

E395 Silver Reed EX550
Silver Reed EX500

£489
£279

Fri APPLE - COMM

Business Systems

OLIVETTI M24

10 MB + 640K Ram. £2399

20 MB + 640K Ram. £2699

, ,,.
PC. It uses the full 16 bit 8086
chip running at 8MHZ, which

,', ''k, , makes it more than twice as fast.
I ii, il iii:. .

It combines monochrome text and
colour graphics, offering a 640 by

N\',%\. S. , 400 pixel higher resolution mode.
The quality of the screen is excel-
lent. The M24 has 128k of RAM

:::: (can be up graded to 640k RAM),.....*,,..
"N . serial and parallel ports, clock/

calendar and reset button and is

'. '1/4''''.,.,,, -''-

.ss.,--

cheaper than an IBM having the
same specifications.

M24: Not only is it stylish but £1499technically superior to the IBM

OLIVETTI M21 PORTABLE PC
serial RS232C port and two lock-
able 360K MFD 5.25in floppy disc
drives. It includes a built in clock/

1 i calendar and LED indicator. The
Olivetti M24 has a better screen

--- than the IBM and runs more than
fm twice as fast as either IBM or

COMPAQ.

M21: It is self contained with an
Intel 8086-2 chip, 128k of RAM, a El 4999in amber screen with brightness
and contrast controls, colour
graphics adaptor, printer adaptor, OLIVErn

SONY MODEL 10 Word Processor

from £2595 inc Printer
The Model 10 is probably the
smallest WP system on the mar-
ket and incorporates all the easy
to use features of SONY WP.
Sony word processing opens up
a whole new world of office
efficiency taking in text editing,
text processing, arithmetic cal-
culations, records management,
communications and data pro-
cessing.

Simplicity is the central feature
of the Model 10 system. The

High resolution screen, display-
ing black characters on a light
blue background, ensures visual
clarity and comfort Embolding,
underlining, centering and in-
dentation can all be seen before
printing. The keyboard is easy to
operate designed specifically for
typing. The SONY PAL (personal
audio learning) system enables
the secretary to use the Model 10
quickly and without fuss. Please
call for demonstration and price.

Authorised Dealer
ODORE - HEWLETT PACKARD - EPSON - SONY - OLIVETTI

8529
Monday to Saturday 9.30-6.30pm

191 Kensington High Street, London W8

 TBS reserves the right M, change advertised prices
 Add 15°. VAT
 Goods subject to availability

Tel: 01-937 7S% Telex: 946240 ,\S't ; )

111-937 3366

'X 1 It \ So 1900i
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No phones. No interruptions.
No wonder you have

your best ideas at home.
Strange how often inspiration

seems to strike outside office hours.
Could it be because the daily grind

leaves you precious little time to think?
Fortunately, there's one sure

way to find out whether your ideas really
hold water.

A Toshiba portable computer.
Feed in your floppy disks and it's

just like being back in the office.
Without the usual distractions.
And even if you need to exchange

data with other computers, the T1100
can communicate with them.

Naturally, you'll be fully compat-
ible with the IBM-PC and thus capable
of running most leading software.

(As a fully-fledged16-b it computer,
it also runs at a businesslike pace.)

And, with a 256K memory on tap,
there's no risk of halting your creative
flow in midstream.

Note, too, our built-in LCD flat
screen. Very restful on the eyes in the
small, wee hours.

Weighing in at a mere 9lbs, our
baby's not going to strain your arms
either. Lightweight it may be,but it
can outperform any portable you care
to name.

After all, it's one of the Toshiba
family of computers, dedicated to im-
proving business efficiency.

And in our family, business always
comes first.

T1100  Weight 9lbs 16 bit  256KB Full compatibility with the IBM-PC Built-in 720KB 3.5" FDD,
flat LCD screen and graphics  640 x 200 pixels  80 characters x 25 lines  Centronics parallel interface
Options include external 31/2" or 51/4" FDD 256KB memory expansion  Mono orcolour display  RS232C
serial interface  Printer IBM-PC is a trademark of International Business Machines Corporation.

7 For more information send the coupon to: 7
Toshiba UK Ltd (IPS Division),Toshiba House, Frimley
Camberley, Surrey GU 16 SH,or dial 100 and ask for
FreefoneToshiba.

Name

Title

Company

Address

PCW1

TOSHIBA
COMPUTERS

L WE GIVE YOU MORE TIME TO THINK



PRINTERS

BROTHER 2024L
Letter Quality Dot -Matrix
Built-in tractor feed. High speed printing -
96 CPS (LO Elite), 160 CPS (draft). Up to
four carbon copies, bi-directional logic seek-
ing £995

BROTHER HR35
Daisy Wheel Printer
Specially developed for the office that de-
mands a high output of high quality printing.
7K bytes buffer, two-colour printing, super/
subscript, 35 CPS, auto -underlining, bold
printing £899
BROTHER HR15
A superb printer offering high quality daisy
wheel print, for an exceptionally low outlay.
HR15 offers two-colour printing, shadow
printing, proportional spacing, superb/sub-
script and auto -underlining. 50 CPS bi-
directional £375

BROTHER TC600
The Teleprocessor
The Brother TC600 puts a computer tele-
communications system in your briefcase.
Not a computer, just a portable electronic
typewriter, but a fully functional telecom-
munications terminal that incorporates many
of the advanced word processing features
found on desktop models E415

BROTHER EP44
A feature loaded printer with 24 x 18 dot
matrix print head, 4K memory, built-in RS-
232C serial interface and 15 character
display. Light, compact and battery po-
wered - will fd into your briefcase £219

BROTHER M-1009
A compact high quality printer with full 80
column printing, 9 pin dot matrix head, 50
characters per second, built-in RS232C and
Centronics, and bi-directional text/uni-
directional graphic printing £199

BROTHER HR -5
This quiet and versatile thermal transfer
printer delivers high definition 9 x 9 dot
matrix text over 80 columns at 30 characters
per second. Incorporates RS232C, Centro-
nics or Commodore interface. Either bat-
tery or mains powered £149

BROTHER HR -25
An exceptionally high quality daisy wheel
printer with a 3K buffer memory, bi-direction-
al speed of 25 characters per second, 2
colour printing, super/sub script, auto under-
lining, text emboldening and proportional
spacing. Also text reprinting facilities £699

APPLE IIe Package

,

,.;... ...k .......

Apple Ile 64K
Disk Drive

with controller

£699
COMMODORE 64 Package
Commodore 64 computer

C2N cassette recorder
International Soccer

Commodore Bag El 75
1541 Disk drive £174
MSP801 Printer £160 Sargon III £42
Music Maker £33 Sargon II £17
Easy Script £39 Multiplan £99
Easy File £39 Zork I £12

Zork
Ill £12COMMODORE MODEM Zork £12

 1200/75 V23 Full Duplex
Simons Basic £39
Football £9

Asynchronous operation Lode Runner £30
 B.T. Approved Easy Calc £39
 Components software held in 8k ROM LOgo £56

Flight Simulator II (D) £42
Superbase

£34

£85
Flight Simulator II (C)

£85

Macintosh & Jazz

128K
MAC

£1,399

Jazz £399

Macintosh

Fat Mac
512K

LIST PRICE £2,599

LIMITED

STOCK

APPLE CARD:
INSTANT CREDIT AVAILABLE

UP TO £2,500

ORDER LINE 01-937 8529 TM

Macintosh Software
Multiplan £190 TK Solver £189 Macspell+ £84
Chart £99 Word £179 PC to Mac £128

Basic £145 OMNIS1 £149 Sargon III
Mind Probe

£42
£46

Lotus Jazz £399 OMNIS2 E295 Think Tank £124
Copy -Mac £40 OMNIS3 £399 Dollars & Sense £124
MacPlot £90 PFS: FILE £call Mac Ledger £249

DFS: REPORT...£call MacCash £149
Clickart £34 Mactorth £call Typing Tutor III £50

Mac the knife £50 MacPascal £99 Wizordary 1
PFS File & Report

Millionaire £51 MacProject £99 DB Master

£62
£160
£149

Zork I £36 Macterminal £9Desk Organiser £127
Zork II £42 Macdraw £99 MacAttack £42
Zork III £42 Deadline £50 Helix £337
Witness £call Professional Black £64

Hitchhiker's Guide to Galaxy £34 Squire
Mighty Mac

Music Composer £69 MacCalender....£call Animation Toolkit

£60
£84
£62

Frogger £34 Trivia £34 Vicom Com Package £149
Lode Runner £34 Funpack £34 Modem Ecall
MacGammon ...Ecall Penstate £call MacVision £299
Sargon III £42 Payroll £99 Championship Boxing £33

Mac Dust Cover £11
Box of 10 31/2" Disks £39

APPLE IIC Package
Apple IIC

Monitor IIC
Monitor Stand IIC

£999
'lasha
Business Systems

Authorised Dealer
APPLE - COMMODORE - HEWLETT PACKARD - EPSON - SONY - OLIVETTI

01-937 8529
Monday to Saturday 9.30-6.30pm

191 Kensington High Street, London WS
Del: 01 -937 789G

111-937 33W)

 TBS reserves the right to change advertised prices
 Add 15°. VAT
 Goods subject to availability

Telex: 9462-10 (CWFASY (t) MBX No. 190011211
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COMMUNICATIONS
Acoustic and Direct Connect
Modems for all asynch speeds
including electronic mail and
viewdata. Prices from £79.

'''...-'....._.4111111111111111

CX-23 MS -21/23."

C- r - - - `(, HD

\ _-

-----
VX-543 nina-101

EPSON - -
;i',,,,0,

OX -16

-Cftrie---

HX-20 / PX-8
----'-,----

As one of EPSON5 largest dealers
we sell service and support their
full range. For quality, style and
reliability they are hard to match.
Write for our full list and ex -demo
and specials list.

DATA CAPTURE
Ilk-

leg
PF-10

PIXIE

PRINTERS
We supply famous EPSON printers for
all makes of computer. The L01500 for
instance prints Near Letter Quality at
67cps and Draft at 200cps. The
incredible P40 costs only £87 lex VAT)
and prints up to 80 characters per line
and BARCODES.

 --=------z-vgAz----,-;.--....eft,_. -.....,

P 40

Mil4::
**:: +e

....:i 10 IL. . : ,
HT-5000

We have supplied many hundreds
of terminals for data capture for
sales men, shops or depots and can
get your data into most micros,
minis and mainframes over tele-
phones. Call us to discuss your
applications.

NEW PRODUCTS FROM EPSON
OX -16 16 Bit P.C. with Z80 second processor. Runs all OX -10 CP/M
software and most 16 Bit. Superb ICON system available.
P8OX Portable NLO Printer.
LX -80 New low cost Matrix Printer with NLO built in.
SO -2000 Full width Ink Jet Printer. Fast and Quiet with NLQ at 105 cps.

The Computer Centre,
Bugbrooke Road, GAYTON,
NORTHAMPTON NN7 3EU.

TEL: (0604) 858011.

ALL COMPUTERS
ARE COMPATIBLE

WITH EACH OTHER
IMPOSSIBLE YOU SAY!!

Well a large number are
compatible if you use our
DISC CONVERSION
SERVICE

If you have ever tried to
transfer data from one
manufacturers system to
another then you will
know that it is virtually
impossible as the two
systems will more than
likely use a different
recording method.
With our latest disc reading system we can make over
350 different word processors 'talk' to each other.

PHOTOTYPESETTING SERVICE
We can convert data stored on discs into
top quality phototypesetting - saving up

to 50% on normal setting charges.

IDEAL For Publishers, Authors, Estate Agents.

NORTH WEST PHOTOSET
49 Whitechapel, Liverpool L1 6DT

ET Telephone: 051-236 7953



Identical twins
c.)

Identical tasks
Identical micros

What's the twin on the right got the other hasn't?
In short, the Recall full text retrieval system. It's a revolutionary

new software package for micros.
It means the twin on the right has instant access to information

regardless of its size, shape or content.
While the one on the left has to scroll through endless text files

and hunt through endless piles of paper for the same information.
He could be there until Christmas.

At which time his twin should display some goodwill and tell
him about Recall.

Up to 1,000 individual documents (contracts, press releases,
reports, letters etc) can be stored any way you like and minutely
examined for the information you want. Just describe it in plain
English and hey presto the information is there.

You can then display it, print it, or write it to disk, in whole or in
part. Within seconds you can complete a task that could take you
until Christmas.

What's more the price makes Recall a real gift. Just E195 + VAT
Uptil now you had to pay a fortune (up to £25,000) and have a
mainframe to boot to enjoy the advantages of text retrieval.

Recall is compatible with the IBM PC/xT, DEC Rainbow and
ACT Apricot.

Full text retneval system
If it all sounds too good to be true contact Steve Robinson on

Bristol 28893/4/5/6 for the full Recall story.

NM35 King Street, Bristol BS1 4D2.

Ltd. Tel (0272) 28893/4/5/6.

It can come as a rude awakening to a serious personal
computer user that the printer he thought was such a
bargain couldn't even handle his day-to-day
correspondence.

Especially when £259 could have bought him Star's
new SG -10.

A dot matrix printer that not only sets new standards
in value and reliability, it .offers outstanding print quality.

Compare the features for yourself:
.New Near Letter Quality font produces characters

lose to daisywheel quality yet still offers a printing speed
-of 120 characters per second in draft mode.

Li Easy interfacing with virtually all popular computers,
including IBM PC's.

Prints on single sheets and fan -folded paper.
Printer memory of 2KB that can be expanded to 10KB

with optional buffer board.
LI Wide range of character sets and fonts. International

characters, italics and proportional spacing can be
selected on all modes.

Fill in the,coupon for full details and see what made us
one of the leading ranges of computer printers in the USA
in only two years.

Please send me details of your comprehensive range of Star Computer Printers

Name Postion

Company

Address

acetirK Star Micronics U.K. Ltd.,

PCW9 185

Craven House, 40 Uxbridge Road, London WS
WHEN WILL YOU BECOME A STAR WITH ONE OF OUR PRINTERS?



FEATURES

SA
NUMBER 1 UK DISTRIBUTOR

NIMBUS

*80186 true 16 -bit CPU, the
fastest business computer
available

RESEARCH MACHINES
MICROCOMPUTER SYSTEMS

CALL 01-627 4840 FOR FURTHER INFORMATION

*MS-DOS 3.05 Operating system

*MS -NET - up to 64 stations

*192K entry level user RAM,
including 64K for graphics

*High resolution bit -mapped
display (640 x 250)

*Extensive list of compatible
software

PERFORMANCE CHART

*Fast colour graphics

*Configuration EEROM

*8910 music chip

*720K disc drives

*Supports 8087 arithmetical
board

*Mouse/Joystick ports

*Piconet- up to 30
peripheral interfaces

Model Configuration Processor Speed
Colour as
Standard

Low Cost
Networking Price ex VAT

Nimbus X10 10Mb Winchester 80186 8MHz Yes Yes C2808

IBM XT 10Mb Winchester 8088 4.77MHz No No L3393

Apricot xi 10Mb Winchester 8086 5.0MHz No Yes L3485

Nimbus PC2 2 x 720K disks 80186 8MHz Yes Yes C1795

BRANCH NETWORK THROUGHOUT THE. UK

Clasgow
II Bath Street

Glasgow 041 332 1116

415/419 Blythswood Court
Anderston Cross Centre
Glasgow 041 226 3011

Edinburgh
12 Leven Street
Tolleross
Edinburgh 031 228 1111

4 St. Andrew Square
Edinburgh 031 557 2087

Central Despatch
Dept.

Constable House
Hopetoun Street
Edinburgh EH7 4NF
031 556 0191 x240

Aberdeen
77 Holburn Street
Aberdeen
0224 571735

London
Park House
140 Battersea Park

Road
London SW11 4NB E. & O.E.
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IBM PC, XT & AT MACINTOSH

AST MEGA PLUS II £285 FIRST BASE V2.0 £130
AST SixPakPlus + STICK £265 CHIPWITS £32
BRAINSTORM £190 CLICKART DISKS EACH £32
CHIT CHAT £95 DISK ORGANIZER £95
CORNERSTONE £305 DOLLARS & SENSE £95
DBASE III £365 EXPER LISP £315
DESO £245 EXPER LOGO £100
DOLLARS AND SENSE £110 FACTFINDER £115
EXECUVISION GRAPHICS £235 FILEVISION ERR
FLIGHT SIMULATOR £50 FRONT DESK £100
FRAMEWORK £365 GRAPHICS ON MAC-BOOK £19
GEM DESKTOP £40 HELIX 512K £255
GEM DRAW £95 HITCHHIKER'S GUIDE £25
HERCULES GRAPHICS CARD £345 HOME ACCOUNTANT £65
HITCHHIKER'S GUIDE £28 JAZZ £390
HOME ACCOUNTANT PLUS £95 LODE RUNNER £27
LOTUS 123 £330 MAC THE KNIFE £25
MICROSOFT CHART £185 MAC THE KNIFE- FONTS £35
MICROSFT WORD £305 MACACCOUNTING £305
MIND PROBER £35 MACFORTH LEVEL I £100
MULTIMATE V3.3 £300 MACMANAGER £35
MULTIPLAN £145 MACWORK/MACPLAY - BOOK £19
PAPERBACK WRITER £30 MEGAFORM £190
PC MOUSE £135 MICROSOFT BASIC V2.0 £115
PC PAINTBRUSH £95 MICROSOFT CHART V2.0 £115
PEGASUS A/C MODULES EACH £255 MICROSOFT FILE £150
SIDEKICK £35 MICROSOFT MAC ENHANCER £200
SIDEWAYS £40 MICROSOFT WORD £150
SUPERCALC 3 RELEASE 2 £215 MIGHTY MAC £65
SUPERKEY £45 MILLIONAIRE £40
SYMPHONY £460 MIND PROBER £35
SYMPHONY SPELLING CHECKER £110 MULTIPLAN £150
SYPHONY TEXT OUTLINER £110 MUSICWORKS £52
THINKTANK V2 £120 OMN1S 3 £340
TURBO PASCAL V3.0 £70 OVERVUE £190
ULTIMA III (EXODUS) £40 PFS: FILE & REPORT £125
USING 1-2-3 - BOOK £16 PROFESSIONAL BLACKJACK £50
USING FRAMEWORK-BOOK £20 SARGON III CHESS £35
USING SYMPHONY-BOOK £20 SOFTWORKS C COMPILER £260
WIZARDRY £40 STOCK PORTFOLIO £145
WORD PERFECT V4 £255 THE MACINTOSH BOOK f19
WORDSTAR 2000 £335 THINKTANK 512K £160
WORDSTAR PROFESSIONAL £290 TK! SOLVER £145
XCHANGE £360 TYPING TUTOR III £40
ZORK I, I , 111 EACH £30 WIZARDRY £40

ITS, 33 FOSCOTE ROAD, LONDON NW4 3SE
Enquiries: 01-202 8165

MAIL ORDER:ONLY- ALL PRICES EXCLUDE VAT
OTHER PACKAGES AVAILABLE AT LOW PRICES

Word -Bird
Is not "user friendly" it is easy and natural to
use.

No commands, no keying -in sequences, no
"easy" reference cards.

Can be used immediately, mastered in
days.

Labels, letters and fully -formatted books
are typed direct to the screen, as they will
look on paper, with all the emphasis and
special characters your printer is capable of.

Easy, natural multi-lingual use.
Full wordprocessing power at your finger-

tips.
Phone for your FREE copy of the Word -

Bird Book of Wordprocessing now!

SPECIALISED MULTILINGUAL WORD
PROCESSING SYSTEMS

114 Brandon Street
London SE17 1AL
Telephone: 01-708 2756

LEABUS
Legal & Business

Software

Have you put a CLIP
in your Winchester?

CLIP Compressed Library Interchange Program

4

CP/M CP/M-86 PC DOS MS DOS £105.00
 Backs up a Winchester

on to floppies.
 Compresses text or data to

less than half size.
 Large files can span multiple

discs.
 Selective backup or retrieval, on an

inclusive or exclusive basis.
CLIP has no equal in reputation,
convenience, power or economy.

CO KEELE CODES LTD
University of Keele, Keele, Staffordshire, U.K. Tel: (0782] 629221 Telex: 36113

EFFORTLESS BACKUP
You can save commands for later use, or

type commands directly.

CLIP has its own menu, with seven
prepared commands. Customise the
commands if you wish, or edit the menu text
with a word processor. Or keep the standard
forms. All your housekeeping -
save/restore/review - by pressing two keys.

CLIP comes standard with Winchester systems supplied by
Olympia, Cifer Systems, Research Machines and Philips, British Telecom

And is highly recommended by other major manufacturers
All prices excl. VAT, post free in U.K.
Most popular disc formats from stock.
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BBC MICRO COMPUTER SYSTEM DISC DRIVES
BBC Computers
Model B £299 (a) 6502 Second Processor £175 (a)
Model B + NFS £335 (a) Acorn IEEE Interface £280 (a)
Model B + DFS £346 Z80 2nd Proc. + Software £348 (a)
Model B + DFS + NFS £399 (a Bitstick + graphics Software £325 (a)
BBC B Plus (available fromstock) £409(
TORCH UNICORN PRODUCTS:
ZEP100 Z80 Card with 64K Ram + Free Software Package £275 (a)
ZDP240 Z80 Card with 2 x 400K Dual Drive + Software £625 (a)
HDP68K + UNIX 68000 with Z806 & UNIX OS £3495(a)
GS800 GRADUATE 8086 + 256K RAM + Dual Drive + Xchange Software £925(a)

In addition to above we carry a very wide range of BBC firmware & software packages. Please
write for further details.

SA NYO COMPUTER SYSTEM
SANYO's MBC 555 Series featuring 16 bit 8088 CPU with powerful MS-DOS operating system.
256K on board ram with a dual drive system offering 360K or 720K storage capacity. Detachable
keyboard with 81 keys including 5 user definable function keys. RGB/Composite Video with hi
res 640 x 200 8 colour display. Centronics port as standard. Supplied with Systems dics, Sanyo
BASIC and utility software which includes Professional WORDStar, DATAStar, SUPERSORT
and CALCStar.
SANYO MBC 550- 360 Dual 360K Drives £895 (a)
SANYO MBC 550- 800 Dual 800K £995 (a)
IBM Compatible Sanyo 550, Daul 360K, 256K RAM, MS-DOS 2.11. Full IBM Colour
Graphics (includes IBM Compatible Video Board and GW Basic). Will run Lotus 12,3 etc.

£995 (a)
Sanyo Video Card MBC 550 VB (for IBM Compatibility). £145 (b)

PRINTERS
EPSON

LX 80 NLQ £242(a) Optional Trackor Feed £20(c) JX 80 colour £499(a) RX 80T + £210(a)
RX 80FT + £220(a) RX 100 + £345(a) FX 80 + £315(a) FX 100 + £430(a)

BROTHER: HR15 £315(a)
JUKI: 6100 £315(a)

KAGA TAXAN: KP 810 (80 col) £245(a) KP 910 (156 col) £339(a)
EPSON: HI -80 Plotter £399(a)

PRINTER ACCESSORIES

EPSON
FX80 plus sheet feeder £129(b)
Paper Roll Holder £17(d)
FX80 Tractor Attachment £37(c).
Interfaces: 8143 RS232 £28(c);
8148 RS232 + 2K £57(c);
8132 Apple II £60(c);
8165 IEEE + Cable £65(c).
Serial & Parallel Interfaces with larger buffers
available.
Ribbons: RX/FX/MX80 £5.00(d);
RX/FX/MX 100 £10(c);
LX80 £6.00(c).
FX80 Dustcover £4.50(d);
LX80 Tractor Unit £20(c);
Spare pens for HI80 £7.50/set(d)

KAGA TAXAN: RS 232 Interface + 2K butter
£78(c);
Ribbon KP810/910 £6(d)
JUKI: RS232 Interface £65(c);
Spare Daisy Wheel £14(d);
Ribbon £2.50(d);
Sheet Feeder £182(a)
Tractor Feed Attach £129(a)
BROTHER HR15: Sheet Feeder £189(a)
Ribbons Carbon or Nylon £4.50(d)
Tractor Feed £99(a)
BBC Printer Lead: Parallel (42") £7(d);
Serial £7(d) Printer Leads can be supplied to
any other length.
Plain Fanfold Paper with extra fine
perforation (Clean Edge): 200 sheets 9.5" x
11" £13(b) 2000 sheets 14.5" x 11" £18.50(b)
Labelsr 1000s: Single Row 31/2" x 17/16"
£5.25(d) TripleTriple Row 2.7/16" x 17/16"
£5.00(d)

TECHNOLINE VIEWDATA
SYSTEM

Using `Prester type protocols
For information and orders phone:

01-450 9764.
24 hour service, 7 days a week.

MODEMS
- All modems listed below

are BT approved
MIRACLE WS2000:
The ultimate world standard modem covers all com-
mon BELL and CCITT standards up to 1200 Baud.
Allows communication with virtually any computer
system in the world. The optional AUTO DIAL and
AUTO ANSWER boards enhance the considerable
facilities already provided on the modem. Mains
powered £129(b). Auto dial Board/Auto Answer Board
£30(c) each awaiting BT approval. Software lead
£4.50.
BUZZ BOX:
This pocket sized modem complies with V21 300/300
Baud and provides an ideal solution for communica-
tions between users, with main frame computers and
bulletin boards at a very economic cost. Battery or
mains operated, £62(c). Mains adaptor £8(d).

BBC to Modem data lead £7.

EPROM PROGRAMMERS
Industrial Programmer P8000 £695(a)
Industrial Prod. Programmer P9010 £795(a)
Industrial Prod. Programmer P9020 £995(a)
Industrial Prod. Programmer P9030 £1295(a)
GANG OF EIGHT PRODUCTION POROGRAMMER

£395(a)
UV ERASERS:
UV113 6 Eprons £47(b)
UV1T with timer 6 Eproms £59(b)
UV140 14 Eproms £71(b)
UV141 with timer 14 Eproms £88(b)

ALL PRICES EXCLUDE
VAT

Please add carriage 50p unless
indicated as follows

(a) (b) £2.50 (c) £1.50 (d)
£1 .00

We also stock a full range of
TTLs CMOS, CPUs, RAMs,

EPROMs/RAMs
2764-25 £2.60

27128-25 £5.00
6264 -LP £6.00

Please write for our catalogue

BBC compatible disc drives, fully cased and supplied complete with cables, manual and
formatting disc for operation with the BBC micro. These drives can operate in both single
and double density modes and are suitable for use with any micro with Shuggart A400
interface. Mechanisms available separately.
Single Drives
1 x 100K 40T SS
1 x 400K 80/40T DS
Dual Drives (with integral psu)
Stacked Version
PD200 2 x 100K 40T SS
PD800 2 x 400K 80/40T DS

TS100 £85(b)
TS400 £125(b)

£190(a)
£265(a)

With integral psu
PS100 £120(b)
PS400 £145(b)

Plinth Versions
PD200P £215(a)
PD800P £289(ai

3M FLOPPY DISCS

Authorised Distributor
Data Recording Products
Industry standard high quality discs with guaranteed error free performance for life.

Discs in packs of 10:
40T SSDD £13(c) 40T DSDD £18(c)

80T SSDD £22(c) 80T DSDD £24(c)

31 2" Discs Pack of 10 £38(c)

3M

MONITORS
All monitors supplied with BBC lead

MICROVITEC 14" RGB
1431 Standard Resolution £185(a)
1451 Medium Resolution £240(a)
1441 Hi Resolution £389(a)

MICROVITEC 14" RGB with PAL & Audio
1431 AP Standard Resolution £205(a)
1451 AP Medium Resolution £280(a)

KAGA TAXAN 17' RGB
VISION II Hi Res £225(a)
VISION III Super Hi Res £325(a)

MONOCHROME MONITORS:
SANYO DM8112CX Hi Res 12" Green
Screen £90(a)
KAGA KX1201G Hi Res 12" Etched Green
Screen £99(a)
KAGA KX1202A Hi Res 12" Etched Amber
Screen £105(a)
ZENITH 123 Hi Res 12" Green Screen £70(a)
ZENITH 122 Hi Res 12" Amber Screen £70(a)

DRIVE ACCESSORIES
FLOPPICLENE Disc Head Cleaning Kit with 20 disposable cleaning discs ensures
continued optimum performance of the drives £14.50(c)
Single Disc Cable £6(d) Dual Disc Cable £8.50(c)
10 Disc Library Case £1.80(d) 30 Disc Storage Box £6(c)
40 Disc Lockable Box £14(c) 100 Disc Lockable Box £19(b)

PRINTER SHARER/BUFFER
A unique printer sharer/buffer that provides a simple way to improve the utilisation of the.
installed equipment by reducing the waiting time for printing documents.

STANDARD Centronics interface Internal check to prove the data
with 3 inputs
EACH input port scanned every 5 secs to
check for data. Switching between ports
completely automatic.

* Data input rate 4800 bytes/sec
LED Bargraph indicates percentage
memory used.
COPY key allows current document to
be reprinted.

integrity.
PAUSE switch allows printing to be
stopped temporarily to allow paper
change, adjust form feed etc. or allows
temporary storage for large number of
small files which can all be printed
together.
RESET allows all buffer memory to be
cleared without having to hard break on
the computer.

64K buffer capacity.  Mains powered Compact 7cm x 17cm x 24cm
TSB 64 Buffer/Sharer £205(a)

Cable Set £30

PRINTER/COMPUTER SHARERS

Three computers to one printer (Centronics - Cable Set (ea 1m long) £25(d)
26 pin) £65(b) Three computers to one printer (Serial) £75(b)
External power pack £6.50

CONNECTOR SYSTEMS

10 Way
20 Way
26 Way
34 Way
40 Way
50 Way

I D CONNECTORS
Headers Receptacles Edge Conns Grey Cable:m

90p 85p 120p 40p
145p 125p 195p 85p
175p 150p 240p 120p
200p 160p 320p 160p
220p 190p 340p 180p
235p 200p 390p 200p

AMPHENOL CONNECTORS
Solder IDC

36 Way Centronics Plug 500p 475p
36 Way Centronics Socket 550p 500p
24 Way IEEE Plug 475p 475p
24 Way IEEE Socket 500p 500p

PCB Mtg Skt

Ang. Pin 36 Way 750p 24 Way 700p

RS 232 JUMPER LEADS WITH
25 WAY CONNECTORS

24" Single end Male £5.00
24" Single end Female £5.25

24" Male to Male £8.25
24" Female to Female £9.50

24" Male to Female £9.00

Other lengths available

TEXTOOL ZIF
SOCKETS

24 pin £7.50
28 pin £9
40 pin £12

GENDER CHANGERS
25 Way D type
Male to Male £10
Female to Female.... £10
Male to Female £10

D CONNECTORS
No of Ways

9 15
Male
Solder
Angled Pins
IDC
Female
Solder
Angled Pins
IDC
Hoods
Screwlock Hood

60p
120p
175p

90p
160p
195p
90p

130p

85p
180p
275p

130p
210p
325p
95p

150p

25 37

125p
240p
325p

195p
290p
375p
100p
175p

170p
350p

290p
440p

120p

Ti cti )M AT lc LTD
0

MAIL ORDERS TO: 17 BURNLEY ROAD, LONDON NWIO 1ED
SHOPS AT: 17 BURNLEY ROAD, LONDON NWIO

(Tel: 01-208 1177 (4 lines) Telex: 922800)
305 EDGWARE ROAD, LONDON W2

PLEASE ADD 50p p&p & 15% VAT
(Export: no SAT. p&P at ('ost)

Orders from Government Depts. & Colleges etc. selcome.
Minimum Telephone Order £5.

Deiailed Price 1.61 on requeq.

Stock km. arc normalb tr) return of posi.
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more
unbeatable deals
from Data sitar

Systems!

ummimmenummISW
THE INCREDIBLE NEW STAR SG -10
NEAR LETTER QUALITY PRINTER.

Star SG -10 £259 + VAT £297.85
Parallel cable for any Micro(max. price) £20
2 Spare ink ribbons £5
2000 sheets of continuous listing paper £15
Next day doorstep delivery service £10

£347.85.

Datastar's all in price £297.85M

Justa fewof the many features:-

Easily switchable between Epsom & IBM
graphic/print models.

 Will print all ASCII codes from computers that
can only send 7 bits on their parallel interface
such as Amstrad CPC 464/664 and Apple II.

V' Compatible with all word processing
programs.

 50 CPS NLQ mode available from switch on.

 120 CPS draft mode.

2K print buffer-expandable to 10K

AMAZING AMSTRAD WORD PROCESSING
OFFER ONLY FROM DataStar Systems
Amstrad CPC 664 green screen computer £339.00
Amsoft Microscript W/P package 49.00
Star SG -10 printer package as above 347.00
Next day doorstep delivery service 20.00

Total value: £755.85

DataStar's Superdeal Price £674.95!!!
Many more package deals available on other Amstrad models and makes of micro's.

New Commodore 128 available soon-call for details

All goods despatched FREE OF CHARGE by next day doorstep courier service

24 Hour
Credit Card

Hot Line

Post your cheques to

Datastar Systems UK
Unicorn House, 182 Royal College Street,

London NW19NN.
Telephone: 01-4821711Telex 295931 UNICOM G

PERSONAL CALLERS WELCOME-We are situated by the junction of Camden Road, near the railwaybridge
MONDAY -FRIDAY 9-6 SUNDAY 10-1 EXPORTENQUIRIESWELCOME
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THE PROBLEM WITH OUR COMPETITORS IS
THAT THEY SELLTOO MANYCOMPUTERS

n

you know the old saying, "Jack of all trades,
master of none." Well, at The Byte Shop we've

taken that adage very much to heart. We don't
disperse our knowledge over a broad spectrum.
We don't fritter away our time and experience with
systems that are 'here today and gone tomorrow'.
The Byte Shop specialises in manufacturers who
are established names with proven track records.
(Similar in fact to the profile of many of our
customers.)

But does this mean that The Byte Shop has a
limited selection of equipment? Not on your nelly!
Our 'big' names also happen to have the most
comprehensive range of business computers,
peripherals and compatible software that you can
find anywhere.

In fact, The Byte Shop was the first UK
authorised dealer for the IBM PC. That's how
much confidence they have in us.

We didn't get where we are today by not
knowing our market. The Byte Shop has the
expertise to provide totally objective advice
whether you are considering a sophisticated
Hewlett Packard plotter, a top integrated software
package such as Lotus 1-2-3, or a specialised
application such as networking.

We can also install and commission your
complete system. We also have the ability to pass
on our knowledge through our Training Courses.
And as part of the Kode International plc Group, no
one is better placed to provide that all important
after -sales service and back-up.

At any Byte Shop nationwide Business
Centre you'll get a system that suits your needs
and your budget. Send for our free brochure,
`Where Can You Count On Getting The Right
Business Computer?', simply complete and post
the coupon.

fBUSINESS COMPUTER CENTRES

CH SHIT
IQ A Kode International plc Company

Head Office: The Byte Shop Limited, Grove House, Little Paxton,
Cambs. PE19 4EL. Telephone: 0480 218812. Telex: 32514G

r- To: The Byte Shop Head Office, Grove House, Little Paxton, Cambs. PE19 4BR

Please send me copies of your brochure

Name..

Company

Position Tel

Address

PCW/9/85

BYTE SHOP NATIONWIDE : LONDON (01) 387 0505  BIRMINGHAM (021) 622 3165  GLASGOW (041) 221 8202
MANCHESTER (061) 236 4737  NOTTINGHAM (0602) 470576  SOUTHAMPTON (0703) 334711
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LONDON COMPUTER CENTRE

IBM PC,XT,AT
IBM PC,PC, upgraded with 20 MB
HARD DISK, 512 K RAM, CLOCK
CALENDAR,

IIBM

Mal Osier

MONO
OPTION
25 MB EXTERNAL

Northam

DISPLAY

AS ABOVE

SERIAL
KEYBOARD

COLOUR
BACK-UP

PARALLEL,
£2950
£3250
£ 895

le
inv--

DIMENSION .a_
.a,The IBM compatible
,C1Multi-user 0,_ .c,CI,

MMISsystem i up to 12 users)
15Mb hard disk and 2 user stations
complete with VDU running IBM graphics

Each subsequent work station £6,300
(8088 CPU 128K RAM) £1,450

apricot I FULL RANGE

I -I,

POINT
X1 -10, X1-10 S, X1- 20 PRICES CALL

7 POINT 32

SANYO 1
550: 2 x 160 K DRIVES 1- MONITOR £ 795
550: 2 x 800 K DRIVES + f`110NITOR £1095
FERRANTI: IBM COMPATIBLE
2 x 360 K DRIVES £1249
256 K RAM, MONO MONITOR
PLOTTERS MONITORS
HP 7470A 2 PEN £1125 KAGA 12" HI-RES RGB IBM
HP 7475 6 PEN £2085 IBM-PC £399
ROLAND DXY 880 8 PEN, ROLAND DG 14" COLOUR £375
HP COMPAT £ 820 KAGA 12" MONO IBM £129
EPSON H1-80 4 PEN A4 £400
HARD DISKS & STREAMERS MODEMS
IBM,APRICOT,OLIVETTI,
External:-
10 MB £1295
20 MB £1545
Streamer 25 MB

SANYO BUZZBOX £ 69
MINOR MIRACLE £130

I 30 MB £2145 THORN VX 433
I 40 MB £2395 AUTO DIAL/ANSWER £180

£895
20 MB + 20 Streamer £2950 LAP PORTABLE

Internal:- NEC 8201 16 K £299
10/20 MB £995/£1295 EPSON RX- 8 £795
10 MB Streamer £850

PRINTERS: PHONE FOR PRICES
CANON PW 1080 160 CPS

CANON PW 1056 160 CPS

EPSON FX 80/100 160 CPS

EPSON RX 80/100 100 CPS

EPSON LO 1500 24 PN

BROTHER 1024 24 PN

TOSHIBA 2100 24 PN

FUJITSU DLP 24 24 PN

JUKI 6100 18 LPs
JUKI 6300 40 CPS

TEC - 1500 25 CPS

TEC - F 10 40 CPS

NEC - 2050 20 CPS

OUME 11-40/85 40/55 CPS
DIABLO 630 40 CPS

FLOWRITER 1600 60 CPS

SOFTWARE:- WIDE RANGE OF
CPM, PC DOS, MS DOS

CALL FOR PRICES

43 Grafton Way, London W1P SLA (Opposite Maples)
Opening Hours: 10.7 Mon -Fri. 10.30-4 Sat.

01-387 4455 (4 lines) Telephone Answering Service After Office Hours
Telex: 8953742

At ALLIANCE we're sure it's
our straight forward approach that's
made us so successful.

- We'll supply hardware -a
system that's just right for your needs.

- We'll talk software as
simply or as technically as you like.

- We'll guarantee you the
best of aftersales service and back up.

- We'll give you the best
prices you'll find on Apricot, Epson,
Victor, IBM and other top name
equipment.

Alliance Computers
Alliance Computers limited Brookfields Industrial Park
Werrington Peterborough PE4 6LA Tel: 0733 77100
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ADVERTISEMENT

You Can't Knock It
Unlike a standard hard
disk subsystem the
BORSU 10+ drives are
virtually indestructible.
Visitors to the BORSU
stand at a recent trade
show were amazed to see
disk cartridges hurled to
the floor and the drive
itself thumped, bumped
and even turned upside-
down during a read write
operation! In terms of the
maintenance of data
integrity these acts of
apparent vandalism went
totally unnoticed by disks
and drives alike.

Safety First is the Key
With storage density of
24,000 bits per inch the
BORSU 10+drives need a
fairly extensive error cor-
rection scheme, and the
designers have responded
to this need - with a
vengeance. Although each
of the 306 tracks actually
contain 70 sectors, only
64 are released to the
user. Of the remaining 6
sectors one provides a
4096 bit parity check for
the rest of the track. The
other five sectors act as
substitutes should any of
the regular sectors become
unusable.

There are also an extra
4 tracks on each disk
which can be brought into
use if an entire tract, should
prove defective. Now
that's what I call data pro-
tection!

Wolf in Sheep's Clothing
If your thinking on mass
storage systems is in a
rut, prepare to change
your views. Traditionally,
you buy a hard disk system
with 5, 10, 20 megabytes
of storage, as the case
may be, and what you see
is what you get. Now
BORSU have changed all
that.

Buy a BORSU 10+ dual
disk subsystem and you
start at 20 megabytes
(10 Mb per drive). For just

£75, however, an extra
removable cartridge will
add a further 10 Mb ca-
pacity, ad infinitum.

The Disk that Cleans
Itself
The revolutionary BORSU
10+ 'flying disk' drive has
overcome one of the
biggest threats to the safe
storage of computer data
- the stray speck of dirt.

Firstly, the read/write
head is above the surface
of the disk -which means
that dirt will normally fall
off the head area before it
can do any damage. But
that's only half the story.

In the BORSU 10+
system a major feature is

the constant airflow
between the disk and a
rigid metal plate above it.
This constant draught,
flung out from the region
of the drive shaft, actually
cleanses the entire work
area with every revolution,
a sort of vacuum cleaner in
reverse. And this isn't just
a clever idea - it works!

Running Rings Round
Tape
Whilst several companies
are putting their trust in
high-speed, multi -band
tapes as the best back-up
to a hard disk BORSU
knows different.

After several years of
exhaustive R&D the new
BORSU 10+ drives look
set to knock both tapes,
and possibly even hard
disks, clear out of the ring.
After all, what's the point
of tying yourself to single
hard disk units when you
can get the same kind of
storage density (10 mega-
bytes per drive), faster
operations (under 5 sec-
onds spin -up time,
35 msecs access time),
and all the disk space you
could ever need on easily
exchangeable cartridges -
with none of the limitations
of a tape?

YOU CAN ACHIEVE 20 MEGABYTES
FROM YOUR MICRO
AGAIN AND AGAIN

 High capacity storage -
20 Mbytes formatted

 Access time equals Winchester Disk
system

 Ten times faster data transfer than
floppy disk

 Simple copy across
 Both cartridges removable
 Operating systems supported

are PC -DOS, MS-DOS, CP/M-86
 Robust, low-cost, cartridge protected

media
 More reliable than floppy disk
 Simple to service

*04,,

SEE US AT
THE P.C.W. SHOW

STAND 2030

195/197 WARDOUR STREET
LONDON W1V 3FA
TEL: 01-734 2846/2961Data Systems

Division of Borsumy Wehry (UK) Ltd.

2 QUEENS GARDENS
BRIGHTON
SUSSEX BN1 4AR
TEL: 0273-692577
TELEX: 877593



1 PC

2 TERMINALS

3 MULTI-USER PCs

UNIQUE ACCOUNTS
The only fully integrated accounting software which trans-
forms a single user PC and terminals into a multi-user
accounting system without the need for hardware modifica-
tions.

FORMULA IV
THE APPLICATION CREATOR

Connect two inexpensive terminals into your PC, and
presto! You have created a true multi-user system that
triples the power of your computer. It contains a wealth of
features including a relational database system; a powerful
query language; an on-line help facility; a free form report
generator; plus menu generation capabilities. Formula IV
combines the power of a computer language with the
simplicity of a word processor.

Phone today for details of these amazing programs
CHECK OUR PRICES ON THESE IBM COMPATIBLES:

 FERRANTI PC860  CANON A200  COMMODORE PC10

CARRERA COMPUTING
12 LYONS AVENUE, HETTON-LE-HOLE, TYNE AND WEAR

DH5 OHS
Tel: SUNDERLAND (0783) 267816

OPEN 7 DAYS 9.00am-9.00pm

AMSTAT AMSTRAD
STATISTICS PACKAGE

A

S
T

M

T
ONE

MEANS STANDARD

DEVIATIONS; T -TESTS; ONE-

& TWO-WAY ANALYSES OF

VARIANCE CORRELATIONS;

REGRESSIONS;

HISTOGRAMS;
SCATTERGRAMS;

TRANSFORMATIONS; DATA

ENTRY; EDITING; FILING;
RETRIEVAL.

Tape £14.99, Disc £19.50

Cheques, PO's to
S. C. COLEMAN

33 Leicester Road
Ashby-de-la-Zouch

Leics LE6 5DA
Tel: 415919

MICRO COMPUTER
COMMUNES LTD

OUR PRICES ARE VERY

COMPETITIVE
A Challenge to

Every businessman

MACINTOSH

ALL the APPLE range

at BARGAIN PRICES!

PORTABLE Luxury with the

APPLE IIC
* Built-in disc drive
* 128K RAM
* 40/80 column display
* TV Modulator
* 6 interactive demo discs
* Ultra Hi -Res
* Built-in serial ports for

printers and modem
* Weight only 7.5lbs
* External power supply

a Authorised Apple Dealer
Level One Service Centre

Call TODAY for further details
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Ascott House, 227 Elliott St
Tyldesley, Manchester
M29 8DG

Tel: 0942-892818
***OVERSEAS ORDERS A SPECIALITY***
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10 MB
HARD
DISC

-

INTEGRATED ACCOUNTS PACKAGE
FREE Invoicing
FREE Stock Control
FREE Sales Ledger
FREE Purchase Ledger
FREE Nominal Ledger
FREE Payroll

SA NIlira 550
WITH 2 X 800KB
FLOPPY DISC
ONLY £795 + VAT!

PLUS
Includes 256K Ram and MSDOS 2.11

* FREE Monitor (Philips V7502)
* FREE Wordprocessor (Wordstar)
* FREE Spreadsheet (Calcstar)

TRAINING
CAN BE

PROVIDED ON
ALL SYSTEMS

SUPPLIED

Special Offer while
stocks last

WEST ONE

BUSINESS SYSTEMS LTD
230 Tottenham Court Road, London W1P 9AE.

Telephone: 01-636 71 42/41 02

Looking for a business system?

Let us help you.

Come to the first floor for expert

advice and unbeatable
price.

apricot xiio WITH
10MB WINCHESTEAIL l

R ifi
ONLY £2195 + VAT! 11/1r 11
PLUS
free Monitor
Apricot PC
Dual Drive
Double sided 720K
£1495 + VAT MOW 11.

4,

SPECIAL OFFERS
Apricot PC 256K RAM dual 720K Disc
(1440K) including 9" Monitor £1495 +VAT

Apricot Fl 256K RAM single 720K Disc
excluding monitor £725 +VAT

Apricot Fl e 256K RAM single 315K Disc
excluding monitor £495 +VAT

Inclusive Software, Activity ACT sketch, ACT
Diary, MSDOS 2.11 (Run-time version
including GSX graphic System extension),
GW Basic interpreter, Async Coma ns, IBM-PC
emmulator.

Sanyo 550 with 20MB Winchester 360K
floppy, 256K RAM, MSDOS 2.11,
Wordstar and Ca lc Star Monochrome Monitor
£1595+ VAT

Sanyo 550 10MB Version £1495 + VAT

THE NEW APRICOT
COLLECTION
Apricot F2 512 RAM dual 720K discs
+ cordless Mouse £1495 + VAT

Apricot F10 512K RAM 10MB
Winchester + cordless Mouse £2295
+ VAT
The above inc free Monochrome
Monitor

Inclusive Software;

GEM Collection GEM Desk Top, GEM
Write, GEM Paint, Utilities
MS-DOS 2.11, (Run-time version Inc.,
GSX graphic system extension)
GW Basic interpreter ASYNC
COMMS, IBM-PC Emmulator.

We also stock a wide range of Printers, Monitors, Disc
Drives and Software Packages, plus many other

Computer Systems at bargain prices.

OPENING HOURS MON-SAT 9AM-6PM
MAIL ORDERS TO West One Galaxy Business Systems Ltd

230 Tottenham Court Road, London, WI.
Cheques payable to West One Galaxy Business Systems Ltd.

1 1 YEAR
WARRANTY &

MAINTENANCE
CONTRACTS
AVAILABLE



THOUGHTS & CROSSES
37 MARKET STREET, HECKMONDWIKE, WEST YORKS

COMPUTERS
Apricot FIE 128K . 315K disk drive. C625
Apricot Fl 256K ). 720K disk drive POA
BBC Plus Microcomputer (includes DES) £499
BBC Microcomputer Model B ..... .... £349
BBC Model B with DFS ................ 0399
Acom Electron (+ £40 FREE software) 0129
ZX Spectrum 48K ( + £50 FREE software) £99
ZX Spectrum Plus 48K ( + 050 FREE software) £129
Memotech 512 E199
Commodore 64 ( + C40 FREE software) £189
Amstrad CPC464 green) ). £100 FREE software E239
Amstrad CPC464 colour monitor) , £100 FREE software [349
Amstrad CPC664 col with disk drive) £439
Amstrad CPC664 green with disk drive) E329
Sinclair OL £359

PRINTERS
Canon PW1080A with NLO (+ FREE printer lead) E290
Canon PW1080A (+FREE OL Interface) £315
Canon PW1156A with NLO £395
Panasonic la -P1091 with NLO £315
Smith Corona 0100 1215
Epson P40 £95
Epson 5X80 POI
Epson 13)(80 Fr POA
Epson 1X80 POA
Epson 15100 .. POA
Brother HR5 (Centronics or RS232) £125
Brother AC adaptor £17
Brother 4615 (Centronics) £375
Brother Cut -Sheet Feeder C220
Brother Keyboard £150
Brother EP44 £235
Brother 1009 (Centronics) £159
Juki 6100 (Centronics Daisy Wheel) E350
Juki 2200 (Typewriter Daisy Wheel Phnter Cent or Sent £275
Juki Tractor Feeder £129
Juki Sheet Feeder 1220
Daisy Step 2000 (Centronics Daisy Wheel) £250
Shinwa CPA80 (Centronics) £205
Shinwa CPA80 (RS232) C236
Mannesman Tally MT80 Plus (Centronics) £199
Shinwa CP80 (Centronics) £195
Commodore MPS 801 C210
Aphacom 32 (Spectrum) C90

CCP 40 (4 colour Printer Plotter) C105
Uchida Daisy Wheel £250
Epson RS232 Interface 129
Epson RS232 Interface with 2K Buffer £65
Canon 902332 Interface £80
Shinwa RS232 Interlace with 2K Buffer £60
Juki RS232 Interface C60

Kempston Interface -E (rom) £29
Kempston Interface -S (caw) £39
Tasman Interface (lass) C35

OL Centronics ....................... £30At an Centronics InterlaceC70
Downsway Centronics Interface 030
Turbo Print GT Centronics Interlace (supports CBM64 graphics) 070
IEEE to Centronics Interface for Commodore 4032.8096 £70
IBEK CBM64 to Parallel £60
Triples Centronics for Commodore Vic 20/64 SO
Apple IIE Centronics (Aristocard) £99

Appleen Plusr'ESi11
I. .

69
E58

Juki 5510 NLO .. E315
Epson LX80 1250

PRINTER RIBBONS
Epson M/UFX/RX 80 .... £4
Epson MX/FX 100 £8
Seikosha GP100 £4.50
Seikosha GP80 £4.50
Microline (group 66) 02.30
Anades £12.50
MPS 801 £6.50
NEC 8023 Cl
Canon PW188A CD

Canon PW115A re
Epson 100 refill £3.30
Shinwa CP30/CPA80 £6.50
Mannesman Tally MT80 6.50
Riteman Al 17
Panasonic KX-P110 (MIX) £9
OUME MS £4.30
OUME nylon £6.50
Diablo MS .. £5
Diablo nylon £4
Diablo S/S £3
Juki 6100 SS £2
Juki 6100 MS £5
Brother EP44 £2.30
Brother HR5 E2.99
Brother M1009 £3.80
Brother singlestnke 11615/25 £3
Brother correctable 4615/26 E3

Brother multistrike 1161525 Es
Others available. please ask

Print wheels also available. please ask

PRINTER LEADS
BBC Centronics printer lead £10
BBC Serial printer lead £10
Memotech Centronics printer lead £10
Dragon Centronics printer lead £10
Oric Centronics printer lead .. £10
Amstrad Centronics printer lead. £10
Einstein Centronics printer lead C10
Wafadrive to Centronics lead - Spectrum £10
Spectrados to Centronics lead - Spectrum C111

DX Interlace 1 to RS232 '0' - Spectrum E14.95
OL to R5232 lead £14.95
Centronics to 25 -way 'LI lead £15
Centronics to Centronics lead £15
RS232 13' to RS232 'D' £13.50
Microdrive extension leads £8

PRINTER INTERFACES
Epson RS232 Interlace £29
Epson RS232 Interlace with 2K Buffer 065
Canon RS232 Interlace £80
Shinwa 55232 Interface with 2K Buffer £60
Mannesman MT80 RS232 Interface C25

Mannesman MT80 2K Buffer 010
Juki RS232 Interface ESO

Kempston Interlace -E rom) £39.95
Kempston Interface -S (lass) E29.95
Tasman Interface (cars) £35
()L Centronics interface E30
Atari Centronics Interlace £70
Downsway Centronics Interlace £30
Turbo Print GT Centronics Interface (supports COMM graphics) £70
Stack Centronics Interface for Commodore VIC20/64
IEEE to Centronics Interlace for Commodore 4032/8096 E70
IBEK CBM64 to Parallel Interlace £60
Tnpler Centronics interface for Commodore VIC 20164 £50
Apple IIE Centronics (Anstocard) £59
Apple IIE Serial Interlace Card £69
Electron Plus 1 £58

PRINTER PAPER
1000 Sheets of continuous tractor feed paper E9
1000 Single/Double tractor feed labels 6.50
Alphacom Roll (black) £1.40

MONITORS
Microvitec 1431 MS (standard res suitable for BBC etc) £199
M crovitec 1451 MS (medium res. sortable for BBC etc) 1290
Microvitec 1431 MZ - Spectrum E245
Microvitec 1451 MO - Sinclair OL £777
Mcrovitec 1451 APMS4 £345
Philips 7502 anti -glare green screen monitor (20MHz) E82
Commodore 1702 C210
Fidelity TV/Monitor £210
Fidelity CM14 E179
Fidelity OL Monitor (std res) ... E199
Amstrad Modulator £30

DISK DRIVES
ZX Microdrive-Sinclair £45
ZX Interface 1- Sinclair £45
ZX Expansion System (includes Microdnvennterface 1/Tasword
Two/Masterfile/Ant Attack/Games Designer) .... ... £95
Commodore 1541 + Easy -Script + 6 programs £210
Memotech (single) Memotech £410
Memotech (dual) - Memotech £800
Amstrad 3" drive -Amstrad £190
Electron Plus 3 -Acorn 0210

CUMANA
Single without PSU

CSXL 100 100k 407
COX 100100K 407
COX 2000 200K 40T DS
CSX 400 400K 40/807 DS
CS 100100K 407
CS 2000 200K 40T DS
CS 400 400K 40/80T DS
CD 200 2 x 100K 40T..
CD 4000 2 x 200K 400 DS
CO 800S 2 x 400K 40/801 DS

OPUS
Single without PSU

5401 100K 401
5402 200K 40T DS
5802 400K 40/8010S

5401P 100K 401
5402P 200K 407 DS
5802P 400K 40/80T DS

OPUS
Single vrith PSU

OPUS
Twin Drives with PSU

54010 2 x 100K 401
54020 2 x 200K 401 DS
58020 2 x 400K 40/801 DS
r 100K 40T

[99
[109
[129
C149
C129
£159
£179
£249
[299
£329

MU Mouse EIL5
Cornmstar (rom) 027
Modem £159

JOYSTICKS & INTERFACES
Vulcan Joysticks (for the BBC) 220
Ouickshot II Joystick £11
Sure Shot Joystick 65
Formula 1 Joystick.. 60.95
Formula 2 Joystick Ell
Kempston Interface (010100. ES
OK Ironies Dual Pon Interface . 62
Datel Electronics Interface to
Budd Interface (+ reset switch) 62.95
Cambridge Programmable Joystick. EH
DK Ironies Programmable Interlace.. £22

BOOKS
Sinclair 01 Companion £13.95
Electron Advanced User Guide. CIO
Child's Guide to the Electron . [6.25
Child's Guide to the Amstrad.. £6.25
Amstrad Advanced User Guide 6.95
BBC Basic Course (cars & book) [13.50
BBC Assembly Course (cans 8 5000 £13.50
BBC User Guide £15
BBC Advanced User Guide £15
Graphs 8 Charts (BBC) 6.95
Creative Graphics (BBC) £9.95
Commodore Reference Manual E10
Memotech Games Book £5.95
Memotech Computing £6.95
Memotech Program Book 6.05

COMPUTER SOFTWARE
Spectrum - Titles (approx) SOO

Commodore 64 - Titles (approk) 400
Amstrad - Titles (apoos) 180
Electron- Titles (approz) 180

£118 BBC - Titles (approx) 400
£155 All our software is discounted by 10% Please send for software
£150 lists.

Listed below are serious programs for the BBC, Commodore and
Spectrum.

C145 We carry a range of similar programs for Memotech. Amstrad
£183 and Electron
1208 In addition we have the largest selection of games software in

Europe. Also send for lists of Educational programs.

0265
C349
£399

C99

DISKETTES
Parrot, Wabash. 3M Scotch

S/S S/D 401 10 for (Wabash only) £14
S/S 043 40T 10 for £16
D/S 11/0 40T 10 for £20
0/S (1/0 80T 10 for 126

Parrot diskettes include FREE library case

DYSAN DISKETTES
104/1D S/S DM 40T 10 for ......... ........................... Ell)
104/20 D/S 0/1)40T 10 for £29
204/213 D/S Di) 801 10 for.. £35
r Maxell Diskettes -single 03.50
3.5" Hewlett Packard - single £4.50
3 6' Hewlett Packard - double 6.50

PVC COVERS
BBC t3
Apricot Fl £6.50

.99
Acorn Electron £2.99
BBC Cassette Recorder E2.90
ZX Spectrum £1.99
ZX Spectrum Plus 02.99
Saga Keyboard £3.99
Sinclair OL t3.99
VIC 20/64 C2.99
Dragon 32/64 £3.99
Memotech 512 £3.99
Amstrad CPC464 £3.99
Amstrad Monitor (green) £3.99
Amstrad Monitor (colour) £4.80
Philips Monitor 04.30
Microvitec 14" 04.80
Canon PW1080A £4.80
Epson 1X80 04.80
Epson ROBS F/T.... [4.30
Epson 5X80 ..... [4.30
Shinwa CP80 [4.30
Mannesman Tally MT80 £4.30
MPS 801 £4.30
Brother HR15 £5.60
Seikosha GP80 E3.50
Seikosha GP100 £3.75
Juki 6100 6.60
Over 40 different covers available for venous computers. Phone for

availability and price.

SPECTRUM PERIPHERALS
Spectrados DDOS £.119

DK Light Pen
£101Datel Light Writer

Games Board £3.95
DK Spectrum Keyboard £37
DK 3 Channel Sound 028
Saga Keyboard 045
Microdrive Library Case £5.95
Extension to Keyway (ribbon) £12
Currah Microslot 6.95
Microdrive Extension Lead 6
Microdrive Cartridge E1.99
Pack o14 Cartridges 07.50
Currah Microspeech £20
DatelI Vox B £33
2 Wafa Cartridges (64K)
VIX 5000 Modem

COMMODORE PERIPHERALS
Currah Microspeech £22
Date! Commversa [18
Music Maker C28

Modem 100 [125
CBM Modem 180
Simon's Basic £45
Disk Utilities £13.50
Wordcraft (cartridge) I85
VC20 RAM Pack (3K/16K switchable) £32

BBC PERIPHERALS
Acorn ONES 1.2 65
Econet Upgrade [45
Opus ODDS Interface C110
LVL DDOS Interface 0110
Wordwise (rom) C40

Wordwise Plus (rom) £60
Acorn Speech ROM £54
View 2 (rom) £55
View Printer Driver Generator C8.95
6502 Second Processor £199
Z80 Second Processor + FREE Software C367

Music 500 C189
ROM Extension Board . £40

Tel: (0924) 402337 for General Enquiries.
ALL PRICES INCLUDE VAT + CARRIAGE

C7
69

Listing 8

Title
Creative Graphics
Database
Database (disk)
Graphs and Charts
View Driver Gen.
Viewsheet rom
White Knight II
Acorn Viewstore
Accounts Payable
Intersheet
View
Discdex
Creative Sound
Discmaster (disk)
Dumpmaster (disk)
Exmon
Help (rom)
Hershey Font (disk)
Murom (rom)
Paintbox
Paintbox
Sleuth (rom)
Spellcheck II (rom)
Sprite Utilities
Sprite Utilities
Starter Pack
Teletext Pack
Teletext Pack (disk)
Caretaker (rom)
Disk Doctor (nom)
Graphics (rom)
Gremlin (rom)
Printmaster (rom)
Wordwise (rom)
Beta -Base (disk)
Graf disk (disk)
Graikey
Replica II (disk)
The Key (disk)
Mini Office
Cashbook Accounts
Database
Final Accounts
Home Accounts
Invoices 8 Statements

ol
Payroll
Stock Control
Word Processor
Beginners Assembler
Beginner's Basic
Editor Printout Library
Synthesiser Keyboard Library
The Music System (disc)
Basic Eat Dom)
Machine Code Tutor
00 -Cale
OR -File Psion
Ed- Master R. H. Electronics
Light Pen Graphics R. H Electronics

SPECTRUM
Title Company
System AV5
Beta Basic Betasoft
Masterfile Campbell
Masterfile 8 MF Print Campbell
Astronomer CP Software
Extending Basic CP Software
Floating Point Form CP Software
Supercode II CP Software
Supercode III CP Software
Leonardo Creative
141o,,,neAki,caenager

Database
Creative

The Illustrator Gilsoft
The Ouill Gilson
C Compiler Hisoft
Dev Pac 3 Hisoft
Pascal Hisoft
Ultrakit Hisoft
Purchase Ledger Kemp
Sales Ledger Kemp
Stock Control Kemp
Melbourne Draw Microsphere
Omnicalc 2 Mcrosphere
Machine Code Tutor New Generation
Lightmagc New Generation
Machine Lighting Oasis
Spec Mac Mon Oasis
White Lightning Oasis

BBC
Company
Acornsoft
Acornsoft
Acornsoft
Acornsoft
Acornsoft
Acornsoll
BBCSoft
Acornsoft
Acornsoft
Comp Concepts
Acornsoft
Glares
Acornsoft
Beetrugsolt
Beehugsoft
Beehugsoft
Beebugsoft
Beebugsoft
Beebugsoft
Beebugsoft
Beebugsoft
Beebugsoft
Beehugsoft
Beebugsoft
Beebugsoft
Beebugsoft
Beebugsoft
Beebugsoft
Comp Concep
Comp Concep
Comp Concep
Comp Concep
Comp Concep
Comp Conned
Glares
Mares
Glares
Glares
Clams
Database
Gemini
Gemini
Gemim
Gemini
Gemini
Gemini
Gemini
Gemini
Gemini
Honeyfolds
Honeyfolds
Island Logic
Island Logic
Island Logic
Micropower
New Gen
Psion

[295
£10.70
£13.85

08.95
[8.95

[55.00
£10.25
£55.00
[23.00

C?

£55.00
£23.00
E18.00
[16.90
£10130
C15.99
£22.50
[13.50
£26.90
[10.80
£9.00

[26.90
027.90
6.00

C10.80
£11.70
09.00

£10.811
£30.00
[30.00
[30.00
£30.00
£30.00
040.00
£22.00
[11.50
08.00

C10.50
£11.50
[5.35

£50.00
018.00
£50.00
C18.00
[18.00
C18.00
£35.00
[18.00
[18.00
£13.50
013.50
C11.65
Cl 1 65
£22.00
C17.95
C13.50
MOO
£6.00
[8.95
18 95

C8.95
[9.90

013 50
£18 CO

[8.95
[8 95

£13.50
£6.95

071 .85
E7.15
[5.25
£5.35

£13.50
t13.50
£22.50
C12.50
[22.50
C8.50
Price

C13.50
£8.00

[13.50
£13.50
t13.50
[17.95
013.50
01250

Address Manager Standard OCP
Address Manager Plus 80 OCP
Editor Assembler OCP
Finance Manager Standard OCP
Finance Manager Plus 80 OCP
Machine Code Test Tool OCP
Stock Manager Standard OCP
Stock Manager Plus 80 OCP
VAT Manager Standard OCP
VAT Manager Plus 80 OCP
Editor 8 Assembler Picturesque
Spectrum Monitor Picturesque
Paint Plus Print 'n Hotter
Screen Machine Print 'n Plotter
Trans Express (sass) Romantic
Trans Express (m/d) Romantic
Make A Chip Sinclair
Musicmaster Sinclair
Print Utilities Sinclair
Small Business Accounts Sinclair
VU C,alc Sinclair
VU File Sinclair
00 3D Sinclair
Zeus Assembler Sinclair
ZX Forth Sinclair
Tascopy Tasman
Tasmerge Tasman
Tasprint Tasman
Taswide Tasman
Tasword II Tasman

Amsoft
Amsoft
Amsoft
Amsoft
Amsoft
Amsoft
Amsoft
Amsoft
Amsoft
Amsoft
Amsoft
Amsoft
Campbell
Campbell
COL
Database
Campbell

Den. Hisoft
Font 464 Hisoft
Pascal Hisoft
Home Budget Kuma
Logo Kuma
Machine Code Tutor New Generation
Code Machine Picturesque
Easi-Amscalc Saxon
Tascopy 464 Tasman
Taspnnt 464 Tasman
Tasword 464 Tasman
Tasword 664 (disk) Tasman
Taspnnt (disk) Tasman
Tascopy (disk) Tasman
Mastercalc (disk) Campbell
Cashbook Gemini
Cashbook (disk) Gemini
VATFile Gemini
VATFile Gemini
Final Accounts Gemini
Final Accounts (disk) Gemini
Database Management Gemini
Database Management (disk) Gemini
Report Generator Gemini
Report Generator (disk) Gemini
Home Accounts Gemini
Home Accounts (disk) Gemini

COMMODORE 64
Title Company
Purchase/Sales Ledger Abacus
Stock Control Abacus
Music Studio Activision
Music Studio (disk) Activision
Activity Centre (disk) ASP
Magpie Database Audiogenic (disk)
Swift Spreadsheet Audiogenic (disk)
Time Traveller Audiogenic
Wordcraft Audiogenic
System 15000 AVS
Easy Cale
Easy File Commodore disk
Simon's Basic

Commodore

Commodorerom
igadle.1c Player 2 CP Software

MA
Practicalc GSA (ldisk)
Prachfile
DEM Database

COO (disk
Dialogue(disk)

Elite Firebird
Elite (disk) Firebird
The Quill Gilsoft
Artstar Gron
Artstar (disk) Syron
Azimuth Interceptor
ACOS+ Melbourne
Games Creator Mirrorsott
Go Spnte Mirrorsoft
Machine Code Tutor New Generation
Basic Lightning Oasis
Basic LigMning Oasis (disk)
Machine Lightning Oasis
Machine Lighning Oasis (disk)
White Lightning Oasis
White Lightning Oasis (disk)
Superbase Starter Precision
BBC Emulator Shado
Flight Simulation II Sub Logic
Flight Simulation II Sub Logic

SINCLAIR OL
Title Company
OL Pascal Metacomco
Assembler Development Kit Metacomco
BCPL Development Kit Metacomco
Lisp Development Kit Metacomco
OL Assembler Sinclair
OL Tool Kit Sinclair
Cash Trader Sinclair
OL Touch 'n Go Sinclair
OL Entrepreneur Sinclair
OL Project Planner Sinclair
OL Integrated Accounts Sinclair
Graphic 01 Talent
OL Man Hi Soft

MEMOTECH
Title Company
Neward Memotech 512
Pascal Memotech
Payroll Memotech

AMSTRAD
Tile Company
Cash Planner & Forecaster Abacus
Mailing List Abacus
Payroll Abacus
Purchase 8 Sales ledger Abacus
Basic Tutorial 1 Amsoft
Complete Firmware
Complete OS
Decision Maker
EasnAmsalc
Guide to Basic 1
Guide to Basic 2
Micropen (disk)
Microscript (disk)
Microspread
Protect Planner
Screen Designer
Star Watcher
Mastercalc CPC464
Masterhle CPC464
Artist 8 Sprite Designer
Mini Office
Masterhle 664 (D)

£805
[17.95
[11.65
C805

C17.95
£8.95
£8.05

[17.95
Eft 05

C17.95
07.65
6.75
E11.95

CT 40
£8.95

£13.50

PrPrice

22 Prtce
22 Price
1/2 Price
tj2 Price

y, Price

2 r);11:
£8.90
£9.80
[8.90
E4.95

£12.50

E26.95
[28.95
C25.95
C25.95
[17.95
.017.95
E22.50
E22.50
67.95
67.95
67.95
£44.95
E44.95
E44.95
022.50
[13.50
E17.95
E22.50
62.50

6.05
6.35

£27.00
E22.50

[7.15
[22.50
67.95
E17.95
63.50
E17.95
67.95
[8.90
6.90

E17.95
[22.50
[11.60
61.60
£27.00
[54.00
£58.00
[18.00
63.00
054.00
£58.00
£18.00
[23.00
018.00
[23.00
018.00
63.00

026.95
LIS 25
£13.50
C17.99
E13.50
C36.95
C17.95
£5.35

£22.50
08.95

£67.50
£45.00
£45.00

£8.95
£34.95
C32.00
E32.00
£22.00
E13. 50
£16.25
013.50
E14.35
C16.25
C8.05
6.05

E11.65
6. 95

C13.50
£17.95
526.95
£26.95
65.95
E17.95
126.95
£36.95
£1350
£36.50
E45.30

C80
£36
£54
£54
£36
C22

£63
£22
E36
£36
£50
£31
C18

E70
£54
023

Tel: (0924) 409753 for Credit Card Orders only.
EXPORT ORDERS WELCOME
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ACCESSORIES FOR IBM PC AND PC USER 4(

cc

O

cc
cc
co
a-
ILI

or
CI
NIC

The Keyboard Storage Unit
* For professional workstation
* When not in use, store it neatly under your

CPU
* Built-in wrist rest
* Scratch resistant
* IBM colours
* Reinforced steel platform
* Holds any keyboard up to 23/4" x 20" x 91/2"

PRICE £89.95 + VAT (incl. p&p)
 Please send keyboard storage units (a £103.45
 Please send details of product range

NAME

COMPANY NAME AND ADDRESS

SAMARKAND COMPUTER SERVICES
221 Upper Selsdon Rd, South Croydon, Surrey CR2 00Z. Tel: (01) 657 0713

OC

z

U)
CIz
IOC

OC

IH

CC
CL

Oasis Products

EASIVAT
Easy to use, low cost accounting for the small
business - only £195 + VAT.
The fully integrated system comes complete
with a demopack comprising instruction
manual and demonstration disk. The
demopack is available separately at only
£19.50 + VAT.

DEAN
DATABASE

Easy to use Database system which can be
used in conjunction with word processing
programs for producing mail shots - only £95
+ VAT.

For further details please contact:

Dean Software Ltd
The Mews, Mitcheldean, Glos. GL17 OSL. Tel: 0594 542643

PRECISE ANALOGUE DATA

Now available
for the
Sinclair QL.

Precision, fully programmable, calibrated and
guaranteed hardware. 12 bit readings in 30usec
- includes 4usec signal acquisition time - to
0.02 percent accuracy. 8 bit in 16usec.

16 high impedance inputs - 1Tohm - with 8
channel differential mode.

6 precision ranges as standard, + or - 10volt down
to 1volt unipolar.

1 mbyte per second data transfer rate.
Interface cards and cables provided
Enhanced versions available:
High speed version with 12 bit readings in 15usec, 8 bits in 1 Ousec.
Analogue input isolation to 500Vrms maintaining full accuracy and speed.
32 channel systems.
Low cost Apple card based systems, from £349.

I he Street, Old tostessey, Aorl'.ich N R8 DUI'I el: 003 747887

CQ

lIa
systems fol

crocomputers:

Full software support supplied:
- General purpose data acquisition package
with easy user interface and interactive scan
control and data file generation.
- Comprehensive product description to allow
the hardware to de driven from your own
software, either using the routines supplied or
from your own low level routines to operate the
analogue to digital process directly.
- Data file generation for export to existing
spreadsheet or other post -processing
software.

Custom hardware, software and systems
solutions available on a consultancy basis.

Peter Nelson

Design Consultancy'



APRICOT 11595+ VAT

256k business system

2.315k d/drive

FREE 9"ACT monitor

FREE SmithCorona D I00

zocps printer + cable
FREE SuperWriter w/p

FREE SuperCalc s/sheet

FREE SuperPlanner

FREE 5 discs & paper

ACCOUNTING SOFTWARE SPECIALISTS

Authorised dealers for
Pegasus, Cashlink, Sage

and Thinking software.

OLIVETTI 1424 LI799 + VAT

256k 2x360k d/drive

12" monitor and MSDOS

FREE QuenData 2ocps

d/wheel printer & cable
FREE Wordstar w/p

FREES discs & paper

OLIVETTI M2I 0999+ VAT

256k 2X360k d/drive

2"monitor, MSDOS

FREE SmithCorona D oo

i2ocps pr inter + cable
FREE Quill w/processor

FREE Abacus s/sheet

FREE Archive d/base

FREE Easel graphics

FREE 5 discs & paper

OLIVETTI M24 12845+ VAT

1 x360k d/drive

toms Olivetti hard disk
Fin 64ok and MSDOS

FREE rOlivetti monitor
FREE Epson LX80 nlq

printer and cable
FREE Lotus 23

FREE 5 disks and pagec

APRICOT 1179S+ VAT

256k business system
2x720lK d/s d/drive

FREE 9"ACT monitor

FREE SmithCorona D100

2ocps printer & cable
FREE SuperWriter w/p
FREE SuperCalc s/sheet
FREE SuperPlanner

manuals, MSDOS

FREE 5 discs & paper

APRICOT XI E2995+ VAT

256k and msbos

Km hard disk
x31 sk disk drive

9"ACT monitor

FREE SmithCorona D100

I2ocps printer + cable
FREE 3 Pegasus accts

FREE SuperWriter w/p

FREE SuperCalc s/sheet

FREE SuperPlanner

FREE 5 discs & paper

CR F. ST MAT "Is CHALLENGE ICC, UTO FIND A BETTER DEAL

PRINTERS

t425 Epson FX100 i6ocps

tI80 SmithCorona b i no

1250 Taxan 810 160CpS(27)

1260 Canon PW I080

aso SmithCorona D200

1360 SniithCorona D300

nu) Epson Lx8o

/299 Juki 6100 2ocps

049 Olivetti DY450 45Cps

1499 Olivetti DY250 2scps

1309 Brother HR I 5 13cps

1209 QuenData iecps
12595 Canon Laserjet

Crestmatt packages Crestmatt Limited
may be reconfigured to a division of
suit individual business
needs. We provide
DEMONSTRATION

SUPPORT anc

TRAINING;

on -site maintenance
contracts are available.
Export and mail order
enquiries welcome

CRESTDATA INTERNATIONAL

67A York Street (BAKER ST )

London wiH 1PQ
01.402 1254/5

01.723 4699

TLLLX 265811

MONPfIG AiTN8I

Mon Fri 9 3oam-,..pm

Saturday l0 3oam-ipm

offers strictly one month
prices subject to change
without notice: goods
subject to availability
ADD VAT AT 15% TO ALL PRICES
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ChipCm9
ChipChat modems are the most versatile and up to

date available at the price. With autoanswer as
standard and intelligent autodial with speed conversion

as an option, ChipChats may be used to access
computers and databases such as Prestel, Micronet,

homelink and BT Gold.

ChipChats support the CCITT V21 protocol: 300/300
baud and the V23 protocol: 1200/75, 75/1200 and

1200/1200 (half duplex). Where local regulations
permit, Bell standard operation may be used for

dialling 05 databases.

ChipChats use the latest technology and provide
valuable extra features such as auto -disconnect to
save your telephone bills, and speed conversion for
operation with IBM PCs. A full complement of LEDS
monitor data flow and the status of handshake lines

on the Cannon D -type connector.

ChipChat modems have been designed with our
experience of manufacturing BT approved intelligent

terminals, they provide the facilities and data rates you
need at the touch of a button or they can be left

unattended under computer control.

ChipCn'ats are supported by a large range of
communications software packages and terminal
emulations for the IBM, Sirius, Apricot, Apple and

BBC micros.

Ring for details and special package deal prices.

ChipChat

ChipChat

CC2125A Autoanswer f150.35
f149.90 inc VAT

CC2123AD Autodial f 165.15
f189.90 inc VAT
P&P .£2.70 + VAT BART Approval

Applied For

Digisolve- Aire and Calder WorksDZ1 W MN C. 'der Lane. Castleford. West Yon WF10 1LU
lei. 0977 513141 Telex. 557661 AGRAM G

SECURE MEDIA
AGAINST

MAGNETIC FIELDS
For just £30 (+ VAT) the GAUSSBUSTER will enable
you to positively and permanently identify all those
potential danger areas in your office, laboratory or
factory, etc.

The GAUSSBUSTER is a
pocket instrument for tracking
down those corrupting
magnetic fields. Supplied
complete with battery, full
instructions and a supply of
stickers, at the push of a button
permanently identify all that
dangerously radiating equipment.

Please rush me (Qty) GAUSSBUSTERS

£34.99 each inc p&p and VAT/Enc £

Name

Address

DOWNING ELECTRONICS LTD
24 DOWNING ROAD, TILEHURST,

READING, BERKS RG3 5BB

Please allow 28 days for delivery- mm 1. am J

I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I

EASY FILE . . . FOR ONLY
132 column £29.99

INCLUDING
CARRIAGE & V.A.T.

Send your cheque today
(made payable to CE ©C Ltd.)

or telephone your Barclaycard order
through for immediate despatch

CEMOC COMPUTERS
1 Samuel Whites Estate
Medina Road
Cowes, Isle of Wight, P031 7LP
Tel: (0983) 290584



Supermicro Computers Ltd.
11/15 BUSH HOUSE, BUSH FAIR, HARLOW SAESSEX CM18 6NS TEL: 416000(0279)

HARDWARE
APRICOT PC/256K RAM,
TWIN 315K DISKS 1,270
APRICOT PC/256K RAM,
DUO 720K DISKS 1,430
APRICOT Xi 10 - 256K RAM,
10MB WINCHESTER 2,230
APRICOT Xi 10S/512K RAM,
APRICOT Xi 20S/512K RAM,
20MB WINCHESTER 3,950
20MB WINCHESTER 3,950

12" Monochrome monitors £165

ACCOUNTING SOFTWARE - PEGASUS
AND SAGE AVAILABLE FROM £300.00

ALSO AVAILABLE: SPERRY - IBM PC's

ALL PRICES EXCLUSIVE OF VAT + CARRIAGE

CASH/CHEQUE WITH ORDER OR
ACCESS/DINERS CLUB.

S

co 1

mr.se,

SOFTWARE
EASYWRITER 115
MAILMERGE 140
MULTIMATE (IBM PC) 295
SPELLSTAR 130
WORDSTAR 225
WORDSTAR PROFESSIONAL
(IBM PC) 270
WORDSTAR 2000 300
CALCSTAR 110
MULTIPLAN Ms Dos 155
SUPERCALC II 150
SUPERCALC III (IBM PC) 205
CARDBOX 160
D BASE II 240
D BASE III 350
FRIDAY 145
INFOSTAR 215
SYMPHONY (IBM PC) 455
FRAMEWORK 325
LOTUS 1-2-3 325

SPACE -SAVING
FURNITURE AT

ACCOMMODATING
PRICES

THE APOLLO RANGE -
STYLISH DESKS

TO SAVE YOU SPACE AND MONEY.

The Apollo business desk range from
Opus Supplies brings a little high -style
into the hi -tech age. But, with prices that
start at only £100, these are desks
designed to suit your computer system
and your pocket.

Smart, modern, appearance combined
with robust construction and practical
styling ensures that Apollo desks will fit
into any working environment; office or
laboratory, classroom or sales area.

Sturdy steel underframes support
shelving with scratch -resistant surfaces.
The top shelf has sufficient room for a
monitor and printer while below the lower
desk top will accommodate your computer,
hard or floppy disc drive and software.
You can choose left or right handed
drawers for extra storage and all Apollo
desk units are equipped with lockable
castors .

Generous dealer, government and
education discounts are available.

To: Opus Supplies Limited, 55 Ormside Way,
Holmethorpe Industrial Estate, Redhill, Surrey.
or phone us on: 0737 65080

I Please send details and brochure of the
Apollo business desk range (please tick)

I or please send me the address of your
I nearest stockists (please tick)

I

Name

Address

Telephone

I PCW 9/85
OPUS..
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OVER 220 AMSTRAD CASSETTE
TITLES IN STOCK

OVER 90 NOW AVAILABLE ON DISK

CPM AVAILABLE
Now available on Rom for the Timatic Interface,
Maxon Assembler, Mail List Word Processor Disk
Utility.

 TAPE TO DISC TRANSFERS 
HARDWARE
Printers, Speech Synthesisers, CPC464 3" Disk,
Timatic 51/4" 2nd Disk Drive also available.
RS232 INTERFACES INCLUDE
Sideways Rom's, Optional upgrades to BBC
Compatible User port.
RS232 SERIAL INTERFACE
(Dual RS232 output) £59
Full expansion board as above (8 Bit Printer Port, 2
x 8 Bit User Port, 2 x Sideways Rom Socket) £89
Timnisc 51/4" 2nd Disc Drive (464 Flash 664) ... £149
Special Offer 10 x 3" Disk £40
DK Light Pen £29.95
664 IN STOCK

Mail order welcome. Please send sae for full list to:

TIMATIC SYSTEMS LTD
Registered Office Sales and Repairs

NEWGATE LANE
FAREHAM, HANTS P014 1AN
Tel: FAREHAM (0329) 239953.

POI

FAREHAM MARKET
FAREHAM, HANTS
Tel: FAREHAM (0329) 236727

Inter -Mover
Direct Connect
Modems z

The Inter -Mover
Series of Direct Connect
Modems are small -sized, small -
priced - yet need no extras. Models
for CCITT V21 and V23. All have auto -answer
(complying with V25). Answer/originate front panel
selection. Analogue loopback for modem testing (except V23).
Daisy chain connection using new BT modular jack. Front panel
line selection, telephone or modem. V24 default interface and connect
data set to line mode. LED indicators for DATA, DCD and RX.
BABT approved.
V21-300 baud full duplex
V22-1200 baud full duplex (available shortly)
V23-1200/75 baud full duplex; 1200 baud half duplex

Please send me V21-300 at £118.45 V23-1200/75 at £138.00
All prices include £5 p&p and VAT.

NAME

ADDRESS

TEL

I enclose my cheque for £
Modular Technology Ltd., Zygal House,
Telford Road, Bicester, Oxfordshire OX6 OXB.
Tel: Bicester (0869) 253361. Telex: 837907.

PC W

Modular4_
Technology

It's available from your
local Softsel dealer.

ADVANCED MICRO PRODUCTS
200 COURT ROAD

ELTHAIV1, LONDON SE9 4EW.
TEL: (01) 851 3311

CALLHAVEN LTD
43 FIFE ROAD,

KINGSTON-UPON-THAMES
SURREY KT1 1SF.

TEL: (01) 549 5612

CLM MATMOS PLUS
14-16 CHILDS PLACE, EARLS CT.

LONDON SW5 9RX.
TEL: (01) 373 6607

COMPUTERLAND
38 EDGWARE ROAD,
LONDON W2 2EH.
TEL: (01) 723 3071

INFORMETRICS
THE FARMHOUSE, LOW ROAD,
KESWICK, NORWICH NR4 6TX.

TEL: (0603) 54805

PERSONAL COMPUTERS LTD.
220/226 BISHOPSGATE,

LONDON EC2M 4JS.
TEL (01) 377 1200

PILOT SOFTWARE
32 RATHBONE PLACE,

LONDON W1P lAD.
TEL: (01) 636 2666

PEAR COMPUTING SYSTEMS LTD
129 QUEENS CRESCENT,

LONDON NW5 4HE.
TEL: (01) 267 0940

SOUTH WALES COMPUTERS
131 B & C ALBANY ROAD,

CARDIFF,
S. GLAMORGAN CF2 3NS.

TEL: (0222) 490572

TASHA BUSINESS SYSTEMS
191 KENSINGTON HIGH ST.

LONDON W8.
TEL: (01) 937 7896

THAMES VALLEY SYSTEMS
GREYS HOUSE,

7 GREYFRIARS ROAD,
READING, BERKS RG1 1NU

TEL: (0734) 581829

THE CITY COMPUTER CENTRE,
105 WHITECROSS ST.
LONDON EC 1Y 8JD.
TEL: (01) 588 5537/8

VEGA COMPUTERS LTD
6 SUFFOLK HOUSE,

GEORGE ST
CROYDON, SURREY CKO 1PH.

TEL: (01) 680 4484

Typhg
Tutor Ill
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Miss Carruthers beats the clock,
thanks to Typing Tutor IIITM

Deer... Der Dear Sur Dear Sin....
Miss Carruthers fumbled for her correction fluid once

again. So much of the stuffwas brushed on her letters, they
had to be sent by parcel post.

It was costing Harry Armitage, her boss, a fortune.
So he decided to invest in Typing Tutor III. The

revolutionary typing instruction program from Simon and
SchusterTM

After all with a recently acquired computer in the office,
she'd have to sharpen up her skills pretty quickly.

TYPING TUTOR III - THE KEY TO BETTER COMPUTING
Available for the Applell,mApple

Macintosh"," /aktariT7Commodore 64
and IBM PC.Typing Tutor III allows
professionals, students, writers and
secretaries to utilize the power of a
personal computer to the full.

It's composed of a series of
self -paced custom designed
typing lessons and tests. All of
which are automatically adjusted
to match your ability and
progress levels.

Typing Tutor III contains a
feature called Time Response

Monitoring. TRMTmanalyzes the
results of each test and clearly shows your

speed, accuracy, strengths and weaknesses. And to help
you see the error ofyour ways your progress is reproduced
in graph form.

EXTRA TERRESTRIAL TYPING
Typing Tutor III also comes complete with Letter

Invaders.mAn exciting arcade -style game in which you have
to defend earth from invading fleets from outer -space. As
each letter or symbol comes into view, blast it by typing it on
the keyboard. As your typing gets faster the game gets faster.

Typing Tutor III is simplicity itself to use and comes
complete with reference manual.

It's available from your local Softsel dealer along with
over 2,600 other titles from over 250 publishers.

Miss Carruthers typing improved beyond all
recognition. So much so that Harry Armitage entered her for
the Typing World Championships.

And although she romped home with a top score of
160 wpm. he knows of one lady who could beat his
secretary out of sight in the words -per -minute stakes.

His mother-in-law
Typing Tutor III -A hands down winner.

0 a
The number one distributor of Software.

In the world.
Softsel Computer Products Limited, Softsel House, Syon Gate Way,

Brentford, Middlesex TW8 9DD.
TYPING TUTOR III. LETTER INVADERS. T R.M.AND TIME RESPONSE MONITORING ARE TRADEMARKS OF KRIYA SYSTEMS INC APPLE & APPLE MACINTOSH ARE TRADEMARKS OF APPLE

COMPUTERS INC IBM IS A TRADEMARK OF INTERNATIONAL BUSINESS MACHINES CORP SIMON & SCHUSTER IS THE TRADEMARK OF SIMON & SCHUSTER INC ATARI IS THE TRADEMARK OF ATARI
INC AND COMMODORE 64 IS A TRADEMARK OF COMMODORE BUSINESS MACHINES INC
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WE SPECIALISE IN
CAD CAM AND C. A.E .
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IfCiiiLATIII bi"bi iirirlo Li ii
15 Bower Mount Road, Maidstone, Kent ME1 6 8AX

Telephone Maidstone (0622) 58374/59659

ONE RANGE OF PLOTTERS

STANDS HEAD AND

SHOULDERS ABOVE
THE REST

A Roland DG plotter not only allows you to create
the most stunning computer generated graphics,
but every Roland plotter operates even better at a
60' incline than others do flat on their backs. And
unless you have a huge space in which to work,
you'll find that equally important.

The Roland DXY 980 plotter, for example, is
virtually silent in operation, very fast (230mm/sec)
and, like all Roland plotters, has the capability of
producing dynamic graphics onto either paper or

Roland Lik

A LOW COST
EPROM

PROGRAMMER
FOR THE BBC MICRO

 Programs 2764, 27128, 2764A and 27128A Eproms
 Only connection to User Port on BBC
III Operating software supplied in Eprom - no tape

loading problems
ROM format command allows Basic programs and
other files to reside in Eprom

 Fast error -free programming
 Zero insertion -force

socket for ease of use
 Compact, sturdy

construction
II Comprehensive

documentation

 Proven in Scientific,
Educational and
Industrial environments

<. \c'2'

N.e6(£6Z0O+VAT
(inc. p&p)

overhead projection film. The range starts at
around E350 and with the top model at a mere
£1200, you'll find the latest technology is well within
your reach.

Every Roland DG Plotter is compatible with IBM
PC, Apple, Apricot and most other micros through
standard RS232C serial and Centronics parallel
interfaces. g Company

In short, choose a Roland DG Plotter - it will fit
your software, fit your needs and fit on your desk. I Address

The natural choice
Roland DG, 983 Great West Road, Brentford, TW8 9DN Middx. U.K. Tel: 01-568 4578

Please send full details of Roland DG plotters.

I Please arrange for a demonstration.

Name

Telephone
Send to: Roland DG ,963Great West Road, Brantford TVG 90N Middx. U.K.

ma, am an .........



TAVA F LY E R

STAR FEATURES

* IBM PC AT COMPATIBILITY

* INTEL 80186

* MEMORY 240K to 640K

* FULL SIZED 25 LINE SCREEN

* TWIN 51/4 INCH 360K DISK DRIVES

* INTERNAL MODEM - RGB MONITOR OUTPUT

* DUAL VOLTAGE -WEIGHS LESS THAN 15LBS

FROM £2,500

COMPUTER
FRONTIER

COMPUTER FRONTIER LIMITED,
PO BOX 9, LETCHWORTH GARDEN CITY,

HERTFORDSHIRE SG6 7TE. TELEPHONE: (04626) 73374



 THE NEW AMSTRAD CPC 664 WITH BUILT-IN DISC DRIVE
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 THE NEW AMSTRAD CPC 664 

AVAILABLE AT BOOTS  COMET  CURRYS  DIXONS  GREENS  JOHN MENZIES  RUMBELOWS



THE LOW COST COMPUTER FOR HOME AND BUSINESS

If you know anything
about computers you'll
know that disc drives are
up to fifty times faster
than cassette when you're
loading and saving
programs. In fact, a
disc drive makes
computing faster,
more reliable, more
efficient and more
fun. But up till now the
only way to gain these
advantages for a home
computer was to buy a
separate disc drive
attachment. Now Amstrad
are pleased to announce
the first complete home
computer with built-in
disc drive: The Amstrad
CPC 664.

And when you buy a
CPC 664 you'll find it's not
just the disc drive that's
built-in.

You'll get every -

WITH COLOUR MONITOR AROUND

.I449.
WITH GREEN SCREEN AROUND

.i339.

THE HOME
COMPUTER
THAT MEANS

BUSINESS.
thing you need, including a monitor
(green screen or full colour). We'll
even give you a free CPM and Logo
disc, so all you do is plug in and
you're in business.

BUSINESS OR
 PLEASURE 

Although a disc drive
will make games more fun
(and there are loads of
them to choose from) it
also makes the CPC 664
a serious proposition for
the business user.

There are accounting,
word-
processing,
spread -sheet
and data-
base pro-
grams (to
name but
a few).

The CPC
664 is also
supplied with
CP/M* to help

around £7). make your
business more efficient and effec-
tive by providing access to the
famous range of CP/M* software.

.
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Amsoft Business Control, is a
complete suite of programs
for integrated sales invoicing,
stock control and sales ledger
for around £99. (Requires an
additional FD -1 disc drive
around £159 and DL -2 cable

Wordproce
can improv
of everyone
typist to trained secretary.
Around £23.95.

ssing with Amsword
e the productivity
from unskilled

HIGH PERFORMANCE
 LOW COST 

The one thing you won't need
a computer to work out is that the

Amstrad CPC 664
represents outstand-
ing value for money.

You only have to
check the cost of
buying all the ele-
ments separately (64K
computer, disc -drive,
monitor) to realise
that the Amstrad
package is very
hard to beat.

With a green screen
monitor the cost is
just £339. With a
full colour screen it
costs £449. And afte
you've saved money on
the price of the computer
itself, you go on saving
on the price of software.

There are hundreds
of programs for business
or pleasure available
on disc (and cassette) to
CPC 664 users. Many from
Amsoft, others from other

famous -name software
houses. Few will cost
you more than £49 and
most will cost you con-
siderably less.

AN EXPANDING
 SYSTEM

There is a com-
plete range of
peripherals avail-

able to CPC 664 users
which plug directly into

the built-in interfaces.
These include a joy-

stick, additional disc drive
(to double your on-line
storage) and the Amstrad
DMP-1 dot-matrix printer.
(There's also a cassette
interface so that you can
use CPC 464 programs
on tape). And there are
many more peripherals from
Amstrad and other manu-
facturers which can be used
to enhance the CPC 664.

-  AMSTRAD USER CLUB  -
Join the optional Amstrad

User Club
and we'll keep
you informed
with our
monthly user
magazine,
and infor-
mation on all
software as it
is introduced.
Your member-
ship details

will be recorded on your
personal club card, which

entitles members to various
rivileges and offers.
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Figure analysis made easy
with Microspread. An easy to
use spreadsheet with pull -
down menus and a wide range
of mathematical options.
Around £49.

lease s d me more information
Name

Address

Amstrad CPC 664
Amstrad, P.O. Box 462, Brentwood, Essex CM14 4EE

OV NI is a trademark of Digital Research Inc.
PC W16 6 'ELI

SPECTRUM  W.H. SMITH  WIGFALLS  AND GOOD INDEPENDENT COMPUTER STORES



LOGiSTil (n) a powerful
spreadsheet with an extensive
database and containing truly
superior presentation -quality
graphics. Logistix also includes: the
fourth dimension (1) time
management; (2) resource
allocation; (3) task scheduling;
(4) project planning. Commonly
referred to as `... the best idea in
business software since the

spreadsheet'.

THE INDISPENSABLE PLANNING AND DECISION AID

No business remains static. You
nerd to know not only what is going
on today, but what should be
happening next week, next month or
next year. So you need the right kind
of information in a form you can use
and understand, you need to be able
to analyse it in various ways and you
need to be able to present it to
others. Most important of all, you
need to make decisions about the
future. In short, you need to plan.

 DATABASE

 TIMESHEET

SPREADSHEET

GRAPHICS

Logistix adds the all-important
feature of time management to
classic spreadsheet features, an
extensive database capability and
presentation quality graphics, to
provide a versatile, powerful and
easy to use planning and decision
aid for managers and professionals.

LOGISTIX - The best idea in
business software since the
spreadsheet.

Grafox Limited
65 Banbury Road

Oxford 0X2 6PE
Tel. (0865) 516281
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REG. DESIGN

-mum
M.F. 10 MI
Floppy
Disk Box
Holds 10-
51/4" Disks

£2.45
Incl. VAT, Post
& Packing

M.F. 50
Floppy
Disk Box
Holds 50 -
51/4" Disks

0.50
Incl. VAT, Post
& Packing

M.D. 12/30
Micro
Disk Box
Holds 12 to 30-
31/2" Disks according
to thickness

£7.85
Incl. VAT, Post
& Packing

Rockfort Diskfile Range of products
not only offer an easy reference and attractive
disk filing system but also offer complete
protection from damaging dust particles.
Post for your order today!

ROCKFORT
R DI S KE STORAG E

Manufactured by Projectron Ltd - Trade inquiries invited

PCW 9 851

ROCKFORT PRODUCTS-Member of the Vignesh
Group, 30 Topsfield Parade, London, N.8. Tel: 01-348 0543

CODE NO. DESCRIPTION QTY
PRICE
I P

M.F. 10 51/4" DISK BOX

M.F. 50 51/4" DISK BOX

M.D. 12/30 MICRO DISK BOX

TOTAL

PLEASE FORWARD THE ROCKFORT DISK BOX/S
AS INDICATED ABOVE. I ENCLOSE CHEQUE VALUE

NAME

ADDRESS

L POSTCODE
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XF-8 I

3M Compatible Disc
e unique XF-800 floppy

sub -system comprises a slim 40/8
switchable, double -sided 5.25" f
and on -board power supply, wit
driver software and an interface
that locates in an expansion slo

The sub -system is thus co
second or third drive, as appro
two principle applications:

Will format, read and
for use with the IBM
file compatibility. Thl
four principle IBM PC
800k formatted capa
exclusive operation
PC, XI, Fl and Fle.
Other formats aval
P.O.A.

I .

rive
c drive

track
py disc drive

S -DOS
ntroller card

gured as a
ate and has

Ite diskettes
, giving total
nciudes all
rmats.
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XE-6: Six Po Expansion 1.1
Another new
from Alpha DI
product to the XF-

OFESSIONAL product
The perfect compliments
I , and more ...

Features:
 Five usable expa on slots.
 Sits neatly alongsi your system.
 Very simple install on.
 On -board power ply.

XF-800 £495 4
XF-800 (without IBM PC c patibility) £395 i
XE-6 £245

A special customer price an XF-800 plus
XE-6 is available on appl tion.

DEALER ENOUIR WELCOME

C LT
ATE EGHAM SURREY TVV20 8RN



STOCK
CONTROL

' STATUTORY
SICK PAY

(
& PERSONNEL

RECORDS

STOCK
CONTROL

PURCHASE
LEDGER

PAYROLL

SALES
LEDGER

( SALES ORDER
PROCESSING

MAIL
LIST

STOCK
CONTROL

...quite simply, none better.
At a TABS Business Centre you'll get free advice, the best

hardware and software, expert training and a professional
installation service- all in one place.

Head Office: TABS Ltd.. Dolphin House. New Street, Salisbury. V'iltshire.

SALES
LEDGER

PURCHASE
LEDGER

PURCHASE \
ORDER

\t, PROCESSING

For your nearest one stop Business Centre
phone Salisbury

v1'22-338668



The world didn't need
another portable.
Just a better one.

The Bondwell 2 is a truly portable computer that offers
instant computing power when you're on the move.

And it offers some pretty remarkable features.

Small, light, powerful.
The Bondwell 2 is a 64K RAM portable that is the size

of an attache case and weighs just 5.5 Kg. The fold -up LCD
screen offers 80 characters x 25 lines with a brilliant
resolution of 640 x 200. It also tilts 0° - 180° to offer the
best viewing angle in all light conditions.

There's also a built-in 3 1/2 " microfloppy disk drive with a 360K formatted capacity.
So you get maximum software flexibility without the limitations of built-in ROM programs
on most portables.

And because the Bondwell 2 has a CP/M 2.2 operating system you have access to
a huge library of business programs.

Five top programs are offered free with the Bondwell 2 WordStar, Mailmerge,
DataStar, CalcStar and ReportStar. As well a "Scheduler Plus" program is yours, free, for
better organisation of executive time.

Features. Features. Features.
Other Bondwell 2 features include a full -stroke keyboard with 8 user -defined function

keys; ports for data transmission, printer and a second disk drive; expansion slots for
modem, ROM/RAM card: a built-in battery which gives 8 hours of continuous use with
each recharge.

The Bondwell 2 Portable.
Heavy in features. Light in weight.
And equally light on the pocket

AT £1575

Barbatan
Limited
35 - 38 High Street
Bristol BS1 2AW
Tel: Bristol (0272) 213928

Attractive trade discounts are available.
Dealer enquiries welcome.
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prize draw

The first show specifically for
Amstrad computer users

The Amstrad Computer User Show
at the Novotel will house the
largest display of Amstrad
productS ever assembled under
one roof. There'll be all the latest
new machines, software,
peripherals and services.

The show will be two days of fun,
entertainment, information and
bargains. We'll be organising
competitions, prize draws, advice
centres and lots of bargains.
If you're an Amstrad owner, or just
thinking about being one, you
can't afford to miss the Amstrad
Computer User Show.

ti

::::::::.

Computer Marketplace (Exhibitions) Ltd.,
20, Orange Street, London WC2H 7ED.

Please send Adult tickets at £2 and under

.1 sixteen tickets at £1 for the Amstrad User show.

I enclose cheque/P.O. to the value of £

Everything for the
Amstrad Computer User

NOVOTEL EXHIBITION CENTRE
Saturday 5th and Sunday 6th October

10.00am to 6pm both days.

Admission charges

On the door: Adults £3 under Sixteens
£2 but you can save £1 per ticket and
the queues by using the coupon below.
10% discount for parties of 10 or more.
Buses: Frequent service from Central
London.
Tubes: Hammersmith Broadway
(Metropolitan, District and Circle
Lines).
Car Parking: Several car parks in the
immediate area.

If you're interested in exhibiting, stands
can cost as little as £99. Just write or
ring Tim Collins, at the address below
and we'll send you a full exhibitors pack.
Computer Marketplace (Exhibitions)
Ltd., 20, Orange Street, London
WC2H 7ED Tel: (01) 930 1612

payable to Computer Marketplace (Exhibitions) Ltd.

Name

Address

Postcode
PCW 9/85

Certain Advertising Ltd 01-930 1612



'ATARI 520ST SPECIFICAT1011
MEMORY
512K RAM (524.288 bytes)
160 ROM expandable to 3200
Pon for edrInl 1280 plug-in ROM cartridges
2000 TOS operating system

GRAPHICS
Mdividuelly addressable 32K bit -mapped
screen with 3 screen graphics modes,

320x200 enrols in 16 colours llow resolution)
6100200 pixels m4 colours (road resolution)
6400400 pixels in monochrome thigh me)

16 shades of grey in row res mode
512 colours available in lox...medium res
8 levels of each ,n red. green and blue

ARCHITECTURE
4 custom designed chips.

GLUE Chip - MMU Memory Mngnard Unit
DMA Controller - Graphics Processing Unit

16/32 bit Melon,. 68000 processor at 8MH1
eight 32 bit data registers
eight 32 bit address registers
18 bit data 001/24 bit addrms bus
7 levels of mterrupte56 instructions
14 addressing modes -5 dale types

DATA STORAGE
Ho speed hard disk interface
Direct memory access 1 33 Mbytes per second
CD (Compact Disc) interface
Built in 00111109, access
Dedicated floppy disk controller

DISK DRIVE
5000 (unformatted) a sided floppy d drve
3490 (formatted) storage capacity

SOUND AND MUSIC
Sound Generator
Frequenc 001111011mm 30Hz to Move audible
3 voices (cy hannels) in wave shaping sound In
addition to a noise generator
Separate frequency and volume controls
Dynamic envelope controls
nose (Attack. Decay. Sustain. Reim.)
Noise generator
MIDI interface for external music synthesizers

KEYBOARD
Separate keyboard microprocessor
Standard °WERT,' typewriter styling
Ergonomic angle and height
Se keys intruding 10 function keys
Numeric keypad 18 keys including ENTER
One touch cursor control eyped

MONITOR
I, screen - high res monochrome monitor
640x400 monochrome resoiution

VIDEO PORTS
o.p.y- Low Resolution - 40 columns

Med:Hash Res - 40/80 Pim CON
Medium tea RGB (Red/Green:Blue) output
High resolution monochrome (Black 8 WNW)

COMMUNICATIONS
Bidirectional centronics parallel interface for
printers, or modems capable of inputroutput
RS232C serial modem/printer interface
VT52 Terminal Emulation Software
Maximum Baud Rate up to 19 200
High speed herd disk interface
Floppy disk controger (Western Digital)2

)oystick ports (one thr 2 button mouse)
MIDI interface for external music synthesize",

GEM WIMP ENVIRONMENT
WIMP- Window Icon Mouse Pop do e u
Two button moose controller
Icons/Pull down menus/Windows
GEM 001. Virtual Device interface
GEM AES - Application Environment Services
GEM EIBT -134 Block Trans.,
Real time clock 8 calendar

SOFTWARE
GEM environment
wan user Inendly Macintosh style operation
TOS - Tramiel Operating System
Alan's own system based on C1,110680 with
hierarchical directory & ale structure OW a
host of ASS DOS & UNIX command structures
SOS' - Business Operating System
to run any standard SOS twain., PrOgrarns
GEM desktop
awn GEM PAINT graphics ',gnu system
and GEM WRITE word processor
Personal BASIC and DR Logo
originally written by °Nast Research /DR/
Very much We those on other machines
except for the extensive use 01 pull down
menus, mouse control and windows

VARIOUS
Dimenswns 47Ornmx240rnmstOmm
Replaceable external power supplies
Expansion 3-,," floppy disk drives 51001.00)K

dwo drives can be connected)
sy 15Mb hard disk
CO to/solo., laser disc)
Dot motnk drwhml pintrs (black
Thermal dot matrix (olour)
RGB 8 monochrome monitors

LANGUAGES
BASIC 8 LOGO supplied
Many others will soon be avembie. mowing
Assembler. °CPL. C. Cobol Complied Bad,
Lisp. Mock., and Pascal

LNote Some of Me Mow specifications are pre -rebus and may therefore be subtect to change

MACINTOSH v F18 v 520r
"Imagine a Fat Mac - the 512K App e Macintosh - but with a bigger screen, a far
bigger keyboard with numeric Fowls rt, cursor and function keys. and colour. That
gives you some idea of what the Atar 520ST is like, except for two important thongs
First the Atari seems faster. Second t e Alan system is about one third of the price."

June 1985 - Jack Schofield - PRACTICAL COMPUTING

APPLE APRICOT ATARI
WOES OF MPG srenm MN= FIE MOST
Price Includes B/W Monitor YES NO -extra £.200 YES
Keyboard size mm (L x Pk HI 3300147x50 4500161008 470e2403130
Keyboard size ins (LxElkli) 13x5X4x2 171/256i/r01 1evix6iirs21/2

D Drive (Unformatted) 500K 500K BOOK

3'., - D. Drive (Formatted) 399th 31510 349K
WIMP ,Window. Icon. Mouse I Apple ACT - Activity GEM
Real-time Clock YES YES YES
Polyphonic Sound Generator YES NO YES
RS232 Serial Port YES YES YES
Centronics Parallel Printer Port NO YES YES
Dedicated Floppy Disk Controller NO YES YES
Hard Disk DMA Interface NO YES YES
Full stroke keyboard YES YES YES
Number of keys on keyboard 59 92 95
Numeric Keypad NO YES /16 Keys) YES (1B keys)
Cursor Control Keypad NO YES YES
Function keys NO 0 10
16 -bit processor 68000 Intel 8086 611000

Processor running speed (MHz 4 77MHz SMHz
RAM size 512K 256K 6125
Number of graphics modes t 4 3

Number of colours Monochrome 16 512
Max Screen Resolution (pixels) 512 x 342 640 0 256 840 8 400
Mouse included Single Button NO - extra £96 Two Button
Replaceable External Power Peck NO NO YES
Cartridge Socket NO NO YES
Joystick Ports NO NO YES (Iwo)
MIDI Synthesiser Interface NO NO YES
Monitor Size 9 9" - extra £200 IC"
RGB Video Output NO YES YES

System Cost with: Mouse- Monochrome Monitor - 512K RAM - 501)1( Disk Dore
Price of basic system (eic VAT) E2595.VAT £595,VAT L8S2iVAT

Mouse Included E95TVAT Included
r Monochrome Monitor Included E200xVAT Included
* Expansion to 512K RAM Included E295. VAT Included
Price of complete system tem VAT) E2595+VAT E1185 -VAT Ee52iVAT

PRICE ir?:17dVgdX:rix.'r £2.9841E1,362 £749
"Atari's n ew corporate image as an aggressive low cost
computer maker is likely to mirror that of commodore where
Mr. Tramiel established the maxim that 'Business is war."

August 21st 1984 FINANCIAL TIMES

The is the only personal computer t know of that comes with
a Midi interlace as standard."
Peter Bright March 1985 PERSONAL COMPUTER WORLD

"'The (GEM) version running on the Atari 68000 machmes will
have Me additional advantage of waving the PC version
standing." April 6th 1985 PERSONAL COMPUTER NEWS

"It would seem that GEM offers the ideal operating system."
March 7th 1965 POPULAR COMPUTING WEEKLY

found it (GEM) extremely easy to use and was very
impressed with the way in which it disguises the unfriendly
hardware and operating systems lurking under the surface

Peter Bright Feb 1985 PERSONAL COMPUTER WORLD

RESS COMMENT
"The electronics in the machine are a work of ad The heart
of the 520ST IS a Motorola 68000, one of the most powerful
16 -bit processors around and in many respects it is close to
being a 32 -bit chip when the machine appears In She shops.

be at the front end of the queue to buy one
Bright June 1985 PERSONAL COMPUTER WORLD

'This machine is significantly more powerful than an IBM PC
If ids possible to design a sure-fire winning machine, this is

iL" May 11th 1985 PERSONAL COMPUTER NEWS

the use 01 GEM makes the new range of Atari computers
so similar to the Macintosh (with the added attraction of
colour). that they am already being called qackintoshee."

May and 1985 COMPUTING

"the new Atari ST computers truly represent to the consumer
What Jack Tramiel is saying - easy -to -use computing power
without the once." march 1985 ANALOG COMPUTING

"It (the ST) tees the most modern technology that is
anordahie, in a package that gives a professional Impresston."

May 23rd INS POPULAR COMPUTING WEEKLY

"The Atari ST is one of the most elegant designs 1 have seen
Atari has meal on original and etegent method of memo,
management which should make the ST faster than any other
PC on the market - in any price bracket...The 64K dour
question is would I go out and spend money for one, To
which the only answer is 'Try and stop met"'

John Lambert July 1985 ELECTRONICS a COMPUTING

'-The 520ST is technically excellent .. The 520ST hardware IS
the new Standard by which others will be judged."

July 1985 YOUR COMPUTER

r
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WE ARE THE UK's Not ATARI SPECIALISTS

JIB
ATARI

At Silica we have been successfully dedicated to Atari ever sInce their products first appeared on the UK
market. We can attribute our success largely to the Atari specialisation which we practice and to the user
back-up we provide. Rest assured that when you buy a piece of Atari hardware at Silica you will be fully
supported. Our mailings giving news of software releases and developments will keep you up to date with
the Atari market and our technical support team and sales staff are at the end of the telephone line to
deal with your problems and supply your every need. With our specialist bias, we aim to keep stocks of
all the available Atari hardware, software. peripherals and accessories. We also stock a wide range of
Atari dedicated books and through us, the owners on our list can subscribe to several American Atari
dedicated magazines. We can provide a full service to all Atari owners and are now firmly established as
the UK's NUMBER ONE Atari specialists. Here are just some of the things we can offer to our customers.
* FREE POST & PACKING ON MAIL ORDERS ll you would like to be registered on our mailing
* FREE NEXT DAY SECURICOR DELIVERY list as an Atari computer owner, or as a person
* INFORMATION MAILING SERVICE interested in buying an Atari machine, let us
* TECHNICAL SUPPORT TEAM know. We will be pleased to keep you up to date
* HIGHLY COMPETITIVE PRICES with new Atari developments free of charge. So,
* AFTER SALES SUPPORT SERVICE return the coupon today and begin experiencing
* REPAIR SERVICE ON ATARI PRODUCTS a specialist Atari service that is second to none, A

HOTLINE r"4 01-309 1111

ATARI

A1520 ST
POWER WITHOUT THE PRICE
THE NEW ATARI 520ST
Under the new leadership of Jack Tramiel (former boss and founder of Commodore
Business Machines). Atari Corporation have marked their entry into the world of
businessipersonal computers with a machine which leaves the competition standing.
Tramiel's slogan 'Power Without the Price' has been implemented in the manufacture
of the new 512K Atari 520ST colour computer which offers the user amazingly high
performance at an incredibly low price. Launched as a work -station, this new system
incorporates seven software packages as well as the 520ST computer with 5125 RAM.
mouse controller, high resolution monochrome monitor (8400400), 95 key keyboard
(with 18 key numeric keypad), MIDI interface, GEM and a 500K 31/, inch disk drive, all
for the package price of only 051.30 (+VAT = £749). Dubbed the 'Mac beater' and the
'Jackintosh' (after Atari's Chief, Jack Tramiel), Atari's new machine has been directly
compared with the Apple Macintosh RRP £2595 (*VAT = £2985) which offers similar
features and capabilities but at a much higher price. Favourably reviewed by the UK's
highly critical specialist computer press, the 520ST is likely to make a great impact in
this country EIS a sophisticated alternative to an IBM PC, APRICOT or APPLE
MACINTOSH. Unlike its overpriced competitors, the Atari 520ST can be linked up to a
colour monitor to unleash a choke Of 0010 512 colours. The addition of colour brings
out the full potential of graphics packages such as GEM.

USER FRIENDLY GEM OPERATING SYSTEM
The power of the ST is harnessed and made user friendly by the new Operating
system 'GEM' from Digital Research. GEM stands for Graphics Environment Manager
and allows a user friendly colour or BOW graphics interface which closely resembles
that of the Macintosh. This similarity extends to the use of moveable resizeable
windows, icons to represent objects such as disks and disk drives, and the use of pull
down menus and a mouse. The advantage of all this is that the computer becomes
extremely easy to use. GEM has now been implemented for the Acorn, ACT, Atari.
IBM, ICL, and Olivetti. Software written for GEM on one computer should also run
under GEM on another computer. This will enable the market to quickly produce a
large library of standard interchangeable software.

FREE SOFTWARE AND FUTURE EXPANSION
The Atari 520ST comes supplied with seven tree software packages es listed below:
1) TOS -Tramiel Operating System based on CPM 68K. 2) GEM Graphics Environment
Manager by Digital Research (DR) giving a WIMP (Window, Icon, Mouse. Pull down
menu) environment. 3) DR GEM Paint for creating graphics masterpieces. 4) DR GEM
Write for word processing. 5) Logo learning language to enable you to write your own
programs easily using turtle graphics. 6) DR Personal Basic a powerful user friendly
version of the Basic programming language. 7) BOS operating system giving you
access to dozens of business applications packages already available on the market.
Designed with future expansion in mind, the ST also features a host of different
Interfaces to the outside world and an impressive list of accessories is planned. Atari
will soon be releasing a 10000 (1MB) 3'1, inCh disk drive, and a 15MB hard disk
storage system as well as a mass storage compact disk (CD) player capable of storing
en entire 20 volume encyclopedia on one disk. A full range of inexpensive printers are
planned including dot matrix, daisywheel and thermal colour printers. With its
unbeatable graphics, speed and software at a price which is far below that of any
comparable personal computer currently on the market, the ST is all set to do battle
with the competition. To receive further details of the ST from Silica Shop, just fill in
the coupon below with your name and address details and post it to us.

Silica Shop Price: £651.30 C £9770 VAT = £749.00 This price includes:

*512K RAM *B/W MONITOR
*MOUSE *500K 3.5" DISK DRIVE
*GEM * KEYBOARD (95 KEYS)

IR17L119
SILICA SHOP LTD, 1-4 The Mews, Hatherley Road, Sidcup, Kent, DA14 4DX

SEND FOR FREE ATARI ST LITERATURE
4/111 NM Ell all =I Eli Ell IN

To: Silica Shop Ltd, Dept PCW 0985. 1-4 The Mews, Hatherley Road. Sidcup. Kent. DA14 4DX

PLEASE igpEWRigt,f2IFAILIERATURE

IMr/Mrs/Ms:

Address:

Initials

Postcode:
Ics%!owuhaicIrrodnyeodwonyaoucoomxter
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What will a
Laser

Beam Printer
do for me?

3S FORMS
1-04-1

Gv3°°fSy0/rRIVNrDSCVISvOICf5

The Canon LaserBeam printer is :

Total Canon Technology

Suitable for all leading micros

* Easy to maintain, cheap to run

Flexible multiple character fonts

* Fast - 8 pages per minute

Quality - output produced at 300 x 300 dots per
inch

Quiet - less than 55 dba

Available with underlining and shading.

* Available with enlargement horizontally or
vertically.

ONLY 3350.00

This advertisement was produced on a Canon LaserBeam
printer using the Wordcraft wordprocessing package
and its associated forms design package.

We are:

Available for sales, service, information.
Canon stockists to the trade and public.
Official Wordcraft dealers.

First Micro Computers Limited
5 La Belle Place
Glasgow G3 7LH

Telephone : 041-332-0030
Telex : 776548

Please send me details about the new Canon LaserBeam
printer and the Wordcraft word- processing software.

Name :

Address :

Company : Trade/End-user

Please clip this coupon and send to :

First Micro Computers
FREEPOST
5 La Belle Place
Glasgow G3 7BR or FREEPHONE First Micro



Look through
C. Itoh's window
and find today's
answer to low cost
PC printing
Although compactly designed and low
in price, the range of PC printers from
C. Itoh includes many features normally
found on more expensive models.

Take the Y10 daisywheel printer,
with its 20 cps print speed. Drop -in
encapsulated daisywheels are easy to
change, and a snap -on interface pack
permits a simple changeover of standard
interfaces, giving you full flexibility to
meet your printer requirements. The
Y10 is also code -compatible with our
other daisywheel printers.

The 7500 series dot matrix printer
is a product designed for optimum
reliability, and its low profile makes it
ideal for today's PC user. It offers a full
range of character sets, and is equipped
with parallel or serial interfaces.

C.Itoh Electronics Co. Ltd., Beacon House, 26-28 Worple Road, London. SW19 4EE.Tel: 01-946 4960. Tlx: 8955616.



New - a professional specification C Compiler

for the QL! Designed by fil LATTICE ®,

QL C is a complete implementation of the

Kernighan and Ritchie definition of C. QL C is

endorsed by Sinclair Research; it is the most

powerful and fully featured C compiler

available for the QL.

> Complete Kernighan and Ritchie

implementation.
> Proven LATTICE 'design, compatible

withl_ I LATTICE'compilers on IBMPC, etc.

> True compiler producing native 68000

code.
> Full floating point arithmetic.

> Powerful data types such as pointers,

arrays, structures, and unions.

> Comprehensive library of UNIX, QDOS

and utility functions.
> Over 90 detailed error messages.

> Separate compilation.

> Macros, conditional compilation, and

other pre-processors.
> Linker to link program modules; will also

link to other relocatable binary modules.

> Chosen by Sinclair Research as the C

Compiler for the QL.

Every DEVELOPMENT KIT includes Metacomco's
popular screen editor, and a detailed manual. All
KITs will operate either on a standard QL or else

using QL peripherals such as floppy disks or
memory expansion.

Available from W.H. Smith, John Lewis, HMV,
Menzies, Boots and other leading retailers or

direct from Metacomco.

MET C
26 Portland Square, Bristol BS2 8RZ.

Tel: Bristol (0272) 428781
Trademarks. UNIX-AT+T Bell Laboratories; QL. QDOS - Sinclair Research Limited

QL PASCAL f89.95INC VAT

Pascal compiler which conforms fully to the ISO 7185
international standard. Approved by Sinclair Research.

Features: fast single pass compilation - no inter-
mediate stages; produces native 68000 code; full
ISO 7185 level 0; direct addressing of complete
QL address space; easy to use QDOS interfaces;
very large sets and arrays.

ASSEMBLER f39.95INC VAT

A high specification macro assembler supporting
the full Motorola instruction set.

Features: external references; absolute, position
independent, and relocatable code; linker; precise
error messages; formatted listings; macro expansions;
conditional assembly; a large range of directives.

BCPL f59.95INC VAT

A true compiler, ideal for systems programming -
writing utilities, games and applications.

Features: generates native 68000 code; run
time library includes easy QDOS interfaces; link
loader links separately compiled segments;
modules can be linked with Pascal or Assembler.

LISP f59.95INC VAT

A LISP interpreter for exploring "The language
of artificial intelligence".

Features: Turtle graphics; compatible with LISP
for the BBC micro; full support of QL features;
structure editor; prettyprinter; garbage collector
and tracer.

WE SHALL BE AT
OLYMPIA, LONDON
4-8 SEPTEMBER.

PersOleal
Commter,

Show

SEE US
AT STAND

1800/2

Phone today or post this coupon to: Metacomco, 26 Portland Square, Bristol BS2 871
IPlease send me QL C £99.95 0 QL PASCAL £89.95 0 ASSEMBLER £39.95 0 BCPL f59.95 0
LISP £59.95 0 MORE INFORMATION 0 I enclose a cheque for f or debit my
ACCESS/VISA No 

I NAME

ADDRESS

111111111-11111111 Card Expiry Date

SIGNATURE

POSTCODE TEL NO:

Price includes VAT, postage and packing UK mainland only. Delivery, allow up to 28 days.
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More Computer for Your Calculating Pound
Try the New

111111111

1

Standard Features:
 PC -DOS Version 3.0  r allows software control

- 256K of parity checked RAM, of system clock 4.77MHz to
expandable on -board to 640K 6.67MHz

 8088 16 -bit CPU  Hi -Resolution, 12" Monitor,
 8 IBM'' compatible expansion Green/Amber, 25 MHzBandwidth

slots
 4 20 bit DMA & 3 16 -bit Timer  2 Slimline 51/4" DS/DD 48 TPI

Channels Floppy Drives with 360K Stor-
ageChannels each.

 DOS BIOS on EPROM  Power Supply is Hard Disk
 Full size, feather -touch, Capac- ready, no need for more power.

itance Keyboard, 10 Function  110-220 VAC, 50-60 Hzkeys, Calculator -type Numeric
Keypad  1 Parallel, 1 Serial, Game Port,

 8087 Math Co -Processor ready

 Up to 32K of EPROM (supplied  ALSO supports MS-DOS'" andwith 8K) CP/M-86' Operating Systems

(optional 2nd serial)
 Real Time Clock

-r -11u+ im
mium

by MIR
Introductory Offer

£1084 SYS-8025-00
00

"Need a 16 -bit IBM-PC- to process your data?"
The first one that is INTERCHANGEABLE! A complete sys-
tem including the PC -DOS'" operating system from IBM'". Two
slimline double -sided 51/4" Disk Drives hold 360K of formatted stor-
age each, the other drive opening is fitted with a close-out plate.
Removal of the plate will allow room for a Winchester Hard Disk. The
Power Supply is like that of an IBM PC -XT" Hard Disk ready!
How compatible is the -_=:-.XT? It will run 1-2-3'", Flight
Simulator", dBase WordStar'", SuperCalc'', VisiCalc' and
hundreds of others. The System will also support MS-DOS'" 1.1 and
2.1, PC -DOS'" 2.2, CP/M-86'" and Unix Operating Systems. Add-on
an additional 380K of RAM for a full 640K of on -board memory. This
computer comes standard with 1 Serial and 1 Parallel Port (IBM.'
COM1 and COM2). No need to purchase more expansion cards!

BASIC SYSTEM
If that incredibly LOW Total System price
doesn't suit you, try this "Do it Yourself
System" and take your pick of the wide
range of options listed below.
The Features:  OK RAM  Expandable to

4 640K
 4 DMA channels  8 Expansion slots
 Runs MS-DOS'"" and CP/M-86' (not

included)
 Multi -function Keyboard and Cable
 Hard Disk Ready Power Supply X408"
 and MORE! MORE MORE
The following are registered Trademark and their Cornpany. MS,DOS BC DOS Flight Simulator_ MicroSoft. dBase it _Ashton-
Tate'. WordStar,MicroPro International Corp SuperCalc= Soren Inca. VlsiCalc.VistCorp Inc CintM-86= Digital Research Inc
IBM. IBM PC. IBM PC CT, Internaticnat Business Machines ,

all or Write for Nearest Dealer and Full Catalo
XPC TURBO MOTHERBOARD

Dual
processor
speed
4.77 MHz
and
6.67 MHz

The
most

advanced
Mother
Board

available

FEATURES: TURBO mode allows nign-speed nign ethciency though -put of
all programs. Hi -speed 8088-2 microprocessor. Eight expansion slots for up.
gradeability. 1.75 times faster than the PC -XT. 8K of XBIOS on EPROM. On-
board memory - up to 64061 Four layer printed circuit board. Hardware reset
line 420-blt DMA channels 316 -bit timer -counter channels.
BOA -6078.0C £272.00

PROM Laser

BOA -8640-00 £155.00

12 PAK Multifunction

BOA -6335-00 £101.00

7 PAK Multifunction

BOA -6250-00 £147.00

Gra hics

BOA -6200-00 £113.00

HiRes Mono Graphics

BOA -6150-00 £136 00

Hard Disk Controller

BOA -6060-00 £121.00

Parallel Serial

130A-6310.00 £35 BOA -6300-00 £43

512K Memory

BOA -6350-00 £77.00

ICM (020) 45 26 50
roducts

nternational
Building 70, 4th Floor

1117ZH Schiphol-East, The Netherlands
Fax: (020) 41 81 29 Telex: 18306

Add -On Power Supply
IBM Hard Disk replacement
type. New high velocity whisper
fan will easily run 2 Floppys.
Hard Disk and Tape Back-up.
POW -1040-00 140 watt £77.00
POW -1044-00 150 watt £90.00

Now :=IP=-1; -XT in a Kit!
Completely XT Compatible

£851"

1111111111)1111!

Why didn't anybody think of it before? If
you have a phillips screwdriver and 1 - 2 hours
available, SAVE yourself a bundle of MONEY! No-
where will you beat this deal on a complete 8 slot
ready -to -assemble and run XT compatible.
 Cabinet  2-360K Shugart Drives
 135 watt Power Supply  Floppy Controller &
 Keyboard Cable
 8 Slot Motherboard  Mono Video Card
 256K RAM  TTL Amber Monitor

NEM

IBM Selectric Style Keyboards
These quiet alternative Selectric
type keyboards will bring the
features you have been wanting
to a price you can't resist
KEY -1051-00 Selectric £101.00
KEY -1050-00 Standard £70.00

8 Slot Cabinets
Grey/Beige, enamel finish, per-
fect fit for IBM PC or XT com-
patibles, all mtg. hardware
CAB -3068-00 8 Slot .. £59.00

Monochrome/Color Monitors
RGB Color Monitor is unsur-
passed in Quality and your
choice in green or amber
screen for the Monochrome.
MON-1600-00 Color £307.00
MON-1725-00 Mono £77.00

Hard Disk Drives
10 Meg DRI-4200-00
20 Meg DRI-4265-00
26 Meg DRI-6625-00
40 Meg DRI-6630-00

105 Meg DRI-4250-00
140 Meg DRI-4270-00

10 Meg Back -Up
Inexpensive, reliable, on -board
micro -processor that supports
streaming or file -oriented.
Uses Floppy Controller as
Drive C
DRI-8080-00 £385.00



r * BEST PRODUCT
RANGE

12 YORK PLACE
* LOWEST PRICES (1st FLOOR)

PRICES BRIGHTON
SUSSEX

* SUPPORT & BN1 4GU
Temple Data Systems SERVICE

MODEL

MATRIX PRINTERS
SPECIFICATION PRICE

DAISYWHEEL PRINTERS
MODEL SPECIFICATION PRICE

TAXAN KAGA
KP810

ISO CPS

FRICTION
DRAFT, 29 CPS NLQ

& TRACTOR,
£242

JUKI
6100

20 CPS, PARALLEL I/F, OPTIONAL
TRACTOR/SHEET FEEDER £319

TAXAN KAGA
KP910

PARALLEL
AVAILABLE

I/F, OPTIONAL NLQ ROM
£342 BROTHER

HR15
20 CPS, PARALLEL, MULTICOPY
FACILITY, OPT. TRACTOR/FEEDER £325

SMITH CORONA
D200

160CPS
FRICTION

DRAFT, 40 CPS NLQ
& TRACTOR,

£259 QUENDATA
1120

20 CPS , PARALLEL, QUME
COMPATIBLE, OPT. TRACTOR/ FEEDER £219

SMITH CORONA
D300 (15")

BOTH SERIAL
INTERFACES,

& PARALLEL
ALSO IBM COMP. £414 JUKI6300 40 CPS, DIABLO COMPATIBLE

SUPERB PRINTER £849
SHINWA CPA80
OR MANNESMANN

100 CPS, F/T, EPSON COMPATIBLE £185 QL PRINTER SERIAL TO PARALLEL INTERFACE £25 BASIC

TALLY MT80+
CODES INTERFACE FOR QL COMPUTER £34 DELUXE

MICROVITEC
1431

452 x
INPUT

MONITORS
585 PIXEL RESOLUTION RGB
STD RES £186

BOX OF
10 DISKS

DISKS AND
SSDD
48 TPI

DISK
SSDD
96 TPI

DRIVES
DSDD
96 TPI

APPLI-
CATION

MICROVITEC
1451 (MED RES)

653 x
RGB INPUT

585 RES
MED RES £240 57/4S"AN £16.90 £21.87 £28 BBC,

MICROVITEC 653 x 585 PIXELS, 85 COL
£231

3M £13 £1 8 £22 APPLE,
1451 DQ3 FOR QL DISPLAY FOR QL, RGB I/P MAXELL 51/4" QL,

AIR
VISIONSINC QL

AS ABOVE
85 COL, 12"

, £231 BRAND
E PHA5N1TA £17 £22 £28 IBM &

SIRIUS

PHILIPS
7502 GREEN

2000 CHARACTER
BANDWIDTH

DISPLAY
> 18MHz, COMP. I/P

£613
U

BOX OF
10 DISKS

SINGLE
SIDED

DOUBLE
DENSITY

ETC.

PHILIPS 14"
COLOUR TV/MON

14" COMPUTER
SUPERB

MONITOR/TV,
PICTURE £214 3"MAXELL £31 FOR AMSTRAD,

EINSTIEN ETC.

MODEL
AMSTRAD
CPC664
COLOUR

COMPUTERS
AND SOFTWARE

3.5"
SONY £31 £42 FOR APRICOTS,

ATARI S20 ETC.

PRICE

£388

SOFTWARE ETC

AMSTRAD MICROPEN D

PRICE

£39
BBC
CUMANA

100K
SINGLE

200K
SINGLE

400K
DUAL 40T

800K
DUAL

MICROSPEAD D EACH DRIVES

£79 £109 £246 £272
AMSTRAD
CPC664
GREEN

MICROSCRIPT D £39
51/4,,

£290 AMSWORD D EACH MEDIC SINGLE IMB DUAL DRIVES
BBC B WITH
DFS +
ECONET

£399
BASIC SPEC £25

DRIVES
QLFOR

+ CENTRONICS I/F
£216

2MB+PRINTER I/F
£347

FIRMWARE SPEC EACH
AMSTRAD 180K+INTERFACE SECOND

BBC

B PLUS AMS CALC (SPREAD) £25 DRIVES 3" +POWER SUPPLY
£173

DRIVE (180K)
£130£429

AMSWO RD EACH
v I MAIL ORDER EXPORT TRADE£332 BRIGHT STAR MODEM,

FOR QL MULTISTANDARD £156

-
DELIVERY £1.00 AND £7.00 (UK ONLY) FOR LARGER

SINCLAIR
QL

ACT

APRICOT
Fle 256K

VARIABLE BAUD RATES,CENTRONICS I/FsuurcuoITEMS

£569 ACCESS AND VISA WELCOME
1, 320K DRIVE

SAGE ACCOUNTS
PACKAGE FOR QL £85
SAGE ACCOUNTS
PACKAGE FOR APRICOTS £335

GOODS IN STOCK WILL BE DISPATCHED WITHIN 24
HOURS

ACT

APRICOT
Fl 256K

cv-Inn
L I UU
1 x 740K DRIVE

ACT SUPERWRITER,
SUPERCALC &
SUPER PLANNER

£90
ORDERS FROM EDUCATIONAL/GOVERNMENT

AUTHORITIES WELCOME

DEMONSTRATION FACILITIES AT BRIGHTON
(ON FIRST FLOOR)

ATARI
520
512K & 700K
DRIVE

S

£639
12" HI RES GREEN PLEASE ADD 15')/0 VAT TO UK ORDERS

WITH
GEM

DR
SiW

MONITOR FOR APRICOT
COMPUTERS
SUPERB DESIGN

£169 Et BRIGHTON (SUSSEX)
(0273) 698241/672812

FARNHAM (SURREY)
(0252) 727412 0



Thrifty micro
owners choose the

new VIT80+

Keen on saving money? But not
prepared to sacrifice quality and

performance? Then the new MT80+
serial matrix printer has plenty to offer
at a price that will have you rubbing your
hands with glee.

The MT80+ prints at 100 cps and is
compatible with just about any popular
office or home micro. For true print

flexibility, there's compressed and
expanded print, subscripts and super-
scripts, bold print, italics and, of course,
graphics.

You'll have to see the print quality to
believe it, thanks to the outstanding film
ribbon cassette. Continuous fanfold
stationery or friction fed single sheets
pose no problem. And if you're in a hurry

the quick tear facility is a real bonus.
The new MT80+ from Mannesmann

Tally. Europe's leading matrix printer
manufacturer. You'll be laughing all the
way to the bank. Contact us now for our
literature pack.

/81
kV/

MANNESMANN
TALLY

MANNESMANN TALLY LIMITED, MOLLY MILLARS LANE, WOKINGHAM, BERKSHIRE, RG11 20T TELEPHONE (0734) 788711



*** CUT PRICE MICROS ***

L

PEGASUS
BUSINESS
SOFTWARE

APRICOT MICROCOMPUTERS

ACT Xi 10 MEG £(VERY LOW!!)
ACT Xi 5 MEG £(EVEN LOWER!!)

ACT 2x720K £(LOWER THAN MAYFAIR)
ACT 2x315K £(LOW -LO -LO)
12" MONITORS AVAILABLE

THE PEGASUS SYSTEMS

SYSTEM 1
APRICOT WITH 2 x 720K PLUS 12" MONITOR
PLUS SUPERWRITER WORDPROCESSING PROGRAM
PLUS SUPERCALC FINANCIAL FORECASTING PROGRAM
PLUS SUPERPLANNER ELECTRONIC DIARY AND
CARDBOX SYSTEM
PLUS PEGASUS SALES ORDER PROCESSING/INVOICING
PLUS PEGASUS SALES LEDGER
PLUS PEGASUS PURCHASE LEDGER
PLUS PEGASUS NOMINAL LEDGER
PLUS DATA CABLE TO LINK PRINTER TO COMPUTER
PLUS 20 3.5" DISKS
PLUS BROTHER HR15 DAISY WHEEL QUALITY PRINTER

SYSTEM PRICE £2796.00

SYSTEM 2
APRICOT WITH 10 MEGABYTE HARD DISK DRIVE AND
12" MONITOR
WITH SUPERWRITER FOR WORD PROCESSING
WITH SUPERCALC FINANCIAL FORECASTING
SPREADSHEET
WITH SUPERPLANNER ELECTRONIC DIARY SYSTEM

PLUS EPSON FX80 PRINTER
PLUS DATA CABLE TO LINK PRINTER TO COMPUTER
PLUS 103.5" DISKS
PLUS 1 BOX OF FANFOLD PAPER

PLUS ANY 4 MODULES OF PEGASUS ACCOUNTING
SOFTWARE

SYSTEM PRICE £3596.00

WE CAN
RECONFIGURE ANY
PACKAGE TO SUIT
YOUR INDIVIDUAL
NEEDS. WE PROVIDE
HOT-LINE SUPPORT,
SERVICE, DATA
INSURANCE & ON -
SITE MAINTENANCE

THE APRICOT SYSTEMS

APRICOT Xi 10 MEG
SUPERWRITER
SUPERCALC
SUPER PLANNER
BASIC/MS-DOS/CPM-86
FX100 PRINTER & CABLE
BOX OF DISKS
BOX OF PAPER
£2800

SOFTWARE - UP TO 30% DISCOUNTS
WORDSTAR
FRIDAY
DBASE II
OPEN ACCESS

SYMPHONY
TOUCH & GO TYPING TUTOR
SUPERCALC III

CARDBOX
DBASE III
AUTOCODE
LOTUS 1-2-3

SUPERCALC II
MULTIPLAN
FRAMEWORK

OUR FULL SOFTWARE RANGE IS FAR TOO LARGE TO INCLUDE HERE PLEASE
CALL US FOR CURRENT PRICES ON ANY SOFTWARE PRODUCT

ALL ITEMS ARE FULLY SUPPORTED AND GUARANTEED. CALL NOW FOR FREE
ADVICE FROM OUR APPLICATIONS EXPERT. TRAINING IS ALSO AVAILABLE ON
ANY PROGRAM OR COMPUTER.

WE OFFER FREE TRAINING WITH ANY TOTAL PEGASUS SYSTEM BOUGHT
FROM US. OUR SYSTEMS ARE SOLD ON AN INSTALLED AND WORKING BASIS.
WE CAN DELIVER TO ANY PART OF THE U.K. OR COURIER TO ANY TRADING
COUNTRY IN THE WORLD.
VAT NOT INCLUDED IN ABOVE PRICES.

APRICOT 2x720

12" MONITOR
SUPERWRITER
SUPERCALC
SUPER PLANNER
ANY PRINTER
WORTH UP TO £400

£1996

BUY RENT OR LEASE
FROM THE PROFESSIONALS

TEL: 01-800 8182
78-82 KIRKTON ROAD
LONDON N15

ACO



SOFTWARE CENTRE
CP/M CP/M-86 MSDOS

MICROPRO SOFTWARE SYSTEM
WORDSTAR: Best selling professional Word Processing software: On DATABASE MANAGEMENT
screen formatting, Block manipulation, File read/write, Simultaneous
Editing and Printing £295
MAILMERGE: Enhancement for document personalisation and mailing

tiDoEna:1Adcda-poanb 1
applications £145
SPELLSTAR: Enhancement for checking spelling and maintaining

required £375spelling dictionaries £145
STARINDEX: Useful package for creation of Table of Contents, Index, dBASE II: The most popular of data management systems, very powerful
List of Figures. Interfaces to Wordstar to improve document

£116

FORMULA II: Unique information management system with excep-

indexes, transaction processing, interactive, no programming language

application generator £395

FRIDAY: End user file management system from the authors of dBASE II. File

presentation quickly and easily
INFOSTAR: Impressive Data Base system combining the power of OUICKC0

Datastar with the flexibility of Reportstar 1295 process by generating dBASE command files £200

DATASTAR: Screen based Data Entry, vetting and retrieval system. dGRAPH: Extremely useful program for graphical representation of dBASE and
£200Screen formats under user control £175 user created data files

REPORTSTAR: Powerful report generator, provides much needed +£195
enhancement to Datastar for report production and transaction data Plot

processing £210 CARDBOX: Highly popular electronic card index system. Easy to use, with
£195CALCSTAR: Electronic spreadsheet with interfaces to all MicroPro powerful retrieval facilities

products £116

WORDSTAR 2000: For the IBM PC definition, input and reporting under user control £195
£440 OPEN ACCESS: Multi -function Executives Information System £450

NB: Combination prices - WS/MM FORMULA IV MULTI-USER: Database for PC DOS £595

£390; WS/MM/SP/SI £399 EVERYMAN: Database Systems £475

Telesystems Ltd
The Geans, 3 Wycombe Road, Prestwood, Bucks. HP16 OND Tel: 02406 6365

LANGUAGES UTILITIES
ASCOM: The most flexible asynchronous.- communications package

Microsoft CP/M MSDOS Digital Research CP/M CP/M-
86

available to the micro world. Interactive, batch, menu -driven. Available
PCDOS for CP/M, CP/M-86, MS/PCDOS £170

BSTAM: Simple communications program for exchanging files between
BASIC Interpreter £340 £340 CBASIC Interpreter £130 £275 CP/M systems £150
BASIC Compiler £385 £385 CBASIC Compiler £425 £500 £500 TRANSFER: System for exchanging files between CP/M systems Provided
FORTRAN Compiler £485 £340 PASCAUMT + £300 £325 £325 with full 8080 source code £130
COBOL Compiler £645 £680 C Compiler £295 £295 CONVMS: Operating system converter. Runs MSDOS programs under
C Compiler £485 PERSONAL BASIC Int £130 CP/M-86 £70
PASCAL £295 CIS COBOL £425 £425 CONVCP: Operating system converter. Runs CP/M-86 programs under

1

BUSINESS BASIC £450 FORMS -2 £110 £110 MSDOS £70
Compiler
MACRO ASSEMBLER £195 £150

FILESHARE
FORTRAN -77

£250 £425
£295

ASSEMBLER PLUS: Disassemblerfor8080 and Z80 programs £185
£295 D1SKEDIT: Facility for editing disk held data by sector. Invaluable aid £70

IBM-CP/M COMPATIBILITY:

SUPERSOFT C Comp f185 £185 SUPERSOFT BASIC
Compiler

f200
Set of programs that enable IBM 3740 disks to

£200 be used on CP/M, permitting transfer of ilesto/f rom IBM mainframes £135
SPP: Speed Programming Packagefor use with Pascal/MT+ £195

PRO FORTRAN £220 £320 PRO PASCAL £220 £320 £320 EM80/86: Emulator to run CP/M sortware under CP/M-86 and DOS £70
DISPLAY MANAGER: Screen handling productivity aid for Digital

APPLICATIONS
MULTIPLAN: Eceptional electronic worksheet from Microsoft

£159
MULTI -TOOL WORD: Microsoft's advanced Word Processor
withoptional! Mouseforaddedflexibility £400

SUPERCALC: Fast action spreadsheet and planning aid £200
ABSTAT: Powerful statistics package £350
GRAPHSTAT: Versatile statistics and graphics package tor the
Epson OX10, IBM-PC and Sirius £195

ALIAS ACCOUNTS: Fully integrated accounts system with
inbuilt hooks to dBASE II £1200
ALIAS PAYROLL/SSP: Standalone or integrated system with
optional links to ALIAS accounts each £600

RCS LEDGERS: Sales, Purchase, Nominal ledgers in MBASIC
source code each £300

RCS PAYROLL: Full function, highly used package £500

STATISTICS PACK: Over 25 easily used routines in MBASIC
£120

MATHS PACKAGE: Interactive routines (40±) in MBASIC £120

1

Research compilers £350
ACCESS MANAGER: File handling productivity aid for Digital Research
compilers £350

MISCELLANEOUS
CP/M 2.2: Standard operating system on 8"disk £135
CP/M-86: Standard 16 -bit operating system £235
SUPERSORT: Full function Sort/Merge/Selection package
£145
MSORT: Standalone and COBOL hosted Sort package .... £190
MAGSAM: MBASIC utility to provide multi -key ISAM file
facilities £150
TOUCH 'N' GO: Teach yourself keyboard skills f40
MICROSOFT MOUSE: Mouse, interface card and soft-
ware £190
FIXED ASSETS SYSTEMS £350
PROSTAR TRAINING GUIDE: Independent instruction on the
use of MicroPro 'STAR' products f30
EXPRESSBASE II: Productivity aid for dBASE II £125

PLEASE CALL FOR FULL LIST PRICES EXCLUDE VAT DEALER ENQUIRIES INVITED
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ENTGUARD
ACOUSTIC COVERS
The Sound of Silence

for the
Electronic
Office

NEC: Olivetti: Philips,
Qume: Ricoh: Tandy,
Wang: Wordplex: Xerox.

Phone us now for
instant attention or write to:

T. MAT Limited, Sullivan Way, Loughborough
Leicestershire LE11 OQS

Telephone: Loughborough (0509) 217171 Telex: 341819

Brother: CPT:
Diablo: Epson,
Facit: Honeywell,
IBM: JUKI,
Mannesman -Tally,

4

0

POI

Al

ti

'4r!

._.,..., .,,,.....,..

MIXTECH
Illustrate

and Write Manuals
to your specification

MIXTECH LTD
The Cloud House
5 North Close, Lymington
Hants. SO4 9BT Tel: (0590) 78370

EXPORT ONLY
,,,tais.

U.K. Exporters of
microcomputers, monitors,
printers and
all other peripherals, software.

Worldwide sales
of Sinclair, Commodore, Amstrad,
Acorn, IBM, ACT, SANYO,
ADVANCE, ect.,
and any other type of home electronics

WRITE FOR OUR PRICE LIST OR CALL TODAY

- - -
84 TALBOT ROAD, LONDON N6 4RA TEL: 01-340 0310 °TELEX: 295441 Busy B (Ref MIKRO)
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ALL-TIME CP/M MICROCOMPUTER
SYSTEM BARGAIN!
Fantastic bulk purchase of a major European
manufacturer's entire stock of this top-quality
machine enables us to retail it at far below its
manufacturing cost. ALL FEATURES LISTED
are INCLUDED as STANDARD:

 COMPLETE with EITHER single or double
(as illustrated) TEAC half -height 51/4"
double -sided, double -density floppy disc
drives. Formatted capacity: 320Kb per
drive.

 4 MHz Z80A CPU
 64Kb RAM (in 4164 chips)

 28Kb EPROM containing monitor & MICROSOFT
BASIC

 CP/M Version 2.2

 80 x 24 display with colour block -mode graphics

 Exceptionally high quality styled keyboard with
numeric keypad & 6 function keys

PRICES (monitor not included): With DUAL floppy: £347.00 (£399.05 incl. VAT) With SINGLE floppy: £250.00 (E287.50 incl. VAT)

CARRIAGE: £9.50 (incl. VAT) Visa & Access accepted siiiimVISA

-------------.
 Centronics parallel interface
 RS232N24 serial interface selectable 300-9600

Baud

 UHF Modulator for TV & composite video output
 ROM port. (A Word -Processor ROM is available at

£69+VAT)
 6 month full guarantee

Available ONLY from:
COMPUTER APPRECIATION, 16 Walton Street, Oxford OX1 2HQ. (0865) 55163 TELEX: 838750
MATMOS Ltd., 1 Church Street, Cuckfield, W. Sussex RH17 5JZ. (0444) 414484/454377 or (0444) 73830 ), .9/85

The complete computer store . . .
Word Processing  Communications  Data Management  Business systems

Consultancy

Business and
Professional Systems

(0223) 65334/5

apple d a

Installation Training Support

Engineering
Support Group
(0223) 316045

OLIPU nCORN [413
CO PUTER

Home and 111 Communications,
II Educational Computing I. Electronics, Supplies

(0223) 358264 (0223) 68155

   NI II   II
Indy EPSON 4ANN-c,   aim    

Cambridge Computer Store
I & 4 Emmanuel Street, Cambridge CB I I NE
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WORLDWIDE PRICE LIST
Worldwide Computers Ltd are authorised dealers for the leading computers and software at prices
that are guaranteed to be the best in the country. We supply everyone from leading UK companies,
government departments and local authorities to the small business and the private individual.

- - - -= = ==
= 7

Authorised
Dealer

LONDON ONLY

OliVetti SANYO
APRICOT COMMODORE

VICTOR
EPSON

Worldwide Computers Ltd., Spa House,11-17 Worple Road, Wimbledon SW19 4JS. Telex: 8955888 WOWICO.
Also at: Regent House, 2 North Road, Brighton, Sussex BN1 1YA.

01-543 2211& (0273) 609331
IBM
BM PC Model 64kb 1 x 360kb D/D £999.00 IBM ATE 512kb 1 x 1.2MB D/Drive + 20MB
BM Portable 256kb 1 x 360kb D/D £1049.00 H/Disk + K/board £4199.00
BM Portable 256kb 2 x 260kb D/D £1299.00 IBM Colour Display £408.00
BM PC -XT 256kb 2 x 360kb D/D £1549.00 IBM Mono Display Green £153.00
BM PC XT 256kb 1 x 360kb DID + 10MB IBM EGA Colour Display £608.00

H/Disk £2499.00 IBM Mono Display/Printer Adapter .... £149.00
BM AT Base 256kb 1 x 1.2MB Disk Drive Keyboard IBM Portable £120.00

+ K/board £2575.00 Keyboard IBM UK £153.00

OLIVETTI
Olivetti M24 128k 1 x 360k D/D £949.00 Olivetti M21 128k 1 x 360k D/D inc. Key
Olivetti M24 128k 2 x 360k D/D £1150.00 + VDU £1075.00
Olivetti M24 128k 1 x 360k D/D + 10MB Olivetti M21 128k 2 x 360k DID inc. Key

H/Disk £2099.00 + VDU £1299.00
Olivetti M10/24 £375.00 Olivetti M21 + 10MB H/Disk £2149.00
Special offer 512K RAM for 10MB Olivetti £99.00

APRICOT
PC 256K RAM + 2 x 315K D/D £1139.00 Fle 256 RAM 1 x 315K D/D £525.00
PC 256K RAM + 2 x 720K D/D £1299.00 Fl 256K RAM 1 x 720K D/D £749.00
Xi10 256K RAM 10MB Winchester .. £1999.00 F2 inc. Mouse £1149.00
Xi1Os 512K RAM 10MB + Expansion. £2349.00 F10 inc. Mouse £1749.00
Xi20 512K RAM 20MB £2725.00 FP1 Portable £819.00
Xi2Os 1MB RAM 20MB + Expansion £3099.00 FP2 Portable £1149.00
9" Monitor £150.00 Apricot compatible 12" Monitor £135.00
12" Monitor £190.00 Apricot colour Monitor £349.00

VICTOR DOT MATRIX
Anadex DP 9000 £875.00

Victor 9000 1.2 £1650.00 Brother M1009 (P) £155.00
Victor 9000 2.4 £1899.00 Canon PW 1080A (NLQ) £279.00
Victor 9000 10 £2499.00 Canon PW 1156A £355.00
VPC 15MB £2250.00 Canon PJ 1080A (Colour) £379.00

Canon Laser Jet £2750.00
EPSON Data Products 8010 £399.00

Epson PX8 computer
Epson PX8 + 128K RAM
PF10 Disk Drive
CX 21 Accousitic Coupler
QX16 systems from

£649.00
£799.00
£299.00
£130.00

£2100.00

Data Products 8020
Data Products 8050
Data Products 8070
Epson LX80
Epson RX 100 F/T
Epson FX 80

£469.00
£1075.00
£1499.00
£199.00
£325.00
£320.00

SANYO
Epson FX 100 F/T
Epson LQ 1500

£425.00
£895.00

Sanyo MBC 550 1 x 160K D/D £599.00 Hewlett Packard Laser Jet £3250.00

Sanyo MBC 555 2 x 160K D/D £699.00 Mannesmann Tally MT80 £195.00

Sanyo MBC 5502 1 x 360K D/D £799.00 Mannesman Tally MT180 £549.00

Sanyo MBC 5552 2 x 360K D/D £1149.00 OKIMATE 20 £199.00
Sanyo MBC 775 Portable OKI Microline 182 £249.00

265 RAM x 360K D/D £1699.00 OKI 192 £319.00
OKI Microline 2350P £1449.00

COMMODORE
OKI Microline 84P
Olivetti DM 5801 CB NLQ

£629.00
£885.00

Commodore SX64
Commodore PC10

£350.00
£1449.00

Panasonic KP1091
Smith Corona DM 200 (NLQ)
Tec 1550

£255.00
£375.00
£459.00

IBM/OLIVETTI ADD-ONS
Extra Memory 64kb (9 Chips) £39.00
Hercules Colour Graphics/Printer Card . £181.00
Hercules Mono Graphics/Printer Adapter £325.00
BM Asynch Comms Adapter £71.00
BM Bisynch Comms Adapter V2 £165.00
BM Colour/Graphics Adapter £160.00
BM EGA Graphics Adapter £433.00
BM EGA Memory Expan Kit 128kb. £210.00
BM EGA Memory Expansion 64kb. £160.00
BM PC Dos V 2.1 £49.00
BM Printer Adapter £71.00
Olivetti Mono Displays £169.00
Olivetti extended Keyboard (102 keys) £120.00
Olivetti IBM style Keyboard (83 keys) £120.00
Olivetti Colour Display £475.00
Keyboard 5050 £105.00
Keyboard 5151 (extended) £175.00
Memory Expansion Card with 64kb £140.00
Qubie Mono Display & Tilt Swivel £150.00
Qubie Colour Display + Tilt/Swivel £380.00
Sixpack Multifunction Card with 384kb £350.00
Sixpack Multifunction Card with 64kb . £205.00
Taxan Mono Display Amber or Green .. £131.00
Taxan Colour Display £360.00
Techmar Master Graphics Adapter .... £530.00
10MB 1/2 Height Hard Disc complete ... £675.00
20MB V2 Height Hard Disc complete ... £899.00
8087 Maths Co -processor £175.00

DAISY WHEELS
Brother HR15 £315.00
Brother HR25 £609.00
Brother HR35 £695.00
Daisy Step 2000 (20 CPS) £219.00
Diablo 630 (API) £1310.00
Epson DX 100 £315.00
Epson P-40 £85.00
Hitachi 672 plotter £395.00
IBM Wheelprinter £1150.00
IBM Quietwriter £1150.00
Juki 6100 £299.00
Juki 6300 £749.00
Olivetti DX 250 £554.00
Olivetti DX 450 £799.00
Quen-Data £225.00
Qume 11/40 (RO) £1175.00
Qume letter Pro 20 £450.00
Ricoh RP 1300 £857.00
Ricoh RP 1600 8K £1325.00
Tec 10-40 £845.00

ACCESSORIES
Keyboards, cables, interfaces, tractor feeds,
sheet feeds, disks, software, up -grades, listing paper.
ribbons, daisy wheels available for most products.

All prices excluding VAT and DELIVERY. AUGUST
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Sorry lads,
we've ripped off

your best bits.
Making the new Epson QX-16 with 'Taxi' probably the

best all-round 16 -bit micro, ever.

It's Epson's cracking new software, Taxi, that gives
the QX its friendly, Mac -like user interface, which not only
features fully customizable/modifiable icons and pop-up
menus, but also a mouse.

Taxi also makes industry standard software so easy to
use, millions more people out there will want this new,

friendly micro - and of course, Taxi
comes only with the QX-16. From
Managing Director right down to clerk,
anyone can use the QX-16 with Taxi,
whatever their line of business.

All that, yet it costs no more than an IBM or an Apple.

It's been a pleasure, writing this ad. All I did was size
up the competition and rip off their best bits. And why not?
Because through Taxi that's just what Epson's done.

But why take the word of a silver-tongued ad man? -
I'm only trying to rip you off, right?

Try me - by doing a little bit of ripping off, yourself.
Start with the coupon.

Copywriter

Looks like the QX-16 with Taxi will be a doddle to sell. Please let rip with the details.

Name

Company
Address

Tel. No.
Epson (U.K.) Ltd., Dorland House, 388 High Road, \*mbley,
Middlesex HA9 6UH, U.K. Telephone: 01-902 8892.

PCW 9 QX-16
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WE KNEW WE HAD
ANOTHER WINNER... BUT

IT'S NICE TO KNOW
OTHERS SHARE OUR

OPINION

INTRODUCING THE
OSBORNE EXPRESS

MOSBORNE

EXPRESS

NOW FROM
£895*

"The Express is hard to fault."
Personal Computer News March 1985

"A charming, complete and capable budget
CP/M micro." What Micro February 1985

The company which started the portable
computer revolution in 1981 is back -with another
outstanding micro -the Osborne Express. The
experts have described it as "delightful",
"charming", "faultless". The Express is smaller,
lighter and friendlier than any other transportable.
It features:

* 7in Amber monitor 80 x 24 display
*2 x 400K disk drives, 800k storage
* Industry standard CP/M operating system
* Optional 10 megabyte storage

See the Express and judge for yourself. At
unbeatable prices from £895* (with over £1,200
worth of quality software included) you cannot
afford to pass up the chance.

Call Future Management (Sales) on (0908)
615274 for information.

Future Management (Portable Computers) Ltd
38 Tanners Drive, Blakelands, North,

Milton Keynes, Buckinghamshire MK14 5LL

* Single drive
A Future Management Corporation Company. systems.

BE A WINNER
WITH COLLINS

COMPUTER BOOKS
Football Pools with the Commodore 64

Horse Racing with the Commodore 64
Frank George

Turn home computing into a source of income with
Professor George showing how to use your computer
for scientific betting. £7.95

Amstrad CPC 664
Computing
Including the Disk
Drive and CP/M
Ian Sinclair

An essential companion to
your CPC 664 manual,
this book takes you step by
step through the commands.
{8.95

awn MOP NM AMEN' PIMP

SPECTRUMMOM=
Spectrum
Wargaming
Owen Bishop
and Audrey Bishop

If you enjoy computer games
but are looking for something
different, the programs in this
book will provide weeks of
entertainment. The games
can be played entirely on the
computer, or you can use the
computer as an aid to
traditional wargaming with
models. £8.95

Available from all good bookshops

COLLINS
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DRIVE A
TAXI

FREft.

IBS HAVE IN STOCK A NUMBER OF EPSON QX-16s FOR YOU
TO TEST DRIVE- ABSOLUTELY FREE.

ALSO IN STOCK
WE HAVE THE WHOLE RANGE OF EPSON PRINTERS AND COMPUTERS

FOR IMMEDIATE DELIVERY. PAYMENT IS POSSIBLE BY ALL THE
MAJOR CREDIT CARDS.

CONTACT US FOR FREE TAXI RIDES AND GREAT DEALS ON PRINTERS.

WE'LL GET YOU TO WHERE YOU WANT TO BE.

IBS\/Immediate Business Systems plc
3 Clarendon Drive, Wymbush, Milton Keynes
Buckinghamshire. MK8 8DA England



LOWEST PRICES IN UK?
MICROCOMPUTERS PRICE PRINTERS AND ACCESSORIES PRICE
BBC B 290.00 EPSON LX80 199.00
BBC B Plus 385.00 EPSON LX80 tractor 19.00
Apricot F1E 256K & 315K disk 550.00 EPSON FXB0+ 315.00
Apricot Fl 256K & 720K disk 749.00 EPSON RX100+ 355.00
Apricot F2 512K & 2x 720K disk CASK EPSON FX100+ 439.00
Apricot F10 512K 720K disk 1OMEG CASK EPSON L01500 875.00
Apricot 9" mono monitor F1 165.00 EPSON L01500 extra 1/Face (3 types) 99.00
Apricot 12" mono monitor F1 206.25 EPSON 101500 tractor unit 45.00
Apricot 256K & 2x 315K disk 1228.15 EPSON L01500 Sheet feeder (single) 285.00
Apricot 256K & 2x 720K disk 1382.15 EPSON LQ1500 Sheet feeder (dual) 469.00
Apricot XI 256K 10Mb & 720K disk 2152.15 EPSON DX100 319.00
Apricot XI 512K 10Mb & 720K disk 2537.15 EPSON DX100 tractor unit 69.00
Apricot X120 512K 20Mb & 720K disk...2922.15 EPSON DX100 sheet feeder 179.00
Apricot X120S 1Mh 20Mb & 720K disk 3307.15 EPSON DX100 Keyboard 129.00
Apricot Extra 640K RAM 399.00 EPSON S02000 (ink jet) 2K 1399.00
Apricot 9" mono monitor PC/XI 154.00 EPSON S02000 (ink jet) 32K 1499.00
Apricot 12" mono monitor PC/XI 192.50 EPSON JX80 (colour) 475.00
Apricot 10" colour monitor 347.60 EPSON P80 135.00
Apricot Emco 12" mono with swivel 162.25 EPSON H180 plotter (A4) 329.00
Apricot CUB 1456DA colour monitor 299.00 EPSON CX21 Acoustic coupler 138.00
Apricot Portable (256K) computer 1480.60 EPSON TF80 floppy drive (PX8) 379.00
Epson QX16 1795.00 Juki 6100 299.00
Epson PX8 648.00 Juki 6300 40cps daisy (S or P) 725.00
Epson PX8 Inc RAM Pack 775.00 Brother HR5 (Serial or par) 125.00
Epson HX20 + case + cassette 389.00 Brother HR25 Centronics 659.00
Olivetti M21 inc MSOOS 1550.00 Brother HR35 inc sheet feeder 795.00
Olivetti M21 inc MSDOS 640K RAM 1650.00 Brother 2024 letter quality dot 925.00
Olivetti M21 10M HD + 640K RAM 2455.00 Brother Twinwriter Dot/Daisy 1099.00
Olivetti M24 inc MSDOS 1550.00 Microline 182 IBM or par 239.00
Olivetti M24 inc MSDOS 640K RAM 1749.00 Microline 92P 259.00
Olivetti M24 10M HD+ 640K RAM 2399.00 Microline 84P 659.00
Olivetti M10 (24K + Gass cable) 385.00 Star Gemini 10 219.00
Commodore PC 1399.00 Star Delta 10 325.00
Commodore PC inc 10Mb Hard Disk .2199.00 Star Radix 15 525.00
Sanyo 555 749.00 MP165 (NLQ) 219.00
Sanyo 775 IBM colour portable 1690.00 Canon PW1080A 249.00
Kaypro 2 935.00 Canon PW1156A 349.00
Brother TC600 word processor/printer... 335.00 Ricoh RP1200 Par 499.00

Toshiba 2100H serial 1225.00
FOR THE BBC SYSTEM Toshiba P1340 S or P 699.00
CUMANA CS100 40tk ss 100K 109.00 TEC1550P Par or RS232 549.00
CUMANA CD800S dual 80tk ds 800K 259.00 NEC Pinwriter P3 132 Col 559.00
Monitors M'vitec 1431 Normal res 192.00 Diablo 630 ECS/API 1899.00
Monitors M'vitec 1451 Med res 240.00 Qume 12/20 20cps 469.00
6502 2nd processor 173.00 Qume 11/40 RS232 or Par 40cps 1399.00
Z80 2nd processor 279.00 Oume 11/90 RS232 or Par 90cps 1999.00

Hewlett Packard Laserjet 2686A 2395.00

Carriage f'10 Add 15". VAT wall orders
VISA ACCESS accepted - cheque clearance 7 days
For best price err ANY Micro Product 0865 63544

Large SAE 12201 for massive Hard Software Catalogue

CENTRAL MICRO DISTRIBUTORS
Po BOX 194- OXFORD- OX3 9AN

TEL OXFORD (0865) 63544 (MAIL ORDER ONLY)

SHINWA
CP80 PARALLEL 199.00
CPASO PARALLEL 209.00
CPA80 SERIAL 239.00
OPA80C FOR C9M64 235.30
OTHER VERSIONS AVAILABLF.

DAISY JUNIOR
Daisywheel printer with 7k buffer
Qume ribbons and wheels.
WI th Auto Copy facility
249.00

MAIM:SHAN TALLY MT80 219.00
CANNON PW1080A 319.00
CANNON PW1156A 435.00
BROTHER i'11009 189.00
DAISYSTEP 2000 275.00
BROTHER HR5 99.00
CTP80 THERMAL 99.00
CCP40 PLOTTER 79.00
A4 SIZE PLOTTER 199.00

ALL PRICES INCLUSIVE OF VAT
PLEASE ADD 10.00 DELIVERY

MANY OTHER PRINTERS AVAILABLE.
PLEASE TELEPHONE FOR PRICES OR ASK FOR OUR FULL LIST OF
COMPUTERS, PRINTERS, RIBBONS, DISK DRIVES, MONITORS, ETC.

VI 41/ift TO ORDER JUST TELEPHONE WITH YOUR

Oh .. ACCESS/VISA NUMBER AND WE WILL DISPATCH
110 SAME DAY SUBJECT TO STOCK (NOT SUN)

° 0702615809
COBS...--.u Ar 12 EASTERN ESPLANADE,

TER5
SOUTHEND, ESSEX.
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APPLE MACINTOSH
WE ARE THE EXPERTS

Strling Microsystems are London's Apple Macintosh specialists.
Choose from our extensive range of computers, disk drives, printers
and the hundreds of business and leisure software packages that
are all available ex stock.

\Ip

THE BUSINESS COMPUTER STORE
lop

231 BAKER STREET, LONDON NW1 6XE
TELEPHONE: 01-935 5262
OPEN MONDAY -FRIDAY 9.30 AM-6.00PM

LARGEST COMPUTER CENTRE
in

MANCHESTER
BBC, COMMODORE, MEMOTECH, SINCLAIR
SHARP, SANYO, AMSTRAD, QL, EINSTEIN

ADVANCE 86
COMPUTERS
Apricot FIE (256K + 315K disk) ... £644.00
Apricot Fl (256K + 720K disk) £918.00
Apricot PC (256K + 2 x 315K disk) £1,493
Apricot PC (2561( + 2 x 720K disk)

£1,679.00
Apricot Xi10 (256K + 10Mb Winchester)

£2,616.00
Apricot Xi 10s (512K + 10Mb Winchester)

£3,047
Apricot Xi20 (512K + 20Mb Winchester)

£3,519.00
Apricot Xi20s (1Mb + 20Mb Winchester)

£3,979.00
Advance 86b £799.00 + VAT
Ferranti 860 Promotional Price
BBC Model B £339.95
BBC B + DFS £420.00
New BBC Plus (64K + DFS) £469.00
Amstrad 464 Green) £225.00
Amstrad 464 Colour) £325.00
Amstrad 644 Green) £332.00
Amstrad 664 Colour) £449.00
Sanyo 555 £799.00 + VAT
Spectrum Plus £122.95

MONITORS (widest choice)
JVC, Sanyo, Microvitec, IBM, Ferguson,

Taxan, Apricot.
PRINTERS
Canon PW1080 £319.00
Shinwa CPA80 (Centronic) £219.95
Shinwa CPA80 (RS232) £236.00
Epson RX80 FT £289.00
Juki 6100 £388.00
Brother HR15 £395.00
Panasonic £319.95
Smith -Corona (Fastest 80) £165.00
Brother EP 44
Brother M1009 (Centronic+ RS232) £195.95
Star SG10
Star SD15
Star SR15
DISK DRIVES
Opus, Pace, Cumuna,
also WINCHESTER DRIVES for
Sanyo, IBM, Advance and Apricot

BBC ACCESSORIES
6502 £199.00
Z80 (2nd processor) £359.00

COMPUTER FURNITURE IN STOCK
COMPUTER STATIONERY, DISKS, PLUGS, SOCKETS, CABLES, ETC.

TELEPHONE ANSWERING MACHINES/CORDLESS PHONES: NOW IN STOCK

Wide range of books, software (Educational software specialist).
Showroom, demonstration facility. Prices include VAT, all items

available mail order. Personal Export scheme. Free p&p for UK
mainland orders. We accept Visa and Access.

Export dealer enquiries welcome.

MIGHTY MICRO
SHERWOOD CENTRE
268 WILMSLOW ROAD

FALLOWFIELD, MANCHESTER
TEL: 061-224 8117
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MORE ELEPHANTS
TO TRUST

ELEPHANT printer ribbons, head cleaning disks and computer cleaning kits are now added to
the ELEPHANT family to provide you with a total computer supplies package. Together with
ELEPHANT MEMORY SYSTEMS disks - certified 100% error free and problem free and
guaranteed to meet or exceed every industry standard - ELEPHANT is now more than ever the
trusted brand that gives you the best from your computer.

Dennison

ELEPHANT NEVER FORGETS
Dennison Manufacturing Co. Ltd.
Colonial Way, Watford, Herts WD2 4JY, Tel: Watford (0923) 41244, Telex: 923321

France: Soroclass, 45, rue de l'Est - 92100, Boulogne.
Tel. Reseau de Distribution: 605.98.99, Administration des Ventes: 605.70.78, Telex: EMS 206 436 F
Germany: Marcom Computerzubehor GmbH, Podbielskistr, 321, 3000 Hannover 51, Tel: (0511) 647420, Telex: 923818
Italy: King Mec SPA, Via Regio Parco 108 BIS, 10036 Settimo, Torinese, Tel: (011) 800.93.93, Telex: 211467 KIN MEC-I
Other Countries: Dennison International Company, 4006 Erkrath 1, Matthias-Claudius-Strasse 9, Telex: 858 6600



manage FIXED ASSETS with

ASSET MANAGER
and control your capital investment

* apricot (Fl to Xi) and SiriusNictor
* stand-alone or integrated with Pegasus,

Pulsar or TABS
* 5 depreciation methods available, also

caters for no depreciation (eg land)
* depreciates to any residual value; caters

for grant aid received
* detail schedule of fixed assets; assets can

be grouped (eg motor cars) for a
summary schedule

* full audit trail

The software package
has boon offowlft
reoartsod by ACT
kw use wok Apricot

I Sinus personal
Computers

BIMACS Limited
48 Wood Street
Lytham St Annes
FY8 1QG
Tel: 0253 723221

Joto Computers Ltd.

The Old Crown, Windsor Road, Slough, Berks SL1 2DL
'23' Telephone Orders: Slough (0753) 74201

Telex: 849793 INITIA G

HI -TECH IN SLOUGH
COMPUTERS PRINTERS
Canon A-200 PC colour 1850 Canon PW1080A 250
Commodore PC10 1670 Canon PW1156A 375
Commodore PC20
Apricot Xi10
Apricot PC

.Apricot F1

2425
2795
1595

895

Canon PJ1080A Colour
Epson RX8OFTX
Epson FX100

440
216
400

Apricot F1E 595 Juki 6100 320

BBC 'B' + 405 Juki 2200 260
Amstrad CPC664 Brother HR5 130

Green 295 Brother M1009 156
Colour 390 Brother HR15 320

Sanyo MBC775
IBM compatible 1695

Brother EP44
Mannesmann Tally MT80+

203
190

MONITORS
Microvitec 1431

DS std res RGB 169 SOFTWARE
Microvitec 1451 Sorcim Supercalc 3 340

DS med res RGB 234 Sorcim Project 375
Philips Monitor 80 dBase III 325

Green
Amber

Kaga Taxan 12" RGB

66
69

Symphony
Lotus 1-2-3

415
300

Vision II Hi -Res 225 Multimate 230

Vision III Super Hi Res 325 Framework 335

Commodore 1701 195 Pegasus 185

DELIVERY AND FITTING FREE WITHIN 35 MILES OF SLOUGH-
UK GOVERNMENT AND EDUCATION ENQUIRIES WELCOME -

ADD VAT TO ALL PRICES10 WE OPEN SATURDAYS! - POP IN AND SEE US

For under £30 this ROM -based
package from MIRACLE TECHNOLOGY
will give you, your modem and your
BBC computer access to Prestel*,
Micronet*, Viewdata, telex, electronic
mail, bulletin boards and databases,
handling baud rates of 1200/1200,
75/1200, 1200/75 and 300/300.
Features include carousel facility,
Macro Command File, error trapping
and telesoftware downloading.
The package, including full fitting
instructions, User Guide and Function
Key Guide costs £29.90 inc VAT & UK
P/P. Optional keypad for use with
DataBeeb's carousel is an extra £11.44
inc if ordered with DataBeeb (£12.59 inc
separately).

To get your BBC on-line - clip the
coupon today!

Please send me
 DataBeeb packages @ £29.90 inc VAT &

UK P/P.
 Databeeb keypads @ £11.44 inc.
CI I enclose cheque/postal order
El charge my AccessNisa card no:

expiry date . / . . . / . . .

Name

Address

GET
ON-LINE
WITH
DATABEEB!

Postcode
send to: PCW 9/85

BBC Support (4), Miracle Technology (UK) Ltd,
St Peters Street, Ipswich IP1 1XB Tel (0473) 216141

OPTECHNOEOGY/read trade marks of the companies concamed

dGE
HI-RES GRAPHICS ON -SCREEN

DIRECT from dBASE (II &III) programs
The data base Graphics Extension (dGE) adds
28 new functions to dBASE, allowing you for

the first time to generate hi-res graphs and charts
on -screen directly from dBASE programs.

PRICE: dGE-2 for dBASE II £90 + VAT
dGE-3 for dBASE III £1 20 + VAT

Versions SIRIUS/VICTOR, APRICOT, IBM + Col/Graphics or Hercules

bit5per
second

Bits Per Second Ltd.
9 Sudeley Terrace, Brighton BN2 1 HD
Telephone: (0273) 699720
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CUMANA
Special

Price
Offers!

SPECTRUM

AND
SPECTRUM

PLUS
DISK

INTERFACE

Convenience

ofdouble
density

disk
operation

foronly
£99.95

DELTA
INTERFACE

FOR
YOUR

DRAGON

Dragon
32Disk

Controller

foronly
£49.95

DISK
DRIVE

SUITABLE

FOR
USE

WITH
APPLE

MODELS

II& IIE

AS501
disk

drive
only

£109.95

RS232
BOARD

FOR
TANDY

MODELS

111/4
only

£39.95

EXTERNAL

HARD
DISK

FOR
TANDY

MODELS

III/4
(5MB)

only
£895.00

WESTERN

DIGITAL

WD
1001.5

CONTROLLER

CARD

foronly
£114.95

Z80DISK
PACK

Cumana

price
only

£599.95

CUMANA

CSX
351

31/2"
single

drive
without

power
supply

only
£79.95

CUMANA

CDX
352

31/2"
dual

drive
without

power
supply

only
£139.95

CUMANA

31/2"
single

sided
double

density
diskettes

box
of10£24.95

MCP
40FOUR

COLOUR

GRAPHICS

PRINTER/PLOTTER

compatible

with
theBBC/Dragon/Tandy

only
£69.95

Spectrum

compatible

data
cassette

recorder
TH

1603
A£19.95

Commodore

compatible

data
cassette

recorder

TH1603
C£19.95

BBC
compatible

data
cassette

recorder

TH1603
H£19.95

Limited
offer,

allproducts

aresubject
toavailability.

Allprices
are

inclusive

ofV.A.T.

Apple
is aregistered

trademark

ofApple
Computer,

Inc.

Tandy
is aregistered

trademark.

Spectrum

is aregistered

trademark.

Eand
OE

al<II=
=I MIN

MIN
MI-

MI-
MI SIM

I-MI MIMI

MI=
NM

NM
NMI

MI-

ORDER

FORM
(PCW

OFFER)
PCW

SEPTEMBER

\LIMITED,

THE
PINES

TRADING

ESTATE,

BROAD
STREET,

GUILDFORD,

SURREY

GU3
3BH

TEL:
0483

503121

Please
rush

me:

)que/P0*

for

ordebit
myaccess/visa*

card
no.

*Delete
asapplicable

NAME

ADDRESS

DUMANAThe
best

name
inmemory



NOW 132 CHARACTERS/LINE COMPRESSED
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IBM pc compatible
including character set
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£569 suggested retail
price excl VAT

Features: videotext printing
Prints overhead transparencies
Options available:
 Buffered RS232 interface.
 Viewdata & RS232 interface.
 Apple II Interface.
 IBM PC dump.

Specifications:

640 dots/line & 1280 dots/line Hires
mode.

84 dots/inch both axes.
Viewdata Printing (BBC MODE 7).
Friction feed rollpaper with single
sheetfeed A4.
40 cps in full colour.
DOUBLE STRIKE MODE.
Ink cartridges, 4 million character life.

c),

Church Gresley, Burton -on -Trent, Staffs DE11 9PT
Tel: 0283 215432 Telex: 377106

Dealers, OEM & Educational
enquiries welcome



ORIC AND SINCLAIR
COMPUTERS
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MCP40 Oric printer/plotter £109 (£110) £122. Sinclair
pocket TV £97 (£95) £101. Sinclair QL Computer
£374 (£365) £386. QL Floppy disk interlace £107
(£103) £109. 3.5" disk dove to suit this interface £177
(£176) £196. Sinclair Spectrum Plus Computer 48K
£123 (£127) £147. Original 48K Sinclair Spectrum
Computer £89 (£95) £116. Kit to upgrade the
Spectrum to Spectrum Plus £30 (£30) £40. Microd-
rive £49 (£50) £60. RS232 interface I £49 (£50) £60.
Special offer: Microdrive Interface 1 + 4 cartridges
£97 (£99) £107. Blank microdrive cartridges £2.50
(£3) £4. Spectrum floppy disk interlace (See Cumana
disk section for suitable disk drives) £97 (£89) £99.
Interface 2 £20.45 (£20) £24. 32K memory upgrade
kit for 16K Spectrum (issue 2 and 3 only) £31 (£28)
£30. Spectrum Centronics printer interlace £46 (£42)
£47. ZX printer has been replaced by the Alphacom
32 £61 (£59) £72. ZX81 computer £29 (£29) £39.

COMMODORE
COMPUTERS
Commodore 64 £161 (£159) £189. Convertor to allow
most ordinary mono cassette recorders to be used
with the Vic 20 and the Commodore 64 £9.78 (£9)
£11. Commodore cassette recorder £43 (£44) £50.
Centronics printer interface for Vic 20 and the
Commodore 64 £45 (£41) £46. Disk drive £191
(£186) £217.

AMSTRAD, ATARI
ENTERPRISE AND
MSX COMPUTERS
Amstrad 464 Colour £342 (£348) £388. Amstrad 464
Green £232 (£247) £287. Amstrad 664 Colour £439
(£431) £481. Amstrad 664 Green £331 (£332) £382.
Atari 130XE computer £158 (£163) £183. Atari 520ST
computer with 3.5" disk drive, mouse, monitor and
software £675 (£670) £730. Atari 800XL computer +
recorder £120 (£123) £143. Atari 800XL Computer +

disk drive £229 (£230) £260. Atari data recorder £34
(£37) £47. Atari disk drive £172 (£171) £191. Atari
1020 printer £93 (£99) £115. Enterprise 64 computer
£172 (£170) £190. Enterprise 128 £233 (£229) £249.
Goldstar MSX £138 (£138) £158.

ACORN COMPUTERS
Acorn Electron £119 (£119) £139. BBC Model B with
free speech £345 (£333) £373. New 64K BBC
Model B Plus with double density disk interlace £497
(£484) £514. Acorn disk i/f * DNFS £97 (£95) £100.
See below for suitable disk drives. Colour monitor
£188 (£228) £268.

CUMANA DISK
DRIVES
To suit disk interfaces of Sinclair Spectrum and BBC
B. Single: 40 track single sided £117 (£120) £150, 40
tr double sided £149 (£149) £179, 80 tr ds £166
(£166) £196. Dual: 40 tr ss £209 (£211) £251, 40 tr ds
£285 (£283) £323, 90 tr ds £307 (£304) £344.

PRINTERS

New Epson LX80 £249 (£249) £282. Tractor for LX80
£25 (£33) £53. MCP40 4 colour printer/plotter £109
(£110) £122. Brother HR5 £148 (£152) £184. Brother
M1009 £201 (£203) £234. Shinwa CTI CPA80 £218
(£222) £258. Cannon PW1080A £309 (£306) £356.
Brother EP22 £135 (£124) £144. Brother EP44 £212
(£208) £228.

BUSINESS
COMPUTERS
Apricot FIE £637 (£614) £658. Apricot Fl £894
(£870) £933. Epson PX8 £900 (£872) £892. Com-
modore PC10 £1595 (£1564) £1664. Commodore
PC20 £2573 (£2485) £2685. Sanyo MBC 775 £1920
(£1899) £1999. Cannon A200C £1609 £16)
£1686. Sanyo MBC550 £723 (£699) £799. ( Sa5n8yo

MBC550-2 £975 (£939) £1039. Sanyo MBC555-2
£1343 (£1322) £1422.

SWANLEY ELECTRONICS
The Computer Export Specialists

Dept PCW, 32 Goldsel Rd, Swanley, Kent BR8 8EZ, England

Tel: SWANLEY (0322) 64851. Official orders welcome. UK prices are
shown first and include post and VAT. The second price in brackets is
for export customers in Europe and includes insured airmail postage.
The third price is for export customers outside Europe (including
Australia etc) and includes insured airmail postage.

PC SOFTWARE: OVER

401 DISCOUNT!
r Just look at some of our prices!

DBASE III 290 RRP 550 -47%!

FRAMEWORK 295 RRP 550 -46%!

DBASE II 222 RRP 395 -43%!

WORDSTAR PRO 242 RRP 399 -39%!

SUPERCALC 3.2 219 RRP 360 -39%!

LOTUS 1-2-3 265 RRP 430 -38%!

SYMPHONY 385 RRP 595 -35%!

MULTIMATE 263 RRP 399 -34%!

MULTIPLAN 129 RRP 190 -32%!

FRIDAY! 125 RRP 175 -28%!
Most popular business micros supported!
Unlike some of our competitors, these prices will be
held until next publication date! (IBM-PC prices
shown excluding VAT)

Call us NOW on 0480 53044 for further details!

Elite Computer Systems
40 SAPLEY ROAD HARTFORD HUNTINGDON CAMBS PE18 7Y0

IlLfDallEILDEC'
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LOW COST REPAIRS
WITH

SPEEDY

RESPONSE

 Significant SAVINGS compared to
maintainance costs.
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 RESPONSE within 24 hours from selected
nationwide repairers.
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 The cost of 'LLkiJILLeLJDUL° depends upon

1

 HALSEY & COMPANY have built up a
strong relationship with 'Computer People'
since 1981 with our exclusive insurance
schemes including c0040131:1002° Now the
full advantages of ciDIVUOEMAY are
combined with 'repair response' under
`LLIAJULJELIDLL!:

 "All Risks" cover (including fire & theft)
plus additional expenditure (e.g. data recovery
cost) is included.

details of your system, location etc.

Contact us, or your dealer, for your
'LLUOLUEDUIZ quotation.

HALSEY & COMPANY
7 Passage Road,
Westbury-on-Trym,
Bristol BS9 3HN
Telephone (0272) 503716

`The Insurance Brokers for Computer People'

ix SEPTEMBER 1985 PCW 67



AKHTER FOR

BUSINESS COMPUTERS

APRICOT COMPUTERS

APRICOT PC 256k RAM, dual 315k disc drives
AKHTER PRICE£1276 + VAT £1468

APRICOT PC 256k RAM,dual 720k disc drives
AKHTER PRICE £1436 + VAT £1652

APRICOT X110 256k RAM 10 Mb Winchester
Akhter Price £2236 + VAT £2572

APRICOT X110S 512k RAM 10 Mb Winchester
AKHTER PRICE £2636 + VAT £3032

APRICOT X120 512k RAM 20 Mb Winchester
AKHTER PRICE £3036 + VAT £3492

APRICOT X120S 1 Mb RAM 20 Mb Winchester
AKHTER PR10E£3436 + VAT £3952

APRICOT MONITORS
High Resolution 9" Green Screen Mono

AKHTER PRICE £160 + £184
High Resolution 12" Green Screen Mono

AKHTER PRICE £200 + VAT £230

APRICOT F1 - NEW LOW PRICES

APRICOT F1 e 256k RAM, single 315k disc drive + FREE Green Monitor
AKHTER PRICE £595 + VAT £685

APRICOT F1 256k RAM, single 720k disc drive
AKHTER PRICE £761 + VAT £876

APRICOT FP1 256k RAM. single 720k disc drive,
64k Colour RAM

AKHTER PRICE £846 + VAT £973
APRICOT FP2 512k RAM, single 720k
disc drive. 128k Colour RAM

AKHTER PRICE £1186 + VAT £1364

All APRICOT machines include the following
software:

Activity. ACT sketch, ACT diary,
MS DOS 2.11., GW Basic Interpreter,
Async Comms. IBM - PC Emulator

APRICOT NETWORK SYSTEMS
APRICOT F2
512k RAM Dual 720k disks and cordless mouse

APRICOT F10
AKHTER PRICE £1495 + VAT £1720

512k RAM 10MB Winchester and cordless mouse
AKHTER PRICE £2295 + VAT £2640

The above includes free Monochrome Monitor inclusive Software:
GEM collection including GEM Desk Top, GEM Write, GEM Paint
POINT 7 (FOR APRICOT XI ONLY)
Cluster Controller (incl. Concurrent DOS and Documentation)

AKHTER PRICE £39£ + VAT £456
POINT 32 (FILE SERVERS)
32/10 256k RAM 10 Mb .. AKHTER PRICE £2396 + VAT £2756
32/20 512k RAM 20 Mb . . AKHTER PR ICE £3196 + VAT £3676
32/80 512k RAM 80 Mb ... AKHTER PRICE £5096 + VAT £5861

 ACCESSOR IES
Bank with 100 Mb Cartridge .. AKHTER PRICE £1616 + VAT £1859
Network Board and Tap Box...:AKHTER PRICE £166 + VAT £191
Network Cable 500' Red AKHTER PRICE £176 + VAT £203
SOFTWARE PACKS
Super Pack Super Calc, Super Writer, Super Planner

AKHTER PRICE £95 + VAT £109
Educational Pack CP/M - 86. Dr Logo. Tutorial

AKHTER PRICE £26 + VAT £30

/ \
\

,SOFTWARE TRAINING
BOTH 'ON SITE' AND ECONOMICALLY

PRICED 'CENTRED' TRAINING
COURSES ARE AVAILABLE....

RING FOR DETAILS
A

SANYO

/ \

SANYO MBC 550 SERIES
16 bit 8088 CPU, MS DOS 2.11. 256k RAM. Expandable disc drives
from dual 360k floppies to 10MB hard disc and 800k floppy. Built in full
colour graphics. Free Hi-res green monitor. Free software - WordStar
and CalcStar.

SANYO 550-360x
Dual 360k disc drives AKHTER PRICE £795 + VAT £915 '

SANYO 550-800x
Dual 800k disc drives AKHTER PRICE f795 + VAT £915
SANYO 550-10MX
Integral 10 Megabyte Winchester hard disc drive with
single 360k floppy disc drive . . . AKHTER PRICE £1495 + VAT £1720
with single 800k floppy disc drive

AKHTER PRICE £1795 + VAT £2065
NEW IBM COMPATIBLE 550
Dual 360k disc drives. 256k RAM, MS DOS 2.11. Full IBM colour graphics
(includes IBM compatible video board and GW Basic).
Runs Lotus 1.2.3. etc. AKHTER PRICE £995 + VAT £1145

ADDITIONAL SOFTWARE FOR THE SANYO MBC 550 SERIES
Full Info Star pack (including InfoStar. DataStar, ReportStar. Sort, Mailmerge
and SpellStar) AKHTER PRICE £195 + VAT £225

AKHTER DISC DRIVE UPGRADE KITS FOR SANYO
Single 360k £110 +VAT£127

Dual 360k £199 + VAT £229
Single 800k £129 + VAT £1-49

Dual 800k f239 + VAT 0275
Single 10MB . £895 +VAT£1030

Akhter offer £25 as a trade in on your old
Sanyo drives.

SANYO MBC 775 PORTABLE COMPUTER
16 -bit 8088 CPU. 256k RAM. MS DOS 2.11. Dual 360k disc drives, IBM
Compatable Colour Graphics, Integral 9" colour monitor.
FREE software - Word Star and Calc Star.
FREE Colour Printer with screen dump software.

AKHTER PRICE £2150 + VAT £2473

SANYO MBC 775-10MX Portable Computer
16 -bit 8088 CPU 256k RAM MS DOS 2.11. Integral 10 Mb Winchester
Hard Disc, Dual 360k disc drives, IBM compatible colour graphics Integral
9" colour monitor.
FREE software - Word star and Calc Star.
FREE Colour Printer with screen dump software.

AKHTER PRICE £2795 + £3215

IBM AND COMPATIBLES UPGRADE
Hard Disc Drive for IBM and compatibles. 10 and 20 Megabyte Winchester hard discs with fast controller,

this upgrade includes all necessary cables. Will convert your IBM PC to XT capabilities at a fraction of the cost.

10Megabyte and controller £695 + VAT £799
20Megabyte and controller £895 + VAT £1030



AKHTER FOR PRINTERS, 7

MONITORS & DISC DRIVES

DAISYWHEEL PRINTERS

JUKI 6000 AKHTER PRICE £199 + VAT £229
JUKI 6100 20 CPS. Bi-directional, logic seeking, 10, 12, 15 CPI and
P.S. AKHTER PRICE £324 + VAT £373
JUKI 6300 40 CPS. Bi-directional. 10, 12, 15CPI and PS

AKHTER PRICE £699 + VAT £804
JUKI 2200 Portable electronic daisywheel typewriter and 8/0 printer.
10CPS. 10, 12 and 15 pitch. Bi-directional printing. 2k buffer

AKHTER PRICE £259 + VAT £298
Single sheet feeder £199 + VAT £229
RS232 Interface £50 + £58
Tractor Unit £129 + VAT £148
Spare daisywheel £14 + VAT £16
Juki 6100 ribbon £2 + VAT £2.30
QUENDATA DWP1120 20CPS. Bi-directional, logic seeking.
Centronic Interface (Optional RS232 -C)

AKHTER PRICE £219 + VAT £252

COLOUR PRINTERS

OKIMATE 20 Full colour, 40 CPS letter quality, variable
width tractor feed, plain paper and acetate film printing.

AKHTER PRICE £259 + VAT £298

CANNON PJ1080A Seven colour printing.
37 CPS. Bidirectional

AKHTER PRICE £399 -12 VAT £459

AKHTER DISC DRIVES

ALL AKHTER DRIVES ARE COVERED BY
THE AKHTER GOLD STANDARD

A TWO YEAR WARRANTY AT NO EXTRA COST

100% fully Acorn compatible. 5'/4 inch floppy disc
drives. Each drive comes fully cased Er equipped with
all necessary cables, formatting disc Et User Guide.

DUAL DRIVES WITH PSU & MONITOR STAND
MD802D Dual drive 800k (2 x 400k) 40/80 switchable, double sided
plus PSU plus monitor stand £286 + VAT £329.
MD402D Dual drive 400k (2 x 200k) 40 track, double sided plus PSU
plus monitor stand £260 + VAT £299

DUAL DRIVES, VERTICALLY STACKED WITH CABLES Et
FORMATTING DISC.
MD802C Dual drive 800k (2 x 400k) 40/80 switchable. double
sided £225 + VAT £259
MD402C Dual drive 400k (2 x 200k) 40 track, double sided

£199 + VAT £229

SINGLE DRIVES, fully cased with cables & formatting disc.
MD400A Single drive 400k 40/80 switchable double sided

£121 + VAT £139
MD200A Single drive 200k double sided £103 + VAT £119
The power units are highly efficient and reliable switch and mode
power supplies.

3M DISKETTES
744 Single sided, double density 40 track (box of 10) £15.60 + VAT £17.95
745 Double sided, double density 40 track (box of 10)E22.57 + VAT £25.95
747 Double sided, double density 80 track (box of 101E26.04 + VAT £29.95

/ \
fileiHTER\ /

Pr SPECIAL EDUCATION
DISCOUNTS

BULK ENQUIRIES
WELCOME

/ \
ARHTER\ /

DOT MATRIX PRINTERS
EPSON
FX 80 160 CPS 10 inch wide friction and pin feed.

AKHTER PRICE £324 + VAT £373
FX 100 160CPS 15 inch wide friction and pin feed

AKHTER PRICE £439 + VAT £505
RX80 F/T 100CPS 10 inch wide friction and pin feed

AKHTER PRICE £239 + VAT £275
RX80 100CPS 10 inch wide tractor feed

AKHTER PRICE £215 + VAT £248
RX100 F/T 100 CPS Friction and tractor feed

AKHTER PRICE £349 + VAT £401
LX80 NEW Epson printer with NLQ - £249 + VAT £286
8143 RS232 Interface for FX and RX printers

£39 + VAT £45
8148 RS232 Interface with 2k buffers, X on X off

£60 + £69
Ribbon Cartridge for RX80, FX80 and MX80 £5 + VAT £6
Ribbon Cartridge for FX100 and MX100 £7 + VAT £8

MP165 165 CPS 10 inch wide friction and tractor feed. NLQ Epson
compatible £239 + VAT £275
CANON PW1080A 160CPS 10 inch wide friction and tractor feed.

NLQ AKHTER PRICE £255 + VAT £294

CANON PW1156A 160CPS, 15 inch wide
friction feed NLQ

AKHTER PRICE £359 + VAT £413
SHINACPA80100 CPS friction and tractor feed

AKHTER PRICE £187 + VAT £215

SMITH CORONA
FASTEXT 80 80CPS 80column friction feed

AKHTER PRICE £129 + VAT £149
D100 1 2 OCPS friction and tractor feed

AKHTER PRICE £187 + £215

MONITORS

MONITORS
SANYO COLOUR MONITORS
CD 3125 Standard resolution £155 + VAT £179
CD3117 Medium resolution £299 + VAT £344
CD3115 High resolution £399 + VAT £459

SANYO GREEN MONITORS
DM8112 '12 inch 18 Mhz Hi-res £86 + VAT £99
DM9112 1 2 inch 18 Mhz Hi-res with tilt stand £99 +VAT £144

PHILIPS
7001 Hi-res green screen with sound input £69 + VAT £79.

MICROVITEC CUB
1431 MS 14 inch RGB standard res. col. £199 + VAT £229
1451 MS 14 inch RGB med. res. col. £240 + VAT £276
1441 MS 14 inch RGB hi-res. col £399 + VAT £459

Ali prices are subject to change without notice and are rounded up to the
nearest pound.

ARHTER COMPUTER GROUP
28/29 BURNT MILL HARLOW
ESSEX CM20 2HU U.K.

If: 0279-443521 (10 lines)
Telex 818894 AKHTER G.

Ring Round 3502

Opening Hours: Mon - Fri 9 a.m. - 6.30 p.m.
Sat 10 a.m. - 5 p.m.

CALLERS WELCOME AMPLE PARKING
DELIVERY:
Securicor 'A' Service
£8.00 per parcel
Securicor '13' Service
£5.00 per parcel
Postal Service £1.50 per parcel



NEW AND DEMO STOCK AT
MORGAN

APPLE - software
Apple Writer £45
Apple Quickfile £35
Multiplan £43
Visicalc II & III £43
80 Col Card forl 1 e £35
Parallel Card £30
Serial Card £45
UHF Modulater £15
Visiterm/Visished £35
Visiplot £35
Business Graphics £45
Systematics lle £xx
Purchase Ledger £65
Sales Ledger £65
General Ledger £65
Stock £65
Invoicing £65
Disk Controller £45
INTEGER Card £50
Apple Pascal II & III £45
CCA Database £35
PFS 11 & 111 £25
Jane £45

AST Megaplus Cards £175
Tallgrass Hard Disk £600
SDLC £45
AT Serial Cable £45
AT Parr/Ser Cable £80
IBM Portable £1100
IBM Expansion Unit £1000
Lotus 123 £225
HMS PC ,AT,XT,PORT £50
PFS series each £50
IBM PC + 10 meg £1950
IBM XT £2500
Graphwriter £250
Persyst Multifunction £150
Execuvision £200
Hercules B/W graphics card

£225

BBC
BBC model B £195
Bit 24 printer £30
Graduate £600

HARDWARE
Apple Disk Drive £135
Apple Monitor II & III £75
Apple 111 inc Mon £650
Apple EUROPLUS £225
Centronics Card £30
Serial Card £45
Silentype Printer £45
Joystick £15
Grappler Card £70
Macintosh £1100
Apple 111 disc drives £95
Print Mate card £15
Apple lle £350

ACT
Apricot Twin Drive
256k inc Monitor £1100
ACT printer 15 £195
Apricot Portable £700
Wordstar £150
Most Pulsar Grey £65
Citoh Plotter £400
Spare Monitors £100
Sirius £1300
Lotus 123 £150
Dbase 11 £150
Micromodeller £200

MISC
HR 25 £450
PR1 Acou Coup £45
Atari 600x1 £45
Microvitec Mon £150
HP 86 cpu £495
Honeywell L32 £195
NEC spinwriter £700
Rioch 1600 'S' £550
Seikosha GP 100 £90
Taxan Col mon £150
Dragon 32 £45
Kaga mon from £50
Juki 6100 £250
Microwriter £195
HP 7470A £600
Buzz Box Modem £45
Oric Atmos £45
Oric 4pen Plot £60
Compaq Port £1300
Hyperion 256 £1100
Enterprise 64 £150
Sharp P6 printer £195

EPSON
HX 20 £295
QX 10 £800
CX21 £95
Sheet feeder LQ1500 £1.05
Keyboard DX 100 £100
PX 8 £550

DRIVES
Toshiba half Height 51/4 flop-
py drive 400K 80 track.
BBC, QL, Astrad £65
Casing and cable ex
10Meg Hard disc Apple and
IBM with cont card £400

IBM
IBM PC Complete £1200
IBM Graphics Printer £295

KAYPRO
Kaypro 2 £690
Kaypro 4 £850
Kaypro 10 £1400

SANYO MBC 2000
12" GREEN SCREEN twin
320k drives cpm £395
Over 300 discs
P/D software
available

MORGAN CAMERA
COMPANY

179 TOTTENHAM COURT ROAD, LONDON W1 Tel: 01-636 1138
70 PCW SEPTEMBER 1985



CAMEL PRODUCTS

NEW POLYPRINT for Spectrum

. . . The interface which likes to
say . . . Ja and Oui and Si and of
course YES! A spectrum Centro-
nics interface with multilingual
chars in EPROM. User FX80
printer. Printer driver also in
EPROM. User notes show how to
use EPROM for UTILS or down
loadable chars.

POLYPRINT from Silicon City £44.95
PRINT -SP for Spectrum
Low coat Centr. OF with CABLE. S'ware on tape £31.25

EPROM PROGRAMMERS
BB -PROM for the BBC. With fast pgm'g, ZIF skt, Vpp generator & s'ware
in SWR. For 2764/128 EPROMS £29.95
BBC CENTRONICS Printer cable £8.65
Q -PROM for the QL. A powerful programmer with Fast and Smart pgm'g
s'ware in firmware. For 2764/128 & 'A' types, usable in ROM cartridge for
your own utilities etc. CHECK, READ CRC, BLOW & VERIFY past or all
EPROM £69.95
Q -CART ROM reader for QL. Takes 2764 or 27128 £5.95
Q -CENT Centronics interface for the QL £28.04
PROM -64 for Commodore C-64. Fast pgm'g, ZIF skt, Vpp generator, s'ware
on tape for 2764/128 EPROMS. Full functions incl. CRC £34.75
64 -CART for 2 x 64K EPROMs for the Commodore 64 £5.95

BLOPROM-SP
A uniquely
sophisticated

EPROM
PROGRAMMER

Eprom programmer for the 2516/32/
32A/64/64A/128/128A. CHECK, READ
PROGRAM & VERIFY all or part of
EPROM.

So immensely user friendly you'll hard-
ly need the manual. Designed for the
beginner but includes a single key
entry route for the professional. Sup-
plied as firmware, the m/c driver
routine alone is worth more than the
price of BLOPROM-SP. No Personal-
ity Cards, or other additions, just a
Spectrum. Several inbuilt safety fea-
tures. Onboard Vpp generation. 28
pin ZIF socket. Cabled connector
extender plug. ABS case £89.95

STATES NO OF SYSTEM -HEX
EPROM TYPE -27128

RAM START ADDS -4080
EPROM ST ADDS - 0000

JOB LENGTH - 1800
TASK - CHECK

WHICH TASK DO YOU WISH TO DO
V0 CHECK THAT EPROM IS CLEW
X) READ THE CONTENTS OF EPROM INTO,

RAM
V) BLOW AN EPROM WITH DATA FROM

RAM
2) VERIFY THAT EPROM DATA IS THE SAME

AS IN RAM
0 TO SUIT R TO RESTART'.

FAST CODES AVAILABLE
D H FOR WXYZ

AT LAST!
For the Spectrum user. Put your
programs, utilities, Assemblers into
EPROMs for instant load from the
unique ROM -SP.

ROM -SP for Spectrum
Ingenious unit for Spectrum, with 2 x 28 pin sockets and a Reset button allows up

to 16K of Basic or M/C program to RUN or LOAD instantly from EPROMS.
Cabled connector and full extender card. NOTE: Does not disable Sinclair
ROM. £29.95

2764's at £5.50, 27128's at £8.50 x VAT
PROMER-SP for Spectrtun
An economical Spectrum programmer for 2764/128. Zero insertion force
socket & software on tape £29.95
PROMER 81-S
The very popular ZX81 programmer for 2761/32 EPROMs has been adapted
to the Spectrum and the price is kept low £24.95

DHOBI 1 UV ERASER
Compact. Mains powered. Safe. Fully cased. Up to 3 EPROMS £18.95

DHOBI 2 With automatic timer 122.951

Only with a Camel Programmer & while stocks last
* YOU BETTER BELIEVE IT! *
NEW 2764 or 27128 £2.99 each

CRAMICSP NEW for Spectrum
Ingenious software paged 16K non-volatile CMOS RAM to co -exist in the same ,i

area as Spy ROM. Easy storage and retrieval of BASIC. M/C or DATA
on a 48K 189.96

NIKE POWER BUFFERS
NiCd battery back-up for Spectrum ZX81/ATMOS £17.35

MEMIC-81 for ZX81
4K CMOS RAM with lithium battery. Easy SAVEing. 10yr storage and

instant retrieval of programs. £29.95

UK VAT extra No VAT on exports
P+P UK Free. Europe + 5% Overseas + 10%
TEL: (0223) 314814 TLX: 81574 CML
ONE MILTON ROAD, CAMBRIDGE CB4 1UY

Cambridge Mic °electronics Ltd. One Milton Rd. Cambridge C84 IUY. Te1102231314814

CIEMOLTAZORIC
Computer Centres

48 Junction Road, Archway, London N19 5RD
238 Muswell Hill Broadway, London N10 3SH

'PHONE
01-263 9493/5 or 01-883 3705

-Apple Hardware tfil
Phone for MAC
system PRICE

£

MAC 512k 1880
MAC 128k 1345
MAC Disk Drive 255
Imagewriter 10" 285
Imagewriter 10" 425
Accessory Kit 30
MAC upgrade 655

//c £

System Price 1169

System contains-
Apple//c 855
D/Drive //c 185
Monitor //c 115
Apple Works 175

apricot hardware

F1 Range POA
PC 256k D/D315k 1299
PC256k D/D720k 1469
Xi 10MB H.Disk 2290
Xi 20MB H.Disk 3115
9" Monitor 164
12" Monitor 200
Modem Board 242

JUKI 6100

RX80 F/T
RX100

347
239
385

new LX80 NLQ 255
CANN. PW1080 308
MP 165 NLQ 260

347
D/STEP 2000 250

PRINTERS
EPSON FX80

[PC 10 & PC20 are hardware
IBM PC Compatible
PC10256k Ram D/Drives 360k £1395
PC20256k Ram 1 Omeg H/Disk £2329
both machines include green screen & work on Lotus 1-2-3,
Symphony, dBasell, Pegasus, Framework, WordStar, etc

COMMODORE  PC

Phone for our Media price list for unbeatable prices

TERMS
Payments by Access, Visa, Bankers Draft, Building Society cheque. Sorry
cheques take 5 days to clear. We reserve the right to alter prices without
prior notice. Please check for carriage charges before ordering. All prices
EXCLUDE VAT instant credit up to 21000 8 budget account available.



ROBOTICS

BBC TO ID35 STEPPER MOTOR INTERFACE KIT £13.99
PCB, driver IC, components, connectors and leads in-
cluded. Demonstration software, listings, circuit diagram,
pcb layout and construction details given. Requires unreg-
ulated 12Vdc power supply.
INTERFACE KIT (ref PCW) £13.99.
OPTIONAL POWER SUPPLY PARTS £4.67.
ID35 STEPPER MOTOR 48 Steps. 12V £14.50.

BOOKS
A Practical Introduction to Microprocessors. Penfold £2.10
Basic Electronics. Hodder & Stoughton £8.98
Beginners Guide to Building Electronic Projects. Penfold

£2.25
BBC Micro. Usborne First Guide to £2.26
DIY Robotics & Sensors. Billingsley. BBC £7.95

Commodore 64 £7.99
Elementary Electronics. Sladdin £5.98
Experiments with Your Computer (Science) £2.43
How to Design & Make Your Own PCBs. BP121 £2.15
How to Get Your Electronic Projects Working. BP110 £2.15
How to Make Computer Controlled Robots. Potter £3.20
How to Make Computer Model Controllers. Potter £3.19
Inside the Chip. Usborne £2.19
Interfacing to Microprocessors & Microcomputers £6.50
Machine Code for Beginners. Usborne £2.45
Making Music on the BBC Computer. Waugh £6.45
Micro Interfacing Circuits Book 1 £2.45
Microprocessors for Hobbyists. Coles £4.98
Practical Computer Experiments. Parr £1.95
Practical Things to do With a Microcomputer. Usborne

£2.19
Programming for Education on the BBC Computer. Scriven/
Hall £6.45
Questions & Answers - Electronics. Hickman £3.45
Understanding the Micro. Usborne £1.85
Usborne Introduction to Electronics £2.45

BBC HEART RATE
BBC Heart Rate Monitor -

Ready Built £35.99
Practise relaxation or monitor fitness with this plug in heart
rate monitor. Connects directly to the BBC computer.
Programs give continuous heart rate displays, bar charts,
graphs etc. Supplied with sensor, software & instructions -
ready to plug in and use.

TOOLS
Antex X5 soldering iron 25W 240V £7.25, 12V £7.45, 24V
£7.65, 110/115V £7.35.
Antex Model C soldering iron 240V
ST4 stand for irons
Heat sink tweezers
Solder handy size 5
Solder carton
Solder reel size 10
Low cost pliers
Low cost cutters
Bent nose pliers
Mini drill 12V (MD1)
Multimeter Type 1 1000opv
Multimeter Type 2 20,000opv
Multimeter Type 3 30,000opv (taut band)
Multimeter Type 4 10M digital
Desolder pump
Signal injector
Circuit tester
Helping Hands jig & magnifier
Miniature vice (plastic)

£6.98
£2.85

45p
£1.39
£2.50
£4.67
£1.98
£1.99
£1.89
£8.38
£6.98

£17.98
£27.98
£39.98
£5.48
£2.98

78p
£7.98
£1.85

EDUCATIONAL SETS
ADVENTURES WITH ELECTRONICS
An easy to follow book suitable for all ages. Ideal for
beginners. No soldering. Uses an S -Dec breadboard. Gives
clear instructions with lots of pictures. How to make 3 types
of radio, flashing lamp, organ, metronome, intercom, timer,
etc.
ADVENTURES WITH ELECTRONICS BOOK by Tom
Duncan £2.98
COMPONENT PACK including S -Dec Breadboard
£20.98
ALSO AVAILABLE
ADVENTURES WITH MICROELECTRONICS BOOK
£3.20
COMPONENT PACK £34.64
ADVENTURES WITH DIGITAL ELECTRONICS BOOK
£4.25
COMPONENT PACK £45.50

FUN WITH ELECTRONICS
An enjoyable introduction to electronics. Full of very clear
full colour pictures accompanied by easy to follow text.
Ideal for all beginners including children. 64 full colour
pages cover all aspects, soldering; fault finding; compo-
nents.
Also details of how to build 6 projects on veroboard.
Component pack allows all 6 projects to be built and kept.

FUN WITH ELECTRONICS BOOK £1.75
COMPONENT PACK £16.48 less cases.

MAGENTA
ELECTRONICS LTD.

PROJECT KITS
A small selection of our project kits, these are ideal 'course
projects' covering many aspects of construction and theory.
Details of a particular project are available on request.
Kits include a pcb/veroboard, hardware, electronics, and
cases, unless stated. Less batteries. Instruction reprints are
NOT included - if you do not have the original magazine
order the reprint as an extra (70p each).
PCW1 HE Apr 82 Digital Capacitance Meter £23.50
PCW2 HE May 82 Cable Tracker £10.98
PCW3 EE Jly 82 2 Way Intercom (No soldering) £4.52
PCW4 HE Sep 82 ZX Interface Board £12.46
PCW5 PE Jun 83 Program Conditioner £18.67
PCW6 EE Jly 83 User Port I/O Board less case, cable

& plug £10.49
PCW7 EE Jly 83 User Port Control Board less cable,

plug & case £25.14
PCW8 EE Aug 83 High Power Interface Board less

case £10.38
PCW9 EE Aug 83 Pedestrian Crossing Simulation

Board less case £10.29
PCW10 EE Aug 83 Storage Scope Interface for BBC

Micro less software £15.38
PCW11 EE Sep 83 High Speed ND Converter less

case, cable & connector £27.98
PCW12 ECM Sep 83 Cassette Signal Conditioner £5.99
PCW13 ECM Oct 83 Spectrum Effects Unit/Amplifier

£15.38
PCW14 ECM Oct 83 BBC Eprom Programmer less case,

cable & connector £24.95
Cable & connector extra £5.98

PCW15 EE Oct 83 D to A Board less case, cable &
connector £19.98

PCW16 EE Oct 83 High Power DAC Driver Board less
case £12.52

PCW17 EE Nov 83 Speech Synthesiser - BBC Micro
less cable & socket £21.98

PCW18 ECM Nov 83 ZX Disco Lights Controller for ZX81
& ZX Spectrum £49.98

PCW19 EE Jan 84 Biological Amplifier £19.16
PCW20 ECM Feb 84 BBC Speech Synthesiser less case

& Eprom £29.89
Case £6.84

PCW21 EE Feb 84 Eprom Programmer for ZX81 less
case £14.48

PCW22 EE Mar 84 Digital Multimeter add on for BBC
Micro £24.98

PCW23 EE Mar 84 Ni-Cad Battery Charger £9.85
PCW24 ECM Apr 84 Commodore 64 A to D Converter

less case £16.98
PCW25 EE May 84 Simple Loop Burglar Alarm £13.62
PCW26 EE Aug 84 Temperature Interface for BBC

£19.70
PCW27 EE Oct 84 Drill Speed Controller £6.89
PCW28 EE Nov 84 BBC Micro Audio Storage Scope

Interface £28.77
PCW29 EM Nov 84 Spectrum Temperature Interface

£28.38
PCW30 ECM Nov 84 Amstrad CPC464 I/O Port less case

£17.43
PCW31 ETI Dec 84 Spectrum Centronics Interface less

case & printer plug £8.71
PCW32 EM Dec 84 Three Output Power Supply £26.97
PCW33 ECM Dec 84 Amstrad CPC464 A -D Converter

less case £38.78
PCW34 EE Jan 85 Spectrum Amplifier £5.98
PCW35 ECM Jan 85 CBM64 I/0 Port £10.97
PCW36 EE APR 85Insulation Tester £16.96
PCW3? EE Jly 85 Amstrad CPC464 User Port £15.33

DC MOTOR SETS
MOTOR - GEARBOX ASSEMBLIES 1.5V -4.5V.
Miniature precision made. Complete with quality electric
motors. Variable reduction ratios. Long 3mm dia output
shafts.
Small unit -type MGS (3-220Orpm) £3.49
Large unit -type MGL (2-115Orpm) £3.98

PULLEY WHEELS - metal 3mm bore
10mm dia 85p
20mm dia 98p
30mm £1.21
METAL COLLAR with screw - 3mm bore 24p
FLEXIBLE SPRING COUPLING 3mm. L31mm 68p
FLEXIBLE METAL COUPLING 3mm £2.98

FISCHERTECHNIK DC MOTOR SETS
SMALL TYPE 187 £9.85
LARGE TYPE 185 £9.90

DC MOTOR 1.5V -4.5V RPM 4,400-8,700
Shaft dia 2mm L lOmm. Body 29x38mm
DC MOTOR TYPE- DC28 £1.98

FLEXIBLE STEEL SPRING DRIVING BELT 47p
12" long Joins to itself or 2 or more can be joined where
long lengths are needed.

BBC -DC MOTOR
CONTROLLER

FISCHERTECHNIK MOTOR CONTROL SYSTEM FOR
THE BBC COMPUTER (BUILT) £46.55 (PCW)
A high precision DC motor driver and BBC B computer
interface system. Supplied complete with applications
software cassette.
Ready to run control system supplied complete with mains
lead, ribbon cable and user port connector, and terminal
posts and plugs for the motor connection. Also included are
the software cassette of 3 programs and instructions. The
software is easily transferable to disc.
Recommended motor is the Fischertechnik type 185 as
used in the u -t2 motor and gear set.
Motor (185) available separately £9.90.

We offer a range of the superb Fischertechnik sets. These
cover robotics, electronics, electromechanics, motors and
gears, and basic construction.
Robotics kit build 11 different working models including a
robot arm, graphics board, sorting system etc. Note that not
all the models can be built at the same time. Simple to
assemble. Easily combined with all other Fischertechnik
kits. Top quality. Includes 2 motors, an electromagnet,
lamps, potentiometers, switches etc.
ROBOTICS Kit (554) PCW £64.99
Construction/base kit (ut1) £37.50
Motors and Gears (ut2) £42.70
Use ut2 to motorise utl
Electromechanics (ut3) £73.20
Electronics (ut4) £93.90

BBC - ROBOTICS
INTERFACE

A READY TO USE INTERFACE for the BBC computer and
the Fischertechnik Computing and Robotics Kit (554).
Allows the BBC computer to operate all 11 of the standard
models which can be built from the Fischertechnik Robotics
kit.
The interface features forward - reverse and on/off control
of three DC motors; on/off control output for driving an
electromagnet or similar device; and ten switch inputs for
reading microswitches or other binary inputs.
Supplied complete with connectors and leads the interface
requires a power source of 9-12 volts at 1A.
Detailed programming information is supplied with the
interface. A separate software cassette with a comprehen-
sive set of programs is also available.
FISCHERTECHNIK ROBOTICS - BBC COMPUTER
INTERFACE (BUILT) £59.80
ADDITIONAL SOFTWARE CASSETTE (OPTIONAL)

£11.98

CATALOGUE
Brief details of each kit, book contents, and illustrations and
descriptions of our range of tools and components are all
included.
Robotics and Computing section included.
Our advert shows just a selection of our products.
Up to date price list enclosed. Official orders welcome.
Catalogue & Price List - send £1 in stamps etc or add £1
to your order.
Price list - 9x4 sae.
Catalogue free to schools/colleges requested on offi-
cial letterhead.

HOW TO ORDER
ADD 60p P&P TO ALL ORDERS
PRICES INCLUDE VAT
SAE ALL ENQUIRIES
OFFICIAL ORDERS WELCOME
OVERSEAS: Payment must be sterling.
IRISH REPUBLIC and BFPO: UK
PRICES.
EUROPE: UK PRICES plus 10%.
ELSEWHERE: write for quote.

Access/Barclaycard (Visa) by phone
or post.
24 hr Answerphone for credit card
orders.

OUR PRICES INCLUDE VAT

BARCLAYCARD

OFFICIAL ORDERS FROM SCHOOLS AND COLLEGES
ARE WELCOME or you may send cheque with order or
ACCESSNI SA.

OUR PRICES INCLUDE VAT - VAT INVOICES WILL BE
ISSUED.

CWO P&P 60p CREDIT ORDERS £1.50. CATALOGUE
FREE ON REQUEST.

MAGENTA ELECTRONICS LTD.
PCW, 135 HUNTER ST.,

BURTON -ON -TRENT
STAFFS, DE14 2ST

MAIL ORDER ONLY.
0283 65435, Mon -Fri 9-5



High Quality Microcomputer 'Software

presents

AMSTRAD
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HiSoft C is one of the most important products yet released for the
AMSTRAD computers; this compiler for the popular and effective
C programming language is a high specification yet easy -to -use
product featuring:

 fast compilation and program execution
 a built-in editor using the copy cursor just as BASIC
 a conversion guide making available in C all the functions

familiar to a BASIC programmer
 a unique "direct -mode" allowing you to test out programs

exactly like BASIC
 friendly English error messages and hints on how to find bugs
 a large and comprehensive manual with numerous easy worked

examples of C and a complete guide to the language
 full support of the Amstrad system, graphics, sound, disc etc.

All these features have been carefully designed and implemented
to make it easy for the newcomer to learn and use HiSoft C as
well as providing the power and flexibility that professional
programmers need.

SPEEDY
HiSoft C is very fast in operation and produces fast machine code as its output.
Compilation is a one step operation: there is no slow assembly pass, and no ultra -slow
link pass (linkage is done at source level). That also means its very easy to use and your
time is productively spent.

STAND ALONE PROGRAMS
Once a program is working, you can make a stand-alone version that loads and runs just
like any other program.
You can distribute or sell your software without any royalties.

POWERFUL, FAMILIAR EDITOR
The powerful editor will be familiar to all Amstrad users.
It has all the usual editing keys including the copy cursor; as well as find and substitute
keys that let you see what is happening. And of course you can keep your programs on
disc or tape.
You can also prepare your programs with another editor, like our full -screen disc -based
EDEN).

UNIX STANDARDS
The experienced C programmer will be thankful that HiSoft C is a standard compiler,
adhering closely to UNIX and the Kernighan & Ritchie definition, with the exception of
floats.

PROFESSIONAL MANUAL
To make effective use of your time and to provide the knowledge that you want needs a
professionally produced manual.
HiSoft C comes with a substantial 150 page manual in a quality ring binder.
The manual contains a full guide to C so there is no necessity for a separate textbook.

STANDARD FUNCTION LIBRARIES
Over one hundred and twenty functions are supplied as standard.
The function libraries add enormously to the power of C, including such things as list
sorting, formatted input and output, and string handling.
Seventy standard UNIX functions are provided, compatible with C compilers on other
computers everywhere.

GRAPHICS AND SOUND
No less than fifty functions make maximum use of the Amstrad's capabilities; with
special emphasis on the graphics and sound.
Its alsb possible to save and load screens, to reprogram function keys, and use the multi-
tasking events.

Prices: £34.95 (tape), £39.95 (disc)

These are UK inclusive prices; overseas customers please write
for export prices.

HiSoft: 180 High Street North, Dunstable, LU6 1AT
Tel. (0582) 696421



The Canon A-200 has already made its mark as
one of the best value IBM compatible PC's of 1985.
Because so many extras are standard. Like an 8086
processor and a 16 -bit data bus to make it quicker
thinking. Like built-in Centronics and RS232C

interfaces, leaving more free expansion slots for
peripherals and local area networking. Like a basic
memory of 256K, expandable to 640K, to make it
harder working. And as if twin 360K disk drives
weren't enough, you now have the option of the

IBM is a trademark of International Business Machines Corporation. MS-DOS and GW-BASIC are trademarks of Microsoft Corporation. Centronics is a trademark of Centronics Data Computer Corporation.



A-200 HD model with a 10 MB hard disk. Think of
it-ten million characters stored on a single disk.
E.T. MEMORY you could call it. It's out of this world.
But because all A -200's use MS-DOS and GW-BASIC
they never lose touch with reality.

Callon aamE00

43

V

PERSONAL COMPUTER

/ To:
/ Canon (UK) Ltd,

/ Computer Systems
/ Division, Canon House,

/ Manor Road, Wallington,
/ Surrey SM6 OAJ.

/ Telephone: 01-773 3173./ Facsimile: 01-773 2156.

/ I'm spaced out by Canon personal
/ computers and would like to know

/ more about:
/ A-200 El A-200 HD 0

AO CANON COMPUTER CLUB TICK BOXES

( membership details and benefits)

/ Name
/ Company
Position

d" Address

County

Post Code Telephone Official Business Machines
of The FootbaLeague

Canon



QUALITY IN PRINT
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C.J.E. MICRO'S
BBC PRINTERPACKS
For Star, Canon & Juki Printers include

1. The Printer
2. Next Working Pay Delivery
3. Cable to the BBC 1.25 Metres
4. Screen Dump Program (MIC Source)
5. Text Dump Program
6. Function Key set up Program. For use with WORDWISE
7.Function Key Label Printing Program. For use with above.
8. VIEW Printer Driver
9. 100 Sheets of Paper

10. Mains Plug with 3 Amp Fuse
11. Booklet giving details of using the printer with a BBC.
12. Character Defining Program for Downloadable-character-set

CANON PW-1080A C.J.E. PRINTER PACK £330 inc VAT
CANON PW-1156A C.J.E. PRINTER PACK £439 inc VAT
KAGA KP810 C.J.E. PRINTER PACK £320 inc VAT
JUKI 6100 C.J.E. PRINTER PACK £400 inc VAT
STAR SG10 C.J.E. PRINTER PACK £295 Inc VAT

NEW

1

STAR SG10
NEAR LETTER QUALITY

Top Service

CANON PW-1080A
OR KAGA PAXAN KP810
NEAR LETTER QUALITY PRINTER
NLQ Mode 23 x 18 Matrix: 27 cps
Draft Mode 11 x 9 Matrix: 160 cps
Full range of Epson FX 80 Print Codes
Friction & Tractor Feed
Centronics Interface Standard
CANON PW-1156A Available
(Accepts 17" Paper)

CANON PW-1080A £265.22 + VAT = £305.00
CANON PW-1156A £360.00 + VAT = £414.00
KAGA KP810 £256.52 + VAT = £295.00

See below for Printerpack prices

SEE US
AT THE

4 -8TH
SEPTEMBER

1985

PRINTER CABLES!

INTERFACES FOR

MOST
COMPUTERS

STOCKED

JUKI 6100
One Year Warranty
20 CPS BiDirectional & Logic Seeking
10.12, 15 & Proportional Spacing
Wordstar Compatible
2K Buffer: 13 Inch Platen
Underline: Backspace + Lots more
Centronics Interface Standard
RS 232 Interface £54.00 + VAT Extra
Tractor Feed £119 + VAT Extra

10?..r,*Single Sheet Feeder £199 + VAT Extra oci
JUKI 6100 £330.43 + VAT = £380.00 b'S

t./.°See left for Printerpack prices 13,0

SPECIAL RS 232 PRINTER BARGAIN
STAR DP8480 (8 Printing) £187.00 Inc VAT

Ideal for BBCINewbrair0HX20 & Spectrum Int. 1
Phone for full specification

NLQ Mode 17 x 11 Matrix
True Descenders 9 x 9 Matrix
120 CPS Bidirectional & Logic Seeking
40, 48, 68, 80, 96, 136 cpl
Italics, Emphasized, Double strike
Super & Sub Scripts
Downloadable Character Set
Hi -Resolution & Block Graphics
Friction or Tractor Feed
10" Carriage
See above for Printerpack prices

Centronics Interface Standard
RS232 Int. £58.00 + VAT Extra

STAR SG10 £270.00 Inc. VAT

STAR DELTA 10
160CPS: 8K BUFFER

CENTRONICS + RS232 INT'S STD

RING FOR SPECIAL PRICE

OFFICIAL ACORN APPROVED DEALER

FONTAID
For Canon and Taxan NLQ Printers Design your own NLQ fonts or 'download'
one of eight predefined fonts (Square. Outline, Gothic, Computer Type Style, Bold,
Shadow and Broadway). FONTAID requires 6264 Ram Chip in printer

FONTAID £30.00 Coming shortly: Additional font disc
FONTAID with 6264 £40.00 with Script, Elite, Condensed, Greek/
40 or 80 track disc. Please Maths and Supercondensed
specify (192 column in 8 inches) £P.O.A.

RING FOR SAMPLE PRINTOUT,

FULL SPECIFICATIONS
& LATEST PRICES

EXPORT ORDERS WELCOME
VAT INCLUDED WHERE APPLICABLE

PHONE/CREDIT CARD ORDERS WELCOME
Postage 50p per order or as stated

Next day Delivery for PrinterslDisk Drives £8.00
FULL RANGE OF CONNECTORS & CABLES AVAILABLE

PRICE LIST ON REQUEST

Dept AU8 78 Brighton Road, Worthing
W. Sussex BN11 2EN (0903) 213900

0

0

0

0

0

0
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A PC/XT COMPATIBLE THAT WON'T GO BY
THE BOARD
Prices exclusive of VAT

OUR COSTAR 2000 fully IBM PC/XT
compatible single board computer and
peripherals is the most advanced highly
integrated and cost efficient system
available.

ADVANCED DESIGN
The CS -2000 Mother Board is a highly
integrated state of the art design, with a
unique software controlled dual processor
speed system. Enabling all PC software to
be run uninterrupted at high processing
speeds.
When used with the CS -2000 Multi
Function Card, you get a very advanced,
compact system, with all the facilities of a
fully expanded PC/XT
COSTARS rationalisation of board
numbers has resulted in cost saving,
reliability and reduced installation time
benefits.

COMPLETELY ASSEMBLED
All boards are fully Factory Assembled,
Burned in and tested.

SOON TO BE RELEASED
* Floppy Disk Controller
* Mono Graphics Display Card
* Dual Serial and Parallel Interface
* Dual Serial Interface
* 512K RAM Card
* Tape Backup Interface

COSTAR 2000
STANDARD FEATURES
* 8088 - CPU, 7MHZ/4.77MHZ

Software Toggle control
* 8087 Co -processor optional
* 8K cistom BIOS in ROM
* 6 EPROM SOCKETS
* 8 expansion SLOTS
* Hardware Reset
* PC/XT Form, Fit & Functions

NO RISK TRIAL OFFER
If, after purchasing one of our boards, you
are not satisfied, we will refund your
money (minus post and packing), provided
the board is returned, intact, within 15 days
of shipment.

DELIVERY
Goods are despatched from stock,
normally within 48 hours of receipt of your
order.

TO ORDER
Please include your remittance with your
order. Access, Visa and Amex welcome.
Credit Card purchases may be
telephoned. Dealer and O.E.M. enquiries
welcome.

18 MONTH WARRANTY
Our stringent production quality controls
and the high reliability of our boards, has
enabled us to give an 18 month warranty,
and a 6 month exchange program for
defective units.

MULTI FUNCTION 2000
STANDARD FEATURES
* Floppy Disk Controller
* Real Time Clock, with battery backup
* Dual Serial Port, one optional
* CENTRONICS parallel printer port
* RAMDISK
* Printer SPOOL

CO-STAR LIMITED
321Bridgegate House, IRVINE, Ayrshire, KAl2 8BD

Tel: 0294 76252

Easy Link No. - 9289001
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- VALUE - VALUE - VALUE
ERICSSON

THE IBM
COMPATIBLE

from £1,667 + VAT

The recently launched ERICSSON PC is now available
from Wolfcrown. It is exceptionally IBM compatible
with extra features at a significantly lower price. On site
12 months warranty included with nationwide Ericsson
backup. Standard configuration includes 128Kb, serial
and parallel ports, six expansion slots, ergonomic
amber monitor and splendid graphics. According to PC
USER "At 90% of whatever the current price of the IBM
PC happens to be, its an index linked bargain"

ERICSSON PORTABLE
Stunning new portable weighing 16.71bs with full 25 by
80 gas plasma screen and full size keyboard. Options
include inbuilt printer, electronic disk and integral
modem.
Basic configuration from £2,580 + £387 VAT

PC SOFTWARE
Leading Edge WP
Leading Edge Nutshell DB

ALPHA MICRO

MULTI-USER 10Mb WINCHESTER
MULTI -TASKING VCR BACKUP
UP TO SIX USERS SOFTWARE INC.

The AM 1000, the smallest machine in the range is
based on the MC68000 and supports two users,
expandable up to six, and is available in various
configurations up to 40Mb and 1024Kb RAM memory.
We are offering a 10Mb system with two word
processing screens, operating system, BASIC language
Assembler, word processing, over 150 utilities, and
accounting software at the remarkable pnce of £7,250.
Extra users can be added at £650 per user.

PC MULTI-USER BOARD

Why network when you can transform your PC into a
multi-user Alpha system supporting up to three
screens. Fit the sensational Alpha Micro 170 board into
your PC and it operates as a multi-user Alpha Micro PC
with access to MS-DOS. On board 128Kb memory,
clock/cal, MC68000 processor and full AMOSL
operating system and facilities.

£1,500+ VAT

PC HARD DISK ADD ONS
Internal 10Mb Cogito disk with Adaptec controller to
run on existing PC power supply £1,250 + £187.50 VAT

External 10Mb hard disk subsystem in look -a -like case
£150 + £22.50 VAT with PS, controller cable and software
£135 + £20.25 VAT £1,295 + £194.25 VAT

IBM PC BOARDS
Hercules graphics card £315+£47.25 VAT
SIGMA multifunction card £245+06.75 VAT
641:b to 384 Kb RAM, serial/parallel ports, games port,
clock/calendar etc.
Ericsson colour monitor £420 I- £63 VAT

PRINTERS & MONITORS
SMITH -CORONA PRINTERS our price RRP
Fastext 80.80 co1/80cps dot matrix £170 £195
0100 80 co1/120cps dot matrix £220 £249
D200 80 co1/160cps, NLQ, dot matrix £375 £420
D200 132 co1/160cps, NLQ, dot matrix £535 £595
JIJKI 5100 18cps daisywheel
Facit and Ericsson printers
eg Facit 4511-02
Philips 12" Green monitor

£340+01.00 VAT
POA

£505 + £75.75 VAT
£79+£11.85 VAT

APPLE COMPATIBLE PRODUCTS
Slim -line disk drive
Z80 card
80a column card
Printer card and cable
Disk controller card

£125+£18.75 VAT
£39+0.85 VAT
£45+0.75 VAT
£45+0.75 VAT
£35+0.25 VAT

TO ORDER
Please telephone order particulars to 01-629 3603 or
visit our West End offices on the 2nd Floor at 58 Jermyn
Street, London SWIY 6LX.
Dealer enquiries are welcome.

71A BURLINGTON ARCADE, LONDON W1V 9AF TELEPHONE 01-491 7127

WOLFCROWN
ALSO AT PRINCE GROUP, LOMBARD HOUSE, GREAT CHARLES STREET, BIRMINGHAM TELEPHONE 021-233 2286

WHAT'S THE CATCH??
SAVE OVER £1,000

OLIVETTI M24 £2,575
640K Ram
10 meg hard disk
CPU
Monochrome Monitor
Keyboard
Extender Bus
MS -Dos
GW Basic
All new equipment, tested before
despatch. Hard disk configured to MS -
Dos.
NO CATCH - just a good deal

FOR MORE DETAILS OF THIS AND OTHER OFFERS TELEPHONE DAVID ON
(0904) 39449

OLIVETTI

COMPUTER
PERSONAL

MICRO -BRIDGE OF YORK - (0904) 39449
75 GOODRAMGATE, YORK YO1 2LS
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SANYO
Micro users
association

Important
News for
SAN1F4:3

micro
owners

The SMUA are pleased to invite all its
members to Stand 1003 at the
Personal Computer World Show, from
4-8 September.
Sanyo users who are not members are
also invited to see us at the stand.

For further details of the SMUA
FREEPHONE SMUA

BIGGER
STOCKS

GARWOOD IS GROWING!
(and you can reap the benefit)

CHEAPER
PRICES

DISKS DYSAN 3M MEMOREX BASF MAXELL
Price per box of 10 T PI 1-4 5-9 1-4 5-9 1-4 5-9 1-4 5-9 1-4 5-9

S/S S/D

5 / II S/S D/D

i 4 D/S D/D

S/S O/D

D/S Q/D

48

48

48

96

96

17.25

25.30

25.30

31.80

16.20

23.70

23.70

29.80

15.10

20.70

23.10

27.00

14.20

19.40

21.80

25.30

15.60

17.10

20.60

24.70

27.40

14.70

16.00

19.30

23.20

25.70

14.60

17.60

21.50

23.10

26.80

13.70

16.50

20.20

21.70

25.20

S/S S/D

8" S/S D/D

D/S D/D

48

48

48

24.70

29.30

23.15

27.45

16.80

21.75

25.05

15.75

20.40

23.50

19.80

20.80

27.10

18.50

19.50

25.40

15.20

20.00

23.80

14.30

18.80

22.30

3" Compact (for the Amstrad Disc Drive) 39.00 36.00
31/2" Micro S/S D/D 135 41.80 39.20

Disc prices are exc. VAT but inc. carriage. S/S = Single Sided D S = Double Sided S/D = Single Densi y D/D = Double Density Q/D = Quad Density

STOP PRESS - NOW AVAILABLE MAXELL 3" Compact Disks available in individUal storage case £4.60 inc VAT & POSTAGE
GREAT NEW OFFER -1,000 LABEL -TRACK 31/2"x1 7/i 6 Computer Labels in flip top dispenser £5.75 inc VAT & POSTAGE

RIBBONS supplied for most printers (including the Amstrd DMP1 OP £6.50 inc VAT + Postage) Prices on Application

LISTING PAPER plain or ruled) Price per box Boxed 1-4 boxes 5-9 boxes 10+ boxes

11"x81/2" 1PT 60 gsm
11"x91/2" 1PT 60gsm
11"x91/2" 1PT 70 gsm
11"x91/2" 2PT NCR
11"x141/2" 1PT 60 gsm

2000
2000
2000
1000
2000

9.45
10.05
11.40
15.40
13.80

8.85
9.40

10.70
14.40
12.90

8.55

9

10.35
13.95
12.50

Listing Paper prices are
exc. VAT. Delivery free
withinwithin15mile radius of
Brentwood.
Carriage at cost outside
this area.

PRINTER OFFER - MT80 + Matrix Printer 100 c.p.s. RRP £217+ VAT OUR PRICE £217 inc VAT+ carriage.

GARWOOD's STATIONERY CATALOGUE - Full colour 224 pages -£1.75 inc postage

BARCLAYCARD

VISA Garwood (Wholesale) Limited A
45 Movers Mead, Wyatts Green, Essex CM15 la 8fackmore (0277)823747

t
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PRINTERS

JUKI PRINTERS

An exceptional range of high quality, lo%
cost daisywheel printers.
 Juki 6300 £699
 Tractor Feed £135
 Juki 6100 £350
 Tractor Feed £125
 Serial Int £50

 2200 + Keyboard £245

EPSON PRINTERS

Market leaders in dot matrix printers,
including the new JX80 colour printer
and H180 plotter.
 FX100 + £495
 RX100 £399
 FX80 + £399
 RX80 FT + £255
 JX80 Colour £445
 H180 Plotter £399
 HP Int. for H180 £99
 LO 1500 £995
 Feeder for LQ1500 £365
 Tractor for LQ1500 £52
 Tractor for FX80 £38

o aut..

BROTHER PRINTERS

Highest quality medium speed daisy-
wheel printers. Complete range of acces-
sories. Superb letter quality on new 2024
NLQ dot matrix.
 HR15 Daisywheel £399
 HR25 Daisywheel £675
 HR35 Daisywheel £999
 Sheetfeeders £220
 Tractors £99
 2024 Letter Quality £999

CANNON PRINTERS

Value for money dot matrix NLQ printers.
Feature reverse feed tractor for labels and
forms.
 156 Column £359
 80 Column £299

NEC PRINTERS

Top of the range hard wearing printers,
suitable for long periods of continuous
use.

 3550 IBM Comp £1,199
 7700 High Speed £1,595
 8800 IBM Comp £1,795
 T Switch £79
 Printer Cables £25
Full range of ribbons and wheels stocked.
Ask about our unique genuine A4 con-
tinuous stationery.

SOFTWARE

WORD PROCESSING

Increase the efficiency and productivity of
your paper flow. Standard letters, multi-
lingual, multiple copy, spell checkers and
address merging.
 Wordstar £245
 Mailmerge £125
 Spellstar £125
 Microsoft Word £245
 Mouse for above £175
 Wordcraft £399
 Disp/Write 1 £82
 Disp/Write 2 £250
 Writing Assistant £95

 Easy Writer £95
 Multimate £375
 Perfect Writer £45
 Typing Tutor £49

DATA BASES

Increase the accuracy and speed with
which you can find facts, records and
figures. We specialise in modifying
DBASE to provide you with up to the
minute management reports and in-
formation at the touch of a button
 DBASE II £295

 DBASE III £450

 DBASE Programs Call

 Delta £455

 DMS £175
 DGRAPH III £295
 Cardbox Plus £295
 Filing Assistant £95

 Everyman £395

PROJECT
MANAGEMENT

Produce resource scheduling/project
plans. Create GHANT and PERT dia-
grams, critical path, cashflow forecasts
and completion dates.
 Pertmaster 1000 £525
 Pertmaster 2000 £999
 Hornet 4000 £2,500

SPREADSHEETS

Produce financial reports and forecasts
with graphical presentation, including
'What If' calculations and models. Full
management accounts and statistical
models can be compiled to your speci-
fication. A large range of standard
models kept in stock.
 Lotus 123 £345

 Multiplan £137

 SuperCalc III £295

 FT Moneywise £325

MULTIPURPOSE

Combine graphics, database, word-
processing, spreadsheet and com-
munications all in one program.
 Framework £450
 Symphony £450
 Open Access £395

ACCOUNTING

Pegasus Single/Multi-User
Market leaders in accounting software.
This product is well proven with
thousands of installations nationwide. All
modules can be integrated for accuracy
and time saving. A file tansfer utility
allows you to use data from your
accounts in a spreadsheet in order to
create up to the minute forecasts and
reports.
 Sales £295
 Purchase £295
 Nominal £295
 Invoicing £295

 Payroll £295
 Jobcosting £295
 Bill of Material £295
II Stock Control £295
Discounts for more than one module
purchased at a time.

UTILITIES

For communications or file handling:
 Sidekick £69
 Xenocopy £149
 Apple T/0 £249
 Crosstalk £129
 Norton Utilities £89
We stock hundreds of different software
products in each of our stores. Demon-
strations available by appointment our
premises or yours.

ADD ONS

MULTIFUNCTION
CARDS

Increase the power of your system with
the latest state of the art hardware
upgrades.
 64K RAM Upgrade £45
 Serial/Parallel Int £87
 384K RAM Card includes Clock, Bat-

tery + 64K £249
 MAXI CARD includes Clock, Battery,

Calendar, Games Port, 2 Serial + 1
Parallel Port, Spooler and Silicon Disk

£275

GRAPHICS

Use graphics in monochrome, or view
Lotus/Symphony graphs before printing.
 Hercules Card £350

 High Graph Card £299
 Amber Mono Display £225
For high resolution colour (640x400)
pixels.
 Tecmar Card £695

 Dazzler Card £745

 Quad ram Monitor £769

 Microvitec Monitor £640

DISK UPGRADES

Upgrade your PC instead of replacing
your system. All prices include fitting.
 Dual 360K Half HT £295
 Dual 820K Half HT £395

 10 MB + Controller £899
 20 MB + Controller £999

 45 MB Tape backup £1,495

NETWORKING

Your stand alone systems can be net-
worked to share data, programs and
resources.
 IBM Cluster/Stn £399
 PC Net/Stn £450

MODEMS

 Pace Multifunction £137
 Datacom £295
 Telebox £1,295
 Braid System £1,595

ORDERING INFO:

MICRO WARE
PLEASE SEND ME
INFORMATION ON

 SYSTEMS

 PRINTERS

IN SOFTWARE

 ADD ONS

Name

Address

Tel
PCW/9 85

Midlands
14 Charles Street, Hanley
Stoke-on-Trent
(0782) 269883
North London
637 Holloway Road
London N19 5SS
01-281 2431
South London
67 Westow Street
Upper Norwood
London SE19
01-771 6373



438

EXAMPLE PRICE
64K PC
Keyboard

1201
185

Second !wive 266
Mono 6dater 181
_m, gno isplay 186
D05.21 59

Upgrade to 640K FREE

TOTAL COST £2084

Phone for your
configuration quote

Mono
Graphics
Card
£295

80186 8mHz
Turbo Card

£995 11111111111111111

TIT
III

LIMITED OFFER !
lease PhoneYour Nearest Branc

ORTH LONDON 637, HOLLOWAY ROAD LONDON N19 5SS 01-2812431
OUTH LONDON 67,WESTOW STREET, UPPER NORWOOD LONDON SE19 3RW 01-7716373
IDLANDS 14 ,CHARLES STREET, HANLEY STOKE -ON- TRENT ST1 3AR (0782)269 883

iCROWARE
- - - ----
Authorised
Dealer
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aniline your
The UDM Maxi -Card contains all of the most asked for IBM PC support
features on one card. This means you get maximum performance at a miserly
price.
Features are designed for your convenience. 64K RAM memory comes
installed. The memory section is fully socketed and can be expanded to
384K. Our parallel interface can be used for either a printeror bidirectional
I/O. 'No RS -232C interfaces can be used on the Maximizer; the first is
fully installed. The second is optional and fully socketed. The serial interfaces
can be addressed as DOS COM1 and COM2 or write your own software and
configure them as COM3 and COM4. The clock/calendar has a battery
backup to keep the clock running when your system is turned off. Our
optional game control adapter supports four paddles or two joysticks.

ow co
.41111 1111

11111 11111 V1 -11X
NO MB AEU 411 111
1111 4411 ill 4. 1 4E14111. alt ;
411.4 441 -8111 VS .01

411 =1 4 4 ,
4po ,me AIN 4/;14

STANDARD FEATURES
 64K expandable to 384K R4M memory

 Parallel interface for printer or bidirec-
tional 110

 One RS -232C serial interface port

 Clock! calendar with battery backup

 SoftDisk, a R4M disk

 SpooZ a printer spooler

OPTIONAL FEATURES
 Second RS -232C serial interface port

addressable as COM3 or COM4

 Game control adapter -
4 dimensions, 4 keys

All Internal Cables Included

Fully Compatible with IBM Hardware and
Software
One Year Warranty

Dealer inquires welcome

syNITED,DISVMEMORIES 01-2812438

KIRKLANDS BUSINESS SYSTEMS LTD
PRINTER

SUPER DEAL ,Sri i7e1 iyr tshueplireer ss t price

anywhere in the UK

EPSON Price Breakthrough
LX80 £240.00 FX80 £355.00 DX100 (Daisy) £410.00
LX80 Tractor Feed £20.00 FX 100 £465.00 LQ 1 500 £920.00
RX100 £375.00 JX80 £483.00 H180 Plotter £380.00

STOP PRESS: The new Epson LX80 with Tractor Drive available from us now. (Letter
quality print). Just £256.00

Beautiful BROTHER Printers
H R5 £148.35 HR35 £793.50 New 2024 £900.00
HR15 £378.35 New M1009 £178.25
HR25 £631.35 EP44 £212.75
LOOK: Now Available. Double sided double density discs (usually XIDEX or FUJI BRAND)

with our own labels. ONLY £14.00/Box 10. P&P 50p per box.

We also stock all printer peripherals - call us for the best prices in the UK
All prices include VAT. P&P Next day: £12.00 or £8.00 for normal service. Educational

orders welcome
All products carry a FULL 1 YEAR WARRANTY. Shop hours: 9.00-5.30 Mon -Fri

KIRKLANDS BUSINESS SYSTEMS LTD
KIRKLAND HOUSE, 27 CITY ROAD, STOKE

Tel: 0782 414333



MA COB
SYSTEMS

DIRECT TO YOU AT WHOLESALE PRICES

BBC -B

BBC -BD
BBC -B+
DFS (Acorn)
Z80 2nd Processor
6502 2nd Processor
CBM 64 Available for

Sinclair export

PRINTERS
Canon PW1080A
Canon PW1156A
Kaga KP810
Epson RX80F/T
Guendata 20cps
Juki 6100

COMPUTERS MONITORS
£329 Microvitec 1431 £185

£419 Microvitec 1451 £279

£489 Philips BM7502 £83

£90

£389 DISKS
£189 D/S D/D 80T £20 (box of 10)

(Fully guaranteed)
box of 10

MODEMS
£279 Pace Nightingale £130

£389
£279
£242
£239
£332

FIRMWARE
View £48

Wordwise + £48

Disc Doctor £29

Printmaster £29

DATA RECORDERS
Omega £21

BUSINESS SOFTWARE
Lotus 1-2-3/Symphony £302/£431
dBaselll/Jazz £343/£437
Multiplan £132

BUSINESS COMPUTERS
Sanyo MBC 550 £850

 Price includes VAT at 15% and delivery is
FREE in the UK.

 To order just send a cheque or postal order
to us and the goods reach you fast.

 Trade enquiries welcome.
 Remember, our name is our guarantee.

MACOB SYSTEMS
8 Lister Gardens, London N18 1HZ. Tel: 01-803 1622

Telex: 8954029 att.MACOB

HoneySoft
THE COMPLETE EXPANSION SYSTEM FOR ALL AMSTRAD

COMPUTERS CPC464 AND CPC664

TWO CHANNEL CP/M and BASIC COMPATIBLE RS232 SERIAL INTERFACES
FROM £29.95

8 BIT CENTRONICS PRINTER PORT and 16 BIT PARALLEL INTERFACE
ONLY £23.95

(SOFTWARE FOR ABOVE AVAILABLE ON CASSETTE OR IN ROM)

4 SOCKET SIDEWAYS ROM EXPANSION CARD
ONLY £18.35

PLUGS DIRECTLY INTO THE ARNOR MAXAM BOARD (AD1)

CAN BE PARALLELED FOR UP TO 16 ROMS

ROM SOFTWARE NOW AVAILABLE FOR USE IN THE ROM CARD INCLUDES:

HONEYCOM PRESTEL Terminal and Database Comets package £19.95

ARNOR MAXAM Assembler £39.95

ARNOR PROTEXT Word Processor £39.95

ARNOR UTOPIA Utilities package £29.95

Also support software for the Serial and Parallel cards.

HISOFT DEVPAC in ROM, please enquire for details.

 TAPE TO DISC SOFTWARE TRANSFERS
Your cassette software converted to run on disc.

For further information please telephone, or send a large SAE to:
HONEYSOFT LIMITED

26 CRESCENT ROAD
BRENTWOOD

ESSEX

- CM (0 5JR
Telephone (0277)217306

All prices include VAT, postage and delivery. Mail order only.

INTEREST FREE
TERMS *

SPECIAL INTRODUCTORY OFFER
ON COMPLETE SYSTEMS

LIMITED NUMBER AVAILABLE TO VAT REGISTERED
& PROFESSIONAL PEOPLE

COMMODORE PC10, PC20, PC205,
FERRANTI PC860, PC860 XT,

SANYO, MBC RANGE, EPSON, NEC
PRINTERS & MONITER etc.

WRITE OR PHONE FOR DETAILS

IBM ETC., XT CONY., KITS
COMPLETE WITH CONTROLLER BOARD 1/2

HEIGHT 10MB (F), WINCHESTER DRIVE WITH
4 HEADS -2 RIBBON CABLES etc.

ONLY £6.49

APPLE 1/2 HT DRIVES From £115
BBC 1/2 HT DRIVES From £75

SAGE SUPERDEALS
List Our

Price Price Price
List Our

Price
Sage Accounts 375 240 * Accountant 495 355
Sage Plus 695 480 * Accountant Plus 695 480
Sage Payroll 195 140 Chit Chat 130 105
Accts/Payroll 495 355 C/C with Modern 395 295
* Bookkeeper 295 195 Options 145 110

(* MS-DOS only

All the above prices include Hot Line support. We are authorised Sage
Superdealers.

VAT and carriage extra

COMPUTER
FACILITIES
(A. Springall Ltd.)

O 2 Kings Highway, Plumstead,

London SE18 2NJ

Tel: 01-854 5313

Telex: 8813271 Het S140

Postgraduate Diploma
in

Operational Research
(CNAA)

A part-time course starting in October
1985, for two evenings a week, lasting
two years.
The course is concerned with quantita-
tive approaches to management decision
making, and places strong emphasis on
computer modelling, including computer
simulation and financial modelling.
The course is aimed at graduates who
enjoy a numerate approach to problem -
solving. Applicants with a good HND, or
with suitable work experience, will also
be welcomed.
Further details and application forms are
available from:
Colin Cooper, Admissions Tutor,
The Business School (SH),
Polytechnic of North London,
Holloway, The Polytechnic
London N7 8DB
Tel: 01-607 2789 of North London.
ext. 2464
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Proudly announce that their Laptop IBM PC compatible is now
available in the UK

The Kaypro 2000
A new era in business computers

Portability without compromise. It's yours with the Kaypro 2000 laptop computer. In fact, the sleek
Kaypro 2000 is the equivalent of a full-sized IBM PC - for hundreds of pounds less!
So go ahead. Rewrite the film's love scene while on location. Analyse clues at the scene of the crime.
Modify contracts during negotiations. Process orders from the designer's showroom. Record field data
at the ruins of an ancient temple. The Kaypro 2000 gives you the power you need, when and where you
need it.
The Kaypro 2000 has the features that deliver: Weighs a mere 11Ibs, an exceptionally readable LCD
screen, 256KB RAM expandable to 768KB internally, 31/2 inch floppy disk with 720KB storage,
detachable 75 -key keyboard, rechargeable battery pack (4 hours).
The Kaypro 2000 makes the future accessible for only £1,711.

Contact your nearest dealer for more information or call Ian Davidson on 06286 67547.
LONDON AREA SOUTH EAST NORTH
Small Turnkey Syst. Autoprices Cambridge Computer Store Lexisoft
31 Parolles Road Hewart Lane 1 Emmanuel St 7 York Chambers
London N19 3RE Bognor Regis Cambridge CBI 1 NE Wallgate
Tel: 01-272 3530 Sussex P032 3DR Tel: 0223 65334 Wigan WN1 1BG

Tel: 02432 3613 Lancs
Discount Micro Pimadata Tel: 0942 323651
7211 Kensington High St Berlyne Computers Ltd 15 Market Place
London W8 69 Pound Lane Grantham E. K. Williams Ltd
Tel: 01-938 1721 Upper Beeding Lincolnshire Victoria House

West Sussex BN4 Tel: 0476 65568 Victoria Street
Gama Computer Systems Tel: 0903 815475 West Houghton
742 High Road Cotton Computers Bolton
Goodmayes Bytz + Bitz 80 Dundle Road Lancashire BL5 3AR
Ilford, Essex 22 Alexander Road Peterborough Tel: 0942 816512
Tel: 01-597 3500 Farnborough GU14 6DA PE2 9PA

Hants Cambridgeshire SOUTH EAST
Photographical + Optical Tel: 0252 521121 Tel: 0733 49303 Group Sigma
129-137 Stanley Road 3 Albemarle Road
Teddington Words MIDLANDS Beckenham BR3 2HZ
Middlesex 39a Regent St Ermo Ltd Kent
Tel: 01-977 3498 Leamington Spa Newcastle Chambers Tel: 01-650 0124

Tel: 0926 30209 Angel Row
Fraser Associates Notts NS1 6HQ SCOTLAND
1 Bristle Hill SOUTH WEST Tel: 0602 4/0982 Prowin UK
Buckingham Actron Micro Computers Auchnashag
Bucks MK18 1EL 17 Bampton Street Parchment Oxford Ltd New Macher
Tel: 0280 816087 Tiverton 60 Hurst St Aberdeen

Devon Oxford OX41 1HD Tel: 0651 72952
London Computer Centre Tel: 08842 52854 Oxfordshire
43 Grafton Way Tel: 0865 54184 Castle Computing Serv.
London W1 P 5LA Penzance Micros 18 George St
Tel: 01-387 4455 11 Market Place WALES Edinburgh

Penzance, Cornwall Skytest Ltd Tel: 031-225 9664
Sot is System Ltd Tel: 07366 6577 62 Mill St
Wilton House Aberdare, Trecynon Strathclyde Computing Org Ltd
Lower Road Glamorgan 14 Netherview Road
Chorley Wood Tel: 0685 870439 Glasgow G44 3XH
Herts WD3 5LD Tel: 041-637 1732
Tel: 09278 4136/7/8

Granite Chips
21 Bon Accord Street
Aberdeen
AB1 2EA
Tel: 0224 571825
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LEIGH COMPUTER SYSTEMS
NORTH STAR DIMENSION

THE IBM COMPATIBLE
Multi -User System (up to 12 users), 15Mb hard disk and 2 -user
stations complete with VDU running IBM graphics £6,300
Each subsequent work station (8088 CPU 128k RAM) £1,450

apricot FULL RANGE - PRICES ON APPLICATION

COMPUTERS PRINTERS

Advanced 86B £750 Mannesmann Tally MT80 £175
Ferranti 860 £1,249 Epson LX80 £218
Ferranti 860 10Mb £2,150 Epson RX100 £339
Sanyo 555 + monitor £795 Epson FX80 £324
Commodore PC £1,499 Epson FX100 £415

Epson JX80 £425
Epson DX100 Daisywheel £355

HARD DISKS Epson L01500
Epson Hl80

£825
£355

EXTERNAL: Canon 1080A £251

10Mb £1,285 Canon 1156A £339
20Mb £1,495 Juki 6000 £325

INTERNAL
PC 10Mb
PC 20Mb
AT 10Mb
AT 20Mb

£955
£1,250

£695
£895

Juki 6300
Sheet feeder for above
Silver Reed 400
Silver Reed 500
Silver Reed 550
Silver Reed 770

£825
£185
£275
£325
£499
£725

Sheet feeder for 550/770 £199
Kagataxan 810
Kagataxan 910

£279
£379MONITORS

Philips 7502 green) £74
Eproms 27128 £475

Philips 7522 amber) £78 DISK DRIVES
Philips 7513 IBM) £89

CUMANA/OPUSMicrovitec 1431 £189
Microvitec 1451 £235 CFX100/5401 £89
Microvitec 1441 £389 CSX400/5802 £129
Microvitec IBM monitors . . prices on CD800S/5802D £279
application. Other drives available . . . phone for details.

All price exclusive of VAT and £8 carriage.

Seminars available on range of standard software -
phone for details. Many other products supplied, including
many standard business software packages at competitive
prices. Competitive prices matched on cash and carry.

75 CROSS ST, SALE 7 COVENTRY RD, HINCKLEY
GREATER MANCHESTER LEICESTERSHIRE

Tel: 061-905 2144 Tel: 0455 612139

MOVE WITH
THE

SIONALS
tes

e you have used a digitizer - th
electronic input board with stylus or cursor -
you will never want to go back to mouse, trackb*
or joystick. Digitizing is so easy and direct, selling you
free from the limitations of the keyboard. Choose from the TDS LC range
wilh sizes for all types of graphic design. CAD/CAM or 'menu picking'
applications. Standard interface and cable sets fink to the vast majority of
computers,with customized versionsfrom stock for IBM PC and BBC Models.
As the UK's largest manufacturer of digitizers, if makes sense to get all the

from us.Remember advice and service are only a telephone sail away

w for our free specification shee plating

I

I

POST TO TERMINAL DISPLAY SYSTEMS LIMITED. - FREEPOST - PHILIPS ROAD.
WHITEBIRK INDUSTRIAL ESTATE, BLACKBURN. LANCS BEI1 SBR

PLEASE SEND ME DETAILS OF YOUR DIGITIZER RANGE. ell

NAME

ADDRESS

POST CODE
PCNi a MI - MI In -

BARGAINS from BRISTOL
RAM!

Using our DIY memory upgrade kits to
expand memory can result in HUGE
savings. Installation instructions plus 9
dynamic RAM chips per kit.
64K RAM for IBM PC and
compatible £12.95
128K RAM "piggyback chips"
for PC/AT £59.95
256K RAM for Compaq Deskpro,
Olivetti M24, etc. £49.95

TURBO!
Turbo Pascal v3.0 £45
Turbo Toolbox £49
Turbo Tutor £29
Graphics Toolbox £45
Turbo Pascal with 8087
support £89
Sidekick (protected) £39
Sidekick (unprotected) £59
Superkey £59

I

ISALEISALEISALE!
SOFTWARE for IBM or compatible
ATI How to Use Your IBM PC £25
Borland Turbo Pascal Iv2.0) £29
Decision Research Chartmaster £145
Digital Research PU1 £295
Enertronics Energraphics £195
Fox & Geller dGraph £95

 Quick code II £125
Harvard Project Manager £195
Human Edge Sales Edge £99
Leading Edge Nutshell £95

 Word Processor with
Merge £95

MDBS Knowledgeman 1.06 £195
 Kgraph 1.06 £25
 Kpaint 1.06 £25

Microsoft Business BASIC
Compiler £195

 Multiplan £95
 Pascal Compiler £145

Northwest Analytical Statpak £195
Rosesoft Prokey 3.0 £45
Samna Word III £295
Simon & Schuster Typing
Tutor III £22
Soft style Set FX+ £25
Software Publishing pfs : Graph £35

 pfs : Proof £35

SOFTWARE for other machines
Lotus 1-2-3 (WANG) £195
Software Publishing pfs : File &
Report (MACINTOSH) £95

HARDWARE for IBM or compatibl
Tendon TM 100-2A floppy drives,
360K DSDD f95
Sigma Design floppy controllers
(up to 4 drives) £75
Orchid Technology PC net starter
kit' £295

These items were obtained from liquidation; in some cases a more recent version exists (get
update from manufacturer). This offer is unrepeatable at these prices, and is limited to
stock on hand.

Add £1 P&P, then 15% VAT to total. Offer subject to availability and prior sale; prices
may be changed without notice. Orders shipped within 2 working days, except starred
items may take 2 weeks. Callers by appointment only. We accept official orders. Send
cheque/p.o. to

Bristol Micro Traders
12a Baldwin Street, Bristol BSI I RZ

(0272) 292966 Extension 100
A division of Memory Merchants, Ltd., Reg. No. 1840900, reg. office 35, Brock Street,
Bath BA1 2LN.

CUSTOM
CABLES AND

SWITCHES
MAKE YOUR PC SUIT YOUR NEEDS, NOT

THE OTHER WAY ROUND
WHY SHOULDN'T YOU HAVE A 4.7

METRE CABLE?
WHY SHOULDN'T YOU RUN BOTH YOUR

PRINTERS FROM YOUR PC?
SAMPLE PRICES:
3 Metre Parallel Cable - IBM PC £27.00
3 Way Serial/Parallel 'T' Switch £89.00
Unique C&E Remote System Controller for IBM PC -
Shares your computer by 'T' switching the system unit
between two users each with their own screen and
keyboard, 12 metre version £305.00

TRY US TOO FOR HARD DISKS AND
STREAMERS FOR IBM PC

10Mb Winchester for Portable £800.00
20Mb Winchester for AT £1,050.00

TEST OUR TECHNICAL WIZARDS WITH YOUR PC
HANDLING PROBLEMS

DEALER ENQUIRIES WELCOME

C&E COMPUTING SERVICES
9 ELIZABETH CLOSE, BARNET, HERTS

Tel: 01-440 1936
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Discount Micros!
SAVE HUNDREDS OF GE Cs

on the BEST RANGE OF MICROCOMPUTERS at the BEST PRICES!
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RECOMMENDATION? RELIABILITY? ... 40% REPEAT BUSINESS!!!!

= - Full system
64K System Unit
2 x 320K Drives
Keyboard
High Res. Monitor

T2f3Q.CL

£1598*

compAa.
(Fully IBM compatible portable computer)

- Full System
256K System Unit
2 x 320K Drives
Colour interface
Keyboard
High Res. Monitor

£1698*

apricot

including a range

of software FREE

- Full system
256K System Unit
2 x 315K Drives
Keyboard
High Res. Monitor

tisoa,

£1435*

Macintosh
128K

Keyboard

High Res. Monitor

£1398*

SANYO MBC 550

128K System Unit
1 x 160K Drive
Keyboard
Spread Sheet
Wordstar

8Q

£598*

1V124

IBM Compatible
128K RAM
2 x 320/360 K Disc

Drives
Monitor
Keyboard, etc.

E1-939

£1498*

* COMMODORE PC * KAYPRO * SIRIUS
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APRICOT
XI 256K 10MB inc Mon £2396
XI 256K 10MB inc Mon £2148
PC 256K, 2 x 720K inc Mon £1595
PC 256K, 2 x 315K inc Mon £1435
Fl 256K, 1 X 720K inc Mon £965
Fle 128K, 1 X 315K inc Mon £780

OLIVETTI
M24 PC inc Mon £1498
M21 Portable £1498
M10 Lap held £359

IBM PC
256K 'XT' 10MB £3197
256K 'XT' 10MB Colour £3298
64K 'PC', 2 x 320K £1598
64K 'PC', 2 x 320K Colour £1898

COMPAQ
256K, 10MB £2999
256K, 2 x 320K £1698
Deskpro 2 £2095

Kaypro A.T. Compatible
£3299!!!!

YEARS PEACE OF MIND PROTECTION AGAINST*

- Breakdown, theft, etc.

- Loss of data

- Cost of hiring another machine

- Insurance in transit

*Option available

Other machines on request.

To place your order for IMMEDIATE
DELIVERY, call Katie on

01-938 2151 (20 lines)
*Offer lasts for limited period only and is subject to VAT
and change without notice!

r

APPLE
Macintosh 128K inc Mon £1398
Macintosh 512K inc Mon £2199
Image Writer £350

SANYO
MBC 550 (128K, 1 x 160K) £620
MBC 555 (128K, 2 x 160K) £820
MBC 550 (1 x 360K) £820
MBC 555 (2 x 360K) £1098

Discount Micros Ltd.

7 Kensington High Street, London W.8.

Please send me

 Quote on

Name

Company

Address

Phone _

 Information on  Ring me
 Urgent

Title

Postcode

Extension
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EXCITING NEWS

FOR ALL AMSTRAD

USERS:
"GLENPLOT" IS HERE! The first general plotting package available for the
AMSTRAD. Developed by experts the package contains a sophisticated "DATA EDITOR" and
a "VERSATILE PLOTTING FACILITY".
GLENPLOT allows the user to manipulate data with ease, applying scientific functions without
any programming knowledge.

DATA EDITOR:
10 -F

E 8.24

6.4

11 a

HONT8S

VERSATILE PLOTTING FACILITY:
3 3

1

ta
la 5

I 1 . 8

-0 6

X 0.6

-

-1.7 0 .1.--.70 3.1741

This facility allows the user to
create and edit data sets in various
ways:
* Add Data Sets
* Copy from one set to another,
applying functions
* Save Data Sets onto Tape
* Comparison of Data Sets

(Easily allowed by overlaying,
using Bar Charts and Graphs
mixed)

Enables the user to represent their
data sets visually on screen, onto a
variety of Dot Matrix printers, or by
Pen Plotter, in the following forms:
* Bar Charts
* Graphs
* Histograms
* High -Low Charts

"GLENPLOT" ON DISK!
The disk version is now available and gives greater facilities on both the Editor and the Plotting Facility
* Curve Fitting facility on the Editor * Larger area for storing values (ie Greater number of sets, points,
etc) * Pie Chart Plotting Facility with two overlays available * Extra plotting resolution in Mode 2,
meaning extra plotting accuracy * Moveable label facility * Greater range of peripherals supported
GLENPLOT can help in the Business World, in the preparation of Sales Projection Charts and
Graphs, it can also be very useful to the Home User, as visual displays are far easier to read
and comprehend than a screen full of crunchy numbers.

Available by Mail Order from: AI-Tukhaim Micro -Computer Centre Limited
Minerva House, Spaniel Row, Nottingham NG1 6EP
Tel: (0602) 410502 Telex: 37369 TEG UK

Please send me . . . copies of "GLENPLOT" @ £14.95 each (TAPE £29.95 (DISK) each
loci P&P
If you are charging to your Access or Barclaycard, please tick where applicable:

Access No: Barclaycard No:

SIGNATURE: NAME:

ADDRESS:

POST CODE

PRACTICAL
PRINTER STANDS

SENSIBLE PRICES
 Makes paper management simple and easy
 Stands neatly on a desk top
 Supply paper locates below the printer; reduces sprocket tear

and can stay in its carton
 Stands are complete with tray; sturdy construction throughout
 Quantity discounts on application

Order direct or ask
for brochure

In=

AR15
For most makes of 80character printers; steel const-ruction finished

brandy white

ONLY £32.20
incl. VAT and delivery

IUK mainland only)

AL24 For most
makes of 132 characterprinters; aluminium

standwith black tray

ONLY £59.80
(UK

oerirlyi

wai
To: Advanced Resources, St. Gabriels, Much Birch, Herefordshire, HR2 8HY

Tel: (0981) 540262
PLEASE

inci VAT and deln,

NAME: SUPPLY

COMPANY:

ADDRESS:

POST CODE:

TEL: NO:

Please send cheque with order
or include your ACCESS/BARCLAYCARD No:

Qty
Each

Total

Model
AR15 £32.20

Model
AL24 £59.80

VISA Ell PCW/9/85
Grand Total

/stem Science
C COMPILERS

PC -00S, MS-DOS, CP/M-86
DESMET C with ASM, Linker, Full scr ed, ovl &
8087 supp £139
D88 Full screen debugger £55
DOS -LINK for Microsoft .OBJ Compatibility £45
LATTICE C- requires LINK, the prof choice, all
memory models, 8087 support £395
Ci OPTIMISING C86 incl. library sources, sm &
Ig mem mod, 8087 £325
ROMPAK £90
MICROSOFT C ver 3.0 - all Intel mem mods,
8087 support £475
AZTEC C86/PER with ASM, Linker, overlays and
PC -GRAPHICS £160

PROGRAMMER'S TOO

PANEL - screen handling package for most
languages £245
GREENLEAF GENERAL FUNCTIONS Dos & Disk,
Video, Strings, Time, Date, Keyboard £175
GREENLEAF COMMUNICATIONS LIBRARY
Interrupt control, Ring Buffering, Status &
Control £175
C FOOD SMORGASBORD for Lattic C. Dec Arith,
Low lev I/0, PC -BIOS Interface £150
C to DBASE (source) functions to work with
DITASE-data and index files £145
DBASE to C with CENGLISH. Conversion

LISP and

PC -DOS, MS-DOS and CP/M-86
MuLISP/MuSTAR a solid performer £215
TO LISP for PC -DOS only, incl 8087 support

£195
micro -PROLOG (uses only 128K) £195
micro -PROLOG ver 3.2 (full memory, windows)

£345
APES for micro -PROLOG £195

AZTEC C86/COMM with lib sources, ROM supp,
all mem mod, 8087 £375

CPM-80
AZTEC CH/PERS with ASM, Linker, ovl £160
AZTEpC CII/COMM lib sources, ROM supp, M80
com £295
SOFTWARE TOOLWORKS C/80 & MATHPAK

£80
£125
£185

BDS C
ECO-C for tight Z80 code
APPLE DOS 3.3
AZTEC C I( with ASM, link, FS Ed, shell and
more versions for ProDos "real soon" £160

LS AND C LIBRARIES
package for DBASE applications to C £995
C TREE by Faircom (source). B tree file manager
library £325
PLINK -86 Overlay linker £345
C DOC by FigureFlow. C program
documentation aid with cross referencing £275
PROGRAM TUNING KIT performance analysis
for most compiled languages £145
C BROWSER screen display of C source code
files via program structure £125
BASIC -C library (source). Aid for conversion
from Basic to C £145

PROLOG

MuMATH/MuSIMP Symbolic maths package
£275

SOFTWARE TOOLWORKS LISP/88 £45

CP/M-80
MuLISP/MuSTAR with LISP editor etc £190
SOFTWARE TOOLWORKS LISP/80 £45
micro -PROLOG £95

LABORATORY MICROSYSTEMS FORTH -83
PC -FORTH for PC -DOS £85
8086 FORTH for MS-DOS (loci Apricot) and
CP/M-86 £85
Software Floating point extensions £85
8087 Floating point extensions £85

PC -FORTH+ provides 32 bit pointers, include
PC -FORTH £195
B TREE Index manager £125
Advanced Colour Graphics(PC-FORTH only)£95
Z-80 FORTH £85

ASSEMBLERS and CROSS -ASSEMBLERS
PC -DOS, MS-DOS & CP/M-86
Microsoft 8086 Macro Assembler (with DEBUG
8. LINK) £139
2500AD 8086 and linker £89
DR Assembler Plus Tools £185
Cross Assemblers 6809, 68000, Z80, 8080 and
more Call

FORTRAN
PC -DOS, MS-DOS, CP/M-86
Microsoft FORTRAN -77 £295
Pro -FORTRAN (66) £295
RM-FORTRAN 77 £495

CP/M-80
Microsoft FORTRAN -80 £465
PRO-FORTRAN(66) £195

CP/M-80
Microsoft MACRO -80 £185
2500AD Z80 Macro and linker £89
DR Assembler PLUS £185
Cross Assemblers 8086, 6809, 6502, 68000
and more . Call

PASCAL
TURBO PASCAL 3 £69

with BCD or 8087 option £109
TURBO TUTOR £35
TURBO TOOLBOX £55
TURBO GRAPHICS TOOLBOX £55
PRO -PASCAL CP/M-80 £195
PRO -PASCAL MS-DOS £295

EDITORS and WORD PROCESSING
FINAL WORD - PC -DOS, MS-DOS, CP/M-80.
For authoring, tech writing etc powerful
formatter £275
SEE for IBM-PC and Apricot. Neat and nifty
macro editor £50
PMATE for IBM and Apricot. Powerful,
configurable programmers editor £185

EC -Editor (PC -DOS only). Multi window, multi-

VEC
file,

DITPLUS PC-D
op sys access, fasOSt

& MS-DOS. Multi file
£65

editor, configurable, good text formatter £215
FirsTime C (PC -DOS). Syntax checking, needs
256K plus £275
FirsTime PASCAL (PC -DOS). Syntax checking,
for MS -PASCAL £245

DISK FORMATTING UTILITIES
UNIFORM read, write and format disks from CONVERT for IBM-PC, can add owntormats to
many machines for IBM-PC and AT, Epson list £95
OX -10, Kaypro, Osborne £69

HSC CO -PROCESSOR SYSTEMS
For ZOO Systems from £625
- choice of 8086, 68000 at 6 MHZ
- MS-DOS or CP/M-68K included
- 256K to 2.25 M memory
- use RAM as RAMDISK under CP/M-80
- runs on most Z80 systems
- simple to use simple to install
- provision for Math Processor chips

For IBM-PC from £945
- M68000 at 10 MHz
- CP/M-68K included (with C Comp)
- 0S9 -68K optional
- 256K to 2.25M memory
-2 serial ports
- Real time clock
- Provision for Math Processor
- installed for IBM option slot

All prices are exclusive of VAT. Please add £3 p&p, plus VAT to your order

6-7 West Smithfield, London EC1A 9JX
Tel: 01-248 0962
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mibOX £19 plus VAT £2.85 and £2
= £23.85

15 in a MidlobOX £25 plus VAT £3.75 and £2 p&p
= £30.75

25 in a MEGABOX £42 plus VAT £6.30 and £2
p&p - £50.30
50 in a MEGA* BOX £80 plus VAT £12 and £2
p&p = £94.00

DiscoTech (U.K.) Ltd.,
Lex House, 3-6 Alfred Place,
London WC1, England.
DiscoTech (U.K.) LTD. are the
sole distributors of XLTRON.

The ntran
MEGABOX
from Disco. Tech (UK) Ltd.
The MEGA BOX is a top quality rigid plastic
storage box with see-through lid and four dividers.
Holds up to 60 diskettes.

All disks are 51/4" and
feature:
 Write protect notch
 Hub rings
 Double density (D/D)

suitable for
single density (S/D)

 Tyvex sleeves
 Full set of labels and

write protect tabs
 Meets all ANSI

specifications

Etran Floppy
Disk Pri

25 SS/DD disks in MEGA BO
£4.35 and £2 p&p = £35.2`

25 DS/DD disks i
£5.85 and £2 -
50

0

A PACAGE

ce. We buy disks from
urers to our specifications,

d grade them in our London

ly Guaranteed
The XLTRON quality control is so stringent that
we can give our famous 'two for one' guarantee. If
you find a faulty disk, return it to us, and we'll
send you two in exchange immediately. All part of
our five year guarantee.

r
TYVEX is a registered name of Du Pont.
Rhinokote is a registered name of Rhino Magnetiss Lid
XI TRON is a registered name of X CIRUN Lid

s Very

w established in our new showroom in
ed Place. You can save our £2 delivery charge

by calling in - you'll be welcome weekdays from
10.00am till 5.00pm Saturday 10.00am-4.00pm.

Help Lines
01-6310255
01-631 3600
If you want help or information to place an order
just ring our 'help' lines.

Official Orders
We accept orders from all government bodies,
schools, universities, libraries, armed forces etc.
We despatch on receipt of an official purchase
order. If you can't raise a cheque without an
invoice, just post or telephone your order and we'll
send you a pro -forma by return.

To: Disco  Tech (U.K.) Ltd., Lex House, 3-6 Alfred Place, London WC1, England
Just fill in the coupon or send your order on a postcard or letter. Or phone your order on 01.631 3600 OR
01.631 0255 Please send me the following (tick the appropriate boxes):

j j 25 ss/dd disks at only £25 inc VAT

25 ds/dd disks at only £31.25 inc VAT + £2 p&p
25 ds/dd disks at only £35.95 inc VAT

I enclose a cheque/p.o. for or debit my Access/Diners/Amex card

Card no

Name.

Address

Signature.

(Block Capitals Please)
Postcode.
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TUTORS IN WORD & DATA PROCESSING

DBASE IVIII
LOTUS 1-2-3
SUPERCALC
FRAMEWORK
SYMPHONY
EASYWR1TER

WORDSTAR
WORDSTAR 2000
WORDCRAFT
MULTIMATE
DISPLAYWRITE 2
SPELLBINDER

FOR TRAINING AT OUR CENTRE, OR IN YOUR OWN OFFICE
CONTACT HESTER BOYD-CARPENTER

SUITE 331/332 COLLEGE HOUSE WRIGHT'S LANE LONDON W8 SSH
TELEPHONE 01-937 8633 01-385 6261

The BEST DIRECT PRICES

CErCEisks
Cerac Computer Supplies Limited

3mAuthorised Distributor
Data Recording Products

51/4 " DISKETTES BOXES
CODE 1-9 10-49 50+

DOUBLE DENS/S.S 744 £14.40 £13.40 £12.40
DOUBLE DENS/D.S 745 £19.60 £18.20 £16.90
QUAD DENS/S.S 746 £22.00 £20.50 £19.00
QUAD DENS/D.S 747 £25.50 £23.80 £22.00

51/4 " &TDK SPECIALIST DISTRIBUTOR
DOUBLE DENS/S.S M1D-S £14.50 £13.50 £12.50
DOUBLE DENS/D.S M2D-S £20.60 £19.20 £17.80
QUAD DENS/S.S M1DX-S £21.20 £19.70 £18.30
QUAD DENS/D.S M2DX-S £25.10 £23.40 £21.60
* HIGH DENS £51.00 £47.50 £44.00

For Olivetti M30 and IBM PCAT

31/2" DBLE.DENS/S S MF1DD £36.30 £33.80 £31.30

51/4 " NASHUA COPYCAT CASES 51/4"
DOUBLE DENS/S.S
DOUBLE DENS/D.S

MD1D C/B
MD2D C/B

£13.40
£15.90

£12.50 Capacity 10
£14.80 £1.69 +

75p p&p
31/2 " RHONE POULENC Capacity 50
DOUBLE DENS/S.S
DOUBLE DENS/D.S

£42.10
£54.50

£39.20 £14.99 +
£50.80 £1.75 p&p

POST and PACKING PER 10 DISKS 75p FOC FOC

0149773 0641
ACCESS/BARCLAYCARD welcome!

Allow 7 days ANSWERING SERVICE AFTER 5.30PM
for delivery 44 Wallington Square, Wallington, Surrey

ADD
15% VAT
TO ALL

ORDERS
please!

PRINTER BUFFERS
AND INTERFACES

 CENTRONICS  RS232
 COMMODORE 64/VIC etc

 CBM/IEEE
 ATARI

Wide range of protocol conversions and buffer sizes
available.

- Examples -
COMMODORE 64

TYPE 92000 C64/Centronics £47.50
TYPE 92000/G Full Graphics £59.99

ATARI
TYPE 72000 Atari/Centronics £59.99

RS232
TYPE 82000LC RS232/Centronics £59.99

FCCSYSTEMS LIMITED
THE LODGE
MOORLANDS ROAD
MERRIOTT
SOMERSET TA16 5NF
TEL: CREWKERNE (0460) 73442
PRESTEL MAILBOX 046073442
TELECOM GOLD MAG 95027

Please call for
full details.

Prices exclude
P&P £1.00 & VAT

DEALER ENQUIRIES
MOST WELCOME

Lynnem
Acoustic Hoods

As approved and recommended by British
Telecom and IBM.

Designed for
today's office

Lynnem Computer Products have over 15 years
experience in providing the complete solution to the
problems of noise caused by today's office
eauioment.

Built to meet your exact requiremen t

So before you buy an acoustic hood talk to our
experts and compare ours with the Rest!

Lynnem Computer Products Ltd
277 London Road, Burgess Hill

Sussex RH15 9QU Tel: 04446 3377/6632

98 PCW SEPTEMBER 1985



SOFTWARE

SPECIAL
DUAL
PACKS

Express Computer
Consultants Ltd.
0273 204377

SEPT. SPECIAL OFFERS
RAF SPECIAL

OFFER

LOTUS 1-2-3 £430 £325
DBASE II £365 £275
DBASE III £495 £325
SYMPHONY £550 £425
FRAMEWORK £550 £350
WORDSTAR PROF £399 £275
LOTUS/SYMPHONY £980 £725
LOTUS/WORDSTAR PROF ..£829 £575
DBASEII/FRAMEWORK £915 £600
DBASE II/ WORDSTAR PROF £764 £525
DBASEIII/FRAMEWORK.... £1045 £650
DBASEIII/VVORDSTAR PROF.£894 £575

Similar special offers are available on many
more products, also 'triple packs'. Phone us
for details.
ALL ITEMS SUBJECT TO DELIVERY CHARGES. ALL
PRICES SUBJECT TO VAT. ALL ITEMS SUBJECT TO
AVAILABILITY. WE RESERVE THE RIGHT TO ALTER
PRICES WITHOUT PRIOR NOTICE.

Equity and Law House,
102 Queens Road, Brighton,
BN1 3XF. Tel: 0273 204377

!LOSE WEIGHT
BY COMPUTER

PRACTICAL! Recipes
for your lifestyle

PERSONAL! PACE uses your computer to
design a diet suited exactly to you!

COMPLETE! 2 cassettes plus a 200 -recipe
book with up-to-the-minute
health & slimming facts OM WO

please sellincr
megill____111111opres of

The PACEprogra 4

1554_17.95
each \ to run on Acorn 813CCommodorea.

11.'

. I enclose a
cheguelP0

for 4, t:
'payable to Pr 3CtICal

Programs
Lt .,..4.

Name

- Vt,

I
Telephone

irst.ei.,

Money back guarantee.
Allow 28

days for delivery. VI Iiii:,
Address

Viga.ailto essPractioocal
ProssoLgramseoLtd.,

007 DoWnside
Crescent,

London
NW3 2AN.

Or order by telephoning
01-794 4033.

T  DEWEIGNT LOSS

:.4044ossill

v., 
t1726,,,.

roc r 4 Avocroa

/Qtr LIA rteliD A6000/

Single Sided.
Single Density,
Soft -sectored
with Hub Ring

row
cc

The only choice
for computer, connoisseurs, all Nashua spinning diskettes are
actually guaranteed for LIFE.

The reason? We're confident our quality control is
unbeatable. Compatability, performance, and lifetime reliability.

Ask your Nashua dealer or call Nashua direct on
0344 426555 for full details.

NASHUA EOPYEAT
NASHUA - the make that runs circles around the others.

IF YOU SHOULD BE TALKING TO
ICL DO IT THROUGH TANGOGATE

ICL

TANGOGATE enables single or networked
microcomputers which run under Concurrent
CP/MTM to integrate into synchronous com-
munication networks using C01/CO3 protocols.

FROM THE PEOPLE WHO GAVE YOU
TANGOLYNK

The Old Berkshire Hunt Kennels
Kingston Bagpuize
Oxon OX13 5AP
Telephone (0865) 821177

..Trademark of Digital Reseaith Inc.
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... WILL BE APPEARING IN EVER

commodore C1281(

 128K Memory capacity
III Full typewriter keyboard
 Compatible with all Commodore 64

software and peripherals
 C.P.M. Capability built in giving optimum

flexibility for all applications

FREE!
Buy the Commodore 64 from Laskys now! You will not
only get the best selling Commodore 64 computer, but
also the 1530 cassette recorder plus the best selling game
"International Football!" On top of this you will qualify for
3 nights FREE HOLIDAY from a choice of over 200 hotels
in Britain and Europe. There's never been a better reason
to buy from Laskys.

ATARI imsT

 128K Memory capacity
 Full size typewriter keyboard
MI Wide range of software available for

most applications

ATARI 520ST
 512K Memory capacity

 User friendly gem operating
system

III Built in 3.5" 1 megabyte disc drive

VERBATIM DATALIFE
DISKETTES

MD 521- 01 Tenpack
MD 520-01 Tenpack
MD 525-01 Twinpack
MD 350-01 Tenpack
MD 360-01 Tenpack



1

I CPC664
MI 64K Memory capacity
III Built in disc drive
 Complete with monitor
 Supplied with C.P.M. software giving

optimum flexibility for all applications
 Hundreds of business, games and educa-

tional software titles available on disc

CPC 464
IN 64K Memory capacity
1111 Full size typewriter keyboard and

numeric keypad
 Complete with monitor
IN Wide range of software available for most

applications

AMSTRAD

See the very latest
software on video only
at Laskys. The Micro-
meter gives full
demonstrations of the
major new software re-
leases for you to check
out before you buy.
Micrometer is in every
Laskys store now

II LOWEST prices guaranteed**

IN EXPERT and friendly advice

from our sales people

IN INSTANT
Credit up to £1125*

FREE one year guarantee
with the option to extend
up to 5 years for a small

premium
IN EXPERT in -home after -saleset

rvice from our Servise
network of engineers

153 1111 .5"1

L AIM
Laskys stores in: 42 TOTTENHAM COURT ROAD & 257 TOTTENHAM COURT ROAD (2 stores)
 ABERDEEN  BEXLEY HEATH  BIRMINGHAM  BRENT CROSS  BRIGHTON  BRISTOL
 BROMLEY  CAMBRIDGE  CARDIFF  CHATHAM  CHELTENHAM  CHESTER  COLCHESTER
 COVENTRY  CRAWLEY  CROYDON  EALING  EDINBURGH  ENFIELD  EXETER  GLASGOW
 GLOUCESTER  GUILDFORD  HARLOW  KINGSTON  LEEDS  LEICESTER  LEWISHAM
 LIVERPOOL (2 stores)  LUTON  MAIDSTONE  MANCHESTER (2 stores)  NEWCASTLE
 NORTHAMPTON  NOTTINGHAM  OXFORDS PETERBOROUGH  PLYMOUTH  PRESTON
 READING  RICHMOND  ROMFORD  SHEFFIELD  SLOUGH  SOUTHAMPTON  SOUTHEND
WATFORD  WOB/ERHAMPTON  YORK.

*Ask for written details. APR up to 35.6%. All credit offers subject to acceptance by Laskys Credit
Brokers. Subject to status. Prices correct at time of going to press. All offers subject to availability.
**Best Price Promise. If, after purchasing any item at Laskys you discover that you could have
bought the same product cheaper locally and call back within 7 days, we promise to pay the
difference.



APPLE COMPATIBLE PERIPHERALS
NOTCHER disk capacity DOUBLER .......
SATURN 128K RAM CARD for Ile . £199.00
128K RAM Card with manual & disk.......... .. . £139.95
SNAPSHOT (II & II + ) - Dark Star.. ..... .

SNAPSHOT Ile - Dark Star .....
£52.00
£99.00

COPYKIT Software- Dark Star .... £19.95
SHUTTLE MULTITASKING Software Dark Star. .......
Auto DiaVAuto Answer MODEM Card ,

£19.95
£125.00

COMMS software for above , £25.00
PRESTEL Graphics ROM for Modem Card .... ........ ......
Disk Drive Controller Card .. .......

£19.95
.... £34.95

13/16 Sector Drive controller card ........... ... . £39.95
( angu g ...........

80 Column Card (Vetee Compatible) II+;e-..... ..
Be Col Card as above with Soft Control ........ ........ ............... £59.95
INVERSE Video ROM for above .. ...... . £5.00
80/40 Column Hard Switch..............
80 Column Card for Ile ...

16.95
£44.95

80 Column Card for Ile with 64K RAM
280 CP/M Card tor n+
Z80 PLUS Card with Manual for II+

£39.95
£49.95

CP/M 280-B (6MHz) Card with 64K RAM II+ .£169.95
130 Card for Ile
CP/M Module for Ile

£44.95
£86.00

Parallel Printer Card (Centronics)
Parallel Printer Card (Epson)

£34.95
£34.95

SUPER Parallel Card with manual £89.95
Printer Buffer Card (641( dump) 1129.95
Grappler+ Card
Grappler+ 16K Buffer .

£84.%
.. ...£149.%

CHAMPION Parallel Interface (with cable).
CHAMPION + 16K Buffer (with cable) £89.00

£45.00

CHAMPION + 64K Buffer (with cable) £125.00
CACHEBOX 641( Parallel Nine Buffer
Communications Card

.£125.00
£32.95

RS -232 Serial Interlace Card £34.95
SUPER Serial card with manual.
7710 Asynchronous Serial Interface.

.E89.95
£79.95

NTSC to PAL Converter + UHF Mod
NEW PAL Card with Sound

£44.95
£49.95

RGB Card (TTL output) . £49.95
ROB Card (LINEAR output) .. 119.95
IEEE -488 Controller, cable, disk & manual
Event Blower Card (2716,2732,2764)

£149.95
179.95

MK2 EN= Blower (2716,2732,2764,27128) £59.95
NEW EPROM controller/Parallel I/Face . £32.00
EPROM Blower for 2716,32,32a,64,128,256
PROM Writer card blows 745472,74S288 ...............£159.9553.00

8748 Writer burns 8748,8749.. £149.95
ND Card 16c00 -5.12v,100 microsecs £79.95
D/A Card 2ch ebb, or 1 ch 16bit, 0-10v . 198.00
8 BIT AD/DA (8 or 16ch a/d. 1ch d/a)
12 BIT AD/DA (16th aid, lch d/a) ....

E59.95
£119.95

CLOCK CARD (TIME II) Card . .. £44.95
MOUNTAIN Clock card.
Music Card ..

1179.95
£44.95

Wild Card . 169.95
Wild Card Plus ..
Four Port Twin 6522 Card

.£99.95

.£34.95
6809 Card ...

Card

.£119.95
.E32.95

1=12:: .£59.95
Joystick (sell centering). £14.95
Joystick (deluxe version)
Joystick extension cord

. .. . 119.95
£3.99

Apple Compatible Power Supply 5A. ..£49.95
ASCII Encoded Keyboard with I/c mod
IBM STYLE keyboard for Apple

.£54.95

.£89.95
A/C Cooling Fan (clip on) with suppress . ... ............ ....... .... £24.95
Speech Card
Replay Card...
Forth Card .£89.95
8088 Card with 64K (capacity 128K)
Light Pen system .
Graphics Table . .......... ....... .......... .....£89.00

SATURN/TITAN ACCELERATOR Card II+ . .

SATURN/TITAN ACCELERATOR FOR Ile . .......................... ... ... £299.00
IC TEST Card TTL Version (send for info).... ....... ............. ... . ... ....£119.95
IC TEST Card D/SRAM,ROM/PROM/EPROM siware . .. .....£169.95

APPLE STORAGE DEVICES
CUMANA full height drive for Apple........... ......... .
CUMANA half height drive for Apple._ £145.00
AFD-2 haft ht. SS/DD 320K floppy drive
AFD-4 half ht. DS/DD 640K floppy drive

£249.00
£289.00

AFD-4 drive controller card
INTEC 5MB Hard Drive for Apple

....£59.00
£699.00

INTEC 10MB Hard Dnve for Apple £950.00
INTEC 101.113 Hard Drive KIT..... ........ ........... ......
5/10MB Hard Drive Controller Card....

£875.00
£250.00

(Note: All INTEC drives are UK buift and backed - Prices include controller
card, cables. power supply. utility and diagnostic software for DOS, PASCAL &
CP/M, together with 24 month service warranty).

PRINTERS - DOT MATRIX
NEW LOW PRICES!!!
ANADEX - 100% DUTY CYCLE

BROTHER
HR -5 Portable thermal transfer (P or S)
HR -5 for CBM64NIC 20

£125
. £125

EP -44 Thermal transfer (KSR) .£189
M-1009 Dual Interlace
M-1009 (IBM) 50cps

.....£155
1149

20241 NLQ 190cps draft .£8139
TC 600 -. Typewriter - printer .
DISK DRIVE tor IC 600

.1N:

CANON -NEW LOW PRICES
PW-1080 160cps (NW)
PW-1156 160cps (NW)

£263
1349

F-60 Beeps Thermal DRAFT/NW/MGR 110001 £349
PJ-1080A Seven COLOUR 37 cps.
DATAPRODUCTS - PAPER TIGER

.£379

8010 80co1 180cps draft NLO both S & P £389
8011 as above but IBM COMPATIBLE
8020 13.20,1180cps draft both S&P

£389
£469

8021 as above but IBM COMPATIBLE
8050 132col 200cps + SSF both S & P ..

£469
£1219

8050 COLOUR as above but colour printing
8070 132col 400cps draft LO both S & P

£1449
£1589

8070 COLOUR as above but colour printing. £1829
EPSON
**NEW LX80 80co1100cps (16cps NLO) £206
Tractor for LX80 £19
Sheetfeeder tor LX80 .
EX -80 80col 160cps

£49
£309

LO -100 F/T 136co1160cps . £420
LO -1500 200cps (NLO) 4to 16" paper width £855
EPSON 8143 Serial I/Face OK .£29
EPSON 8145 Serial 1/Face 2K buttered £59
EPSON 8148 Serial 1/Face 3K buttered £65
XON/XOFF Serial I/Face 2K buffer
EPSON/COMMODORE I/Face 2K buffer

£65
£53

EPSON 8165 PET IEEE 261/Face 2K buffer £65
EPSON PET IEEE Cable 8260 £20
EPSON APPLE Card 8132
EPSON APPLE Cable 8231

£59
£20

8K Buttered parallel or serial I/F £79
16K Buffered parallel or serial I/F . £95
32K Buffered parallel or serial 1/F .
64K Buffered parallel or serial I/F .

£125
£159

HONEYWELL
ALL MODELS Call

BUSINESS SYSTEMS LTD
UNIT 51, CHARLSWOODS BUSINESS CENTRE, CHARLSWOODS ROAD,

EAST GRINSTEAD, WEST SUSSEX 6019
MANNESMANN TALLY
MT -80+ 100cps . 1179
MT -85 80co1, 180cps, IBM, (corr.qual 45cps) .. ...... ...... ........ ...£289
MT -86 136cd1 180cps, IBM, (cordqual 45cps) ..... ........... ....... ........ ...£369
MT -160 160cps . .... ........ .£395
MT -180 160cps (NLQ) £545
MT -280 200cps. 132co1, IBM, (cordqual 50cps)......... ..... ..... ............ £825
MICRO PERIPHERALS
CPA -80P Paralle1100cps, 80co1. £179
CPA -80S Serial version of above £195
CPA -800 OL version of above £219
CPA -80C Commodore version of above . 1195
CPB-80P Parallel IBM COMPAT. 130cps, 80col . £1 99
CPB-805 As above but Serial . £209
CPB-136 Parallel IBM COMP 130cps, 136co1 . £289
NP -165 165cps 136co1 NLQ £235
MP -1650 OL version of above £311
MP -1651 IBM version of above .. ...... . .... £249
SERIAL Interface for 165 series . .. £55
NEC
PINWRITER P280001.... £349
PINWRITER P3 132col . £479
Parallel Interlace for P3/P2 £99
RS232 Intedace for P3/P2. E129
IBM PC Interface for P3/P2 £99
Sheet Feeder

for
P3. £289

Tractor Unft for P3.... 1119
NEWBURY DATA -Heavy Duty
DRE-8830 Parallel cps 132col. .£1019
DRE-8840 Parallel 240cps 132co1. 11129
DRE-8925 Parallel 240cps 132col. .......11979
DRE-8850 Parallel 300LPM . 11959
OKI - MICROLINE
OKI-82A P&S 120cps 80col £239
OKI-84A 200cps Parallel .........£315
OKI-92P 160cps Parallel 1315
OKI-83A 120cps Parallel 1385
OKI-2350 Parallel line printer £1492
OKI-2410P 350cps line printer £1529
PANASONIC
KX-P1091 120cps NLO, IBM COMPATIBLE 1249

RADIX
KX-P1092 180cps KILO, 7K buffer, IBM COMP .......£369

10 200cps , .£439

BLUE- (MX -80 FT compatible) 120cps 80col .. £199
BLUE PLUS (RX-80 Ft comp) 140cps 80col .£255
II - (FX-80 compatible) 160cps NLQNLQ . /255
15 - compatible) 160cps 136col. .£324
NEW F+ 80co1 105cps FRONT LOADING, NLQ, 2K............................£224
SEIKOSHA
GP -100 VIC 50cps ........£149
GP -100 Parallel or Serial £149
GP -500A 50cps 1169
GP -250 X 50cps £199
STAR
SG -10 (F/T) 120cps 80col (50cps NLQ) . E195
SD -10 250cps(FR)16 80col (65cps OLD) £299
SR -10 (FR) 0cps 80col (80cps NLO) £399
SG -15 (F/T) 120cps 136col (50cps NLQ). £295
SD -15 (FT) 160cps 136co1 (65cps NLQ) . £399
SR -15 (FR) 200cps 136col (80cps NLQ) .... £489
TAXAN
KP-810 140cps 80co1 NLO
KP-910 140cps 156col NLO . £368
KP-810PC IBM VERSION £329
KP-910PC IBM VERSION £409
TEC
1550 Parallel. £539
1550 Serial. £539
TOSHIBA - 24 Wire Head
2100H Parallel 100cps LO £1339
2100H Serial 100cps (NW) 11269
Auto Sheet Feeder for 2r00 £546
Bi-directional Tractor for 2100 £136
P-1340 Pll or Serial, 80col + Graphics 1549
P-1351 Pll or Serial, 136co1 + Graphics £999

PRINTERS - DAISY WHEEL
BROTHER
HR 15 Parallel 20cps .....
HR 15 Serial 20cps...........
HR -25 Parallel 25th .......
HR -25 Serial 25cps .......
HR -35 Parallel 35cps ........
HR -35 Serial .
HR -15 Keyboard .
HR -15 Sheet Feeder
HR -15 Tractor Feed Unit ..
HR 25/35 Sheet Feeder...
HR 25/35 Tractor Unit ...........
TOWA
Daisy Junior 14cps El0c480001, P11
g=p 2000 18cp 3 ,

630 -API 40cps .
630 -API Sheet Feeders, from...
EPSON
1131,-,100 Parallel Zcvps .

6100 18cps £297
.....£6452200........£2452100......£169

NEC SPINWRITER
3510/30/15 Ser/PleDiablo 35cps £999
7710/30/15 Ser/PII/Diablo 55cps £1429
2000 Printer 20cps . £509
Ser/PII/Diablo Nace for,2000. ... £89
8800 Printer £1299
Ser/PII/Diablo Idace for 8800. E99
Accessories for NEC printers Call

EXP-550 Serial 1 9cps
EXP-770 Parallel 36cps
EXP-770 Serial 36cps

Tractor ton 550/770. .....
Cut Sheet Feeder for 500 ...
Cut Sheet Feeder for 550/770 .........

TEC STARWRITER
F10/40 Parallel 40cps -

F10/55 Parallel 55cps
Elec/Mech Single Sheet Feeder
Tractor for El 0 units

£455
£559

£84
..£105
£163
£1 63

£55
£95

£259

£830
£1190
£445
£129

PLOTTERS
EPSON H180 Plotter. .... ........
ASTAR MCP -40 4 -Colour 80 Character.....
ASTAR MCP -80 4 -Colour full graphics__
SILVER REED EB-50 typewrite plotter
MANNESMANN TALLY Pixie -3 ........

£349
£.105
£165
£159
£325

COLOUR PRINTERS
SEIKOSHA GP -700A ..... ......... .........
EPSON J X-80 160cps Text

ANADEX DP -9725B....._ ..... . ......... ..... ..... .
CPP-40 4 -Colour printeepbtter .........

E345
£459
£799

£1299
£99

MONITORS
SANYO
DM -2112 40co1 15MHz+ P31
DM-8112CX 80co1 18MHz+ P31
CD -3125 14" Normal Res RGB
CD -3117 14" Medium Res RGB
CD -3115 14" High Res RGB
DMC 7650 IBM/APRICOT Colour Monitor
VAN JEN
GN-1211 12" Green or Amber 20MHz with tilt & swivel base . £83
ZENITH
122E 12' 15MHz AMBER
123E12" 15MHz Green £79
Tilt base for above. ES
ZVM-133 13" Colour Hi Res (IBM-PC). 1329
Cable for ZVM-133/IBM-PC £15
PHILIPS
7502 12' Green, composite, 20MHz. 039
751312" Green, IBM Compatible 20MHz £94
CT 2007 Monitor/TV RF,CVBS,RGB £199
TAXAN
KX 1201G 12" 20MHz, Green. P31 tube. £89
KX 12020 12" 20MHz, Green, P39 tube. £99
KX 1212PC 12" (IBM) 20MHz, Green P39. .£119
MONOCHROME CABLES
Phono/Phono £3.75
BNC/Phono £3.75
Videolink for Commodore 64 £3.75
UHF/Phono..... £9.00
INDESIT
APRICOT display 12" (beige or black). £159

£63
E83

1155
...£275

.1379

.£319

COMPUTERS
APRICOT
Fl
PC 256K r 2 x 315K t Monitor
PC 256K + 2 x 720K + Monitor
01256K + 10MB + Monitor ............
X1512K + 10MB + Monitor .

XI 512K + 20MB + Monitor.
SANYO

£910
..........£1295

£1529
.. £2189

£2499

MBC 550 128K + 1 x 160K + software__ .. .. . £595
MBC 555 128K + 2 x 160K + software E789
MBC 550-2 as 550 but 360K Drive ..........£789
MBC 555-2 as 555 but dual 360K dr. . . £1125
CRT 36 HiRes 12" Green Monitor £110
CRT 50 Med Res Colour Monitor. £279
CRT 70 Hi Res Colour Monftor £419
MBC 232- RS232 I/Faceboard .£49
64K RAM Plug In Module .... /79
EPSON
PX-8 Portable Computer £649
120K RAM Disk for above £249

+ 120K RAM Disk . £889
QX-10 Desk Top Computer. 11295
PCs AND COMPATIBLES
CANON

. A -200M 256K + 2 x 360K drives + mono display MS-DOS, GW-Basic.... £1449
.. ..... 1311 A -200C as above but COLOUR £1549

....E349 COMMODORE
C549 PC -10 256K + 2 x 360K drives + monitor £1499

PC -20 256K + 1 x 360K + 10MB + monitor ..... ........... ........ .......... £2439
... .... 1690 COMPAQ

£779 PC -2 256K + 2 x 360K drives 11689
£129 PLUS Portable £3098
£179 DESKPRO 1 11725

MO DESKPRO 2 £2099
...........£185 DESKPRO 3 13395

IBM
£199 Mono PC 256K + 2 x 360K drives + monitor .E1575
£219 Colour PC 256K + 2 x 360K + monitor 11845

Mono XT 256K + 1 x 360K + 10MB + monitor .C3100
. .... 11529 OLIVETTI

£229 M24 256K +2 x 360K drives. 11675
M24 256K + 1 x 360K + 10MB .£2795

E315 M21 256K + 2 x 360K dnves. £1580
M21 256K + 2 x 720K drives £1799
SANYO
SANYO MBC 775 COLOUR PORTABLE IBM COMPATIBLE 256K RAM + 2 x
320K DRIVES, COLOUR MONITOR + MS-DOS and OW -BASIC £1749

SOFTWARE
WORDSTAR £189
D BASE II . E229
FRIDAY £129
FRAMEWORK.

DMS DELTA.9£3655LOTUS 123
SYMPHONY.

£1165
E1525

MULTIMATE £255
OPEN ACCESS £310

£1359

0 BASE 1111._
SUPERCALC 11 £130
SUPERCALC III. 1189

£445 £315
£1895

MULTIPLAN . £125
£215 PEACHTREE ACCOUNTS

PFS FILE
__ BOA

£199 £75
£239 PFS REPORT 175

£512 CARD'BOX PLUS
SIDEKICK £42

1285

£1235
WORDSTAR PROFESSIONAL.
CROSSTALK XVI

SIDEWAYS...

1120
£245
£49

.£E1839939

WORDSTAR 2000 . £2891E1424759

FLIGHT SIMULATOR £39
E129 NORTON UTILITIES £65

SPREADSHEET AUDITOR £75
£219 TURBO PASCAL E49

EXP-400 Serial 10cps £249 NICEPRINT E69
EXP-500 Parallell6cps £259 PC PAL E29
EXP-500 Senal Mops £289 -WE OFFER EXCELLENT DISCOUNTS ON JUST ABOUT EVERY MAJOR
EXP-550 Parallel 19cps £419 BRAND OF SOFTWARE - CALL FOR QUOTATION -

REMEMBER Even if you don't see it advertised here we can probably supply it AND FOR LESS. Problems with limited space means that we are only able to advertise
a limited range of products. Additional prices on application. Consumables, paper, ribbons etc, supplied at exceptional prices. 24 -HOUR DELIVERY on items
ex -stock.
CARRIAGE WITHIN UK: items which may be dispatched by POST (eg, peripheral cards etc) add £2.00 per order under £50.00. ORDERS EXCEEDING £50.00
CARRIAGE FREE. SOFTWARE PACKAGES: CHARGED SEPARATELY MINIMUM CHARGE £4.00. Items which must move by CARRIER (such as printers,
monitors etc) will be delivered within 24 -hours for a charge of £10.00. OR ALTERNATIVELY within 48 -HOURS at a charge of £7.50. Add 15% VAT to all prices given.
Remember, VAT is also applicable on carriage at 15%. Terms STRICTLY CWO. DEALER ENQUIRIES WELCOME. FOREIGN enquiries if possible by telex please.
Favourable rates to most destinations. CALLERS BY APPOINTMENT ONLY.

QUME
11/40 RO (without interface)
9/45 RO full front panel.
12/20 Letter Pro (S or P) 20cps -
9/55 00 full front panel 55cps
11/55 RO (without interface) .
EWEN DATA/UCHIDA
Daisy Wheel Paralle1113cps
UCHIDA DAISY WHEEL 20cps parallel
UCHIDA as above Serial version.
RP
RP -1200 Parallel/Serial 20cps .
RP -1300S Parallel/Serial 30cps
RP -1600S Pll or Ser 8K 60cps .
FLOWRITER 1600 46K MultiMufti)/face......

1300 46K Multil/face
Elec/Mech Sheet Feeder RP -1600.
Tractor Unit for 1600 Models .
SILVER REED
EXP-400 Parallel lochs

WICIAMCARD

11111 TEL: (0342) 24631  313427 TLX: 957547 10
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CCECOP
SCREENPLAY' SR-'i

 Give your computer
The Professional Touch!

 See us on Stand 1620

at the PCW Show.

Do it like a professional!
A new series of three unique book and software
packs blending entertainment, games
excitement and learning.

 Journey into the world of professional MAGIC.
Discover the secrets of tricks and make your own
magic show- using the computer!

 Use SCREENPLAY to make at home animated
"features" for the TV screen and learn about real
production techniques.

Guide a WORLD CUP SOCCER team to success
and discover all the facts and figures about the
game.
Available for Spectrum, Commodore
64 and Amstrad CPC 664/464
f8.95 inc. VAT Available September

Macmillan'®'
Software

THE BYTESHOP
SOUTHAMPTON

COME AND SEE THE
IBM NETWORK IN

OPERATION

SOUTH COAST'S
LEADING NETWORK

SPECIALISTS

RING RUSS WILMOT
FOR A

DEMONSTRATION

Tel: SOUTHAMPTON
(0703) 334711

LLJ

F-

PATHFINDER
APRICOT COMPUTERS EX VAT

F1e 256K 1 x315K Disk Drive £499
F1 256K 1 x720K Disk Drive £699
FP1 256K 1 x720K Disk Drive £845
FP2 512K 1 x 720K Disk Drive £1149

PC 256K 2x 315K Disk Drives £1199
PC 256K 2x 720K Disk Drives £1349

Xi10 256K 10Mb Winchester £2049
Xi1Os 512K 10Mb Winchester £2645
Xi20 512K 20Mb Winchester £2849
Xi20s 1Mb 20Mb Winchester £3415

APRICOT MONITORS
(H, PC or Xi range)

9" Mono £170 12" Mono £212 10" Colour £349

OLIVETTI COMPUTERS
M24 128K 2 x 360K D/D + Monitor £1539
M24128}( 2 x 760K D/D Key + Monitor £1714
M24 128K 10 Megabyte Winchester, Key + Monitor

£2584
M21 256K 2 x 360K D/D £1425
M21 256K 2 x 760K D/D £1695

PRINTERS EX VAT
BROTHER HR 5 £140
BROTHER HR 15 18cps £330
BROTHER HR 25 25cps £635
BROTHER HR 35 35cps £745
CANON PW 1080A 160cps (NLQ) £285
CANON PW 1156A 160cps (NLQ) £385
DIABLO 630 ECS API £1865
DIABLO 630 ECS IBM-PC £1725
EPSON RX 80 F/T + 100cps £225
EPSON LX 80 100cps (NLQ) £215
EPSON FX 100 160cps £445
EPSON LO 1500 200cps (NLQ) £895
JUKI 6100 20cps £349
JUKI 6300 40cps £779
NEC PINWRITER P2 180cps £395
DOME LETTERPRO 12/20 20cps £495
DOME SPRINT 11/40 40cps £1215
QUME SPRINT 11/55 55cps £1440
QUME SPRINT 11/90 90cps £1925
RICOH 1600S 32K 60cps £1495
RITEMAN II 160cps (NLQ) £299

SOFTWARE
CASHLINK £445
CAXTON CARDBOX £165
dBASE II £265
dBASE III £325
DMS DELTA 4 £375
DMS DELTA + £155
FRAMEWORK £345
FRIDAY £135
KNOWLEDGEMAN £380
LOTUS 123 £345
MICROSOFT WORD £275
MULTIMATE £295
MULTI PLAN £130
OPEN ACCESS £340
SAGE ACCOUNTS £250
SAGE EXECUTIVE £495
SAGE CHIT CHAT £115
SUPERCALC 3 £215
SYMPHONY £425
WORDSTAR £195
WORDSTAR PROFESSIONAL £260

3M is a trademark

Order all your Computer require-
ments from Pathfinder Computer
Systems and you may be sure of
prompt delivery, superlative value
and efficient, trouble -free opera-
tion.

3M DISKETTES

Price/box of ten 1-4 5-9

3.5" SS £34.00 £31.00
3.5" DS £44.50 £41.00

5.25" SS/DD 48tpi £15.00 £14.00
5.25" DS/DD 48tpi £19.10 £18.00
5.25" SS/DD 96tpi £23.00 £20.70
5.25" DS/DD 96tpi £24.80 £22.80
5.25" IBM PC AT £44.00 £39.50

Prices exclude VAT

Authorised Distributor
Data Recording Products 3M
Please contact us for our Competitive

Quotation for all of your Computer
Supplies (ie: Disk Boxes, Ribbons, Paper,

Calm Covers, Files, etc).

Pathfinder Computer Systems
55 Bridge Street/Motor Street
Manchester M3 3BQ
England
Telephone 061-832 8272/7707

We accept Official Orders
from UK Government and

Educational Establishments.

BARCLAYCARD

VISA
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Macintosh Software
LOOSE LEAF MANUFACTURERS

£
Or mbete Compact A/c's 273
Or mbete Compact.Plus A/c's 499
1st Base v2.0 131
Filevision 125
Jan (512K) 389
Helix (512K) 259
Omnis 1 129
!Innis 2 219
Omnis 3 349
PFS:File & Report 129
TK! Solver 148
Hayden Speller 53
Main Street Filer 63
The Management Edge 165
The Negotiation Edge 195
The Sales Edge 165

Many more packages availabl
List & Catalogue.

Please add 1 5% VAT to above
to the address below.

Microsoft Basic V2.0
Microsoft Chart
Microsoft File
Microsoft Multiplan
Microsoft Word
Chart/File/MPlen/Word
Sargon III Chess
Transylvania
Zork I
Zork II
Zork III
Music Works
Mind Prober
Frogger
Hitchhikers Guide
Home Accountant

119
119
149
149
149
479

34
27
29
33
33
53
36
27
27
65

e, telephone for Price

prices and mail order

z nititonitirt tits

Dk--- Training Courses
60.666tititil=6611611116001662166

,1111"- 31£11771EWITS-11F4-----

Jazz
Multiplan
MS Basic

Data base Systems

Telephone now for details
of September's courses

' Trg"

iI

It

Systems designed and written
quickly and efficiently using
modern database techniques.

If you can't find the application
you need, telephone for details

of our services.

V% opiel fii
Hawthorn Computing, 'The Hawthorns', Slip Lane,
Rabley Heath, Nr.Welwyn, Hertfordshire. RL6 9UF

Telephone (0438) 813419
Ett fti ,ffifflf

"
',141Ifffig fff 1ff
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WHY BE RULED BY YOUR HEAD?

Ci4

Say what you like and save time and money

Signs, symbols, logotypes, ideographs and machine-readable characters can
all be inserted in your typing head to your specifications.

This service is backed by our resources for printing scientific, academic and
learned books. Our workmanship is proved on the appropriate machines and
carries a warranty; it has got to be good - we may eventually be required to
print books from it!

Think of the time which can be saved by using the
accepted ideographs of your profession in your
communications

Think of the costs which can be saved with the re-
placement of a string of keystrokes by a single
symbol

Think of supporting your sales effort with the ability
to communicate in your client's conventions

Think
BUTLER & TANNER LIMITED

The Selwood Printing Works
Frome, Somerset, England

Telephone (0373) 64561 Telex 449967

We are actual manufacturers of all types of
ring binders and folders. We are leading
suppliers to the computer and software

industry. Please contact us for your loose leaf
requirements.

J.P. Charles (Binding Systems) Ltd.
42-44 De Beauvoir Crescent

London N.1. 5SB
Phone 01-249 6935/6

Offlexible
getcTenth

FORTH programs are instantly
portable across the most popular
microprocessors.

FORTH is interactive and very fast.

FORTH programs are structured,
modular, and easy to maintain.

FORTH gives control of all
interrupts, memory locations, and
i/o ports.

FORTH gives full access to DOS
files and functions.

FORTH application programs can
be converted to turnkey programs.

FORTH Cross Compilers can
generate ROMmable code for:
6502, 6809, 68000, 0808, Z80,
8086, 6800, 6801/3, 1802, Z8,
8070, Z8000, 99xxx, LSI-11

Application Development
Systems include FORTH with
virtual memory, multi -tasking,
assembler, full -screen editor,
decompiler, utilities, and full
documentation.

RIPE 6808 FORTH
- Flex, OS9 £175
MPE POP 11 FORTH
- RSx I1 e 1 so()
VAX by FORTH-SYSTEME
- VMS £1500
MPE/NAUTI LUS CROSS
COMPILER

CPM MSDOS From £225
LMI. PC/FORTH £110
LMI 8086 FORTH £110
LAO Z80 FORTH £95
MM APPLE FORTH £145

Extension Packages include
floating point, cross compilers,
8087 support, colour graphics,
interactive debuggers

We are the Forth specialists, we
also stock a large range of books,
listings, and implementations for
machines ranging from Spectrums
to Macintosh to VAX.

Microprocessor
Engineering Ltd
21 Hanley Road. Shirley
Southampton SO1 SAP
Tel: 0703 780084 ,11..
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With up to 640K of g .onboard memory. And up to 
inch drive.

Ise this special voucher
to CIa1/2-m 1"\rdsstaavcee En1tOh0e0paolltavtuhee

iiInterquadram presents the greatest small PC

odisplay. And 640x200 graphic mode. With clip- n I

a Dneoarml aat\
clehteaC\N Show

and you could

price. Send this coliponcg
Interguadram,

and ig

ptional second drive. And slide-inthen

see 1

modem. Allt
you're one

of the 10
PO Show visitors

with full internal battery or mains operation.

0 who can claim

111
from the lnterguadramtstan_d_
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The Cinderella

syndrome
Only a year ago, if you knew
about computers, you could
walk confidently into any
cocktail party in the land, your
only fear being that you might
become a victim of 'doctor
syndrome'.

These days, with the
collapse of Acorn (twice) and
Sinclair (only once at the time
of writing) even the Alvey
programme, designed to put
Britain up there with the US
and Japan, is a Cinderella
project, almost certain to be
abandoned.

Doctor syndrome is what
makes doctors pretend to be
someone else at parties. If
they reveal their medical
background, people begin a
conversational gambit of
talking about the only thing
they have in common-their
symptoms, in the belief that
this will be of interest to the
doctor.

In the data nut's case, this
involved being asked,
earnestly, by anyone he met,
whether they should buy an
Apricot or an IBM, a Spectrum
or a Commodore, and what
was Sinclair going to do next?

But now, trying to start a
conversation about
computers is as popular as
complaining about Bill
Smith's smelly underwear at
Bill Smith's funeral. People
may do these things, but you
don't talk about it in public.
Compact disks, however .

This would be merely
amusing if it weren't so
serious.

Two years ago, everyone
'knew' that computers were
vital to our future. lnformaton
Technology, they said, would
be an essential part of
Britain's economy in the year
2000.

On the back of this fairly
obvious economic prediction
came a lot of populist
headline grabbers. Sir Clive, a
folk hero if ever there was
one, spoke plausibly of a
'golden age' where we all had
electronic slaves, and endless
leisure in which to sell the
creative fruits of our brains.

There's dissatisfaction and unrest in the industry: the
information technology 'revolution' is all but abandoned

and Acorn undergoes more financial reshuffling. Guy
Kewney brings you the news that counts in the industry.

Politicians spoke of new, non-
polluting industrial bases,
with workers based in their
comfortable suburban
homes, communicating by
terminal.

And all this tommy-rot went
unopposed by the
information technology world
because it seemed to be good
propaganda.

Well, the rubbish has been
exposed as rubbish. As a
result, the world now
assumes that the information
technology revolution was
rubbish, too.

Alvey, for example, was
one of the nastiest, most
cynical swindles ever
perpetrated by a bunch of
conmen on each other. The
people involved in research
reasoned that if the Alvey
project were started, then it
would be unstoppable, so
they agreed on a program
which, they all knew, was
largely a hotchpotch of
existing research.

The Government, equally
cynical, approved the Alvey
Research program - but, not
deceived, devoted almost no
money to it. What! you cry, no
money? Hundreds of millions
of pounds have been spent!

Well, yes, but that was all in
existing budgets. Almost no
new money was put up. And

now that Alvey has allocated
its budget, it is clear that
information technology is no
longer something the
Government feels it has to do,
so it isn't going to do part two.

The result is simple: what
little research we were
planning to do into the future,
we have abandoned.

Companies such as GEC,
Acorn, Plessey and all the
other household names in
this field have been dragged
into cul-de-sac projects which
were never, ever, going to
lead to the establishment of
new industries.

Brian Oakley, head of the
Alvey directorate, calls this a
'pseudo -problem' because it
isn't his problem. 'The Alvey
programme was designed to
prime the pump of research
and development,' he says,
'and so it isn't a valid criticism
to say that there is no "pull -
through."'

Pull -through, it seems, is
what Japan is good at, with
hundreds of big industrial
manufacturers eagerly
snapping up the results of
advanced research and
turning them into cheap
products which swamp
Western markets.

Critics say that there is quite
enough pure research already
done in the UK, and that

Announced just a week too late for inclusion in my
Benchtest of new lap -held portables (page 144) this new
version of Hewlett-Packard's Portable 110 has more
memory, a bigger (25 lines) LCD screen, but no diskette.

The diskette is in the lower of the two accessory boxes
shown. I print this picture to show, rather sadly, how
well -engineered HP products are in one sense, and yet
how misdirected some of that engineering is. The 31/2in
Sony drive can be squeezed into a box small enough to
fit in your pocket, so as an accessory for a portable, HP
puts it in a box bigger than the micro itself.

The price of this model, by the way, is £2395.

pull -through is what is
desperately needed. Oakley
says perhaps so, but that isn't
his job (and he's right) and
anyway, the simple research
side is critically under threat.

But what hope is there of
'pull -through'?

Acorn was supposed to be
proof of the fact that British
ideas, given a go-ahead, live
company to push them could
turn into a rival to Apple.
Acorn turned out to be proof
of the fact that British ideas,
backed up by a complacent
Establishment (BBC,
Department of Industry,
Department of Education)
would quickly get stuck in a
backwater.

This isn't something that
only the British can do. Apple
in the States is blaming its
troubles, as is Acorn, on 'the
collapse of the market', which
is, of course, true. It would be
equally true to say that the
market 'collapsed' when too
great a load was placed on it
- it was expected to
magically transform old, out-
of-date equipment into
something which would fulfil
the dreams of every
schoolchild.

In the States, however,
there is a thing called the
Strategic Defense Initiative
(SDI) or 'Star Wars'. This may
or may not bring about the
end of America, strategy,
space and all human
initiative, and it almost
certainly is a ridiculous
dream.

Before it is exposed for the
fraud most serious scientists
believe it to be, though, the
many science and
information technology
companies who are being
given money to look into the
ways and means of using
lasers to shoot down missiles,
will have advanced their
technology enormously -
and profitably.

In 10 years, I confidently
predict, we will have to watch
parliamentary lobbyists and
ministers parading their new -
won reputations as
Information Technologists-
recommending this and that
for the Good of the Country-
and these experts will be the
same type of conmen who do
the job today.

That is to say, they will have
made a couple of million
pounds selling fascinating
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hardware to British
enthusiasts, which they were
clever enough to import from
the States.

The stuff will all be
dazzlingly innovative, and
useful. And everyone who
gets one can guarantee their
friends will turn green with
envy, because it is so much
more clever than the toy
robots that the rest of us will
be playing with.

And it will all be supplied by
those American electronics
firms who will owe their
existence, and the technology
behind their existence, to Star
Wars.

Mind you, by then, we will
probably only have a couple
of hundred people in the
country rich enough to afford
the stuff.

Acorn lifeline

survival plans
Acorn aims to sell more
machines abroad and more
software for machines other
than its own. That's putting it
rather bluntly, but those are
its short-term plans for
survival. There's also the
Acorn Cambridge
Workstation, based on
National Semiconductor's
32016 and bundled with a
wide range of languages.

Longer term, there's the
promise that Hermann
Hauser's and Chris Curry's pet
projects will reach fruition,
but neither of the company's
original founders were saying
much about these at the time
of going to press.

Their combined holdings in
Acorn went down to 14.5 per
cent from 37 per cent in the
July bout of financial
reshuffling, while Olivetti's
went up from just under 50
per cent to well over 79.8 per
cent.

The threat that the
company would otherwise go
into receivership meant that
better terms were also struck
with its creditors -and with
the BBC which has agreed to
reduce the royalty it receives
on each machine sold. But
there's still no plans to drop
the price of the BBC or BBC+,
although don't be surprised to
see the former disappearing
and being replaced by the
latter.

Mine not to reason why,
perhaps. That's the problem
of the new group managing
director Brian Long. He joins
Acorn from the Canada
Development Investment
Corporation, and before that
the tractor people Massey
Ferguson. Along the way he's
acquired a midatlantic twang
which at least serves as a
reminder that it's Acorn's
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The impressive LCD screen shown here is better than the
LCD on any computer you've seen. It has a contrast of
seven -to -one, say the designers, and I'd give a lot to see
one next to the portable LCD screens I've had the
pleasure' of viewing recently (see my Benchtest in this
issue).

The difference between this display and most
.:onventional types of LCD is simple: instead of
flickering, it's a constant.

Standard Telephone Laboratories has developed this
ode (called 'smectic A' type) because it seemed likely,
back in 19Z7, that it might be faster than the alternative
being considered in most laboratories at the time.

When they put it together, however, the engineers
found that it was a 'storage display'- any pixel
switched on, stayed on until switched off.

What you don't realise when watching a normal
screen (both CRT and LCD are the same) is that it is
flickering.

The electronics that drive the display can only turn on
one pixel at a time, and hope that it stays dark long
enough to be visible when it finishes scanning all the
other pixels and comes back round to the first one again.

The bigger the display, the more pixels. And the longer
it takes to get back to the first one makes it fade a bit
more.

STL engineers reckon that if you have 620 by 100
pixels on a screen (not specially high-res, by computer
standards) then you can expect contrast at a 'barely
readable three -to -one'.

The result of this kind of technology is simple: the
progress made in LCD has been so fast as to make the
advances in microchip design look retrograde.

A computer based on the display technology of two
years ago (which is what we have on the market today)
is almost unsellable to a buying public which is aware of
what LCDs like this one can do.

Paolo Alto site on which
Hermann Hauser is pinning
some of his hopes.

There is still, they say, hope
for the UK, too. While staff
levels here have been cut
from 450 in February to 275 in
July, central research is
meant to be continuing
undisturbed.

There's still the immediate
problem, though, that led to
this year's second crisis. And
that's that turnover fell in the
first three months- and then
fell some more in the second
three months.

Criminally

inclined

a report
Alistair Kelman tells me that
he has become 'more
criminally inclined' in the last
couple of years, and is
focussing his attention more
on the micro business.

Kelman is a barrister with
some skill in acquiring public
attention, and his latest focus

is micro crime, particularly
the ease of using micro
accounting software.

His most positive
contribution in a long report
on Computer Fraud in Small
Businesses (from The
Economist Intelligence Unit)
is a questionnaire. You hand
this to your accountant, and
use it to assess whether he is
competent in the use of
computers. His report also
reviews some security
devices available to micro
users.

The report does cost £60,
but anyone with any doubts
about legal requirements in
relation to accounting
software would do well
to see a copy.

Video training
With the announcement of
the Commodore Amiga's
ability to read video images
in, as well as pump them out,
many people will be getting
excited about training.

They will want to emulate
Sage Productions, which links
micros to video disks, and use
the combination to train
personnel, for example in the
British Steel Corporation.

Sage Productions
specialises in this 'interactive
video' field, with the
computer asking questions
about the video recording,
and playing (and replaying)
marked sections of the disk
until the pupil gets it right.

Sage dosn't use the Amiga
(yet) but you can find out
what micros it can link
VHD disks to, on (01) 935
1423.

Advanced

graphics
The first sign that IBM's
Enhanced Graphics Adaptor
card might be of real use has
come with the introduction of
a new word processor, which
can display 43 lines onscreen
instead of the usual 25.

The reason this word
processor should be taken
seriously is that it is not really
new, just a new version of the
very popular Volkswriter
Deluxe version 2.2.

The price of the new
version remains the same, but
as well as having the big
screen option, it will now
work under TopView (IBM's
multi -tasking 'window'
environment) which means
you can run three copies of
Deluxe at one time on a 640k
system.

It's also supposed to run
faster-from 20 per cent to
80 per cent faster, depending
on what you're doing.

In the States, dealers are
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being encouraged to offer
free upgrades to anyone who
bought version 2.1, so
encourage your own dealer to
offer you this if you buy the
earlier version.

Free Gold
After several people have
offered very cheap
membership of electronic
mail systems to encourage
people to join, Olivetti has
announced a similar deal -
free Telecom Gold
subscriptions. They go to
anyone who buys Olitalk, a
communications program for
the M21 and M24 micros.
From that (and from the fact
that they haven't announced
the price) you can deduce that
the software is not cheap.

Details on (01) 785 6666.

QL Doctor
Anyone who snorted with
surprise when Sir Clive
announced that his
microdrives were 'the most -
used storage media' in the
computer business recently,
will be very glad to hear of a
little program which you can
use to fix cartridges when
they go wrong.

The program is called
Cartridge Doctor, and is
designed to recover
information from corrupted
microdrives.

Of course, this hardly ever
happens (!) so you probably
won't need me to say that
Talent Comptuer Systems is
in Curran Building, 101 St
James Road, Glasgow, G4
ONS, tel: (041) 552 2128, or
that Doctor costs only
£21.95.

Rude word
search
The news that bulletin board
managers are trying to
eliminate a rising tide of
obscene graffiti (mentioned in
a recent edition of Telelink)
reminds me of an object
lesson in the hazards of such
a drive experienced at the
Science Museum some
years ago.

The solution to private
bulletin boards with disks
cluttered up with explicit
references to private parts is
to incorporate a 'rude words
editor' which looks for all the
rude words you know, and
flags the message containing
them for the operator.

It still means work, and
there is the problem of (for

example) finding innocent
references to American
layabouts censored by a
mindless program which
considers that this is a
mention of the gluteus
maxim us.

At the Science Museum,
once, there was a
demonstration of the
wonders of Information
Technology, which was a
display terminal that would
tell you how to get to any part
of London on the
Underground.

It would chattily ask you for
your name and ask where you
wanted to go, and from that
would calculate a good
Underground route, with the
stations at which it would be
best to change lines listed.

Schoolkids immediately
began to identify themselves
as 'Jesus Christ' or other less
entertaining names, leaving
the terminal displaying a
message such as: 'Where
would you like to travel to,
Jesus Christ?' for the
astonishment of the next
visitor.

Complaints led to the
compilation of a dictionary of
rude words.

Apart from the ingenuity of
kids who prefaced their
anatomical references with
the letter 'A', this too turned
out to be a disaster.

The problem was that an
unavoidable feature of the
mainframe on which this

system was held was its habit
of 'dumping' files to terminals
when things went wrong. The
rude words file was dumped
into the Science Museum.

Yes, I know I told this story
about five years ago, but I
thought you'd forgotten.

Apple's future
Plans to launch a new version
of the Apple II - and make it
look very like a Macintosh -
may not be the retrograde
step that many thought it was
when leaked last month.

The new Apple is supposed
to appear this autumn, with
mouse, icon display and 31/2in
disk built in, making it
virtually a new machine.

A report from the very
highly respected market
research company, Future
Computing, in Texas, makes
this drive look vital to the
survival of the company-
providing it will still run Apple
II software, that is.

Future Computing reckons
that American consumers
planning to buy a home micro
next year all speak of the
Apple II as their first choice.

After that, oddly enough,
IBM features as the highest
choice- something like 32
per cent plan to buy the
Apple, 26 per cent an IBM
model. There are still a good
number of PC Juniors on
shelves, at shrinking price

The Apple modem, sold with the Macintosh in the
States, is a Hayes -standard device which will dial
numbers if given instructions that would make the
Hayes Smartmodem dial numbers.

The UK version, however, will be a different beast, and
although it will obey Hayes dialling and log -on
instructions, it won't always work with software that
expects a Hayes modem.

The reason is simple: Hayes modems work either at
1200/1200 or 300/300 baud. In the UK, however, modems
that access Prestel-style systems have to transmit
slowly at 75 bits per second, but receive fast at 1200.
Software such as MacTerminal won't do this.

If you buy the Apple modem at £295 plus VAT, you'll
have to buy two communications programs: one like
Vicom for Prestel standard V23 comms, and one like
MacTerminal for ordinary 300 baud duplex work.

levels, and some of those
appear to have someone's
name on them.

It's unfortunate, isn't it, that
at the time of the survey,
no-one in the States knew
what the Amiga was going to
be like. I suspect that may
change people's buying
intentions- Future
Computing specifically
quotes people as wanting 'the
power and memory
capabilities of Apple and
IBM'. The Amiga certainly
would attract that kind of
home buyer.

More travel, no

portables
For rather more than the price
of several cheap portable
computers, you can now buy
a report to tell you why you
didn't buy one.

It's aimed, of course, at the
manufacturers, who are
missing out on this market,
but it includes some useful
insights into what people
actually want from a
computer.

The report comes from
System Concepts (at £975 for
the first copy) and suggests
that, as 75 per cent of
business journeys are made
by car, there's less demand
for an 'on -the -move' product
than you might think.

What people really want
(according to report author
Ian Perring) is something with
a new type of software.

'Business on the move is
largely meeting and dealing
with people,' he says, 'and
travelling workers want a
computer to improve the way
they work, not just help with
form -filling and memos.'

Perring reports that total
sales of portables in the UK in
1984 barely made 30,000, with
all of Europe only taking
85,000. With 12 million people
travelling and working, that
isn't good penetration.

His report covers market
potential from 1985 to 1990,
and details are available on
(01) 636 5912.

The real thing?
Compaq truly believes that
the IBM PC standard isn't of
IBM's design but of
Compaq's, and judging by the
prices on the new machines,
the company now expects to
move into the AT market with
the same modest philosophy.

The new AT -compatible
machines, first revealed to the
world in April and
Benchtested in August's PCW,
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APRICOT SPECIAL DEALS AT MORSE
We've pruned our Apricot prices at Morse, and we now offer stunning discounts across the entire range. Morse are
Blue Riband dealers, and we give value and support. Talk to us about networking your Apricots. Call today!
Apricot PC, dual 315K disk drives, (RRP £1595): £1125
Apricot PC, dual 720K disk drives, (£1795), now: £1375
Apricot Xi, 10Mb hard disk, in black, was £2795, now: £2030
Apricot Fl, single 720K disk drive, (was £1095), Morse: £795
Portable, 720K drive, speech recognition, was £1695, now only: £895
All with 256K memory, serial and parallel ports, and choice of displays.
Monitors: 9" £200, 12" £250, 10" colour £385.

SANYO Superdeals at Morse! Special prices on MBC 550 series mean
16 -bit computing for the cost of a home computer! With 128K RAM.
Sanyo MBC 550, 160K disk drive, WordStar word -processor, CalcStar
and BASIC language. Previously £795, now at Morse only: £519
MBC 555, twin 160K disk drives, WordStar, SpellStar, Mailmerge,
CalcStar and DataStar database worth over £1000! (RRP £995) £699
Monitors: CRT36 12" monochrome £127, CRT70 14" colour £385.

Morse Computers are of course IBM and Compaq Authorised dealers. We stock the full IBM Personal Computer
range from the PC to the Enhanced AT, and the Compaq Portables and Deskpro. We also offer comprehensive after
sales support and maintenance. Here's a selection of our package prices:
IBM PC, dual 360K disk drives, 256K memory, monochrome display, UK keyboard, DOS 2.1, (RRP £2250): £1750
Compaq Portable, dual 360K disk drives, 256K memory, dual mode display, MS-DOS 2.12, (RRP £2195): £1650
IBM XT, 10Mb Hard disk, 360K disk, 256K, mono display, async. comms. port, keyboard, DOS 2.1, (£3625): £2895
Compaq Plus, the portable with a 10Mb hard disk. 360K disk, 256K, dual mode display, DOS 2.12, (£3595): £2895

Symphony (RRP £595) 445.00
Lotus 1-2-3 (£440) 345.00
R:Base 5000 database (£595) 425.00
dBASEII IBM & Apricot (£395) 295.00
dBASEIII (£550) 345.00
WordStar 2000 (£465) 329.00
WordStar Professional (£399) 299.00
Multimate (£455) 325.00
Easy Junior accounting (£395) 275.00
Multiplan (£179) 149.00
Infocom games (£43) from 27.00
Flight Simulator (£65) 49.00

NEW! IBM Prominter. 200cps in draft
mode, 40 cps near -letter quality, with
unique tractor, single sheet & envelope
feed. Call for Morse introductory offer!
Epson RX-80T printer (£249) 189.00
Epson FX-100 printer (£569) 460.00
Epson JX-80 7 colour (£569) 495.00
Qume 11/40 40cps (£1490) ..1295.00
Brother HR35 35cps (£925) 795.00
HR15 keyboard (£150) 139.00
Brother EP44 typewriter, terminal and
portable printer (RRP £249) 179.00

MORSE

CASIO FP200, the easy -to -use portable
personal computer. 24K RAM, 20x8
graphics display, spreadsheet system,
database & BASIC. (RRP £299) 189.00
Casio PB700 (rrp £110) 69.00
Casio FX450 Sci (£19.95) 10.95
Casio PF3000 databank (£39) 25.90
Casio PF8000 touch (£49) 32.90
PFS IBM software series (£95) 49.00
dBMaster IBM database (£445) 243.00
Personal Investor IBM 45.00
IBM VisiCalc (£195) 109.00

All Morse prices exclusive of VAT at 15%. E. & O.E.

MORSE COMPUTERS 78 HIGH HOLBORN, LONDON WC1V 6LS. 01-831 0644. TELEX 916509.
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include a simple floppy disk
based version, selling in the
UK for £3695 (that's either
portable or desk -top
versions.

Neither is much use as it
stands, with only 256k of
memory, a 1.2Mbyte floppy,
and displays (plus keyboard,
of course).

To use these machines, you
either need a network or a
hard disk. A hard disk version
comes at £5195, including a
more sensible 640k of
memory. The portable has
20Mbytes for that price, the
desk -top DeskPro giving
30M bytes.

These machines are
somewhat cheaper than the
IBM equivalents, but not so
much cheaper that you'd reel
back, stunned by the
disparity. Instead, the prices
reflect Compaq's self-
satisfaction with its
establishment as a genuine
alternative to IBM as a
supplier of hardware- or,
perhaps bravely, they reflect
Compaq's intention to
convince the world that the
world does regard Compaq as
The Real Thing, not just a
cheap imitation.

Official growth
It's official, apparently: the
home computer market- in
the States anyway - is going
to carry on growing.

According to very well -
respected Frost and Sullivan
(market research) the demand
for consumer electronics is to
remain strong 'over the
coming years'. Part of this, the
company says, will be a 30
per cent growth rate in home
computers.

I agree, but I wish I thought
it was quite as simple as F & S
seems to.

The home computer
market, it says, shows a trend
to growth created by falling
prices, with software being
the most cheerful side.

'Dramatically declining
prices remain the driving
force. Market expansion,
however, is contingent upon
revolutionary, breakthrough
software packages which will
aid the hardware market.'

What actually will happen, I
suspect, is that a new
generation of (paradoxically,
more expensive) hardware
will drive this 'revolutionary,
breakthrough' software.

I think that people will fork
out more, not less, for a home
computer which is useful.

This isn't a fashionable
view, however. Every 'expert'
today worth his five minutes

It now seems that the original versions of Zenith's
imitation IBM PC won't, after all, cope with the
Hyperram due to the Zenith provision of 320k instead of
the more standard 25k.

The new models, released at the PC User Show, will
apparently overcome this problem because they'll have
25k.

I hope to bring full confirmation in the next issue.

of TV time will assure you that
there are no home
information applications, and
it is all a matter of waiting for
central heat;ng control.

Any expert who tells you
that has obviously never tried
doing something as low -tech
as wiring the house he lives in
for electricity. Just putting
cables down the walls and
under the floors of the
average house is a job that
takes skilled plasterers,
carpenters and decorators a
couple of days to sort out. Try
installing a phone system and
you'll see.

People do have genuine
home information needs, but
no computer currently on the
market can make the
management of this
information possible. Too
much time is spent on data
entry, too much effort is
needed to operate the
software, and it all takes too
long.

But never imagine people
don't need the information.
The only reason you don't
know what your bank balance
is, is that you have no way of
finding out. The only reason
people pay too much tax is
that the effort of working out
what it ought to be is more
costly than the possible
saving. The only excuse for
people showing up on the
wrong night fora dinner party
is that they have two
unconnected diaries, and you
can bet that people would
write more often if they could
find names and addresses
without a half-hour search.

Stop thinking about
'programs that you can load
to tackle these problems', and
start wondering how these

information sources can be
automatically held and
updated on a home computer,
and you'll see any number of
information tasks in the
average home.

But not, I'm afraid, on the
Spectrum/BBC/Commodore
64/MSX toy box of yesterday,
nor even the QL, Atari ST, or
equivalent of today. Think in
terms of 20Mbytes of disk,
several megabytes of RAM,
automatic online access to
information sources, and
some type of expert system
for household management
in the background.

Realism strikes

Comdex
After three futile years of
brave words, the US's biggest
conference, Comdex, has
recognised the fact that it isn't
going to be the biggest
European exhibition - not,
that is, if it coincides with
established fairs such as
Compec.

The organisers have
therefore very canhily shifted
the date to 12-14 May, which
puts it neatly in competition
with the Hanover fair.

Ah well, no doubt all the
American companies who
have faded away over the
past three years (they've
finally come to accept that
Comdex Europe isn't Comdex
Fall) will instantly return to
the fold, now that they can
move their stands from
Comdex Europe over to
Atlanta for Comdex Spring.

Those who want stands at
next year's show should
contact Comdex in Needham,

Massachusetts, on (617) 449
6600.

Those who want to go to
Compec, be warned that it's
even bigger this year.
According to the organisers, it
has grown by 25 per cent.

It will run from 12-15
November at Olympia (not
Olympia 2, but the main halls)
and you probably have to be
there if you are interested in
business computing.

Details on (01) 640 8040.

Is DOS 4.0

worth the wait?
With an ominously familiar
enthusiasm, suppliers of
imitation IBM PCs are talking
excitedly about a new version
of MS-DOS, 'Version 4.0,
which will extend the memory
map of the 8088 up to the kind
of capacity you can get on the
PC/AT', due out some time in
1986.

It was around the time
when the IBM PC and MS-
DOS machines of that type
were appearing on the
market, that Digital Research
started talking about a 'new
version of CP/M which frees
the Z80 from the memory
restrictions by introducing
paging of 64k pages'. That
was CP/M Plus, which
companies such as
Commodore, Amstrad and
the like are turning into a
serious business operating
system five years later.

There's a lot of enthusiasm
(I produced a little, myself) for
the new Intel/Lotus design of
memory expansion, which
does much the same thing.

Fundamentally, this is likely
to be a futile exercise.

If you want a powerful PC -
DOS or MS-DOS machine,
there are two ways of doing it.
Firstly, you can buy one based
on the 80286, which runs
three times faster than the
8088 and which addresses up
to 16Mbytes. Today, of
course, that's a bit more
costly because the 80286 chip
is costly.

Alternatively, you can take
your 8088 or 8086 and build
the Lotus/Intel, plus the
forthcoming DOS 4.0,
operating system into an
expanded memory system. It
won't run any faster, of
course, as it's the same chip.

DOS 4.0, I confidently
predict, will not be delivered
ahead of time. Software to
use it, I equally confidently
expect, will not be written
before many thousands of
users have bought it.

So why will anyone buy it?
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"It must be IBM compatible' "It must be exactly right for
"It must be IBM compatible!' my needs but no more'

A small businessman stays in business by being smart.
So how come the thinking of so many becomes

decidedly woolly when buying a micro computer?
"It must be IBM compatible" goes up the cry,

when in truth, for small businesses, it needn't be IBM
compatible at all.

Sanyo's MBC 550/555 range will handle the needs
of a growing business superbly well. Cost accounting,
stock control, payroll, forecasting, even the dreaded VAT
No problem.

And because they don't carry a superfluous func-
tion, they offer real savings.

The single 360K disk drive 550-2 is just £999
plus VAT, and that includes £300 of free software.*

The twin 360K disk drive 555-2 is just £1,390
plus VAT, and that includes £1,000 of free software*

Both come with a 3 hour training tape and an
opportunity to join the Sanyo Micro -Users Association.

So remember when you're in the shops, don't be
waffled off onto more expensive machines. Insist that you
see Sanyo, then decide. sjuvw,
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FOR FULL DETAILS OF THE ENTIRE SANYO COMPUTER RANGE WRITE TO SANYO BUSINESS SYSTEMS,
SANYO HOUSE, OTTERSPOOL WAY WATFORD, HERTS. OR PHONE (0923) 57231/57245.



THE
ANCROWAY

EXPRESS.
CALLINGAT

ALL PIZINTER
-STATIONS.

The Microway Express range of printer
buffers and interface adaptors from Interface
Systems by-pass all the old printer problems.

Like red signals in front of your workload
when the printer's working. Or the fact th.at
your micro can only go to one type of printer
destination.

With one of our adaptors, though
Centronics, RS232 and IEEE can all be stops on
your line. If you need to make use of different
printers or upgrade your present one, you
don't have to spend a fortune in new
equipment or hardware modifications.

And Microway Express buffers make
better use of your time - taking text from your

micro when it's ready to print. From I 6K to a
massive 272K they're ideal for mailing lists or
long reports - you won't have to wait any
more for printing to finish before you carry on
working. And we even have buffered units
which allow more than one computer to talk
to the same printer - without any waiting!

Microway Express equipment is astonish-
ingly low in price.

Adaptors start from just £78, buffers from
as little as £140 (the basic I 6K version) - and
combined adaptor/buffers cost no more.

Naturally, we back up every buffer and
adaptor with a full warranty - and advice on
the best unit for your system.

Whatever your printer hold-up, Interface
Systems have a Microway solution for it. Call
us today.

Interface House, 17 Eversley Rd, Bexhill -on Sea, Sussex TN40 1HA. Tel: (0424) 225683.

Northern Dealer, Interface Systems (Derby), Norman House, Heritage Gate, Derby DE1 1DD. Tel: (0332) 364303.



...Add up to 31 Low-cost
Work Stations!

The scene at the left is typical of many companies
today. Employees standing around idly awaiting their
turn on those expensive PC's. Computer congestion
multiplying by the minute. Computer confusion in
sharing disks and files.
Eliminate that congestion and confusion. Free -up
those unnecessary employee "waiting lines." Share a
common data base without loss of speed or efficiency
... and valuable work time.
The choice is yours!

1

2

(LAN) Several software driven
systems are available. But beware of the
headaches - slow speed due to cable limitations
and heavy costs. It may pay to heed the opinion
of Tom Hogan, Editor -in -Chief, Business
Software, "our experience has not been entirely
positive." Call for reprints (Editors Page, June,
1985) and read for yourself the many pitfalls this
publication has experienced.

OR
work

station. Low cost. Faster speed (8 MHz) and
no headaches!
The choice is obvious. Advanced Digital's

ARENT
You DONE

YET'?

PC -Slave concept allows you to add up to 31 low-cost
"dumb" work stations to your IBM, PC, AT, XT, and the
compatibles. Just plug Advanced Digital's PC Slave
board into your PC expansion slot, a connecting cable,
a low-cost dumb terminal and you're in business.
Orderly work stations are readily apparent without
employee congestion and confusion. Speed and
performance are uninterrupted since only disk access
is shared. Best of all, 2 to 3 work stations may be
added for the price of an additional PC.
The next time you're standing around idly may be
the best time to put the advanced technology from
Advanced Digital to work for you. Start sharing your
IBM PC today!
Advanced Digital Corporation also manufactures a
complete line of S-100 single board computers and
multi-user systems.
For more information and the name of the nearest
dealer, call or write:
ADVANCED DIGITAL CORPORATION
5432 Production Drive. Huntington Beach, CA 92649
Tel. (714) 891-4004  Telex 183210 ADVANCED HTBH
ADVANCED DIGITAL U.K. LIMITED
27 Princes St., Hanover Square  London WIR8NQ  United Kingdom
101) 409-0077  409-3351 Telex 265840 FINEST

't1). ADVANCED
DIGITAL

CORPORATION/

Leading the Microcomputer Technology.

USER
*1...
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Networking Raised to a
Greater Power

Advanced Technology. With it, IBM tripled the speed of the
PC and increased its memory capacity five -fold. Nowhere is
this increase in computing power more important than in
networking situations. If the AT's technological advances
have prompted you to look into a multi-user network, you
owe it to yourself to take a closer look at MultiLink
Advanced . a unique multi -tasking, multi-user network-
ing system that runs programs under PC -DOS 3.0.

Eight Workstations for the Price of an AT. MultiLink
Advanced represents the next generation in networking
systems for IBM microcomputers. The system enables ter-
minals, connected to a single AT, to emulate IBM -PC's hav-
ing up to 448K of RAM (The PC -Shadow" terminal, shown
above, even has a PC look -alike, as well as work -alike
keyboard and display).

This means that instead of spending t3.900 per worksta-
tion fora PC with a Megabuck Network Interface Board, you
can use inexpensive terminals . eight of which cost less
than an IBM AT. Even if you need only one workstation
connected to your AT, you'll realize significant savings.

IBM. PC, AT. & PC -DOS are trademarks of
IBM Corp. MS-DOS. WordStar. dBASE HI
Lotus 1-2-3. and Multimate are trademarks
of Microsoft Corp., MicroPro. Ashton-Tate.
Lotus Development Corp.. 6 Multimate
International, respectively.

MultiLink Advanced'' Instant Access to All of Your
Resources. Central to most multi-user situations is the
need to coordinate a variety of printers. With what's been
described by PC -Tech Journal as ". . by far, the best print
spooler for the IBM PC," MultiLink Advanced'" gives users
the option to print either at their workstations, or at a central
location. In addition, programs and files can be shared by
multiple users locally or through use of a modem. Just think
of it having remote access to an AT with a lightweight
terminal modem.

Although designed to take advantage of the AT, MultiLink
Advanced " runs on all versions of PC -DOS, except 1.0, and
certain implementations of MS-DOS. A wide range of lead-
ing programs are supported which include WordStar,
dBASE III, Multimate, and Lotus 1-2-3.

Get the Advanced Story Today. Call Intercompany Com-
munications Technology TODAY for complete details and
the authorized dealer nearest you. MultiLink AdvancedTM
is immediately available and costs just £395.

THE SOFTWARE LINK, INC.

Available Exclusively in the United Kingdom from:
INTERCOMPANY

COMMUNICATIONS TECHNOLOGY LTD.
76 Cannon St. London EC4N 6AE

CALL: (01) 248-8895
MultiLink Advanced "&
PC -Shadow'" are trademarks
of The Software Link. Inc.



NEWSPRINT
When, by the time it's on the
market, the 80286 chip will be
cheap, memory will come free
with organic muesli, and
40Mbyte hard disks will be
used as the basic system box?

One possible reason might
be speed. It might be faster to
keep all your data in a huge
memory map, than to get it
off disk (like a big
spreadsheet) whenever
you need more.

This theory, I suspect,
is bunk.

Talking to software
engineers who are trying to
use the Intel/Lotus design, I
hear horrible stories about
how long it takes to load a
spreadsheet from disk into a
megabyte of memory.

In any case, the discussion
is likely to be superseded by
events in the next three years.

Fundamental to the design
of the Intel 8086 family is the
assumption that memory can
only be accessed in 64k
chunks.

Fundamental to the design
of the next decade's software
will be the assumption that
data comes in variable length
segments, up to four
megabytes, in contiguous
chunks.

In the meantime, by all
means ask Emulex for details
of its new, bank -switching
memory board 'which
supports the new bank -
switching capabilities in Lotus
1-2-3 version 2.0, Symphony
version 1.1, and Framework
1.1'.

I feel I ought to warn you
that I haven't, as yet, seen a
copy of Lotus 1-2-3 version
2.0, or of version 1.1 of
Framework or Symphony.

Emulex is on (0344) 484234.

School viewing
There probably isn't any
substitute for a regular visit,
by parents, to the school
where their children study,
and regular conversations
with the teacher.

However, for the parent
with less time, or the parent
who just doesn't like going to
school (sounds silly, but some
don't) the idea of dialling up
the school computer and
getting information might be
helpful.

All of which is probably
irrelevant to why Garth Hill,
near Bracknell, has decided to
put up a private viewdata
system.

The school has spent a lot
of time and effort getting
computer technology
working, and even more
getting it publicised around
the country-quite

obviously, they enjoy working
with computers.

The database on their
private system includes
information such as 'What's
on at school?', including
sports fixtures as well as
opportunities for parents and
teachers to meet. The school
prospectus will also be on
offer.

C is for

Commodore
The language C which is now
making such an impact in the
16 -bit world is normally out of
the reach of home micro
users, so its appearance at
£120 for the Commodore 64 is
really quite exciting.

The C compiler for the 64 is
one from a Canadian software
house and imported by
Dynamite Software; and
(without having had time to
test it) appears to be rather
better than many more
ambitious offerings for much
larger sums.

For a start, this compiler not
only compiles code, but
provides an editor - 'a
professional full -screen

editor' - to create programs.
There's a syntax checker
which allows you to spot silly,
unintentional errors from
within the editor. For the
perverse there's a text
formatter, so you could, if you
liked, use the editor for word
processor work and format it
for printing ... and, of course,
there's a linker and a list of
library routines.

Some obvious limitations
appear from the spec: the
suppliers recommend having
two disks, which few 64
owners will. And as the 64
doesn't have a disk operating
system, this compiler has to
provide one - what they call
a Shell Program Manager
'which provides a proper
operating system, similar to
the Unix operating system
used on larger business
systems'.

Well, I know what the
company is trying to say. It is
suggesting that some of the
commands used are the same
as Unix commands-things
such as CC for c compiler, ED
for editor, LINK, SORT, and so
on.

But Unix requires a
10Mbyte disk to hold all its
routines, and on a machine

Out of a misguided sense of helpfulness, I've printed far
more than I ought to of the interminable press releases
sent to me by Husky Computers.

Every time they sell a few machines to a brewer who
counts foam, or a gas man who walks along measuring
pipe, or some rugged outdoor type who uses a Husky
portable micro, I try to print (at least) a photo showing
the thing - with the warning that this CP/M machine is
quite expensive, even by lap -held standards.

Why did I bother?
'We are becoming very concerned about the way in

which Husky Computers are being misrepresented in
certain areas of the media,' whines a letter from the
company's publicity agents.

'The particular aspect that concerns us is the emphasis
on those applications such as military/offshore/sewer
data collection, where the machine's rugged qualities
are most obviously relevant.'

Tell you what, Husky, we'll do a deal. You stop sending
the announcements and the pictures to go with the
things, and stop printing them. Better still, stop
printing them anyway.

with 64k of memory and a
100k disk, 'similar' is
obviously not the right word.

On the other hand, as this
compiler just produces native
6502 machine code, there is
no 'library overhead' - it just
produces code to run, without
having to pull it in off disk.

Details from Dynamite on
BCM 8713, London WC1N
3XX.

Meet the family
I'm still waiting for ACT to
produce an Apricot with the
Intel 80286 chip inside it, but
the range is obviously getting
ready for a big brother
machine to the existing
models, and ACT has really
set the scenery on the stage
ready for this by announcing
new 'marketing groupings' of
the old machines.

We now have families of
Apricots. There is the
'Gateway' family, which is the
F1E (educational) and Fl,
starting at a very attractive
£595 with a single disk and
256k.

Then there's the 'Collection'
family, all 512k machines, one
with a hard disk at £2295
(Benchtested in this issue), all
with GEM bundled (plus Gem
Write and Gem Paint).

The 'Professional' family is
the old transportable Apricot
(the one with the finger -
severing handle), starting at
£1595 for the original PC with
two 630k floppies and rising
to £4295 for the 20Mbyte Xi
with 960k of RAM.

And finally, there are the
'Networks' - the Point 32, by -
another name, using MS -Net
and starting at £5 short of
£3000.

What is missing? Microsoft
Windows. That's due out in
August, say all internal
sources, and really if
Microsoft can't do it by then, it
has lost its virtue for good.

It's a safe bet that ACT is
saving its 80286 chip for the
Windows announcement, and
until Windows appears in
software press releases as
'we support MS Windows',
I'm afraid I shall adopt a
wait -and -see attitude to the
date of both new products.

Commercial

Sabotage
On the IBM PC, I've
discovered a little fact about
GEM which no-one seems to
know-that is, that Digital
Research has sabotaged it.
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NEWSPRINT
Not seriously, just
commercially.

What it has done is to
produce GEM in specially
tailored packages, so that the
IBM PC version won't run on
the Olivetti M24, or the Zenith
150, or the Eagle, or any other
lookalike. Conversely, you
can't take the Zenith version
and run it on an IBM.

Try it, and it says,
haughtily: 'This version of
GEM will not run on this
computer' and dumps you
back into C>.

Digital Research, a little
sheepishly, explained that it
had done this on purpose. 'It
allows our OEM customers,' it
said unconvincingly, 'to sell a
specially configured product.'
It also, I suppose, cuts down
piracy.

What makes it funny is that
some reviewers seem to have
been given specially 'patched'
GEM disks which run on any
computer at all. They were
therefore unaware of the
problem, which I wouldn't
have discovered myself had I
been a little less careless in
describing my Zenith as an
IBM XT.

It's the first program not to
run, so I was curious. Zenith
didn't know about it so I
phoned Digital Research,
which promised to send me a
patched version.

'We include calls to the
specific BIOS chips of each
machine, which all differ
slightly,' said an official. It
isn't necessary at all: it's just
done to make sure the
program won't run.

Of course, there is one
possible other factor. Apart
from a few programming
languages, this is the first
Digital Research program
which doesn't require a
version of CP/M to run. It runs
under PC -DOS.

Digital Research has been
warning us for years that PC -
DOS is 'not related to MS-
DOS,' and that true
compatibility is provided only
by Concurrent DOS . .. but
that's probably quite
irrelevant, I'm just being
mischievous. Aren't I?

Switching

knowledge
An unusual comms product
- one to give PC users access
to X25 networks - has been
announced by Software Forge
of Reading.

This package, the company
says, 'is already approved for
most of the world' and there
is 'an extensive user base'.

O(((((((((((()((
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The only obvious drawback to these neat, slimline Plus 5The
hard disks is the fact that they are ideally tailored to the
IBM PC. If you have any of the neater boxes that
lookalikes come in, it'll look rather less fetching. Prices
start (for a 10Mbyte add-on) at f1295, with hundreds of
different options: for example, a 40Mbyte drive with a
removable back-up cartridge would fetch f3645.

Details on (08926)63211.

Most people who use
packet switching networks
don't want to know they are
doing it. This package is for
those who do, and who want
to take full advantage of X25
networks such as PSS and
IPPS to link into several virtual
circuits.

As you'd expect, it doesn't
come at hobbyist prices, with
the ready set-up 'turnkey' PC -
X25 costing £1000 (including
a hardware board) and a user -
definable system coming at
£850.

Details from the author, KE
Archer, on (0734) 508131.

Expensive price

cuts
The cheapest turtle -style
robot for use with Logo is
Intergalactic Robots' Zero 2,
now selling in kit form for £80.

The supplier, Maplin
Electronic Suppliers, also
sells the more traditionally
Asimovian Hero, and this is
apparently starting to look a
bit pricely (at £1300 kit, £2200
assembled) by comparison,
due to Maplin announcing
price cuts.

No, those are the new
prices, afterthe cut.

Hero's little sibling, Hero Jr,
now costs £550 in kit form or
£750 assembled, which, says
Maplin, 'will make the product
even more popular in the
marketplace'.

Maplin now has a robot
division to handle all this, and
it looks a safe bet that people
phoning up on (0702) 552911
will be using the name 'Zero
2' more often than 'Hero Jr'. I

just hope they get a good,
clear line.

It just shows

you...
A month ago, I foolishly
predicted that we'd never
hear again from a new
networking company,
Banyan, because it would be
so swamped with demand
that it would have to hide.

Wrong! - the company has
appointed agents. In the UK
it's Future Technology
Communications, a new
subsidiary of FTS, which is
bringing the Banyan network
to market.

Banyan's network appears
to link every network system
in the world to any other
network system you can think
of, and I only hope that FTC
realises what an amazing
product it has got its hands
on.

Details from Vince Blackal I
on (01) 669 1235.

Farming data
A brilliant idea has struck
Dataday Services, a software
company specialising in
agricultural data services,
which has noticed that there
is an awful lot of agricultural
software for micros.

It is not going to sell
software: instead, it is going
to advise its clients on which
software to buy for various
applications.

Its first review is of dairy
herd management programs.
'The reviews are at two

levels,' says the company,
'with Level One designed to
help the reader draw up a
short list of programs, with
star ratings.'

Level Two provides a
'comprehensive and detailed
examination of one program'
which the reader selects from
the Level One summary.

As the Level One review
costs a mere £15 and the
single -program 'in-depth
Level Two analysis' is even
cheaper at £5, I can hardly do
less than recommend this,
enthusiastically, to any
farmers who are foolish
enough to be computer nuts.

Details on (069 171) 3360.

Out of

proportion
'Everybody using Logo has
faced the problem,' comment
Boris Allan and John Cunliffe
in a new magazine, Logos.
'Which way is the turtle
facing?'

The magazine is published
by the British Logo User
Group, and anyone who has
thought of using Logo should
get a copy.

The use of the language is
starting to look like the type of
enthusiasts' corner that
micros were four years ago,
and really, to have a magazine
at all is quite remarkable.

To publish a quality (shiny
paper, lots of pages)
magazine like PCW, you need
a rich industry prepared to
buy adverts. Logo isn't a rich
industry, and its mag is of a
quality quite out of proportion
to the budget available.

In the issue I received, apart
from a very useful article on
working out which way a
turtle will move, there are
things like announcements of
local Logo conferences
(Seymour Papert was billed
as attending the Glasgow
BLUG), guidelines for
teaching ideas, technical help
with unusual machines, book
reviews, tips on the use of
toilet roll tubes to add arms
(or noses) to turtles, and even
things a little bit like artificial
intelligence.

Contact Richard Olney,
London New Technology
Network, 86-100 St Pancras
Way, London NW1 9ES. END

Guy Kewney can be con-
tacted on electronic mail.
His numbers are Source
TCK 106, and Telecom
Gold 81: JDS018.
The Prestel mailbox num-
ber is 1-892 2.79.
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TOTAL EXPERTISE UNDER
ONE ROOF

THE APRICOT & SIRIUS
MAINTENANCE PLAN YOU'VE

BEEN WAITING FOR . . .

AN EXCLUSIVE

AT LAST!

MAINTENANCE PLAN THAT GIVES

YOU A TOTAL ON SITE RELIABLE SERVICE AND 100% PEACE OF MIND

CONTACT US NO WFOR A FAST NO OBLIGATION QUOTATION ON

YOUR SYSTEM. ASK FOR DAVID FULLER

01-366 1411
OUR OTHER DIVISIONS INCLUDE

* SOFTWARE SUPPORT. Our specialists are available to offer
comprehensive software support.

* SUPPLIES. We can supply ALL the computer products you are ever likely
to need, our service is fast, efficient and competitively priced.

* SECOND USER EQUIPMENT. ALL makes of computer equipment
bought and sold, attractive trades, all guaranteed.

LONDON
London Computer Centre

Kendal House
700 Great Cambridge Road,
Enfield, Middlesex EN 1 3RU

Tel: 01-366 1411
'''elex: 261774 KENDAL G

MAIN CENTRES AT
MANCHESTER

Manchester Computer
Centre

419 Barlow Moor Road
Chorlton-cum-Hardy
Manchester M21 2ER

Tel: 061-861 8877

WORCESTER
Worcester Computer

Centre
45 Foregate Street

Worcester
Tel: Worcester (0905) 612931

SWANLEY
Swanley Computer Centre
Unit 4, Park Road, Swanley,

Kent
Tel: 0322-64908



Not all doom

and gloom

From practically zero in 1978,
the floor space devoted to
computers and electronic
games at the Consumer
Electronics Show (CES) hit a
peak at the 1983 Winter show.
It has been downhill ever
since and at the Summer 1985
show, one -quarter of the
space originally allocated to
computer manufacturers was
reassigned to pre-recorded
video producers.

Although the number of
exhibitors was down, there
was a feeling of guarded
optimism in the air. Jim Levy
of Activision felt that the
inventory pipeline was finally
clearing the enormous
number of software packages
ordered on the strength of the
wildly optimistic forecasts of
1983-84. Although retailers
had been burned badly, they
are wiser for the experience
and are now ordering in
realistic quantities.
Educational software
manufacturers were the most
optimistic of all, feeling that
both home and school users
were willing to buy quality
software.

On the hardware front,
Japan Inc decided not to
show MSX. The only MSX
machine commercially
available in the US is the
Hong Kong -made
Spectravideo Express at
£595, with 64k and built-in
3'/tin drive. Without MSX as a
major force, the low -end of
the market is wide open to the
Commodore 64 and 128, Atari
XL series, and Tandy Colour
Computer. Without the
spectre of a price war on the
horizon, the second half of
1985 should be profitable for
manufacturers and retailers
alike.

On the other hand, the
recent Creative Computing
survey indicates that home

David Ahl rounds up the news from this summer's CES, and
concludes that the home micro industry is far from dead.

consumers are moving up-
market in their choice of
machines. If only Apple would
look beyond the business
market it could probably sell
lots of Apple Ils and Macs into
the home market. But if Apple
ignores the upper -end home
market, it will be left open for
the Commodore Amiga and
Atari ST series. Following
Apple's lead, Atari has been
talking about the business
market for the ST which is fine
from a performance
standpoint, but ridiculous for
market penetration. Another
machine that might have
some limited potential in the
home market is the Laser
3000 from Video Technology.
This machine is now 90 per
cent Apple compatible,
according to marketing
manager David Gish. It has
64k, built-in 32k Microsoft
Basic in ROM, an 80 -column
display, double -density
graphics (560 x 192 pixels)
with six colours, a parallel
printer interface, an RS232
port, RGB and composite video
output, and a four -channel
sound generator. Bundled
with a single disk drive and
Artsci's Magic Window II,
Magic Memory, and Magicalc,
the Laser will sell for about
$500, but obtaining
widespread distribution will
be a problem for the
company.

As for peripherals, I was
impressed by the many
inexpensive printers being
shown by companies that had
previously eschewed the
home market: Epson, C Itoh,
NEC, Star and others. Also
being shown were several
really innovative devices such
as the Soniture Space Pen, a
3 D entry device; Kraft's Quick
Stick, a joystick for the
Macintosh; three computer
interfaces to Tomy robots
from Computer Magic; and
10 robotic/computing kits
from Fischer Technik.

To the home market
doomsayers, I can only repeat
Mark Twain's retort, 'The
reports of my death are
greatly exaggerated.'

Improving

education
In the mid -70's, educational
software for microcomputers
usually meant a translation of
a program that had been

running on a timesharing
system with an ASR -33
terminal. By 1980, educational
software had split into two
branches: programs written
by teachers with little or no
knowledge of computers, and
programs written by
programmers with little or no
knowledge of pedagogy. Now
these two approaches are
combining as larger, better
financed companies put
together teams of
researchers, authors, and
programmers under
managers who have had
experience in the education
field.

Not all the new educational
software from well-known
companies is wonderful, but
in general the quality is
improving.

For example, many of the
packages from Discovery
Software, a World Book
subsidiary, are impressive.
Discovery has released 21
packages in thre' age
ranges:pre-school, primary
(ages 6-10) and intermediate
(ages 10-13).

Random House has
released a large selection of
packages, mostly featuring
licensed characters (the
Peanuts gang, Garfield) and
Fix It (the only one not based
on a character). In this you
assemble (or fix) a
mechanism designed to get a
ball from a chute into a cup
using up to 50 elements.

A similar program using far
fewer but more colourful
animated parts is Creative
Contraptions from Bantam.
You can use up to 12 parts
(pulleys, levers, springs,
magnets, and so on to
assemble various
contraptions.

Bantam is putting
maximum emphasis on its
line of interactive fiction. For
ages 10 and up, it has
released two titles in the
Choose Your Own Adventure
Series (Escape and The Cave
Of Time), and for teens and
older, two in the Living
Literature Series (I, Damiano
and Sherlock Holmes in
Another Bow).

Interactive fiction seems to
be the hot category this year.
Two years ago these
programs were known as
adventure games, but that
didn't have quite the right ring
for the education field.

From Simon & Schuster
comes Star Trek: The
Kobayashi Alternative and
from Mindscape

Stephen King's The Mist,
James Bond: A View to a Kill,
and one for the Macintosh,
Deja Vu.

Another popular concept is
'write your own story'.
Woodbury has a series of four
such programs: Mystery,
Castles and Creatures, Tales
of Me, and Adventures in
Space, while Scarborough,
Random House, and others
are augmenting existing lines
with new titles.

Random bits
Diversification is the
watchword at Broderbund
these days. Look out for
Fantavision, a special effects/
animation generator for the
Apple; Science Toolkit, a
combination of hardware and
software that turns the Apple
into a science lab; and
Captain Goodnight and the
Islands of Fear, a feature-
length arcade adventure
game ... MicroProse has
added several new
simulations to its range:
Gunship simulates the AH-64
Apache attack helicopter;
Silent Service is a submarine
simulation; and Kennedy
Approach is an air traffic
control simulator with
computer -generated speech

. Okidata has unveiled the
Model 120 printer for the
Commodore 64. This 80 -
column dot -addressable unit
prints at 120 cps and sells for
$269 . .. Smith Corona has
introduced an interface for its
electric typewriters enabling
them to double as computer
printers . .. Epson is touting
the HS -80, a nifty portable ink
jet printer measuring just
13ins x 4.5ins x 3ins . .

Activision is developing a
computer game design kit
which allows a user to select
various actions, backgrounds,
characters, sound effects and
music for his own game.
President Jim Levy has also
spoken of the discovery of
little human -like beings which
are believed to be living
inside every computer. The
company is trying to lure
them into hospitable
environments so their habits
can be studied further .. . And
the silliest product at this
summer's CES? The
Microtech flea collar for 'small
or moderate -sized pets with
short hair'. It repels fleas with
a high -frequency inaudible
sound. END
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The Sprint
1111/90 -the world's
fastest Daisywheel
Printer and...

Two Printers
to back up your IBM

IQume (UK) Limed
(IBM is o registered trademark of
International Business Machines Corporation)

Marketing arid
Park Way, Newbury, Berkshire RGI3 1 EE
Telephone: (0635) 31400 Telex: 846321

Service and Training Centre
Bridgewater Close, Reading, Berkshire RG3 1 JT
Telephone, (0734) 584646 Telex: 849706

The range of Qume peripherals includes
also - VDU's, Disk Drives, Paper Handling
Devices and Supplies.

Phone or write to Qume at Newbury for full
information and name of your nearest
Distri

A British Company of ITT



It's amazing what
you can squeeze out
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Anybody in business who is hungry for
information should seriously consider Commu-
nique, a service exclusive to owners of Apricot
computers.

For a modest outlay of £395 + VAT
you gain access to a mind -boggling array of
information.

First you fit the modem and then slot the
Communique disk into any one of Apricot's
wide range.

You can then plug your computer into
the telephone system and all the information
services Communiqué has to offer.

No other computer offers so much from
a single monitor. Included in the basic package
is free access to the Telecom Gold
system.

This electronic mail facility enables
you to despatch printed material from
computer to computer, office to office,
in the twinkling of an eye.

By the same token, Easy-

link offers you a worldwide, low
cost, telex service operating from
your desktop computer.

THE JUICIEST FACTS
AND FIGURES.
Communique saves you money and the

time spent ploughing through a mountain of
desk research.

One press ofa button on your Apricot key-
board and over 300,000 pages of Prestel
information and services are yours for the asking.

Questions regarding almost a million of
the UK's registered companies will be answered
by Pergamon Infoline.

For digests offinancial and business -based
articles published worldwide, simply call on the
services of either Data -Star or Textline.

The latest prices, investment ratios and
share tables are all brought to your desk by
Extel Priceline at the touch of a button.

Solicitors and Accountants will find Euro-

lex particularly relevant and useful.
This provides you with a legal database,

taxation details as well as case histories.
We've barely scratched the surface of the

services Apricot's Communiqué has to offer
here but, as you will have gathered by now,
what it does provide is an absolute torrent of
topical information.

THE PICK OF THE CROP
Whereas you would normally need a

separate telex and monitor for each of these
services, one Apricot computer acts as your
fount of all knowledge.

Each can be locally networked as well
as being perfectly happy to work under its

own steam.
To make Apricots even sweeter,

they are fully capable of interfacing
with mini and mainframe computers.

Furthermore, if you are res-
ponsible for your firm's accounts,
Apricot Accountant makes it all a
piece of cake.

It's an accountancy software
system that takes away

all the time and boring effort in
unnecessarily shuffling paper.

To top the lot, Apricot computers
have the largest published library of software
in the UK. Whatever your needs, we can meet
them in 3,000 different ways.

And that includes the best-selling
business software in the world, Lotus 1-2-3 as
well as Symphony, their new all -in -one system
for managers and professionals.

If we have whetted your appetite for
Apricots and Communiqué call in one of our
dealers.

They're more than happy for you to
squeeze more information out of them.

APRICOT Xi 10.256K RAM,10Mb
WINCHESTER. £2,795!

apricot
COMMUNIQUE

TO FIND OUT WHERE YOUR LOCAL DEALER IS, OR FOR MORE INFORMATION ABOUT:APRICOT COMM -MRS OR THE APRICOT
ACCOUNTANT, EITHER CAI,I, US ON 0454 617617 OR WRITE "1'0 .ACT LIMITH), FREEIMST(13S4251), PATCI MAY, BRISTOL BSI2 4YZ. YOU CAN Al.,SO REACH US ON

TELECOM GOLD -SYSTEM 8I ,JET 077. *PRICE. EXCLUDES MONITOR OR VAT AND IS CORRECT AT TIME OF GOING To PRESS.



MAXELL ANNOUNCE FLOPPY DISKS
WITH A UNIQUE NEW FEATURE.

A floppy disk that's anything but perfect,
delivers a performance that's anything but certain.

A moment's mistracking and your whole
system crashes, your VDUs go on the blink and
your operators draw a blank.

You might face the inconvenience of a few
hours reprogramming. Or, if you're less lucky,
a year's worth of vanished files.

So it's reassuring to know that Maxell have a
floppy disk that's made and tested to a standard that
removes chance by guaranteeing performance.

Each one goes through a staggering 114 tests
before leaving the factory.

Each comes in our unique HR jacket, protecting
it from dust, dirt, heat and cold.

And each track of every disk is guaranteed
error -free.

As such it's no surprise that leading disk
drive manufacturers use Maxell disks to test their
equipment.

And, that we're constantly pushing back
technological boundaries.

As with our new 51/4" extra high density floppy
disk. Boasting four times
the storage capacity of mexell

conventional high density
floppies. An awesome 6.5 FD
megabytes.

Maxell floppy disks.
Great capacity and great
reliability.

What a combination. maxeit
THE ZERO -RISK FLOPPY DISK.

MAXELI. UK ,LTD, 3a HIGH STREEIRICKMANSWORTII,IIERTS W1)3 111K .111.: 0923 777171



Playing around
Japanese toy manufacturers
are always adventurous with
new technology. Particularly
in the micro electronics area,
they're always keen to try
innovative components, even
though the technology has
not yet matured.

At the Tokyo Toy Fair 85,
housed in the large Harumi
Exhibition Centre overlooking
Tokyo Bay, over 20,080 toys,
including video and electronic
games, and general toys,
were on display.

The general impression at
this year's show was of a
preponderance of robots.
There were lots of traditional
cuddly toys, hula hoops,
model trains, building blocks
and games computers, but
even these did not escape the
innovative mind of young
Japanese toy designers. I
spotted an ordinary -looking
teddy bear with a voice -
recognition synthesising
feature built-in. Responding
to a child hugging it and
talking to it, the bear came
back with a cute but
unintelligent response, 'ah-
ah' or 'boo-boo', as if it were a
baby.

The response from the bear
is not always the same. The
computer circuit is cleverly
contrived to react to the tone
and volume of the owner's
voice, giving slightly different
responses accordingly.

Traditionalists sometimes
find the introduction of high-
tech children's toys hard to
accept, but toys should give
scope to children's creativity
and imagination.

Among hundreds of robots,
there was a couple of
interesting new models. The
first, Science Robo-RK from
Bandai, can manage real two -
legged walking. Its balance is
controlled by a giroscope,
which is powered by the built-
in direct drive motor. A
separate motor is provided
for driving the legs and knees.

The direction of movement

In this month's Far East report, Shinichiro Kakizawa tries
baby -talk with cuddly robots and introduces the latest

innovation in add-ons, a high-res image scanner.

is radio -controlled, and its
gait as it paces about is
smooth and fun to watch. This
toy robot costs £18, and
Bandai claims that Robo-RK is
the world's first real, walking
robot.

Also featured was a pet
robot called SR3 from Tomy
Industry. A reactive robot, it
swings its arms and moves its
neck as it walks. Shouted at
loudly from a distance, or
scolded, it suddenly stops
walking, hangs its head, and
mutters an apology. Having
put it in its place, you can then
smile and feel better. A useful
tool for easing stress when
everyone else seems to have
the upper hand! The price
is £16.

Another model, the Omni
2000 robot, is also from Tomy
Industry. Omni 2000 is a
multi -function, sensor -based,
voice -recognition robot. Its
function is a little beyond the
toy capability- it can carry
goods by hand. In addition to
doing ordinary work like
carrying coffee cups and
putting out recorded
messages, if you have a hand -
carried rechargeable vacuum
cleaner at home, you can
attach it to the robot and it will
clean the room.

The robot's sensor
recognises obstacles such as
walls and chairs, changing its
direction automatically and
continuing its work. For home
use, it's halfway between a
toy and a real robot.

Japanese toy
manufacturers appear to have
shifted their major
development effort from
computer/video games to
intelligent robots, but this
does not mean that the games
mark ,t has slowed down. In
fact, one of the games
computers I saw at the show
had an interesting new
feature, an IC card. IC cards
are a memory device in card
form (credit card size), and are
currently hot news in the
Japanese computer industry.

They're slightly thicker
(2mm) than normal plastic
credit cards, but can store
vastly more information than
the ordinary magnetic strips.
IC cards are used by the
Z80A-based Sega SC
computers, and can store
256k in an embedded EPROM.
Games and educational
programs are provided in
card form, which is a lot

easier to carry and store than
the conventional cassette
tapes or ROM cartridges.

The SC 1000 with two
joysticks costs £50; IC card
software costs £16.

Other toys which caught my
eye included talking building
blocks and a vacuum -cleaning
robot. When you put it on a
table, it sweeps the surface
with a broom as it moves, but
there's a hidden vacuum
cleaner built in at the bottom.

In addition, budding Patrick
Moores may like a digital
watch which can display the
location and flying route of
Halley's Comet.

Hi-res image
A low-cost image scanner is
now available from Marcus of
Tokyo, priced at only £620.
Model RA 408 is an image
input device for a micro, and
has two levels of resolution in
scanning. The high -resolution
level provides eight dots per
millimetre, and the lower
level gives four dots. Colour
contrast control is variable. A
dots compression feature of
up to 1/10 is also provided.

The image scanner has
recently become the most
popular add-on among the
Japanese micro suppliers, but
the prices of the device from
large manufacturers such as
Fujitsu, NEC, Ricoh and
Canon are in the range of
£1200 to £1500, so are hardly
within the budget of the
average private user.

However, the Marcus RA
408, at £620, is more
affordable, and users can
input all kinds of pictures,
drawings and photographs,
make changes to them, merge
them with text data on the
screen, and print them
together in one sheet.
Possession of an image
scanner should certainly
vastly enhance the scope of
applications for micros.

American bid
Nintendo, the Kyoto -based
games computer
manufacturer, sees the
American market as the next
target in its bid to achieve a
repeat performance of the
phenomenal success of its
Family Computer.

The company has already
sold 2.5 million units during

the past two years, and by the
end of this year, the number
will probably reach five
million units.

Yamanouchi-san, the
company president, is
confident in succeeding in the
American games computer
market which was once
dominated by the Atari 2600,
the Commodore Vic -20 and a
handful of other powerful
suppliers, many of which
subsequently collapsed.
Yamanouchi-san views this
near -vacuum as a God -sent
opportunity, and wants to fill
the gap with his 'Fami-Com'.

Highlights of his marketing
strategies for the American
market will be a low -price
(£49), high-speed colour
graphics, and a completely
new concept in games.

The American version of
the Fami-Com is codenamed
'Nintendo video system',
and will be shipped as
from August.

In the States, a part of Atari
was bought in February by
another Japanese games
machine company, Namco. It
will be interesting to see how
the Japanese games leaders,
Nintendo and Namco, can
score in the American market.

Perfect printing
Brother, the typewriter and
printer manufacturer, is soon
to launch a new printer. The
unique feature of the new
product, called Twinwriter 5,
is that it has two printing
mechanisms, daisywheel and
wire dot-matrix, in one box.

The user can specify
daisywheel mode for word
processor printing, and the
wire dots mode for those
printing requirements when a
fast result is called for.
Switching from one mode to
the other can be manual or by
software control.

This product is a welcome
innovation: the near -letter
quality of a 24 -pin printer is
not as acceptable as type
from a typewriter or a
daisywheel printer. But low-
cost daisywheel machines are
slow, so the combination of
both types offers the best of
both worlds.

This new printer should be
available in Japan in August
and probably before
Christmas in the UK. The price
will be around £1000. END
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LETTERS

From the

horse's mouth
With reference to David
Burns' article 'Fatten up your
Mac' which appeared in the
July issue of PCW, I feel that
further comment is necessary
on the subject of home
upgrades, which Apple is
naturally unable to endorse.
In addition to the all-
important fact that opening
up the Macintosh
automatically voids the
warranty, there are other
significant problems which
may arise from a home
upgrade which I feel were not
dealt with sufficiently in David
Burns' article.

David based his
assessment of home upgrade
on three attempts. Our own
considerable experience in
upgrading (in which we
exchange boards rather than
chips) gives us greater insight
into the process. The 15,000
volts inside the machine
could give an amateur an
extremely nasty shock even
when the Macintosh is
powered down and left off for
a while, a fact that was treated
in a rather cursory manner by
David Burns. Moreover, while
the author is quick to point
out the danger of shocks from
the mains socket, he ignores
the extra -high tension voltage
resident on the tube (over
9000 volts) and the danger of
implosion. An untrained
person removing the logic
board can also cause an
electro-static discharge.

Added to the personal risks
of home upgrading on the
Macintosh, there is potential
danger to the machine itself.
Discharging to the wrong
earthing point may blow the
logic board, for instance, and
as removal of components is
difficult even using expensive
desoldering equipment, an
untrained person using

This is the chance to air your views - send your letters to
Letters, Personal Computer World, 32-34

Broadwick St, London W1A 2HG. Please be as brief as
possible and add 'not for publication' if your letter is to be

kept private.

inadequate equipment is very
likely to damage the board.
Our field engineers do not
service the logic board, and
damage done in these
circumstances would almost
certainly render the board
unserviceable by Apple's
engineers, thereby incurring a
cost to the customer of £488
at the time or writing.

If a customer were to 'cut
the track' with a Stanley knife,
he or she could easily damage
the four -layer board. The
RAM chips removed would
almost certainly be 'suspect'
due to the heat needed to
remove them, and it would be
safer for the board if the legs
were cut off the chips and
removed separately -
something that many people
would understandably be
reluctant to do.

Taking into account the
aforementioned points, I
believe I am justified in my
view that David Burns' article
is potentially, although not
intentionally misleading, and
possibly dangerous to those
attempting a DIY upgrade. In
a highly specialised field such
as this, a Macintosh user
would be strongly advised to
place the responsibility for
upgrade in the hands of an
Apple dealer. As you know,
Apple has an excellent
reputation for service and
support, and its dealers are
highly trained to perform
such tasks quickly and with
minimum risk. As neither
Apple nor its dealers can
accept responsibility for
damage caused by home
upgrades undertaken as a
result of the article, I feel that
it is in our customers' best
interests that they are in
possession of all the facts
before they take action.
Sonja Garsvo, Public
Relations Manager, Apple
Computer (UK)

If the warnings in the article
were insufficiently strong,
apologies. The next writer is
none -too -impressed by your
prices, and the letter after that
agrees with you about the
warnings but can offer a
cheaper service. We'd also
like to know what's happened
to version 4.5 of MacWrite in
this country.

Take a tip
I read with interest your
article in the July issue 'Fatten
up your Mac'. I have already
upgraded my Mac to 512k
through the official Apple
route, but would like to pass
on a few tips to those readers
who may still be considering
a DIY upgrade.

Firstly, there is talk on the
bulletin boards that Apple is
about to issue a 128k ROM
upgrade. No-one knows for
sure what it contains, but
guesses are that it will include
the Finder. Rumour also has it
that Apple will be doing the
upgrades with a straight swap
of the motherboard (as with
its 512k upgrade), and that it
will not accept boards that
have been tampered with (not
surprisingly). Having said
that, the ROM chip is
socketed, and DlYers may be
able to buy and install it
themselves.

Secondly, readers should
be warned that the Mac
motherboard is a four -layer
board and can be damaged by
excessive heat. I understand
that you may be able to buy
128k boards from dealers who
do the official Apple 512k
upgrade. Apparently, Apple
buy the old 128k boards back
from the dealer, so if you offer
the dealer the same or a
slightly higher price for it, you
may be able to get a board to
practise on. The price Apple
pays the dealer is about $300,
which is much cheaper than
ruining a Mac.

Of course, if Apple were to
charge a reasonable price for
its upgrade, this messing
about would not be
necessary.
S Wathanasin, Brighton

View from a

dealer
I write with reference to the
article 'Fatten Up Your Mac' in
the July issue of PCW.

This company will be one of
the Apple dealers that David
Burns states will be against
DIY, in this particular case
hardly surprising. Ridgeway
Computer Services has been

ofering this same upgrade
service for some time now at
£345 including VAT, and it will
honour any Apple warranty.

I have undertaken several
more of the upgrades than
David apparently has, and far
from taking only a couple of
hours, three-four is a more
reasonable estimate.

Removing the back with a
broad -bladed screwdriver will
work in some instances, but
either the real tool should be
used or a broad paint scraper,
otherwise very nasty
scratches and dents apear at
the case joint.

The main motherboard has
static -sensitive devices fitted,
and the method of dissipating
static mentioned in the article
is far from safe. Any metal
sheet should be earthed back
to mains earth, and before
and during any work the
operative should touch this
sheet to remove personal
static.

As the motherboard is
multi -layered, pins 8-16 on
the 64k RAM chips dissipate
so much heat that a standard
soldering iron, while it will do
the job in the end, will inflict
so much damage to the chips
they would be rendered
useless.

The pads on these
integrated circuit stations are
very small, and the unwary
can very easily lift the lot.

If anyone requires a kit to
do the upgrade themselves, I
will be pleased to supply one
for £250 including VAT or
alternatively the job done plus
warranty honoured for £345
including VAT.
E Lerpiniere, Director,
Ridgeway Computer Services

Under attack ...
Guy Kewney's July Newsprint
was sprinkled with thinly -
veiled attacks on Acorn
Computers in general and the
BBC Micro in particular.

At one point, when
comparing it with the new
Commodore and Atari
machines, he says: '. . . all it
has over these systems is
availability.' Oh, is that all,
Guy? In my book, that is the
single most important factor
in choosing a micro.
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He would do well to
remember that in computing
(as in anything else) it's
horses for courses, and in the
educational field the BBC
Micro is still a good buy. For
not much over £10,000 my
department has installed a
20 -station level III Econet,
running off a 10Mbyte hard
disk. Although it is a single
logical network, it is split
between two physical rooms
giving us two computer labs.
It might not run Lotus or
dBase Ill, but if it's a choice
between two networked labs
or half a dozen business
machines then there's no
choice. Students will learn
much more about word
processing by spending a
morning on View than half an
hour on WordStar. This is the
bottom line of the above
arithmetic.

Fortunately, the buying
public are more realistic. The
best-selling micro in the
States at Christmas was not
the IBM PC or the Macintosh,
it was the Apple II. I am
involved in training and
consultancy with local
business users, and what do
they want to run on their
brand new 16 -bit micros?
Jazz? Word? Framework? No,
it's invariably WordStar and
dBasell, the same software
we have had running on our
Z80 -based CP/M network for
three years now!

Lastly, two points of
information for Mr Kewney.
We also have an Apricot Fl,

and Activity, the 'Macintosh -
like interface' he mentions,
has been renamed 'Inactivity'
due to its complete refusal to
perform certain basic
functions (like format a disk).
This is not to knock the
machines- it's new and has
the inevitable teething
troubles, something
computing journalists should
bear in mind when comparing
the old with the new.

As for his point about the
BBC's lid, yes it is screwed on,
perhaps due to the
environment it was designed
to work in - that is, schools,
with children with prying
fingers possibly attracted to
240 -volt power supplies
(housed internally).

For the more mature, I've
come up with a brainwave if
the secure lid is a problem -
leave the screws off!
R Elliott, Senior Lecturer,
Dept of Business Technology,
Clydebank College

Horses for courses perhaps -
but we still think the BBC B
(let alone the 13+) looks off -
course as a mainstream
machine. However, others
disagree, for example . .

...fighting back
I have just been reading Guy
Kewney's Newsprint column
in the July issue of PCW. I feel
I must adopt my Mr Hyde
cloak and at least savage his
ankles over his two columns

BLUDNERS
The Microsoft Basic
Compressor program in
July's Program File has a
minor mistake in lines 800,
830, 860 and 950. In these
lines, a strange symbol that
looks like a slashed 0 appears.
This should be a backslash
symbol, standing for 'integer
division'.

In the same issue, the
instructions for the Turboload
64 program for the
Commodore 64 with 1541 disk
drive should have included
the fact that the program will
not work with Simon's Basic,
nor will it work correctly if
another serial device such as
a printer is attached and
switched on. This is because
the program alters the way
the computer handles the
RS232 interface, and so
cannot cope with other
peripherals attached to this
interface and switched on.

And, finally, solutions to the
problems encountered with
Visicode. In July we published
receive routines for the BBC

and Commodore 64.1 he BBC
version worked fine except
when it came to saving.
Changing lines 1190 and 1200
so there's a space between
the inverted commas and the
number 3000 should solve the
problem: that is, "3000
should read " 3000.

Things get a bit trickier on
the 64. Changes in the August
issue added a routine to save
the transmissions to tape or
disk-these still hold good.
However, the original listing
missed a change made to the
signal which ends
transmission. Changing the
7F to FF in line 2120 will
correct this.

In August we covered the
Spectrum and Amstrad (464
only). Everything except the
Print Text option worked fine
for Amstrad owners. Adding a
:GOTO 430 to the end of line
420 solves the printing
problem.

There were no problems
with the Spectrum receive
program.

on the BBC B+, for kicking
Acorn while it is down.

I am employed as a Senior
Consultant in the R&D
department of a large UK
software and communi-
cations company. I have
access to IBM mainframes,
DEC minis, Motorola Unix
systems, IBM PCs, Apricots
and Sages, and so on.
Officially I wear my Dr Jekyll
hat, and advise how and
when it makes commercial
sense to make use of these
wonderful examples of the
latest computer technology.
In the privacy of my own
office, I don the Mr Hyde wig,
turn Mr Kewney's picture to
the wall, surreptitiously pull
the BBC out from under the
desk, and start developing
something new.

The fact is, if I need a quick,
cheap, working solution I
have to take another swig of
the potion and power up the
trusty Beeb. Chances are, if I

choose one of those other
machines, my boss will
practise his hatchet -swings
on my fast -receding hairline
after I overrun his precious
hardware budget, or promise
him the software 'real soon
now' - again!

Which machine provided
me with a system for under
£800 capable of driving a
rotating frame display system
on UK domestic TV sets in
under a week? It wasn't the
IBM PC, on which I spent a lot
of time and money to prove
that the PAL standard IBM
Videotext card could not
match the video output from
the BBC. Why is it that it takes
me 40 lines of code to set up
the serial port in non -
procedural MS -Basic on a 16 -
bit MS-DOS machine, and I
can do the same in a seven -
line procedure on the BBC
Micro or swop to assembler if
I need the speed? Which
machine can accept a £50
word processing ROM which
- in my opinion - knocks the
spots off your WordStars,
Multimates and Uniplexes for
speed and ease of use? Why
is it that the BBC Micro is the
only machine anyone ever
wants to borrow from the
department when they
(genuinely) have a project to
work on?

Because the BBC
architecture offers hardware
and software flexibility and
accessibility unmatched by
anything else on the market at
the price!

OK, so the BBC B+ wasn't
the whizzer that everyone
expected, and it doesn't
contain all the latest
technology. The BBC is a
unique micro, and rightly
commands avery large user
base in education. If Acorn
does go out of business, it

cannot fail to adversely affect
our educational institutions
which can ill -afford to reinvest
in new computing equipment
at the present time.

Mr Kewney's negative
reporting can do nothing to
help at a critical time for
Acorn and those who have
invested in its product. He
should save his brickbats to
throw at those who seek to
convince us that the computer
industry is built on anything
else but sand.
Brian Rich, Studley, Warwicks

Obviously we can't disagree
with someone happy with the
machine they use, but while
we're just as keen for Acorn to
survive, it wouldn't make
much sense for us to tailor
our opinion of a machine's
chances in order to
encourage this.

Lisp circle
Would any of PCW's Lisp -
speaking readers be
interested in forming a
corresponding circle devoted
to that most interesting of all
computer languages? I am
sure that devotees of all levels
of expertise would benefit
from an interchange of ideas,
and I envisage the production
of a newsletter two or three
times a year.

Please write to me at the
address below.
John Wellsman, 294a
Caledonian Road, London
N1 1BA

Og's bugs
Your correspondence on the
origin of the word 'bug'
seems to be flagging, so I
thought I'd offer my
contribution.

The word is in fact
prehistoric. It can be read in
Carlyon's Prehistory Ivol XIX,
p 239):

'Thus Ug, son of Ug,
decided to invent the wheel
and, after experimenting with
various materials, cut a disk of
oak and punched a hole
through the centre. He then
mounted the wheel on his
bedroom wall to keep it safe
so he could tell his
grandchildren how clever he
was. As he was hanging it up,
a weevil decided that string
might be nice for a change,
and the wheel fell from its
position onto Ug's foot. In the
resulting exclamation, Ug
invented several words, one
of which was 'bug', and this
has been used ever since to
describe both insects and
cock -ups.'
Leo Carlyon,
Ross on Wye END
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BANKS' STATEMENT

Human intelligence created artificial intelligence, but a
catalyst is required to, reconcile the two. Martin Banks

utilises his grey matter.

When I first heard the phrase 'artificial
intelligence', I assumed it referred to
me. I have therefore deduced that
intelligence is just a fly in the eye of the
beholder and has littleto do with reality.

Later I discovered that the phrase
actually refers to something complete-
ly different and even more nebulous:
the word 'intelligence' is being applied
specifically to machines. Now, depend-
ing upon how you view things, this is
either an absolute and totally true way
to see intelligence, or its diametric
opposite.

There are no doubt those individuals
who would consider it true that, when
compared to the vagaries and general
stupidities of the human race, it is only
machines that can possibly be intelli-
gent. This is an argument which has a
lot going for it: a car, for example, very
sensibly sits still and watches the world
go by until some dumb human climbs
inside and drives it at 95mph into a wall.
Which, I ask, demonstrates the most
intelligence?

The only problem with this line of
thought is that all the machines have
been developed by humans in the
first place, so any flaws in intelligence
the humans have will be inevitably
transferred to the machine.

It can be safely argued that machines
can have no more intelligence, artificial
or otherwise, than humans. As has
already been pointed out by a simple
example, however, humans seem to
show a remarkable lack of the stuff
anyway, so it might just be possible to
argue that it doesn't exist at all.

If that is the case, then a great many
companies are spending enormous
sums of money trying to produce an
artificial version of something that isn't
there.

According to one researcher in the Al
field, Dr Floyd Hollister of Texas Instru-
ments, the subject should not be called
'artificial' intelligence at all. Rather, he
feels that its proper name would be
better as 'applied' intelligence. Given
the aforementioned doubts about the
whole subject, this sounds potentially
worse, although it does in practice sum
up more succinctly (and less ominous-
ly) what the research work is all about.

What everyone is trying to achieve, of
course, is a system that can be taught a
set of generalised 'rules' which apply to
a specific problem area; the idea being
that, working within these rules, the
system will be able to solve a particular
problem just like any good human
expert. Dr Hol lister does pointtothefact
that 'intelligence' in this context is a
word of dubious connotation, for it can
give far greater anthropomorphic qual-
ities to a computer than it warrants.

His point isthat a human expert in one
particular field can also be expert in, or
knowledgeable of, a number of other
subjects as well. The computer, once
outside its defined set of rules, will
simply default back to CP/M-80 level, or
whatever else is its native mode. That,
he feels, is one measure of human
intelligence, especially when com-
pared to a machine.

The real problems with Al lie not with
such semantics, however. Rather it is
the way in which we humans can
sensibly apply it, and how it will be
realised in practical terms.

Dr Hollister is a keen promoter of a
new generation of individuals who will
help the rest of us apply Al systems in
everyday life. He is aware of the
common feeling that Al systems, when
applied in business and industry, will
lead to massive loss of jobs. The
prospect of Al producing millions of
industrial robots that will put everyone
out of work is, he feels, a problem that
has to be overcome.

He sees there being scope for new
types of employment stemming from
the application of Al, especially for
those with an understanding of compu-
ters and of another discipline which, for
the sake of argument, I will refer to as
the 'target discipline'. The real need is
going to be for people who can translate,
from the target discipline into some
form of computerese that the program-.
mers can cope with.

Hollister, like others before him, uses
the phrase 'knowledge engineers' to
describe such people, and their role in
the development of computing applica-
tions could be crucial. At best, they will
help people apply computing power in
a sensible and useful way. At worst,

they should prevent a few disasters.
As we move increasingly towards a

more comprehensive application of
computing power, as opposed to its
current, fairly specific application to
tightly -defined tasks such as spread -
sheeting or word processing, we are
going to need more people of the
knowledge engineer type. Although, as
Dr Hollister points out, such people
should have a good knowledge of the
target subject area, for example civil
law or medicine, the real trick will be in
them having enough awareness to be
able to see the relationship between
their pet subject and the dreaded
computer.

At last, there will be a market, within
the computer industry, for people with
a modicum of common-sense.

As to the question of how such
systems are to be realised, the immedi-
ate answer is by normal, Boolean logic
computer systems. In the long term,
however, there could be something
that matches the concepts of com mon-
sense and intelligence rather better-
fuzzy logic.

This is the new in -thing of Al and
expert systems development, although
its roots go back 20 years to the theories
of Professor Lofti Zadeh. He has defined
fuzzy logic as 'the logic which underlies
approximate reasoning'. He maintains
that most human reasoning is approxi-
mate, and that any actual decision -
making process is based on a series of
successive approximations of what
seems to be a reasonable idea.

This approach to logic can overcome
the problems caused by the Boolean
logic premise that there is only one
'truth'. In Boolean for example, if A is
true and B is true, then C must have just
one value.

With fuzzy logic, the value of C will
depend on the degrees to which A and B
are true, which allows all kinds of
variables to impinge on the result. This
is, approximately, what happens when
humans get round to thinking.

It can be deduced from all this thatthe
ideal people to be working with Al and
expert systems are those with a fuzzy
kind of common-sense. There may be
hope for me yet. END
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FORMAT -PC: WORD PROCESSING SO ADVANCED ANYONE CAN USE IT!

Format -PC: Word processing can benefit you by quickly
and efficiently producing letters and documents. 

Text is typed and modified on screen, the perfect copy
may then be printed and saved to disk. Tedious
repetitious work can be reduced to a minimum. Text
stored on disk can be readily recalled, to be altered or
used again as required.

A good word processor works for you without you
having to work for it. Format -PC makes this possible by
providing consistent, reliable and predictable
commands. On screen instructions guide you when you
need them.

Although Format -PC is new, word processing isn't new
to us. Our Format -80 (Format-][) package for the

Registered trademarks appia apricot

Apple // family has been acclaimed as "....so far ahead
of the others, there is no second place". Format -PC
was written specifically with the Apricot in mind.

Format -PC has all the features that you would expect
of a modern word processor - for more details ,'
contact Elite Software.

Price £199 + V.A.T.

ELITE SOFTWARE COMPANY,
93, Eastworth Road,
Chertsey,
Surrey,
KT16 8DX.

Tel. 09328-67839



Amstrad CPC6128
A micro with 128k of RAM, a monochrome monitor, built-in disk

drive, CP/M3, DR Logo and priced at £299 sounds too good to be true
- Peter Bright looks at the Amstrad CPC6128.
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First the bad news: anyone who bought
an Amstrad CPC664 is in for a nasty
shock. Now the good news: Amstrad
now has the machine for anyone who
wants 128k of RAM, a built-in disk drive,
full CP/M and a colour monitor for less
than £400.

The Amstrad CPC6128 was intended
for sale in the US first, but Amstrad has
now changed its mind and decided to
give the UK pride of place instead.

Hardware
The 6128 looks quite different from
Amstrad's previous machines. Even
though the new machine has a disk
drive built in, it is significantly narrower
than either the 464 or the 664. The 3in
disk drive is at the far right-hand side of
the unit, and it is a much neater job than
the 664 - the casing is only marginally
higher than the height of the disk drive.

The back of the machine differs from
previous Amstrads due to this system
being originally designed for the US
market, therefore the connections must
conform to FCC (Federal Communica-
tions Commission) regulations.

From left to right along the back of the
machine there are connectors for a
second disk drive, a monitor, 5 -volt and
12 -volt supplies, an expansion socket
and a printer socket. Along the side are a
DIN socket fora tape recorder, a joystick
socket and a sound output socket. The
disk drive, expansion and printer inter-
faces are all edge connectors onto the
main PCB.

Amstrad is hoping that the third -
party bolt -on goodies brigade will take
to this machine with more enthusiasm
than they took to the 464 or the 664. The
company will be selling a plug-in RS232
card with built in Viewdata capability to
make communications easier. It is also
hoping that third -party manufacturers
might like to provide external hard
disks, 51/4in disk drives, and so on, in
order to make the machine into an even
more powerful CP/M system.

Inside, the 6128 is basically a mod-
ified 464. The processor is still the same
Z80 and the Basic ROM remains un-
changed, with extra Basic commands
being loaded from disk; this should
keep the new machine largely compati-

ble with software written for the 464.
The major change is the extra bank of
64k of RAM, bringing the total up to
128k. Methods of accessing the extra
64k vary according to whether you are
using Basic or CP/M.

Due to the 6128 being more narrow
than the 464 or the 664, the keyboard
has been totally redesigned. Whereas
the 464 has a fairly standard qwerty
typewriter area with separate cursor
keys and numeric keypad, all the keys
onthe 6128 are bunchedtogether in one
block.

The layout of the qwerty typing
section has also been altered - there
are now very large CONTROL and
ENTER keys where you would expect to
find the SHIFT keys. I found this layout
annoying for a while, but no doubt
users would get used to it.

An added bonus is that a keyboard
chart is printed on the top of the disk
drive housing, showing how the keys
are numbered. This can be very useful,
as when you are running CP/M on the
machine, the keyboard is 'soft'. You can
redefine any key apart from the CON-
TROL key from CP/M, which can be
useful for setting up cursor keys and
quick functions for specific CP/M prog-
rams. Different sets of keyboard defini-
tions can be stored on disk and loaded
via a keyboard utility when you run the
application.

The display on the 6128 is identical to
the 464 or 664. There is the option of
using either Amstrad's own colour
monitor or green -screen monochrome

SuperCalc on the CPC6128
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monitor. The display quality is fine for
games, although 80 -column displays in
CP/M can be hard to read unless you
choose the right colour combination.
Possibly a better combination for se-
rious users is to buy the monochrome
display giving clearer 80 -column text,
and a colour TV adaptor for games.

Software
Expanding memory on processors that
usually address 64k can cause prob-
lems, especially concerning the way in
which Basic sees the extra memory.
The best expansion I've seen is the
Enterprise 128, which makes practically
all the extra memory available for use
as you require, and the worst is
probably the Atari 130XE, which has
exactly the same amount of memory
available for a Basic program as the old
48k and 64k Ataris plus some obscure
POKEs to bring the extra memory into
play.

Amstrad's approach lies somewhere
between the two: no extra memory
exists for the Basic program, but extra
commands have been added which
allow you to use the memory for up to
four screen displays, or alternatively as
a RAM data file. Adding extra com-
mands to Basic prompts an additional
problem - compatibility. The extra
commands on the 6128 are stored on
disk so the Basic ROM is exactly the
same as that in the 664, giving 100 per
cent compatibility with 664 software
and 99.5 per cent compatibility with the
464.

To add the extra commands, load a
file from the system disk and run it. To
use the extra 64k as an area to store
screens from Basic, the memory is
treated as four 16k chunks, each cap-
able of holding one screen. These
blocks can then be swapped with block
one of the original memory (the screen
display area causing a quick change of
display. Obvious uses for this include
animation, and quick screen changes in
multi -screen arcade and adventure
games.

Two commands, :SCREENCOPY and
:SCREENSWAP, manipulate screens.
:SCREENCOPY copies the information
making up one screen into any one of
the alternative 16k screen blocks;
:SCREENSWAP exchanges the con-
tents of one block with another. To
bring a screen onto the display, you
would :SCREENSWAP it into block one.

For more serious Basic applications,
the commands :BANKOPEN, :BANK -
WRITE, :BANKREAD and :BANKFIND
are important. Using these commands,
the extra 64k is treated as a data file.
:BANKOPEN sets the record length and
initialises the current record number.
:BANKWRITE lets you write data to the
file, and :BANKREAD retrieves it from
the file. Optional parameters specify
which record to write to, and return
values informing you of the success of
the operation. :BANKFIND lets you
search through the RAM fora particular
data item, and returns the record

number where the data is stored or a
negative number informing you that no
match was found. These bank com-
mands provide a fairly sophisticated
and very quick way to manipulate data
in database -like applications.

One of the selling points of the
disk -based Amstrad machines has al-
ways been that they can run CP/M, so
can theoretically access a wide range of
professional 8 -bit business software.

Unfortunately, life is never as
straightforward as it seems. Due to
limitations in the design of the 464 and
the 664, the full 64k of RAM was never
available to CP/M programs. This
meant that many popular CP/M prog-
rams such as WordStar wouldn't run in
the standard form on these machines.

All that has changed on the 6128. In
order to take advantage of the full 128k
of RAM in the machine, the Amstrad
6128 runs CP/M version 3 (or CP/M Plus)
instead of CP/M 2.2, which is used bythe
464 and 664 disk machines.

CP/M version 3 was released just at
the time when 16 -bit machines were
taking over from 8 -bit machines in the
business market. Consequently, it nev-
er had as much exposure as its more
popular, but inferior, predecessor.

One of the main advantages of CP/M 3
is that it can run on bank -switched
machines such as the 6128, and can
therefore take advantage of the extra
memory. It is also upgraded internally,
offering features such as naming of
disks, date stamping of files, password
protection, and the use of hashing
algorithms to speed up disk access.

The implementation of CP/M 3 on the
Amstrad is very nice indeed. As far as
CP/M is concerned, it is divided into
three banks which are further subdi-
vided into eight 16k chunks. Bank 0
contains the BDOS and BIOS routines;
Bank 1 is the Transient Program Area
(TPA); and Bank 2 contains the Console
Command Processor (CCP) plus va-
rious buffers and hash tables. The TPA
is allocated four 16k blocks, one of
which is shared with the other two
banks so the usual maximum TPA is
about 61k. This is quite sufficient for
most common CP/M programs and is a
vast improvement over the situation on
the 464 and the 664.

The majority of 8 -bit CP/M programs
should now run on the Amstrad. I tried
popular applications such as Wordstar,
SuperCalc 2 and Multiplan, and they all
worked well.

One of the great advantages of
having all this memory is that the BIOS,
BDOS and CCP routines only have to be
loaded off disk once when you boot the
system. Thereafter they sit quite happi-
ly in RAM until you reset the machine,
making it much easier to swap disks
without having to worry about the
correct system files being available.
CP/M 3 doesn't require you to Control C
the drive every time you change a disk
-you just put it in and CP/M will read it.

Installing 6128 applications prog-
rams should be straightforward. Am-

strad has arranged the system so that
sitting between the program and the
physical screen is a DEC VT52 terminal
emulator: when you install your prog-
ram, you use VT52 control codes.

Another advantage of CP/M version 3
is that it handles disk and I/O errors
much more elegantly than CP/M ver-
sion 2.2. When you get a disk error, you
generally receive a 'retry, ignore or
abort?' message rather than one of the
dreaded 'BDOS error on A' error
messages. The onlytrouble with this on
the 6128 is that the CP/M messages
scroll along the bottom of the screen
quite quickly, and it took me two or
three rotations to catch what the
message actually said.

Although you can add a second disk
drive to the system, I suspect that most
people will make do, at least in the
beginning, with just the internal drive.
For this reason, Amstrad has set up
CP/M so that two logical drives (A and B)
are mapped onto the single physical
disk drive. Consequently, disk and file
copies can be done from A to B - you
can pretend that you've got two drives.
CP/M prompts you when to change
disks, and also displays the logical
name of the current disk in the bottom
right-hand corner of the screen.

The manual suppled with the 6128 is
up to Amstrad's usual high standard,
and covers the extra features of the
6128 comprehensively. Like previous
manuals, it takes a quick but under-
standable tutorial approach, ending
with appendices and reference sec-
tions. Absolute novices might need a
second book to explain Basic, but most
users will be satisfied with the manual
supplied. A second manual of detailed
programmer's information aimed
more at software houses is available at
extra cost from Amstrad.

Conclusion
From the end of Augustyou can obtain a
£299 machine with 126k of RAM, a
monochrome monitor, a built-in disk
drive, CP/M 3 and DR Logo; £399 will
buy you the colour system. This has to
be rated as outstanding value for
money. Irate 664 users should be sure
to bombard Amstrad and this magazine
with complaints in order that we can
attempt to get them the same value.

Asa games machine, it is unlikelythat
many games houses will initially take
advantage of the 6128's disk drive or
extra RAM. However, if the machine
sells well (which it should) then the
software should follow. As a serious
home/small business machine it's
great. You can either use the disk drive
to save your own Basic programs, or
you could buy the popular CP/M pack-
ages and use them to run your small
business or to work on data at home.

Either way, it's the disk drive and the
price which make this machine. Am-
strad reckons that no other manufactur-
er will dare to release a machine
without a disk drive in the future. It
could well be right. END
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Thinking software?
THE TASWORD WORD PROCESSORS

The extensive features of the Tasword word processors are
ideal for both the home and business user. Every Tasword
comes complete with a comprehensive manual and a
cassette or disc. The cassette or disc contains your
TASWORD and TASWORD TUTOR. This teaches you word
processing using TASWORD. Whether you have serious
applications or simply want to learn about word
processing, TASWORD and TASWORD TUTOR make it
easy and enjoyable.

TASWORD TWO (Spectrum)
64 characters per line on the screen!
"Without doubt, the best utility I have reviewed for the Spectrum."

HOME COMPUTING WEEKLY APRIL 1984

"If you have been looking fora word processor, then look no further. "
CRASH JUNE 1984

The cassette program is supplied with instructions for
microdrive conversion.

TASWORD TWO* ZX 48K Spectrum cassette £13.90
microdrive cartridge £15.40

TASWORD EINSTEIN
A sixty-four character per line display and the ability to
hold over five hundred lines of text at any time are just
some of the features of this, the most recent of the
Taswords. Full interaction with the disc system - e.g.
Tasword detects the presence of added drives and allows
their use.

TASWORD EINSTEIN Tatung Einstein disc £19.95

TASWORD MSX
With all the features of the Spectrum Tasword Two
including the amazing sixty four character per line display.
The Tasword MSX machine code program utilises the 32K
of memory not normally available to Basic allowing over
five hundred lines of text to be held in memory.

TASWORD MSX* 64K MSX Computers
Fully inclusive mail order price
(cassette includes both disc and tape versions

£13-90

"There is no betterjustification for buying a 464 than this program."
POPULAR COMPUTING WEEKLY NOVEMBER 1984

A particularly sophisticated yet easy to use program. Now
available on disc. The cassette version is supplied with
instructions for transferring to disc.

TASWORD 464* Amstrad CPC 464 & 664 cassette £19.95
disc £22.95

TASWORD 464-D
This is the new Tasword especially developed to utilise the
capabilities of the CPC 464 and 664 disc drives. A major
new feature is a powerful mail merge facility. Tasword
464-D will only run on, and is only supplied on, disc. (>

TASWORD 464-D Amstrad CPC 464 & 664 disc £24.95

THE TASPRINT STYLE WRITERS

A must for dot-matrix printer owners! Print your program
output and listings in a choice of five impressive print styles.
The Tasprints utilise the graphics capabilities of dot matrix
printers to form, with a double pass of the printhead,
output in a range of five fonts varying from the futuristic
Data -Run to the hand writing simulation of Palace Script. A
TASPRINT gives your output originality and style/ The
TASPRINTS drive all Epson compatible eight pin dot-matrix
printers, e.g.

NEC PC -80238-N BROTHER HRS
EPSON FX-80 MANNESMANN TALLY MT -80 SHINWA CP-80
EPSON RX-80 STAR DM P 501/515 DATAC PANTHER
EPSON MX -80 TYPE III COSMOS -80 DATAC PANTHER II

Five impressive print styles for your use:

COMPACTA - bold and heavy, good for emphasis

FUTURISTIC SCRIPT

LECTURA LIGHT - clean and pleasing to read

MEDIAN - a serious business -like script

3t.,R.1rJ - atztlact :Luz Irtow_t-n,9 knt
Typical Tasprint output. Please note that different makes of printer produce different sized output.

TASPRINT (Spectrum)
Drives all the printer interfaces compatible with TASWORD
TWO and can be used to print TASWORD TWO text files as
well as output from your own Basic programs.

cassette £9.90
microdrive cartridge £11.40

TASPRINT 48K Spectrum

TASPRINT EINSTEIN
Print TASWORD EINSTEIN text files in one or more of the
TASPRINT fonts.

TASPRINT EINSTEIN disc £14.95

TASPRINT QL
TASPRINT QL includes a screen editor used to modify files
created by other commercial software, such as QUILL, or by
the user from BASIC. These modified files include TASPRINT
control characters and may be printed, using TASPRINT, in
one or more of the unique TASPRINT fonts.

TASPRINT QL Sinclair QL microdrive cartridge £19.95

TASPRINT 464
Can be used to print AMSWORD/TASWORD 464 text files
in addition to output from your own Basic programs.
Drives the Amstrad DMP-1 in addition to the printers
listed above.

TASPRINT 464 Amstrad CPC 464 & 664 cassette £9.90
disc £12.90

TASWORD UPGRADES
Tasword 464 and Amsword owners: send your original
cassette or disc (not the packaging) as proof of purchase.
Your original will be returned together with Tasword
464-D on disc. £13.90

*Available from larger branches of Boots OL is a trademark of Sinclair Research Limited



think Tasman
THE TASCOPY SCREEN COPIERS

The TASCOPY screen copiers print high resolution screen
copies with different dot densities and patterns for the
various screen colours. This gives the screen copies a
shaded effect which presents on a monochrome scale the
colours on the screen. With TASCOPY you can keep a
permanent and impressive record of your screen pictures
and diagrams. TASCOPY supports all the printers
mentioned under TASPRINT.

TASCOPY (Spectrum & Interface 1)
The Spectrum TASCOPY is for use with the RS232 output
on ZX Interface 1. It produces monochrome copies (in a
choice of two sizes) as well as copies with the shaded
"grey scale" effect described above.

TASCOPY ZX Spectrum cassette £9.90
microdrive cartridge £11.40

TASCOPY 01
TASCOPY QL adds new commands to the OL Superbasic.
Execute these commands to print a shaded copy of the
screen contents. Print the entire screen or just a specified
window. TASCOPY QL also produces large "poster size"
screen copies on more than one sheet of paper which can
then becut and joined to make the poster, and high speed
small copies.

TASCOPY OL Sinclair QL microdrive cartridge £12.90

TASCOPY 464
Adds two new commands to the 464 Basic to give both a
standard shaded screen copy as well as a "poster size"
copy which is printed onto two or four sheets which can
be cut and joined to make the poster.

TASCOPY 464 Amstrad CPC 464 & 664 cassette £9.90
disc £12.90

Available from good software stockists and direct from:

TASMAN
SOFTWARE
Springfield House, Hyde Terrace,
Leeds LS2 9LN  tel (0532) 438301

PLUS . . .

TASWIDE The Screen Stretcher
With this machine code utility you can write your own
Basic programs that will, with normal PRINT statements,
print onto the screen in the compact lettering used by
TASWORD TWO. With TASWIDE you can double the
information shown on the screen!

TASWIDE ZX 16K + 48K Spectrum £5.50

TASMERGE The Mail Merger
Transfer data from MASTERFILE to TASWORD TWO! Letters
and forms typed on TASWORD TWO can be printed with
addresses and data taken from MASTERFILE. The mail
merge facility allows, for example, multiple copies of a
letter to be printed, each containing a different name and
address taken from your MASTERFILE data. To use
TASMERGE you must have one or more microdrives as
well as TASWORD TWO and MASTERFILE by Campbell
Systems (version 9 or later).

TASMERGE ZX 48K Spectrum £10.90

TASMAN PRINTER INTERFACE
Plug into your Spectrum and drive any printer fitted with
the Centronics standard parallel interface. Supplied
complete with ribbon cable and driving software. The user
changeable interface software makes it easy to send
control codes to your printer using the method so
successfully pioneered with TASWORD TWO. The cassette
contains fast machine code high resolution full width
SCREEN COPY SOFTWARE for Epson, Mannesmann Tally,
Shinwa, Star, and Tandy Colour Graphic (in colour!)
printers. TASCOPY, shaded screen copy software for this
interface (value x.9.90-see description on left) is included
in this package.

CENTRONICS INTERFACE ZX Spectrum £39.90

COMPUTER PRINTER CABLES
RS232 for ZX INTERFACE 1 £14.50
MSX CENTRONICS 68.00
AMSTRAD CPC 464 CENTRONICS f9.90

4.

If you do not want to cut this magazine, simply write out your order and post to:
TASMAN SOFTWARE  Dept PYC Springfield House Hyde Terrace  Leeds LS2 9LN

I enclose a cheque/PO made payable to TASMAN SOFTWARE Ltd OR charge my

ACCESSNISA number:

NAME ITEM PRICE

ADDRESS

£

£

Outside Europe add E1.50 aorrnall per 'tern £

PCW "5 TOTAL

Send me the free Tasman brochure describing your products: Tick here

I would like to know more about your programs for (please tick):

OL El Tatung Einstein 0 ZX Spectrum 0 MSX0 Amstrad CPC 464 8, 6640

Telephone AccessNisa orders: Leeds 105321438301 All prices include VAT and packaging.



Knowledge Index
Everything you always wanted to know about computers - Peter Tootill

uncovers 20,104 entries on computers in Dialog's Knowledge Index.

Most micro users are familiar with
database management programs.
They enable you to store data and to
retrieve it in various ways. The main
disadvantages of a database manage-
ment package running on your micro is
that it can only store a limited amount of
data and you only get out what you type
in yourself.

Some companies run a database on a
commercial basis, making the im-
formation available (on a subscription
basis) to anyone who wants to use it,
but these systems can be expensive.

The American Dialog organisation
has launched an off-peak service called
Knowledge Index (KI) which, at 24
dollars an hour, is still likely to prove too
expensive forthe casual user, but could
be a useful source of information to
professionals and small business us-
ers. It is available from 6pm to 8am and
at weekends (British time. There is a
one-off joining fee of £25 which in-
cludes a manual/self-teaching guide
and two free hours of use. KI is a subset
of the massive Dialog system, and
currently contains 28 of Dialog's 250 -
plus databases.

Logging on
Logging on to KI is simple. You dial the
number of your local PSS access point
appropriate to the type of modem you
are using - there are separate phone
numbers for 300, 1200/75 and 1200/
1200 bits/sec modems (2400 full duplex
is coming). This call is at local call rates
for over 90 per cent of telephone
subscribers. You then go through the
normal PSS log -on procedure (send a
couple of carriage returns, type D1 or
A2) and enter Dialog's identity code as
you use its account to access the
system. This means that you don't have
to pay PSS charges separately, these
are all included in the $24 per hour
access charge. The PSS computer will
then askyou forthe add ress you wantto
contact, and you enter Dialog's
address, your own personal identity
code and your password. At this stage
you are connected to Knowledge Index.
The sign -on procedure is exactly the

same as that for Dialog users; the
Dialog system knows from your identi-
ty whether you are a Dialog or KI
subscriber.

The PSS identities and addresses are
quite long and it's easy to make a
mistake when entering them. If you do
make an error, sending control -X will
usually give you another chance. The
problemswith using the unfriendly PSS
system should disappear when BT's
Multistream service becomes available
shortly. Multistream will present callers
with a menu after they have identified
themselves: all you will have to do is
select Dialog. The new system will
include error checking
your computer or terminal, but you
must have special terminal software
before you can use it.

Once into KI, it is straightforward to
use. Like any computer system, it has a
few idiosyncracies that you will soon
getto know. The manual is quite good. It
has a few introductory chapters de-
signed to teach you how to use the
system and a section on each database
(called 'database briefs'). All the data-
bases use the same 'query language' -
that is, the commands you enter to find
things in them.

In use
The first thing you need to do after
logging on is to choose the database
you want to use. This is simply a matter
of entering the command 'Begin' fol-
lowed by a four-letter abbreviation of
the database in question. You are then
ready to carry out your search.

Searches can be of several types-by
subject, by author, bytitle, by journal, or
by date of publication in some areas. To
search for items on a particular subject,
for example computers, you type 'find
computers'. At this point the system
will pause for a few moments. You'll
then get a response:
S1 20104 COMPUTERS

This means that KI has found 20,104
items with the keyword 'computers' in
the subject area. Unless you feel like
looking through all of them, you will
want to narrow the choice down a little.

The command 'find doctors and com-
puters and personal' will give you:
151 DOCTORS
20104 COMPUTERS
7659 PERSONAL
S2 2 DOCTORS AND COMPUTERS

AND PERSONAL
This tells you that KI has found 151

items containing the word 'doctors',
20,104 containing 'computers' and
7,659 containing 'personal', but only
two containing all three. It also labels
each search as you carry it out - this
one is now S2. This is more manage-
able, and we can now instruct KI to
display the items in question by typing
'display S2'. You can control the
amount of information displayed by
using control words 'short', 'medium'
and 'long', so 'display S1/short' will
give an abbreviated display, and so on.

The detailsthat you are given depend
on the database in question. In 'Books in
Print' you getthe author, title, publisher
and brief details of contents ofthe book.
In the databases that have details of
articles and research papers, you will
usually get an abstract of the paper as
well. If the article is one that interests
you, you can order a photocopy which
is sent to you by airmail. This service
costs around $10 plus 25 cents a page.

Commands can be shortened: f for
'find', d for 'display', and soon. There is
a reasonably extensive online 'help'
system. There is also an internal
electronic mail system to communicate
between users and to answer your
queries about using KI

It is very useful if your terminal
software can send a true break charac-
ter ,(an extended null), as in some
situations this is the only way of
interrupting a display after it has
started. KI can be set to fit your screen,
and pause and wait for a command
when it is full.

Online encyclopaedia
One of the interesting new items to be
found in KI is the Academic American
Encyclopaedia, which contains about
30,000 entries. You look for items in this
in the same way as in the other
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databases, which can be rather confus-
ing. I tried to look up 'hedgehogs' and
was offered 48 references, the first to
one of Aesops Fables! The problem
with this was that there seemed be no
happy medium when displaying the
entry. A short mode display gave only
the name Aesop, and medium mode
gave a few pages, including the text of
the fable! Part of my problems with this
section were due to thefactthat, being a
new database, I hadn't received a

database brief. However, I doubt
browsing in an electronic encylopaedia
will ever be as rewarding as in a paper
one. The advantage of the KI system is, I
suppose, that it's readily available and
much cheaper than Britannica, for
example, and itshould also be easierfor
the publisher to keep up to date.

The main drawback of KI is the fact
that it is American. This is not so much a
problem in the scientific and technical
areas as most of the databases include a
good range of UK sources. However,
the business and news services are all
strongly US biased. KI is seeking to
expand the UK contents - Everymans
Encyclopaedia is due to go online soon,
for example, but many British systems
are already locked into other hosts.

Conclusion
Using KI is a fascinating experience. It is
reasonably easy to use, when you get
the hang of it, and could be very useful
to technical and professional people
who can use it out of office hours. It
doesn't have much to offer the
businessman nor is itforthe hobbyist or
casual browser: it is all too easy to run
up a bill of several hundred dollars if
you are not systematic and disciplined
in your searching.

The manual stresses the need to plan
your search in advance and to accom-
plish it as quickly as possible. If you
wantto sit and th ink a bout the next step,
log -off first. You can easily come back
later. KI charges are quite reasonable-
if you were to use PSS to call an
American system direct, the PSS
charges could be around £12-£15 an
hour without the costs of using the
system itself.

Databases
There are 15 different sections available
in Knowledge Index; each section
contains one or more databases. Here is
a list of the sections and some details of
the information contained in the indi-
vidual databases. In most cases it is
details of articles, and so on, that you
will find in the database, not the articles
themselves.
Agriculture
AGRICOLA Covers all aspects of agri-
culture and related fields (human nutri-
tion, pollution, veterinary science).
Books
BOOKS IN PRINT (Copyright by RR
Bowker Co) Online version of US Books
in Print and Forthcoming Books. Fea-
tures 950,000 books from over 12,000

publishers.
Business information
ABI/INFORM (Copyright by Data
Courier Inc) All aspects of business,
management and administration.
230,000 articles, conference reports,
1971 to present.
TRADE AND INDUSTRY INDEX (Copy-
right by Information Access Company)
Information relating to major industries
and trades. Covers 520,000 references
from 1500 publications.
Computers and electronics
INSPEC (Copyright by Institution of
Electrical Engineers) Covers physics,
computers and electronics. 1.2 million
references to more than 2300 journals,
reports, books, patents from 1977 to
present.
INTERNATIONAL SOFTWARE DATA-
BASE (Copyright by Imprint Software)
Programs for micro and minicompu-
ters, covers 6500 commercially avail-
able programs with prices, availability,
and soon.
MICROCOMPUTER INDEX (Copyright
by Microcomputer Information Ser-
vices) Covers 11,000 articles from 40
publications in the microcomputerfield
from 1981 to present.
THE COMPUTER DATABASE (Copy-
right by Management Contents) Broad
coverage of all aspects of computing,
telecommunications and electronics.
Includes 45,000 items from over 500
journals, newsletters, books and, soon.
Corporation and company news
STANDARD & POOR'S NEWS (Copy-
right by Standard & Poor's) Extensive
news, including financial reports on
10,000 US companies.
ICC BRITISH COMPANY DIRECTORY
(Copyright by Inter Company Compari-
sons Ltd) Covers all 900,000 registered
British corn panies, giving full name and
address of company, usually with date
of filing of latest company accounts.
Education
ERIC Covers entire field of education.
Details of 530,000 articles and reports
from 1966 to present.
Engineering
ENGINEERING LITERATURE INDEX
(Copyright by Engineering Informa-
tion) Aerospace, civil,. electrical, agri-
cultural and mechanical engineering.
Covers 750,000 items from 3000 jour-
nals from 1975 to present.
Government publications
GPO PUBLICATIONS REFERENCE FILE
List of US Government Publications
Office publications (29,000).
NTIS (Copyright by National Technical
Information Service) Covers over one
million US Government reports from
1964 to present.
Legal information
LEGAL RESOURCE INDEX (Copyright
by Information Access Company) Ac-
cess to law -related topics, includes
140,000 items from over 700 law
journals.
Magazines
MAGAZINE INDEX (Copyright by In-
formation Access Corp) Lists articles
from more than 400 popular magaiines

published in the US, covering topics
such as book and film reviews, sports,
current affairs, travel, science. Covers
870,000 articles from 1959 to present.
Mathematics
MATHFI LE (Copyright by the American
Mathematical Society) Covers litera-
ture on pure and applied mathematics.
Includes over 380,000 items from 1600
journals.
Medicine
MEDLINE (produced bythe US National
Library of Medicine)
INTERNATIONAL PHARMACEUTICAL
ABSTRACTS (Copyright by American
Society of Hospital Pharmacists)
BIOSIS PREVIEWS (Copyright by
BioSciences Information Service of
Biological Abstracts)
DRUG INFORMATION FULLTEXT
(Copyright by American Society of
Hospital Pharmacists) The medicine
section has three parts and eight
databases, covering all aspects of
medicine with coverage too extensive
to list here. It includes more than eight
million itemsfrom over 13,000 journals.
Newspapers
NEWSGARCH Indexes news stories,
articles and reviews from over 1700
leading magazines and journals, as well
as the New York Times, the Wall Street
Journal, and the Christian Science
Monitor. The database contains refer-
ences from the current month.
NATIONAL NEWSPAPER INDEX
(Copyright by Information Access
Corp) Includes front page to back page
indexing of the New York Times, the
Wall Street Journal, and the Christian
Science Monitor, from 1979 to present.
Over 720,000 references are included.
Psychology
PSYCINFO (Copyright by American
Psychological Association) Covers
over 440,000 items from more than
1000 journals, from 1967 to present.
MENTAL HEALTH ABSTRACTS (Copy-
right by IFI/Plenum Data Company)
Covers literature on all aspects of
mental health and mental illness.
450,000 items from 1500 sources.
Reference
ACADEMIC AMERICAN ENCYC-
LOPEDIA (Copyright by Arete Pub-
lishing Company) An online electronic
encyclopaedia. 30,000 items covering
the 'full range of human knowledge'.
Each item gives a detailed account of
the particular topic.
MARQUIS WHO'S WHO (Copyright by
Marquis Who's Who Inc) The complete
text of Who's Who in America and
Who's Who in Frontier Science and
Technology. Includes 93,000 bio-
graphies from 1982 to the present.
IRS TAXINFO Produced by the US
Internal Revenue Service and contains
the complete text of 71 IRS publications
applicable to the current tax year. Over
10,000 citations.

Knowledge Index can be contacted at
PO Box 8, Abingdon, Oxford - or
phone (0865) 730969. END
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Apricot F10
While others floun derand fall, ACT marches on with theApricot F10, a

high -end addition to the Frange started by the F1 last year. Is an F1 with a
hard disk and more RAM betterthan theApricotXi? Peter Brighttakes a look.
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ACT is a successful company, and
there aren't many volume British mic-
ro manufacturers you can still say that
about. It seems to have a penchant for
old embassies, white Porsches and
racing yachts, as well as value -for -
money business micros.

The latest additions to the in-
creasingly wide range of ACT micros
are two new re -designed versions of
the F range - the F2 and the F10. The
F2 comes complete with twin 720k
microfloppy disks, while the F10 has

an integral 10Mbyte hard disk.
Here we take a look at the F10.

Ha rdwa re
Externally, the Apricot F10's system
box looks just like the Apricot Fl it is
based on and quite unlike any other
micro you are likely to see. Although it
conforms to the standard micro three -
box design, it is much smaller than
comparable micros.

The main system box is very low
and thin, although it is quite deep, and

it is higher at the back to accommo-
date the power supply unit. All the
units in the F range are finished in
par -for -the -course cream, and all the
casings are constructed from moulded
plastics which I found to be fragile.
None are very thick and they deform
easily. This is a point to watch.

Although the front of the system
box is physically small, it still man-
ages to house the single 31/2in disk
drive, LEDs representing power, caps
lock, stop and disk access, and the
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infra -red receivers for the keyboard
and the mouse.

At the back, the F10 comprises
composite and RGB video outputs as
well as an RS232 serial port and a
Centronics parallel printer port. There
is also a strange -looking two -pin sock-
et marked '12 volts' which apparently
is used to power ACT's monochrome
monitor. Finally on the back panel
there is a blanking plate for an expan-
sion card, and at the bottom of the
right-hand side is a system bus slot for
add-on boxes.

Getting inside the unit is straightfor-
ward. Remove the two Phillips screws
securing the back panel, which you
then also remove. Next, you simply lift
off the lid.

Inside, everything is extremely
tightly packed. The layout is broadly
the same as on the Fl. The main PCB
is along the bottom of the system box
with everything else on top. The pow-
er supply occupies most of the avail-
able space at the back of the box, and
the single disk drive takes most of the
space at the front. Inbetween, ACT has
somehow managed to squeeze a 31/2in
10Mbyte Rodime hard disk. It is such a
tight squeeze that the only way to
make it fit was to put it sideways
across the middle of the box.

The upshot of all this squeezing is
that you can hardly see the main PCB
for all the add-on bits and pieces. The
only thing which I thought was mis-
sing was the metal strengthening
shield which usually supports the
weight of the monitor on the lid of the
system box. Without it, the lid bowed
quite alarmingly under the weight of
the colour monitor which made the
monitor rock about alarmingly if the
table was rocked.

The main PCB has been extensively
rehashed over the original Fl, which
PCW Benchtested last October. The
main processor is the same 4.7MHz
Intel 8086 as used in the Fl, but the
system RAM has been increased from
256k in the Fl to 512k in the F10. This
is achieved by the simple expedient of
substituting 245kbit RAM chips for the
64kbit units in the Fl.

The other major change made to the
PCB on the F10 is the addition of an
extra expansion slot. This is necessary
due to one of the expansion slots on
the Fl O's motherboard being taken up
by a very compact hard disk controller
card. The extra slot means that you
can still plug in your ACT modem card
or Point 32 network card.

As the main PCB is obscured by all
the bits and pieces above it, actually
removing the unit is now harder than
on the Fl.

While in theory it still slides out, you
now need to remove the hard disk
controller card and seven cables, one of
which you can't extract without remov-
ing the hard disk itself.

One thing which did annoy me
during the test is that the noise levels
of the F10 are significantly higher than

the Fl. Part of this is due to the hard
disk, but the main reason is the fan
which seems much louder than I

remember on the Apricot Fl.
As already mentioned, ACT has

launched not one but two additions to
the Apricot F range. As well as the F10
on test here, it has also released the
F2. This is basically an Fl with twin
half -height 720k 31/2in disk drives on
top of each other at the front of the
machine.

I chose the F10 over the new twin -
floppy F2 for this Benchtest primarily
because I was concerned about how
well a hard disk would perform in this
machine. The basic Fl circuitry does
not contain a DMA controller, and I

was interested to see if hard disk
access times would suffer as a result.
In order to find out, I ran Eric Bag-
shaw's disk Benchmarks (see PCW,
November 1984) and was surprised to
find that hard disk access on the F10 is
actually faster than on the Apricot Xi or
the IBM PC/XT. In fact, its disk access
times are the fastest I have figures for.

As far as the display is concerned,
the story is much the same as the
Apricot Fl (that is, 640 x 200 pixels in
four colours). You can either plug in
ACT's RGB colour monitor or a cheap
composite monochrome monitor.

The review machine was supplied
with one of ACT's colour units. I

believe that these have been hard to
obtain in the shops, but ACT assures
me that there is now no problem.
These units really are very nice. Con-
sidering they are colour monitors they
are very compact, and are quite in
proportion with the rest of the system.
The power and brightness controls are
on the right-hand side of the monitor
box. The only minor problem is that
the monitor needs its own 240 -volt
power supply, so you will need two
plugs to get the colour system going.

The screen is a Sony Trinitron unit. I
have always liked these units in televi-
sions, and the results in the monitor
were also generally good, although in
black and white mode the lettering on
the screen is slightly fuzzy. The tube is
anti -glare coated - I even used it
sitting in the sun in my garden.

The F10 keyboard uses the same
infra -red system as the Fl. Instead of
being connected to the main unit by a
wire, the F10 uses an infra -red light
beam to transmit the keyboard data to
the main unit. The data is encoded in
such a way that there is little likelihood
of it being corrupted - it will either
get there or it won't.

The main advantage of this
approach is that you don't become
tangled up with a keyboard cable; the
main problem is that the only useful
place for the keyboard is on the desk
next to the main unit. If you try to use
it on your lap, the light beam will
probably be broken by the edge of the
table and the keyboard won't work. To
avoid this, ACT supplies fibre optic
cable which you can use to connect
the keyboard and the main unit.

As well as containing the keys, the
keyboard also holds a battery -oper-
ated clock. Each time you boot up the
system, you are asked to press the
DATE/TIME key. This transmits the
date and the time from the keyboard
to the system unit to update the date
and time held by DOS.

The keyboard unit is rather small,
and although it is quite wide it isn't too
deep. The front of the casing has a
kind of abbreviated palm rest, and the
back houses two buttons which make
two legs spring down with alarming
ferocity to alter the typing angle of the
unit. Underneath is a hatch which
covers the battery compartment hold-
ing four penlight batteries for the clock
and the infra -red unit. When the unit
arrived in the office, I just couldn't
make it work. I was just about to return
it as faulty when I discovered that ACT
hadn't fitted any batteries!

When I Benchtested the original
Apricot Fl, I wasn't at all happy with
the keyboard. It uses a membrane
rather than individual key switches,
and I didn't like its feel. The problem
was exacerbated by the keys them-
selves, which reminded me of Scrab-
ble tiles rather than computer keys.

I am glad to say that ACT has now
gone some way to rectifying the prob-
lem. Although it is still a membrane
keyboard, the keys have been re -
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The FlO's membrane keyboard looks and feels like a traditional unit
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BENCHTEST

The back features a two -pin monochrome monitor socket

designed so that it now looks and feels
much more like a traditional keyboard.

The keys are laid out in the same
order as the F1; the main qwerty
typing area takes up most of the
left-hand side of the unit. To its right
are the editing keys, then the numeric
keypad, and then the 10 function keys
arranged in two vertical banks of five.

This makes a total of 92 keys - it is
hard to see how ACT could have fitted
a single extra key in the available
space. This is the most crowded
keyboard I have ever seen. It's a bit
like the IBM keyboard: no room for a
space between the functional areas -
just cram them in together.

In addition to the normal typing
keys, there are four extra buttons
which run along the top of the
keyboard casing above the typing
keys. From left to right these are
marked RESET, REPEAT RATE, SET
TIME and KEYBOARD LOCK.

Not surprisingly, the RESET button
soft -resets the machine. The REPEAT
RATE key varies the speed at which
the keys auto -repeat. The SET TIME

button allows you to reset the clock
using a display on the 25th line of the
display, and the KEYBOARD LOCK
button disables the keyboard.

In common with the rest of the
Apricot range, the function keys dou-
ble as a calculator. If you press the calc
button (SHIFT F4), you can do calcula-
tions on the 25th line of the screen
using the numeric keypad. You can
then send the result to the cursor
position by using the send button (F5).

All in all, the F10 keyboard is a vast
improvement over the Fl unit. The
keys feel and sound nicer, the only
trouble being that you can hear the
springs inside the keys as you hit
them. The only disappointment is that
this unit is just being supplied with the
F2 and the F10: the Fl and the Apricot
Portable have to make do with the old
keyboard. I can't see any logical
reason why this should be.

As well as the keyboard, the Apricot
F10 also has the ACT mouse included
in the price. When I Benchtested the
Fl, I wasn't very happy with the
mouse either. At the time, it had the

There is no metal shield between the monitor and the system box

excuse of being a pre -production unit
so no firm conclusions could be reach-
ed. This time the F10 was supplied with
a production mouse, and I was hoping it
would be better. It wasn't.

The first problem with the ACT
mouse is that it is designed either to
be rolled around the desk like a

normal mouse, or held in one hand
while the other hand moves the track-
ball. If you try to use it like a normal
mouse, the light pipe is a must as the
angle of the light beam is wrong (the
ACT mouse uses the same infra -red
system as the keyboard). If you use it
as a trackball in your hand, you will
probably still need the light pipe
because your hand isn't aligned with
the light beam.

As if this isn't enough, I had terrible
trouble controlling the cursor with the
ACT mouse. Sometimes I could move
the trackball, but the cursor wouldn't
move.

This has happened on every ACT
mouse I have tried - I can only
conclude that the rollers inside the unit
slip on the main ball and so don't
register the movement.

Generally, if I want to use a mouse
with an ACT machine, I plug a Micro-
soft mouse into the serial port. I had to
put up with it on this occasion because
someone has stolen my Microsoft
mouse.

System software
Like the other Apricots, the F10 runs
MS-DOS version 2.11 as standard. The
main irrelation concerns the different
versions of the BIOS which different
machines run. Here, ACT seems to be
in something of a mess.

Not long ago, I tried to install Lotus
Symphony on the office Apricot Xi. It
transpired that although the version of
the operating system was OK, I had
the wrong version of the BIOS. The
only way out was to format the hard
disk and install the new BIOS.

This is an example of a problem
with a product which was specifically
designed for the Apricot Xi; things can
get really hairy when you try to work
out which software will work on which
machine. As far as the BIOS is con-
cerned, ACT says it is working on a
generic BIOS for the entire range. It's a
bit late.

Another point which is causing ex-
treme confusion is ACT's choice of
friendly front ends for its machines.
Here's the story . . .

Long, long ago when the Apricot PC
was first launched, ACT decided that it
would be a nice idea if it had a friendly
front end to the operating system to
make it easier to use. The company
invented a system called The Manager
which was quite basic and purely
textual, and used a system of 'ladders'
to allow you to select an option and
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Silicon Chip
No. 1 FOR ATARI*

Atari 520 ST
GUARANTEE
Our EXCLUSIVE Direct
Exchange Guarantee is
available FREE OF CHARGE
to all our customers.
If a product purchased from
SILICON CHIP becomes faulty
due to a manufacturing or
component defect, within ONE
YEAR of purchase, we will,
subject to availability,
exchange for new.

SPECS
512K RAM.
Expandable Rom.
MIDI Interface. RS232
Serial/Centronics Parallel
Interfaces. Floppy Disk and Hard
Disks Interfaces. RGB Video and TV
outputs. Sound Generator with 3 channels.
2 Joystick Ports. 3 Graphics and Text Modes -
320x200 = 512 colours, 640x200 - 4 colours, 640x400 B/W.
16 Bit Motorola 68000 Microprocessor running at 8 mHz.

SILICON CHIP LTD, Showroom address:
302 High Street, Slough, Berkshire. Tel: 0753 70639

* 1st Atari Business Centre.
* 1st Dealer for 130 XE.
* 1st Dealer for 1029 Printers.
* 1st Dealer with our own Software House for Software Support.
* 1st Dealer for 520 ST

PRICES
Atari 520 ST
+ 1500k Disk Drive
+ Black & White

Monitor £749.99

The prices of the ST from SILICON
CHIP Ltd, include Basic, logo, GEM
write, BOSS operating systems and
GEM paint.

POWER WITHOUT THE
PRICE

Chipsoft Integrated Accounts
Package: -
Including Stock Control,
Norminal, Sales and Purchase
Ledgers £250
ST/Centronics Printer lead £29.99
ST/Midi lead £14.99
Final prices and specs may be
subject to change.

Please phone or write for full details. Dealer enquiries welcome.



carry it out. The Manager
worked in its own limited
fashion, although most
deleted it.

ACT then decided that what it really
needed was a graphics -based friendly
system with colour, pictures, mice and
icons, so it sank an awful lot of time,
effort and money into producing a
package called Activity. This was laun-
ched with the Apricot Fl and was
bundled with the Fl and the Portable,
although not with the Apricot PC.
Activity was a good package. It work-
ed within the limitations of the Fl and
the Portable, and provided a nice,
friendly, colourful environment in
which to work. Then Digital Research
released GEM ...

GEM is designed to make a wide
range of machines, from Ataris to IBM
PCs to Apricots, look and behave like
the Apple Macintosh. I can see why a
few people at ACT were more than a
little upset with GEM. ACT had just put
a great deal of effort into creating a
friendly interface, just to have one of
its systems software suppliers re-
lease an even friendlier interface. But
in spite of this, ACT included GEM
with some of its machines. Then
Microsoft released Windows . .

Windows has been around, in
theory, for so long now that most
people can't remember when it started.
Now, finally, Microsoft has released a
positively -the -last -version of Win-
dows. Windows isn't as friendly as
GEM, but is more useful in that it allows
multi -tasking on standard MS-DOS
systems. Well, ACT just had to have
that...

The outcome of all this is that the
review F10 was supplied with Digital
Research's GEM. GEM stands for
'Graphics Environment Manager.' It
sits between the nasty, unfriendly
operating system and the user, and
provides what is hopefully a nice,
friendly, easy -to -understand user in-
terface. One of the great advantages
of GEM is that it runs on a wide range
of micros. To date, I've seen it on IBM
PCs and compatibles, an Atari 520ST,
various Apricots and a Philips. It will
soon be out on ICL machines and other
kit.

When you first boot the Apricot F10,
it boots the operating system, loads all
the bits and pieces needed by GEM,
then loads GEM itself. GEM on the F10
looks very much like GEM on any
other system. The first thing loaded is
the GEM desk -top, which has a pull -
down menu bar running along the top
with commands headed DESK, FILE,
VIEW and OPTIONS.

Down the right-hand side of the
screen are three icons, marked Hard
Disk, Floppy Disk and Trash. Most of
the remainder of the screen is occu-
pied by a large window which displays

people just

INF
the contents of the current

directory. Files are represented
by icons according to their type. If a
program has been installed in GEM, a
picture is displayed in the icon to
represent the type of program it is.

Windows in GEM can be moved and
sized in exactly the same way as on
the Macintosh. You can use the mouse
to drag windows around, size them
and scroll information inside them.

The main difference between GEM
on the Apricot F10 and, say, the IBM PC
is that GEM runs in colour on the F10.
Four colours are used - blue, yellow,
red and black. The overall effect is very
pretty, but I'm not sure about some of
the colour combinations when an
application is opened, for example.

My main criticism of GEM on the F10
is that the F10 doesn't have quite
enough raw power to run GEM proper-
ly. Graphics user interfaces such as
GEM take a lot of calculation speed to
produce a display that can size and
update graphics windows fast enough
not to be noticeable.

It is not without reason that the Apple
Macintosh uses an 8MHz Motorola
68000 processor just to drive a

monochrome screen. The Apricot F10
only has a 4.7MHz Intel 8086 to look
after a full -colour screen, so GEM on the
F10 can be very slow when it has to
resize or update multiple windows.

This was especially noticeable when
comparing the speeds of GEM on a
Compaq Portable with a monochrome
screen, and an Apricot. Both machines
have similar processors working at
similar speeds, but the GEM display on
the Compaq was much faster simply
because it didn't have to update all the
colour graphics planes.

In terms of usability, ACT would have
been better off retaining Activity for the
whole F range - at least that worked
fast. This of course ignores the other
advantage of GEM, which is that
friendly applications programs can be
written for the GEM environment.

Applications software
Apartfrom having GEM bundled with it,
the F10 also includes two applications

Benchmarks
BM1 1.8
BM2 5.7
BM3 11.8
BM4 12.3
BM5 13.7
BM6 25.4
BM7 39.5
BM8 38.3
Average 18.56

All timings in seconds. Fora full listing
of the Benchmark programs, see page
185, January issue.

programs specifically designed to run
in the GEM environment: these are
GEM Draw and GEM Write. The review
machine was supplied with pre -pro-
duction versions of both, as well as an
early version of GEM Paint.

GEM Write is in fact a GEM-ised
version of Lifetree's popular Volkswri-
ter Deluxe word processor, and it looks
very nice indeed. All the commands are
contained in a pull -down menu which
run along the top of the screen. The
document is displayed in a window
which can be sized, moved or scrolled at
will, using the mouse. Different text
styles can be displayed onscreen,
although the pre -production review
version didn't allow different fonts or
point sizes.

One interesting feature of GEM Write
is that you can include GEM Draw
pictures in the document. This is done
by specifying the filename of the
drawing at the point in the document
where it is to be placed; the drawing is
then displayed onscreen in thetext. The
only drawback is that when you scroll
through the text, it can take some time
to re -draw the picture. Consequently,
GEM Write contains an option to turn
off the graphics, in which case only the
filename is displayed.

Volkswriter Deluxe is a well -liked
word processor for the IBM PC. and in
its GEM guise looks to be a very good
word processor indeed - definitely
betterthan what is usually bundled with
a machine.

GEM Draw was written by Digital
Research and is usually included as part
of the GEM package. In this guise, it can
take advantage of the four colours
available on the F10. I must admit that
I've always found GEM Draw rather
difficult to use. It is more like MacDraw
than MacPaint, and stores its pictures
as a series of drawing commands rather
than a bit image, which makes it better
for design work than free -hand
drawing.

Having said that, the colour imple-
mentation on the Apricot is very nice.
The window outline is in blue, with the
main drawing areas in black and the
grid lines in yellow. Very pretty.

GEM Paint is more like MacPaint, and
is much better for doodling and free-
hand drawings. GEM Paint won't be
bundled with the F10, you'll have to go
out and buy it.

One of the good things about ACT's
Activity package is that you can play
with system fonts and keyboards via
the utilities included in the package.
ACT is currently rewriting these utilities
to work in the GEM environment, but
unfortunately they weren't ready in
time for this review.

With GEM, you aren't restricted to
applications programs specially writ-
ten for the environment. Any program
that will run on the basic system will run
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CP/M Plus (vers 3)
For NASCOM and Gemini computers

Features:
CP/M 2.2 file compatibility
Banked memory system
Fast warm boot from banked memory
Faster disk access: -
Directory hashing, memory cashing, multi sector I/O
Better implementation of USER levels
Greatly extended and user friendly utility commands
20 transient utility commands
Includes MAC the DRI assembler
Multi command entry on single line
Multiple drive searching facility
Console redirection
Password file protection
Date and time file stamping
Larger disk and file handling
29 additional BDOS calls
Extended BDOS capability by easily attached RSXs
Winchester, floppy and virtual disk
Mixed drive/formats
Full source code of BIOS supplied
PLUS PLUS PLUS minim

Now Only i199
Excluding post and packing and VAT

For further information contact:

MAP 80 SYSTEMS LTD.
Unit 12 Stoneylands Road, Egham, Surrey

Tel: 0784 37674

Are you

Developing Systems
Consider our modular approach

Nasbus/80 Bus compatible
CPU card
Z80 CPU incorporating memory mapping
64k RAM on board (expandable)
Z80 SlO providing two RS232 channels
CTC providing programmable baud rates
P10 providing parallel/centronics I/O
Parallel keyboard port
VIDEO card (VFC)
80 by 25 line output
Fast memory mapped display
On board floppy disk controller
Can be used with CPU card under CP/M
Available in kit or built and tested
DISK card (MPI)
Mixed 3", 3.5", 5.25", 8" drives supported
SASI Winchester interface
Z80 SIO providing two serial channels
CTC providing programmable baud rates
RAM card
64k to 256k (in 64k steps)
Supports 64/32k paging 4k mapping
Available in kit or built and tested
CLOCK card (RTC)
Attaches to any Z80 P10
Retains Centronics parallel output
Battery backup
PRICES
CPU £230 MPI £185
VFC £199 RAM (64k) £150
RTC £35 RAM (256k) £285

All prices exclude carriage and VAT

MAP 80 SYSTEMS LTD.
Unit 2 Stoneylands Road, Egham, Surrey

Tel: 0784 37674

MONITORS
Microvitec 1431 Standard Res £189.00
Microvitec 1451 Medium Res £289.00
Microvitec 1441 High Res £399.00
Microvitec 2031 20"Standard Res £315.00
Microvitec Sinclair QL £270.00
Philips BM7502 V.H. Res (Green) £85.00
Normende TV/Monitor + Remote control £249.00
Ferguson CTV + RGB £240.00
Philips CTV + RGB £229.00
Kaga RGB Vision11112" £369.00
Kaga 12" H. R . Green £118
Sanyo SCM 14"VHR £425.00
Novex 1414 colour Monitor £215.00

DISC DRIVES
BBC Single 100K Drive £99.00
BBC Dual 200K £189.00
BBC Dual 200K 40 Track £159.00
BBC Dual 400K 40 Track £299.00
BBC Single 400K 80 Track £159.00
BBC Dual 800K 80 Track £318.00
BBC Single Power Supply £20.00
BBC Dual Power Supply £29.00

DAISYWHEEL PRINTERS
Brother HR15 £378.00
Brother HR15 Keyboard £155.00
Brother HR15 Sheet Feeder £212.00
Brother HR15 Tractor Feed £71.00
Quen Data 20 CPS £249.00
Juki610018CPS £340.00
Juki,Single Sheet Feeder £230.00
Juki Tractor Unit £115.00
Juki RS232 Interface £74.00
Juki Spare Daisywheel £16.00

PRINTERS
Brother EP44 £228.00
Brother HR5 £148.00
Canon PW1080A 160 CPS (NIA £289.00
Canon PW1156A 160 CPS (NLQ) £399.00

Kaga KP810 (NLQ) £285.00
Kaga KP910 (NLQ) £399.00
Kaga RS232 + 2K Buffer £95.00
Ensign 1650165 CPS £305.00
Epson RX8OT 100 CPS £212.00
Epson RX80F/T 100 CPS £240.00
MP -165 (NLQ) £316.00
Panasonic KP1091 £325.00
Seikosha GP100A £189.00
Epson RX100F/T 100 CPS £396.00
Epson FX80160 CPS £370.00
Epson FX100F/T 160 CPS £494.00
Shinwa CP80 £199.00
Riteman Compact 120 CPS £199.00
Star Gemini 10X 120 CPS £230.00
Star Gemini 15X 120 CPS £339.00
Epson 814RS232 Interface with 2K

Buffer X On/Off £65.00
Epson LX80 £245.00
LX80 (New Edition) £225.00

COLOUR PRINTERS
Canon PJ1080A 7 Colour40 CPS InkJet £440.00
Seikosha GP700A 7 Colour 50 CPS £399.00

COMPUTERS, SOFTWARE,
ACCESSORIES, UTILITIES

and lots, lots morel!

DISKS
Very high quality Fuji

Diskettes, guaranteed for life
at only £20.00 per box
(Double -sided 80 track)

BBC UPGRADES
A -B Upgrade £110.00
DFS Interface £120.00
Econet Interface £69.00
Speech Interface £54.00
RS232 Interface for any

Centronics -type Printer £34.00

HOW TO ORDER
You may purchase any of the items listed by
cheque made payable to: Twillstar Computers
Ltd. Barclaycard or Access All you have to do
is fill in your requirements on a separate sheet
of paper, post to us and we will despatch within
24 hours, subject to availability . All prices
inclusive of 15% VAT. ADD £2.50 P&P for
orders below £150. Over add £8 P&P. Credit
card holders may order by telephone. Give
card number, name, address and items
required. Please note VAT is not charged on
export orders. Export customers please ring for
details of P&P.

TCL anTELEPHONE ORDERS

an (01)574 5271
°MI

6 days a week
9a 7pm

Monday to
to

Saturday saV

Avillstar Computers Limited
17 Regina Road, Southall, MIDDLESEX UB2 5PL. TEL: (01)574 5271
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under GEM, so what soft-
ware will run on the F10 with
or without GEM? As is common with
ACT these days, the answer isn't
simple. Theoretically all the Apricots,
whether PCs, Fs or Portables are
compatible, but this is only true to a
certain extent.

'Well-behaved' programs which use
operating systems calls properly
should run across the range: I tried a
generic copy of SuperCalc and it ran
quite happily. However, some prog-

rams (usually the popular ones)
aren't well-behaved. Instead of

using MS-DOS calls, they access the
hardware directly, and this is where
problems occur. The only real way to
check if an Apricot program will run on
the F10 is to reference the software
price list, then try the program.

Some popular programs have device
drivers which can be slotted into the
main program to make it work with
different screen configurations, and so
on. Certain popular Apricot programs

Disk Benchmarks
Apricot

F10
Apricot

Xi
IBM

PC/XT
0) Program load 1 16 19

1) Sequential write 6 6 5

2) Sequential read 8 .7 19

3) Random write 13 11 15

4) Random read 9 7 3

5) Sequential multi -open and write 16 26 22
6) Sequential multi -open and read 2 1 8

7) Random multi -open and write 8 27 27
8) Random multi -open and read 3 2 8

9) Random read in random file 3 4 3

10) Random write in random file 6 9 3

11) Random front-end swap 47 50 76
12) Close up holed file 20 20 31

13) Multi -kill 6 6 15

Total 148 192 254

Technical specifications
Processor:
ROM:
RAM:
Keyboard:
Display:
Size:
I/O:

0/S:
Bundled software:

4.7MHz Intel 8086
32k
512k
92 -key membrane
Composite and RGB, 640 x 200 pixels, four colours
16.6ins x 8.7ins x 8.3ins
RS232, Centronics, one expansion slot
MS-DOS version 2.11, GEM
GEM Write, GEM Draw, GW-Basic, IBM emulator

In perspective
Trying to work out what ACT is up to these days is becoming increasingly
difficult. In software terms, the only thing the machines in ACT's range have
in common at the moment is the operating system, and that is open to
question. Applications software is not completely compatible across the
range, and the choice of at least three friendly front ends requires some
thought.

Popular IBM wisdom (although not always practice) has it that the one
thing you do is try to keep software and hardware compatible across the .

range. ACT seems to be going for a policy of market differentiation for its
machines, which has little technical basis and sometimes occurs at the cost
of software compatibility.

Therefore, the Fl and F1e are meant to be seen as the entry-level units, the
F2 and F10 as the mainstay units, the Xi machines at the top, and the
twin-floppyApricot PC out in the cold. The idea is to achieve upward software
compatibility through the range, but this can't happen at anything other than
the generic level while GEM is in volume and Windows is at the top.

While !think 'can seethe logic of ACT's manoeuvrings in theory, I also think
that the proliferation of different hardware and software combinations in the
Apricot range places a heavy burden on the dealer, and could lead to
consumer confusion. I'm certainly confused.

ACT either needs to get its positioning act together, or explain its current
position more clearly.

do this, so making them run on the F10
should simply be a question of altering
the drivers to suit the F10's colour
screen and keyboard. But here we run
into an ACT marketing problem.

ACT already has programs such as
Lotus 1-2-3 and Open Access running
on the F10.1tried running my Apricot Xi
version of Lotus Symphony. Not surpri-
singly, it didn't run because I didn't have
an F10 colour screen driver.

When I asked ACT if it intended to
produce an F10 version of Symphony, it
said no. The reason is not technical - in
order to run, Symphony needs 512k of
RAM and a hard disk, both of which the
F10 has. The reason is one of market
differentiation. Symphony currently
runs on the high -end Apricot Xi models,
which cost more. ACT is trying to
position the 512k and 1Mbyte Apricot
Xis as high-performance machines,
and the F10 as a cheaper high -memory
machine. Symphony and Windows are
seen as high-performance products
which will only be sold on the high-
performance machines.

In reality, there is no difference in
processing power between the Xi and
the F10, and as I stated earlier, the F10
probably has higher disk access per-
formance than the Xis. ACT is adopting
a standard marketing ploy - we all
know there is no difference between
Kellog's corn flakes and the supermar-
ket's own brand, yet we continue to pay
the extra.

Documentation
As is so often the case with Benchtests,
ACT had the machine ready before the
documentation so none was supplied.
I'm sure it will be up to the company's
usual standard.

Prices
The Apricot F10 will sell for £2295. This
includes one 720k microfloppy, a

10Mbyte hard disk, 512k of RAM, a
keyboard, a mouse, GEM, GEM Write
and GEM Draw, but not the monitor.
The mono monitor costs £200, the
colour monitor costs £395.

Conclusion
The Apricot F10 is a better machine than
it looks. It does everything the old
Apricot Xi does and more, and yet the
sleek black Xi10 still looks much more
purposeful than the F10 could ever
hope to. This may seem a trifling point,
but it's a fact.

In hardware terms the F10 certainly
wins - it has the same hard disk, the
same 512k of RAM, the advantage of a
friendly full -colour display, and it's
cheaper. The keyboard is a vast im-
provement over the unit on the Fl.

Judging by the way the current Xi10
is being discounted, I wouldn't be
surprised to see the F10 advertised for
less than £2000. Even at £2295, it is still
exceptionally good value. END
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The perfect
shape

for your data

Whatever your requirements, 3", 3.5",
5.25" or 8", we have the perfect shape
for you.

Maxell are currently the world's
undisputed leaders in floppy disk
technology, manufacturing the
complete range of magnetic media
including the latest microfloppies and
the new high density disk for the
IBM AT.

Diskxpress is an authorised master
distributor for Maxell media and can
deliver anywhere in the U.K. within
24 hours.

Ring now for our new price list or
complete the coupon below.

01-242 5511
Diskxpress (U.K.) Ltd
23-24 King's Mews, London WC IN 2JB.
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PC portables
The plethora of 'portable' micros has so far failed to produce a reasonably

priced, suitably manoeuvrable machine, but three disk -based,
IBM-compatible portables might fit the bill - the Morrow Pivot Two,

the Quadram Datavuu and the Ericsson Portable PC. Guy Kewney
tested each one to see if he'd be carried away.

There are lots of 'portable micros' on
the market, and normally they range
between genuinely lightweight but
pricey machines, or genuinely low-cost
great lumps. But at last, there are
genuinely portable (under 201b)
machines which have at least one disk,
can be used in an open field, and can run
IBM software.

Three arrivals are worth comparing:
the Morrow Pivot Two; the Datavue 25
from Quadram; and the Ericsson Port-
able PC.

The Morrow Pivot Two: an Osborne Encore upgrade with impressive changes

The Pivot Two's American keyboard is built into the box

Morrow Pivot Two
At the time of writing, most people
seem to be more concerned about the
financial health of Morrow than about
the technical specifications of the Mor-
row Pivot Two. The company's prob-
lems aren't new- it has been common
gossip in the US since November last
year that it wasn't making the money it
had hoped for from old products, and
new products had been slow to reach
completion.

Morrow, short of development
funds, turned to Zenith, which had
evaluated the Pivot One, and licenced
Zenith to build the new design. The
arrangement has been greeted with
astonishment at Vadem, where the
original machine was designed. Vadem
isn't a large company and Zenith is, so
any lawsuit threatened by Vadem is
likely to be taken less than seriously by
the giant electronics manufacturer.

Zenith is selling the Morrow Pivot
Two, with trivial modifications, as the
Zenith 171. For nearly all points in this
review, therefore, where there is a

known difference between the two
machines, it will be noted. Otherwise,
the choice between Zenith or Morrow
will be a simple one: which supplier is
most likely to be in business this time
next year?

To further confuse matters, the new
machine is an upgrade of the Osborne
Encore, reviewed in PCW's October
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1984 issue.
The changes begin with a much

better LCD display, which gives a full 25
lines, and there's ingenious backlight-
ing so that it can be read in awkward
places. This doesn't just mean dark
rooms, but also places with excessive
fluorescent ceiling lights.

It has two disk drives, both one inch in
height, which take up very little space
but weigh a little more, and it now has
both internal battery power (recharge-
able) and an external power socket (not
mains, but mains derived).

For the man in the street, the differ-
ence between the Morrow and the
Zenith versions is simple. The Zenith
has a green display and will almost
certainly be cheaper; the Morrow will
have a grey display, a black box, and
will be packaged with a premium
software package, justifying a higher
price.

Hardware
The Morrow screen isn't quite the same
as an ordinary video screen due to the
pixels being shorter. For text, this
hardly matters - it's all legible. For
graphics, which are IBM-compatible, it
means that any circles will appear to be
horizontal elipses - eggs, if you like.
Users might referto 'egg charts' instead
of pie charts, because that's what they'll
get.

The fascinating surprise feature of
the new display unit is that it is 'soft',
and I don't mean programmable- it is
squishy. Instead of the polarising gel
being squeezed between two plates of
glass, the new LCD technology 'peels'
off the front glass and puts a strong
plastic film there. Touch it, and the
display showsthe kind of distortion you
can see in plastic when viewed through
polarising spectacles.

'What happens if you scratch it with a
knife?' I asked the su ppl ier. 'You destroy
it,' he retorted. Fair enough. If you hit an
ordinary LCD with a stone, you destroy
it, and if you hit a video display with a
brick, it explodes. Don't scratch the soft
screen with a knife.

The Morrow screen, darker than the
Zenith, has a viewing angle control to
point the polarisation towards the
viewer. It has a softer backlight. The
Zenith, by contrast, is greener and less
distinctively separated. It doesn't have
a viewing anglecontrol but it is brighter,
and can be viewed from a wider choice
of angle so it's more suitable for use by
two viewers at once.

The pixels are either on or off-there
is no grey -scaling.

The keyboard is an American
keyboard, and as it is built into the box,
changing it for an English keyboard
might be a problem. The hash symbol
prints as a £ sign on the number 3 key
and the quotation marks, double and
single, are next to the RETURN key.

On a portable, you can't stretch the
keyboard sideways and put extra -keys
at the side, so IBM's layout (function
keys on the left and a numeric keypad

The Quadram Datavue: a detachable keyboard and upside-down disk drive
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The Datavue's keyboard attempts to provide full IBM PC compatibility

on the right) disappears. Morrow tucks
the function keys up along the top,
under their screen labels.

The numeric keypad is easily dealt
with: it isn't there. Instead it is overlaid
on the main keyboard so when you
switch to numbers you don't lose your
cursor keys, but you do lose the main
keyboard. Rather than qwertyuiop, the
top line of keys gives qwerty456p;
similarly, the next line has 123 instead
of jkl. This is all very well, but there are
many programs which don't under-
stand this and it can cause problems.
The cursor keys, however, are always
there, even in numlock mode.

Along the top of the keyboard, hinged
down from the display unit, are special
function keys which perform particular
functions. There's a calculator key,

which turns the micro into a £5 pocket
calculator without interrupting whatev-
er you're doing; this could save you the
price of Sidekick or Spotlight. And
there's a phone key, which turns on the
communications option.

The Pivot Two has a nice, simple
shoulder strap for carrying it around,
but the box itself is something which
has caused disagreement between
myself and the designers. They call it a
'lap -held' machine, and I call it a

portable. The difference is that if you
put this machine on your lap, it will fall
over. The Data General One (Ben-
chtested in December, 1984) is a

lap -held machine, and I've seen people
using it to prepare Lotus spreadsheets,
even in flight over the Atlantic. The
Pivot Two weighs about 15 lbs.
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The disks are on the right-
hand side, as you face the
box, and you can read the labels when
you pull them out. You might think this
is obvious, but the Datavue doesn't
have this feature.

They are, in all ways except their
thinness, IBM disks. They run at the
same speed, hold the same data, and
obey the same laws of copy protection.

Do not believe absolutely everything
you will see if you write away for the
sales literature. It shows an expansion
box into which you can plug standard
IBM cards (like the essential Hercules,
for example) and which is attached by a
cable to the main unit. This box is
essential, I think, but Zenith and Mor-
row think it's an extra. Morrow wasn't

didactic about it, just saying
that it wasn't ready. Zenith said

it was 'an expensive bell and whistle'.
There is a serial port and a parallel

port. There is also, and this is a major
feature, a monochrome 'monitor' out-
put for an ordinary video screen, and
colour RGB output to drive a standard
IBM colour display. Morrow and Zenith
differ over whether this is standard or
optional. Morrow will charge extra,
Zenith will supply it inclusive-or so it
said when showing both machines at
the PC User Show in July. Watch
Newsprintfor possible changes in plan.

The system comes with a minimum
of 256k, but fortunately you can easily
plug in a total of one megabyte. Only
640k is available to DOS, so why is the

The Ericsson Portable: 'unique among PCs generally'

The Ericsson's IBM -style keyboard is light, detachable and easy to use

extra 360 there? Firstly, there will soon
be a new version (version 4.0) of DOS.
That will extend the capability of the
normal IBM XT to the full megabyte,
and, I gather unofficially, may go
further. Secondly, the system can use
the extra as a RAM disk, loading and
unloading data and programs at light-
ing speed. I don't know exactly how fast
because the test machine didn't have
one megabyte, but suspicion suggests
that it will be slightly slower than
normal RAM disk software as it will be
switching memory pages. On the Intel/
Lotus expansion system of PC memory,
this translation takes quite a while.

System software
MS-DOS version 2.11, which is essen-
tially PC -DOS without Basic built in,
comes with the machine.

An IBM PC without Basic is a machine
which requires another£100 spenton it,
as any number of free utility programs
are written in GW-Basic. Far example,
EasyWriter can convert its text files to
WordStar format with a neat little
program - in Basic. No Basic, no
conversion. (On this machine, as on the
other two reviewed here, there was no
deviation from standard Microsoft
Basic speeds on the PCWBenchmarks.)

A battery -powered clock/calendar is
built in. On power -up, a map of the
world (Mercator projection) with va-
rious time zones is displayed.

A set-up utility is invoked by pressing
one of the function keys. This lets you
change the system settings, including
whether or not you're using the exter-
nal monochrome adaptor or colour
adaptor, or whetherthe display will turn
itself off after 15 minutes to save the
battery, or what time it is, or where in
the world you're using it.

A telephone manager program is
provided with the Morrow Pivot, but not
with the Zenith. This isn't, on its own,
enough to justify any higher price asked
for the Morrow, but it comes close. The
reason it isn't available on the Zenith is
simple: it uses an American (Bell
standard) modem which Morrow will
supply unchanged.

Applications software
The plan is to bundle the 'ideas
processor', ThinkTank version 2.00,
with the Pivot Two. I've raved about this
program in Newsprint (see August's
issue) and it does work, bugs and all
(several, I'm afraid) on the Pivot/Zenith.
But it does cost less than £200 and it is
available in this country, so having it
bundled isn't really such a crucial
advantage for the Pivot.

NewWord is also supposed to be
bundled with the Morrow, according to
the manual. It wasn't bundled with the
test machine, but if it is, you can pretend
you are working with WordStar.
They're very similar.
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COMLEX
COMPUTERS - PRINTERS - MONITORS - DRIVES - SOFTWARE
COMPUTERS PRINTERS MONITORS BUSINESS SOFTWARE
Apricot Fl e 256K £535.00 Mannesman Tally £173.00 Philips 7502 (Green) £69.00 Lotus 1-2-3 £295.00
Apricot F1 256K £775.00 Epson LX80 £216.50 Philips (Amber) £74.00 Wordstar 2000 £295.00
Apricot Point 7 £2,700.00 Epson RX100 £329.00 Philips 7513 IBM £83.00 Framework) -1 £319.00
Apricot Portable 256K 1x720K D rive £845.00 Epson FX80 £325.00 Microvitec 1431 £173.00 Supercalc 3 £289.00
Apricot 256K 2x720K drives and monitor £1,525.00 Epson FX100 £404.00 M icrovitec 1451 £234.00 Supercalc 2 £189.00
ApricotX1256K 10MB and monitor £2,175.00 Epson JX80 £416.00 Microvitec 1441 £365.00 dBase III £319.00
ApricotX1512K 10MBand monitor £2,595.00 Epson DX100 daisywheel £349.00 Microvitec IBM P.O.A dBase II £235.00
ApricotX1512K 20MBand monitor £2,995.00 Epson LX1500 £799.00 Pegasus Accounts P.O.A.
Advance 86B £750.00 Epson HI80 £329.00 Map Accounts P.O.A.
Ferranti 860 P.O.A Canon 1080A £243.00 Wordstar Professional £259.00
Ferranti 86010MB P.O.A Canon 1156A £329.00 Multimate 3.3 £259.00
Sanyo 555 £798.00 Jule 6100 £321.00 Multiplan £185.00
P.C. Hard disc upgrade 10MB £899.00 Juki 6300 £799.00 Chit Chat £109.00
P.C. Hard disc upgrade 20MB

A.T. Hard disc upgrade 10MB

£1,130.00
£645.00

Sheet feeder for the above

Silver Reed 400

£179.00

£275.00 BBC DISC DRIVES Other software packages available -
phone for details.

A.T. Hard disc upgrade 20MB £820.00 Silver Reed 500 £325.00 Opus 5401 £86.00

Sliver Reed 550 £499.00 Opus 5802 £121.00

Silver Reed 770 £725.00 Opus 5802D £274.00

Sheet feederfor 550;770 £199.00 CumanaCFX100 £86.00

Further range of printers available - CumanaCFX400 £121.00

phone for details. CumanaCD8005 £274.00

GOVERNMENT AND EDUCATIONAL ORDERS WELCOME, EXPORT ENQUIRIES WELCOME.

ADD £8.00 FOR NEXT DAY DELIVERY- ADD 15% VAT TO ORDER TOTAL

COMLEX
UNIT 7, FIFE STREET, NUNEATON, WARWICKSHIRE CV11 5PR

Tel: (0203) 371371

DON'T BUY AN
AMSTRAD . . .

UNTIL YOU'VE FOUND OUT ABOUT OUR MULTI -PORT.
INCLUDING SKYCOM COMS SOFTWARE - THE ONLY
INTERFACE WITH TELE SOFTWARE COMMANDS AND
MICRONET 800 APPROVAL.
SEE IT AT THE AMSTRAD COMPUTER USER SHOW,
HAMMERSMITH 5th -6th OCTOBER. STANDS 55 AND 56.

SKYWAVE SOFTWARE
73 CURZON ROAD, BOURNEMOUTH BH1 4PW

TEL: (0202) 302385
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Documentation
On the Pivot Two, most of the
essential information to run the
machine comes in a small, square,
disk -sized booklet with 200 -odd pages.

As these books go, this is quite good.
It starts out in a rambling, discursive
way, showing how to open the box,
what all the plugs and sockets are for,
and so on. Then it gets down to turning
the thing on and using it, so it is good as
guidance fora beginner who is working
through as per instructions.

A nice touch is the integration of the
utility software with the documenta-
tion. For example, the phone manager
keeps track of all your phone numbers
and names, in RAM. The program
which controls this information can
save it all to disk, load it from disk, and
make sure that information isn't lost
when the machine is serviced.

Prices
The Morrow Pivot Two with 256k and
one disk but without a modem video
board will cost approximately £2363.
The version with two disk drives will
cost £2719. Other prices are: NiCad
battery, £80; 300/1200 modem, £400;
video board, £302; carry case, £70.

As an introductory offer, the com-
pany is offering the dual -drive version
at the same price as the single -drive
version.

The Zenith dual -disk, 256k version
will cost £2295. For the price of a
one -megabyte system, justaddthe cost
of chips. The modem will be basic, with
no external connections or line drivers.
The video board is user-fittable, but
under £300.

Quadram Datavue
At first sight, the Quadram Datavue
looks enough like the Morrow Pivot
Two to make the suspicious believe it is
the same machine in a different box. It
isn't. It was designed by an American,
Michel Burton, living in Japan, whereas
the Pivot Two started life in the Osborne
stable when a bunch of engineers left
Osborne, just before that company
crashed, to set up on their own.

The Datavue is white and has a
detachable keyboard. It uses infra -red
to talk to the main system, and there is
the option of an optical cable to link
them if necessary. It is designed to be
expandable, with space for a modem
and a placefor an extra (external) floppy
disk, and an expansion bus, to drive a
large IBM-compatible crate.

Hardware
The Datavue is portable, weighing
12Ibs without the 2lb battery, and with a
built-in, tiltable LCD screen. Almost
inevitably, given the pricing policy,
people will buy it with 640k of memory

(it costs £186 more than the
virtually useless 128k version,

which means that it comes as standard
with a RAM disk, drive B.

There is a single floppy disk, half -
height (compared with a third -height
drive on the Ericsson and Morrow
machines), mounted, irritatingly, up-
side-down. If there is a disk in the drive,
you have to take it out and turn it over to
see what the label says.

An extra floppy disk costs £396, but
can't be built into the system case.

The detachable keyboard is a brave
attempt to provide full IBM compatibil-
ity without copying the shape of the PC
board. It has a proper IBM -style numer-
ic keypad, with the option of using some
of those as cursor keys - which,
frankly, I preferto the Morrow system of
having cursor keys in a row. The only
non-standard part is the position of this
pad, which is above the normal
keyboard and not to the right, as on the
PC. The function keys are in a row along
the top, which means that you can't use
Lotus template labels.

Typists will like the keyboard, which
is a little heavy for some tastes but
clean. It's curved, making the keys easy
to reach, and has little marker blips on
the f and j keys to help beginners.

The keyboard, being remote, can't be
read by machine code routines which
expect it to be a piece of dumb
hardware. Expect weird and unpredict-
able consequences if your program is
written in such a way.

The display is by far the weakest link
in the whole system. Cleverly, it has
disguised itself as an IBM colour
display with four levels of grey, or so it
says in the manual. In fact, the way it has
been designed, it isn't always possible
to be sure whether the thing is on or off,
so faint is the display, and any lower
grey level would be invisible.

Liquid crystal works by polarising
light. The light is polarised by the
organic crystals which are held in one
direction or another by electrical
charges (controlled by a transparent
electrode), and a polarising filter on top
makes some look black and others look
white.

For some reason, the Datavue desig-
ners have put a screen of plastic over
the display. This prevents you from
touching the real display, or from
seeing the wiring at the side, but it also
very effectively prevents you from
reading what is on the screen unless
viewing conditions are absolutely
optimal. There is an option planned for
output to a standard colour display, but
that requires the purchase of the
expensive expansion crate, and is
obviously of no interest to people who
need to usethis machine away from the
office.

Power plugs in direct from the mains,
through a standard adaptor which is

normally used by video camera oper-
ators. This can be replaced by a
rechargeable battery, when it is driven
by a battery charger.

The clock -calendar information for
DOS time and date stamping is auto-
matically fed into the system clock by a
battery -powered unit, and you don't
have to type it in each time you start up.

System software
The system is supplied with MS-DOS
2.11, but the Datavue BIOS has to vary
quite heavily from the standard in order
to cope with improvements such as
RAM disk, remote keyboard and dual-
purpose display.

On power -up, the system monitor
checks the hardware and enquires how
much RAM disk space the user needs.
Entertainingly, the RAM disk assumes it
has 360k, whatever you set it to, but if
you tell it that in factyou only want 280k,
for example, it will then tell you that
there is 82k in 'bad sectors'.

The RAM disk is set up at start-up
time,taking 8k of memory at a timefrom
the 640k total, up to a maximum of 360k
(the standard IBM disk size. It is set by
holding down the left arrow key to take
memory away from the main system,
and holding down the right arrow key to
take it back from the RAM disk.

The Basic supplied with the system is
standard GW-Basic, and will run almost
all Microsoft Basic utilities.

Applications software
Applications software is bundled with
add-ons. For example, the Bell standard
modem is bundled with Crosstalk and is
Hayes -compatible (which means that,
although not approved for use in this
country, it will work with standard 1200
baud V22 services).

It is wicked of Quadram to provide
this accessory and it isn't advertised,
but it is available, and I wish other
people were equally as wicked.

Documentation
The operations manual was simple,
clear, and not too badly inaccurate.
There are other manuals available, but
they weren't ready at the time of this
review.

Prices
The cheapest system is the 128k option
at £1812, which no-one in their right
mind will buy. Spend £1998 forthe 640k
system, and don't risk trying to plug in
CMOS memory chips with yourfingers.
They are the easiest things in the world
to pop with static electricity, and
holding them in your fingers is a good
way to do this.

A rechargeable battery, as used in
standard TV cameras (portable) costs
£51, and an extra floppy disk is expected
in September for just under £400. Other
expansion options are planned.
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Ericsson Portable
generally.

For a start, it isn't really a PC clone but
a very si milar machine with several new
features. The obvious newfeature isthe
screen, which is bright orange and folds
up. Unlike LCD displays, this one is as

deep as the video screen which we're all
used to. It's also brighter and easier to
read. That's what you get for using
plasma - but, of course, the penalty
you pay is that there's no hope of
running it off batteries.

Hardware
The main diskette is the one -inch deep,
51/4in IBM -type drive. A second, exter-
nal diskette can be plugged into the
expansion slot.

More significant, for many users, will
be the RAM disk. There is an option
called the 'ergo -disk' which plugs into
the unit and provides 360k of memory,
but this could be better organised.

The ergo -disk is called drive C. It is
installed at power -up and immediately
disappears. There's a program called
CDRIVE which cleverly tells the system
that the disk is there, but I haven't found
the bit in the manual that tells you to run
this program, and the complicated
auto -exec doesn't do it for you.

RAM disks ought to be automated,
and this one is. You press SHIFT,
CONTROL and the letter P, and the
applications programs are loaded into
the RAM disk. The system then tells you
it is having trouble reading drive C (itisn't

there, it's waiting for you to
address drive B), at which point the
RAM disk will become drive A, and the
floppy disk will become drive B.

Confused? So was I. The assumption
is that programs are loaded from drive
A, and then refer to data on drive B. This
assumption is wildly inaccurate for a
great many programs, and if the
program starts referring to drive A, then
any data files there are easily lost.

I returned to configuring the disk as
drive C rather than using the automated
process. I tried loading files onto drive C
with the COPY command, which work -
ed fine. Then I loaded programs into the
RAM disk. That worked, too. When I ran
the program, however, I encountered
the old problem of not being able to
guarantee that the programs would
admit the existence of the drive.

You are advised to buy versions of
IBM PC programs specifically confi-
guyed for the Ericsson PC.. I received
some odd messages when trying to
take standard IBM versions across. In
particular, don't try using IBM DOS 3.0
disks on this, which uses DOS 2.11.
There are barriers.

The Ericsson screen is red -orange
and quite bright. It's possible to change
the contrast but not the brightness,
which is a shame. I'd never want less
contrast, but in sunlight I'd certainly
want more brightness. Power to the
screen is automatically shut down
when the lid is closed.

The lid allows a nice variation on
viewing angle, but nowhere near as
much as the Pivot Two or the Dataview.
On the other hand, its plasma display is
much more visible than the Datavue's.

Unlike almost any other PC lookalike,
the Ericsson has a built-in printer
option. It uses a thermal ribbon which

This machine is unique among the
three briefcase portables tested - in
fact, it's unique among PC clones

Technical specifications: Pivot Two
Processor: 80088
ROM: 32k including calculator, phone function
RAM: 256k min, upgradeable to 640k (up to one megabyte on

Zenith)
Storage: 360k, IBM -standard floppy, second drive installable
Keyboard: American, built into box. Numeric keypad overlaid on

main keyboard
Size: 13ins wide, 6ins deep, 9.5ins high. Footprint closed,

13ins by 6ins; open, 13ins by 13.4ins
Weight: 13Ibs with single disk. Battery 1.5lbs
1;0: Serial, parallel phone socket (Bell standard)
Bundled Built-in functions, calculator, phone number storage,
software: MS-DOS 2.11, GW-Basic extra
Options: Hayes -standard modem, V21 V23 by Morrow Europe

Technical specifications: Datavue
Processor: 80088, low -power version of the 8088 in the PC, standard

clock speed
ROM: 16k of diagnostics and BIOS
RAM: Upgradeable from 128k to 256k with 64kbit chips;

upgradeable from 384k to 640k with 256kbit chips
Storage: One floppy disk, IBM standard, 360k
Keyboard: Detachable, non-standard layout, non-standard

electrically, with upgrade to imitate IBM electrical
performance expected after September. Uses infra -red
link to system unit

Size: 12.5ins wide, 10ins tall, conical in cross-section, from
6ins at bottom to 4.5ins at top

Weight: 12Ibs without battery, battery 2lbs extra. AC power
adaptor not available for weighing

I/O: One serial, one parallel slot. Expansion bus to be offered
after September

Bundled
software: GW-Basic, MS-DOS 2.11
Options: UK -standard keyboard (after September); second

diskette (after September); US -standard auto -dial, auto
answer modem (Hayes, 1200), V22 equivalent;
rechargeable battery; connector cable between keyboard
and system unit; new displays (available after
September); expansion chassis (available after
September)

Technical specifications: Ericsson Portable
Processor: Standard 8088
ROM: No details available
RAM: 256k expandable to 512k
Mass storage: One-third height floppy, 360k, optionarplug-in drive,

360k RAM disk
Keyboard: IBM -style, with function keys across the top in two

groups of five. Detachable, light and quite easy to use,
but flat, not ergonomically rounded

Size: 15.3ins across, 12.1ins deep, 4.5ins tall
Weight: Nearly 14Ibs
I/O: Standard IBM serial and parallel plugs
Peripherals: Standard IBM communications ports to drive printer and

modem. Optional built-in printer available, uses COM:1
slot

The machine is not battery -powered, and uses as much power as a
standard desk -top unit. It is fitted with a cooling fan.
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makes it quiet, quite low -
power, and able to take any
paper, not just heat -sensitive
paper.
At least, that's the theory. In practice,
you need thin, smooth paper, prefer-
ably thermal paper, and you shouldn't
expect too high a quality of output. Nor
should you be in a tearing hurry, as it's
rather slow.

The printer takes output from the
parallel port; a switch redirects this to
the real parallel port.

System software
The Ericsson is supplied with MS-DOS
2.11, but there are so many special
alternatives in the hardware that this
must be regarded as a different operat-
ing system. Messages such as 'You
cannot SHELL": to Basic' and 'Wrong
version of DOS' will be sent back to you
if you try to run IBM software out of the
box.

The RAM disk software appears to
work, but is so unlike the conventions
expected under DOS that it almost
becomes a hazard to the unwary user.

Applications software
An ordinary version of GW-Basic has
been configured for this machine. The
test version came without a Basic
manual, so it wasn't possible to test its
ability to handle the RAM disk as a
peripheral except under the SWAP
function, which I found very confusing.

Documentation
The manual is small but is nonetheless
tedious, repetititive and hard to pick
you way through. After much sear-
ching, usually, I found that the informa-
tion I wanted wasn't there, but it does

BENCHTEST

come in a nice ring binder.

Prices
The basic price for a 256k machine with
one floppy disk is £2850 'list'. The
printer is £300 extra.

Pricing of add-on memory is hard to
calculate, as it depends on whether you
have the RAM disk ergo -disk. There
seems to be some confusion about
whether you can have a 360k ergo -disk
orwhether you automatically get a 512k
one, and what happenstothe extra 162k
if you do. The system only gives 360k as
a RAM disk.

However, a 512k system with ergo -
disk costs £4300. You can get a PC/AT
for that kind of money, with 20M bytes
of hard disk. An external floppy will cost
£600.

Although the side of the machine
shows a slot for a hard disk, the
company tells me that a 'hard disk is not
available, and we have no price in-
formation on it'.

Similarly, the expansion chassis is
theoretically available, which means
memory expansion is possible, but 'no
price for that,' says the company. There
is no price for connecting a colour
monitor at the moment.

Conclusion
It would be nice to say that one of these
three machines stands so far above the
others that it must be the choice, but too
many features are still undecided for
this to be possible.

For example, if the Datavue does
have backlighting (promised by Euro-
pean agents lnterquadram for Septem-

In pespective
Ultimately, one can envisage technology providing us with a keyboard and
display, weighing around two pounds, and in constant radio contact with the
desk -top storage and control unit 'back home'. Today, however, the need to
carry at least one floppy disk drive for data storage makes portables too bulky
and weighty to truly live up to their name. The need to read IBM 51/4in
diskettes doubles the weight and volume penalty.

These machines all prove the point. They are more portable than a
desk -top monolith, and even more portable than something like a Compaq,
but they really aren't lap-helds. In the case of the Ericsson, as it isn't capable
of being battery -powered, one wonders what the point of designing it was.

All three machines are aimed squarely at those who do a lot of work at
home and a lot somewhere else - someone's office, for example. They are
also aimed squarely at the person who has to share an office, data and
programs with people having standard IBM PCs.

My own preference, on technology only, is for the Morrow Pivot Two,
followed by the Zenith version (no modem, less clear display), followed by
the Datavue (if a backlit display is released), with the Ericsson trailing a long
way behind. The Data General One should also be considered by someone
who just has to have an IBM-compatible 'lap -held', too.

But anyone thinking of just buying a machine which will run IBM software
should go fora good desk -top clone such as the Zenith 150 or the Compaq, or
the go -faster Olivetti, or the Commodore (when the power supplyis sorted
out), and use a standard lap -held NEC8201 or Tandy 100 as their data capture
device.

ber), it will be a genuine contender fora
battery -powered unit - assuming it's
good. Without backlighting, it's virtual-
ly unusable under any but ideal condi-
tions.

The Ericsson has more features
packed into the box than any other
portable, with printer, full-sized dis-
play, disk and RAM disk, but to get
there, you have to pay an extraordinary
price. The RAM disk isn't obvious to the
user, nor is it foolproof. I prefer the
Datavue option, or a proprietary soft-
ware package to drive the Pivot Two's
full memory map. There is just no way
that the Ericsson will ever run off
batteries because it runs very hot, and
the display chews up power, too.

If Ericsson had any plans to release a
hard disk or an expansion box (into
which you could plug IBM-compatible
cards) it would be recommended as a
useful IBM lookalike, without mention-
ing its portability. But, although the
slots are thereto take these devices, the
company regretfully admits that there
are no such plans. The beast is not really
compatible enough to compete with
desk -top imitations - even Ericsson's
own PC (the one advertised with a baby
in nappies, falling down) is a closer
clone. You cannot be sure of transfer-
ring software to this portable.

The Datavue's expansion box is also
planned for September. This portable,
with the poor quality of its LCD screen,
badly needsthis expansion box asthere
is no other way of connecting it to a
standard desk -top display.

The Pivot Two, however, has the
option of including not only a

monochrome CRT output, but also a
colour display. There is so much
graphics software which makes crea-
tive and powerful use of colour (and
quite a lot of non -graphics stuff, too)
that this must be regarded as impor-
tant.

The Pivot Two also hasthe advantage
of dual diskettes, which isn't a totally
indispensable feature but is indeed a
big plus. The extra diskette on the
Datavue is not cheap, and the one on
the Ericsson comes at a price that made
me whistle.

Ultimately, you will probably make a
choice on price. I wish I could help you
here, but prices look quite unstable. The
Datavue was on salefor $1000 fora 128k
version (no longer supplied) at its
launch in Atlanta. 'There's no point in a
promotion like that unless you are
trying to give some kind of message to
the market,' conceded a senior execu-
tive at thetime, and the message isclear
-the price will come down if it hasto,to
meet competition.

As Zenith doesn't believe in putting
high price tags on machinery, and is
prepared to leave off the odd bell and
whistle to bring the price down, com-
petition there will be. END
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Introducing Bitstik 2, the first system to
bring sophisticated CAD techniques to the
desk of the BBC Model B user.

Bitstik 2 is the affordable solution to
your technical drafting problems. Designed
to take full advantage of your BBC's
powerful graphics facility, the system is easy
to learn and fast to operate.

Bitstik 2 incorporates a range of
impressive functions, clearly displayed on-
screen as Menus and Palettes. These are
selected via the Bitstik hand controller,
which also controls the dynamic 'rubber -
banded' drawing cursors.

Among the system's impressive list of
capabilities are:
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11 Auto Dimensioning
10. Adjustable Curves
 Precision Grids & Angle Locks
 Powerful Zoom And Pan
IP. Scale Drawing & Text
110. Graphic Library Index

These advanced features represent a
significant step forward from the existing
and very successful Bitstik Graphics System.
Yet Bitstik I users can obtain Bitstik 2 at a
Special Upgrade Price.

Bitstik 2 is produced in the UK by
Robocom, the people behind the best-
selling Robosystem family of CAD
packages for the Apple II
(+ ore) micro. To run Alamma
Bitstik 2 you will need
a BBC Model B with 6502
Secondary Processor, Twin 114

Disk Drives and colour or monochrome
monitor. Quality hard copy can be
produced from a wide range of supported
plotters.

So whether you need to produce
complex architectural plans, detailed circuit
diagrams or simply teach CAD on a fully
implemented CAD set-up (with scope for
advanced project work) you ought to be
tuning into Bitstik 2 for your BBC ...

Test draw a Bitstik
See for yourself how the Bitstik 2 system can make your

drafting
prolects easier

C
Just try it out, with
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no obl
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Ask your local Robocad
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YOUR LOCAL
ROBOOCAD CENTRE. SYSTEMS

Robocom. Clifton House, Clifton Terrace, London N4 3TB.
Telephone 01-263 8585/272 8417. Telex 297137 ROBO G



Data

dictionaries
There's no need to have badly -structured programs with

randomly -scattered data - Jim McCartney explains how to
create data dictionaries in MBasic and MS-DOS.

When you are writing applications
programs, a lot of space is taken up in
defining the data you are using, and
specifying its exact relevance to the
program. Each field you enter via the
keyboard has to be at a definite place
onscreen, has to be a particular length,
and needs a type definition: for exam-
ple, whether it is a string, a floating-
point number, a logical integer, and so
on.

In a badly -structured program, such
as it is all too easy to write in Basic, this
data about data can end up scattered all
over the program and make things very
difficult to amend. In a well -structured
program, it should at least all be
gathered together in one place.

But even if your data about data (I'll
call this 'meta -data' for short) is in one
place, you still need program space to
assign values to the parameters in
order that each value takes up space
twice, once in the program (for exam-
ple, under Basic in a data statement)
and once in the variable memory
location. A second disadvantage is that
if you need to change your meta -data,
then the program needs changing, too.
This is particularly annoying if your
programs are compiled.

Asimple solution to this problem isto
store all the meta -data outside the
program in an ordinary textfile, where it
can be easily accessed with a text
editor; your program then reads the
meta -data in from the text file. When
you have defined your meta -data thor-
oughly enough, you can use the same
program over and over again for
different applications, simply by read-
ing in a different text file. For example,
you only ever need to write one single
file maintenance program and use it for
any job. This article will give you basic
experience of setting up these text files
and what needs to go into them. These

files of meta -data are known as 'data
dictionaries'.

Most of you who are familiar with
data dictionaries will associate them
with the more substantial minicompu-
ters, and will not consider it a subject for
low-level hackers. But as will be shown
here, it is in fact quick and easy to
produce and use a data dictionary
system with any reasonable text or
word processor - ED or EDLIN will do
very well - and to use it to configure
standard program modules to handle a
wide variety of tasks in as many formats
as you wish. If you want to use several
files in a program, you use one diction-
ary for each file. If you want to use the
same file in different ways in different
programs, edit the data dictionary to
produce a variant on the original. The
dictionary principle can be extended to
screen displays, menus and print for-
matting.

In the implementation I'll describe
here, dictionaries are held in simple text
files, and read into a series of arrays
which may contain data relating to
several concurrent files. Text file dic-
tionaries can, of course, be immediate-
ly printed out for documentation.

The language in which you imple-
ment it is not important, and likewise
any DOS will suffice. My examples are
for MS -BASIC and MS-DOS, but I want
to explain a principle rather than
present lots of code. When you under-
stand it thoroughly, you will have taken
an important step on the way to your
very own applications generator.

First steps
The first thing you have to do is write a
file maintenance program in a sensible
and structured fashion, either with or
without an indexing system. Readers
who have not written such a program
should read on regardless - there is

much relevant matter about the nature
of data to be found in this short article. If
you have written a file maintenance
program, you should find that the data
about the data has accumulated more
or less in one place. If it hasn't, work on it
till it does.

Each data filed will have a vertical and
horizontal coordinate (HOME = 1,1)
which are called V%( ) and H%( ) -
elements of an integer array. Each field
will have a maximum length, L%( ). The
screen layout will be associated with
prompts which can be expressed as
PR$( ), which start at locations PV%( )
and PH%( ).

The data which is held in the arrays is
called 'parameters.' A parameter is a
variable which is held constant in a
particular application, but may be
changed for a different application.

Draw all this on screen layout paper
and assign a value to everything you
want in your file or that is to be
displayed at any time. Ignore any
standard screen headers or regular
message lines - the bottom line is
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usually reserved for messages. At this
point, you may find that you have fields
in your file that you don't want display-
ed or input, and there may be other
input fields that you don't want to file,
but I'll deal with these later. In the
simplest case, all fields will be input
from the keyboard, displayed and filed,
so number your fields in sequence
accordingly and write down the data
from your layout paper in a tidy
tabulation.

Your program will deal with different
types of data in different ways, accord-
ing to how it is displayed, validated and
filed. Therefore, define a variable T%1 1
which will flag each piece of data
through the program according to its
type. I use the following types reg-
ularly:
1) Floating-point number (8 -byte)
2) Logical integer (-32766 to 32767)
3) Date
4) 1 -byte numbers (0 to 255)
5) Binary fields (Yes = 1, No = 0)
6) Strings
7) Any number filed in string format

8) A key for a record in the file being
maintained

9) A key for a record to be read from
another file

10) Any field requiring special valida-
tion

11) Field to betransferred between files
This covers most needs, but make up
your own to suit your program -
there's no shortage of numbers.

Validation
Your program will have validation
procedures following logicallyfrom the
keyboard input procedure. Thefirsttask
of T%1 ) is to flag your data to the right
validation, but you need more meta -
data. The most common needs are for a
lower and upper numerical limit, and
for a warning to appear on the message
line if the data is outside the limits. Call
these LL( ), UL( ) and WN$( ). For
example, for the prompt 'Age of em-
ployee' we might expect:
LLI ) = 16, UL( ) = 65, WN$ = "Age 16 to

65 please"
If the operator then enters 120 he will

get a beep and a polite message, and
the cursor will be stuck on the age field.

Strings only need a lower limit
(minimum acceptable length); the up-
per length limit is already defined by
L%(

Key fields for an index need special
treatment; if you are reading, validation
should ascertain whether they exist,
and if not, return the next one in key
order. If you are adding a record,
validation must ensure that the key
doesn't exist already.

Dates are usually irritating, but you
can boil them down to integers for
filing, expressed for example as the
years after 1980 multiplied by 1000 plus
the number of days into that year. The
coding for validation and reduction to
integers is a useful exercise for begin-
ners.

Special validations are those which
particularly depend on previous input
fields: for example, the upper limit of an
employee's age might depend on
whether the person was M or F. (M/F
fields are another useful type if you are
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4

PROGRAMMING
dealing with personnel.)

Numeric data needs to be rounded to
a specified number of decimal places
and put into string form, right -justified,
for easy handling. A subroutine to do
this needs to know the number of
decimal places.

Call this D%( ). This parameter is not
much use except for numbers, so I use it
in data types 9 and 11 to specify the file
number to read and the field number to
use respectively. If you are tidy-
minded, you may wish to use another
parameter for this purpose, but this
only wastes array space. For example, if
T%() ) = 1 and D%( ) = 2, you are dealing
with a floating-point number expressed
to two decimal places. But if TcY0( ) = 11
and D%( ) = 3, the data in field 3 has to
be reproduced in field 11. This is useful
for organising a printout, or when
preparing for arithmetical functions.

It is often useful to have a default
value ready onscreen in order that you
only need to press RETURN to accept
the given value. The default may be
data which has already been read, as in
the case where you are changing a
record, but in other instances it is
constant. The default value may be
expressed as a string DE$( . One very
useful default is the system date; this
may be called, for example, by a '*' in
the DE$11 parameter:
IF DE$(J%) = "*" THEN DE$(J%) =
DATE$

Three particular processes are both
necessary and sufficient, and combin
ing these gives eight values to the
parameter P%( , ranging from 0 to 7.
The processes are:
INPUT FROM KEYBOARD - a field. is
either input from the keyboard or it isn't.
Fields which are not input are, for
example, calculations done on pre-
viously input fields, and fields read
from reference files.
DISPLAY ON SCREEN - fields read
from reference files need not all be
displayed.
FILE ON DISK - you may have input
fields whch are not filed as part of the
record, for example the record number
if you are not using a key.

Another example is when you are
producing invoices. You input the
customer key, which is displayed and
filed with your invoice record. But you
want to see the customer name on-
screen; this is neither input from the
screen nor filed with the invoice record.
The customer's balance may need to be
read and referred to in the program, but
is neither input, displayed nor filed with
the invoice. The link to the invoice file
from the customer file is neither input
nor displayed, but needs to befiled back
with the customer, and so on.

A handy scheme is shown in Fig 1. You
can now use Boolean flags as follows:
If (P%( ) AND 1%) THEN (input)
If (P%( ) AND 2%) THEN (display)

File
bit 3

Display
bit 2

Input
bit 1 P%(.)

0 0 0 0

0 0 1 1

0 1 0 2

0 1 1 3
1 0 0 4
1 0 1 5

1 1 0 6
1 1 1 7

Fig 1 A process for producing
invoices

If (P%( ) AND 4%) THEN (file it)
Having decided exactly what you

want to do with your data, and
(preferably) how your program is
going to use the parameters, you can
now put the parameters into a simple
text file using your text editor. An
example is shown in Fig 2.

parameters, reading from left to right:
PR$( ),PV%( ,PH%( ),L%( ),V%( ),H%( (,
T%( ),P%( ),LL( ),UL( , DP%( ),DE$( ),
W N$( ).
These are separated by commas, and
where necessary for legibility, tabs or
spaces.

You will need, in addition, the arrays:
IN$( )-to hold the data in string form in
memory, after being input or read from
a file.
F%( )- will be the field length of each
field in each file.
F$( ) - will be the field data as it is
written to or read from the file.

Reading the dictionary
Any dictionary will belong to a specific
file, and as you are likely to be using
more than one file, it is necessary to use
at least as many dictionary files. It

follows that you cannot simply read the

Data Dictionary DEMO.DIC
DEMO.DAT,4,DEMO.IND
KEY,7,30 6,7,43,8,7,3,0,0, ,At least three letters long
DATE,9,30, 6,9,43,3,7,0,0,0, *,Invalid date. Use DDMMYY
AMOUNT,11,30, 9,11,43,1,7,0,10000,20 to 10000 please
NUMBER,13,30, 3,13,43,2,7,0,500,00 to 500 please

Fig 2 Putting parameters into a text file using a text editor

The first line is simply an identifier.
The second line gives the file to access,
the number of lines to follow (one for
each field), and the name of the index to
be used. The following lines give the

dictionary data into an array starting at
array(1) fo field(1), but instead, you
must arrange to read the dictionary into
the first free array space.

This means that you have to specify

500 IF E%>1% THEN SF%(E%) = E F % ( E % -1%)+ 1% ELSE SF%(E%) = 1%
510 OPEN "1",£12, DIC$ REM DIC$ is name of dictionary
520 LINE INPUT £12, Q$ REM discard the title line
530' INPUT £12, FLVE%),Q°/0,1X$(E%)
540 EF%(E%) = SF%(E%)+Q%-1%:

DR% = 0% REM DR% for record length

620

630

Fig 3 Procedure to read a dictionary

550 FOR J%=SF%(E%) TO EF(E%):
INPUT £12, PR$(J%), P V % ( J % ),

( J °/0) , V 'V. ( ..1°/0) ,

T°/0(..1°/. ), P%(J%),
D%( P/0), DE$(J%),

560 IF P%(J%) < 4% THEN F%=0%: GOTO 580
570 T% = T% ( J'Yo ) :

IF T% > 5 THEN F% = L%(J%)
IF T°/0 = 5 THEN F% 1

IF T% = 4 THEN F% = 2
IF T% = 3 THEN F% = 2
IF T% = 2 THEN F% = 4
IF T% = 1 THEN F% = 8
REM F% is the field length needed for each data type

580 F%(J%) = F%: DR% = DR% + F%:
NEXT J°/0: CLOSE 12

600 OPEN "R", £E%, FL$(E%), DR%
610 DR% = 0:

FOR .1% = SF%(E%) TO EF%(E%):
P/0 = F % ( J`)/o ) :

IF F% = 0 THEN 630
FIELD £E%, DR% AS X$, F% AS F$(J%):
DR% = DR% + F%

NEXT J%
REM Open and field the file according to data types

PH%(J%),
H % (J °A),
LL%(J % ) , U L % ( P/01,
WN$ (J%)

ELSE
ELSE
ELSE
ELSE
ELSE
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the logical file numbers to be used. The
file number is specified by the variable
E%. Then you need to know the start
and end of each file; make arrays for
these called SP/01E%) and EP/0(E°/0). If
SF%(2) = 6 and EP/0(2) = 12, all
meta -data for file 2 will be held in the
dictionary array locations 6 to 12. A little
thought will show that one of these is
redundant if the files are assigned
contiguous sequential array space, due
to SP/0(E%+ 1) = EF%(P/01+ 1, suppos-
ing that you open your files in the
sequence 1,2,3, and so on.

To read the dictionary, write a proce-
dure as shown in Fig 3.

File parameters
I have already mentioned FLVE%),
SP/01E%) and EP/0(E%), but other use-
ful file parameters which can be stored
in an (E%) array are:
IXVEY0) - index name
NR%(E%) - pointer to the next free

record
N%(E%) - number of records in

use
FS%(E%) - file size, if this is fixed
DR%(E%) - data record length

Some of these are picked up from the
dictionary as shown; others may be
stored in the header record, conven-
tionally numbered 1 or 0 according to
your DOS. Rather than pick up the data
record size from the dictionary by
adding up the fields (which is fine until
you want another couple of bytes), you
can store it in the first line of the
dictionary with the name, and so on,
and build some spare capacity into your
record. When you have opened the file,
you can read any file header data into
the file parameter arrays for handy
reference.

To start your program, you have to
write a few application -specific lines.
Firstly, DIM your data dictionary arrays
large enough to hold all the meta -data
you want, then write something like
this:
1000 DATA "CUSTOMER.DAT","PRO-

DUCT.DAT","INVOICE.DAT"
1010 FOR E%=1 TO 3: READ DIC$:

GOSUB 500: NEXT
-and for this small effort, all your files
are opened and fielded.

The whole exercise is much simpli-
fied if you store all numbers, dates, and
so on, in string or ASCII format: for
example, the number 12.345 stored as
the string "12.345". This occupies more
disk space, but not significantly so
(unless you need to store a great
quantity of single -precision numbers or
large integers), and it has several
important advantages:
1) You don't need to convert data when
you read it or write it.
2) You don't need the F%() parameter
- your field lengths are L%1 ) Forget
everything in line 570.
3) You don't need to do tiresome
number conversions specifically to
ensure that 10 doesn't come out as
9.99999999999, or something similar.
4) Your data can be directly read by any

ASCII version 'put' procedure

700 FOR J%=SF%(E%) TO EP/o(P/0):
IF P%(J%) < 4 THEN 720

710 LSET FS(J%)=INS(J%)
720 NEXT: PUT EP/0,R%
'Binary' version
700 FOR J%0= SP/0(E%) TO EF%(P/0):

IF FcYo(E%)=0% THE N 720
710 T% T % ( J % ) :

IFT%> 5THEN LSETF$(J%) = IN$(J%)
IF T% = 5THEN LSET FS(J%) = CHRS(VAL (INVJ%)))
IF T% = 4 THEN LSET F$(J%) = MKIVVAL (1N$(J%)))
and so on, with special consideration for dates

Fig 4 Specifying a file number and a record as E% and R%

ELSE
ELSE
ELSE

comms system.
5) Programmers' file dumps can be
read much more easily.

When you read (GET) a record from
disk, what you really want is the set of
strings INVSF%(E)/0)) to INS(EF%(E%)).
Unless your files are ASCII, this needs
quite complex conversion; the oppo-
site applies when you write (PUT) a
record. You should write a GET or PUT
so that you need only specify the file
number and the record as E% and R%
(Fig 4).

The GET procedure leaves you with
lines like this:
IF T% = 4 THEN Q$ = MID$(STR$(CVI

(F$(J%))),2): IN$(J%)

The dictionaries in any
application can be

assigned any file number
you please, but it is good

practice to keep your
numbering self -
consistent . .

SPACESIL°/0(,1%)- LEN(Q$)) + Q$
Contemplation of this method will

convince you of the simplicity, not to
mention speed, of using the ASCII
format. In most versions of Basic, it is
impossible to write a decent keyboard
input procedure in anything other than
string format, so it makes a lot of sense
to stick with the same strings unless you
are compelled to do some calculation
with them. This rarely happens in data
processing, so it can't be considered the
exception rather than the rule.

Flexibility
When you have written and debugged
your procedures (the examples fea-
tured here may need modification
according to the language or Basic
dialect you use), you need never go
through the process again. The point
about these procedures is that they will
deal with any data which are specified
in the way which you decide to be
standard for your dictionary system:
they are to application -specific soft-
ware what algebra is to arithmetic.

To change your data display, slightly
edit your dictionary and make a diffe-
rent version for each application of the
same file. For example, a customer file

might be used in prog rams for: custom
er file maintenance, invoicing, state
ment preparation, sales analysis, credit
control, and so on.

In only one of these will you need all
the data available for input, display and
filing, complete with full prompts. For
example, you may want a customer
name and address displayed top-leftfor
invoicing, but none of the othercustom-
er data. For statement preparation,
display nothing, but transfer fields to
the printer output (the printer can be
treated as just another file in many
respects). You create a series of minor
variants on the file maintenance dic-
tionary using PIP or Copy, and your text
editor, for example, CUSTMAIN.DIC,
can give rise to CUSTINV.DIC, CUST-
STAT.DIC, CUSTSALE.DIC, very quick-
ly. Prompts, defaults and warnings will
mostly vanish to nulls.

The dictionaries in any application
can be assigned any file number you
please, but it is good practice to keep
your numbering self -consistent, and to
reserve the lower numbers for data
files with the higher numbers allotted
to dictionaries, and so on. Furthermore,
your file openings, fieldings and read-
write statements are already done, no
matter what your application. You can
take the PUT subroutine a stage further
by building in something to locate the
next free record, so that you only have
to pass the file number to the sub-
routine.

Further ideas
The same simple technique, that of
reading in a short text file as screen
display, can be readily adapted to
screen displays, help texts and menus,
and also to specify print formats. It is
easy to read in print formatter strings
for PRINT USING. A more sophisticated
subroutine can read in page headers,
titles, numbers of leading and trailing
line feeds, leading spaces, paging
instructions, and the array numbers of
the output strings to be used. Again,
you can minimise the programming
needed, although you will need to write
lines to extract your data for printing in
the required sequence. The technique
also saves you considerable program
space, otherwise you will hold the
necessary meta -data twice - once in
the assignment statement, and again in
its memory space. END
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COMMUNICATIONS

Provide and seek
Don't be an information seeker- develop your own videotex service on a

BBC Micro and be an information provider. John Harris and various
software packages show you how.

Most PCW readers will already know of
ITV's Oracle and BBC's Ceefax services,
but as yet their experience of this type of
database is likely to have been limited
to the role of information seeker.
However, a number of software pack-
ages now available for the BBC Micro
allow users to adopt the role of
information provider. Examples of
ways in which these packages can be
used are: computerised school, factory
or club magazines; information about
an organisation orthe services it offers;
and I used one to create a computer-
ised, multi -page birthday card!

For the sake of those unfamiliar with
teletext or Prestel, I'll briefly outline
these two types of system before
looking at what is available.

Teletext databases
Conceptually, teletext databases ('tele-
text' is the generic term for broadcast
information systems such as Oracle
and Ceefax) are very simple. Each
screenful of information has a three -
figure 'page' number which is keyed in
when the page is required. Page num-
bers are displayed on index pages; the
number of pages available is limited to
a few hundred per TV channel by the
spare capacity of the channel.

Prestel is such a system run by British
Telecom, which you dial up via the
telephone system. (The generic name
for such telephone accessed systems is
'viewdata', while - pause for a breath
- 'videotex' covers both teletext and
viewdata.) Telephone systems offer
two-way communication, and this
gives viewdata two important advan-
tages over broadcast teletext systems.
Firstly, all teletext pages are continually
broadcast in a cycle one after the other,
so that adding to the number of
available pages increases the cycle
time. On the other hand it is possible to
tell viewdata systems what page you
require, and just this page will be sent.
Therefore, the number of pages
available on viewdata systems is not
limited by the capacity of the com-
munication channel, so hundreds of
thousands of pages can be made
available.

The second advantage of two-way
communication is that the information

provider can get responses from the
information users. For example, having
found out details of flights to New York,
the user can go ahead and book a seat.

In order to perform such functions
and to cope with the size of the
database, Prestel has a more compli-
cated page numbering system than
teletext. A screenful is called a 'frame',
and a page may consist of one or more
frames giving the sametype of informa-
tion. Page numbering is hierarchically
arranged by subject or information
provider, the frame being indicated by a
single letter following the number.
However, the information seeker does
not need to key in a page number.
Information is usually accessed via a
hierarchy of menus whose options are
selected by one numerical keypress.

`. . . a number of
software packages now
available for the BBC
Micro allow users to

adopt the role of
information provider.'

The BBC is experimenting with a
similar type of digit link for Ceefax.
When a page is requested in the normal
way, other related pages will also be
stored locally in the new teletext
receivers (usually TV sets, but these
pages will not be displayed unless and
until link numbers are keyed on the
handset. When this is done, the link will
then produce an immediate display of
the corresponding, locally stored
frame. This will give very fast response
times, even compared to Prestel.

A typical use will be to link the news
headlines with the full stories on other
pages: keying link one will display the
full story behind the first headline, and
so on. BBC Micro users with Acorn's
teletext adaptor attached to their
machines can already sample these
experimental links, although they are
not yet properly implemented in the
broadcast signals. As well as the
number keys,the arrow keys on the BBC
also make use of the links and will allow

you to move up, down and across any
hierarchy of related pages.

Software
A number of software packages have
already appeared that take advantage
of display mode 7 on the BBC Micro to
produce teletext and viewdata emula-
tors, or full viewdata systems. The
British teletext and viewdata standard
gives a display of 24 rows of 40
alphanumeric, block graphics or con-
trol characters. (Control characters are
used to change various parameters,
such as colour.) Mode 7 on the BBC
Micro conforms to this standard,
although an extra twenty-fifth line of 40
characters is available. Each character,
whether text, block graphics or control,
is coded as a single byte in order that a
full screen or 'frame' occupies only
1000 bytes.

This article looks at what can be done
with nine such systems, ranging in
price and sophistication from Telsoft's
group of three programs (Editor,
Edmag and Edbase, broadcast free to
BBC Micro users owning the Acorn
teletext adaptor or similar equipment)
to the Rotaview Videotex System,
which costs £75 plus VAT with various
optional extras available.

In addition, the BBC has commis-
sioned a program called VidiEditor that
is apparently based on the systems
used to produce Ceefax pages. As my
deadline was close, the BBC arranged
to broadcast VidiEditor and a sample
help file on two unadvertised Ceefax
pages, and asked meto ring back when I
had successfully downloaded them
with my teletext decoder so that they
could then be taken off the air!.

Fig 1 sets out the main details of each
system looked at here; prices are
roughly in line with sophistication.
Note that CECCFAX is only available to
local education authorities, while an
almost indentical system, Eco-fax, was
published in Acorn User and is there-
fore available as a listing, bar code or
cassette. Be careful not to confuse
Edfax with Edmag and Edbase, which
are both parts of the Telsoft system.

Some of the systems store each
frame or screenful (for consistency, the
term 'frame' rather than 'page' is used
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throughout to indicate a screenful) as a
separate disk file; others storeframes in
groups. The group files are usually set
up by the system software, sometimes
with a separate frame directory. Either
the user is permitted to specify how
many frames' capacity the group file
should hold, orthe system automatical-
ly makes the file as large as the disk can
hold. The maximum number of frames
storable on a single -sided 80 -track disk
is given in Fig 1. If common files are
used, the maximum is usually between
160 and 200. However, those with
individual frame files are limited by the
Acorn DFS to 31 frames, but they are
designed to work on Econet with about
200 frames available. With Telsoft's
system, frames are created as indi-
vidual files but can be collected into
'magazines' of up to 15 frames. Most
Telsoft Edbase databases will have a
mixture of individual frames (used as
index pages) and magazines (used as
automatically rotating frames). VidiEdi-
tor also uses magazines, which can
contain up to 20 frames.

All the systems have carousel facili-
ties to make a sequence of frames
display automatically, one after
another, although some call the facility
by a different name. The ways these
facilities work vary considerably and
are covered elsewhere in this article.
Some of the videotex systems are
provided with a special very fast frame
change; usually referred to as 'anima-
tion' or 'movie', although it should be
noted that other systems use the term
'animation' to refer to using the teletext
flash control codesto givethe illusion of
reciprocating motion, such as the

flapping of wings. The use of flash
control codes is a part of the British
videotex standard and is available on all
the systems described here.

The movie facility cannot, of course,
change frames as fast as a real cine
projector or TV. For example, the fastest
I could get out of Rotaview was about
0.7 seconds per frame, but with careful-
ly planned frames it is still possible to
convey very strongly the idea of move-
ment. VidiEditor holds a whole maga-
zine in memory at a time, and I

understand it can change frames very
quickly. As broadcast, a choice of 5 or 30
seconds per frame is offered, but I have
not yet discovered how to change these
to produce animation speeds.

Fig 1 also shows the type of system
(teletext emulator or viewdata). All the
versions I used were local databases
only, butthetableshowsthat additional
host software is available to turn some
of them into databases that can be
remotely accessed like Prestel itself. For
example, Acorn is using CommunlTel's
system for their dial -up database on
(0223) 243642.

Another useful facility is the ability to
download frames from Prestel, Ceefax
and Oracle (a modem is needed for
Prestel and a decoder for teletext).
Some of the systems have facilities to
include Prestel or teletext frames,
although the ISMEC system assumes
that the frames are already in separate
files on the disk (in a *LOADable form).
Rotaview makes use of Acorn's teletext
firmware, even allowing the BBC and
ITV stations to be tuned while using it.
What the copyright position on such
downloading is I'm not sure; I expect it
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depends what use is made of the new
database. Schoolfax is brutally frank,
calling its teletext download command
PINCH!

Frame editors
The central parts of the systems are the
frame editors. The facilities offered
determine how easily and how fast
well -designed frames can be produced.
Fig 2 lists the more important facilities
and indicates which systems include
them. One of the most important
facilities is to be able to copy frames,
both within a database and between
databases (or between disks). Often,
groups of frames within a database
share the same structure and headings.
For example, there may be several
frames giving information about pro-
ducts, each showing the product name,
price, colours available, dimensions,
and so on. It is easiestto create one such
frame and then copy it for each of the
others, overwriting any differences.

All the editors allow frames to be
copied in this way and to copy frames
between databases or disks, exceptthat
it does not appear possible to transfer
frames between VidiEditor magazines
(databases).

Another important facility, which to
my surprise some of the editors lack, is
the ability to insert/delete characters
and lines. It can take a great deal of time
and effort to design a complicated block
graphics display, and it is infuriating if
you cannot then move it, say, down a
line by inserting a new line above it.
Text often needs to be repositioned in
the same way.

Eco-fax, CECCFAX and Schoolfax can
simulate these facilities with block
operations, but this is much more
complicated to perform. Schoolfax has
rotate right and left facilities, which
rotate the characters on a line between
the cursor and the end of the line; this is
a reasonable substitute for an insert/
delete character. Both ISMEC and Micro
Viewdata use a combination of the
SHIFT and DELETE keys to insert a
character, which seems rather incon-
gruous. In the same vein,Micro Viewda-
ta uses SHIFT and the cursor arrows to
delete parts of lines. Would it not have
been preferable to use DELETE and
arrow instead?

Edfax and the Telsoft system seem to
be the only ones not to allow text and
graphics to be moved around the
screen at all. It is amazing that the
sample frames supplied with Edfax
include by farthe best designed frames,
including very imaginative and intri-
cate graphics, and yet the designers
were presumably unable to make even
simple position changes.

As mentioned, teletext characters
include not only block graphics and
alphanumerics, but also control char-
acters. These are used to control colour
(seven foreground and eight back-
ground), graphics or text, flashing or
steady display, normal or double -
height characters, contiguous or sepa-
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Fig 2 Editing facilities

rated graphics (whether adjacent
blocks touch I, conceal display, and hold
or release graphics (this allows a

graphics character to appear instead of
a blank space on a position occupied by
a control character). From the display it
is not possible to see where the control
characters are, so several of the editors
have what I have listed in Fig 2 as a
'character window'. This is an indica-
tion, on a title or information line at the
top or bottom of the screen, of what
character is at the current cursor
position.

Some of these windows only operate
when the cursor is on a control charac-
ter, while others show all characters
which can be useful. For example,
lower-case letters appear as block
graphics characters when preceded on
the line by a graphics control character.
It is difficult to rememberwhich letter to
type to get a particular graphics charac-
ter so, if the required character is
already on the screen, it is convenient to
use the window to reveal the corres-
ponding letter. Schoolfax and VidiEdi-
tor go one better than other systems,
providing not only the character but
also its ASCII code, Schoolfax in decim-
al and VidiEditor in hexadecimal.

Micro Viewdata's window offers the
choice of either displaying the charac-
ter (both its alphanumeric and graphics
forms), or indicating how an ordinary
character typed at the current cursor

 position would appear. For example,
the letters Se Dh Fl RG indicate that the
character would be separated, double -
height, flashing, red graphics; these
alternative forms of window toggle on
the TAB key. Unfortunately, VidiEdi-
tor's character window, situated with
other information on the bottom line,

only gives the uninterpreted character
and its hexadecimal ASCII code. Con-
trol codes thus remain invisible, losing
the main benefit of character windows.
It is sometimes possible to work out
which control code it is by its effect on
the rest of the bottom line: for example,
the control character for new back-
ground colour blots out the rest of the
information provided to the right of the
window.

On a teletext screen, lower-case
letters and some punctuation marks
appear as graphics symbols if a

graphics control character is to their left
on the same line. Another way of
building up graphics is to use a graphics
keypad. Each graphics character is
comprised of six pixels (two horizontal
by three vertical), which can be either
on or off. A graphics keypad facility uses
a group of keys (usually Q, W, A, S, Z and
X) to represent the individual pixels,
which may be switched on and off
individually by pressing the corres-
ponding key. Only the Telsoft system
lacks this facility, but the rest of the
systems vary considerably in how easy
it is to use. In particular, in Edfax you
have to enter 'define pixel' mode
(control f6) while in this mode the
cursor keys do not function, so building
up large areas of graphics with this
facility inevitably entails much mode
switching.

At the other extreme is Rotaview in
which no mode switching is required,
the six ordinary keys becoming pixel
switches when pressed together with
the CONTROL key. I found this to be
usually excellent, although when creat-
ing large areas of graphics it was
annoying having to press CONTROL all
the time. The CommunlTel, Eco-fax,

CECCFAX, ISMEC, Micro Viewdata and
VidiEditor systems provide this facility
with a mode change, but cursor move-
ments can still be made easily.

With block operations the user can
define a rectangular block ofthe display
(by marking its top -left and bottom -
right corners, and then move, copy or
delete the text in the block. Clearly this
can be a useful and powerful facility, but
is only provided by half the systems
here. The markers are typically set by
moving the cursor to the required
position and pressing a function key.

Of the five editors with this facility,
the Eco-fax and CECCFAX block opera-
tions are the least sophisticated; you
are warned that copying a block to a
position overlapping itself does not
generally work. Micro Viewdata, Rota -
view and Schoolfax use memory buf-
fers to store the block and allow such
overlapping, and they also have facili-
ties for moving blocks between frames.
I found the Schoolfax block operations
easy and pleasant to use. Micro View-
data's block operations are very similar,
but a little more sophisticated and
complicated by being combined with a
'window' facility in which the cursor is
restricted to the area defined. This area
is marked out on the screen at the time it
is defined, and also thereafter at the
touch of a function key. The Rotaview
block operations are even more soph-
isticated, and the dual functions of the
block markers make them a little more
complicated to use. An extra block
facility on Rotaview allows up to 10
blocks to be saved to the system disk for
future use. This is a superb facility for
duplicating house logos, standard
headings, and so on.

Normally, after a character has been
placed on the screen, the cursor moves
one position to the right. This is fine for
text, but there are situations when other
directions, particularly downwards,
can be useful: for example, when
drawing vertical lines, making a column
of single digits in a table of values, and
making vertical columns of identical
control codes. Eco-fax and CECCFAX
provide for this in a very elegant way. It
is possible to choose that the cursor
moves up, down or to the left, instead of
the default movement to the right. The
Telsoft system is designed to allow
graphics to be built up by drawing lines
a single pixel wide. This is done by
holding down the space bar and an
arrow key (diagonals with a dotted
appearance may be drawn using com-
binations of arrow keys). Drawing
speed can be varied, allowing intricate
parts to be drawn slowly. Both Coni-
munITel and Rotaview allow tab posi-
tions to be set, which can be helpful in
producing tables with vertical columns.
Rotaview has an additional 'vertical'
facility which is invoked by setting one
of the markers (also used for block
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operations). When this marker is set on
a line below the current cursor position,
basic editing operations to the current
line (typed characters, insertions, dele-
tions, and so on) are copied onto every
line below, down to the one on which
the marker is set. This is clearly a very
powerful facility, but it can also be very
destructive if you forget to turn it off!

Six of the frame editors display the
coordinates of the cursor position.
Normally I did not find this particularly
helpful, but it is of use when, for
example, the frame or a part of it has
been designed on squared paper with a
numbered grid. At first I was confused
to find the top -left position given as 0
horizontal and 1 vertical; why not both
zero or both one? It seems pointless to
sacrifice this symmetry in order to
count a header line that is not a part of
the editable frame. I can only presume
the reason is that these systems are
displaying the raw number returned by
the VPOS function in BBC Basic. Some
editors have a special function to allow
the cursor to be returned to this top -left
position, but this is certainly not an
essential feature.

The standard videotex screen con-
sists of 24 lines, of which the top line is a
heading,which may show a selection of
the following: the name of the informa-
tion service, page number, date, time,
and frame price. The bottom line of
Prestel and similar systems is used for
displaying the information seeker's
responses as they are keyed in and for
displaying error messages; this leaves
22 lines for the main part of the frame.
The BBC Micro has an additional line,
and the teletext emulators do not need a
response line. Therefore, the number of
lines available to edit varies from 22 on
Rotaview, CommuniTel and Micro
Viewdata to 24 on Edfax, Eco-fax and
CECCFAX. VidiEditor has 23 plus an
editable title line.

All the systems allow use of the
normal mode 7 single and double-
heightcharacterfonts. It is also possible
to build up various types of large letters
using the block graphics (some attrac-
tive examples are given in Edfax's
sample database). However, it is very
laborious building up such lettering,
and two systems provide alternative
large fonts to be directly accessed from
the keyboard. Schoolfax provides a
neat triple -height font and a five -times -
normal height Gothic font. Rotaview
also provides a neat triple -height font
which, combined with double -height
control characters, can also produce
very usable six -line characters.

There are facilities not covered in Fig
2 that are provided by only one or other
of the systems. It is worth mentioning
some provided by Rotaview and
Schoolfax, the systems with the most
extra facilities. On Rotaview, margins
can be set (useful to avoid typing over
colour codes); there are global colour
changes (for example, all greens in a
frame can be changed to reds); lines
can be centred (also available on Micro

Viewdata); and there's a word proces-
sor -style option for moving words on to
the next line when they are typed on the
end of a line with insufficient space.
Schoolfax offers complement (re-
verses all pixels in a character or block),
repeat line, copy line, delete from
cursor to any margin, conceal/reveal
markers, and conceal/reveal control
characters.

Carousel features
As shown in Fig 1, all the systems have
carousel facilities that allow a sequence
of frames to be automatically display-
ed, one after another. The ways in
which they operate vary considerably,
and are set out in Fig 3.

The first column shows how the
carousel display is selected. In some
systems, the carousel facility is a

separate display option unconnected
with the normal display method (except

The timing of
automatically displayed
frames is important, as
the viewer needs long
enough to pick up the

required information but
should not have to

wait . .

it may be selectable from the normal
display, for example by requesting
page 960 in Micro Viewdata). Unlessthe
starting frame is pre-set, the user just
primes the system with an initial frame
number and then the subsequent
frames all follow, one after another. The
ISMEC carousel is a variation of this: at
anytinnewhen using the database in the
normal way, the user can press the
ESCAPE key to start the carousel at the
current page. Pressing any other key
will stop it.

In other systems, frames are of
different types; the ordinary display
program is used until a frame marked in
some way as a carousel frame is
selected. The carousel sequence is then
automatically displayed until a non -
carousel frame is encountered (some
systems allow the user to interrupt it).
Either or both of the main types of
system may suit a particular application
so it is not possible to say one is
generally preferable, although ISMEC's
approach does seem to be more
flexible. The Telsoft system has auto-
matic display as its main display option
for magazines, as explained near the
beginning of this article.

The timing of automatically display-
ed frames is important, as the viewer
needs long enough to pick up the
required information but should not
have to wait for unnecessarily long
periods for the next frame. All the
systems allow at least some control
over display speed. One group allows
fast, medium or slow display to be
selected when the carousel display

program is entered. A second group
tells you which line in the program
controls the presentation speed and
allows you to change it. Both these
groups have the disadvantage that,
once a speed is selected, all frames are
displayed for the same amount of time.
The last group is more flexible, allowing
each carousel frame to be displayed for
a separately specified amount of time.
This possibility of variable timing
allows simple title or picture frames to
be shown briefly, and frames with a lot
of complex text or diagrams to be
shown for much longer. On the Corn -
mu nITel system the time is stored with
the frame, and on Rotaview and Micro
Viewdata it is stored in the carousel
presentation list.

The order in which carousel frames
are displayed is stored in different
ways. VidiEditor displays the frames of
a magazine in the fixed order in which
they were originally created and saved.
Similarly, the Telsoft system displays
the frames of a magazine in the fixed
order in which they were originally put
together, but if the original single frame
files are kept, they can be put together in
different orders.

With several of the systems, each
carousel frame contains a pointer to the
next frame; this pointer is the number
of the frame that should follow. The
number is stored with the (preceding)
frame and can be specified as part of
the frame editing procedure. Making
radical changes to the display order
can, therefore, be somewhat laborious,
the user having to load each affected
frame into the editor, make the change
and re -save the frame.

In contrast, Schoolfax, Micro Viewda-
ta and Rotaview use an ordered list of
frames to determine presentation
order. Schoolfax uses frame zero to
store the list, which can be very easily
edited. Rotaview can store up to 10 lists
of up to 80 frames each on the system
disk. The list also contains the timing
information. Although editing the list is
not as easy as it could be, it is an
enormous advantage having all the
carousel information together in one
list.

It is a pity that the carousel sequences
are stored on the system disk rather
than the database disk as only 10
sequences can ever be stored however
many databases are produced, and a
particular carousel sequence seems to
be more a part of the database than of
the system software. Micro Viewdata's
lists are stored with the database and
they have all the benefits of Rotaviews
lists, plus having a friendlier editor and,
as far as I can make out, only being
limited in size and number by the disk
space.

Most of the systems allow the
carousel viewer to pause or stop the
carousel. In Fig 3, 'pause' refers to a
facility to prolong display of the current
frame by holding down a key; the
carousel continues when the key is
released. The 'move on' facility allows
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the display to be moved on immediate-
ly at the press of a key, rather than
waiting for the normally allotted time.
Some of the carousels can be stopped
on the currently displayed frame by
pressing a key (without it having to be
held down), and some of these are then
re-startable by pressing a key or enter-
ing a page number.

Documentation
The fullness of the documentation
varies considerably among the sys-
tems, and some come with sample
databases. In some cases documenta-
tion is confined to instructions on how
to operate the software, in others
explanations of teletext and viewdata
are given as well as suggestions for
different types of database for which
the software could be used. The docu-
mentation for several systems could
benefit from being split into separate
introductory guides and reference
manuals, as these two functions re-
quire different approaches.

Commu n ITel has made this split very
successfully. Some of the manuals lack
anytype of index and, as these alsotend
to be the worst organised, I found them
frustrating when I turned to them for
help.

Two systems aimed at schools illus-
trate very different approaches. The
ISMEC documentation is very short,
clear and surprisingly complete. It has
no index, but is so concise, well
organised and well laid outthat I usually
found what I wanted without difficulty.
Its single text seems to serve adequate-
ly as both an introduction to the system

and as a reference, but provides little
information beyond the essentials. The
manual for Micro Viewdata, on the
other hand, tries (and mostly succeeds)
to be completely comprehensive, and
includes ideas for teaching exercises.
But despite obvious good intentions,
the sheer amount of information has, in
places, overwhelmed the organisation.
Therefore, terms are sometimes used
before they are explained, and the basic
editing facilities of inserting a character
and inserting and deleting a line are the
last frame editing commands to be
explained. They are not with the other
basic editing facilities but in a chapter
entitled 'Advanced Features'!

Sample databases vary from the well
designed, colourful and often amusing
frames supplied with Edfax, to screens
crammed with textcopied straight from
the instruction manual, sporting spell-
ing mistakes and other errors.

Pros and cons
The packages discussed here contain
some howlers, and some less serious
but annoying features. The more soph-
isticated systems often contain more of
both, perhaps just because they are
bigger and more complex. The prob-
lems are annoying rather than render-
ing any of the systems unusable; they
are also fairly typical of what one finds
in cheaper software.

One important principle is that users
should be able to recover easily from
errors.Asimple but useful implementa-
tion of this is the function key facility of
Micro Viewdata's screen editor that
undoes the last single edit, thereby

restoring the previous screen. One
occasion on which I found the principle
to be badly violated was when editing a
Rotaview carousel frame list. I tried to
save the edited list but the system disk
has a write -protect label. (The system
disk is copy protected to prevent even
back-up copies being made, so write -
protection is advisable.) The system
correctly identified and reported the
problem, but when I removed the
write -protection and tried again it
produced a 'file open' error. Eventually I
had to re -boot, losing the painstakingly
edited list.

A similar horror awaits the unsus-
pecting CommunITel user. During the
editing of a frame, function key f8
allows you to enter 'search' mode to
look at other frames. The tutorial guide
states: 'To get back to editing your
page, press f0.' I tried it, and to my
horror found that I was not returned to
editing the original frame (which I had
lost forever), but was left editing the
frame I was looking at when I attempted
to return.

To operate the menus on both
CommunlTel and Rotaview, use is
made of the up and down arrow keys to
move a coloured background strip up or
down behind the options. When the
strip is behind the chosen option the
RETURN key is pressed, which is
laborious and unnecessary. As long as
the user can return to the menu easily if
he makes a mistake, a single keypress
response to a menu is all that should be
required. (On Rotaview, the coloured
background can also be moved to the
correct place with a single numerical
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The Seikosha SP Series,
advanced businesspr inters
for thegrowingbusiness

Al
the advanced technology and

craftsmanship of the 'House of Seiko'
have now been applied to the needs of the
small volume business user.

The result is the Seikosha SP Series.

A unique combination of high
performance and low cost that puts the very
best of business printers within easy reach
of the smallest business.

Top of the range is the SP 1000.

Fast, quiet and reliable, it offers an
impressive list of advanced features.

High speed quality Standard Pica Printing
at 100cps (25cps NLQ), low noise levels, a
variety of character fonts, 7 kinds of graphic
printing and automatic paper loading are all
just part of what you can expect from this
superb printer.

Next in the range is the brilliant little
Seikosha SP 800.

It combines most of the features of the
SP 1000 with a print speed of 80cps (draft)
and 20cps (NLQ). And, like the SP 1000, is
the perfect companion to your micro.

At a cost of just £259.00 plus VAT for the
SP 1000 and £249.00 plus VAT for the
SP 800, these printers represent the best
value for money on the market today.

The ideal printers for the growing
business in fact.

Distributed exclusively by DDL, the
Seikosha SP range is available from all
leading computer dealers. For details of
your nearest stockist contact:

5 King's Ride Pork,
Ascot, Berks. SL5 8BP
Tet 0990 28921
Telex: 846303 DD LTD G.

THE FORCE IN DISTRIBUTION



Now you can penetrate the
expanding world of the QL
while writing applications in
the language programmers
love.

UCSD Pascal. The original.
The fully developed industry
standard. Upwards compatible
with Apple Pascal, and totally
compatible with UCSD Pascal
running on computers like the
IBM PC, Apricot, Apple
Macintosh, TDI Pinnacle,
Sage and many many others.
Complete with extensions for
systems development and
commercial applications pro-
gramming.

UCSD Pascal will run on
the standard QL with micro -
drives. however we do
recommend floppy disk drives
or plug-in RAM cards.

UCSD P -SYSTEM is
You can compile 700 lines
of Pascal per minute and
achieve a PCW benchmark
average of 9.01 with this
professional operating
system, running on your QL
with Sinclair RAM card. And
that puts it into 6th place, way
above the IBM PC and close to

Please send me (tick as apropnate)
UCSD Pascal (u £99.95. plus £5 p&p, (total £104.95)[
UCSD Fortran -77 or £99.95. plus f5 p&p. (total f104.95)[
Advanced Development Toolkit £49.95. plus £5 pap.
(total £54.95) 
n My cheque postal order for f is enclosed made

payable to TDI Software Ltd.
['Please debit my Barclaycard/Access/Diners Club with

(Delete as necessary).

CardNo.I 11111111111111
Signature

Name

Title

Company

Address

Post Code

Telephone(

TDI Software Limited
29 Alma Vale Road, Bristol BS8 2HL. Tel: (0272) 742796

1

the speed of the IBM AT
It's made possible by

TDI Software Ltd,
distributors of the
microcomputer develop-
ment environment
praised by novice and
professional programmers
alike.

Start with the basics: UCSD
Pascal or UCSD Fortran -77, a
complete set of development
utilities, a full -screen full -
function editor and a file
manager. At the incredibly
low entry price of £99.95,
inclusive of VAT and three
superb manuals: Pascal,

I
I
I
I
I
I
I

I

I
I
I
I

Assembler and the Operating
System.

Add the second language.
Our compilers generate
compact code and are truely
integrated with the
development environment.

Edit with ease. When an
error is detected, the editor
may be invoked and
automatically position at the
statement in error.
You can also write in smaller
program segments. This sim-
plifies debugging and testing
and lets you use common
procedures in multiple appli-
cations. Even if they were
written in different languages.

For professional developers
we also offer a full set of
productivity tools such as a
symbolic debugger, native
code generator, and program
analysis tools. This Advanced
Development Toolkit comes
complete with three useful
manuals: Applications
Development, Program Devel-
opment and Internal
Architecture Guide, for only
£49.95 (inclusive of VAT).

Clip and mail the coupon
below. Or call the TDI Sales
team on 0272-742796.

You'll find that UCSD
Pascal goes QL. And a lot of
other places besides.

TDI Software Limited
29 Alma Vale Road
Bristol BS8 2HL.
Tel. (0272) 742796.
"UCSD Pascals a registered trademark
of The Regents of the University of
California.



COMMUNICATIONS
keypress, but the RETURN key is always
needed.)

With Rotaview there was a lack of
consistency in how to leave special
editing modes (for example, double
ESCAPE press for leaving column
mode and RETURN for leaving triple -
height), in how to summon menus and
howto enter choices, such asthe colour
of triple -height characters.

Choices of keys were sometimes
bizarre (some examples from Micro
Viewdata and the ISMEC system have
already been mentioned). Similarly,
Rotaview uses the CONTROL/COPY
combination for delete block. Wouldn't
CONTROL/DELETE be a more obvious
choice? In VidiEditor, the DELETE key
inserts a full graphics block rather than
having its normal function. I find that I
often detect my typing errors as soon as
I have made them, and hitting the
DELETE key is a very strongly learned
habit that is almost impossible to
inhibit. I was continually frustrated by
VidiEditor's non-standard response of
overwriting the character following the
one I was trying to delete.

The Telsoft system contains instruc-
tions in a help facility. Not only are
sentences split between successive
screens, but there is no way of turning
back a page without starting again. The
Schoolfax sample database also splits
sentences in this way.

Schoolfax uses a sequence of num-
bers and brackets to pass data to the
PINCH command. Unfortunately,
square brackets were chosen, which of
course come out as arrows in teletext
mode on the BBC Micro.

Despite the generally good standard
of the CommunlTel documentation, it
appeared not to have been proof-read. I
found several errors, mostly minor, and
'routing' is consistently spelled
'routeing'! Also, the pages of the
reference manual were bound at the
wrong edges, leaving the page num-
bers and headers on the inside against
the binding.

When running the display software,
several of the systems demand that the
date, and sometimes the time as well,
be entered sothat they can be displayed
as part of the header line. While such a
display may be desirable as an option,
as on VidiEditor, I foundtheforced entry
ofthis data a bore when all I wanted was
to have a quick look at a particular
frame. On Schoolfax, this has to be
done even when running the editor
program.

When you are successfully into a
viewdata program and are searching
through a database, it is importantto be
able to retrace your last few steps. For
example, on Prestel, keying *£ takes
you backwads, frame by frame, along
whatever route you have come. The
teletext emulators and Schoolfax have
no such facility.

Most of the more notable positive
features that make the user's life easier
have already been described. An addi-
tional one that comes to mind isthe way
various system parameters can be set
up on the CommunlTel system. They
can either be set temporarily for the
current session, or saved to the system
disk as future default settings. They
include printer, disk drive, and network
settings, and the information provid-
er's heading. The video interlace can be
switched on or off, an option not
normally available in mode 7 on the
BBC Micro. Although switching it off
distorts the single -height characters, it
is more restful for any user who has to
spend long periods editing frames.

'Most of the systems are
primarily aimed at the
education market. The
two exceptions are the

more commercial
systems, Rotaview and

CommunLTel. These two,
together with Schoolfax,

are rather more
sophisticated.'

Micro Viewdata has a 'start-up
which sets the default file names for the
database, carousel list and printer
driver (an Epson driver is supplied), and
default information providers' names.

Conclusion
Most of the systems are primarily
aimed at the education market. The two
exceptions are the more commercial
systems, Rotaview and CommunlTel.
These two, togetherwith Schoolfax, are
rather more sophisticated than the
others. They are the only systems for
which host software is currently avail-
able, the two more commercial ones
also allowing transmission and recep-
tion of CET standard telesoftware.

Rotaview is clearly the most sophisti-
cated of all in terms of the facilities
offered; it is also the most expensive.
However, its documentation is not up to
the same standard. It would benefit
from the addition of an index, and from
being split into an introductory guide
and a reference manual. CommunlTel's
documentation is good, with a lot of
technical data. The sample databases
supplied with both Rotaview and Com-
munlTel have an amateur feel to them.
Rotaview is not expensive by the
standards of commercial software, and
its powerful editing facilities, plus the
ability to upload frames to Prestel and
other host systems, should make it very
attractive to information providers on
such systems. Regular users will pre-
sumably get used to its inconsistencies

and other rough edges.
I understand that CECCFAX is soon to

be updated to provide host software as
well as major improvements to the
frame editor. Existing users (LEAs) will
be able to obtain successive upgrades
at minimal cost.

If host software is not required, Micro
Viewdata has a sophisticated editor
that is only out -performed by Rotaview,
and in some facilities by Schoolfax.
These three also have the best carousel
editing facilities, with Micro Viewdata
having the edge.

Edfax is the most professionally
presented package, with its strong,
glossy plastic case, well -printed index-
ed manual (with useful appendices),
screen planner (like special graph
paper) and superb sample database.
However, its limited frame editing
facilities let it down badly. Micro
Viewdata has good editing facilities and
comes from the same publishers in a
similar package, but the sample data-
base, while presentable, is nothing like
as good as Edfax's. The CommunlTel
system is also a professionally pre-
sented package (except for the sample
database), in a similar type of case and
with well -printed and indexed manuals.

The more sophisticated systems
have cluttered screens and compli-
cated menu systems; this is particularly
true of CommunlTel, which also keeps
you waiting while different parts of the
system load from the system disk. I

liked the more simple presentations of
Eco-fac, CECCFAX and especially the
ISMEC system.

The cheapest, easily available sys-
tem is Eco-fax from Acorn User (£5 for
magazine and cassette). This will cer-
tainly provide those who are merely
curious to sample this type of software
with a simple, usable system. Its only
serious drawback is the lack of insert/
delete facilities in the editor.

The ISMEC Local Viewdata System is
also excellent value at £19.95. Its editor
is fairly basic but does have the most
essential facilities, and its simple and
uncluttered design is refreshing and
well integrated. It is closely modelled
on Prestel, and so provides a good
introduction to the basic concepts,
page numbering, and so on. It should be
quite adequate for producing simple,
computerised school magazines and
noticeboards, a good example of which
is supplied as a sample database.

For more sophisticated educational
use, CECCFAX should be good value at
£100 for an LEA licence when the
upgrades become available. But
Schoolfax already has more powerful
facilities and the price drops to £20 per
copy if 30 or more are bought, and LEAs
can negotiate much lower prices for
volume use. Educational discounts
may also be available on Micro Viewda-
ta when it is published. END
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Curtain up...
As the doors open on the eighth PCW Show, we introduce the many
exhibitors and give details of what you can expect to see in the two

action -packed main halls.

This year the PCW Show occupies two
halls at Olympia. In the National Hall
there's the big names such as Sinclair,
Commodore, Atari and Amstrad on the
ground floor (stand numbers 1000-
1999 in the list of exhibitors). On the
same floor and in the gallery upstairs
(numbers 3000-3999) are a host of
smaller companies with software and
peripherals for home/small business
machines.

Next-door in Olympia 2 is the place to
go for business machines and software,
with ACT taking pride of place on the
ground floor (numbers 2000-2999) and
exhibitors such as Psion leading the
way upstairs on the first floor (numbers
4000 upwards). Access to this hall is
reserved fortrade, business and profes-
sional visitors.

Check the following list of exhibitors
for details of what each company has in
store for the Show, although slight
changes may have been made between

going to press and the actual event.
Product Locator Services are available
at the Show's main entrances, provid-
ing further information on where to find
exhibitors. You can ask for a specific
exhibitor or for all stands showing a
certain type of product. The answers to
your query will be printed out on a map.

The PCW stand is in the centre of the
National Hall's ground floor, selling
back issues of the magazine and
running a range of Show competitions
and special features. The editorial team
is on hand to answer your questions
and discuss any contributions you
might want to make to the magazine.

Olympia itself is easy to reach.
There's parking space close to the
Show and access from the Ml, M4, M40
and North Circular Road, or take the
Underground to Earl's Court on the
District and Piccadilly lines, and then
the Kensington Olympia service.

The Show runs from Wednesday to

Sunday, 4-8 September, but the first
two days are for trade, business and
professional visitors only. Opening
hours are 10am to 7pm, except on
Sunday when the Show closes at 5pm.

Admission costs £2; tickets are avail-
able on the door and in advance from
the PCW Show Ticket Office, 11 Man-
chester Square, London W1 (tel: (01)
4861951). For organised groups of 10 or
more, tickets can be obtained in adv-
ance from the same address for £1.50
each - valid on any day from Friday to
Sunday. Cheques should be made
payable to PCW85/Montbuild Limited.
Complimentary tickets valid through-
out the Show for trade, business and
professional visitors are also available
in advance from that address. For the
complimentary tickets, application
should be made on official letterhead or
enclosing a business card.

So . .. on with the Show! See you on
stand 1411.

OLYMPIA
Olympia 2 offers a glimpse of what's to
come in business computing, and
advice on what can be done now,

experience and those covering special-
ist markets.

The National Computing Centre

stems Centre, New Fetter Lane, London
EC4. Please specify the required time
and date and give the name, address,

provided by the Applications Software (NCC) is present at the Show in force. Its telephone number and nature of your
Advisory Service, the NCC Microsy- Microsystems Centre people offer con- business. Cheques should be made
stems Centre and independent consul- sultancy packages for newcomers to payable to the NCC Microsystems
tants. the micro world as well as for more Centre.

Micro Decision is sponsoring the advanced users. Its directories of soft- Questions are encouraged at these
software advisory service, a database ware and hardware systems are avail- seminars, and you will be able to talk to
containing information on applications able at the Show on disk. It is also a team of NCC consultants.
software available in the UK. You can running seminars each day on how to The Corporate Computing stand is
ask for information about products choose a micro system for your busi- designed to give people a clear idea of
either by reference to general areas in ness; these cost £25 plus VAT or £12.50 how corporate computer systems are
which you are interested or specific plus VAT in advance. The times of the set up, connect together and work. All
functions you want the software to seminars are: Wednesday 4 September users of corporate computer systems
perform. at 10.30am and 2.30pm; Thursday 5 are covered, from the secretary to the

Those of you interested in consultan- September at 10.30am and 2.30pm; manager, as is each aspect of the office
cy should visit the consultancy clinic Friday 6 September at 10.30am and environment. The conversion from old
area for an informal and relaxed chat 2.30pm; and Saturday 7 September at to new technology is demonstrated for
with a number of independent consul- 2.30pm. each of these aspects, and the way
tants. Two types of consultant will be Advance tickets are available from: these different functions are fitted into
available: those with broad business PCWBusiness Seminars, NCC Microsy- workstations is displayed. This is fol-
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lowed by a demonstration of how all the
parts, from word processing to plan-
ning and from manager to secretary, fit
together to form a corporate system.
Finally, there's an indication of where
things are going in the future.

Show this year. The first is the Micro-
scope Keynote Conference from 10.30-
12.30 on Wednesday 4 September. This
will be chaired by PCWs contributing
editor David Tebbutt and will include a
senior representative from ACT, Paul

or see a recent issue of Microscope to
order tickets.

And then, of course, there's the
exhibitors themselves. Treats in store
include the first public showing of two
new additions to the Apricot range, the

Alongside this stand is a theatre Bailey of Digital Research, Nick Bessey F2 and the F10, and the possibility of a
where a continuous display giving an of Commodore plus other speakers as cut-price offer on the Datavue portable
overview of corporate systems is run- members of a panel. The conference (both the F10 and the Datavue are
Fling. will be run in a Question Time format Benchtested in this issue).

The London Standard micro busi- and will be covered by the Database The F2 is totally compatible with
ness awards provide another chance to television prog ramme for transmission software written for the older Fl, and
look at the best in business systems. next day on Channe14. Tickets cost £110 features twin 720k microfloppy disk
The winners will be announced on the each, and include a seat at the London drives. The F10 comes with 512k of
first day of the Show. There are two Standard Awards lunch and VAT. RAM and a 10Mbyte internal hard disk
award categories - the best software The second conference will run three as standard. Both new machines come
for business applications and the best times, at 2.30-5.30 on 4 September, at with Digital Research's GEM friendly
hardware product for business applica- 10-12.30 on 5 September and at 2.30- interface to make them easy to use.
tions. The winners will be selected from 5.30 on 5 September. Each session The Interquadram stand features the
a shortlist of four products in each
category. The winners and those short-

covers selling business solutions,
games hardware, games software and

new Datavue portable IBM-compatible
machine. During the Show, Interquad-

listed will be on display during the peripherals in four sessions. The cost is ram is hoping to offer the Datavue 25,
Show at the PCWstand in the National £22.50 including VAT. which normally retails at £1812, for a
Hall. Contact Carol Sharpe, Personal Corn- special Show price of £999. This offer

The magazine Microscope is spon- puter World Show, 11 Manchester will be available on a one -per -person
soring two conferences at the PCW Square, London W1 (tel: (01) 486 1951) basis only.

ACT Stand No2108
Shenstone House
Dudley Road
Halesowen
West Midlands

The full Apricot range is on display,
including the first showing of two new
models - the hard -disk F10 (Ben-
chtested in this issue) and the twin -disk
F2.

new applications, peripherals and add-
ons, information on how to get the best
from their machine, and the latest news
affecting the Apricot market. Issues and
registration details will be available on
the stand.

maintenance, sales and rentals, includ-
ing a 24 -hour response to fault calls.

Cumana Stand No 2000

Pines Trading
Broad Street
Guildford
Surrey

The floppy disk drive supplier is laun-
ching a series of upgrades at the Show
which feature a full implementation of
the multi -tasking OS -9 operating sys-
tern running on the QL, ICL's OPD and
the BBC B.

British Micro Stand No4043
Penfold Works
Imperial Way
Watford
Herts

Grafpads I and II are on display, along
with the Mimi 805 and PCB software for
the Unicad system.

Advance Electronics Stand No 4147
PO Box 230
Wrexham
Clwyd

Advance Electronics is exhibiting a
range of computer power conditioners
designed to protect machines from the
hazards of 'dirty' mains.

ColtComputer Trading Stand No 4202

Fairfield Works
Hounslow
Middlesex

Colt Computer Trading runs the Colt
dealer network, and is showing its full
range of business software for single
and multi-user micros running under
CP/M, MS-DOS and Xenix.

Dataproducts Stand No2002
Unit 1
Heron Industrial Estate
Spencers Wood
Reading
Berkshire

Dataproducts is exhibiting a range of
daisywheel and dot-matrix printers.

Akhter Computer Group Stand No 2018
28/29 Burnt Mill
Harlow
Essex

Established for some six years, Akhter
Computer Group offers a range of
single and multi-user computer hard-
ware and software. Akhter has recently
launched a new integrated software
package, Fiscal, which will be available
in a number of different formats at a
special promotional price for the dura-
tion of the Show. Akhter also supplies
both 10 and 20Mbyte Winchester up-
g rades for the IBM, Sanyo and compati-
bles.

dBMAN (UK) Stand No4002/6
99 London Road
Sawbridgeworth
Herts

On show is dBMAN, a program that
builds on the framework of dBase11.
dBMAN is claimed to have a rich
storehouse of new and powerful func-
tions, commands and productivity fea-
tures.

Computer Bookshops Stand No 2204
30 Lincoln Road
Olton
Birmingham

This company is the major UK
wholesaler of computer books, and is
displaying a range of titles covering
business machines (its home titles are
in the National Hall).

Gingerbread Display Stand No2222
317 New Kings Road
London SW6

On show are lightweight and portable
display systems.

Apricot User
VNU Business Publications
32-34 Broadwick Street
London W1

Apricot User is designed to cater
specifically for owners and users of
Apricots. It offers its readers advice on

Computer Terminal Stand No2220
Services
Bryant House
Bryant Road
Strood
Kent

Computer Terminal Services provides
Greater London Council Stand No4009
Room B75
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County Hall
London SE1

This stand illustrates some of the
achievements of the GLC's Information
Technology for Londoners prog-
ramme.

Handic Software
5 Albert Road
Crowthorne
Berks

Stand No 4021

Handic Software is unveiling its data-
base Base Result which integrates with
Calc and Word Result. Also on show for
the first time is the Voice Management
System.

Interquadram
653 Ajax Avenue
Slough
Berks

Stand No 2014

The Datavue 25, an IBM PC -compatible
portable reviewed in this issue, is on
Show, aswell asthefull Quad ram range
of add-ons for the PC and compatibles.

KGB Micros
106 St Leonard's Road
Windsor
Berkshire

Stand No 2210

KGB Micros is showing a general range
of business hardware and software as
well as two new products, an enhanced
version of Autocad and the Torus Icon

PC/AT.

Mannesmann Tally Stand No 2020
Molly Millars Lane
Wokingham
Reading

Mannesmann Tally is showing a new
range of printers, including models
compatible with the IBM and the Apple
Macintosh.

Merlin Gerin (UK) Stand No 2216
Stafford Park 4
Telford
Shropshire

Merlin Gerin is showing Micropac line
conditioners and uninterruptible pow-
er supplies. Line conditioners remove
voltage variations, electrical noise and
atmospheric disturbances from sup-
plies up to 5000VA. UPS units give total
protection against all mains disturb-
ances, including breaks and microb-
reaks, up to 1000VA.

Micro Decision
VNU Business Publications
32-34 Broadwick Street
London W1

Micro Decision is a publication de-
signed to provide information gui-
dance to business and professional
users, and first-time buyers. Micro
Decision will be sponsoring the Ap-

plications Advisory Centre, which will
offer unbiased advice and direction to
business visitors. Issues and subscrip-
tion details will be available on the
stand.

Microguard
24 Foregate Street
Worcester

Stand No 2126

A new uninterruptible power supply
device joins Microguard's range of
power protection systems at the Show.
The UPS 500 goes between the AC
power line and a micro or peripheral to
provide automatic, clean, no -break
power.

Microware (London) Stand No 4035
Futures Way
Bolling Road
Bradford
Yorks

Microware is offering a range of com-
puter solutions including its IBM Net-

Vertical market applications include
point of sale, project management and
insurance broker packages.

Miracle Technology(UK)Stand No 4034
St Peters Street
Ipswich

Miracle Technology, maker of the
popular WS2000 modem, is demon-
strating its full range of WS3000 profes-
sional modems. The whole range is
fully intelligent, upgradeable and
Hayes -compatible from V21.23
through V22 to V22 BIS. Also on show is
Miracle Technology's own software.

NCC Microsystems Stand No 2200
Centre
11 New Fetter Lane
London EC4

The NCC aims to help business and
professional people make a success of
using micros by providing objective
advice, guidance, information, consul-
tancy and training services. On display
is a range of information products, and
staff are present to explain the services
offered to users and suppliers.

Ozwise Computers

236 Imperial Drive
Rayners Lane
Harrow
Middx HA2 7HJ

Stand No 4005

As one of the leading Apple dealers in
the UK, Ozwise is displaying a range of
Apple products and peripherals cen-
tring on the Macintosh, with con-
tinuous demonstrations of all the latest
software. Also on display is a range of
other leading business computers and
software.

PC Magazine
VNU Business Publications
32-34 Broadwick Street
London W1

PC Magazine is the independent guide
to IBM personal computers, offering its
readers news, information, advice,
tests and tips. In the year since its
launch it has achieved an audited
circulation of 23,720 (ABC July -Decem-
ber 1984). Issues and registration de-
tails will be available on the stand.

PC Week
VNU Business Publications
32-34 Broadwick Street
London W1

Launched officially at the Show, PC
Week is designed to cater for the
professional personal computer user.
Editorially PC Week focuses its atten-
tions on a variety of topics, from
hardware and software launches to the
latest marketing and financial trends.
Issues and registration details will be
available on the stand.

PC Week will also be sponsoring the
Corporate Computing Feature.

Philips/Kingsway Stand No 2114
Data Systems
30 Guildford Street
Chertsey
Surrey

Philips is demonstrating three new
business machines on its stand. The
lowest -entry model has 128k of RAM
and a 720k 31/2in disk drive. In the middle
of the range is a twin -drive version,
while a 10Mbyte hard disk model marks
the top of the series.

Pitman Publishing Stand No 2227
128 Long Acre
London
WC2E 9AN

Titles on display at the Pitman stand not
onlyfeaturethose published by Pitman,
but also those from Howard W Sams,
Sybex, Ashton-Tate, Longman, and
Macdonald and Evans; in short, a wide
range of up-to-date books on personal
computers.

Prospero Software Stand No 4000
190 Castlenau
London SW13

Prospero Software is featuring Pro-

Pascal, said to be the only Pascal
compiler available for the IBM PC and
other compatibles which has been
officially validated to the international
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PEGASUS ACCOUNTING SOFTWARE
Fast, accurate, flexible and adaptable to a
wide variety of individual company needs,
we feel simply that Pegasus is a superb
system. The degree to which the individual
user can make adjustments within the
system means Pegasus comes very close
to being a system designed specifically for
you, but at a fraction of the cost of
"bespoke" software. The full system com-
prises eight modules, most of which can be
run as "stand-alone" or fully integrated into
a total accounting environment:

COMPUTER-AIDED/DESIGN -

TriSoft Ltd. have reviewed available pack-
ages and hardware for CAD applications.
As a result of this, and our consultancy
work in this field, we are pleased to offer
what we regard as two outstanding, but
complementary, packages for the profes-
sional user: AutoCad and Doodle. A range
of digitizers and plotters are also supplied
to complement the software. Both software
packages are general-purpose systems
suitable for a wide variety of applications
and drawings: mechanical and electrical
engineering, architectural design, schema-
tics and flow charts, PCB artwork, technical
illustrations, office layouts, site planning
and design, organisation charts and carto-
graphical work.

Just as word processing and database
management have revolutionized general
office procedures, so now are micro -based
CAD packages bringing similar benefits in
productivity, efficiency and creativity to
technical, scientific and graphic design
staff. We are always happy to arrange
demonstrations and are convinced that,
having seen the software in action, you will
be in no doubt as to the tremendous
benefits it offers, including the very real
chance to gain a highly significant competi-
tive edge in your industry and market place,
no matter how small your company.

MULTISOFT ACCOUNTING SYSTEM
The Multisoft system is rapidly achieving
recognition in the computing press as one
of the most powerful packages currently
available for the microcomputer market.
Available for most MSDOS machines, it
offers a level of functionality which is very
impressive indeed. For the company which
needs extra facilities and sophistication
from its accounting system, Multisoft is
well worthy of consideration.

PLUS 5

BEST U.K.
SOFTWARE PRICES?

TRISOFT LTD. 0629-3021

PROFESSIONAL ADVICE LOW PRICES HOTLINE SUPPORT FAST SERVICE

Whether you are seeking specialist advice or simply wish to buy your software at a
competitive price we believe that Trisoft Ltd offers a service second to none. Apart from
offering over 350 software packages, covering most machine formats, we are also
dealers in ACT Apricot, Olivetti and North Star Dimension (IBM-compatible, multi-user),
computers.

SPECIAL OFFERS
ALL PRICES QUOTED ARE FOR IBM!
APRICOT ONLY AND ARE FOR JULY

AUGUST ONLY, OR WHILE STOCKS LAST.
FOR OTHER FORMATS PLEASE ENQUIRE

LOTUS 1-2-3 £289 MULTIMATE V.3.3 £265
FRAMEWORK V.1.1 £295 DR C COMPILER £225
DBASE III V.1.1 £295 MULTIPLAN £145
SUPERCALC II £145 OPEN ACCESS £325
DMS DELTA £375 dBASE II £225

WORDSTAR PROFESSIONAL £245

'Please note that the above prices are exclusive of V.A.T.
'Carriage is charged at £3.00 + V.A.T.

* SAVE OVER £1500 *
OLIVETTI M24, 10MB HARD DISK, 1 x 320 360 K

FLOPPY, 640K RAM, MONO SCREEN, KEYBOARD,
MSDOS. ROLAND DXY 880 A3 PLOTTER, TDS LC 12
DIGITIZER, AUTOCAD, AUTOCAD ADEX 1 & 2, 8087

8MHZ COPROCESSOR £5,995

APRICOT Xi10, 10MB HARD DISK, 1 x 720K FLOPPY,
256K RAM 9" SCREEN, KEYBOARD, MSDOS, 4 x

PEGASUS MODULES, 2 DAYS ON -SITE
INSTALLATION TRAINING BY A QUALIFIED

CHARTERED ACCOUNTANT WITH SEVERAL YEARS
MICRO -BASED EXPERIENCE. ONLY £3,495

HIGH QUALITY AT A
LOW PRICE

Example prices for IBM/Olivetti, Ericsson,
Apricot and Sirius

FIXED PRICE SUBSYSTEMS
10MB RRP £1,295 Our Price £1,075
40MB RRP £2,395 Our Price £1,995
FIXED/REMOVABLE SUBSYSTEMS
10 + 5MB RRP £2,545 Our Price £2,095
40 + 5MB RRP £3,645 Our Price £2,995
RAM BOARDS FOR APRICOT
128K £145
256K £209
512K £425

All prices are exclusive of carriage and VAT

DISKS
SONY 31/2 SSDD £29.95

SONY 31/2 DSDD £39.95

DYSAN 51/4 SSDD £18.95

DYSAN 51/4 DSDD £23.45

DYSAN 51/4 DSQD £28.95

3M 51/4 DSDD £19.95

PARROT 51/4 DSDD £18.95

Prices are per box of 10

HARDWARE SERVICE

Please telephone for prices and details of
our optional installation service. We
supply:-

APRICOT

U.K.'s highest selling serious business
micros; we supply the full range from the Fl
to xi20s.

OLIVETTI

M21 and M24. In our opinion the Olivetti
range offers the finest IBM-compatible,
single -user hardware available.

NORTH STAR DIMENSION

The only 100% PC -compatible multi-user
multi -processing system currently avail-
able. Will accept up to 12 work stations and
runs all IBM 'oft -the -shelf" software.
Tremendously cost effective as compared to
IBM PC networks; up to 60MB central
storage. Entry-level. 2 screen configuration
with 15MB central storage only £5875,
R.R.P.

SUPERCALC III

Here are just some of the features offered by
Supercalc III Release 2 and why this
program is likely to overtake Lotus 1-2-3 in
total sales.
'Price includes direct telephone support
from Sorcim/IUS. 'Largest useable spread-
sheet (up to 9999 rows and 127 columns)
'Advanced memory manager '8087 sup-
port for speed. 'Over 500 built-in functions
such as rate of return, net present value,
average, random number generator, trigo-
nometric functions etc. 'Superb graphics
including 8 font types, up to four charts per
page and able to print all plotter colours.
List price £295 Our price £199

CHIT-CHAT

The new telecommunications package from
Sagesoft which we feel represents outstand-
ing value for money.
* Micro -to -micro file transfer.
* Top of the range EMI Datatek modem.
* Free subscription to Telecom Gold

(worth £100).
* Access to Viewdata and Prestel.
* Electronic mail, telecommunications and

telex.
List price £399 our price £325

SAGE SUPERDEALS
List Price Our Price

Sage Accounts
Sage Plus
Sage Payroll
Accts/Payroll
* Bookkeeper
* Accountant
* Accountant Plus
A Chit Chat
A C/C with Modem
A Options
(* MS-DOS only

If you require advice please call
All the above prices include full support from our
technical department. We are authorised Sage

Superdealers.
DEALER ENQUIRIES A MUST

AUTHORISED ACT AND OLIVETTI DEALER
'We offer probably the widest range of software in the UK. Please ask for a
copy of our comprehensive price list.
'Local authority, government and European enquiries welcomed. Further
discounts may be negotiated for large orders.

375 245
695 485
195 145
495 359
295 199
495 359
695 485
130 110
395 299
145 115

A IBM/Apricot only)

?Ala° yarn
Crown Square, Matlock, Derbyshire DE4 3AT

Telephone 0629-3021
Telex 8950511 ONEONE G (Ref 129 77001)

Telecom Gold: 83 NTG 344
Prestel: 533544601
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standard for Pascal. Prospero is also
showing Pro -Fortran, an ANSI 66 For-
tran which is widely used to run
mainframe programs on micros.

The 8th 41
Personal
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the new Microsoft Windows. In the
National Hall, for education only, 8 -bit
480Zs will be linked by a 16 -bit Nimbus
on the Chain 64 network to offer more
speed, stations and security.

Satellite Computing is launching its
relational database package at the
Show and is also displaying its other
packages.

Psion Stand No 4037
18-19 Harcourt Street
London W1

Psion is demonstrating its three main
products at the Show. These are the
Psion Organiser, the Xchange inte-
grated software suite and Psion Chess
for the QL and Macintosh.

Victor Stand No2102
Unit 1
Valley Centre
Gordon Road
High Wycombe
Bucks

On Victor's stand are the V9000 (the
improved version of the Sirius), the VI
which runs both Sirius and IBM PC
software, the VPC (an IBM clone), and
the Vicki (the portable version of the
Sirius). Software on show includes the
Smart modular series of business
packages, the Cycero program gener-
ator, and the Sensible Solution data -
base.

Research Machines Stand No 2207
Mill St
Oxford

Research Machines is exhibiting two
new network systems. On this stand is
the 16 -bit Nimbus network including

SatelliteComputing Stand No2214
236 Sandycombe Road
Richmond
Surrey TW9 2EQ

NATIONAL HALL
New machines and software on display mouse. Atari is also hoping to be ableto but with a vast video wall (a la

in the National Hall show that there's show its newCD ROM u nit forthe 520ST Tomorrow's World) which will be used
still life at the home/small business end which allows an entire encyclopedia to to display what is going on both at the
of the market. be stored on one optical disk. stand and around the hall. On show will

In addition to its 464 and 664 On the theme of games, Beyond, one be Skyfox, an Electronic Arts game
machines, Amstrad is showing its of the most imaginative software which went straight in at number six on
brand new 6128 home./business houses this side of the Atlantic, has the American Billboard chart. lmmod-
machine for the first time. This machine followed up its excellent Shadowfire estly billed as 'the most realistic air -to -
(reviewed in this issue) features 128k of with Enigma Force, and concluded the air combat game on a home micro',
RAM and the ability to run all popular Midnight trilogy with Eye Of The Moon. Skyfox should be worth a look if only to
CP/M business applications programs. Enigma Force is quite a departure see if it lives up to its hype.
Amstrad also hopes to be showing an from its predecessor, being an ani- Racing Destruction Set, also from
even newer machine, but details on this mated graphic adventure along the Electronic Arts, sounds like a real
one are hard to come by. lines of Valhalla. Beyond's Clive Bailey winner. This is a split-screen, two -

In addition to its standard range, is quick to point out, however, that it is player racing game containing the
Commodore isshowing its new128 and graphically far superior to Legend's world's top Grand Prix circuits -
the Commodore PC. The 128 features program. there'seven afacilityfordesigning your
128k of RAM plus the ability to run Two further games, Nexus and Su- own.
Commodore 64 home software and perman, are also being demonstrated Ariolasoft's third big production is
CP/M business software as well as by Beyond. The former is claimed to Golf, a game which contains many top
programs written specifically for the contain graphics which surpass those courses and, like Racing Destruction
machine. The Commodore PC is a in Epyx's Impossible Mission, while the Set, allows you to build your own.
full -function IBM compatible for latter is another animated graphical Also on the stand will be a text
around 30 per cent less than the IBM PC. adventure. adventure from Ram Jam and several

Acorn is still alive and kicking, and Also launched, but this time on the serious programs from Batteries In -
exhibiting at the Show. In addition to new Monolith label, is Crisis 3350. This cluded.
the BBC+ and the Electron, it is also is described as 'fast-moving and vio- For the under -fives, Mirrorsoft is
showing two new machines - the lent', and seems to be a cross between showing a game based around York -
Cambridge Workstation and the Corn- Way Of The Exploding Fist and Roller- shire Television's soon to be networked
municator. The Cambridge Worksta- ball. GiddyGamesShow. Thiswill run on the
Lion is designed for research applica- On a rather more serious note, HiSoft Spectrum, Commodore 64 and Am-
tions and is based around the 32016 is showing its utility software running strad. Two new Mr Men games are also
microprocessor (and the last we heard,
comes with a wide range of languages).

on the Amstrad, MSX and Spectrum, as
well as CP/M-based micros. Along with

on display.
Budding Robert Maxwells will soon

The Communicator is Acorn's anwser its C -Compiler and Devpac, HiSoft will be able to create their own newspaper
to ICL's OPD and is designed for
executive communications.

have a new Pascal Compiler and an
undisclosed program for the Atari

with Mirrorsoft's Fleet Street Publisher,
a BBC -based graphics package which

Sinclair is showing its range of 520ST. allows you to lay out, typeset and
micros-the Spectrum Plus and theQL. Mirrorsoft, a name that has become prepare the artwork for your own
It will be featuring 'serious' software for synonymous with good -quality soft- journal. When you are ready to go into
theQL including packagessuch as Cash ware, is previewing Boulderdash on the production, you can keep track of your
Trader, Integrated Accounts and Deci-
sion Maker.

Amstrad and Atari, plus Dynamite Dan,
an excellent Manic Miner type game on

funds with the new Cash Trader for the
Amstrad.

And forthefirst time in the UK,Atari is the Amstrad. A new Flight simulator Activision will be out in force demon -
showing its new 520ST. This features a
fast Motorola 68000 processor, 512k of

called VSTOL will be launched for the
BBC, as well as Spectrum and Amstrad

strafing Ghostbusters, Decathlon,
Space Shuttle and Music Studio run -

RAM, a disk drive and monitor for less
than £1000. The 520ST comes with the

versions of the popular Spitfire 40.
Ariolasoft will be making its presence

ning on the Commodore 64, Spectrum,
Amstrad, Atari, Apple, IBM and MSX

GEM friendly user interface and a felt attheShow, not only with itsgames, micros. As for new games, Activision
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 The Sentinel burnishing process
provides an advanced degree of
surface smoothness essential for
accurate read/write performance.

 Each Disk is 100%
certified on all tracks.

To compliment our product range we
have introduced 'eye catching' coloured
disks which are available in 51/4". These offer
a time saving approach to data storage.
New additions include the 31/2" disk and also
the high density 51/4" 1.6 M.B. disk which
demonstrates our commitment to the future.

 Sentinel Jackets are thicker than most
and are manufactured to tighter

tolerances than industry standards.

 Special non -woven liner
keeps the disk clean and

free of dust.

To compliment our product range we have
'ntroduced 'eye catching' coloured disks
Nhich are available in 51/4 " . These offer a time
saving approach to data storage. New
additions include the 31/2" disk and also the
high density 51/4" 1.6 M.B. disk which
demonstrates our commitment to the future.

For qualify choose Sentinel

0'

For further information please contact:

SENTINEL Computer Products Europe N.V.
(U.K. Office) Weirbank, Bray -on -Thames, Nr. Maidenhead, Berkshire.
SL6 2ED tel 0628 34281 telex 847591 UNIGIL

Headquarters

Bodemstraat 12, 3830 Wellen, Belgium.
telephone 11 37 75 02 telex 39880 sencpe
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seems to have gone very sporty, the functions of the home and linking
producing such things as Great Amer- The &hi

directly into home entertainment sys-
ican Cross Country Road Race, Tour de tems.
France, World Championship Boxing,
and Great European Cross Country

n0/1111
Computer

A database of educational software
and hardware is available at the Com-

Road Race. There's also a 3D space puters in Education stand, and a team of
game called Rescue on Fractalus, and
something called Hacker which speaks
for itself.

Worldrt 40'6. Show 40Sep
Ttm,,.

experts in different aspects of educa-
tional computing are there to give
advice and guidance. Also present are

Firebird is showing all the products in
its Gold Range, and you could get a

tit 1985 OLV140"NP the final projects in the Schools Micro
Award competition.

chance to see Elite running on the available for the MSX machines, but BBC television's London and south -
Spectrum. A new game, Cylu, claimed Hudson Soft is promoting an interface east news programme, London Plus, is
to be every bit as good as Ultimate's that allows the little card to be slotted sponsoring this new education award
Knight Lore and Alien 8, will be into the rear of a Spectrum, Commod- for schools. It will go to the school team
appearing in the £2.99 Silver range so ore 64 and Amstrad CPC464. Most or individual who applies microcom-
look out for that one. Also on the programs on Bee -Card are games- puting to the best advantage in the
Firebird stand will be MUD (Multi User related, although several serious study of an unrelated subject. This
Dungeon), the adventure that can be pieces of software, including a com- year's award is being presented on
played over the telephone. The news munications package, will be demons- Friday 6 September.
here is that BBC owners will now be able trated at the show. The computer club feature on the
to play, but be warned - mind that
beggar.

In addition to the exhibitors' stands,
two special features are being run in the

National Hall's gallery level is larger
than ever this year, with 12 clubs

Two of the most interesting and novel National Hall, one concentrating on displaying micros and programs.
products on show are the Bee -Card education and the other on the living Everyone there is eager to talk to
from Hudson Soft and the SoftCard room of the future. visitors about what they do and what
from Electric Software. These are credit The Tomorrow's Micro Home stand they could do. If you are interested in
card sized memory modules which can is being sponsored by Toshiba. You can becoming involved in a computer club
store up to 256kbits and one megabit of walk into a living room of 10, five or or just want to talk to people who are
data respectively. The Japanese de-
signed Bee -Card was previously only

perhaps even two years into the future,
with a home computer controlling all

knowledgeable about micros, pay them
a visit on stand 3008/1-12.

AB European Marketing Stand No 1820
Forest Farm Industrial Estate
Whitchurch
Cardiff

On display is the Flying Start Concept
Keyboard, designed to make learning
with a computer more fun by eliminat-
ing the need for a typewriter -style
keyboard. Previously only available to
schools, the Concept Keyboard is being
launched for the general public at the
Show.

Alligata Software Stand No 1016
1 Orange Street
Sheffield

Home software house Alligata is keep-
ing its plans for the Show quiet.

attraction, Tony Hetherington, editor of
Computer Gamer magazine, is giving
demonstrations during the Show.

Ariolasoft Stand No 1019
Asphalte House
Palace Street
London SW1

A 36 -screen 'video wall' dominates
Ariolasoft's stand this year, and in -
cludes displays of Skyfox, Racing Des -
truction Set and Golf.

Amstrad Stand No 1403
Brentwood House
169 Kings Road
Brentwood
Essex

The 464 and its disk -based bigger
brothers are on display. Atari Stand Nos 1503,1511 &1601

Railway Terrace
Slough
Berks

On show is the Mac -alike 520ST,
supported by the 8 -bit 130XE and a
range of software for both machines.

Acorn Stand No 1303
Fulbourn Road
Cherry Hinton
Cambridge

Two new machines, the Cambridge
Workstation and the Communicator,
are expected to be on display.

Anirog Computers Stand No 3049
29 West Hill
Dartford
Kent

Anirog Computers is showing its range
of games software for popular home
micros. BBC Publications Stand No 1100

35 Marylebone High St
London W1

From BBC Publications in the autumn,
the Inside Information project com-
bines a series of radio programmes,
two audio cassettes, software and a
book to form a course recognised by
City and Guilds. This multimedia
course offers a basic introduction to all
forms of information technology and is
designed to be especially valuable to
younger people looking for jobs.

Activision Stand No 1103
15 Harley House
Marylebone Road
London NW1

This home computer software house is
giving visitors the opportunity to ex-
perience all its new autumntitles-and
preview what's in store for Christmas.

Argus Press Software Stand No 1010
Group
Liberty House
222 Regent Street
London W1

On show are two new games from
Quicksilva, a golf simulation, a war
game from Lothlorien, and two 'se-
rious' packages for the Commodore 64.Adder Stand No 1800/1

12 Sterndale Close
Girton
Cambridge

Adder Technology is launching its
peripheral management system at the
Show, while Adder Publishing is dis-
playing its ra nge of books and software.

Argus Specialist Stand No 3057
Publications
1 Golden Square
London W1

Argus Specialist Press is showing its
range of micro magazines. As an added

Bernard Babani Stand No 1001
Publishing
The Grampians
Shepherds Bush Road
London W6
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Babani's range of technical publica-
tions includes titles on specific micros
and computing in general. A free
catalogue is available at the stand.

Beyond Software Stand No 1617
Durrant House
8 Herbal Hill
London EC1

What's new from Beyond? Visit its
stand and experience three new adven-
ture games - Eye of the Moon,
Shadowfire 2 and Superman. Two new
action games may also be on display at
the Show for the first time.

Boot Out
PO Box 147
Putney
London SW15

Stand No 3058

Boot Out distributes the magazine Call
Apple in the UK.

Bowthorpe EMP Stand No1800/9

Stevenson Road
Brighton
East Sussex BN2 2DF

Bowthorpe EMP's exhibits will include
its new UPS unit together with its range
of surge protector plugs for the UK,
European, US and Australian markets,
the surge protection link boxes; and the
automatic solid state sensor device.

Bubble Bus Software Stand No1006
87 High Street
Ton bridge
Kent

Bubble Bus's faithful old bus is at the
Show where three new packages are
being featured - versions of Wizard's
Lair for the Commodore 64 and Am-
strad, Use It for the Amstrad and
Einstein, and Hi Rise for the Amstrad.

Collins
8 Grafton Street
London W1

Stand No 3102

Collin Soft and Collin Educational
publish a range of software with
particular emphasis on education and
practical applications. Titles include
Paddington's Early Learning Software,
starter packs, a range of computer
books, and the new Brainpower series.
Collins Educational with Hill McGibbon
publishes the Microspecial pack of life
skills resources for schools.

Commodore
1 Hunters Road
Weldon
Corby
Northants

Stand No 1203

The Commodore 128 (which includes
64 emulation) and the IBM-compatible
PC are on show, plus a range of
software for the company's already
established machines.

Computer Bookshops Stand No 1004
30 Lincoln Road
Olton
Birmingham

This company is the major UK
wholesaler of computer books, and is
displaying a range of titles covering
home machines on this stand (its
business titles are in Olympia 2).

Dennison Manufacturing
Company Stand No 1323
Colonial Way
Watford
Herts

Dennison is showing its range of
Elephant Memory Systems' floppy
disks and computer supplies.

Domark
204 Worple Road
London SW20

Stand No 1400

The games Eureka and A View to a Kill
have pride of place on the Domark
stand.

Duckworth
Publishers
The Old Piano Factory
43 Gloucester Crescent
London NW1

Stand No 1701/11

Duckworth produces a range of books
and software, including educational
software. The Duckworth Highway
Code for the Spectrum will be launched
at the Show. Duckworth also publishes
a series of books for business computer
users, including the Wordstar User's
Reference Manual.

EEC Distribution Stand No 1623
Services
14 Western Parade
Barnet
Herts

On show is the Datex MS -1 optical
mouse whose software turns a Com
modore 64,128 or SX64 into a graphics -
drawing utility.

Electric Software Stand No1811
91 High Street
Longstanton
Cambridge

Electric is demonstrating its new credit
card sized SoftCard with upto 1Megabit
storage capacity, plus its comprehen-
sive range of MSX entertainment and
utility software.

EMAP Business and Stand No 3031
Computer Publications
Priory Court
30-32 Farringdon Lane
London EC1

On sale are the September issues of
Computer and Video Games, Sinclair
User, Commodore User and a new
magazine called Computing Age.

Enterprise Computers Stand No1211
31-37 Hoxton Street
London N1

On display for the first time is Enter-
prise's Disk Drive Controller, which
runs on any Shugart 400 compatible
31/2in or 51/4in drive. Also present are the
Enterprise 64 and 128, supported by a
range of software and other
peripherals.

Firebird Software Stand No 1011
Wellington House
6/9 Upper St Martins Lane
London WC2

Firebird, a division of British Telecom, is
establishing itself as one of the leading
software houses in Europe. On the
stand you can see its Silver and Gold
ranges, including Gyron and the chart -
topping Elite. Also running on the stand
is the UK's largest multi-user online
computer game, MUD.

Glentop Publishers Stand No1622
Standfast House
Bath Place
High Street
Barnet
Herts

Glentop Publishers is showing the
Doctor Watson series, including Wat-
son Notes and Watson Workbooks for
the home micro user. Special emphasis
will be given to Honeylogo, a 3D grapics
package for the BBC, and a preview of a
series of packages for primary schools
to be launched in 1986.

HiSoft Stand No 1701/2
180 High Street North
Dunstable
Beds

Serious software for a range of
machines is on display, including De-
vpac, an assembler/debugger package,
and Pascal and C language packages.

Hudson Soft
26 Wycombe Gardens
London NW11

Stand No1517

Hudson Soft is introducing the Bee -
Card, a credit card sized memory
module that can store up to 256kbits of
program information.

Interceptor Micros Stand No 3040
Mercury House
Calleva Park Industrial Estate
Aldermaston
Berks

On show for the first time are some
Amstrad utilities supported by lan-
guages, business software and adven-
tures for the same machine.

Kempston Micro Stand No 1117
Electronics
c/o Chameleon Arts
Singer Way
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Woburn Road Ind Estate
Kern pston
Beds

Kempston is exhibiting and demon-
strating its new range of products. For
the QL there is a disk interface and
Centronics interface; for the Spectrum
there is a disk interface; plus all the
existing range, not forgetting Kemp-
ston's action game, Chicane.

Level 9 Adventures Stand No 3038
229 Hughenden Road
High Wycombe
Bucks

Level 9 is showing its full range of
adventure programs, including a pre-
view of its soon -to -be -released 'The
Worm in Paradise', a political science
fiction adventure.

Lightning Distribution Stand No1217
841 Harrow Road
London NW10

Lightning is a nationwide wholesale
distributor of home computer software
and hardware. Available from its North
London office is a wide range of
software, hardware and peripherals for
Acorn, Amstrad, Commodore, MSX
and Tatung home computers. A free
software catalogue is available with
weekly updates by means of a weekly
newsheet. In addition, Lightning distri-
butes telephones, telephone accessor-
ies, over 4000 videos, laser vision disks,
and LPs and singles.

Llamasoft
49 Mount Pleasant
Tadley
Hants

Stand No 3061

Jeff Minter's range of programs are on
show, including his newest, Batalyx,
and the latest developments of
Psychedelia and Colourspace.

Macmillan Information Stand No1715
Systems
4 Little Essex Street
London WC2

A new series of book/software packs
blending entertainment and learning
are on show for the Spectrum, Com-
modore and Amstrad micros. This
Professional Touch series offers three
titles: Screenplay, World Cup Soccer
and Magic. Future projects include two
games to tie in with the children's
television series, Orm and Cheep.

Melbourne House Stand No1423
Castle Yard House
Castle Yard
Richmond
Surrey

Visit Melbourne House's stand to enter
the mysterious and magical world of
JRR Tolkien's Lord of the Rings. Special
effects have been used to create an

atmosphere on the stand to match the
game. Also on the stand is a range of
books and software due to be launched
before Christmas.

Metacomco
26 Portland Square
Bristol

Stand No 1800/2

Metacomco is a software house that
specialises in systems software for
computers based on the Motorola
68000 microprocessor family. It is
exhibiting its products for the Sinclair
QL and the Atari ST. There will also be
demonstrations of the Tripos multitask-
ing operating system, and a new Basic
interpreter.

Micro Dealer
29 Burrowfield
Welwyn Garden City
Herts

Stand No 1222

The home computer distributor is
selling its range of software and
peripherals at the Show, and introduc-
ing its services to new dealers.

Microdeal
41 Truro Rd
St Austell
Cornwall

Stand No 3055

On its stand, Microdeal is demonstrat-
ing its fully computerised order entry/
despatch system, along with various
new releases for the QL, Commodore
64 and C16.

Mikro-gen
44 The Broadway
Bracknell
Berks

Stand No 3090

Mikro-gen is showing its Mikro-Plus
interface and games for the Spectrum.
The Mikro-Plus allows 64k of memory
to be used in the game and includes a
joystick port.

Microvitec
Futures Way
Bolling Road
Bradford
Yorks

Stand No 1111

Microvitec is showing its range of
monitors for both home and business
micros, including fully -compatible
monitorsforthe Sinclair QLand IBM PC.
Also on show is an intelligent touch
screen for the BBC B and other home
micros.

Mirrorsoft Stand No 1017
Mirror Group Newspapers
Holborn Circus
London EC1

Mirrorsoft is releasing VSTOL, a Harrier
simulation, and Ninja, a martial arts
game, at the Show. Also expected is a
program for producing typeset and
illustrated newspapers and newslet-
ters. The Mr Men are there, too.

Molimerx
1 Buckhurst Road
Bexhill -on -Sea
East Sussex

Stand No 1501

Molimerx, which has been exhibiting at
the PCW Show since 1979, is selling a
range of software this year, including
Sanyo, Tandy, IBM and BBC packages.

Music Sales
Dettingen Way
Newmarket Road
Bury St Edmunds
Suffolk

Stand No 1701/1

Music Sales is demonstrating its range
of music software for the Commodore
64 and 128. Programs to be shown are:
Music Maker-turn a Commodore into
a musical instrument; Playalong
Albums - learn to play the latest pop
hits or classics; Commodore Sound
Studio-the world of the sound studio;
and Sampler - explores the possibili-
ties of digital sound.

Ocean Software
6 Central Street
Manchester

Stand No 1317

Previewed at the Show are Rambo:
First Blood 2, Transformers, and Knight
Rider, three new games destined for the
Christmas market. All will be available
for the Spectrum, Commodore, Am-
strad and Atari machines. Alongside
are the first products from Ocean IQ, a
utility company formed together with
Oasis Software. Included are Laser
Basic, a Laser Compiler for the Com-
modore 64 and Amstrad, White Light-
ning, an assembler for the Amstrad,
and a version of Laser Basic for the
Spectrum. Imagine Software, now
under Ocean's guidance, is also repre-
sented at the stand.

Opus Supplies
55 Ormside Way
Holmethorpe Industrial Estate
Redhill
Surrey

Stand No 1200

Disk systems for the Spectrum, QL and
a new development for the BBC are on
show - and the Wren portable micro
may reappear here.

Page Six
PO Box 54
Stafford

Stand No 1701/6

Page Six was the first British Atari -
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dedicated magazine. Now nearing its
third birthday, the magazine provides
in-depth support for Atari users. At the
Show are its latest issue plus back
issues, a collection of public domain
disks and much more for users of Atari
systems.

Pas -Master
Computing Systems
Index House
Ascot
Berkshire

Stand No 3076/1

Pas -Master Computing Systems is
featuring a customised sales ledger
program designed to cover the finan-
cial details of running a fee -paying
school.

Personal Computer Stand No1411
World
VNU Business Publications
32-34 Broadwick Street
London W1

Our stand and your chance to talk to us.
Back issues are on sale, and special
show competitions and features are
being run.

Precision Software Stand No 1701/5

6 Park Terrace
Worcester Park
Surrey

Precision Software is launching Super -
base, a programmable database, and
Superscript,an intelligentword proces-
sorfor the Commodore 128. On the 128,
you can load both programs together
and pass information between the two.

Hayden Book Company Stand No3052
1Gower Street
London WC1

Hayden Book Company is displaying its
range of new publications, including
official Apple books and the Inside
series of software/book packages
aimed at business users.

Research Machines Stand No3060/2
Mill St
Oxford

Research Machines is exhibiting two
new network systems. On this stand, for
education only, 8 -bit 480Zs will be
linked by a 16 -bit Nimbus on the Chain
64 network to offer more speed, sta-
tions and security. In Olympia 2, the
16 -bit Nimbus network will be display-
ed, including the new Microsoft Win-
dows software.

Sanyo
Sanyo House
Otterspool Way
Watford
Herts

Stand No1003

On display is the new IBM-compatible
MBC885. Its features include 256k RAM

as standard, plus twin 360k disk drives.
The MBC885 is joined on the stand by
the rest of the MBC range, as well as
Sanyo's MSX machine with a range of
peripherals.

Seiko
Hattori House
Vanwall Road
Maidenhead
Berks

Stand No 1000

Seiko is displaying its computer com-
ponent watch and computer wrist
terminal at the Show, while UK subsidi-
ary Hattori is promoting pocket televi-
sions and an electronic music keyboard
alongside the Soundproducer stop-
watch and an electronic notebook -cum -
scheduler.

Sharpsoft
86/90 Paul Street
London EC2

Stand No 1716

Sharpsoft is displaying a range of Sharp
machines, add-ons and peripherals.

Sinclair Research Stand No 1311
25 Wells Rd
Cambridge

Both the Spectrum Plus and the Sinclair
QL will be on display. They will be
backed up by a range of serious
software including Cash Trader, Inte-
grated Accounts and Decision Maker
from Tryptych Software.

Software
Communications
Martech House
Bay Terrace
Pevensey Bay
East Sussex

Stand No 3045

Three new software packages from
Martech are on display: Geoff Capes'
Strongman Challenge, Zoids - the
Battle Begins, and The Planets.

Sportscene Specialist Stand No3092
Press
14 Rathbone Place
London W1

Sportscene is exhibiting - and selling
- its range of micro magazines: Mac
User, Your Spectrum, Your 64 and the
trade weekly Microscope.

Sunshine Publications Stand No3100
12/13 Little Newport Street
London WC2

Popular Computer Weekly and Com-
modore Horizons are on sale at the
stand. Also available is the range of
Sunshine books, backed up by special
Show offers.

System 3 Software
Suite 180
Southbank House
Blackprince Road
London SE1

Stand No 3029

System 3's offerings include Interna-
tional Karate, Enter the Ninja and
Twister.

Transform
24 West Oak
Beckenham
Kent

Stand No 1800/11

Transform specialises in serious soft-
ware and peripherals for home compu-
ters, including the Spectrum, Amstrad
and QL.

Tynesoft Computer Stand No 1020
Software

Addison Computer Software
Blaydon
Tyne and Wear

New games are on show for the C16,
Commodore 64, Spectrum, Amstrad
and Atari ST range.

US Gold
Unit 10
The Parkway Industrial Centre
Heneage Street
Birmingham

Stand No 1417

Along with its usual programs, US Gold
is offering two new series - KIDS!,
featuring entertainment from Walt Dis-
neyand The Muppets, and All American
Adventures, war games and simula-
tions.

WHS Distributors Stand No 1201
St Johns House
East Street
Leicester

On display is a range of books, educa-
tional and business software, plus
adventure games for which this com-
pany acts as distributor.

What Micro?
VNU Business Publications
32-34 Broadwick Street
London W1

What Micro?is a monthly buyers' guide
for personal computing covering pre-
dominantly the business area of the
market. Its editorial focuses on compa-
rative tests of hardware, business
software surveys, vertical market fea-
tures and peripheral tests. Each issue
incorporates a classified buyers' guide
providing specific details on over 500
products. Issues and subscription de-
tails will be available on the stand.

John Wiley and Sons Stand No3078/1
Baffins Lane
Chichester
West Sussex

Wiley this year is concentrating on
books covering artificial intelligence
and expert systems, communications,
and the Unix and Pick operating sys-
tems, plus titles for the educational
market. END
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Liberator
An easy -to -use text processor forcivil servants was the brief- Thorn EMI

responded to the challenge with the Liberator. Nick Walkertests the
friendliness of this 'ideal' lap -held.

In 1984 a government organisation, the
CCTA (Central Computer and Telecom-
munications Agency), conducted a sur-
vey into lap -held computers and their
possible application in the Civil Service.
Concluding that a lap -held would be
useful for certain mobile civil servants,
it went on to look at a number of
currently available lap-helds.

The findings? While most lap -held
users were enthusiastic about their
machines, all contenders had some
fault (unfriendly operating systems or
difficulties connecting to printers).
Even worse, none of the contenders
were British!

The CCTA contacted a number of
existing lap -held manufactures with
proposals to make their machines to
CCTA standards, but with no response.
A specification was drawn up by the
CCTA as to the ideal machine for Civil
Service use (basically an A4 -size lap -
held word processor that would be,
simple for anyone to use, and easy to
connect to printers). Thorn EMI re-
sponded to this specification with the
Liberator.

Hardware
On removing the Liberatorfrom its box,
the first thing that strikes you is how
slim the unit is. In a light matt -grey
plastic case, it occupies the desk space
of an A4 pad and is no more than 11/2ins
thick.

The screen hinges up to reveal a
full -stroke keyboard and an LCD screen.
On the right there is an expansion port
for additional ROM applications, and to
the rear there is a RAM port for
additional RAM cartridges, two serial
ports, a RAM protect switch and a reset
switch. The machine is driven by four
AA batteries in a holder that clips into
the rear of the machine, or an optional
rechargeable battery pack.

The Liberator comes in two models:
the LPT1001 with 40k RAM; and the
LPT1002 with 64k RAM reviewed here.
To further reassure non -technical users
Thorn EMI expresses the memory in
terms of blocks, even though one block

corresponds exactly to one kbyte. On
the 64k model the memory is organised
as two banks, A and B, consisting of 39k
and 23k each. An additional 23k can be
added as bank C via the RAM expansion
port. Bank C also has a battery back-up
which maintains data when it is re-
moved from the machine.

The screen is 16 lines by 80 columns,
surprisingly large for a machine of the
Liberator's price, and as such is capable
of holding a decent amount of text on a
single screen. As on all lap -held
machines, the LCD screen suffers from
reflection problems, so unless you're
willing to paint the wallswith matt paint

'Certainly, anyone
familiar with electronic
typewriter operations

would be at home with the
Liberator, but I did yearn
fora few of the features
found on more complex

word processors.'
and have no direct lights, you just have
to accept typing beneath your own
reflection. If you position the machine
carefully it's quite usable. Unfortu-
nately there are only three angles
available for the screen - back against
the machine, supported by the carrying
handle, and using the carrying handle
to tilt the whole machine, making it
difficult to find an ideal position.

The keyboard is full -stroke qwerty,
consisting of 62 keys and probably the
slimmest full -stroke keyboard I've seen
on a lap -held machine. Even so, the
keyboard is nice to use, with sculptured
keys and a good, positive feel. The
alphanumeric keys are coloured light
grey, the control keys are in a darker
grey, and a four -key cursor in the
right-hand top corner is black. One
large blue key dominates the top row,
and is marked 'BREAK/CMND'. All keys
auto -repeat.

To the right of the keyboard is a slider

bar that is supposedly the contrast
control, but, at least on the review
machine, it took a very keen eye to spot
any difference between one extreme
and another of this slider.

One of the more dubious of the CCTA
proposals is that for the connection of
printers. Finding that both the tradition-
al interfaces, RS232 and Centronics,
caused a lot of problems, it proposed
the use of a lesswel I -known interface-
the PSWP (Public Sector Working Party)
S5/8 interconnection standard. Conse-
quently, the Liberator has two hi-fi-like
DIN connectors on the rear for connec-
tion to printers. It's doubtful that this
new standard will be adopted by printer
manufacturers, and until it is, the
connection of the Liberator to a printer
will be complicated rather than simpli-
fied, needing a black box to convert
formats. Even Thorn EMI's own prin-
ters, especially selected for the Liber-
ator, are Centronics machines with the
necessary conversion box.

The manual warns that the machine
contains no user -serviceable parts, but I
couldn't resist peering inside.

After removing all visible screws
from the base of the machine, I found
another four screws cunningly hidden
under rubber feet - it looked like I was
in with a chance. But no, the machine
held fast. It seems Thorn EMI, like most
lap -held manufacturers, wants to make
sure that no unauthorised persons can
get near all that delicate CMOS circuit-
ry. From what I could see, the board was
nicely made and well laid out, and the
processor looked like one of the com-
mon general-purpose 8 -bit devices,
probably a Z80. The company won't say
what the CPU is, again preferring to
emphasise the machine's functions
rather than its technical specification.

Software
The Liberator makes no attempt to be
anything other than a portable text
processor, and an easy -to -use one at
that. Thorn EMI's intention was to
create a portable machine for non -
computer professionals. The word pro -
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cessing function is menu -driven with
the blue CMND key giving a menu of all
options at any one time. Selection on
that menu is made by the cursor keys,
and execution of a chosen command is
done by the ENTER key.

Opening the lid switches on the
Liberator, and you are presented with
three 'windows': the main window in
the centre of the screen lists all docu-
ments currently in the machine; a menu
to the right lists available commands;
and a single line at the top of the screen
gives an explanation of each option as it
is selected. From here you can create
new documents, edit existing ones,
print documents, and perform all the
usual operations you'd find at' the
system level of a word processor.

The final option on the menu allows
you to transfer to a second menu of
more specialised options such as time
setting, setting printer escape codes,
and transmission of files to other
Liberators. Commands at this level
(operations on documents rather than
text editing functions) are very compre-
hensive but simple to use, and fit in well
with the Liberator's philosophy.

Selecting FILE or NEWFIILE from the
top-level menu takes you into the
document editing screen. This screen
has a high degree of WYSIWYG (what
you see is what you get), making it easy
to create documents such as letters or
memos. The top row of five keys allows
ease of alteration to a document. The

three keys to the right let you delete in
either direction and toggle between
insert and overwrite mode. A single key
to the left lets you mark sections of text
for manipulation in the normal cut and
paste manner.

The single blue key brings up a menu
of options available to operate on the
document. If you have delimited text,
this will show cut -and -paste type op-
tions; if not, it will show options to act
on the entire document such as finding
specified text, changing print widths,
and merging other documents.

Exiting back to the main menu
automatically saves the latest version
of your file, so it's easy to flick from one
document to another. The paste buffer
stays intact as you flick between docu-
ments, therefore you can take bits out of
one document and paste them into
others, an operation that can be surpri-
singly complex on many professional
word processors.

Overall !found the machine similar to
the latest generation of electronic
typewriters, but with some added bells
and whistles such as a paste buffer.
Certainly, anyone familiar with electro-
nic typewriter operations would be at
home with the Liberator, but I did yearn
for a few of the features found on more
complex word processors. Most no-
ticeable was the lack of line spacing and
centring or right justification for head-
ings and addresses. After mastering the
basic machine I feel that some users will

want more features, and hope that
Thorn EMI will respond by making a
ROM cartridge of more advanced fea-
tures.

As a final test of the machine's
simplicity, I left it in the hands of a
non -computer user. Within an hour she
was creating finished documents, and
was familiar with most of the editing
operations.

Similar experiments with a full-scale
word processor can take weeks, so it
does seem that Thorn EMI has suc-
ceeded in making the machine very
easy to use.

Thorn EMI has no plans to open up
the machine to third -party software
developments, preferring to treat the
machine as a purely specialised, port-
able text processor. It is interesting to
note, however, that the copyright
notice on the rear of the machine refers
to both Thorn EMI and Digital Research
- perhaps there is an operating system
lurking underneath after all (again,
Thorn EMI doesn't want to discuss the
technical aspects).

Software presently available con-
sists of two cartridges, a keyboard
familiarisation program, and a com-
munications program used in conjunc-
tion with an external modem, but
neither of these was supplied with the
review model. We might also see in the
near future other machines based on
the Liberator, with specialised software
built in such as accounting or stock-
taking.

Conclusion
Initially,the machine will be available to
civil servants from HMSO (Her Majes-
ty's Stationery Office). After initial
orders have been satisfied in that
market, Thorn EMI will be making the
Liberator available through its own
dealer network, so we can expect to see
it selling alongside Televideo and
Thorn EMI software.

The 40k model will cost approximate-
ly £700 and the 64k machine £800. Both
machines should be available to the
public in mid -September.

The pre -production manual that
accompanied the machine was incom-
plete in that illustrations are intended
for the finished version. However, it
is very clear and concise, consisting
of just 28 pages and yet covering
everything you need to know about the
machine.

If you can see your portable needs
extending beyond the creation of docu-
ments to other common computing
functions such as spreadsheets or
databases, you'd be well-advised to
tolerate a less friendly operating sys-
tem and word processor, and buy a
general-purpose lap -held such as an
Epson PX-8 or a Tandy 200.

If, however, you will only be creating
small documents, the Liberator is by far
the easiest lap -held for this, with its
larger screen, better keyboard and
friendlier software, than any machine
of a comparable price. END
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HARDWARE

Onlyone
careful user...

The initial cost of new, sophisticated systems is
persuading many people that used is best, but second-
hand goods can contain many hidden defects. Wendie

Pearson did the rounds of used -micro dealers, and here
she presents her findings.

Buying a second-hand computer sys-
tem may strike you as a risky business,
especially if want your machine for
serious use. But with retail prices being
what they are, some users are putting
their money on systems which may
only be a few months old and much
cheaper.

It's true to say that those selling
second-hand systems will often know
more about micros than those selling
new ones, as second-hand dealers
usually have to take the thing in, test it
from start to finish, repair it and polish
it. They then have to persuade you that
it's worth buying and, under law, they
must not verbally refuse you warranty
unless you are buying from an indi-
vidual rather than a company.

Prices, which vary considerably with
a machine's age and condition, can be
slashed by as much as 50 percent off list
price, and fans of discontinued
machines will often find just what they
want in a second-hand store. But if
you're buying a machine that isn't
generally available, you should also get
back-up. Make sure you can still obtain
software for a particular system: some-
times second-hand dealers sell this,
sometimes not.

A dealer must only sell original
software - selling or making copies is
illegal. If you're dumping your old
micro and old, original software on a
dealer in part -exchange for another
system, you're meant to destroy any
copies you may have of that software.

Things to watch for when buying
include noisy disk drives which may be
wearing down/nearing retirement age.
Also, check each key on the keyboard,
as this part of a micro's anatomy has a
habit of packing up and misfunctioning

over time.
Keith Linsey, managing director of

Simple Solution in Newton Abbott,
says it's a good idea to get the dealer to
run through the engineer's test prog-
ram while you watch to ensure that all is
well. This tests features such as I/O
ports, disk drives, the CPU and the video
board, among other things.

Other tactics include taking a friend
along for a second opinion, although
ideally you should know a fair bit about
micros before you buy one second-
hand. Make sure you are given the right
leads, mains adaptor, manual, packag-
ing, and a receipt stating the amount
paid and the warranty period.

If you're good at building things, you
may want second-hand systems for
spares, or old VDU units which you can
convert into monitors, but get the
system up and running before you buy
to check the screen quality, and so on.

When buying a printer, check to see
which interfaces it has and test the full
character set, too. If any characters are
faint or missing, it may be best left, as
the needles on a dot-matrix head can
break and cost you a fortune to replace
- around £90 a time.

Also, beware of defective stepper
motors in printers. If the printer you
want has trouble in this area, you'll
often be able to tell after you've printed
about 40 lines of text. If the printer's
motor is sick or dying, the spacing will
be rather erratic, suggesting that it is
too old to function properly. The
carriage return will slow down and
overprinting may occur, too.

Watch for loose components inside
the printer, and cracked rollers. Check
software to make sure it loads and runs
before you commit yourself.

1111111111111111111111111111111111111
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Testing
The only dealer I talked to which didn't
think it necessary for a buyer to test
second-hand equipment was CW/P in
Victoria, which deals in second-hand
Apple, IBM, Osborne and Cortex mic-
ros. This may be because it already has
an established reputation when it
comes to service, maintenance and
training, but nonetheless director
Richard Baer is horrified at the sugges-
tion that customers might not trust his
company implicity.

'It's like opening a can of beans on the
bus before you get it home from the
supermarket,' he said, shocked. 'Or
drinking your can of Pepsi before you
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get to the checkout desk.' On reminding
Baer that buying computer equipment
is a rather more expensive venture, he
said: 'People selling second-hand
equipment must be more technically
competent than those selling new
systems, as they must be able to repair
and look after the machines they
handle. You just have to buy from
someone trustworthy - any specialist
second-hand dealer knows how to
make things work. Also, make sure you
can't get it cheaper new - you some-
times can!'

CW/P deals mostly in Apples, 'our
biggest second-hand market by miles,'
according to Baer. 'We give 90 days
warranty on all peripherals, and one

year on second-hand Apples as they are
extremely reliable,' he says.

'People don't stuff them full of cards,
which makes the Apple fail more easily
due to the heat the cards generate. This
is sometimes greater than the heat
generated by the Apple itself, depend-
ing on the card's components.'

Baer points out that although CW/P
will sell second-hand, original soft-
ware, the company has to satisfy itself
that the person selling has destroyed
any copies he may have.

Prices & stockists
CW/P buys IBM PCs for a minimum of
£1000 and sells them for £1800, with
IBM PC/XTs at £2000. When the corn-

pany began selling Apples second-
hand nearly three years ago, the price
was £499. However, Baer says it's
getting more difficult to sell Apples
second-hand as the prices of new
machines have fallen so much, and that
supplies are drying up.

He also has reassuring words for
those who have bought machines at
auctions- if they go wrong, take them
to CW/P which will repair them for you.

Printers are available for less than
half price - examples are the Fujitsu
SP830 reduced from £1601 to £750 and
the Qume 545 at £650 which, when it
was in production, cost approximately
double.

At D & R Computer Services in
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HARDWARE
Nottingham, partner Phil Rose said:
'We buy second-hand computer equip-
ment anywhere we can get it and sell it
trade or direct. We have £25,000 worth
of stock atany given time and if we don't
have something available, we'll try to
get hold of it.'

Systems often turn up from com-
panies that have had cashflow prob-
lems, or from people who have bought
the wrong system. D & R carries Apple,
IBM, Apricot, Superbrain, HP -150,
Sirius and Data General machines, and
it has also had one or two Amstrads
passing through. Generally, the lowest
level of machine the company carries is
the BBC B, and it is currently selling
8271 disk controllers at £49.50 each.

At the Morgan Camera Company,
assistant Ralph Taylor said: 'We buy
whatever we can get hold of- lots of it
is ex -demo or bankrupt stock, although
we try to avoid Atari or Spectrum
machines asthe profit margin isso low.'

The company will onlytake machines
in good working order, and gives three
months' warranty on everything it sells.
Unlike most other dealers, it does hold
auctions occasionally - the last two
were in April and June, so contact the
company direct for future plans.

Apple Ills sell here for £862.50, IBM
PCs for £1380, Apricot PCs from £1265,
Apricot F1s for £977.50, Sanyo NBC
2000s at £454.50, Juki 6100 daisywheel
printers at £345, and Epson KX8Os for
£172.50.

Anyone looking for a Macintosh may
be able to lay their hands on one for
£1150 depending on availability, and
original copies of WordStar cost
£172.50.

Leeds is catered for by the Computer
Exchange, started up in April by John
White. 'I had the idea for selling
second-hand 18 months ago, but the
only premises I could get were at a
vasectomy clinic which had spare
rooms,' he says. Careful not to frighten
off prospective clients, he preferred to
move into the next available, more
suitable premises.

The Exchange is an agent for Data -
cover, the Bristol -based firm which
insures hardware and software, so you
can take care of maintenance when you
buy your system.

lotech, Epson and ACT have been the
main names to pass through the shop,
and White finds that most people will
spend between £1000 and £3000 on a
system. Epsons are half price, while a
mono version of the Amstrad would go
for £190 with software.

The idea is that you take your
unwanted gear round to White and tell
him how much you want for it. He then
triesto getthe required price andtakes a
10 per cent cut on each sale. If, however,
the machine breaks down but it's still in
warranty, he arranges repairs with the
previous owner.

'The advantage of buying second-
hand is that the system's been used by
someone else who has debugged it and
sorted it out - and it's cheap,' he says.
'On the other hand, watch out for
people selling lots of other things
besides micros and be careful about
adverts in the newspapers.'

The Exchange doesn't involve itself
in auctions or part -exchange, but it
does mail order and plans to produce a

`Ideally you should know
a fair bit about

micros . . . Make sure
you are given the right
leads, mains adaptor,

manual, packaging, and
a receipt stating the

amount paid and
warranty period.'

catalogue soon.
Users nosing after a Zenith system

would be well-advised to visit PMS in
Hereford, where director Andrew Reed
also sells Cifer, Minstrel and ACT
systems. Apricot is the lowest level it
deals in, and although the company
was reluctant to quote price examples,
it was about to sell a herd of Zenith 8 -bit
machines for around £470 each as part
of a part -exchange deal.

Education is its main market, with
business a close second, and its sup-
plies come from various sources in-
cluding hire purchase, finance com-

panies and bankrupt stock. 'Watch out
for disk drives making nasty noises,
which impl iesthey're wearing out. If the
electronic components are going tofail,
they usually do so within the first few
hours of using a machine,' he says.

White finds the most common repair
is disk drives, and that generally,
Japanese equipment is more reliable
than the 'old American stuff'.

He advises choosing MS-DOS - 'a
good, safe operating system. CP/M is
looking rather dated,' he says, stressing
that prices vary considerably in the
second-hand market 'as every item has
its own price'.

The Computer Junk Shop in Widnes,
Cheshire, will occasionally bargain on
prices, and it sells quite a few monitors
aswell as home micros. Blackand white
9in monitors for the BBC go for £10
each, while a BBC B with Wordwise, a
toolkit chip, twin disk drives and a
high -resolution colour monitor costs
£632.50. The Tandy 1 is £57.50, 48k
Orics are £34.50, and warranty is three
months.

'If a machine is in such bad working
order that it can't be sold intact, it is sold
for spares instead, but most things are
repairable,' says assistant Stephen
Douglas. 'Once a machine is super-
seded by something else, ittendstofind
its way here. For example, when the
Commodore 64 came out, we sold a lot
of Vic -20s for £30 each.'

At independent maintenance com-
pany Anita Electronic Services in Lon-
don, Carl Purser, field engineer, said
that the company provides second-
hand equipmentto personal order, with

Where to go
Anita Electronic Services, Anita House, 15 Cierkenwell Close, London
EC1R OAD. Tel: (01) 253 2444
Berkshire Micros, 30 Tawfield, Bracknell, Berks RG12 4YU. Tel: (0344)
484423
Complete Word Processing Services Ltd (CW, P), Willow House, Willow
Place, London SW1P 1JH. Tel: (01) 828 9000
Computer Exchange, 5a The Balcony, Queens Arcade, Leeds LS1 6LF.
Tel: (0532) 435583
Computer Junk Shop, 10 Waterloo Road, Halton, Widnes, Cheshire
WA8 OPY. Tel: (051) 420 6671
D&R Computer Services, 29 Highfield Road, Nuthall, Nottingham.
Tel: (0602) 761504
Dectrade, Network House, 20 Ludlow Hill Road, West Bridgford,
Nottingham NG2 6HF. Tel: (0602) 235141
Display Electronics, 32 Biggin Way, Upper Norwood, London SE19.
Tel: (01) 679 4414
Henry's Computers, 404 Edgware Road, London W2. Tel: (01) 402 6822
Microsave Systems, 245 Warwick Road, Solihull, West Midlands.
Tel: (021) 706 9748
Morgan Camera Company, 160 Tottenham Court Road, London W1.
Tel: (01) 388 2562
Vic Odden's, 6 London Bridge Walk, London SE1. Tel: (01) 403 1988
PMS Developments, Netherwood Road, Rotherwas, Hereford. Tel: (0432)
265768
Simple Solution, 4 Falkland Drive, Kingsteignton, Newton Abbott, Devon.
Tel: (0626) 64544
Wychwood Systems, 19 Lynwood Road, Redhill, Surrey. Tel: (0737) 71715
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particular emphasis on Superbrain
systems. 'Because it was discontinued,
it has a high resale value,' he says.

A Superbrain II with two double -
sided disk drives sells for about £1380.
The company will do mail order, but
insists on using a security firm such as
Securicor, which would cost extra. It
will also supply IBMs and Apricots
where possible, but the usual problem
of their scarcity is ever-present.

Berkshire Micros has tackled the
latter problem head-on, and is spe-
cialising purely in Apricots. Managing
director Brian Poulton sells Apricot PCs
with two single -sided disk drives for
£1000 plus VAT, and intends to sell
most systems at just over half the retail
price. As if talking about some rare,
exotic fruit, he says: 'Apricots are very
few and far between, and we have a list
of people who want them. We've been
offered some highly suspect ones in the
past, with people wanting to be paid in
used £1 notes, not wanting to give their
phone numbers, and so on.' Being an
ACT dealer, Poulton gives those people
a miss.

He gives a one -week money -back
warranty so the purchaser can take
away his machine and see if it works.
'We only give warranty after that if the
customer is willing to pay 10 per cent of
the second-hand price for three
months' worth,' he ays.'We don't buy
a machine unless it's as reliable as a

new one. If it's been mistreated, there's
no way you can sell it.'

His advice is: 'It's like buying a
second-hand car-take someone with
you or go to an authorised dealer.
Remember that while you can save
money buying second-hand, you can
cost yourself a lot if you buy the wrong
equipment.'

Printers are half price, with an Epson
DX100 daisywheel at £330 as opposed
to £546 new. The company also sells
second-hand software, but has found
that software houses don't always help
with this. 'Most software companies

`If a machine is in such
bad working order that it
can't be sold intact, it is
sold for spares instead,

but most things are
repairable. Once a

machine is
superseded . . . it tends

to find its way here.'

we've spoken to don't want to know
about transferring the licence agree-
ment on the software,' he said.

'People buying a system for the first
time from us will save money and get
the same kind of support they'd get on a

What you'll pay
Machine New(f)
Apricot Fl (no monitor) 1029.50
Apricot PC (with monitor) 1834
ACT Sirius Discontinued in

March. Price then was 3329
Atari 800 XL 130 65
Amstrad (mono) CPC464 229 218.50 with software
Amstrad (colour) CPC464 349 218.50, no extras
Apple Macintosh 2064 1265
Apple II Discontinued. Was 776 402.50
Apple Ile 587 286.50
Apple III 2755 862.50
BBC B 349 287.50 without DFS;

plus 100 with DFS
179 90

Discontinued. Was 100 34.50
1917 1265
1995 920
3680 1850
1144 530
1951 920
4103 2300
575 345

Discontinued. Was 80 34.50
1975 1380

Commodore 64
Commodore Vic -20
Ericson PC
Epson QX10
HP -150
lotech 64
IBM PC
IBM PC 'XT
Osborne
Oric 48k
Superbrain
Printers
Epson DX100
Epson FX80
Brother HR15
Brother HR1
Juki 6100
NEC Spinwriter 3500
Fujitsu SP830

All prices include VAT
Prices as at beginning of June

546
503
445
799
459
1690
1601

(f)Second-hand, from
977
1121
1000

330
150
350
200
300
875
750

new system. Many of our customers
travel hundreds of miles to see us, and
we will look out for other machines too,
such as Sirius and Apple.'

The company does mail order and
part -exchange, but never buys equip-
ment from auctions, something it
considers 'too dodgy'.

Lurking in the depths of the West
Country is aforementioned TABS deal-
er Simple Solution, specialising in
Apricot and Olivetti machines. 'We get a
good few Sirius micros, which are easy
to sell, plus the odd Superbrain, Apri-
cot, IBM, Osborne, Transtec and
Alphatronics models,' says managing
director Keith Linsey.

Prices hover around 50 per cent of list
price, and a healthy two -year -old Apri-
cot PC with two 720k disk drives,
monitor and software would be £1035.

'If a machine's in good condition we'd
give a 12 -month warranty, but there
would be conditions attached,' he says.
'For example, we'd want to install it.
We'd also want to know that the
customer was using the right software
and knew what he was doing. We'd be
cagey about anyone who didn't know
exactly what he wanted a system for.'

Linsey, who won't buy anything
unless it's in good condition, warns that
the customer should be more careful
than if he was buying new equipment,
especially with regard to after -sales
support.

Henry's Computers is a computer
buff's heaven, and a haven for Gemini
fans. Even on the phone one has visions
of exhausted hacks with intense ex-
pressions, living in a world filled with
components and cables.

General manager David Hunt wasn't
keen to give details of his goods, but did
confirm that the company deals in
build -it -yourself Gemini systems, sell-
ing all the bits and pieces required for
this particular piece of 'Meccano' at
around 50 per cent of list price.

'Second-hand boards are between
£125 and £500,' he said, 'and we deal
with serious programmers, colleges
and universities.'

In south-east London, Vic Odden's is
a sea of home micros, run by general
manager Bob Noakes. All the popular
micros are shifted at around 50 per cent
off, with the exception of the QL.
'No-one buys them second-hand and I
can't imagine anyone buying them
new, either,' says Noakes. If you want a
whole system, Vic Odden's can supply
you with BBC or Commodore 64
set-ups, but the price won't be so low.

Warranty is three to six months and
part -exchange is available, all the
machines coming from the general
public. 'We warn the customers if there
isn't much software for a particular
machine, and we check everything
before we sell it,' says Noakes, who
doesn't sell any second-hand software.

Second-hand DEC micros appear to
be in short supply, but two companies
which may be able to help you are
Dectrade and Display Electronics. Dec -
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trade salesman David Espinner says his
company deals with DEC micros from
time to time, but that prices were
impossible to quote - depending, of
course, on what was orginally paid for
them.

At Display Electronics, however,
manager Dave Fish said DEC would set
you back between £1380 and £2300. If
you appreciate a jovial atmosphere,
then this is certainly the place to go
providing you don't need advice on
what to buy. Fish says he's happy to
serve 'anyone in waders, rubber macs,
boots and gas masks', and makes no
bones about the fact that he is not a
public information service on the mys-
teries of new technology. 'If they want
that kind of advice, I just send 'em off to
Tandy at Centrepoint in London,' he
says.

Display Electronics mostly handles
peripherals, but also sells Kaypro sys-
tems as well as the aforementioned
DECs. Shugart and BASF disk drives for
the BBC cost £57.50, while a Rodime
10MbyteWinchester driveforthe IBM is
£299. Warranty varies from 30 days to a
year, depending on how much you've
paid.

Fish says his company sells mostly to
universities and government bodies as
well as the public, who will find
themselves well served when it comes
to modems. The shop is awash with
them. Fish bought 6000 units from
British Telecom and is getting rid of
them at £33.35 each complete with
year -long guarantee, although, one
experienced modem user said, the
modems concerned were 'as big as a
house'.

Fish doesn't approve of auctions,
saying: 'It's a well -know fact in this
business that the dealers put all their
rubbish into the auctions.'

A second-hand Kaypro with software
and disk drives will cost £1380. Anyone
buying from here may also be per-
suaded to phone the company's very
own public database, Distel, on (01) 679
6183.

Wychwood Systems in Redhill runs a
phone service based on its database of
buyers and sellers, known as the PC
Register. Partner Stuart Jeffrey, who
formerly worked on Computercar

`It's an offence to state
that there is no warranty,
but the law is unclear in
that it doesn't say what
that warranty should be.
The law expects goods to

be of merchantable
quality. .

doing set-up work and producing the
original output on microfilm, charges
sellers £34.50 for the service, while
buyers get it for free.

Although Jeffrey says the company
specialises in IBM, Compaq and Apple
machines, it will also deal with home
micros. If you have something to sell,
you phone with the details and name
your price.
service whereby Wychwood will try out
the system and give you an estimate.

'We feel the service is good value as
an advert in the paper would be about
£60,' says Jeffrey. 'We do advise people
as to what system they should get and
what to watch out for when they buy.
When we have a seller's details we'll put
them on the database, but it's not an
on-line system so people can't just dial
into it. Potential buyers should contact

a
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'Well done! Your British Rail program is very realistic .

us and we'll tell them what's available
or send them a printout.'

Conclusion
It seemsthat most second-hand dealers
avoid auctions like the plague, unless
they're looking for spares. The general
concensus was that auctions were an
unreliable way to buy and sell, with no
warranty unless you go to an indepen-
dent company.

On the subject of warranty, it's well
worth being careful. If you buy a
second-hand machine that's still under
the manufacturer's warranty, you
should never accept the dealer's word
that you will be covered by the original
owner's warranty. Even if the first
owner had six months' warranty left to
run, you might not be eligible to take
that on.

A Sinclair spokesman confirmed that
'should ownership change within the
year, the warranty is broken, and it says
this on the guarantee card'. On the other
hand, IBM says that the warranty goes
with the box, not the person.

Always check with the manufacturer
on this point before you buy second-
hand. This is especially worth doing, as
some dealers I spoke to thought that a
machine's warranty automatically pas-
sed on to the next owner.

It's certainly advisable to look before
you buy, although
mail order. Some dealers don't offer
warranty, but as long as they don't
actually say you can't have it, they're
still within the law. If you're unsure, it's
best to insure with one of the schemes
available or go to an independent
company for maintenance.

A spokesman for the Trading Stan-
dards Authority said: 'It's an offence to
state that there is no warranty, but the
law is unclear in that it doesn't say what
that warranty should be.

'The law expects goods to be of
merchantable quality and fit for the
purpose for which they're sold. The
customer has rights in law whether he
buys new or second-hand, and can sue
the supplier if necessary. At any court
hearing, the lawwou Id view a computer
in the same way as it does a car. That is,
the warranty would vary from one part
of the machine to another.' The mind
boggles.

Apricots, IBMs and Macs arethe most
difficult machines to obtain second-
hand, closely followed by the Sirius.
Prices hover around the 50 per cent off
list price mark and there are obviously
some good bargains out there, but test
everything first, paying particular
attention to disk drives, keyboards and
printers which can all deteriorate with
age. Make sure there's lots of software
available - if a machine is discon-
tinued, it may be harder to service and
the software supply will dry up. Happy
hunting! END
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. . . with the Multi-Viewterm/Datatari
modem serial interface plus software
package from Miracle Technology.

This unique comms package gives
ATARI* users full Prestel* facilities,
including graphics, and allows access
to Micronet*, Viewdata systems, telex,
electronic mail, bulletin boards and
databases. Datatari handles baud
rates of 1200/75, 75/1200, 1200/1200,
300/300. 850 interface not required.

For models 400, 800, 600XL, 800XL,
65XE, 65XEM and 130XE used with
suitable modems.

To get your ATARI on-line, all the way,
clip the coupon today.

Please send me
 Multi-Viewterm/Datatari packages @ £59.95
inc VAT + £1.15 UK P/P.
CI I enclose cheque/postal order
El charge my AccessNisa card no:

expiry date .

Name'

Address

Postcode

send to: PCw 9/85

Atari Support 1, Miracle Technology (UK) Ltd,
St Peters Street, Ipswich IPI 1 XB.
Tel (0473) 216141
reg'ci trade marks of the companies concerned

FULL
PRESTEL
FOR
ATARI
USERS!

MIRACLE
1111TECHNOLOGY

80 COLUMN CARDS FOR
APPLE II & He

80 COLUMN VIDEO DISPLAY CARD
FOR Ile

TEXTCARD: most versatile 80 column card - can be
upgraded to 64K (requires rewiring) - plug in auxilary slot --

gives a wider display screen can be used with most
programs.

RRP £50 ex VAT
EXPANDABLE: empty sockets provided for 64K RAMS
decoding circuits to expand memory -- switch provided to

upgrade - simple slide the switch to upgrade.

RRP £55 ex VAT
64K EXTENDED: 64K memory RAM chips fitted to text card

- tested as 64K extended 80 column card.

RRP £75 ex VAT
80 COLUMN CARD VIDEO DISPLAY CARD FOR 11+:

wider choice of character than normal - normal and inverse
are standard - line graphics built in -- ideal for form drawings

or graphs - compatible with C/PM, PASCAL/BASIC etc.

RRP £99 ex VAT
"SLIMFAN" CLIP -ON COOLING FAN WITH

MAINS SUPPRESSOR AND SOCKET
RRP £42.50 ex VAT

P&P £1.00 for Interfaces & £1.50 for Fan
MANUFACTURED IN THE U.K.
KEYZONE LTD
U14, Acton Business Centre,
School Road, Park Royal,
London NW10 6TD
Tel: 01-965 1684/1804 Tlx: 8813271

LOON
LOWER
PRICES

Same Day

Despatch

4-
LOOK

004L1T1
9151(5

WHY BUY ELSEWHERE !

We will better any genuine delivered price
advertised in the current issue of PCW For Boxes
of Disks shown in the list below.

*** THIS MONTH'S SPECIALS ***
FREE £2 Marks & Spencer Voucher with every box of MEMOREX disks

£212 £9 carriage
£23

NEW Epson LX80 100 cps NIA) Friction Feed

4 A Tractor Feed for above

BOXES OF 10 DISKS

SONY

DATALIFE

BASF

3.5" DISKS

0M-03440 S/side D Dens
0M-04440 D/side D Dens

MF350 5/side D Dens

FD3.5 5/side(Boxed in

510-3.5 SEE -10 Library Box For 10 Disk
LB60-3.5 ABA Lockable Box 60 Cap inc Disk Pen

5.25" DISKS
ID 5/side D Dens

IX HR S/side 5 Dens
10 HR 5/side D Dens
20 HR 0/side D Dens
1D/96 HR 5/side Q Dens
2D/96 HR D/side Q Dens 19.65
5.25 SiD D/side H Dens 1.6MB 33.95

BASF

DATAL IFE

DYSAN

MEMOREX

HCK5
LC5
LB40-5
LB50-5
LB90-5
LB100-5
VCK-5
VCD-5
OPEN
DL -5

DM -5

Prices per Box (L)
1-4 -9 10+49

27.00 26.25 25.00
37.00 36.65 35.00

32.00 31.25 30.50

5) 16.00 15.50 15.00

2.30 2.00 1.75
15.50 15.00 14.50

10.99 10.50 10.00

11.75
12.75
16.20
17.75

11.25
12.50
15.75
17.25
19.25
33.00

M0525-01HR 5/side S or D Dens 13.75 13.50
MD550-01HR D/side 5 or D Dens 17.95 17.50
M0577-01HR S/side Q Dens 17.95 17.50
M0557-01HR D/side Q Dens 22.95 22.50
Hard sectors add £1. Library box add £1.20.

104/1D HR 5/side 0 Dens
104/2D HR D/side D Dens
204/1D HR 5/side Q Dens
204/2D HR D/side Q Dens

15.95
22.95
22.95
27.95

. See THIS MONTH'S SPECIALS
3431 HR S/side 5 Dens 15.75
3481 HR S/side 0 Dens 16.80
3491 HR D/side 0 Dens 20.25
3504 HR 5/side Q Dens 21.95
3501 HR D/side Q Dens 25.95
55001D D/side H Dens 1.6MB 35.95

15.65
22.65
22.65
27.35

15.50
16.50
19.50
21.25
25.25
35.00

HR denotes Disks with Reinforced Hub Rings.

Head Clean Kit with Fluid
EGLY Library case for 10 Disks - High Quality
ABA Lockable Box 40 Cap inc Disk Pen
ABA Lockable Box 50 Cap inc Disk Pen
ABA Lockable Box 90 Cap inc Disk Pen
ABA Lockable Box 100 Cap inc Disk Pen
Verbatim 5" Head clean kit
Verbatim 5" H/c disks (per 10)
BEROL Quality disk pens (per 12)
Disk Labels 100 (5 colours)
Disk Mailers 4 disk cap (per 100)

8" DISKS
Telephone or write for very competitive prices for BASF, VERBATIM,
and DYSAN disks. ABA Storage Boxes and VERBATIM Head Clean Kits.

PAPER -LABELS
PAP1 11°0.5° 60gsm 2000 Sheets Micro Perf Clean Edge 11.00 10.50
PAP3 A4 80gsm 2000 Sheets Micro Perf Clean Edge 24.50 23.50
PAP4 A4 9Cgsm 1000 Sheets Micro Perf Clean Edge 13.50 12.75
LAB9 89mmx36mm 1 on web 2000 labels 7.00 6.50

Many other sizes and weights of paper and labels available.

RIBBONS - PRINTWHEELS - SOFTWARE - PRINTERS
Please telephone for very competitive prices on a large range of goods.

OFFICIAL ORDERS ACCEPTED FROM GOVERNMENT OR EDUCATIONAL ESTABLISHMENTS.
Please contact us for Quantity Discounts (50+ boxes) and Trade Accounts.

10.95
12.25
14.75
16.50
18.75
31.50

13.20
16.75
16.75
22.00

14.95
21.95
21.95
26.60

15.20
16.00
18.75
20.75
24.25
33.50

14.90
1.90

13.50
14.75
16.50
18.00
6.40
12.50
5.25
4.50
21.00

14.50
1.80

13.00
14.25
16.00
17.50
6.20

12.30
5.00
4.25
19.50

14.00
1.70
12.50
13.75
15.50
17.00
6.00

12.10
4.75
4.00

18.50

10.00
22.50
11.50
6.00

N

Description Quantity Amount

Poetage/Packaging (LAO Post/Peck
5.25/3.5 Disks,HCK5 £1 /Box. (75p 5+, E5 Mao) Total exc VAT
8° Disks,VCD8,C12 L1.3/Box. (95p 5+, £5 Max)
LC5,015,VCK5/8,VC05,DPEN 50p/pack (35p 5+, £5 Max) Vat 0 15%
Lockable Box,Labels L2.5/Box (L2 2+, £5 Max) Total inc VAT
Paper,0M5 L3.5/Box (L2 3+,L15 Max)

. Add 341 for First Class Post

Name Tel.No.

Address

Post Code

Access/Barclaycard/Cheque No.

Telephone Orders Anytime 01-868 9548

Planer Wordpro
Access 34 CANNONBURY AVENUE PINNER BARCLAYCARD

Ali. MIDDX HAS ITS VISA
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PROGRAMMING

Computer talk
Graham Storrs tries to improve communications between computers

and people/computers by presenting speech recognition in the form of
BBC Basic natural language programming - nouns, prepositions and all.

Natural languages are the languages
that people use every day to speak to
one another. For the past two decades,
a major theme in artificial intelligence
(Al) research hasbeenthedevelopment
of computer programs that can under-
stand and use natural language.

This is an important area for two main
reasons. Firstly, many people believe
that communicating with a computer in
natural language will be far easier than
using a man-made language such as a
command language or a programming
language. Secondly, people could
communicate better with each other-
with a computer to do the translation,
businessmen and politicians would be
able to speak directly to their foreign
counterparts.

Yet the problem of giving language
ability to a machine is not a trivial one.
Several programs exist which handle a
wide range of sentence constructions
and can discourse quite intelligently

about particular, limited knowledge
areas. There are programs that will
paraphrase or translate newspaper
stories about particular subjects, and

. . many people
believe that

communicating with a
computer in natural
language will be far
easier than using a

man-made
language . .

ones which will allow users to ask
questions in English of large databases,
but there are no programs which
display a general competence at any

natural language.

Syntax
There are two main aspects to the
natural language problem: parsing the
sentences and extracting the meaning.
Parsing involves resolving a sentence
into its component parts and labelling
the parts according to their grammatic-
al roles: this is called 'syntactic analy-
sis'. In the sentence 'The little girl
inserted a blank cassette into her new
computer', we can identify a noun
phrase ('The little girl') followed by a
verb phrase ('inserted a blank cassette
into her new computer'). The noun
phrase is composed of a determiner
('The'), an adjective ('little') and a noun
('girl'). The verb phrase has a verb
('inserted') followed by a noun phrase
('a blank cassette') and a prepositional
phrase ('into her new computer'), and
the prepositional phrase is a preposi-
tion ('into') followed by a noun phrase

DET

NP

N
ADJ NOUN VERB

THE LITTLE GIRL INSERTED

Fig 1 The completed parse tree

NP

DET ADJ NOUN

VP

PREP

BLANK CASSETTE INTO

Key
S - sentence
NP- noun phrase
VP - verb phrase
PP- prepositional phrase
DET - determiner
ADJ - adjective
PREP- preposition

PP

DET

HER NEW COMPUTER
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('her new computer') (see Fig 1).
Note that the parse in Fig 1 gives a

hierarchical structure. These structures
are known as 'parse trees' and are the
usual end -product of most kinds of
parse. It is the parse tree that isthe input
for processes at higher levels that
extract the meaning of the sentence.

Like many computer people who
come fresh to this field, you are
probably wishing you had paid more
attention in your English classes at
school! Indeed, what we have used to
analyse this sentence is a rather simple
type of grammar known as 'context -
free' grammar. There are many other
kinds which make more use of the
structure of a sentence, and even the
meanings of the words, in determining
how the parts should be labelled (see
last November's PCW for details of
other approaches).

Just to show that you don't need
Prolog or Lisp to write natural language
programs, the listing in Fig 2 is a BBC
Basic program that will parse our
example sentence. It applies context -
free grammar through a series of
nested procedure calls. Think of the
program as trying to prove that a
sentence exists. It does this by testing
that the input string is a noun phrase
followed by a verb phrase with a call to
PROCSENTENCE1. This in turn callsthe
PROCNOUNPHRASE procedure which
teststhat a determiner isfollowed by an
adjective then a noun. The testsfor each

of these are done by the function
FNFIND(P), which tests the next word in
the input string against a list of words in
a dictionary that fit the syntactic categ-
ory specified by the input parameter P.
The program works down the tree for
the verb phrase in the same way.

`To understand what is
meant by a natural

language sentence, we
need an enormous

amount of knowledge.
Knowledge about what
words mean and what

they refer to . .

As it succeeds in finding words to fit
its expectations, the program prints
them, showing by indentation howthey
fit into the parse tree (Fig 3). The
program incorporates a simple form of
backtracking so that if the parse fails, it
can try a different sentence structure.
This is achieved with the RE-
PEAT... UNTIL loop at lines 130 to
160; it is left to the reader to add new
structures and procedures for coping
with them. The'backtracking too can be
extended to try alternative sub-struc-
tures-different types of noun phrase,
for example.

The first thing you might want to do
will be to extend the program's voca-
bulary so that it will accept a greater
range of sentences. If you do, don't
forget to change the values in the array
LAST(i) or you will get in a mess. A final
improvement would be to modify the
program to create an internal repre-
sentation of the finished parse tree,
rather than simply printing it and then
losing it.

Formally equivalent to context -free
grammars are transition nets. Fig 4
shows the nets we would need to
interpret the 'little girl' sentence. Each
net is a set of nodes (represented as
circles) with one node being the end
node (double circle) all joined by arcs
(arrowed lines). The arcs are labelled
with the grammatical unit they analyse.

To work through a sentence, we start
at the 'sentence' net. A sentence, we
see, is a noun phrase followed by a verb
phrase. The arrow beside NP in the
diagram indicates that we should look
at the 'noun phrase' netto see whether a
noun phrase can befound; thistells us a
noun phrase is a determiner followed
by an optional adjective and ending
with a noun. None of these arc labels
have arrows, so they can be satisfied by
finding individual words. 'The little girl'
gives us the necessary words, so we
reach the end node of the noun phrase
net and go back to the sentence net to
cross the verb phrase arc, and so on.

A more powerful form of transition
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net is the augmented transition net
(normally just called ATN)which allows
other linguistic properties to be
attached to the parse, such as tense and
mood. This allows the parser to check
that verbs 'agree' in their tense or that
nouns have the right determiner. For
example, if the parser finds the deter-
miner 'a' (as in 'a blank cassette') it can
attach the 'singular' property to the
noun phrase and spot mistakes such as
'a blank cassettes'.

Parsing has a great many difficulties
concerned with problems of reference:
that is, discovering the objects that
words refer to. In 'John loves Mary and
she quite likes him', both 'John' and
'him' refertothe same real -world object
(the person named John). Similarly,
'Mary' and 'she' co -refer to another
single object. The parser must be able
to detect such cases of co -reference.

More difficult are anaphoric refer-
ences, where words refer back to
objects mentioned in earlier sentences.
A naval database might receive the
following queries: 'Tell me the tonnage
of the Renown. What is her class? Her
captain? His last ship?' Here, 'her' refers
back to the ship named in the first
sentence, while 'his' refers to the
captain of the ship named in the first
sentence.

The general problem here is context.
When human speakers converse, they
have a topic of discussion which sets a
context which helps them disambigu-
ate the words they are using. 'It ran all
over the floor' would mean something
different to someone talking about
spilled water than it would to someone
talking about their pet gerbil! In fact, a
great deal of comedy, especially farce,
is based upon the misunderstandings
that can occur when people interpret
sentences using the wrong context.
Even within a general context, the
'focus' of the discussion can change
very quickly and frequently between
different aspects of the topic. For this
reason, a natural language understan-
der needs to have some representation
of the current context and focus.

Semantics
To understand what is meant by a
natural language sentence, we need an
enormous amount of knowledge.
Knowledge about what words mean
and what they refer to in the world
(often called 'lexical' knowledge),
knowledge about how words can mod-
ify each other's meanings in different
ways, and general knowledge a bout the
world. Consider the sentence: 'George
hit the man with a broken leg on his
nose.' You will see at once that, despite
the deliberate ambiguity, the sentence
can only sensibly mean one thing. This
is because we have knowledge of what
men are, what broken legs are, where
legs are usually found, and the types of
thing usually used as weapons. Similar -

1ST
10 REM A sentence analyser using a context free qraMMaf
C-.0 REM
7,0 DIM D1C1$(5,5''REM
40 DIM WORD$(12):REM
50 DIM LASTC.50'REM
60 REM
70 PROCINIT:REM

WORD=O'REM
90 TYPE=O'REM
100 FAIL=FALSE
110 SUCCSS=FALSE
120 PROCGETSTRING
130 REPEAT
140 TYPE=TYPE+1
150 ON TYPE GOSUB 210
160 UNTIL SUCCESS OR TYPE=1
170 IF NOT SUCCESS THEN CLS:PRINI"S$'PFINT'"is not a 1eg.,1 sentence."
180 PRINT ""Another sentence
190 A=OiREPEAT1A$=GET$:A=INSTR(YyNn",A$):UNTIL )1,O;PRINT 4$
200 IF AY2 THEN END ELSE GOTO 80
210 PROCSENTENCE1:RETURN
220 DEFPROCINITfREM sets up data array and constants
230 DET=1
240 ADJ=2
250 NOUN=3
260 OREP=4
270 VER6=5
280 LAST(DET)=3
290 LAST(ADJ)=7
300 LAST(NOUN)=3
310 LASTfPREP)=1
720 LAST(VERB)=1
330 FOR J=1 TO 5
340 FOR K=1 TO LASTCJ.
350 READ DICT$(J,1'
:160 NEXT r
370 NEXT J
380 DATA "THE","A","HER"
390 DATA "LITTLE","BLANV","NEW"
400 DATA "GIRL","CASSETTE","COMPUTFR"
410 DATA "INTO"
420 DATA "INSERTED"
4-7.o ENDPROC
340 DEFPROCGETSIRING;REM reads in the input sentence and
450 REM breaks it into individual words
460 WC=1;REM word count
47o PRINT"Please enter a sentence for analysis""
480 NEWWORD$=""
440 INPUT S$
500 L=LEN(S$)
510 FOR j=1 TO L
520 C4=MID$(8$,J,1)
53') IF ASCJC$12 THEN NEWWORDS=NEWWORDe+C$

ELSE WORD$C.WC)=NEWWCD$:WC=WC,1;NEWWORD$=""
540 NEXT J
550 WORDS(WC)=NEWWORD$
560 ENDPROC
570 DEFPROCSENTENUI;PEM nounphrase then venbphrase
580 CIS ;PRINT 5$
590 INDENT=0
600 PRINT'"Trying sentence type 1"

610 PRINT'"NOUNPHRASE"
620 PROCNOUNPHRASE
630 INDENT=0
640 PRINT,"VERBPHRASE"
650 PROCVERBPHRASE
660 IF NOT FAIL THEN SUCCESS -TRUE
670 ENDPROC
680 DEFPROCNOUNPHRASE 'REM determiner then adjective then noun
690 INDENT=INDENT+5
700 Wf=FNFIND(DET)IPRINT TAB(INDENT) "Determiner ";W$
710 Wil=FNFIND(.ADJ)IPRINT TAB(INDENT) "Adjective ";Wil

720 6111=FNFIND(NOUN)IPRINT TAE(INDENT) "Noun ";W$
730 ENDPROC
740 DEFPROCVERSPHRASEIREM verb, nounphrase then prepositional phrase
750 INDENT=INDENT+5
760 WS=FNFIND(VERE)IPRINT TAB(INDENT) "Verb ";W$
770 PRINT TAB(INDENT) "NOUNPHRASE"'PROCNOUNPHRASE
780 PRINT TAB(INDENT) "PREPPHRASE"IPROCPREPPHRASE
790 ENDPROC
800 DEFPPOCPREPPHRASE:REM preposition, then nounphrase
810 INDENT=INDENT+5
820 14$=FNFINDCPREP):PRINT TABONDENT) "Preposition ";W$
830 PRINT TAB(INDENT) "NOUNPHRASE"IPROCNOUNPHRASE
840 ENDPROC
850 DEFFNFIND(P)IREM
860 WORD=WORD+1
870 FOUND=FALSE
880 FOR J=1 TO LAST(P)
890 IF WORDS(WORD)=DICTS.(P,J) THEN WEA=WORDS(WORD):FOUND=TRUE
900 NEXT J
910 IF NOT FOUND THEN FAIL=TRUE,WDS=""
920 =WD$

the word "dictionary"
an array for holding the wg.,,
gives the number of word, Ln ,

fn the
th LiA,Q0t.

sets up data array
marks the current ward be ,,,4 analysed
marts the sentence form being tried

Fig 2 BBC Basic parsing program

locate a word in the dictionary

ly, in 'John loved Mary and she quite
liked him', the only clue as to which
pronoun ('she' and 'him') co -refers to
which noun is the knowledge that
'John' is a man's name and 'Mary' is a
woman's.

To take a famous example of how
word meanings can change depending
on the context of the sentence as a
whole, consider: 'Mary had a little
Iamb'; then add 'but I had roast beef'
and we have a completely different
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PROGRAMMING
interpretation. Here, 'had' changes
from meaning 'owned' to 'ate', 'little'
goes from 'small in stature' to 'small in
amount', and 'Iamb' changes from the
live animal to a cooked part of the
animal. Or how about 'Time flies like an
arrow' and 'Fruit flies like a banana'!

To sort out this tangle of meanings, a
natural language program needs to
represent all this semantic knowledge.
In fact, finding a suitable knowledge
representation for natural language
understanding is the rock upon which
the whole enterprise is foundering.

The earliest schemes for this were
semantic networks, where words were
represented as nodes in a network
which were linked to otherwords which
formed part of their definition, creating
a structure rather like a dictionary (Fig
5). These are still widely used, and have
become increasingly sophisticated and
versatile.

Another popular representation is
the 'frame'. A frame is a data structure
which represents a concept, and has a
number of 'slots' which needto be filled
by properties of that concept. A major
advantage of frames is that they can
contain default values in the slots, or
proceduresfor locating the information
they need.

The notion is very similar to what
linguists call a 'case grammar'. Here,
linguistic objects will have a fixed set of
properties that they must possess. The
verb 'insert', for example, will have an
agent (who does the inserting), an
object (that is inserted) and a destina-
tion (into which the object is inserted).
We can therefore describe our sentence
about the little girl in terms of the cases
of its main verb like this:

INSERT
agent

object

> 'the littlegirl'

> 'a blankcassette'

destination
> 'her new computer'

This is very convenient if we are
trying to extract the meaning of the
sentence, as we already have a lot of
information about the roles of the
objects in the sentence and their

`To achieve a perfect
machine translation is

not possible, and to
achieve the best

possible requires a huge
computational effort,

which takes time.'

relationships with one another. We can
even mix formalisms in order, say, to
use the 'property inheritance' features
of a semantic net with the default values
of frames. The power of such a repre-
sentation can be seen if we take another
verb, 'post'. We can link this to 'insert'
via an ISA link (meaning that 'post' is a
sub -type of 'insert') so that 'post'
inherits the slots of 'insert'. We can then
set the default values of the object slot
for 'post' to 'a letter' and of the
destination slot to 'a post box'. We
could even attach a procedure to the

agent slot that would look specifically
for a noun phrase referring to a person.

Cooperation
The widespread use of databases has
given a new impetus to the develop-
ment of natural language programs
which can be used as interfaces to large
collections of facts. The problem is a
smaller one than general language
understanding due to the 'universe of
discourse' being restricted to only
those things that the database knows
about, yet there are enough linguistic
problems even here to keep the re-
searchers busy.

One of the more interesting problems
involves 'pragmatics'. This is a branch
of linguistics that deals with the practic-
al consequences for the conversers of
what is being said, not just its formal
content and meaning. Consider this
conversation with a database system:
User: How many Scottish customers
have a tu mover greaterthan £2 million?
Program: None.
User: How many have a turnover of £2
million or less?
Program: None.

Something is obviously wrong. The
problem is that there are no Scottish
customers in the database, so 'none' is
all the system can say in the circum-
stances. Yet asking the first question on
its own could have led the user to the
false conclusion that all the Scottish
customers had turnovers less than £2
million. The system is answering truth-
fully but not cooperatively.

A cooperative response, and one
having the right pragmatic consequ-
ences, might have been:
Program: None, because there are no

THELITTLE GIRL INSERTED A BLANK CASSETTE INTO HER NEW

rying sentence type 1

OUNPHRASE
Determiner
Adjective
Noun

THE
LITTLE
GIRL

R'E=tPHRASE.

Verb INSERTED
NOUNPHRASE

Determ.iner
Adjective
NP.un

PRE PPHRASE
Preposition INTO
NOUNPHRASE

Determiner
Adjective
Noun

Fig 3 Sample output from the parser

A
BLANK
CASSETTE

HER
NEW
ClAIRY
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PROGRAMMING

sentence

noun
phrase

prepositional
phrase

verb
phrase

NP

DET

PREP

VERB

VP
ADJ

NOUN

NP

NP.

Fig 4 Transition nets suitable for parsing the example sentence (for key,
see Fig 1 and text)

customers in Scotland.
There are many other pragmatic

considerations of this kind which must
be considered in natural language
communications.

Translation
Not long ago, linguists believed that
there was a universal or 'deep' gram-
mar that people used, and into which all
natural languages could be translated.
The benefits of this for machine transla-
tion would have been tremendous, as it
would have provided a common repre-
sentation into which a sentence in one
language could be put and from which
the same sentence in any other lan-
guage could be generated.

Alas, it was not so. Althoug h there is a
great deal of similarity between lan-
guages, especially those with a com-

mon root (for example, Latin), there are
so many basic differences in their
grammars that no single deep gram-
mar can cope with them all. But there is
great pressure these days to produce
effective translators. Not only that, with
the rise of institutions such as the
European Parliament, the need is for
rapid, mass translations.

The solution to the problem has been
a trade-off between accuracy and
speed. To achieve a perfect machine
translation is not possible, and to
achieve the best possible requires a
huge computational effort, which takes
time. The quickest translations are
literal ones, where sentences are trans-
lated word for word.

Unfortunately, literal translations
rarely make any sense. This is because
different languages have different

ways of structuring sentences: diffe-
rent placings for verbs and adjectives,
for example. It is also because many
speech idioms either do not mean quite
what they seem to (as in 'Now, where
was I?' or 'Putting the cart before the
horse'), or they do not have any literal
meaning (as with 'losing face' and
'keeping mum'.

Therefore, translation programs, of
which there are several commercial
offerings, take a middle course. The
translation is basically literal, with
appropriate modifications to
accommodate, and syntactic differ-
ences in sentence construction. Some
polishing of the result is then done by
components which try to eliminate
some of the more obvious ambiguities,
and detect and substitute the more
common idioms.

The final output still needs to be
checked and corrected by a human
translator, though. Nevertheless, the
latest systems boast that over 80 per
cent of their output can go through
unchanged.

Speech
Of course, all the techniques and
programs discussed so far deal only
with text - and grammatically correct
text at that.

None of them can deal with the
problems of continuous speech with its
disjointed, ungrammatical, highly
idiomatic form, its dialect words and
local idioms, and its heavy use of stress
and intonation. Stress especially can
change the pragmatics of a sentence.
Try it yourself by saying 'Mary had a
little lamb' five times with a strong
emphasis on a different word each
time.

Perhaps it is lucky for the natural
language programmers that good, con-
tinuous speech recognition is still a few
years away. END

animal

is a

person

it

is -instance

C
has -name

11

'Mary'

owns

has -part

is a

lamb

1

body
covering

has -part

is -instance

12
has -part

\4.has size

Clithe

fleece

is -instance

13

has -colour

white
as snow

Fig 5 A semantic net. The ovals represent classes of thing or individual objects (these are labelled 11, 12, and 13). The
arrows represent relationships between the classes and objects
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SOFTWARE

At your service
Antony Ginn operates a walking, talking machine, using Forth and Logo

The home micro and the home robot
make the ideal couple. The computer
supplies the brain and the robot sup-
plies the muscle-and a programming
control language unites the two. The
growing popularity of robots, and the
understanding that a robot, no matter
how sophisticated, is as limited as its
programmability, has prompted sever-
al recent developments in these control
languages.

Many observers have compared the
state of home robotics to that of home
computing five or six years ago. There
is a 'back -shed pioneering spirit' with a
sense of rapidly growing interest.
Turtles, buggies and robot arms are
becoming common, and the price of
robots has fallen to within reach of the
home user. Some of the larger toy
companies have also sensed the wind
and invested in the home robotics/toy
market. For example, Lego, Milton
Bradley, Tomy and Fischer Technik
have all produced respectable robotic
toys in the past year. There is no
shortage of hardware, but the accom-
panying software is of varying quality,
sometimes leaving users to struggle
with machine code rather than offering
easier -to -master methods of control.

The only method of programming
the most sophisticated personal robot
on the market, Hero 2, is with 6800
machine language. The programming
section of the Hero ET -18 technical
manual recommends you go away and
study 6800 machine code before
attempting to control the robot -
hardly state-of-the-art user friendli-
ness.

Hero contains its own onboard com-
puter, which has a keypad and a
one -line digital display. Atypical prog-
ram (taken from the manual) using
monitor subroutines REDIS and
OUTCH is shown in Fig 1.

as robot -controlled languages.

Looking in detail at the first two lines,
0600 is the instruction address, usually
called the 'program counter'. In order to
execute a command, the program
counter must contain this address. BD-
F64E is the instruction, normally one,
two or three bytes of data. It indicates, in
hexadecimal machine code, the opera-
tion to be performed. START is the label
of a subroutine (the address to be
entered to begin execution) used more
than once in the program. JSR is a
three -letter mnemomic, indicating the
source instruction. REDIS is the mne-
monic operand, supplying additional
information required for the operation,
a label, an address or data.

The second line begins with the
instruction address, followed by the
machine code instruction 86 and the
operand 01. The mnemonic LDDA
contains four letters; the fourth A is
added to indicate which of two accumu-
lators the instruction applies to. The #
in the last section indicates that the
immediate addressing opcode is to be
used, and the $ indicates that the
information is a hex value. If you find
this confusing, don't worry. Most robot
manufacturers have realised that their
market will increase if they make their
products available to non machine
code programmers.

The simplest programming method
is to manually move the robot, and let
the computer record and replay the
movements. So-called 'first genera-
tion' robots in industry, used for large
batch -repetitive tasks, are often prog-
rammed in this way, and several home
robots also have this 'learn by example'
facility.

The Beasty robot arm may be taken
manually through a routine, using
control keys in the immediate mode.
The arm is moved to a particular
location, lifts something and puts it

0600 BDF64E START JSR REDIS
0603 86 01 LDA A #$01
0605 20 09 BRA OUT
0607 F6OFF3 SAME LDA B DIGAGG+ 1
060A CB10 ADDB #$10

Fig 1 A typical program using REDIS and DUTCH

Set upfirst display address
First segment code

Fix display address
For next segment

down elsewhere. The computer re-
cords each motor's movement and is
able to replay the sequence indefinitely.
As another example, the Tomy Omni-
bot carries a cassette recorder -
putting it on RECORD and moving the
Omnibot around the floor with the
hand-held remote -control joystick will
record the movements. The robot may
then be programmed to execute the
routine at any time. It is also possible to
record human speech in the program,
through a microphone in the control
unit. It is capable of wheeling in a glass
of orange juice and singing 'Oh, What a
Beautiful Morning' at 6am every day.

Unfortunately, a robot programmed
in this way has no way of knowing if an
object it isto lift is in the correct position,
or if there is an obstacle in its path. It will
move to the same place whether the
object is there or not, and is unable to
cope with any environmental change.
The Omnibot could easily bump into
your slippers, tip the orange juice over
your duvet and sing to the cat, without
knowing anything was amiss.

For more sophisticated control of
robots, a formal programming lan-
guage is required. 'Second generation'
industrial robots are designed to work
in more varied environments and are
used for small batch work. They must
be switched between tasks, and be able
to adapt to a new environment, without
requiring extensive reprogramming.
Developments in home robotics have
followed a similar trend: sensors, and
the software to support them, are
increasingly common, enabling turtles
and buggies to interact with their
environment. The BBC Buggy has a
light sensor, touch detectors and a bar
code reader. The Snap EV1 vision
system comes with software to teach
object recognition and detect move-
ment, mimicking industrial robotvision
systems. Advances in robotics have
prompted development and extension
of languages such as Forth and Logo for
control purposes.

Forth
Forth is a stack -oriented language,
which makes it fast and flexible. It is
procedural, and allows you to create a
dictionary of your own primitives or
alter the definition of existing primi-
tives. Forth is a compiled language, and
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because it generates machine code, it is
much fasterthan interpreted languages
such as Logo and Basic. The lower
levels of Forth don't require an operat-
ing system speaking directly to a port or
memory bit, and the easy access Forth
gives to hardware and peripherals has
made it popular among roboticists. The
world's best-selling industrial robot,
Unimation's Puma, is programmed in
Forth.

Forth uses Reverse Polish notation
(instead of 1 + 2, we write 1 2 +).
Programs are written in groups of
words, defined by the programmer.
There are several levels of program-
ming. At the bottom level, machine
language primitives drive the robot's
motors. The syntax is difficult, and only
when a dictionary of Forth words has
been created does it begin to look
comprehensible. For example, a proce-
dure written to put data for a buggy's
driver motors onto the corresponding
channels of the output port would be
defined in such a way as to describe the
task. PC could turn the Port motor
Clockwise; PA would turn it Anticlock-
wise. Each channel would be defined as
an address and given a name, and
signals sent to that address would go to
the appropriate motor in the buggy and
turn it in the desired direction.

Col ne Robotics has recently released
Colneforth, a Forth package for its
Armdroid robot arm. It has avoided the
difficulty of having to build procedures
with Forth primitives by extending
Forth's usual 150 -word vocabulary by
another 80 words, with specific robotic
functions. Before using the robot, it is
necessary to program the output port,
initialise the acceleration profile and
motor phase patterns, set the starting
positions and speeds of the motors,
deselect any joints that are waiting for a
specific instruction, and select the
sense of all joints to GLOBAL. All these
instructions have been defined in a
Colneforth procedure called START:
typing START will tell the computer to
carry out the above functions. Many
new words are for programming speci-
fic joints of the arm. ELBOW selects the
elbow for commands, WRIST selects
the wrist, and MOVE, followed by a
numeric input, moves a selected joint a
specific amount.
TELL ELBOW MOVE 50 moves the
elbow stepper motor through 50 steps.
TWIST isa command specificallyforthe
wrist. It also requires a numeric input.
To twist the wrist, one motor must turn
clockwise, another anticlockwise.
TWIST 50 turns the right motor forward
50 steps and the left motor back 50
steps, causing the wrist to twist.
TILT also talks only to the wrist and
requires an input. It will tilt the wrist by
the given input.

When a move is complete, the
computer shows the position of each

motor. Six columns, headed BAS
(base), SHO (shoulder), ELB (elbow),
RIG (right), LEF (left) and GRI (grip) will
display a three -digit number. The num-
bers represent the current coordinates
of the arm. If the coordinates scroll off
the screen, they may be relisted with
WHERE.

If the base is at position 100, typing
TELL BASE MOVE 100 will move the
base motor 100 steps and change the
coordinate beneath BAS to 200; MOVE -
TO 100 will return it to its previous
position. MOVE is a relative com-
mand, and it is possible to talk to more
than one joint simultaneously.
TELL ELBOW SHOULDER MOVE 100
will move both elbow and shoulder
through 100 steps.

Any arm position may be labelled
and used in a Forth procedure.

`Forth is a compiled
language, and because
it generates machine
code, it is much faster

than interpreted
languages such as Logo

and Basic.'

PLACE tells the computer you are
about to name the arm's position.
PLACE CLIFTON will record the current
coordinates under CLIFTON. Typing
GOTO CLIFTON when the arm is in
another position will cause it to return
to those coordinates.

Another location could be labelled
BULWELL, and a procedure defined to
send the arm on a 'journey' from
CLIFTON to BULWELL. A new word is
defined with the Forth command : atthe
start, followed by the word, its defini-
tion, and ; at the end.
:JOURNEY CLIFTON BULWELL;
Typing JOURNEY will move the arm
first to CLIFTON, then to BULWELL. The
value of the gripper's position may be
held ,in a variable, allowing different
'objects' to be defined in terms of the
gripper position. The arm may then be
instructed to go to a place and pick up a
particular object.

If the robot is to interact with the
environment, for example to wait for an
object to be positioned during a jour-
ney, it is necessary to define a proce-
dure at Forth's bottom level. HANGON
will tell thearm to wait before picking up
an object. Whatever value is at the port
location FD00 is placed on the stack as
an eight -bit number. BEGIN and UNTIL
are the parameters of a loop which
repeats until the value in the address
C@ corresponds to the 1 before the
logical AND.

: HANGON BEGIN [HEX] FD00 C@ 1
AND UNTIL ;

*LEARN HANGON
We may create a Forth word to miss

three lines if the object is not present:
: SKIP [HEX] FD00 C@ 1 AND IF 3 LINE#

+! THEN ;
Forth will allow another procedure to

be executed at any stage during a
journey. This could be another route, or
a word such as GET PLACE or PUT.

The arm may be programmed to
move until a particular event takes
place, such as finding an object of
unknown location. A light beam on the
arm could be interrupted when the arm
reaches the object. The criterion for the
search is programmed in Forth. A word
is defined to leave a 'true' when the
search is finished, represented by the
value of 1 produced by the light beam
on port FD02 changing to 0 when
interrupted.
: FOUND FD02 AND 0= ;

This reads a byte from port address
FD02 rather than FD01 and tests bit 2
rather than bit 1. 0= changes a 0 to a 1.
If the value coming out of that bit is
not a 0, then 0= will leave a 0. True is
represented by 1. If this is the value on
the stack, the search stops. The search
is executed after every step of the
motor. When the value changes, the
robot decelerates and backs up. SET -
CRITERION, an extra Colneforth primi-
tive, followed by a word, sets that
word to be the criterion for ending a
search. The word must leave true or
false on the stack. SETCRITERION
FOUND sets the criterion. A search
will be ended when the beam is
broken and the value on port FD02
changes from 1 to 0.

Logo
Forth is powerful, fast and difficult.
Logo is another procedural language,
powerful, not sofast and not so difficult.
One of Logo's original functions was to
control a robot turtle. The turtle is
becoming a familiar sight in schools,
leaving an inky trail as ittrundles across
the floor drawing polygons and knock-
ing down cardboard towers. Six Logo
primitives drive it FORWARD or BACK,
turn it LEFT or RIGHT, PENUP and
PENDOWN raise and lower its pen.
FORWARD, BACK, LEFT and RIGHT all
require inputs; these are used to define
turtle graphics procedures. Procedures
are built up similarly to Forth. Routines
for the various parts of a house are
defined using simple FORWARD,
BACK, RIGHT, LEFT, PENUP and PEN -
DOWN commands, and are then com-
bined in a procedure called HOUSE:
TO HOUSE
WALL
ROOF
DOOR
WINDOW
END
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The appearance of a variety of low-
cost robotic devices, such as the Beasty
arm, Fischer Technik kits and Milton
Bradley's new Robotix kits, has promp-
ted developments to Logo, which is the
only accessible means for children, and
most adults, to have powerful compu-
ter control without struggling with
difficult syntax. Commotion, distribu-
tor of the Beasty robot arm, has
recognised this and replaced accom-
panying Basic -oriented software with
Logo packages, and Logotron is work-
ing with several home robot manufac-
turersto interfacetheir productswith its
Logo for the BBC. Logotron Logo has
been extended to include primitives
specifically for control purposes. TUR-
NON and TURNOFF turn on and off a
specified list of bits on the output port;
SENSE? returns a true or false reading
from a specified port location; ON?
returnstrue or falsefrom an outport bit;
ADVAL returns the A/D reading of a
specific channel; PULSE sets the value
of a delay from an output port; ZERO -
TIME and TIME control the internal
clock; PORTVALUE reveals the state of
the output port and SETPORTVALUE
will set its value; COUNTBIT returns
the number of times an input changes
state; BIT returns the decimal value of
a specified bit; SETINPORT sets a port
to an address and INPORT returns the
current address of an inport; and
OUTPORT and SETOUTPORT behave
in a similar way.

Logotron Logo for the BBC has a
primitive, USE, which allows new
primitives to be created in machine
code and operate in the same way as
any other Logo primitive. As the Logo is
crammed onto a 16k ROM chip, the
extra control primitives, along with
other primitives to enhance turtle
graphics and list processing, are on an
Advanced Logo disk. This also contains
a kit for developing and debugging
extra primitives written in machine
code.

Anyone who is familiar with writing
turtle graphics procedures will have no
difficulty writing procedures for a

robot. The control primitives allow
individual servos to be addressed and
their angles specified. Many Logos
have multiple, redefinable screen tur-
tles known as 'sprites', which are
addressed using TELL, TELL 2 FOR-
WARD 120, for example. A robot's
motors may be addressed in the same
way. The Beasty robot arm is controlled
by three or four servo motors which are
assigned a number dependent on
which port channel they are driven
from, with MAKE. The gripper, driven
by servo 1, can be closed with:
TELL 1 SETANGLE 5

This could be written into a proce-
dure:
TO CLOSE
TELL 1 SETANGLE 5
END

Logo allows several small routines to
be combined to form an involved
procedure. Seymour Papert, one of

Logo's architects, calls this 'Dealing
with a problem in mind -sized bytes'. A
procedu re for the Beasty arm to pick up,
move and put down an object would be
written in small parts and combined in a
final procedure.

Each servo rotates an output arm
though 100°. In the example,servo 1 will
control the gripper, servo 2 the forearm,
servo 3 the upper arm, and servo 4 will
rotate the arm in a horizontal plane.

We will use CLOSE in the definition,
and define OPEN in a similar way:
TO OPEN
TELL 1 SETANGLE 100
END

The arm is rotated, in line with the
object, with POS1:
TO POS1
TELL 4 SETANGLE 80
END

The object will be lowered at POS2,
the equivalent of 20° on the setting of
servo 4. Moving the arm directly from
the keyboard, in the immediate mode,

`With the introduction of
sprites, multiple turtles
with speed and heading,

and Logo's control
application, work is

under way to develop
faster versions.'

displays the current setting for each
servo. Values included in the program
are ascertained by moving the arm
manually and noting the reading:
TO POS2
TELL 4 SETANGLE 20
END

Two positions for the forearm are
defined. It is lowered to pick up the
object and raised to carry it:
TO LOWFOR
TELL 2 SETANGLE 20
END

TO RAISFOR
TELL 2 SETANGLE 90
END

Similar procedures are written forthe
upper arm:
TO LOWUP
TELL 3 SETANGLE 40
END

TO RAISUP
TELL 3 SETANGLE 75
END

The above procedures are then com-
bined in routines to lift, carry and lower
an object:
TO GRAB
OPEN
POS1
LOWFOR
LOWUP
CLOSE
END

TO MOVE
RAISFOR
RAISUP
POS2
END

TO LOWER
LOWFOR
LOWUP
OPEN
END

These three procedures are com-
bined in GETOB:
TO GETOB
GRAB
MOVE
LOWER
END

GETOB may then be used to build
another procedure.

Writing the above program in Basic
would involve dozens of subroutines
and difficult syntax, making it incom-
prehensible to most users. Logotron's
control extension has already been
used to program the Beasty arm, BBC
Buggy and many puppets.

Conclusion
There was no great need for speed in
the original versions of Logo. With the
introduction of sprites, multiple turtles
with speed and heading, and Logo's
control application, work is under way
to develop faster versions. Express
Logo, several times faster than ex-
isting Logos, has been written for use
in French schools. Work is also in
progress to write a version of Logo
which uses the stack in a similar
manner to Forth, which will greatly
increase its speed.

Other control languages have been
developed for specific robots, but they
are often written in Basic which makes
them slow and limited. Savvy, a lan-
guage developed in the US to control
the RB5X personal robot, is a 'plain
language system' with an extendable
robot control language (RCL). It com-
piles RCL words into Tiny Basic code.

Paul Cheung, of Edinburgh Universi-
ty's Artificial Intelligence Department,
has written an educational control
language called Concurrent Logo. It
allows parallel processing of upto eight
procedures, and contains extra primi-
tives such as WHENEVER.

Microrobotics of Cambridge, creator
of the Beasty interface and Snap Vi-
sion system, replaced the Robol lan-
guage for the Beasty with a more
powerful Logo -style control language
designed for Beasty owners who don't
own a Logotron Logo chip. Logo Sys-
tems is developing a control extension
to its BBC Logo.

The trend in control languages is
towards power, speed and friendli-
ness. The days of trying to learn
machine code before you can move
your buggy across the carpet are over.

Thanks to Chris Roper of Logotron and
David Sounds of Sounds Technology
for their help with this article. END
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Amstrad SSA -1
Make your CPC464 more sociable by adding speech to its programs,
courtesy of Amstrad's SSA -1. Stephen Applebaum does the talking.

Speech can add an interesting dimen-
sion to any program: you only have to
look at games like Activision's Ghost -
busters and Access' Beach Head II (see
this month's Screenplay) to see how it
can enhance an otherwise run-of-the-
mill arcade bash.

But what about adding speech to
your own programs? If you are a BBC

owner, there is always Acorn's speech
chip featuring the refined digitised
tones of Kenneth Kendall, while Com-
modore 64 users have the excellent
Magic Voice at their disposal. Speech
systems for the CPC464 are somewhat
more elusive, although Amstrad has
recently introduced its powerful £29.95
SSA -1, a package which should satisfy

anyone interested in getting their com-
puter chatting to the best of the rest.

Hardware
The SSA -1 is a versatile speech synth-
esiser and amplifier which features an
interface, software and two speakers
which look as though they'd go well in a
car alongside the fluffy dice and nod-
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ding dog. Inside the interface, which is
similar in design to that used to house
the firmware for Amstrad's disk sys-
tem, is a PCB containing a 50 -way edge
connector, a volume control, two sock-
ets for the speakers, and the all-
important General Instruments
SP0256A-AL2 allophone speech pro-
cessor (which, incidentally, is the same
as the one used in Cheetah Marketing's
popular Sweetalker for the Spectrum
and BBC computers, and William Stuart
Systems' Chatterbox).

Like Amstrad's disk interface, the
SSA -1 plugs into the CPC464's expan-
sion bus, but, unlike the former, it has
another edge connector poking
through the back, giving users an
opportunityto expand the system while
the gadget is attached, instead of
leaving them with a dead-end atthe rear
of the machine. Also connected to the
interface is a flying lead which goes into
the CPC464's I/O port, diverting the
micro's sound away from its small,
tinny -sounding speaker and out
through the SSA -1's external 200mW
stereo amplifiers, a feature which will
thrill games players' tympanic mem-
branes but will be an absolute
headache for anyone else.

Loading the software
Before being able to successfully use
the SSA -1, beginners will have to load
the cassette -based software provided
with the unit. Computer buffs, on the
other hand, will probably want to
access the chip directly, especially
when writing dedicated games. This is
also possible, but you do have to know
something about machine code prog-
ramming.

On the tape is a machine code
program that locates itself at the top of
the memory, and permits simple addi-
tional speech commands (Resident
System Extensions (RSXs)) to be used
in Basic programs. These RSXs give the
user direct access to the SSA -1's
text -to -speech system, one of the de-
vice's most powerful features.

The text -to -speech system works by
converting characters typed in at the
keyboard into allophones, which give
words their sound. I'll explain how this
is done in a moment, but it's first worth
considering why the use of allophones
makes the SSA -1 so much more flexible
than speech synthesisers which utilise
a pre-set dictionary of digitised words
and sounds, such as those from Acorn
and Commodore.

To illustrate what allophones are, just
say the three words CALL, CUP and
COOP. As each is spoken, you should
feel that the point of contact between
your tongue and the roof of your mouth
moves further back for each successive
'c' sound (ors° saysthe SSA -1 manual).

The 'c' at the start of each word is
known as a phoneme. Phonemes can-
not be spoken, so why, when you speak
each word, is a different 'c' sound
produced? The answer is simple: these
sound differences are allophones,

therefore allophones are different ways
of expressing phonemes. Most
phonemes are influenced by other
phonemes around them, which is why
the same letter within a different word
can make a different sound. As the
SSA -1 has a total of 59 allophones and
five pauses, the system is obviously
much less restrictive in the number of
words that can be produced than the
type that uses a dictionary.

The conversion of ASCII into speech
is extremely complex, especially as, in
English, two words with completely
different meanings can sound exactly
the same. In an attempt to produce
accurate speech, the SSA -1 uses the
principle of Synthesis by Rule. In
practice, this involves two stages: 1)
text interpretation; and 2) the applica-
tion of phonological rules.

Text interpretation
Text interpretation is no simple task for
a speech system. Probably the greatest
difficulty is recognising two different
words which sound the same, although
they are both spelt differently. Mini-
computers overcome this problem by
having a database containing the
meaning of each word. With this, the
system is able to determine the context
of the phrase in which the word is being
used, and hence its correct pronuncia-
tion. As this method requires vast
amounts of memory, text interpreta-
tion on a system such as the SSA -1 is
restricted to the identification of word
boundaries, the recognition of symbols
and abbreviations such as '(a)' and 'Dr',
and the conversion of numbers.
Although this method is not as accurate
as using a database, it as least allows
words to be written phonetically, leav-
ing room for experimentation.

The set of rules applied to the
interpreted text determines the corr-
sponding allophones for a specific
letter group within a word. There are
some words in the English language
which defy whatfew phonological rules
there are, and in order that it can deal
with these, the SSA -1 is equipped with
an exceptions directory which contains
a correct set of allophones for words
with odd spellings. Unfortunately the
directory of exceptions is not capable of
covering all the possibilities, so an
APHONE command has been included
in the list of RSXs to allow the user to
send allophones directly to the
Oophone buffer, completely avoiding
any text -to -speech conversion.

Accessing the SSA -1 via the addition-
al Basic commands provided by the
cassette -based software is simple, and
few, except those who like to program
in machine code, should find them-
selves restricted.

In all there are nine external com-
mands, of which the most commonly
used are 1SAY and 1ECHO: both these
commands perform text -to -speech
conversion. 1SAY takes a string and
outputs it as speech through the stereo
speakers. Its syntax is SAY,@<string

variable>, so to make the computer say
'Amstrad' you'd type:
10 a$= "Amstrad"
20 SAY, --ea$

By changing line 10 to INPUT a$, the
program can be made to say anything
that is entered at the keyboard. An
excellent application for this would be
in education for the blind. A BBC Micro
equipped with a speech synthesiser has
already been used to help blind typists
produce manuscripts in Braille, and the
same could be done with the CPC464.

ECHO is similar to SAY except that it
says words printed to the screen rather
than just string variables. This is handy
for making the SSA -1 read out a listing,
although you'll probably find that it
either says things too quickly or incom-
prehensively to make it really worth-
while.

Apart from SAY and ECHO, most of
the other seven commands are for
more advanced programming.
1APHONE, which I have already men-
tioned briefly in pasing, sends
allophones directly to the interrupt -
driven allophone buffer. This buffer can
store up to 63 allophones simul-
taneously, and acts as a 'waiting room'
for allophones heading towards the
speech processor. When using the
APHONE command, allophones are
specified using numbers: for example,
'hello' in allophone form would be
27,7,62,53,0. Quite complex words can
be constructed in this way using the
various allophone tables supplied in
the small but detailed SSA -1 manual.

There are 14 tables within the SSA -1
instruction booklet, each giving the
effects of different allophone combina-
tions. Amstrad appears to have taken
great care in making sure that even the
novice will be able to make up quite
complex words with the minimum of
trouble.

Example programs, including one fo r
a speaking clock, have been included,
along with several pages full of clear
and concise technical data.

Conclusion
TheSSA-1 isan excellent addition to the
range of add-ons that is gradually
becoming available for the CPC464. At
£29.95 the peripheral is certainly afford-
able, and the range of extra commands
supplied in the software makes it easily
accessible by anyone-you don't have
to be heavily into machine code to
appreciate some of its more subtle
functions.

I have some reservations about the
quality of the voice- it is rather slurred
on some words, but on the whole it is as
understandable as most other speech
synthesisers I have heard (with the
exception of the Acorn and Commod-
ore models, that is).

The SSA -1 also works with the
CPC664, but due to the design of the
interface, it lifts the back of the compu-
ter. Amstrad says that a new, rede-
signed SSA -1 will be available shortly
for the larger -memory micro. END
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SCREENTEST

True communications for the Macintosh is finally here with AM
Technology's terminal emulation program, Vicom. Peter Bright lends

an ear to what the rest of the world has to say to the Mac.

Trying to persuade a Macintosh to
communicate with other computers
has been the bane of my life. Until
recently, the only terminal emulation
program for the Mac has been Mac -
Terminal. While this is great for some
things, it falls down on lots of day-to-
day chores such as echoing to a printer,
inserting carriage returns and line
feeds. Then Vicom arrived.

Vicom is manufacturered in the UK by
AM Technology. It runs on both the
128k and the 512k Macs, and its great
advantage is that it offers Prestel
communications as well as standard
ASCII.

The review version of Vicom was
supplied in a low -tech cardboard box
with a paper wrapper carrying the
Vicom name and logo. A thin manual
was included, plus two Macintosh 31/2in
disks: one containing the program and
one marked 'Key Disk'.

In orderto run the program, you have

to boot the program disk and then insert
the copy -protected key disk when
prompted by the system. This arrange-
ment meansthat you can make as many
copies of the program disk as you like,
butthey will only work with the one key.

The problem with the key disk is that
by its very nature, the information on
the disk is hidden away and therefore at
the mercy of variations in the drive
setting of different machines.

The first time you boot up the system,
you are asked to enter licensing details
which are then permanently stored on
the key disk. You are also expected to
produce a screendump of the data and
send it to AM Technology for warranty
registration.

When Vicom has successfully booted
up, you are faced with a screen which is
split into three parts. The majority of the
space is occupied by a blank desk -top,
the far -left of the screen contains 10
icons, and the standard Mac pull -down
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menu bar runs along the top of the
screen.

All the main Vicom functions are
accessed via the icons running down
the left-hand side of the screen. From
top to bottom they are: Dial Up, Phone
Book, Modem Select, Prestel Colour
Control, Call Statistics, Load Saved
Documents, Create New Documents,
Help and Quit, and a tenth display
shows how much free RAM is available.
If you double-click this area, Vicom will
remove tra nsient code and increase the
amount of free RAM.
The firsttwo icons-Dial Up and Phone
Book - are used most frequently.
When you want to call up a remote
database, you select the Dial Up icon.
Vicom then displays a window with a
scrollable list of all the databases it
knows about; you select the service you
require and double-click its name.
Vicom will open up a communications
window and dial the number if you have
an auto -dial modem, or display the
number you need to dial if you have a
manual modem.

When you click Phone Book, you are
greeted by a very elaborate window
which allows you to add, change or
delete details from Vicom's list of
phone numbers and settings for va-
rious dial -up services. The top of the
window contains a scrollable list of the
services that Vicom is aware of.

Permissable modes are ASCII and
Prestel. Release 2 of Vicom, which will
be a no -cost upgrade for Release 1
owners, will also have DEC VT100
terminal emulation. The selection of
mode, baud rate, and so on, is achieved
by using the mouse to drag scroll bars
for the different settings until you come
to the right one. The default baud rate
for Prestel is 1200/75, and for ASCII it is
300/300. At the bottom of the Phone
Book screen you can enter the name
and telephone number of any new
service you include.

The final option is to associate a
macro file with a remote service entry in
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the Phone Book. Using a macro file you
can store log -on commands, pass-
words, and so on, which Vicom will
automatically enter when it detects a
carrier to the remote computer.

The automation of log -on sequences
can be very useful, but it is surprising
how intelligentyourcomputer hasto be
to cope with all the line faults and
problems that occur when talking to
remote computers.

Unfortunately, Vicom macro files
have no intelligence built into them.
The best you can do is insert four -
second time delays by typing a comma,
so a macro file to access Telecom Gold
would be as follows:
(CR)
CALL 81
,ID JET787********

Vicom transmits this sequence each
time you phone Telecom Gold,
irrespective of what is happening the
other end. If everything at Telecom
Gold's end is fine then this would work,
but if there is an error or a glitch on the
line, everything would be out of sync.

The Modem Select option allows you
to set up Vicom to drive your modem.
The problem with the majority of
communications programs I've come
across in the past is that they're
designed to work with US -based auto -
dial modems rather than UK modems.
Vicom, however, comes with a wide
range of drivers which will allow it to
work with the most popular British
modems. If you have a manual modem,
Vicom will display the number to dial
onscreen and wait for connection.

One of the nicest features of Vicom is
that it treats Prestel and TTY services in
two very different ways, rather than
trying to do a hashed -up compromise
display for both. Due to this approach,
the communications windows for the
two services look and behave very
differently.

r Ilik rile Etilt °names style
1

Phone 13: TEL -GOLD 583-3000 Connected: 00:01

OTelecom Gold Network: For assistance type 'HELP LOGIN' at the prompt 'PACI)'
This is Dial Pad 0 line 7 speed 300

PAD)

PADicall 81
Call connerkcted

Prime,om Netwo 18.4M System 81

Please Sign On
>id jet787
Password:

GOLD Automated Office Services 18.4M(81)
1' On At 13:24 Og/07/85 BST
Last On At 12:05 08/07/85 BST

Those users who rQC,iil,Q incoming telexes, please type >AOSNEWS for. informal.'

**********************************************************************
***** IF YOU ENCOUNTER ANY PROBLEMS MAIL JET021 FOR HELP *****

g
COOK

IOU

-5152

1.11III

7---FTELECOM

-21

Fli

1.11:10

3871'

1 Echo 2 Printer 3 Record 4 Hold 5 Break FICITTIF7

The ASCII communications window

Prestel mode
Prestel type services work in a way that
is far removed from the more tra-
ditional TTY -type textual dial -up ser-
vices. The main difference is that
Prestel displays are transmitted one
page at a time using special colour
block graphics which are unique to
Prestel. The advantage is that you can
have colour graphics which don't take
up too much memory space on the host
computer: the disadvantage is that you
need special Prestel software to receive
the data.

A further problem with Prestel is that
whereas most dial -up services work at
300/300 or 1200/1200 baud, Prestel uses
a split -speed 1200/75 baud system. On
some micros the hardware can't strictly
handle split baud rates, so software
designers are forced to resort to soft -
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Macro file loy-p

Number 1918

The elaborate Phone Book window

ware trickery to make their Prestel
software work.

Thefirst problem isthat Prestel works
in colour - the Mac doesn't. Vicom
neatly gets around this by making use
of the various text styles on the Mac to
represent the colours on a Prestel page.
By using the Colour Control icon on the
left of the screen, you can set which
colour is represented by which Mac
style.

The Prestel communications window
can be divided into four distinct areas.
Most of the space in the window is taken
up by the Prestel display page; to its
right are a keypad, a mini Prestel page
display, and various Prestel commands
which can be selected via the mouse.
These last three features go a long way
to making Vicom the nicest Prestel
package for any micro.

The keypad display contains the
digits 0 to 9, as well as the '*' and '#'
keys necessary for accessing Prestel
pages. You can select Prestel pages
using the mouse rather than having to
typethe page numbers atthe keyboard.

Prestel documents often run over
more than one page. When this hap-
pens, you sometimes get a message
on -screen to the effect 'key 1 for more 9
to exit'. With most Prestel packages,
you would then simply type 1 or 9 at the
keyboard. While you can do this in
Vicom, you can also move the mouse
pointer over the Prestel page display to
the option you want and click the mouse
button. This type of interactive ability is
certainly impressive.

The Prestel command keys below the
numeric keypad are also very useful.
Most Prestel commands take the form
of numeric codes, which makes them
hard to remember. Vicom displays the
command names on the tops of the
screen keys, and sends the appropriate
numeric command to Prestel when you
select the key, making Prestel much
easier to use.
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Movement commands supported by
the Vicom command panel include:
'Prey' for the previous page; 'Next' for
the next page, and 'Main' for the top
Prestel screen. 'Paint' will repaint the
current page if the data on the tele-
phone line is corrupted. 'Show' and
'Hide' will reveal and conceal 'hidden'
data on a Prestel page.

Two very useful commands are
'Print', which du m psthe current page to
the imagewriter, and 'Invert', which
prints the screen as white on black
instead of the Mac's usual black on
white. On Release 1 of the Vicom
software this function only works for
one Prestel page, after which the screen
reverts to its original state. I was also
provided with a pre -production up-
dated release of Vicom on which the
pages stay inverted until you toggle off
invert again.

Two commands which aren't part of
Prestel but which I found extremely
useful are 'Note' and 'Recall'. Prestel
contains over 300,000 information
pages, each of which has its own page
number. Note allows you to save page
numbers on the Vicom disk under
meaningful names, so you could save
an often -used page number as 'Pete's
Page', for example. The Recall function
could then be used to send the page
number associated with Pete's Page to
Prestel without you having to remem-
ber the page number.

In addition to online work you can
prepare messages and Prestel screens
off-line using Vicom's built-in editing
functions. These are accessed via two
of the icons on the left of the screen: one
allows you to call up previously created
documents, the other allows you to
create new ones.

Vicom allows you to create three

SCREENTEST
types of document: a text document for
TTY systems, and either a Viewdata
Picture or Viewdata Message for Pre-
stel-type systems. Viewdata Message
seems specifically designed for Prestel
electronic mail: the system automatic-
ally prompts for the address of the
recipient.

The nice thing aboutthe control icons
which run down the left-hand side of the
screen is that most of them are multi-
tasking, so you could be online to
Prestel and editing a message and
printing out a saved document, all atthe
same time.

TTY mode
The ASCII communications window
takes a much moretraditional approach
to communications. Most of the screen
is occupied by the text area, although
one line at the bottom of the window is
used to display a number of special-
purpose control buttons.

There are a total of eight buttons on
the bottom line, but three don't do
anything and are reserved for future
use. By selecting the others with your
mouse you can turn on local echo of
characters, echo to the printer, save the
transaction to disk, and send a 'Break' to
the host computer. Although echoing
to a printer may seem an obvious thing
to do, MacTerminal can't do it, so it is
useful that Vicom can. The Break

r I File Edit Goodies Style
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The Dial Up option is used to call a remote database

function is also useful for getting out of
trouble on systems such as Telecom
Gold. It is also a function that hasn't
always worked correctly on some
comms packages.

The final key is marked HOLD. This
doesn't do much on Release 1 of Vicom,
but later releases allow you to use the
vertical scroll bar to look at text that has
run off the top of the screen. On these
releases, the HOLD key holds the text in
place while you look at it.

The first thing I found when I logged
onto ASCII dial -up services was that the
communications window isn't wide
enough to display a full 80 -character
line of text.

There are two ways to solve this: one
is to set up the remote service to
transmit 72 -column lines; the other isto
use a smaller point size forthe letters on
the screen. Unfortunately the only one
small enough is six -point, which is
virtually unreadable.

Documentation
The documentation for the review
system consisted of a 55 -page spiral -
bound manual. Much of this had been
prepared on a Macintosh, although the
text was typeset. The documentation
was adequate rather than overwhelm-
ing, but it told me most of what I wanted
to know when I had to refer to it.

Conclusion
Most of this review relates to Release 1
of the software, with occasional looks at
pre -production versions which contain
some of the features of Release 2.

The Prestel implementation is very
good. As far as I know, this is the only
communications package for the Mac
which supports Prestel at all, which
makes the quality and user -friendliness
of the implementation an added bonus.

As far as Release 1 is concerned, the
ASCII communications aren't up to the
same standard as the Prestel ones.
Release 2 will add XModem and Mac -
to -Mac protocols, DEC VT100 emula-
tion, and the ability to scroll through
text which has gone off the top of the
screen. When this happens, I will be
happy. The only things I would like to
see added are a Jazz -style parser which
allows you to filter or change unwanted
character codes as they come in, and
more intelligence in the log -on macro
files.

Release 1 of Vicom is great if you have
a Mac and want to get onto Prestel, and
OK if you want ASCII communications.
If Release 2 appears on time with the
specified functions, Vicom will be
everything I want from a communi-
cations package. And it's British!

Vicom costs £150 and is available from
AM Technology, 11 Cornwall Gardens,
London SW7. Tel: (01) 5894642. END
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TEACH YOURSELF LOGO

Questions &answers
Harvey Mellar solves a hypothetical murder case with the help of

Logo pattern matching.

This article demonstrates some power-
ful techniques that make use of lists. I

won't be introducing many new Logo
primitives, but I'll use those already
known to develop procedures for 'pat-
tern matching' and apply these to the
task of interrogating a simple database.
The techniques are similar to those
which lie at the heart of many artificial
intelligence (Al) programs.

The murder
Imagine the following scenario: a

terrible murder has been committed in
a small community in the Ozark Moun-
tains. Zachariah has been viciously
attacked with a sharp implement and
killed. His close family seem the ob-
vious suspects. We know that his
brothers, Matthew and Joshua, both
have axes, that his cousins, James and
Ebenezer, have guns, and cousin Jane
has a knife. When questioned by the
sherriff shortly after the murder, Mat-
thew, James and Joshua all had traces
of blood on their clothes. It is also
known that Matthewand Ebenezer both
hated Zachariah because of an old
argument about a piece of land. Joshua
is full of self -loathing and hates only
himself!

It may not be difficult to work out a
prime suspect for the murder, but how
can we program a computer to use the
same kind of logic?

We have to begin by representing the
data in some way. Each fact can be
represented as a list, and for simplicity
we'll take each list as having threeterms
-a noun,a verband another noun or an
adjective. The procedures we will
develop will work for facts of any length
and structure, but it will be easier to
remember their form with this simple
grammar.

One fact in the database would be
[JAMES OWNS GUN]. The database
will be a list of such facts, a list of lists.
Let's begin with an empty database:
MAKE "DATABASE []
and add facts to it one at a time, for
example ADD [JAMES OWNS GUN].
ADD could be defined as follows:
TO ADD :FACT

IF NOT THING? "DATABASE THEN
MAKE "DATABASE []

IF NOT MEMBER? :FACT :DATA-
BASE THEN MAKE "DATABASE

FPUT
:FACT :DATABASE
END

This procedure makes sure there is a
variablecalled DATABASE; ifthere isn't
already one, it creates one. It then
checks to see if the fact is in the
database; if it isn't, it adds it.

The database to represent the facts
outlined previously might be:
[[MATTHEW OWNS AXE] [JOSHUA

OWNS AXE] [JAMES OWNS GUN]
[EBENEZER OWNS GUN] [JANE
OWNS KNIFE] [KNIFE IS SHARP]
[AXE IS SHARP] [JAMES IS BLOODY]
[JOSHUA IS BLOODY] [MATTHEW IS
BLOODY] [MATTHEW HATES
ZACHARIAH] [EBENEZER HATES
ZACHARIAH] [JOSHUA HATES
JOSHUA]]
We can now interrogate the database

to determine whether a particularfact is
true. For example: DOES [JAMES
OWN GUN], which should give the
answer YES.
DOES is easily defined:
TO DOES :FACT

IF MEMBER? :FACT :DATABASE
THEN PRINT "YES ELSE PRINT
"NO

END

Pattern matching
There is a more interesting form of
questioning the database, where
WHICH [?PERSON IS BLOODY] would
receive the responses:
[?PERSON JAMES]
[?PERSON JOSHUA]
[?PERSON MATTHEW]
NO (MORE) ANSWERS

We use a question mark at the start of
?PERSON to show that this is not the
name of an actual person but a variable.
We want the computer to go through
the database, looking for facts which
are of the form ?PERSON IS BLOODY,
and to answer that James, Joshua and
Matthew are the possible values of
?PERSON.

This is a simple example of what we
mean by pattern matching. The compu-
ter looks for facts of the pattern IS
BLOODY, and lets us know what values
could possibly fill the gap.

The procedures needed to carry out
this more sophisticated way of interro-
gating the database are:

TO WHICH :QUERY
LOCAL "ANSWER
LOCAL " R ES U LTS
MAKE "ANSWER []
MAKE "RESULTS []
COMPARE :QUERY :DATABASE
PRINTOUT :RESULTS

END
WHICH sets things up and passes the

main work over to COMPARE. LOCAL is
a primitive which makes the named
variable local to that procedure; when
that procedure is finished, the variable
will cease to exist. The value of the local
variable is available to all the proce-
dures that WHICH calls, and only
disappears when WHICH itself finishes.
Some versions of Logo do not have
LOCAL, and it could be omitted here,
but this would leave a couple of
variables in the workspace that are no
longer required.

Each individual answer will be stored
in the variable ANSWER, and these will
then be put together as a list of answers
in the variable RESULT. The procedure
PRINTOUT prints the answers one
below the other and prints out NO
(MORE) ANSWERS at the end.
TO PRINTOUT :MESSAGE

IF EMPTY? :MESSAGE THEN PRINT
[NO (MORE) ANSWERS] STOP

PRINT FIRST : MESSAGE
PRINTOUT BUTFIRST :MESSAGE

END
The real work begins with the proce-

dure COMPARE. This takes each fact in
the database in turn and passes it over
to MATCH? to determine if it is the
same. If it is, MATCH? will also make
sure that ANSWER is set to the corres-
ponding value, and COMPARE will
string this value of ANSWER onto the
front of RESULTS.
TO COMPARE :QUERY :FACTLIST

IF EMPTY :FACTLIST THEN STOP
TEST MATCH? :QUERY FIRST

:FACTLIST
IFTRUE MAKE "RESULTS FPUT

:ANSWER :RESULTS
COMPARE :QUERY BUTFIRST

:FACTLIST
END

MATCH? does the actual pattern
matching. It must compare the input
pattern with a single fact from the
database and determine if it is a

possible match: if so, it must record the
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possible value of the variable in
ANSWER.
TO MATCH? :QUERY :FACT

IF ALLOF EMPTY? :QUERY EMPTY?
:FACT THEN OUTPUT "TRUE

IF ANYOF EMPTY? :QUERY EMPTY?
:FACT THEN OUTPUT "FALSE

TEST FIRST :QUERY = FIRST :FACT
IFFALSE IF NOT (VARIABLE? FIRST

:QUERY) THEN OUTPUT
"FALSf

IFFALSE (REMEMBER FIRST :QUERY
FIRST :FACT)

OUTPUT (MATCH? BUTFIRST
:QUERY BUTFIRST :FACT

END
The first two lines check to see if we

have come to the end of either or both
lists. If we have come to the end of both
lists at the same time, then there is a
match. If one list is longerthan the other
there cannot be a match (with this
definition of matching). In studying
how this procedure works, remember
that in Logo, a procedure stops when it
outputs a value.

The next test is to see if the first
element in the query is the same as the
first element in the fact. If they are not
the same, the only way we could have a
match would be if the first element of
the query is a variable. If it is not a
variable, there is no match. If it is,
we must make a note of its value.
Then if everything is matching so far,
we carry on checking the rest of the
two lists.

REMEMBER can make a record of a
value when it subsequently turns out
that the rest of the patterns do not
match. This is not a problem, as
MATCH? will finally output FALSE so
ANSWER will not be tagged onto
RESULTS by COMPARE.

Notice the last line OUTPUT
(MATCH? BUTFIRST :QUERY BUT -
FIRST :FACT). Novice Logo program-
mers often forget the OUTPUT. It is
needed because the recursive call to
MATCH? will return a value to MATCH?,
but this value must itselfthen be passed
back up to the procedure that called

MATCH?.
The two helping procedures, VARI-

ABLE? and RECORD, are both quite
simple and they introduce a new
element of Logo programming.

A 'word' in Logo is just a collection of
characters or numbers- like a string in
Basic. Many of the list processing
primitives can be applied to words as
well as to lists, so FIRST "JAMES
outputs J, and BUTFIRST "JAMES
outputs AMES. In order to discover if
something is a variable in our query, all
we need to do is establish whether its
first character is a ?. VARIABLE? does
this:
TO VARIABLE? :WORD

IF FIRST :WORD = "? THEN OUTPUT
"TRUE

OUTPUT "FALSE
END

FPUT is useful for adding an element
to the front of a list, but it often happens
that we want to create a list from a
number of words ratherthan by extend-
ing an existing list. A useful primitive to
do this is LIST. To put ?SUSPECT and
JAMES together as a list, we can type
LIST "?SUSPECT "JAMES giving the
result [?SUSPECT JAMES]. REMEM-
BER uses this method in order to create
the value of ANSWER as a list:
TO REMEMBER :VARIABLE :VALUE

MAKE "ANSWER (LIST :VARIABLE
:VALUE)

END

Variables
The procedures so far only look for a
single variable. To make the query
system more powerful it needs to be
able to look for more than one variable,
and so be able to ask queries of the form
WHICH [?PERSON HATES?SOMEONE]
to which the reply would be:
[?PERSON MATTHEW] [?SOMEONE

ZACHARIAH]
[?PERSON EBENEZER] [?SOMEONE

ZACHARIAH]
[?PERSON JOSHUA] [?SOMEONE

JOSHUA]
NO (MORE) ANSWERS

The new procedures will also have to
be able to deal with the case where the
same variable is used more than once,
for example:
WHICH [?PERSON HATES ?PERSON]

Here, ?PERSON must have the same
value in both places. The result should
be:
[?PERSON JOSHUA]
NO (MORE) ANSWERS

The major change that needs to be
made is to change MATCH? to take
account of the possibility of inconsis-
tent assignment of variables. This
involves adding one line:
TO MATCH? :QUERY :FACT

IF ALLOF EMPTY? :QUERY EMPTY?
:FACT THEN OUTPUT "TRUE

IF ANYOF EMPTY? :QUERY EMPTY?
:FACT THEN OUTPUT "FALSE

TEST FIRST :QUERY = FIRST :FACT
IFFALSE IF NOT (VARIABLE? FIRST

:QUERY) THEN OUTPUT "FALSE
IFFALSE IF NOT (CONSISTENT?
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FIRST :QUERY FIRST :FACT
:ANSWERS) THEN OUTPUT
"FALSE

IFFALSE (REMEMBER FIRST:QUERY
FIRST :FACT)

OUTPUT (MATCH? BUTFIRST
:QUERY BUTFIRST :FACT)

END
Checking whether an assignment is

consistent means going through the list
ANSWERS to see if there is already a
value for the variable, and checking to
see if the values are the same. If not,
there is an inconsistency:
TO CONSISTENT? :VARIABLE :FACT

:ANS
IF EMPTY? :ANS THEN OUTPUT

"TRUE
TEST :VARIABLE = FIRST FIRST

:ANS
IFTRUE IF NOT (:FACT = LAST FIRST

:ANS) THEN OUTPUT "FALSE
OUTPUT CONSISTENT? :VARIABLE

:FACT BUTFIRST :ANS
END

REMEMBER must also be altered as
there may be more than one set of
answers. REMEMBER now makes a list
of pairs, where each pair consists of a
variable name and its value:
TO REMEMBER :VARIABLE :VALUE

LOCAL "PAIR
MAKE "PAIR (LIST :VARIABLE

:VALUE)
TEST MEMBER? :PAIR :ANSWER
IFFALSE MAKE "ANSWERS LPUT

:PAIR :ANSWERS
END

Questions
The questioning procedure is still not
very clever, but we shall now extend it
to be able to deal with more than one
query pattern at a time. The queries will

then be presented as a list of queries,
and the search will be defined as
looking for values of the variables that
make all the facts true at the same time.

For example:
WHICH [[?SUSPECT OWNS ?IMPLE-
MENT] [?IMPLEMENT IS SHARP]] asks
for values of ?SUSPECT and ?IMPLE-
MENT which make both [?SUSPECT
OWNS ?IMPLEMENT] and [?IMPLE-
MENT IS SHARP] true at the same time.
In plain English, this translates as
'Which suspects own sharp imple-
ments?' The result would be:
[?SUSPECT MATTHEW][?IMPLEMENT

AXE]
[?SUSPECT JOSHUA][?IMPLEMENT

AXE]
[?SUSPECT JANE][?IMPLEMENT KNI-
FE]
NO (MORE) ANSWERS

We can have any number of queries,
not just two, and the queries are now
presented as a list of queries. If there
were only one query, we would have to
write it in this way:
WHICH [[?IMPLEMENT IS SHARP]]

The actual programming changes
required to accomodate this new de-
mand are not as great as might be
expected, although it might take some
doing to unravel howthe system works.
It is only COMPARE that needs chang-
ing this time, and the new version is:
TO COMPARE :QUERIES :FACTLIST

IF EMPTY? :QUERIES THEN MAKE
"RESULTS FPUT :ANSWERS :RE-
SULTS STOP

IF EMPTY? :FACTLIST THEN STOP
KEEP :ANSWERS
TEST MATCH? FIRST :QUERIES

FIRST :FACTLIST
IFTRUE COMPARE BUTFIRST

:QUERIES :DATABASE

'I came downstairs this morning and there he was!'

RESTORE "ANSWERS
COMPARE :QUERIES BUTFIRST

:FACTLIST
END

The heart of the procedure is the two
lines:
TEST MATCH? FIRST :QUERIES FIRST

:FACTLIST
IFTRUE COMPARE BUTFIRST

:QUERIES :DATABASE
If we find a match between the first

query and the fact we are presently
looking at, we need to go on and try to
find consistent matches for the other
queries - each attempt at finding a
match has to be done starting again
from the beginning of the database.

Wewon't know until we reach the end
of the queries if we have been succesful
in finding values consistent with all of
them, so the adding of ANSWERS into
RESULTS can only occur when we have
exhausted the list of queries. This is
done in the line:
IF EMPTY? :QUERIES THEN MAKE

"RESULTS FPUT :ANSWERS :RE-
SULTS STOP
After we find an initial match for a

query, we go on to look for consistent
matches for the subsequent queries.
When we have finished this quest
(successfully or u nsuccessfu Ily) we need
to return to see if the first query could
have been satisfied in any other way,
consistent with any variables already
set by earlier queries. KEEP and RES-
TORE are used to keep a track of the
assignment of variables.

KEEP and RESTORE are really push
and pop operations on a stack, which
we implement as a list.
TO KEEP :ITEM

IF NOTTHING? "STACK THEN MAKE
"STACK H

MAKE "STACK FPUT :ITEM :STACK
END

TO RESTORE :VAR
MAKE :VAR FIRST :STACK
MAKE "STACK BUTFIRST :STACK

END
It is not easy to follow how COMPARE

works, but it is well worth the effort of
trying to do so.

Conclusion - who did it?
After all that preparation, we can now
ask the fairly complex question: 'Is
there anyone who hates Zachariah,
owns an implement which is sharp, and
who has blood on their clothes?'
WHICH [[?MURDERER HATES

ZACHARIAH] [?MURDERER OWNS
?IMPLEMENT] [?IMPLEMENT IS
SHARP] [?MURDERER IS BLOODY]]
To which the reply is: 'Matthew did it

with the axe'.
[?MURDERER MATTHEW]RIMPLE-

MENT AXE]
NO (MORE) ANSWERS

This is part four of a six -part series.
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KEYBOARD, MS - DOS, CARRY CASE
RRP £2995
OURPRICE £2195
SAVING £800

THE PROFESSIONAL CHOICE
COMPLETE SYSTEMS SUPPORT AND TRAINING AVAILABLE
FULL MANUFACTURER'S WARRANTY
NEXT DAY INSURED DELIVERY AVAILABLE

MAYFAIR
MICROS
BLENHEIM HOUSE: PODMORE ROAD.
LONDON SVV18 lAJ

TEL: 01-870 3255 / 871 2555
We accept official orders from UK Government and
Educational Establishments. Mail Order and Export
Enquiries welcome. Callers by appointment.

Arno"
LTD THE PIONEERS OF ROM SOFTWARE FOR THE AMSTRAD NOW PRESENT -

*PROTEXT*
WORD PROCESSOR

TO THE ARNOR STANDARDS
- SPEED  TOUCH TYPING SPEED & SUPER -FAST SCREEN HANDLING
- SIMPLICITY - SO EASY TO USE & INCLUDES COMPREHENSIVE HELP
FACILITIES
- POWER - SO MANY FEATURES... LOAD, MERGE, SAVE, POWERFUL FIND 8
REPLACE, COUNT, CATALOGUE, INSERT, DELETE, WORD-WRAP, JUSTIFY, BLOCK
COMMANDS, .TABS, MARKERS, MARGINS, FORMATTING, HEADERS & FOOTERS,
FULL/EASY PRINTING, QUICK COMMAND ENTRY FOR EXPERIENCED USERS, DIRECT
ACCESS TO DISC/EXTERNAL COMMANDS.

NEED WE GO ON?

*REMEMBER* Protext is available in Tape/Disc/Eprom or AD1 Cartridge

*REMEMBER ALSO* "If this is their editor, I wait with baited breath for their
word processor
(ACU JUNE '85)

THE PROFESSIONAL TEXT EDITOR AT A
SENSIBLE PRICE: -

FOR PROTEXT IP) OR MAXAM (Ml ON CPC 464

QS,
!EDIT CARD
LES ETC
-688-6223

ROM + AD1 CARTRIDGE (code AD1 P or AD1 M)
16K EPROM ALONE (code EP or EM)
DISCS (DP or DM)
CASSETTES ICP or CM)

£49.95
£39.95
£26.95
£19.95

For the CPC 664: Please quote AD2P AD2M and
add £5, EPROMS DISCS & CASSETTES are the same
codes and prices as the CPC 464

Trade & Overseas Orders Welcomed

SEND LARGE SAE FOR FULL CATALOGUES

'leaves;
40K
TEXT [

SPACE1

TURN PRO TODAY!!

*UTOPIA* 29 95
BASIC UTILITIES ROM

(Prod Code EU): 40K
Beebug's'TOOLKIT' is the standard utilities ROM for the BBC Microand
has sold thousands of copies. Now the author has written an Amstrad
version. Available only on ROM the program contains numerous Basic
Programming AIDS including search/replace within Basic program,
listing basic variables, moving basic lines, load, save, verify, type, dump.
format, copy and much more.
ALL INCL PRICE £29.95

AND GREAT NEWS FOR MACHINE -CODE ENTHUSIASTS:

MAXAM
IN CARTRIDGE NOW ONLY £49.95 liner VAT, p&p)
NOW ALSO AVAILABLE IN ROM ALONE FOR ONLY E395
ALL VERSIONS NOW CONTAIN FULL SPECIFICATION
DISC £26.95 TAPE £19.95

PRESS COMMENT
"Innovative device this article finished on the ARNOR edttor
well worth the money,"- AMSTRAD COMPUTER USER
"Assemblers......look no further ARNOR M the best I have seen"

- COMPUTING W.T. AMSTRAD
"Absolute magic! - ARNOR must be the market leaders"

- POPULAR COMPUTING WEEKLY
"Quite Special .difficult to match"

- COMPUTING TODAY
"ARNOR are to be congratulated on a superb lob..... definitely the
best" - NOME COMPUTING WEEKLY
"A product no serious AMSTRAD user can afford to be without-

- YOUR COMPUTER

USER

RAM

'.I.IKIVVVVVYVVVV-4416

401 ROM CARTRIDGE

IN GOOD COMPUTER STORES EVERYWHERE - OR DIRECT

PLEASE SEND ME
(PRODUCT CODE) ,PRICE

NAME:
ADDRESS

I enclose Cheque/PO for
,,,VABLE ARNOR LTD}

OR
Please debit my Access/Visa

Total £__ Card N. -r-r1 f -r-f I i I PT

visASIGNATURE:

ALL TRADE/CREDIT CARD SALES. ENQUIRIES ETC 01-688-6223
Atilt /

SEND TO ARNOR Ltd Dept.'1. THE STUDIO, LEDBURY PLACE, CROYDON. SURREY CRO 1ET PC)Nr9,85
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SCREENTEST

TIM IV
TIM IV, a basic data management package, has had great success in the
US among non -programmers. But will its limited features be suitable for

UK users? Kathy Lang finds out.

TIM IV (short for Total Information
Management) has been an extremely
popular package in the US for several
years, providing basic data manage-
ment features for the non -programmer
at a reasonable price. Its originators,
Innovative Software, continue to sup-
port and develop it alongside its recent
integrated package, Smart, which con-
tains a more powerful data manage-
ment system at correspondingly grea-
ter cost. While TIM IV has been available
in this country for a while, it has so far
had an extremely low profile and very
little promotion. The most recent ver-
sion of the package is now being
distributed by Paradigm Software,
which markets and supports it as a
middle-of-the-road package alongside
the more powerful Smart suite of
modules.

My own feeling is that there are many
users who need straightforward data
management facilities but do not want
to pay the price, either in money or
complexity, of a grander package with
all the bells and whistles. With this in
mind, it's worthwhile to look at a

package which seems to fitthat bill, and
which is also widely used acrossthe US.

Each record in a TIM IV file has the
same format and occupies the same
amount of space, so it is more suitable
for applications where the information
has a regular structure than for those
which handle large amounts of text.
You can link files with dissimilar struc-
tures, but only in a limited way, to allow
the updating and checking of interre-
lated sets of information. Unlike the
great majority of its competitors among
data management systems (as distinct
from integrated packages), TIM IV
allows you to convert your data into a
form which can be read by several
different spreadsheet packages, allow-
ing you to build up your applications
gradually if necessary. TIM IV is oper-

ated by a system of menus and
sub -menus, plus function keys; there
are, however, no facilities for stringing
together frequently -used procedures.
This makes TIM IV extremely easy to
use, but less suitable for use by system
developers.

TIM IV is available for the IBM PC and
compatibles, as well as a number of
other 16 -bit systems including the
Wang, DEC and Texas Instruments PCs.

Constraints
The main constraints of TIM IV are
shown in Fig 1. Those likely to be most

. . there are many
users who need
straightforward

management facilities
but do not want to pay

the price . . . of a
grander package . .

serious are the limit on the length of
character fields (60 characters) and the
relatively small number of fields
allowed (40). TIM IV provides several
unusual field formats, including in-
verted fields, which allow you to store a
field in the manner required for display,
but to have it sorted with the two
elements reversed. The most obvious
example of its use is for names, where
you frequently want to store both
forename and surname, to display the
names in that order, but to sort them
with surname first. The inverted field
type avoids the need to have two fields
for this purpose. Dates may be in
American (MM/DD/YY) or European
(DD/MM/YY) format. Fields may con-
tain calculated values, or totals of other
field values.

File creation and indexing
Thefirst step in creating a file isto define
the name, length and type of each field.
TIM IV makes this a relatively easy task
- you just have to fill in a table with
these entries. There are also some
shorthand features: for example, to
create a file similar to another, you can
copy the structure and amend it accor-
dingly. Any of the first 36 fields may be
keys. Each major keyfield may have one
or more subsidiary keys (in order that
you can index by town within county,
for example) up to a maximum of 16
minor keys to each major key, provided
the total length of a major key and its
related minor keys does not exceed 80
characters. Indexes can be added and
deleted at any time; both processes
are fast.

The next stage is to create a screen
display format - there is a default
format which shows one field per line of
the screen. A single record may actually
span two physical screens. The process
of designing a customised screen is
straightforward, but cursor movement
is not very fast and gives flickers on the
screen.

When a record format has been
defined and data entered, it can be
changed only by copying, but TIM IV
has a special routine for this which
allows you to have the old form of the
file on one floppy disk and the newform
on another. This, of course, allows you
to restructure much larger files than
those systems which oblige you to have
a program disk mounted continuously.

Data input and updating
Records are added using the default
screen layout or one designed during
file creation. There are several useful
touches to speed entry. One function
key gives a repeat of the value of the
equivalent field in the previous record
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(an approach which I prefer to entering
an instruction to that effect in the record
definition). If a record does not require
entries in every field, you can save it
when the record is complete. You are
not obliged, as you are in many
packages, to press RETURN once for
each empty field.

When retrieving records for editing,
you can request records which match
any key value, and these will be
retrieved using the appropriate index.
Alternatively, you can match part of a
key field, or all or part of any non -key
field, in which case the file will be
searched sequentially. You can access
the first record, or jump to a particular
record by record number. Better still,
you can jump forward or backward one
record or many, relative to the current
record, which allows you to browse
quickly and easily using any index.
Such provisions are unusually flexible
for a package in this class.

When records are deleted, they are
simply marked for deletion so that you
can change your mind if necessary -
up to the point where you ask for all
deleted records to be expunged. The
drawback to the TIM IV method of
adding and editing records is that
indexes are updated in a batch, either at
the end of the session or later when you
request it. This removes an overhead
from record amendment, but means
that you cannot retrieve new records, or
retrieve for a second time records
whose key field values have changed,
until after the batch update has taken
place.

As an alternative to amending indi-
vidual records on the screen, you can
set up conditions for the selection of
subsets of records which will be auto-
matically amended in the same way.
For example, you can request that any
two fields be added together, or a field
incremented by 10 per cent. There are
limitations on this feature, so you
should check carefully that your par-
ticular requirements are met if you need
automatic updating.

Screen display
For editing and viewing TIM IV records,
whether selected by individual key
value or by setting selection criteria,
you can use the individual record
format set up when the file is created. If
you simply wish to view TIM IV records,
then any list or report can be shown on
the screen as an alternative to being
printed or being sent to a file.

Printed reports
TIM IV provides a variety of formats for
printing your results. A simple 'screen
print' facility allows you to get an
immediate listing of the current record,
while the Quick Print feature gives a
report on all the fields of all the currently
selected records in the file, using the
default field widths from the file crea-
tion information.

For more sophisticated formats, two
basic report types are provided: lists

and reports. Lists permit the printing of
several lines for each record, usually
with several records printed side by
side; this format is most often used to
print address labels. Reports provide
for columnar display of information,
with field and record selection. Two
levels of sub -total are permitted, using
key fields to dictate where the breaks
are to occur. You can request just the

Max file size
Max record size
Max no fields
Max field size
Max digits
Max prime key
length
Special disk
format?
File size fixed?
Link to ASCII
files?
Data types

Fixed rec
structure?
Fixed record
length stored
Amend rec
structure?
Link data files?

No data files
open
No sort fields

No keys
Max`key length
(chars, fields)
Subsidiary
indexes kept up-
to-date?
Data validation
Screen
formatting
Unique keys
Report
formatting
Store calculated_
data
Totals &
statistics
Store selecn
criteria
Combining
criteria
>1 criterion/
field?
Wild code
selection?
Browsing
methods
Interaction
methods
Reference
Manual+
Tutorial Guide+
Reference Card+
Online help+
Hot-line?

32767 records
2400 characters
40
60 characters
NS

80 characters

No
No
Yes, several
formats
Numeric, char,
date, and so on

Yes

Yes

By copying
Yes, in limited
ways

Two
36 (by using
indexes)
36

80, 17
In a batch, after
amendment

Adequate
Paint -a -screen or
default
No
Columns, lists,
default
Input, batch
updating
Totals + sub-
totals

Mandatory
And, Or (may use
brackets)

Yes

String within field

Any field
Menus,
commands

***
No
**
***
NS

NS-Not stated *-rating, maximum
five stars
Fig 1 Features and constraints
Details explained in January issue
page 188

printing of totals, which can be useful
for obtaining summary information.

Both list and report formats can be
amended, so you can experiment to get
the format you need without starting
from scratch each time. Text is 'wrap-
ped' within narrow columns if neces-
sary, but there is no special provision
for writing personalised letters. To do
this, you would need to pass sets of data
across to a word processor with this
capability.

Selection and sorting
To select subsets of TIM IV records, you
set up one or more tests in a single
command. These tests may be of a field
against another, or against a constant;
comparisons may include the usual
range of operators such as less than,
greater than, and so on, together with
testing fora value being within a range,
or for a value containing a set of
characters. You can therefore test for a
name having the letters JOHN some-
where in it, or being between SMITH
and THOMPSON. Tests may be linked
with And and Or in any combination,
and brackets may be used to ensure
correct ordering.

It is therefore possible to devise a
wide variety of tests. Before a selection
can be performed, the set of tests must
be stored with a name for subsequent
use, so selecting subsets is always a
two -stage process. You may, however,
include provision for one or more test
values to be entered when the selection
is actually implemented. Included with-
in the setting -up process is the order in
which the records are to be selected:
that is, you state at that stage which key
is to be used for ordering the output.

TIM IV does not provide sorting
facilities as such - all ordering is
controlled by indexes. It is, however,
simple and fast to set up new indexes,
and the limitation on numbers is very
generous. As output in anyform may be
ordered by any key, this approach is
likely to be much more efficient than
physically sorting complete records.

Calculation
During input, TIM IV can calculate fields
on the basis of formulae defined when
the file is set up. Fields can also be
automatically recalculated to provide a
batch updating facility, as described
under 'Data input and updating'. In
either case, you build up the formula by
selecting options rather than by enter-
ing the complete formula, so there are
restrictions on the complexity of the
formula which can be applied. The third
possibility for calculating fields is de-
scribed in the next section, as it relates
to the ability to update one file from
another.

Multiple files
TIM IV has limited facilities for relating
two files together. The data file which
controls the process is called the 'driver
file', and the related file is called the
'target file'. The match between the two
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is made by a key; where the key is
composed of several elements, these
must be in the same order in the key in
each file. TIM IV expects to find one
record in the target file for every record
in the driver file (although not neces-
sarily vice versa). Amendments can be
made to either the target or the driver
file; in each case, a field may be
replaced by, have added to or sub-
tracted from it the field value in the
updating file.

Wherethetarget file is updated bythe
driver, TIM IV calls the process 'post-
ing', which is intended for such cir-
cumstances as updating a client's
record containing his total indebted-
ness from an invoice record or a credit
note. If the driver is being updated by
the target file, TIM IV calls the operation
'look -up', and it would be most useful
when you were creating, say, an order
using a customer code, and wished to
copy the customer's full name and
address from the target file.

In a similar fashion, using a key to link
the two files, you can include informa-
tion from two files in a single report.

Clearly these options cannot cover all
the possible relationships you might

SCREENTEST
want to create between linked sets of
information, but they do comprise
those most commonly found in com-

The facilities for linking
files together are simple

but not particularly
powerful; they should,

however, be sufficient for
many applications .

mercial applications, and will be adequ-
ate for many situations.

Tailoring
There are no facilities for tailoring TIM

BM1
BM2
BM3
BM4

BM5
BM6
BM7
BM8

BM9
BM10

Time to add one new record
Time to select record by primary key
Time to select record by secondary key
Time to access 20 records from 1000 sequentially on
three -character field (same field as in BM2 key)
Time to access record using wild code
Time to index 1000 records on three -character field
Time to sort 1000 records on five -character field
Time to calculate on one field per record and store
result in record
Time to total three fields over 1000 records
Time to add one new field to each of 1000 records

Time to import a file of 1000 records: 9mins

2secs+ merge
4secs 2secs
7secs 2secs

3secs 14secs
3secs 4secs
2mins 4secs
2mins

13mins 10secs
3mins 40secs
12mins 20secs

Notes: NT=Not tested NT= Not possible + =including scrolling
Where two times are given, first is access to first record, second is
access to each subsequent record

Fig 2 Benchmark times recorded on IBMPC/XT/H

Summary
Supplier:
Telephone:
Cost (£):
Systems:
Version reviewed:
Type:
Features:

Drawbacks:

Ease of use:

Paradigm
(01) 228 5008
295
PC, some MS
4.02
Novice users, structured data
Data management system with good features for
straightforward applications. Formatted screens,
simple reporting, powerful selection with plenty of
keys, simple relationships between files, and
unusually good features for writing spreadsheet
and word processor files.
Updating of indexes not immediate, so can't
retrieve a new record until next session. Limited
intra-file links.
Good: menu -driven plus simple commands and
function keys.

IV to provide a particular 'user image'
for individual applications - you can-
not, for example, set up a menu of your
own for novice users. The TIM IV
manual does, however, include a full
definition of the structure of the sys-
tem's files, and a set of Basic sub-
routines with which to access them, so
that you could relatively easily extend
the package's facilities by writing sup-
plementary programs in Basic if you
needed to.

Security & housekeeping
TIM IV files can be protected with a
four -character password if you wish. A
variety of utilities are included within
TIM IV, the most noteworthy being a
directory of files and a back-up routine
to copy files to floppy disk.

Links with outside
TIM IV provides unusually good facili-
ties for communicating with other
packages, especially spreadsheets -
an incomprehensible omission from
most data management systems. You
can write data out either in DIF format,
for input to packages such as SuperCalc
3, or in SYLK for Microsoft's Multiplan.
The data may be a set of records, or you
can have the data summarised into a
table of the type more usually handled
in spreadsheets. This latterfeature is, as
far as I know, unique, and would be
extremely useful in some applications.
If you have a data management system,
you rarely want to handlethe data in the
same way in the spreadsheet. It is much
more likely that you will want to extract
summary information from the data-
base and use it to make predictions
about future trends.

For word processing - perhaps for
including TIM IV data in personalised
letters - you can write files in formats
which can be read by WordStar's
Mailmerge option, by Word Plus, Word
Perfect and Peachtext. The Mailmerge
format is ASCII comma -delimited, so
it can be read by most programming
languages too, including Basic.

User image
TIM IV is a menu -driven package, but it
does not take this to ridiculous levels of
nested sub -menus. In general, each
main menu option, such as Add a
record and Create a new file, has just
one level of sub -menu, if any; the rest of
the control is exercised using question -
and -answer to a limited degree, plus
function keys. You can jump directly
from one main menu option to another
without invoking the main menu each
time, so a reasonable compromise has
been struck between ease of use for the
novice and speed for the more experi-
enced user. The one aspect I found
troublesome was the use throughout
the package of field numbers rather
than names. Where there is likely to be
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confusion, TIM IV usually displays the
list of field names with the number
alongside, and it is indeed faster to type
numbers than names, but the dangers
of confusion and inaccuracy still out-
weigh the advantages.

The other difficulty I had, although it
was an irritant more than a serious
drawback, was with the messages
concerning program disks. Even if you
install the system on a hard disk, you are
regularly prompted to replace one
program disk with another.

All that is needed with a hard disk is to
press RETURN, but it does slow things
down and I could not find a way to
avoid it.

For those who have a colour screen,
TIM IV is displayed in colour, but I could
notfind a way to adapt the coloursto my
own requirements. Those chosen are
not displeasing, but I still prefer to be
able to exploit the facilities on which
good money has been expended.

Documentation
TIM IV comes with a very readable
manual which does duty both as
tutorial and reference. The content
succeeds in this aim quite well, but the
order is a little unusual. You are taken
through each main menu option in turn,
in alphabetical order, which means that
adding a record is described before
creating a file. It's OK when you get
used to it, but I found it rather off-
putting at first.

An appendix contains a list of all TIM
IV options ordered by the menu in
which they occur, so this provides a
kind of menu 'road map' although as a
list rather than in the diagrammatic
form I prefer. There are also four
detailed examples of using TIM IV in
specific applications, and data files for
use with these are provided on the disk
- always a valuable way to get to grips
with a package. There are no tutorials as
such, but I'm rather sceptical about the

Friday! 195

Pearl 195

TIM IV 295

Package Cost (£) Summary
DMS+ 195 Stripped -down version of Delta from same

supplier- one file open at a time, no
tailoring. Good letter writer. Usable
manuals, but no road map of menus.
Separate set-up and execute (for example,
in selection) tedious. Good value for money
at this price.

Files & Folders 295 Good value, easy -to -use package, with basic
linked file facilities (three open, eight
linked). Good use of screen when setting up
files. Good lift and sort features; no letter
writer. Menu -driven, no tailoring or batch
processing. Usable manuals, no road map.
Simple, cheap, good -value package for
single -file, fixed -format records. Drawbacks
are clumsy approach in letter writer and
when designing screen formats. Excellent
tutorial manual and menu charts, reference
manual is good used from screen to
manual.
Economical storage of varying length
records, multiple indexes allowed and kept
up-to-date, paint -a -screen formatting for
screens and reports (though no letter
writer). Entry screens can be read from
several files at once. Good manuals.
Excellent value.
Good value for money as an easy -to -use
package with basic features. Extensive
indexing gives flexible direct access and
ordering. Especially suitable where you
need simple relationships between files, or
output to a range of spreadsheet formats.

Fig 3 Comparison of similar data management packages

extent to which users actually work
through these when they are available
- most people seem to look for an
example close to what they want to do
and adapt that, which can be done with
the TIM IV approach.

Online help is available on request.
You can either ask about the use of a
particular option from the main menu,
or, in some circumstances, press a
function key to get more detailed
information from within an option. The

'Now that's what I call computer error!'

detail is not great, but the package is so
simple to use that this is not really a
problem.

Conclusion
TIM IV provides a good range of data
management facilities for straightfor-
ward applications. It is better suited to
information which has a regular struc-
ture, and the limit of 60 characters per
field restricts its use in areas needing to
store substantial amounts of text. The
indexing capabilities are extremely
good, being both flexible and powerful,
although the approach of updating only
in a batch at the end of an editing
session will cause problems in some
applications.

The package's reporting features
include a good label -producing routine
and some basic columnar reporting,
but no letter writer. The features for
linking to other packages are, however,
unusually good, so personalised letters
could be produced in conjunction with a
word processor.

The ability to output data in a variety
of spreadsheet formats, both 'as is' and
in aggregated form, gives flexibility.

And the facilities for linking files
together are simple but not particularly
powerful; they should, however, be
sufficient for many applications, and
exceed what is usually provided in this
price bracket.

All in all, TIM IV is good value for
money, and should give very satisfac-
tory results to people whose require-
ments it fits. END
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SCREENPLAY

Bruce Lee's got nothing on Stephen Applebaum - his karate's beyond
criticism. So's his storming of Beach -Head 11 and his behaviour at

Rupert's party. Join him in this month's games feast for the Amstrad,
Commodore 64 and Spectrum.

Explosive karate
Title: Way Of The Exploding Fist
Computer: Commodore 64,
Spectrum, Amstrad
Supplier: Melbourne House
Format: Cassette
Price: £9.95, £8.95, £9.95

Karate may now be a lost cause for the
cinema box office, but it should be a
sure-fire winner when portrayed on a
computer as realistically as in Mel-
bourne House's superb simulation,
Way Of The Exploding Fist.

The game's scenario of two men
locked in hand-to-hand combat is
simple, but playing it requires a good
deal of skill and concentration. One and
two player options are available, each
providing the user with a very different
challenge.

When playing against the computer,
the idea is to try and defeat your
opponent as quickly as possible within
30 seconds. For every two fights won,
you progress by one dan, until you
finally reach tenth dan and the accolade
of Shaoulin monk. In two -player mode,
the full 30 seconds must be fought out
for each round. The winner is thefighter
who has amassed the most points after
four rounds.

Each timed bout is presided over by a
Buddha -like Shaoulin monk who sits in
the background of each screen looking
inscrutible, and indicates his verdict at
the end of a round by holding up a red or
white scarf, depending on which of the
fighters he considers to have won. An
indication of how well you are doing
during a fight is given in the form of Yin
and Yang symbols. A Yin on its own is a
half -point, whereas both together are
awarded fora perfectly executed move.

Kung -Fu games are not new on the
home micro scene, but their graphics
have not been of the high standard of
those in Way Of The Exploding Fist.
Each of the two fighters is lucidly
portrayed using, according to Mel-
bourne House, over 700 sprites. In
practice, this means that the movement
of the two figures is very realistic, and
they are able to go through a good
number of different, and in some cases
quite complex, movements. There are
as many as 18 separate manoeuvres
that can be performed, all of which are
controlled from the one joystick.

Even with this number of move-
ments, which include kicks, blocks,
punches, jabs and somersaults, Way Of
The Exploding'Fist is surprisingly easy
to get to grips with. All you do istwiddle
about with the joystick, press the fire
button every now and again, and you
soon find that you're able to floor your
computer -controlled opponent with no
trouble at all.

The brilliantly animated figures are
complimented by some wonderful
backdrops, which the programmer has
obviously taken as greater pains to
perfect as the two figures. There are
four screens altogether, the first of
which is a chinese garden followed by
a beach, a gym and a courtyard.

The Way Of The Exploding Fist is
virtually beyond criticism - technical-
ly brilliant and visually absorbing.

BE 111:11 111:11.1)
THE DICTFITCM STRIKES WICK

[Fil4-.1: TOP TEN -T
FX,TER t/- DEPIOH

omc t.ovet. .-ai.- GSTOO FLOTEP an GO
ac,PLE,SE SELECT

Suicide attack
Title: Beach -Head II
Computer: Commodore 64,
Spectrum 48k

Supplier: Access Software Inc
Format: Cassette, disk
Price: £9.95, £14.95, Spectrum £7.95

It can't be easy programming a game in
the knowledge that its success will

depend on how well it sizes up to its
predecessor. It must be even harder
when the game it has to follow is one as
popular as Beach -Head, so it was with a
degree of scepticism that I loaded up
Beach -Head II: The Dictator Strikes
Back.

Happily this 'sequel' proved to be a
whole new ball game, making compari-
son with Beach -Head pointless.

The aim of Beach -Head II is to
infiltrate the Dictator's (aka The Dra-
gon) inland fortress and destroy him.
Like Beach -Head, the game's plot is
split up into several sub -plots, each of
which is repesented by a different
arcade game.

In the first of the four sequences, you
find yourself leading a group of men in a
suicide attack on a gun emplacement
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guarding the outer perimeter of the
Dragon's hideout.

Should any of your men survive
parachuting from a hovering helicop-
ter, they then have to make a mad dash
towards the gun which spits bullets
everywhere. Soldiers caught in the
cross -fire disintegrate with a cry of
'Medic!' or just plain 'Aaagh!'. The
speech is a nice touch, and goes well
with the superbly animated figures
which run between a series of walls
which provide shelter from the gunfire.
You can be sure of losing many men in
the attack, as some have to be used as
decoys for others who attempt to
immobilise the gun with a grenade.

When all your men are across, the
game proceeds to the rescue phase.
Here the object is to provide cover fire
for the Dragon's hostages who are
trying to make a bid for freedom across

Mysterious
monolith
Title: Nodes Of Yesod
Computer: Spectrum 48k,
Commodore 64, Amstrad, MSX,
BBC B
Supplier: Odin Computer Graphics
Format: Cassette
Price: £9.95

If you have fond memories of the days
when Manic Miner was considered the
most complex computer game around,
then Nodes Of Yesod should be right up
your street.

Just imagine it: a game wherethere is

the fortress courtyard. This time you
have control of the gun, and believe me
it's hard going. Not only do you have to
watch out for enemy soliders who drop
bombs from atop one of the surround-
ing walls, but also a man who places
mines, a tank which juggernauts its way
over the escaping men, and a truck
carrying a sniper. Like parts of Beach -
Head, the rescue can drag on, but there
are better things to come.

The hostages who manage to
escape have to be flown to safety
aboard a helicopter. Unfortunately the
Dragon has prepared for your flight to
freedom, and you find yourself having
to negotiate low bridges while at the
same time steering clear of the many
shells that come your way from the
various ground -based defence sys-
tems that have been erected.

Finally it is time to meet the Dragon

face-to-face, and what a disappoint-
ment it is, too. The display, in what has
over -enthusiastically been called 'the
battle', features an underground
cavern with a river running down the
middle of it, and a wooden platform on
either side.

You are perched on one platform,
dressed all in white, while on the other
is the Dictator, looking more newt than
dragon -like. In what is the final conflict,
either figure throws heavy, sharpened
sticks at the other in an attempt to knock
him off his platform. Beating the
computer in this phase is nigh im-
possible.

Beach -Head II is a good companion to
Beach -Head. The inclusion of a two -
player option where one takes the part
of the Dictator gives it that extra
dimension which Beach -Head lacked.
It's an excellent game for all players.

little more to do than bounce around the
screen picking up objects-none of this
brain -teasing strategy which has char-
acterised so many programs lately.
Yes, a simple game. It's enough to bring
tears of nostalgia flooding to your eyes.

The scenario concerns the discovery
of an alien monolith tucked away in the
labyrinthine inner passages of the
moon. It appears that the structure is a
giant transmitter, mysteriously send-
ing coded messages out into the
darkest recesses of deepest space.
When decoded, the messages are
found to contain vital information on
Earth's defences.

The object of Nodes Of Yesod is to
search the moon's underground tun-

nels for the monolith. Not all the
satellite's passages are immediately
accessible, but help is at hand in the
form of moon moles.

These are tiny creatures with a

voracious appetite for moon rock, and
capable of gnawing through some of
the thickest walls. You must capture a
mole before descending into the moon,
because you won't get far without it.

Just as important as a mole are eight
alchiems; these are small objects
which, when amassed, serve as a key to
the cavern where the alien structure is
situated.

No arcade game of this type would be
complete without its nasties, and
Nodes Of Yesod is no exception. An
assortment of beasts, including a bug, a
fish, a horned demon and an alien
astronaut who steals alchiems, roam
around the moon. Although contact
with these creatures will not kill you, it
will sap your energy, but you can
recover your strength by resting.

Nodes Of Yesod is a simple game, but
one with a lot of character. The anima-
tion is excellent throughout, and a little
piece of synthesised speech at the start
of the game is some of the best I have
heard on the Spectrum.

All sports for
all sorts - test
your strength

kin
acme c913

5ft 3000
3100 ulk.

Title: Hyper Sports
Computer: Spectrum, Commodore 64
Supplier: Imagine
Format: Cassette
Price: £7.95, £8.95

Just when you thought it was safe to
I take off the wrist support required to

play Daley Thompson's Decathlon,
Ocean, under the guise of Imagine,
releases a version of Konami's Hyper
Sports for the Spectrum 48k (reviewed
here) and the Commodore 64.

Once again, the object of the game is
to compete in various sporting events
while simultaneously demonstrating
your prowess at frantic joystick wag-
gling or manic keyboard thrashing.

Hyper Sports encompasses six very
different tests of stamina, judgement,
agility, speed and strength, not all of
which only apply to the computer -
generated sportsman.

First of the six challenges is swim-
ming. Success in this event depends on
how well you can sustain the intense
keyboard bashing needed to propel
your swimmer through the water.
Successfully meeting the qualifying
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SCREENPLAY

time gains you entry to the next round
and the skeet shooting.

This second event gives your compu-
ter a well-earned respite from being
pummelled through the table -top. In-
stead of mindlessly hammering the
controls, a leisurely tap of either the left
or right key is all that is required to move
the sights of the marksman's rifle from
side to side, picking off the skeets as
they whizz across the screen. If you
score 100 per cent the word 'perfect' is
flashed up onscreen, producing a

tumultuous roar from the crowd.
Next comes gymnastics, and a test of

agility in the form of the long horse. Like

Not in the best

possible taste
Title: Go To Hell
Computer: Spectrum 48k
Supplier: Triple Six
Format: Cassette
Price: £6.99

the swimming event this involves a
large amount of key drumming,
although rather more skill is required to
get your man onto the horse and into a
spin that will impress the judges into
awarding you a high enough score to
get you through to the archery.

There's I ittle to do in this event except
try to judge the angle at which an arrow
must be shot to overcome the cross-
wind determined by the computer.
Gaining the required score in the
archery moves you back into the
gymnasium for the weightlifting, the
most gruelling of the six events.

The object of this event is to lift the

heaviest weight possible. By vigorous-
ly fingering the left and right controls,
the lifter is made to stand and eventual-
ly raise the weight above his head.
However, the lift is not considered a
clean one until all three judges have lit
their scoring lights. Achieving a good
lift returns you to the swimming, but
this time there is a much lower qual-
ifying score.

Hyper Sports is not original, but it's
the best in its category. Graphically it is
far superior to the popular Daley
Thompson's Decathlon, although it is
yet to be seen how it will compare with
Daley Thompson's Super Test.

There must besomething strange in the
beer down at Triple Six because Go To
Hell, its first foray into the world of
computer maze games, is a mite more
than warped, and that's being kind. In
an attempt to shock unwary players,

Triple 6 has produced a game which
combines graphics that resemble out-
takes from a George Romero film with a
weird variation on the theme of Dante's
Inferno.

The game's loading screen gives you
fair warning of what's to follow - it
features a blood -stained severed head,
flanked by a guillotine and gallows.
You'd think after this things could only
get better, but apart from the control
selection screen it's probably the most
tasteful part of the game.

In action, Go To Hell is much the same
as any maze game, but with the addition
of masses of gruesome graphics. How
many games have you played where

some of the things to avoid are a head
being crushed like an egg beneath a
hammer, or a skull being sawn in half?
Even the things that fly at you, sapping
your strength, take the form of mad
monks, guillotines, axes and
gravestones, plus the odd spider and
pitchfork. Luckily, in true Hammer
Horror style, you have your sack of
trusty crosses at hand which, if thrown
accurately, fend off any spook.

As well as saving you from certain
death, hitting one of the enemies with a
cross serves to replenish some of your
lost energy, so allowing you to continue
a little further.

Overall there are 50 screens in Go To
Hell,all of which must be explored if you
are going to find the seven sacred
crucifixes which will prepare you forthe
final conflict with the devil himself.

Go To Hell is definitely different to the
normal type of computer game. Admit-
tedly some of the graphics are quite
tasteless, but it is these which give the
program its sense of morbid fascina-
tion. I recommend Go To Hell as a piece
of noveltysoftware, although I'm aware
that other users might find the game
offensive.

Party time
Title: Rupert and the Toymaker's
Party
Computer: Commodore 64, Spectrum
48k
Supplier: Quicksilva
Format: Disk, cassette
Price: £7.99

The evergreen Rupert Bear has always

kept up with technology. His first
appearance was in the pages of the
Daily Express, from where he later
progressed into television. Now, 65
years on, the errant bear has been
immortalised in an arcade game called
Rupert and the Toymaker's Party.

In his comptuer debut, Rupert finds
himself left behind by his friends on the
wayto the Toymaker's party. Happily all
is not lost, as they left a trail of
invitations pinned to the walls of the
Toymaker's castle, marking the route to
the venue where the festivities are
taking place.

Rupert certainly has his work cut out
to get to the eighth floor of the
Toymaker's castle before his pals Algie
and Bertie eat all the currant buns.

Each of the castle's eight levels
consists of four screens, which Rupert
must explore if he is to collect all the
invitations that have been left for him.

But Rupert is a determined little soul,

and not one to let a few toy soldiers,
jumping jacks, trains and bees get to
him. However much these troublesome
beasties try to fluster Rupert, he deals
with the situation by vaulting over the
offending bodies. Gaps in the floor, too
big to bound over, are easily negotiated
by jumping aboard a toy bird or plane,
which fly back and forth above Rupert's
head. Both these actions cause a tune to
be played, complimenting the excellent
music which plays continuously
throughout the game.

The graphics used in Rupert and the
Toymaker are in keeping with the
original character, right down to his
checkered scarf and trousers. The only
disappointing scene is the final one
where Rupert joins his friends at the
party. Apart from this, Rupert and the
Toymaker's Party is a program for
games players of all ages, but just
because it's based around a children's
character, don't think it's easy. END
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David Taylor wades through an impressive encyclopedia_ for Apple's
impressive Mac and is told what's what in peripherals, in this month's

review of computer literature.

Frankly, my dear...
Title: Apple Macintosh Encyclopedia
Authors: Gary Phillips & Donald J
Scellato
Publisher: Chapman & Hall
Price: £12.95 (paperback)

Apple's Mac is a marvellous micro:
sharp asthey come (forthe price) and so
user-friendly it practicallyshakes hands
and makes a pot of tea every time you
power -up.

Were it not for the irritatingly tock-
tock touch of its rather tatty Toytown
keyboard, I'd certainly be happy to
spend most of my own micro time
mousing about with a Mac. So much of
its latest software - MacPublisher,
Music Works and most especially Jazz
- is streets ahead of the field.

With an add-on Winchester (the ICE

box, for example, a 512k Mac is now fast
as well as versatile, and can easily give
IBM XTs a hard time.

Few machines are quite as well -
packaged as a Mac. Thething itself, plus
peripherals like its Imagewriter and the
much pricier but astonishing Laserwri-
ter, are ergonomically top notch and
astutely documented, too. Bear that
fact in mind, together with the mouse's
inherently simple point -and -do felicity,
and you can soon start to wonder who
needs a book?

I wondered quite a lot as I waded
through this jam-packed encyclopedia.
Lots of condensed information (at least
for the standard 128k model) is all in
there, but for every snippet you might
actually need there are certain to be
dozens of others which are either (a)
absurdly obvious or (b) irrelevant.

Ask yourself, for example, whether
you could get by without this: 'Power

On - Turn the power switch to the ON
position or otherwise supply electric
current to a device.' Or how about this
cryptic, almost poetic item? 'File, Erase
(Microsoft BASIC) See KILL.'

To an extent, of course, all reference
books suffer from such over -stuffing
and are scarcely meantto be read cover
to cover, any morethan is a phone book.
Now and again, it will perhaps be handy
to reach forthe Mac encyclopedia to get
yourself out of a knot (and for your
£12.95 you do get plenty of potential
opportunities). It's accurate, but dull.

For would-be MacTutors, the unfor-
tunate fact remains that operation of a
Mac is so transparent. Hand -holding
manuals or what -it -all -means primers
are having a thinnertimethanthey used
to have, unscrambling DOS or annotat-
ing daunting software. This is a shame
for authors as assiduous as Messrs
Phillips and Scellato. Mac users, on the
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other hand, might well not give much of
a damn.

Holy cow!
Title: Business Worksheets for Lotus
1-2-3

Author: Jack Grushcow
Publisher: Reston (Prentice -Hall)
£20.30 (paperback)

We must, I think, sympathise with Mr
Grushcow. Not just because he has a
name like Grushcow, but because just
as he comes out with a nifty idea for
using 1-2-3, Lotus comes out with
Symphony. Holy Grushcow, I betJack's
mad.

Still, there are an awful lot of 1-2-3
disks out there. It started out as a
best-seller for the IBM PC way back in
1982, and has been the spreadsheet
(with database and Herculean
graphics) to beat ever since.

Jack's idea is to use 1-2-3 to perform
the standard business accounting tasks
of general ledger, accounts receivable,
accounts payable and payroll. You
could save £££s, reckons Jack, as
purpose -designed accountancy soft-
ware doesn't as a rule come cheap.
Also, the chances are that (if you're in
business) you'll have bought 1-2-3 as a
spreadsheet anyway.

What you may also do, I might add, is
amaze your friends (or indeed the
Inland Revenue), as 1-2-3 is neither
intended nor designed for accountancy
tasks. These by their nature involve
recording umpteen transactions which
will soon clog even fully -populated
RAM (proper accountancy packages
keep writing to disk, 1-2-3 uses mem-
ory), and will moreover soon clog the
spreadsheet itself, slowing its calcula-
tions.

What is potentially worse, spread-
sheets aren't meant to spot rogue
entries the way error -checking accoun-
tancy packages are, nor do they auto
matically create an audit trail. Tyro
ledger keepers or ham-fisted typists
should not go near this book!

Mr Grushcow acknowledges the
problems, but persists that he is saving
you money, and at worst he is giving
you an insight into what a decent
accountancy package should have. If, at
the end of this book, you conclude
you'd better throw in the towel and
splash out on purpose -made software,
you'll by then be well-informed, says
Jack.

I daresay he's right at that. Jack's
ingenious method of setting up book-
keeping worksheets within 1-2-3, de-
spite the aforementioned limitations
does work. It does give you a feel for
what's what in accountancy software. It
even gives you eyestrain setting it up,
unless you send off for the model on
disk.

What you must do is be very careful
with your data input and be verycertain
this model is adequate for your needs.
There's no sense saving £££s if you

inadvertently lose track of still more
£££s and perhaps go bust in the
process!

An acquired taste
Title: Beat The Odds -
Microcomputer Simulations of Casino
Games
Author: Hans Sagan
Publisher: Hayden
Price: $7.95

Unless you can answer 'Yes' to these
questions, I can't imagine you'll get
much out of this:
1 Are you all-American?
2 Are you hooked on gambling?
3 Are you bored out of your mind?

Hans Sagan (any relation to Carl, I

wonder, - the pop -eyed astro-physi-
cist and hip sage who recently ego-
tripped around the cosmos on TV?) has
taken roulette, chemin-de-fer, craps,
blackjack and trente-et-quarante, and
rendered them into (Hewlett Packard)
Basic routines. The result is a triumph of
ingenuity, but it's a lot less fun than
playing cards.

What you get is a quick run-through
of each listed program to outline the
game, showing you roughly how to bet
and suggesting possible strategies.
You have to answer prompts en fran-
cais for authentic atmosphere - a
handy vocabulary is supplied. So, too,
are a few sketchy notes for adjusting the
Basic in the (highly likely) event your
machine's dialect isn't HP2000, and
then there's a mini -essay on probability
theory.

I found it stupefying stuff. It's a bit of a
mystery to me how anyone can stay
awake playing trente-et-quarante, for
example, live - never mind on a VDU.
Ten times more fun, I'd suggest, to have
a go with Infocom's Hitchhiker, or
failing that to have a hand of Snap.

Stating the obvious
Title: Which Peripherals?
Author: Piers Letcher
Publisher: Chapman & Hall/Methuen
Price: £5.95 (paperback)

Very generalised, simple, often irrita-
tingly patronising, is this: way under
the heads of most PCW readers, I'd
suggest. 'Without its peripherals,' be-
gins Mr Letcher, 'your computer is
useless. The television is a peripheral,
and so too are your cassette recorder
and keyboard.'

You can't argue with that. Indeed, I
reckon most people who can tie their
own shoelaces would be prepared to
nod their heads. It's just that I suspect
that many might also wince.

In due course it does get a bit
nittier-grittier, but not much. We're
whisked through the basic principles of
storage devices, advised on choice of
printers, and shown a range of joysticks

and monitors. There's a section on first
steps in communications ('The first
piece of equipment that you will need,
assuming that you are using the phone,
is a modem').

I'd love to know what you need if
you're thinking of using the parcel post,
but there we are.

Speech synthesisers are introduced,
graphics glossed upon, and some
'unusual add-ons' wheeled out:
'Robots are still a long way from thefilm
versions, which have been around as
long as fiction itself.'

If you can put up with this 'See -Jim -
Run' style, then the basic gen on
peripherals is here. For six quid.

Word power
Title: The Microcomputer Users Hand-
book 1985
Editors: Dennis Longley & Michael
Shain
Publisher: Macmillan
Price: £24.95

It takes stamina not to skip or hop
around this annual, a door -stopper of a
paperback which does its level best to
mention everything you might need to
consider when setting up a modest
system for business use - and often
does so several times over. It's im-
mensely comprehensive. Most, but not
all of it is good.

It's essentially a reference to more
than 160 pieces of desk -top hardware,
to major software packages, to net-
working, to maintenance and support,
but the industry overview sections are,
not surprisingly, rather more
absorbing.

The detail quality is patchy. The
section on word processing, for exam-
ple, regrettably drones on and on about
the original WordStar, scarcely 1985's
front-runner. Then again, there's a
particularly weak section on com-
munications, which I would have
thought is the up-and-coming interest
of the year for businessmen anxious to
go rummaging around remote data-
bases online or simply hook up to the
inestimable Telecom Gold. A fat lot of
use to give them sentences like: 'Com-
munication may be said to be estab-
lished between two devices when a
signal transmitted from one is received
and correctly interpreted by the other.'
You don't say!

Still, for a quick précis on such posers
as whether to go for the upstart Mac or
the tried -and -tested IBM, for example,
this book is undoubtedly helpful. It's
sound on the whys, ifs, buts and
whethers of determining which soft-
ware you should assess for specific
business needs, and perhaps above all
it's a useful reference for supply con-
tacts.

Useful for a business feeling its way
forward towards sensible, cost-effec-
tive use of office micro systems, and a
lot of words for the money! END
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ADVANCE 86

BASIC -A

PATCH

Strange as it may seem, the
Microsoft Basic -A interpreter
for 8088 and 8086 based
machines is not a single
product, but differs from
machine to machine.
Microsoft sells its interpreter
to a large number of
computer manufacturers, and
each manufacturer configures
it to suit its own machine. This
can lead to inconsistencies.

When Basic -A is called on
the IBM PC, the screen
attributes are stored before
loading Basic. This means
that when you leave Basic -A,
your set-up returns to what it
was originally.

The implementation on the
Advance 86 does not work
this way. On entering and
exiting Basic -A, the computer
is set to 40 -column mode.
Switching to 80 -column mode
could be done using the SET
command at system level or
the WIDTH command in
Basic, but for continuous
editing, debugging and
checking this becomes
tedious and time-consuming.
For example, if a Basic -A file
is being edited using
WordStar and is checked
using the Run option, on
return to WordStar, the
screen is set to 40 -column
width which looks very odd.

Two small patches to Basic -
A are provided to get around
this problem. The first
ensures that on entering
Basic -A you go into 80 -
column mode, and the second
ensures the same on exit.

Copy the files BASICA.EXE
and DEBUG.COM onto a new
disk; this is essential in case
something goes wrong with
the modifications. Now log
into the disk drive containing
the new disk. Rename the file
BASICA. EXE as TEMP, as the
DEBUG program will not

TJ'S WORKSHOP

Ourmonthlyselection of hardware and software tips forthe popular
micros. If you have a favourite tip to pass on, send itto TJ's Workshop,
PCW, 32-34 Broadwick Street, London W1A 2HG. Please keep your
contributions concise and enclose a stamped addressed envelope if
you wantthem returned. We will pay£5-£30 foranytips we publish.
PCW can accept no responsibility for damage caused by using these
tips, and readers should note thatany hardware modifications may

renderthe maker's guarantee invalid.

write a file with the. EXE
extension. Do this by typing:
RENAME BASICA. EXE
TEMP (return)

Now call up DEBUG to alter
the contents of TEMP. Type
the sequence exactly as
shown here (spaces are
significant and should be
included):
DEBUG TEMP (return)
E2139 50 (return)
E210D 31 D2 B4 01 88 26 5C 06

(return)
E2115 CD 17 B8 03 00 CD 10

(return)
W (return)
(A message is displayed

saying 'Writing E800 bytes')
Q (return)

You should now see the
system prompt of A> or B>.
The next step is to rename the
file TEMP to its original
BASICA.EXE with the
command:
RENAME TEMP BASICA.EXE

(return)
Now test that the changes

you have made work by
typing BASICA. Basic should
load and run in 80 -column
mode.

When you are sure that the
first patch works, follow these
steps to install the second
patch to make the Advance 86
revert to 80 -column mode
after leaving Basic -A:
RENAME BASICA.EXE TEMP

(return)
DEBUG TEMP (return)
E226C BO 02 90 90 90 (return)
W (return)
(A message is displayed

saying 'Writing E800 bytes')
Q (return)

You should now see the
system prompt of A> or B>.
The value 02 refers to the
'colour burst' which should be
disabled on some
monochrome monitors, but if
you are using a colour
monitor, then change this
term to 03 in the sequence to
enable the colour burst.

Now rename the file:
RENAME TEMP BASICA.EXE

(return)
and test the modified
program.

John D Lee and Carl Phillips

BBC FREE

MEMORY

DISPLAY
This program displays a
constant count of free
memory on the top right-hand
side of the display while
running and editing Basic
programs in mode 7. The type
of message it will display is
'25672 bytes free'; this will
remain in position even as the
screen is scrolled due to the
value being constantly
updated with the frame synch

50 times a second. The
machine code is stored in the
user -defined character
memory area, and when the
Basic program is run, it can be
saved as a machine code file.
A CALL &COO command will
start the display.

The program works by
constantly calculating
HIMEM-TOP and displaying
the result. It is useful as a
check during program
development to see how
much memory is used as
variables and arrays are
created, especially with long
programs where economy of
memory usage is essential.
LP Durrant

:0 REM ********************************** ****************************
20 REM * A PROGRAM TO 0/P A CONSTANT COUNT OF FREE MEMORY IN MODE 7 r
70 REM
40 REM * L.P.DORRANT MAY 1985
50 REM
60 1,F%13.4
70 FOR Addrkt..000 TO &CBI
80 READ Data%:,Addr%=Data%:Sum%=Sum%,Data%
90 NEXT Addr%

100 IF Sum% <> 13907 PRINT Data error.:SND
110 REM PROGRAM FO TO DISPLAY. Ft TO STOP DISPLAY
120 WEYOCALL&COO:M
130 SKEYI*FX17.4!M
140 MODE7
:50 PRINT" "Press FO to start the display..
160 PRINT' Press Fl to stop the display.'"
170 END
ISO DATA 169,110,133,116,169,12,133,117,169,26,141,32,2,169,12,141
190 DATA 33,2,169,14,162,4,32.244,255,96,173,85,3,201,7,240
200 DATA 1,96,24,173,80,3,105,20,133,114,173,81,3,105,0,133
210 DATA 115,56,165,6,229,18,133,112,165,7,229,19,137,113,160,1
220 DATA 177,116,145,114,136,192,8,208,247,32,98,12,24,105,48,145
230 DATA 114,136,165,112,5,113,208,241,169,135,145,114,136,169.140,145
240 DATA 114,96,162,16,169,0,6.112,58,113,42.201,10,144,4,235
250 DATA 10,230.112.202,208,240,96,72,66,121.116,101,115,32,102,114,101.101

SPECTRUM TIPS
Here is a selection of tips for
the ZX Spectrum.
PRINT (PEEK 23730+256*

(PEEK 23731) I- (PEEK
23653+256* (PEEK 23654) )

This prints the amount of free
memory in bytes.
PRINT (PEEK 23627+256*

(PEEK 23628) )- (PEEK
23635+256*(PEEK 23636) )

This prints the amount of
program memory in bytes.
PRINT USR 1000
This resets the machine with
interesting effects.
RAND USR 5050
This completely crashes the
Spectrum.
RAND USR 0
This completely clears the
Spectrum, including RAM top
and user -defined graphics.

1 DATA

243,6,192,33,0,64,205,178,14,
201

10 CLEAR 62999
20 FOR 1=63000 TO 63009:

READ A: POKE I,A: NEXT I
This program prints all the 24
lines of the Spectrum screen
to the ZX printer, not just the
usual 22. To use it type RAND
USR 63,000, but ensure that a
line 63000 exists.
9900 LETSTART=PEEK

23635+256*(PEEK 23636)
9905 INPUT "STEP

SIZE:";STEP
9910 INPUT "FIRST

LINE:";NUM
9915 IF ((PEEK(START+ 1)+

256*(PEEKSTART)>= 899
THEN STOP

9920 POKE START,INT(NUM/
256):POKESTART+,1NUM-
INT((NUM/256)*256)

9925 LETSTART=START+
PEEK(START+2)+PEEK
(START+3)*256+4

9930 LETNUM=STEP+NUM
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9935 GOTO 9915

This routine renumbers a
program in the given steps,
starting from the line number
given, but it does notrenumber
GOTOs and GOSUBs.

The next routine is a 'fool-
proof' input routinethat allows
inputanywhere on the
Spectrum screen.

90001F1$="ASL"THEN LET
LWR=31:LETHGR= 123

90051F1$=" NUM" THEN LET
LWR =47:LETHGR= 58

9010 LET I$=""
9015 LETC=C-1:FOR F=1 TO

LEN+1
9020 PRINTATL,C+F
9025 LETA$=1NKEY$: IFCODE

A$>LWR AND CODE
A$<HGR OR CODE A$=13
OR CODE A$=12 THENGO
TO 9035

9030 GOTO 9025
9035 IF CODE A$=12THEN GO

TO 9065
90401F CODE A$= 13 THEN

PRINTAT L,C+F:"

":RETURN
9050 LETIS=1$+A$
9055 PRINTATL,C+F;A$
9065IF F=1 THEN GOTO 9025
9070 LET1$=1$(1 TO

F-2):PRINTATL,C+F;"
" :LET F=F-2:NEXTF

The program will accept
numeric or full -character sets.

There arefour variablesto
set before the program is
called:
LEN -length of input
L-linetoacceptinputon
C -column to starton
1$ -type of input. Ifl$="ASL"

then all the letters, numbers
and other symbols may be
used. Ifl$= " NUM " then
only numberswill be read
in. This hasto beset up only
once: afterthat, all the input
will be of the sametype.

The routine is started by
GOSUB 9000 and stores the
input string in 1$.
Justin Moffit

ENTERPRISING

TIPS

Enterprise users mayfind the
following tips useful.

POKE 49144,45- machinewill
crash when reset is pressed.

SET 12,0 -tape sound on.
SET 12,255 -tape sound off.
SET27, x -set bordercolour

to colour x.
SET36,255; SET37,255-

turnson tape motor.

SET 36,0: SET37,0-turns off
tape motor.

The characterset is stored in
locations 46720 through
47871. The fi rst 128 bytes
describethetop row of pixels
of each character in thefont;
the next 128 bytes describe the
second row, and soon. There
are nine rows in all.

48828 -address of status
line memory.

49148to 51 -page registers
which define which four of the
possible 256 pages are
currently selected.
AndyBeckett

LYNX BOX -FILL

ROUTINE

Description
The section of machine code
below utilises a small,fully-
relocatable routineto provide
the Lynxwith a 'box -fill'
facility. The routine can be
used in Basic as shown, or in a
larger machine code program.

Assembly code
LDA,64h
LD(9004h),A
LDHL,9EAh
LDA,OAh

LD (9000h),A
LDA,OFFh
CALL626Ch
INC HL
LDA,(9000h)
DECA
LD(9000h),A
JR NZ,F1 h
LDDE,16h
ADD HL,DE
LDA,(9004h)
DECA
LD (9004h),A
JR NZ,DFh
RET

Alterations
Various parameters i n the code
may be altered to changethe
format of the output (Fig 1).

POKE LCTN (100)+1, Number
of lines

POKE LCTN (100)+9, Number
of bytes

POKE LCTN (100)+29,31-
Numberof bytes

DPOKE LCTN (100)+6, &
Position

POKE &626B, Number
POKE &625B, Number or INKO

to 7
Fig 1

Depth of box

Width of box

Width of box

0000=top-left of screen
1F7F= bottom -right of
screen
Colourto be protected
Colourof box

The Basic routine is given in
line 100 below, and should be
included in any Basic program
that usesthe routine.

Basic routine
100 CODE 3E 2032049021 01

103E 04
3200903E FFCD 606223

3A 0090
3D 32009020 F1111C 00

193A04
903D 32049020 DFC9
Mark Wayman

110 CLS
120 POKE LCTN (100)+1,100
130 POKE LCTN(100)+9,10
140 POKE LCTN (100)+29,10

150D POKE LCTN(100)+6,
&09EA

160 FOR C=1 TO 7

170INKC
180 CALL LCTN(100)
190INK 7
200 PRINT(& 39,220; "-

PRESSAKEY-";
210 LETG$=GET$

220 CLS
230 NEXTC
240 CLS
250 POKE LCTN(100)+1,32
260 POKE LCTN (100)+9,4
270 POKE LCTN(100)+29,28
280 DPOKE LCTN(100)+6,&1001

Fig 2 Basic demonstration program

290 FOR X=1 T07
300 INK X
310 CALL LCTN (100)
320 DPOKE
LCTN(100)+ 6,
DPEEK(LCTN(100)+6)=4
330 NEXTX

340 PRINT(a) 28,220;" -
PRESS A KEYTO END -

350 LET G$= GET$

360 FOR B=0 TO 12 STEP
4
370 OUT&0080,B
380 PAUSE 1000
390 NEXT B

VIC ROUTINES
This routine doublesthe height
ofVic-20 characters.
5REM LARGE LETTERS
10 FOR1=1TO 1024
20 B =PEEK (Y+32768)
30 POKE 5120+X,B
40 POKE 5121+X,B
50 X=X+2: Y=Y+ 1
60 NEXTI
70 POKE 36867,155
80 POKE 36869,253
90 PR1NTCHR$(147)

The nexttwo programs are
forscrolling the Vic's screen.
POKE 36864,X controls
horizontal positioning ofthe
screen, and POKE 36865,X
controlsvertical. The screen is
initially set at horizontal -12
and vertical -38.
5REM LEFT/RIGHT
10 FOR A=12 TO 63
20 POKE 36864,A
30 FOR T=1 TO 100: NEXTT
40 NEXTA
50 FOR A=63 TO12STEP -1
60 POKE 36864,A
70 FOR T=1 TO 100: NEXTT
80 NEXTA

5REM UP/DOWN
10 FOR A= 38 TO 151
20 POKE 36865,A
30 FOR T=1 TO 100:NEXTT
40 NEXTA
50 FOR A=151 TO 38STEP-1
60 POKE 36865,A
70 FOR T=1 TO 100:NEXTT
80 NEXTA

Other POKEs a re:
POKE 774,34: POKE 775,253 -

warm start if LISToccurs.
POKE 774,116: POKE 775,196

-syntaxerror if LISToccurs.
POKE 818,34: POKE 819,253 -

warm start if SAVE occurs.
POKE 818,116: POKE 819,196

-syntax error if SAVE
occurs.

POKE 816,34: POKE 817,253 -
warm start if LOAD occurs.

POKE 816,116: POKE 817,196
-syntax error if LOAD
occurs.

POKE 650,255 -key repeat.
POKE 650,64 -no key repeat.
POKE 198,0 -disables

keyboard.
POKE 198,10: POKE 631,131 -

auto -load.
AndrewColclough

4801 CHAIN

NETWORK

CRASH

RECOVERY
When a crash occurs on the
CHAIN network, it is usually
assumed that a user will have
lost all unsaved work. This is
not necessarily the case, and
it is possible to recover

programs, and so on. To do
this, re -boot the network in
the usual way, then go to the
terminal to be rescued and
type CTRL - SHIFT- 9, CTRL
- B, C. When the prompt
'Server ID (hex)' appears, type
RETURN. If the message
'successfully logged into
server' comes up, type J103
which should appear as
'J>103' and all will be well.

Note that this procedure
will not work on terminals
which have been reset.
John Graham -Cumming
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ETERNAL

TRIANGLE
Pascal (Datasheet 1) from
John Hardman of Welling is a
direct Z80 translation of the
recursive 6502 Pascal's tri-
angle routine from Robert
Gardner-Medwin (PCW,
April).

The usual description of
Pascal's triangle is as a
tabulation of the probabilities
for x heads showing among y
tossed coins. It is actually a
table of binomial coefficients

David Barrow presents more documented machine code
routines and useful information for the assembly language
programmer. If you have a good routine, an improvement
orconversion of one already printed, orjusta helpful
programming hint, then send it in and share it with other
programmers. Subroutines forany of the popular
processors and computers are welcome but please include
full documentation. All published code will be paid for.
Send your contributions to SubSet, PCW, 32-34 Broadwick
Street, London W1A 2HG.

for expansions of (b+a)Y,
calculated by the formula
C(x,y) = y! / (x!(y-x)!).

The coefficient formula
uses both multiplication and
division and can produce
large intermediate values, so
the algorithm in Pascal makes
use of the triangle's structure
to simplify the computation.
Each cell value is formed by
adding the two adjacent
values on the preceding row.

Both Robert's original 6502
routine and John's Z80
translation return the
incorrect value P(x,y) = 1 for
x>y (see Fig 1).

DADISHEET 1

:= PASCAL Calculate Pascal triangle cell value.

:JOB To calculate the value of  single cell in the
Pascal triangle (or coefficient of a binomial
expansion) by recursively calculating proceeding
cell values and adding.

:ACTION (To calculate the Pascal number P(x,y) where x is
. the column value and y is the row value, x and y are
: repeatedly reduced until x=0 or x=y where P(x,y),I.
: The number of reductions gives the required value.)
: IF x-0 OR x>.y.
: THEN, C P(x,y) - 1. 1

: ELSE: C Save current x,y.
: y - y - 1. Call PASCAL, compute P(x,y-1).
: Push current result.

x . x - 1. Call PASCAL, compute P(x-1,y-1).
Result . current result + stacked result.
Restore x,y. 1

sCPU Z80
;HARDWARE None.
:SOFTWARE None.

:INPUT E = Pascal triangle cell column (x).
D - Pascal triangle cell row (y).

,OUTPUT The cell value, P(X,N,), is in AHL.
. P(1,,,) - N,! / (X! * (Y -X)!).
. (If X.0 or X> -N then result - 1.)

F is changed.
E and D are unchanged.

:ERRORS Large input x or y values could cause overflow
of the 3 -byte result variable.

:REG USE ADEHL F
.STACK USE x.0 or x> -y. 0. 0<x<y: 4 . (x . y - 1).
:RAM USE None.
,LENGTH 26
,CYCLES Not given.

:CLASS 2 -discreet *interruptible *promable
-***-- *reentrant -relocatable -robust

PASCAL LD HL,1 ,Initiialise result in AHL to 1 21 01 00
LD A,E :while testing input x value 78
OR A :for zero, if so exit immediately B7
RET Z :with P(x,y) - 1. CS

CP D :Compare x (in A) with y, then BA
LD A,H :clear A and exit immediately 7C
RET NC :with P(x,y) - 1 if x>.y. DO

:

PUSH DE ;Save current x,y. 05

DEC D :Compute P(x,y-1) by 15
CALL PASCAL :recursive call to PASCAL. CD lo hi

PUSH AF :Save P(x,y-1) in AHL F5
PUSH HL .on stack. E5

1

DEC E :Compute P(x-10,-1) by ID

CALL PASCAL :recursive call to PASCAL. CD lo hi

POP DE :Recover low two bytes, then Di
ADD HL, DE :high byte, of P(x,y-1) and add 19
POP DE :in to P(x-1,y-1) to give DI
ADC A,D sP(x,y) in AHL. BA

POP DE :Restore x and y, then exit to DI

RET :next level or end PASCAL. C9

Columns (X): 2 3 4 5 6 7 8

Rows (V), 1 1

1 1

2 2 1 1

3 3 1

4 4 6 4
5 10 10 5

6 6 15 20 15 6
7 7 21 35 35 21 7
8 8 28 56 70 56 28 8

Fig 1

BLAISE OF

GLORY
Dissatisfied with the slow
speed and heavy stack use of
his 6502 Pascal, Robert
Gardner-Medwin presents
Blaise (Datasheet 2).

Pascal saves the partial
result found for P(x,y-1)
while recursing to compute
P(x-1,y-1). The two values
are then added to form P(x,y).
Blaise differs by initially
clearing the result variable

and performing a pre -
recursion test for input x>=y,
returning the correct zero
value if that is the case (Fig 2).

For legitimate triangle
values, the improved routine
needs to increment the partial
result P whenever recursion
reaches the lowest level (x=0
or x=y). Apart from correcting
the error in Pascal the results
are the same, but without the
heavy stack requirements.
Three bytes less on stack for
every recursive call is a
weighty consideration for 6502
with its single -page stack.

DATASHEET 2

BLAISE Calculate Pascal triangle cell value.

:JOB To calculate the value of a single cell in the
Pascal triangle (or coefficient of a binomial
expansion) by recursively calculating proceeding
cell values.

:ACTION (To calculate the Pascal number P(x,y) where x is
the column value and y is the row value, x and y are
repeatedly reduced until x=0 or x.y where P(x,y)=1.
The number of reductions gives the required value.)
Result - 0.
IF x>y
THEN: I P(x,y) = 0. I

ELSE, C IF x.0 OR x -y,
THEN: C P(x,y) = 1. Result - result + 1. I

; ELSE: C y = y - 1.

Recurse, compute P(x,y-1).
x = x - 1.

Recurse, compute P(x-1,y-1).

y= y + 1. x x 1. 11

:CPU
:HARDWARE
:SOFTWARE

6502
None.
Local subroutine PINC, to increment a 3 -byte
variable in M1.2,3 (low order byte in M1).

:INPUT

;OUTPUT

X = Pascal triangle cell column.
V - Pascal triangle cell row.
The cell value, P(X,Y), is in M1,2,3.
P(X,Y) = V! / (X! (1. (V -X)!).
(If X.0 or X.), then P(X,Y) . 1.)
(If X>V then P(X,Y) - 0.)
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:ERRORS

,REG USE
%STACK USE
:RAM USE
:LENGTH
:CYCLES

MO, P and A are changed.
X and V are unchanged.
Large input X or V values could cause the Stack
Pointer to wraparound the 256 -byte stack or an
overflow of the 3 -byte result variable.
PAXY
X.Os 0. 0<X<Y1 2Y. X>.Y. 0
MO MI M2 M3
45
Not given.

:CLASS 2 -discreet interruptable promable
111-eentrant -relocatable -robust

BLAISE LDA
STA
STA
STA
STX
CPY
BCC

MO :Initialise the three byte A9 00
MI :result variable M1,2,3 to 85 MI
M2 :return  default value of 0 85 M2
M3 sif triangle cell column 85 M3
MO :value (x) is greater than 86 MO
MO :its row value (y), test for C4 MIll
BLEND :this and exit if so. 90 13

BLAREC TXA :First test x value for zero, BA
BED PING :if so, P(x,y) I. FO 11

STY
CPI
BCS

DEY
JSR

DEX
JSR

MO :Else store y value in page 84 MO
MO srero for test if x -y, E4 MO
PING sif so, P(x,y) = 1. BO OB

.Else compute P(x,y-1) by a 88
BLAREC sr.:cursive call. 20 lo hi

sCompute value at cell (x -1,y-1) CA
BLAREC :by a recursive call. 20 lo hi

INV :Set x and y to index current

INX
BLEND RTS

PING INC
BNE
INC
BNE
INC

PINCH RTS

MI
PINCH
M2
PINCH
M3

:cell and exit either to compute
:next cell or exit routine.

:Either x.0 or x> -y. In both
:cases P(x,y) = i so increment
:result M1,2,3. Then exit this
:level to compute cell value at
:next level, or exit routine if
:required cell value computed.

C8

ES
60

E6 M1
DO 06
E6 M2
DO 02
E6 M3
60

Columns Ms

Rows (Y).

Fig 2

0
1

2
3
4
5
6
7
8

1 2 3 40000
1 0 0 0
2 1 0 0
3 3 1 0
4 6 4
5 10 10 5
6 15 20 15
7 21 35 35
8 28 56 70

1

6
21
56

7 1

28 8

MORE SPEED,

LESS STACK
A feature of Pascal's triangle
is that P(1,y) = y. The
importance of this is
demonstrated in Fig 3 which
shows that 18 recursive calls
and 10 increments have to be
made by Blaise, or 18 calls
and nine additions by Pascal,
to compute P(2,5).

The recursive calls in the
lower section of Fig 3 are
unnecessary if, instead of
testing x=0, a test is made for
x=1 and the current value of y

is added to the partial result.
Only six recursive calls, three
simple additions and one
increment are needed.

Further improvement is
possible. If you look at Fig 2,
you will see that the triangle
reflects about 2x=y with the
result that P(y-1,y) also has
the value y. By replacing the
x=y test by a test for x+1=y,
P(2,5) can be calculated in as
few as four recursive calls and
three additions of y to the
partial result.

Any method of restricting
the number of recursive calls
is obviously important when

(2,5).10

(0,3).1 (1,3).3

(0,2).1 (1,2).2

(0,1).1 (1,1).1

Fig 3

(2,4).6

(0,2).1 (1,2).2

(2,3).3

(1,2).2 (2,2).1

(0,1).1 (1,1).1 (0,1).1 (1,1).1

calculating P for large x or y,
where the stack might
otherwise overrun the
memory allotted to it. But the
method can also improve
timing on the calculation of
small values.

Blaise, for example, will
perform 18 recursive calls and

eight increments to find
P(1,8), and 54 calls and 28
increments to find P(2,8). A
routine using x=1 or x+ 1=y
as its lowest level will return
P(1,8) without recursion in
only one addition, and P(2,8)
in just 10 calls and six
additions.

LIGHTNING

STRIKES
No sooner had I completed
the discourse in 'More speed,
less stack' than a letter arrived
from Andrew Simpson of
Perth. After noting the
possibility of the
improvements as mentioned,
which he estimates will
reduce the execution time by
a factor of 10, he writes:

'One need not stop there!
For x=2 and x+2=y, the
required increment is the sum
1 + 2 + . + (y-1), for which
a simple decrementing loop
suffices. This halves the
running time again.

'Even then, for all but the
smallest input values, the
routine is just too slow, and
implementing the coefficient
formula is not all that difficult:

P(x,y) = y!/(x!(y-x)!) = y/1 *

(y__1)/2*..
. * (y-x+ 1)/x,

0<x<y.

'There are x number of
terms to compute,but the
identity, P(x,y) = P(y-x,y)
may be used to reduce the
number of terms when x>(y/
2). Left -to -right evaluation
generates the sequence
P(1,y), P(2,y), ,Plx,y), and
the only large number
involved is the developing
result. This algorithm is fast,
even in Basic, but I must leave
it to the experts to come up
with a lightning machine code
version.'

Basic is notorious for its
slow additions, so at what
point does this algorithm
become faster than the
improved recursive method in
machine code? No more
'Pascals' will be accepted
unless they return a four -byte
result with overflow flagged,
and are documented with
complete timing details.

180 COUNTLESS

LOOPS
Ian Beardmore of Shefford in
Bedfordshire regularly runs
out of registers in his more
complex Z80 routines, leaving
himself nothing to count
loops with. To save the bother
of writing sophisticated stack
swap operations or relegating
all his variables to memory
bytes, he uses a sequence of
CALL instructions placed

before the routine to simulate
looping. This is commonly
used for single repeats, such
as the 6809 (Fig 4).

Assuming no registers are
free to use as counters, Ian
reckons that the method is as
quick for counts up to 256
(single -byte count) and
slightly faster for larger
counts. The problems are an
overly large increase in both
code and stack bytes, and a
loss of relocatability.

LOOPI6 CALL LOOPS
LOOPS CALL LOOP4
LOOP4 CALL LOOP2
LOOP2 CALL CODEA

CODEA

RET

LOOP_7 CALL LOOP_2
LOOP_S CALL LOOP_2
LOOP_3 CALL CODEB
LOOP_2 CALL CODEB

CODER

RET

:This sequence of CALL instructions
sis used for counts of 2^n. The number
sof "loops. doubles for each CALL
:added to the sequence.

,Actual code executed in
:the simulated loop, RET causes either
sanother iteration or final exit.

:This sequence of CALL
sinstructions is used to
ssimulate odd count values.

:The actual routine code
:iterated 2, 3, 5 or 7 times
sexiting or "looping".

Fig 4

ITeC
Alan Tootill, the father of
SubSet, is now manager of
the new Stockport
Information Technology
Centre.

ITeCs aim to fulfill a multi-

purpose role by, among other
things, imparting practical
skills in information
technology to young people,
increasing the general
public's computer awareness,
and providing services to
industry and commerce. END
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COMPUTER ANSWERS

Simon Goodwin takes his toolkit to your problems. The address to write
to is Computer Answers, PCW, 32-34 Broadwick Street, London W1A 2HG.

Tandy and

Apricot Cobol
About a year ago I had access
to a Tandy Model 4 which has
a Z80 processor and uses the
CP/M operating system. I
purchased a copy of the
RMCobol compiler and a run-
time diskette.

I have now purchased an
Apricot PC. I knew that I
would not be able to slot my
RMCobol compiler diskette
into my Apricot PC and use it
efficiently, due to the
different processors.
Programs can be transferred
between the different
diskette sizes.

Can I use my RMCobol
compiler to write and run
Cobol programs on my
Apricot PC? Can I use the
programs written with the
Tandy machine on the
Apricot?
IM Bawa, Streatham, London

The disk for the Tandy
contains a program which
translates from Ryan -
McFarland Cobol into Z80
machine code. Your Apricot
expects programs written in
8086 machine code, which is
very different from Z80
machine code.

Programs to convert Z80
code into 8086 code do exist.
(Microsoft's Basic interpreter
was translated using such a
program) but the task is
difficult. Translated programs
are generally much slower
and longer than those written
in the correct code initially.
The translator will not be able
to cope if the original
program contains references
to hardware which is not
present in the final machine.

Another problem with

machine translation is that it
makes error diagnosis very
difficult. Imagine writing a
book in English and then
translating it into Greek,
armed only with an English -
Polish dictionary and a Polish -
Greek dictionary. In this case,
Z80 code is the equivalent of
Polish. Errors multiply and
become increasingly hard to
correct if you have to go
through an intermediate
language.

The XLT86 code translator
is available, but is really a
product aimed at software
houses rather than business
users.

Rather than buy a translator
for compiled programs, I'd
advise you to buy a new
Cobol compiler for your
Apricot and recompile your
original 'source' programs. A
version of RMCobol is in the
ACT catalogue of third -party
sofware for the Apricot, but
you may have to ring around
a few dealers to obtain a copy.

ACT recommends two
Cobol compilers - Microsoft
Cobol and CIS Level 2 Cobol.
Both of these are expensive
but widely available. You
should not have any major
difficulty converting your
RMCobol programs to suit the
other compilers, although you
may have to read the manuals
quite carefully if you've used
obscure features of the
language.

The art of
programming

slowly
Recently I bought the first
three volumes in the series
The Art of Computer
Programming. What has
happened to the other four
volumes in the series?
Although the preface to the
first volume suggests that the
author finished writing all
seven volumes in 1967, the
third was only published in
1973. Do you know if and
when the remaining volumes
will be published?
GR Hjaltson, Reykavik,
Iceland

The publisher Addison
Wesley says that work on the
series is still taking place, and
it hopes to release volume
four some time in 1986.

Donald Knuth, the author,

seems to have become the
victim of his own success with
this series. The first brilliant
and exceptionally
comprehensive volumes have
set a very high standard for
the rest.

In 1967 the computer
industry was barely 20 years
old, and a comprehensive
programming guide may
have seemed feasible. Since
then, computing has
advanced at such a rate that it
is difficult to keep a monthly
magazine up-to-date, let
alone a series of books. It's
hard to see how Knuth can
encapsulate the rest of
computing knowledge in four
volumes.

A clearer

view
I work as a journalist using a
BBC Micro and the View word
processor. I have a standard
80 -column monitor. View has
many facilities that I value,
but it lacks a display of
pagination while working on
a document. There is a screen
facility that can reveal the
paging of a document when it
has been completed, but it is
a very cumbersome
command, especially with
long documents.

What is the answer? Are
there any monitors with an
A4 format? I have seen such a
monitor but it was integral to
a £10,000 system for high -
resolution graphics work -
beyond my pocket!
D Pickup, Low Fell, Tyne and
Wear

Very few low-cost word
processors display page
breaks as text is entered.They
are quite difficult to process
properly, as they are affected
in subtle ways by alterations
to headers and footers at
either end of the page, and
the insertion and deletion of
text. Psion's Quill is probably
the cheapest word processor
which allows continuous text
entry with automatic display
of page breaks, but it uses
about 120k of memory on the
Sinclair QL so there's little
chance that it will be
converted to run on the 32k
BBC Micro!

If you need to get page
breaks right first time, you
should look at the page -
oriented word processors for
the BBC Micro. These accept

text page -by -page, rather
than in a continuous stream.
Such programs encourage
you to format your document
as you edit it (rather than
later) - if you do a lot of
creative writing, you will
probably find this a chore.

There are three page -
orientated word processors
for the BBC Micro: Beebpen
(Braintech (01) 997 8986),
Edword (Clwyd Technics (035)
283 751) and Scribe (Merlin
Computer Products (0792)
467980). All three are supplied
on ROM.

In answer to your second
question, it won't help you to
connect an A4 -sized screen as
that won't alter the number of
lines which the BBC Micro's
display electronics can
generate. You will only have
20 -odd lines displayed at any
one time but with a big
margin at the top and bottom
of the display!

To show the 70 lines of text
that make up a full A4 page,
you need special electronics
to generate the extra lines. It's
not really feasible to add this
to the Beeb, and you would
still have to make major
changes to your software
before the extra lines could be
used. The page -orientated
word processors I have listed
only show you part of a page
at a time, although they do
indicate page boundaries as
text is entered.

Electron

interface
Is there a disk interface for
the Acorn Electron that uses
standard 51/4in drives? Does
Acorn's Plus 3 only run 31/2in
drives? Will the disk
interfaces for the BBC Micro
work on the Electron? Is there
any other fast data drive on
the market? Is it possible to
swop the Atari -style joystick
plug so that the Quickshot 2
joystick will fit the analogue
joystick port on the Acorn
Plus 1?
T Oldreive, Gowdall,
N Humberside

Cumana ((0483) 503121) has a
disk interface compatible with
51/4in and 31/2in drives-it
costs £150 (not including the
drive) and plugs into the
Acorn Plus 1 interface.
Unfortunately it doesn't use
Acorn's format, although it
comes with software to
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convert unprotected disks of
both sizes.

Pace ((0274) 729306) is also
working on a 51/4in disk
interface for the Electron, but
it is not available at the time
of writing due to a shortage of
the 8271 disk controller chips.
The Plus 3 is only designed to
work with 3'/tin disks,
although it could work with a
larger drive via an appropriate
cable.

You can't use the BBC
Micro disk interface with the
Electron as the requisite
sockets and signals don't
exist on the Electron circuit
board.

I have seen adverts for 'fast
drives' for the Electron, but
not any working hardware. I'd
advise you to buy 'proper'
disk drives.

The Quickshot joystick only
generates simple digital
signals (up, down, left, right
and fire) whereas Acorn
joysticks produce a gradual
(up -a -bit, left -a -bit) analogue
signal. You can use an
adaptor to connect the
Quickshot to the analogue
port, but you should be aware
that this type of joystick will
only give crude 'all or
nothing' control. If you've
already got the Plus 1, C -tech
Computers ((061) 366 7794)
can help, otherwise you
should buy a digital joystick
interface. These are available
from First Byte Computers
1(0332) 365280).

Keyboard

confusion
I have recently purchased an
add-on keyboard (not
Sinclair's) for my 48k
Spectrum computer, and find
it very much easier to use
than the original rubber keys,
particularly when using the
word processor (Tasword).
However, when I use Basic,
the original multiple key
functions still operate.

Can I change the computer
so that commands can be
typed in properly, rather than
using extend mode, and so
on? Is it possible to simplify
the sequence when typing
special symbols? At present, I
have to press four keys just to
get a square bracket.
G Sumpter, Rossendale,
Lancs

The Spectrum's 'keyword
entry' scheme worked well on
the ZX-80, where it first
appeared, but it has now
grown unwieldy. The idea
was to reduce the number of
presses needed for a given
character (and to make
automatic syntax checking
easier, but it sometimes has

the reverse effect on the
Spectrum.

The scheme is built into the
computer's ROM, but it is
possible to override it with
software. A program called
MegaBasic will solve the
keyword problem, and add
several dozen new
commands to ZX Basic. It
occupies about 19k of
memory, leaving you with
only 22k for programs and
data. The program allows
user -defined keys, so you
should be able to reduce the
number of presses needed for
square brackets to two.
MegaBasic is available from
Your Spectrum ((01) 631
1433).

Alternatively you could dig
out an old copy of Your
Computer (June 1984) which
contains a short machine
code program to allow
keywords typed in full. The
program takes 230 bytes and
offers no other features, but it
works.

Standard links
Why isn't there a modulator
that will let a tape recorder be
hung onto the serial port of a
micro, either to receive or
transmit? All my micros have
a serial port of one type or
another, so I could transfer
the data between the
machines without having to
worry about compatibility.
Surely someone could
work out the electronics and
PCWcould publish it as a
project. After all, it would be
compatible with all machines.
P Hickman, Kingston, Surrey

In theory this is possible, but
in practice it is fraught with
difficulty. The snag is that
there are many ways of wiring
so-called 'compatible'
equipment together. You
must take account of the
'handshaking' (the way
machines warn each other
that they are busy) and a wide
variety of machine -specific
quirks. If everything is set
correctly, you can get two
computers to talk to one
another, but, if anything is
wrong, the system probably
won't work at all.

Many computers are sold
without the technical
information needed for you to
make a connection. Often this
hides the fact that a 'standard
RS232' interface is almost
totally non-standard - it
might drive a printer, but you
shouldn't necessarily expect it
to do anything else. Built-in
RS232 interfaces on home
computers are worst in this
respect.

If you want to connect
Sinclair computers together,

you're best advised to ignore
the RS232 and use the built-in
network. However, the
Spectrum and QL use
different characters to mark
the end of lines-the
Spectrum uses the usual
CHR$(13) while the QL follows
the Unix convention and
expects CHR$(10). If you've
some programming ability, it
can often be worth
connecting small computers
via game ports rather than an
RS232, POKEing data back
and forth.

Atari

enquiries
Could you tell me if there is
any point in buying a modem
for my Atari home computer?
There does not seem to be
any opportunity for Atari
users to access networks like
Prestel.

I am considering buying an
Atari 520ST with disk drive
and monitor. I am especially
interested in integrated
programs, such as Jazz on
the Apple Macintosh. Will any
such programs be included in
the price of the ST, and will
the graphics be up to the
standard of the Macintosh?
1 Fairbairn, Chislehurst, Kent

There are several bulletin
board services open to Atari
users; these are small
information services run
(mostly) by hobbyists. At least
three services cater
specifically for Atari users:
BABBS in Bath (0225) 23276,
which operates at night (9pm-
8am) and at weekends; MBBS
in Mitcham (01) 640 2617,
which can be contacted on
Thursdays and Sundays
between 10am and 8pm; and
WABBS in Worthing (0903)
42013, which is a 24 -hour
ring -back service (let the
phone ring once to signal tha
you want to access the
service, and then call again
with your modem connected.
All these services work at 300
baud.

You will need a modem and
some means of connecting it
to your Atari. Modems expect
an RS232 signal from the
computer, but the Atari does
not have an RS232 interface
as standard. If you have one
of the rare 850 interface units
you can connect a modem to
it directly, but this won't give
you access to the Prestel
service because the 850 can't
transmit and receive
concurrently at two different
speeds.

Miracle Technology
recently announced a Prestel/
modem adaptor for Atari
users; it costs about £60 (not

including the modem). Details
from Silica Shop on (01) 309
1111.

At the time of writing, Atari
plans to include some
business software with the
ST, but of course these plans
might change. You should
have GEM (Graphics
Environment Manager) bolted
on to TOS (a version of the
CP/M 68k operating system),
BOS (Business Operating
System), the languages Logo
and Basic, and GEM Write and
GEM Paint. I don't think that
packages such as this will fit
in the memory of early STs,
although they should be
available when the operating
system has been copied into
ROM. At present much of the
ST's 512k of memory is
occupied by the operating
system.

The medium -resolution
display of the ST has less dots
than that of the Macintosh,
but each may be in one of four
colours. The high -resolution
black and white display
should be marginally better
than that of the Mac, but it
doesn't seem to work at all on
machines delivered up to the
time of writing. This problem
should have been cleared up
by the time you read this.

Zilog Z800

revisited -

new chip

expected
In PCW July I answered a
question about the Zilog Z800
processor, pointing out that it
was four years late and details
were still not forthcoming
from the manufacturer.
Subsequently, Zilog UK has
published a new Data Book
which includes 70 pages of
notes on the processor. There
are still no instruction timings
because the chip has not been
manufactured yet, but Zilog
expects to produce a
prototype later this year. If all
goes well, sample chips
should be available in 1986.

The new chip should be
compatible with most Z80
software, but you can't just
plug it into a Z80 socket as it
uses Intel -style multiplexed
address and data buses.

The cogniscenti will be
interested to hear that the
chip will feature fast cache
memory, timers, a UART and
various 24 -bit bus controllers.
There are many new
instructions, including full
16 x 16 bit multiplication and
division. For information
contact Zilog UK on (0628)
39200. END
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Connection
confusion

Peter Tootill pleads forstandardisation of connectors, and looks at moves
in this direction from the Public Services Working Party and the CCTA.

One of the main problems with the
RS232 or V24 standard isthe connector.
The normal one is the 25 -way D type,
which is expensive and bulky. Several
modem and computer manufacturers
have now started to use DIN connec-
tors, but there is no real standardisa-
tion.

The Government's Public Services
Working Party in association with the
Central Computer and Telecom-
munications Agency (CCTA) has now
taken on this standardisation. Indeed, it
has gone further by proposing to
abandon the archaic voltage levels of
the RS232 standard (+3 to +24 volts for
logic 0, or on, -3 to -24 volts for logic 1,
or off). With modern ICs used in micros,
especially portable microsworking on a
five -volt supply, these levels are very
difficult to provide.

The new standard (called S5/8, for
serial five -volt, eight -pin) proposes an
eight -pin DIN connector (Fig 1), and

uses HCMOS voltage levels (that is,
approximately +5 volts for on and zero
volts for off). The advantage of the
eight -pin connector is that the socket
will accept three, five and seven -pin
plugs as well as eight in applications
where only some of the signals are
required. The actual signals proposed,
together with their pins and also the
approximate RS232 equivalents, are
listed in Fig 2.

Connector leads using five -pin DIN
plugs will be suitable for most applica-
tions, and these are widely available for

1 DINP

4 HINP

2 GROUND

5 HOUT

3 DOUT
Fig 3 Standard five -pin DIN

DINP1

HINP 4

GROUND 2

HOUT5

DOUT3

about £2.
The only shortcoming of this stan-

dard is that it is light on control signals.
If a computer is connected to an
auto -answer modem that can handle
two different baud rates, you will need
at least two if not three control lines
from the modem to the computer.
These would be carrier detect, speed
select and perhaps ring indicator if
CCITT 108/1 working is used. (This is
where the modem tells the computer
that the phone is ringing, and lets the
computer decide whether to answer or
not. This method can be used for
systems which are running at certain
times or using the ring -back method). In
addition, a status signal informing the
computer that the modem is ready for
action is required. No doubt these
problems can be overcome, but again
there needs to be standardisation or
we'll be worse off than we are now.

It is proposed that the standard would
replace the Centronics interface for
printers, too. A cheap adaptor (costing
no more than the normal Centronics

printer cable) would be able to convert
the signals from your micro to the
printer. It would be powered by the
five -volt line available on pin eight of
the connector.

The standard has already been
adopted for the Liberator (see pages
174-175), and will be submitted to the
British Standards Institute for adoption
as a British Standard.

For more information, contact
Andrew Hardie or Dennis Morley at the
Public Services Working Party, c/o
Room 213, River Walk House, 157-161
Millbank, London SW1P 4RT.

Terminal software
Some time ago I asked readers to send
in details of terminal programs for
micros. Some of the packages men-
tioned here are professionally pro-
duced,while others are written and sold
byamateurs. I haven'ttried any of them,
so no endorsement is implied by
inclusion.
Under £10
Spectrum: Prestel and V23 BBS prog-

Pin S5/8 Description RS232/V24 equivalent
no name name/description

1 DINP Data input Transmit data (TD)
2 Ground Signal ground
3 DOUT Data output Receive data (RD)
4 HINP Handshake inp Data terminal ready (DTR)
5 HOUT Handshake out Clear to send (CTS)
6 SINP Status inp Ready to send (RTS)
7 SOUT Status out Data set ready (DSR)
8 V+ +5 volt source N/A

Fig 2 Proposed signals and RS232/V24 equivalents
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ram, microdrive and cassette storage from Userlink (see next item) NEC ARC: DEC VT100/52. Tektronix
supported. £5.95from Stephen Adams, IT (Information Transfer): IBM, CP/M, 4010 and Honeywell VIP7801 terminal
1 Leswin Road, London N16 7NL. Tel: VAX 11/750. Specifically designed for emulation. From American Computers
(01) 254 1869. high-speed searching of online data- and Engineers Ltd, 241a West George
Sharp MZ-80K (also MZ-700 & MZ-80- bases. Includes automatic formulation St, Glasgow G2 4QE. Tel: (041) 248
A). Fairly comprehensive spec, includ- and even automatic execution of sear- 2427.
ing Xon-Xoff, XModem. Ivan Andrews, ches, extensive help system for Other contacts
(01) 267 8534 (or via TBBS London (01) novices. £395 'from Userlink Systems Computer Communications, 163 Long -
348 9400). Ltd, Mansion House Chambers, High ford Road, Cannock, Staffs WS11 3LG.
Atari: Prestel terminal program, £10,
from Jon Sanders, 24 Greenacres,

Street, Stockport, Cheshire SK1 1EG.
Tel (061) 429 8232.

Tel: (0534) 77640.
Chameleon Software Ltd, 106a Bedford

Birdham, Chichester P020 7HL (or via Crosstalk: CP/M, CP/M-86, MS-DOS. Rd, Wootton, Beds MK43 9JB. Tel
SBBS). Includes auto -dial, error -checking file (0234) 7665068 (Unix systems).
£10-E50 transfer, terminal emulation, and so on. User groups are another good source
Comstar: BBC Micro, very comprehen-
sive specification including XModem,

Published by Microstuf, available from
most dealers.

of terminal programs: for example,
there is the XModem/UKM7 series from

Xon-Xoff, Prestel, and so on. £39.95 Easyterm: IBM, Apple II, 11e, Ill to the CP/M User Group.
from Pace, 92 New Cross Street, Brad- Honeywell mainframe or mini. Syn-
ford BD5 8BS. Tel (0274) 429306. chronous and asynchronous versions. Dialling Code Decoder
£50-£100 From £150-£750. Micro Core Ltd, 5 Readers often ask for the locations of
Comms QX-10: Epson QX-10 and PX-8. Broomfield Road, Chelmsford, Essex BBSs to be published as well as the dial
Fairly comprehensive spec including CM1 1SY. code. I have recently discovered a
XModem, Xon-XOff, predefined mes- Commodore: 3032, 4032, 8032, 8096. useful BT publication called Dialling
sages, £85+VAT from Sevenoaks Spe- £150 from Zuccarelli Labs Ltd, 50 Code Decoder. It lists all the UK dialling
cialised Business Systems, 51 Castle Hungerford Rd, London N7 9LP. Tele- codes in numerical order, covering not
Drive, Sevenoaks, Kent TN15 6BR. Tel corn Gold 81:JAM001. just the main code, but also the
(09592) 2585. SWAP: various systems including ACT, sub -areas. Therefore you know that
PrEDITor: BBC Micro, Prestel terminal! BBC, Rair, ICL, RML 380Z, and many while (0596) is Keswick, a number
editor, also standard terminal features,
supports disk and tape. £60 from MarlS,

more. Micro -to -micro file transfer prog-
ram. £135 from Mercator Computer

starting with (0596) 81 is Basenthwaite
Lake, (0696) 85 is Buttermere, and so on.

145 Weston Road, Runcorn, Cheshire Systems Ltd, 3 Whiteladies Road, It also gives a breakdown of the major
WA7 4LQ. Tel: Runcorn 73538 or Clifton, Bristol BS81NU. Tel: (0272)731 cities.
Formby 77095. 079. The cost is £2.50, plus postage, from
Over £100 Price unknown your local BT sales office or from the
Assist: IBM, ACT, DEC, CP/M. Includes Chameleon: Atari. Includes standard publishers, The Telecommunications
Xon/Xoff, function keys, translation terminal. VT52 and ADM -3A modes. Press, 9 Queen Anne's Gate, London
tables, text Prestel, and so on. £195 From Atari Program Exchange. SW1 H 9BY. END

UK free networks
Bulletin Board Phone Number Notes
Aberdeen ITEC (0224) 641585 V.23
BABBS-Bath (0225) 23276 300/300 baud rate; 9pm-8am weekdays, 9pm-noon

weekends; Atari -based system, ring -back system
BABBS-Felixstowe (0394) 276306 300/300 baud rate; 24 hours daily; Apple users' group
BABBS TWO -Basildon (0268) 778956 300/300 baud rate; 24 hours daily; Apple users' group

with special area for queries to Apple UK
Basildon ITeC (0268) 22177 Prestel type service

(0268) 25122 Atari based 300 baud. 24 hour
BASUE (01) 373 6337 24 hour
Blandford Board TBBS (0258) 54494) 300/300 baud rate; 24 hours daily
CABB TBBS (01) 631 3076 300/300 baud rate; 24 hours daily + 1200/75
CBBS SW (0392) 53116 300/300 baud rate; 24 hours daily
CBBS Surrey (Woking) (04862) 25174 1200/75 and 300/300 baud rates; 24 hours daily; jokes,

jobs, reviews, news
Chatham (Kent) (0634) 815805 6pm/9am daily + weekends 7 bits, even parity; sales and

wants - cars, houses, computers
CNOL Lancaster TBBS (0524) 60399 300/300 baud rate; 24 hours daily; Clinical Notes Online

service, mainly for medical users; works in conjunction
with a database on the Datastar network

Computers Incorporated Newcastle (CBBS) (0207) 543555 300/300 baud rate; 24 hours daily; primarily business -
oriented

Forum 80 Hull (0482) 859169 300/300 baud rate; 5-11.30pm weekdays, noon-11.30pm
Sundays, Bell 103 standard, midnight-8am daily; interna-
tional electronic mail, library for up/downloading

Forum 80 SPA (0926) 39871 300/300 baud rate; 11pm-midnight daily; TRS-80 and
Genie users' group

Forum 80 Wembley (01) 902 2546 300/300 baud rate; 7-10pm weekdays, midday-10pm
weekdays; electronic mail, library for down loading; ring
and ask for Forum 80

Fido Compulink (06286) 63571 24 hour
Fido Fastnet (051) 260 5607 10pm-8am BELL 103/212a tones only at present
Fido Fore TBBS (01) 301 4110 Fido lam-8am
Hackney BBS 101) 985 3322 V.23 Password: PUBLIC
Hamnet Hull (0482) 497150 300/300 baud rate; 6pm-8am daily
Livingstone, Scotland (0506) 38526 Atari, 24 hours daily
London Underground (01) 863 0198 24 hours V.21./V.23 (Viewdata coming soon) BBC Based

(colour for BBC users)
Liverpool Mailbox TBBS (051) 4288924 300/300 baud rate; 24 hours daily; sponsored by INMAC;

electronic mail, program downloading, TRS-80 informa-
tion; messages for PCW can be left on the board and will
normally be read by us within 24 hours
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TRANSACTION FIL

TANDY TRS-80
Mod -III. 48k twin 40 -track

drives, £550. Lineprinter
VIII, £100. Twin 40 -track d/d
external drives, half height,
£175. Twin 80 -track d/d
external drives, £150. Tel:
(028373) 3574.
 EPSON MX8OFT with
Centronics and RS232
interfaces fitted. Complete in
original box, £175 ono. Tel:
Billingshurst, Sussex (040)
381 2883.
 SEIKOSHA GP80A printer,
£85. Tel: Michael Patton on
Accrington (0254) 383598
(eves).
 COMMODORE 8032
business micro. Plus 8050
twin disk drive with Visicalc
and Wordcraft, all for £550.
Tel: 01-499 5342 (day) or
01-651 1777 (eves).
 OLIVETTI M21 256k, twin
disks. Only 3 months old.
Parmlec printer cable; MS-
DOS; GW-Basic, £1,750 ono.
Tel: 01-777 5734.
 SHARP MZ80K. Used only
by one adult learning Basic
programming. Perfect
condition, £200 ono. Tel:
(09326) 2612 (Cobham,
Surrey).
 TRS80 Model III. Twin disk
48k, Superscripsit, Visicalc,
Profile Plus, Cobol, Bascom,
LDos, Edas, modem, disks
and much more! Also BBCB
and disks. Tel: 041-776 5252
(day) or Lennoxtown 310003
(eves).
 INTEL One Megabit bubble
memory prototype kit,
unused. Complete with all
applications info, and disk
with 8080/Z80 Driver Source
Code. Currently over £400.
First £150 secures. Tel:
(0670) 829215.
 SHARP MZ-80K. Complete
system, VGC twin floppies,
P3 printer, 10 box, Basic,
Pascal, Fortran, m/code,
Forth, games, programmes,
database, Wordpro, Calc,
business packages. Sensible
offers please over £550. Tel:
(0563) 28635.
 APRICOT Portable 256k.
720 disk drive, LCD display,
software included. As new
£1,500. Tel: (0232) 612018
(eves). Ask for Barbara.
 KAGA 12in colour monitor,

Your chance to buy, sell or swap equipment.

£275 ono. Epson FX80
printer, hardly used, £275
ono. Cumana single sided 40
track disk drive, £110 ono.
Tel: 01-221 6378.
 AST Combo, plus IBM
card. 256k RAM, Serial,
Parallel, clock. Boxed with
manual, £150. Also latest
Supercalc two (still sealed),
and dust covers for SIRIUS.
Half list prices. Tel: (0670)
829215.
 KAGA VISION III high
resolution RGB colour
monitor. Three inputs to suit
wide range of computers,
£275. Tel: 01-994 2938 (eves).
 OSBORNE 1 Double -
density, 52 -column plus
DBase II, Lisp, Paperbase and
Bibliofile Scientific
Databases, games, etc, £650
ono. Tel: (0223) 355957 (after
6pm).
 APPLE II plus 64k, disc
drive (Dos 3.3), Hitachi 9in
monitor, lower case adaptor.
ALL manuals, Pascal, over 80
disks, £450 ono. Tel: Tony on
01-578 7704.
 WANTED: OSBORNE 1, 80
column double density. Tel:
(0792) 402367 (eves) or
205678 ext 4220 (day). 178
Mayals Road, Swansea, SA3
5HF.
 EPSON HX-20, 32k,
microcassette, external
display controller, 'Intext'
wp/comms on ROM,
spreadsheet, database, other
software, books, leads, users
group newsletters etc, etc,
£420. Tel: (0636) 76928
(eves), can deliver.
 CBM 8032, 960k. 8050 dual
disk drive, Wordcraft
software, demo disk,
manuals, etc. Current
models, little used. Cost
£2,120, accept £1,000 ono or
may split. Tel: Tiverton
(0884) 820513.
 EPSON QX-10 with word
processing and graphics
software. Going abroad,
must sell. Totally reliable,
cheap at £900. Tel: Tony on
Hemel (0442) 55112.
 CBM 64. 1541 disk,
MPS801 printer, cassette,
joystick. Easyscript,
Multiplan, Superbase,
Hobbit, Decathlon. Manuals
and other books, £450. Tel:

Jacombs, Cheltenham (0242)
33635 (eves/weekends).
 SHARP PC 1500 Computer.
8k RAM, printer, as new,
offers please. Tel:
Morecambe (0524) 415510.
 BBC (B) with DFS, 6502sp,
speech processor and APTC
board. Also RGB monitor, 401
disk drive. Also a 40/80T DS
drive, software, disks, books,
mags, £600, will split. Tel:
(0992) 465000.
 APRICOT PC: Sales and
Purchase Ledgers, £50 each.
Supercalc 2, £75. All original
and very little used with full
manuals. Tel: 01-387 0325.
 APPLE 11+/Ile: Parallel and
Serial printer cards, £25
each. 80 col. card for Ile, £35.
Apple III: SOS system
software, £50. All Apple's
own brand, new and unused.
Tel: 01-387 0325.
 PRINTER, £60.
Commodore 1520 print/plot,
good working order,
replaced by dot matrix. Tel:
(07357) 2119.9 Nursery
Gardens, Reading, Berks.
 GENIE I. Bionic ROM,
expansion box, disk drive,
monitor, business and game
software, full instruction
manuals, £300 ono. Tel:
Huddersfield (04841 657038.
May be able to deliver.
 APPLE II EUROPLUS 64k, 2
Apple disc drives, DOS 3.3,
Videx 80 col. and printer
cards, Hitachi monitor, lots of
software, £500 for quick sale.
Tel: Bristol 603252.
 BBC B COMPUTER. Disk
drive, tape recorder, Prism
modem, Sideways ROM
board with Beebmon, Work
Station, Beebcalc, Pascal and
Micronet. Bargain, £500. Tel:
Borough Green (0732)
885278 (eves/weekends).
 APPLE SILENTYPE
PRINTER. Including interface,
large quantities of paper
supplied, Hitachi black and
white monitor, 9in screen.
Also Appleclock and two
Parallel printer interfaces.
Will separate, offers. Tel:
Crewe 582044.
 FOR SALE: Sharp PC1500
pocket computer, CE 150
printer plotter, CE 152 data
recorder. All excellent
condition. Plus Microl,

Sharp, Tandy software with
manuals. Offers please. Tel:
Newark (052285) 293.
 BBC Model B, 0S1.2, Disk
interface, Basic, ATPL
Sideways ROM board with
16k Sideways RAM,
manuals, leads, etc. Excellent
condition, £225. Tel: Mr
Cardy on 01-583 6666 ext
4157 (day).
 SHARP MZ80k. Dual disk
drives, with I/O box,
complete with Centronics
and RS232 cards. Including
cables, manual and software.
Good condition, £250 ono.
Tel: (0926) 814678.
 SHARP MZ-80A. Perfect
condition. Books, tapes,
owners manual, £225 ono.
Commodore 8050, dual
drives with leads, offers
please. WANTED: Atari 850
interface and Atari 800
computer. Tel: Mike on
(0532) 491366.
 TANDY TRS-80 Model 1
Level 2. Expansion interface,
48k, plus RS -232 and lower-
case mod. Twin disk drives
with assembler, word
processors, Basic compiler,
communications software,
£300 ono. Tel: Tenbury,
Worcs (0584) 810015.
 DATA GENERAL ONE
(portable). Additional
memory boards, 128k each.
Two available. Cost £525,
what offers? Tel: Mr Kirby on
01-938 2166 (office).
 DATA GENERAL ONE. The
ultimate lap held 512k RAM,
full size screen, 2 x 760k
internal drives, external
(IBM) drive. Fully IBM
compatible. Cost new
£5,000+, full software. Offers
around £3,000. Tel: Mr Kirby
on 01-938 2166.
 SINCLAIR QL. Absolutely
as new, C/W bundled
software and 4 blank micro
cartridges. A real bargain,
£230 ono. Genuine reason
for sale. Also Amstrad DMP1,
unused, £130 ono. Tel: (0203)
316599.
 LYNX 48k. Manual,
software, user mags, dust
cover, £75. Tel: Luton (0582)
872164 (after 6pm).
 APPLE Ile. Disk drives with
controller, extended auxiliary
card, DMP with PKASO,

interface, monitor, Snapshot,
128k RAMcard, Applewriter,
Pascal 1.2, toolkit, approx 70
disks, £1,200 ono. Tel: 01-226
8624 (after 6pm).
 BBC B, Acorn DNFS with
double sided 400k Viglen
drive, Solidisk 32k S/ways
RAM and s/ware. Beebug
toolkit, b/w monitor,
joysticks, games, discs,
mags, etc, £550. Tel: Robert
on 01-748 0837 (eves).
 PCW BACK NUMBERS.
Including first five ever! May -
Sept '78, April '80, June -Dec
'81, Jan '82 -Nov '84. Total 48
issues, £25 the lot. Tel: 01-
373 6303 (around noon).
 DRAGON disk drive +
disks. Plenty of software on
disk and tape. Condition as
new, hardly used. Can sell
separately, only £175 ono.
Tel: S. Durbin on Maidstone,
Kent (0622) 45258.
 ALL ITEMS BELOW
BRAND NEW. BASF .

Qualimetric disks, per ten:
sssd £13, ssdd £15, dsdd £18.
BBC B/D with CS200PSU
drive, £499. Apple disk drive
£80. Sanyo green screen
monitor, £60. 5.25in disk
drive cleaning kit, £6. Fischer
robot with BBC interface,
£50. BASF/Scotch computer
cassettes, £3 for ten. Speech
64, £15. Curran microslots,
£5. Electron joystick
interface, £15. Protek
switchable Spectrum
interface, £10. Wizard BBC
Joy ROM, £7. Protek BBC
joystick, £6. Harrier joystick,
£4. Prism BBC modem, £50.
S100 16k RAM board, £30.
Current issue genuine games
on cassette, ten for £15.
Tarbel S100 disk controller,
£50. For details tel: Simon on
(06611843449.
 CBM 4032 with 4040 twin
drives. One cassette drive
and manuals, £350 the lot.
Also CBM 2001, offers. Tel:
01-240 9453.
 NEC PC8201A. Portable
computer 32k, extras, cost
£600+. Swap QL, BBC -B +
disk, other, or cash. Chase
electronic organ (double
keyboard), unused gift,
retails £600. Swap computer
or cash. Tel: 061-205 1868
(eves).

OEM

TRANSACTION FILE ADVERTISEMENT FORM
All Transaction File ads must be submitted by readers on this form or a photocopy of this form. Maximum 30 words. Print one word per box, very
clearly. Name, address and/ortelephone number must be included inthe30 words.All ads must be accompanied by a flatfeeof£2.50.Makechequesor
POs payable to Personal Computer World. Ads accepted from private readers only. Ads cannot be repeated (unless sent in on another form) and we
cannot guaranteeto print an ad in any specific issue. Please helpourtypesetter to help you by printing your ad very clearly. Send yourcompleted form
to: Transaction File, PCW, 32-34 Broadwick Street, London W1A 2HG.

Please find enclosed my cheque/PO for £2.50 for the following Transaction File ad.
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JUKIFor Brighter Ideas...

C) L Lf
"1111NIMIN

DOT MATRIX The JUKI 5520 gives you seven
separate colours (ideal for

spreadsheet) for the price of black -and -white!
What's more, a flick of its dip -switch" brings instant compatibility
with both the Epson JX-80 and the IBM Colour Graphic Printer.
The JUKI 5520 also features Near Letter Quality print standard,
full graphics mode and built-in paper tractor. PLUS bi-directional
text printing at 180 cps. The JUKI 5520. One of our brighter ideas.

...and QuickerThinking
The JUKI 6200, on the other hand, is a low-cost, high-speed
daisywheel with full word processing support. Print standard is
*significantly crisper and clearer than Full Letter Quality,
and its extra -wide 16" platen will cope with even the largest
documents. Best of all, it gives you a maximum print speed
of 32 cps with a standard DIABLO* 96 -character wheel.
The JUKI 6200. Quicker thinking.

" DIABLO is a trade mark of Diablo Systems Inc.

Technology true to type

JILIIICII

I 5520

Epson is a trade mark of Epson.
* IBM is a trade mark of IBM Corporation.
Print out was generated using colourshop, DATA FANT

CPS

KI (EUROPE) GMBH
estr. 74  2000 Hamburg 26 F. R. Germany Sale distributor: I ntec Unit 3, Hassocks Wood, Wade Road, Basingstoke,
: (040) 2 51 20 71-73  Telex: 2163 061 (JKI D) Hants, RG 24 ONE. Tel.: (0256) 47 3232 (32 lines)

(0 40) 2 51 27 24 141/lawd, ltd Telex: 859669 MICRO PG, Facsimile: (0256) 461570



TRANSACTION FIL
V CBM64 soft-
ware. Super Huey

£5.50, Jump Jet
£4.50, Glider Pilot £4,

Flight Path £4, Matrix
£2, Football Manager £3.50,
Flight Simulator (Anger) £3.
Aztec Centronics interface

on (0438) 310029.
 DISK SOFTWARE -
original CBM 64. Multiplan,
Superbase, etc. WANTED:
Privately, IBM PC or true
compatible. Tel: (0491)
39497.
 CBM 2001/3000. Basic 2-

 TANDY TRS-80 Model 1
Level 2. Expansion interface,
48k, 2 disk drives, tape deck,
printer, instruction courses,
software and games, £300
ono. Tel: (0524) 823959.
 BBC -B 1.20S. Epson MX80
FT printer. Both perfect,

arcade, adventure, board.
Basic games + utilities.
Books. Tel: (0359) 30484.
 MZ 700 SHARP PRINTER
PLOTTER. Brand new, with
eight pens, new paper roll,
including cassette of
software. Worth £130, sell for

function keys, numeric pad,
clean, little used, £195. Tel:
061-829 1479 (day) or 061-
928 0130 (eves).
 PAST ISSUES of PCW,
Practical Computing and
Electronics Today
International. All very good

£5. Tel: (0736) 752982. ROMs £20, toolkit £20. Basic virtually unused, £500 the only £100. Other software condition. PCW 1980-1984.
 SPECTRUM 48k + 4- ROMs £30, toolkit £25. pair. Would sell printer books available. Tel: (0359) PC 1979-1983. ETI 1976-1984.
microdrive + interface 2 + 2040 1.2- ROMs £15. 4040 separately if wanted. Tel: 30484 (after 6pm). Any offers. Tel: 01-445 4281.
joystick + programmable
interface + tape deck, over

Command -0 £25. C2N
cassettes £28. All unused.

Alan Gibbs on 01-5689698.
 WANTED: ACORN ATOM,

 AMSTRAD CPC464
computer. With colour

 APPLE IIE. 3 disk drives,
system saver, tabs, sales,

£200 of software, £215 ono. Tel: (03041 375663. Forth language ROM or tape. monitor, and over £100 stock. Quickfile, word
Memotech MTX-500 + 32k  BBC B OS 1.2 + Acorn DFS Preferably with manual and worth software. Only 2 processing packages, £900
memory expansion + tape + Shugart disk drive + 50 any other Forth books or months old, fully ono. 51/4in single sideddiscs
deck, £115 ono. Tel: unused disks, Acorn graphic listings. Tel: (0203) 419885 guaranteed, boxed as new. in presentation boxes of 10,
Blackpool (0253) 403994. printer, + ATPL ROM board (after 1630 hrs). Need to sell, so only £260. £10 per box. Tel: Kettering
 WANTED: SIRIUS 1, 256k with Wordwise, Disc Doctor,  APPLE II SOFTWARE. All Tel: Leatherhead (0372) (0536) 511874.
RAM with integral or external toolkit, 1,000+ of extensive nearly new with full 373331.  SHARP MZ8OK. 48k, RS232
10 meg. Hard disk, dot matrix
graphics printer required,
preferably Epson FX80. Tel:

software, books + extras,
£999. Nordmende 14in
colour VDU, £99. Tel: 01-892

documentation. Ascii
Express Professional, £70.
Data Highway, £40. Apple

 MULTITECH MPF-III64k.
Fully Apple II+ compatible.
Z-80, 80 -column, sound &

interface, Parallel interface,
lots of software, inc mach/
code, MZ80A Basic, £450

Bucks (02804) 7882. 6575. Pascal Pack, £100. The Last Centronics cards. Twin ono. Will consider splitting.
 OPEN UNIVERSITY  BBC -B 32k SWR, 40/80 One, £100. Reasonable offers drives, joystick, detachable Tel: Dave on (0274) 562107,
COURSE. Structured
programming with UCSD

ddds, Wordwise + View,
Lisp, Micro -Prolog, ISO-

will be considered. Tel: 01-
854 5854.

IBM -style keyboard, Apple
Dos, CP/M, Wordstar suite,

Bradford, W.Yorks. Carriage
arranged at cost.

Pascal, unused. Cost £65,
quick sale wanted, therefore

Pascal, Forth, BCPL,
graphics, DiskDoc, Maths

 APPLE II SOFTWARE.
Apple Mechanic, Type Faces,

Fortran, games, etc, etc,
£600. Tel: Gt Bentley 10206)

 BBC -B Computer. 40/80
disk drive, Zenith monitor,

£35. Tel: Bracknell 420247 Packs, Elite, Vu file, Beebcalc. Typing Tutor, Hi-res 251054. AMX mouse, extension ROM
(eves). Copy all advanced vg, all Architectural Design, Phaser  SPECTRUM+ FOR SALE. board, Wordwise, Spell
 APPLE 11E. X2 disk drives,
monitor, cards: parallel
printer; microsoft Z80 (cpm);

Beebugs + more. Worth
£2,000+, offers £900+. R.
Davis, 187 O.B.R. LU2 7EH.

Fire, £10 each. David's
Midnight Magic, E -Z Draw,
GPLE, £20 each. All originals,

In good condition, 42 popular
games, cassette recorder, on/
off switch, cassette rack, light

check, graphics, joysticks,
£120 + software, other
extras, £600 the lot. Tel:

extended 80 col (128k). Upgrading to VAX 11/750. will accept £80 for the lot. pen, joystick. Bargain, £120 Leighton Buzzard (05251
Software; Multiplan;  TANDY TRS80 model 4 Tel: 01-854 5854. ono. Tel: 01-948 6566. 373909.
Applewriter; Quickfile; 128k. Integral disk drives and  SHARP MZ8OB 64k. Built-  TANDY TRS-80 Model III,  BBC Model B. Excellent
Pascal; Typing Tutor. All
manuals, 25 disks, £950, can

Tandy DMP 110 printer. Both
15 months old, very good

in tape, plus P6 printer,
various utilities and wordpro

48k, twin drive, printer. TRS-
80 DMP 200 with stand.

condition, with joysticks,
new Acorn data recorder, 11

deliver, London, Manchester, condition, only used 2/3 programmes. Plus Sharp Programmes Stock Control, games including Elite, Killer
West Country. Tel: (039281) hours a week, £550 ono. Tel: Basic. Good business/ Invoicing, Purchases, Sales, Gorilla, Snapper, 20 Beebug
297. Roper (0625) 520705. scientific machine. Offers Ledgers, Disks and stationery magazines, £350 ono. Tel:
 WREN PORTABLE CPM  COMMODORE 64, C2N over £700. Tel: Aberdeen storage units. Game £450. (0495) 310345 (5pm-7pm).
Plus micro, unused, integral
modem autodialler, software
included. Wordstar DBasell,

deck, Simons Basic cartridge,
19 games including Beach
Head, Manic Miner,

(0224) 637073 (eves).
 SHARP MZ-700 SUPER
SOFTWARE. Utilities:

Tel: Portsmouth (0705)
254617/267754.
 SUPERBRAIN QD FOR

 APPLE IIE. Twin drives,
amber screen Z80 card,
Zappler printer card, 80 col

Sage, Accounts, Perfect Quickshot. Joystick, Converter, PA-MON, SALE. Good condition and in 64k extended card. Only 3
Writer, Filer, Calc,
communications BBC Basic,

manuals, cost £350, £200
wanted. Write: Richard

assembler, dis-assembler.
Languages: Basic Expander,

daily use. Offers around £550
considered. Tel: Swansea

months old, all manuals plus
lots of software. Over £4,800

MBasic interpreter and Harvey, 7 Brantwood Road, toolkit + versions, Pascal, 884085 (anytime for details). in value, £1,600 ono. Tel:
compiler worth £3,000,
accept £1,200 ono. Tel: Clive

Droitwich, Worcestershire,
WR9 7RR.

machine code. Games:
machine code classics,

 VOLKER CRAIG
TERMINAL. Full keyboard,

(0303) 66448.

MICROCHESS
The Hungarian Vizugyi Sports Club's youth team takes on the Super

Constellation in this match. Kevin O'Connell watches from the side lines.
The Hungarian Chess Federation is one
of the most active national chess
federations in the organisation of com-
puter chess events, particularly match-
es between human and computer
teams. A match, played in January,
resulted in a resounding 61/2-31/2 win
for the machines in the 10 board match
against a strong youth team of the
Vizugyi Sport Club. The game which
follows was played on second board in
this match.
White: L. Jakobetz. Black: Super
Constellation. Vienna Opening.
1 e2 -e4 e7 -e5
2 Nbl-c3 Nb8-c6
3 f2 -f4

(This line of the Vienna Opening was
very popular in the late nineteenth
century, therefore it is reasonable to
assume that late twentieth century
chess programs (and their program-
mers) will know comparatively little
about it.)
3 ... e5xf4
4 Ngl-f3 Ng8-e7
5 d2 -d4 d7 -d5

6 Bclxf4
(However, the program has followed

the theoretical line and it is the human
who now deviates from the known 6
e4xd5 Ne7xd5 7 Nc3xd5 Qd8xd5 8
Bclxf4 with just a small advantage for
White.)
6
7 Nc3xe4

d5xe4
Ne7-d5

Black stands very well

8 Bf4-d2?
(8 Bf4-g5 should have been played,

although then Black stands very well
after 8 .. . Bf8-e7.)

(Now Black wins a pawn by a little
tactic.)
8 Nc6xd4!
9 Nf3xd4 Qd8-h4+
10 Ne4-g3 Qh4xd4
11 Qdl-e2+ Bf8-e7
12 c2 -c3 Qd4-b6
13 0-0-0 Bc8-e6
14 Qe2-b5+ Qb6xb5
15 BfIxb5+ c7 -c6
16 Bb5-d3 0-0

(Black has completed its develop-
ment and has a sound extra pawn.)
17 Bd3-f5 Be7-h4!
18 Bf5xe6 f7xe6

(Isolated pawns are often weaknes-
ses that can be exploited by the
opponent, but this is a very strong
passed pawn.)
19 Ng3-e4 Bh4-e7
20 Bd2-g 5 Be7xg5
21 Ne4xg5 e6 -e5
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PICK UP THE PHONE
FOR THE BEST

PORTABLE PACKAGE.
(0280) 816087

EPSON
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FREE SOFTWARE & TRAINING
WITH EVERY SYSTEM.

Phone(0280)816087 for more information.
 Impartial advice from trained consultants.
On site training.
 On site servicing & fully equipped workshops.
 Complete After Sales telephone support.

Associates Limited Bristle Hill, Buckingham MK18 lEZ Telephone (0280) 816087
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22 Rhl-el Rf8-f2
(Active rooks are very

important in endgames.)
23 Rdl-d2
(If 23 ReIxe5Fr2xg2 is good for Black.)

ErA

iii,. a
via w

!

Black has a sound extra pawn (16)

23 Rf2xd2
24 Kclxd2 Ra8-e8
25 c3 -c4 Nd5-f6
26 Ng5-e4 Nf6xe4+
27 Relxe4 Kg8-f7
28 Kd2-e3

(White has established a blockade on
the e4 square and is trying to make life

MICROCHESS
as difficult as possible for Black.)
28 ... Kf7-g6
29 Re4-g4+ Kg6-f6
30 c4 -c5?!

(This is highly dubious - opening a
path for the Black king to penetrate
White's half of the board via the d5
square.)

VA

707/

A

White is lost (35)

30 .

31 Rg4-a4
32 h2 -h4
33 Ke3-e4
34 g2 -g3

Re8-e7
a7 -a6
Kf6-e6
Re7-f7
Rf7-d7

35 Ke4-e3
(35 Ra4-b4, to restrain the Black rook

by tying it to the defence of the b -pawn
is a better try.)
35 ... Ke6-d5

(The position looks fairly quiet, but
White is lost.)
36 Ra4-e4

(If 36 .. . Kd5xc5 37 Re4xe5+.)
36 . Rd7-f7!
37 b2 -b4

(The last chance worth trying was 37
b2 -b3 (37 . . Rf7-fl 38 Re4-c4) and Black
would still have some hard work to do.
Now everything is simple.)
37 . h7 -h5

(Taking away the g4 square from
White's rook.)
38 g3 -g4

(There are no good moves.)
38 . Rf7-fl

(Threatening 39 ... Rfl-el+.)
39 Ke3-e2 Kd5xe4
40 Ke2xf1 Ke4-d3

(White resigns (0-1.))

(All of White's queen -side pawns are
doomed assuming, that is, that Black's
e -pawn does not queen first (for exam-
ple 41 g4xh5 Kd3-d2! and the e -pawn
marches straight down to el.)

NUMBERS COUNT

Mike Mudge delves into Exponential Diophantine Equations and reveals
a winner for Problems with Primes.

Exponential Diophantine Equations re-
quire the minimum of mathematical
background; interesting results are
readily found using simple search
techniques. Theoretical results, using
techniques of modular arithmetic are
incomplete, however, because of the
close relationship of the subject of
Exponential Diophantine Equations to
Character Theory of Finite Groups, it is
currently an active research area.

Mathematical background
0) a,b,c,d,e and f are to denote non -
negative integers. 0,1,2,3, ...
1) xa where a is greater than zero means
the product of a -factors each equal to x.
For example 34= 3 x 3 x 3 x 3 = 81. x°=
1 by definition, whatever the value of x,
this definition is made to guarantee
consistency with the laws of indices
which result from the above definition.
For example (xa) (xb) =Xa+b also ()Mb =
xab.

2) A Diophantine Equation (after
Diophantus of Alexandria, circa the
third century of the Christian era) is one
which is to be solved in integers, in
general both negative and non -nega-
tive.

E Dubois and G Rhin (1976) together
with H P Schlickewei (1977) have
established that the equation:

wa±xb±yc±zd=0hasonlyafinite
number of solutions for a,b,c and d
when w,x,y and z are distinct prime
numbers (given).

The problem
We shall confine our attention to the
Exponential Diophantine Equation 1 +
wa xbyc wdxeyf and in particular to
the case where w,x and y are consecu-
tive prime numbers in some order.

Disregard the trivial solution
= (a,0,0,a,0,0) which results

immediately from the fact that x° = 1 for
any x.
Case 1 w,x and y arethe primes 2,3 and 5
in some order.
Order A w = 2, x = 3 and y =5.

We wish to find non -trivial solutions
of the equation:
1 + 2a 3b5c 2d3e5f.

There are known to be 31 such
solutions of which some are given here
(a,b,c,d,e,f) = (3,0,1,2,0,0); (5,0,2,3,0,0);
(6,0,2,3,0,1); (7,0,3,2,0,0); (10,0,4,4,0,2)

Determine the other 26 non -trivial
solutions.
Order B w=3, x=2 and y=5.

We wish to find non -trivial solutions
of the equation: 1+3a=2b5C+2d3e5f.

There are known to be 24 such
solutions of which some are given here
(a,b,c,d,e,f) = (2,0,1,0,0,1); (3,0,2,0,1,0);

(2,3,0,1,0,0); (8,8,2,1,4,0);
Determine the other 20 non -trivial

solutions.
Order C w=5, x=2 and y=3.

We wish to find non -trivial solutions
of the equation: 1+5a=2b3C+2d3e5f.

There are known to be 20 such
solutions of which some are given here
(a,b,c,d,e,f)= (1,0,1,0,1,0); (3,0,4,0,2,1);
(2,3,0,1,2,0); (5,10,1,1,3,0);

Determine the other 16 non -trivial
solutions.
Case 2 w,x and y are three other
consecutive primes in some order. How
many solutions are there? What are
they?

There is plenty of scope here using
(w,x,y) = (3,5,7) or (5,7,11) or some-
thing much more ambitious such as
(12911,12917,12919).

Readers are invited to submit their
program listings, together with hard-
ware descriptions, run times, any com-
ments and of course the output relating
to the above problem.

These results will be judged for
accuracy, originality and efficiency (not
necessarily in that order), and a prize
will be awarded to the 'best' entry
received at 'Square Acre', Stourbridge
Road, Penn, N r Wolverham pton, Staffs,
WV4 5NF. Tel: (0902) 892141 by 1

December 1985.
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LOOKING FOR
SOFTWARE?

We hold a library of information on Software & Hardware.
* This library contains detailed information on business

software for micros and minis.
* You can use it as a single impartial source of information

to assist you finding the correct equipment.
* Our computer will list all the options that fit your

requirements so you can be satisfied you have made the
right choice.

* Once we have found what you're looking for we can then
put you in contact with a supplier who is qualified to
show you the software & hardware working.

 We can also assist you in finding peripherals, commun-
ications equipment, leasing, maintenance, training, and
computer office furniture.

* OUR SERVICE IS FREE AND IS DESIGNED TO SAVE YOU
TIME AND ENERGY IN UNNECESSARY RESEARCH.

 Phone this number and we will help you find the software
& hardware you need.

SOFTWARE
INFORMATION

LIMITED
01-831.0071

(Five lines)



NUMBERS COUNT

sions can only be returned if a

rvelope

rPlease note that submis-

suitable stamped addressed en-

sequence of unfortunate typographical
errors, which certainly discouraged
some readers. The longest known left

article by Angell and Godwin in
Mathematics of Computation Volume
31, Page 256, 1977 while those in -

is provided. Expanded reviews truncatable prime (in the sense of terested in the introduction of the
of previous problems together with,
subject to the approval of the contribu-

Angell and Godwin) is believed to be
357686312646216567629137 since ...

smallest odd prime as 1 instead of the
conventional 3, also in the truncation

tor, copies of detailed programs from 137,37,7 are prime. The corresponding from both ends, are referred to Keith

the prize winning entry may also be result for right truncatable primes is Devlin, The Guardian, 8 November
requested. 73939133 since . . . 739, 73, 7 are prime. 1984.

These results are both for base 10. For interest and curiosity this
Prize winner March Readers interested in the extension to month's prize winner is D W Richard -
Problems with Primes contained a other number bases are referred to the son of Preston, Lancashire.

LEISURE LINES

Quickie
A golden oldie this month, no prizes no
answers. A water lily is growing in the
centre of a circular pond. It doubles its
size every day and on 16 June 1985 it
exactly fillsthe pond. On what date did it
half -fill the pond?

Prize Puzzle
The idea for this month's puzzle comes
from Graham Gales of Bristol. A man
and his horse ran 10 times around a
rectangular field. The horse ran almost
twice as fast as the man. Can you
complete the cross number puzzle in
which all numbers are in Octal rotation.
(By the way, one hand equals four
inches)

Across
A Horse's running time in seconds
(rounded).
E Perimeter of field in feet.
G Diagonal of field in hands.
I Man's running time in seconds
(rounded).

Brain -teasers from J J Clessa

A B C D

E

HG

Down
B Horse's speed in mph.
C Area of field in square feet.
D Distance to nearest foot that man has
completed of his sixth lap, when the
horse finishes.
F Width of field in feet.
H Man's speed in mph.

Answers on postcards please to PCW

Prize Puzzle, September Leisure Lines,
32-34 Broadwick Street, London W1A
2HG. Entries to arrive not later than 30
September 1985.

June Prize Puzzle
'Find three positive numbers in arith-
metical progression whose product is
11.'

This was described as 'short and
sweet'. However I should have asked
for rational solutions only, since there
are an infinite number of irrational
answers-the most obvious being that
each number equalsthe cube root of 11.

The majority of answers were ration-
al, but irrational solutions were allowed
to qualify for the prize. Even with
rational solutions, the wording of the
question leaves ambiguity. I should
have also said 'base 10' numbers only
since: 1 x 2 x3 in base 5 = 11.

This month's winner is Chris Bingley
of Twyford, Berks - your prize should
be with you shortly. The winning
answer: 11/6, 9/4, 8/3.

DIARY DATA

organisers
Readers are strongly advised to check details with exhibition

duebefore making arrangements, in order to avoid wasted journeys

London

to cancellations, printer's errors, and so on.

28-30 Aug(Imperial College), INT Software Engineering Exbn & Conf Contact: Conf Services,
(01) 240 1871

London (Olympia), Personal Computer World Show. Contact: Montbuild Ltd, (01) 486 1951 4-8 Sept

Sheffield National Community Computing Conf. Contact: RTI, (0632) 616581 13-14 Sept

Manchester (Belle Vue), INFO North (Information Technology & Office Automation Exbn).
Contact: BED Exbns Ltd, (01) 647 1001

17-19 Sept.

London (Forum Hotel), Third Int Conf on Networks & Electronic Office Systems. Contact: R
Larry, (01) 388 3071

17-19 Sept

Berlin CAMP 85 Computer Graphics. Contact: Spectrum Communications Ltd, (01) 749 3061 24-27 Sept

London (Olympia), IBM System User Show. Contact: EMAP Int Exbns, (01) 837 3699 25-27 Sept

Manchester (UMIST), Electron & BBC Micro User Show. Contact: Mike Cowley (061) 456 8383 27-29 Sept
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CAP IT ALL
M1

HARROW

 HEATHROW

M3

HENDON

WITH

Da Vinci of London

EDMONTON

North Circular Road

 KINGSTON UPON THAMES

If you look at what is offered by other
dealers, you'll find that Da Vinci "Cap It All"
around London.
Established for over 6 years in the field of
microcomputer sales we have a solid base.
Our superb showroom - office - workshop
complex is probably the best custom built
facility currently available and essential for
authorised dealers of all market leaders.
An enquiry to our company, will result in
prompt attention from one of our know-
ledgable sales executives, and demonstra-
tions can be carried out at either your HQ
Or ours.
Although not a "warehouse", we know you
will find our quotations acceptable, and
whether a first - time or repeat purchaser,
our advice with regard to hardware and
software selection, will always be based
upon your individual requirements.

411;1141uter
More

CROYDON

Installation and training can be scheduled
precisely, so that your system is up and
working for you with the minimum of delay.
You'll find our expert maintenance division
provides the back-up essential to successful
continuity with a short -period call -out
contract available, as well as stocks of parts
and peripherals and repair service.
If all this sounds too good to be true, we
would just like to mention accessibility; 2
minutes from the Ml, Al, North Circular
Road, A41, nearest Tube station or Brent
Cross (drop the wife off); 15 minutes from
the M25, 25 minutes from Central London,
40 minutes from Heathrow and an hour or
so from the Midlands. We have easy Free
car parking to the rear and are open Satur-
days as well as weekdays.
We think you'll agree, - DA VINCI CAP IT
ALL.

M11

ROMFORD

MEMMM.
1.11MMF OM I1..1

MD MP On
MIR11 NNW IMM

PERSONAL COMPUTERS

apricot =\/

PERSONAL COMPUTERS

WORV_RArT

PEGASUS
BUSINESS
SOFTWARE

112 BRENT STREET HENDON NW4 Tel: 01-202 2272/3/4
Telex: 265871 (MONREF G) REFER TO 81 MMD102
TELECOM GOLD 81: MMD 102
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Your chance to contribute to the magazine.

We're offering readers a chance
to get rich (well, at least richer)

andto influence what's published in the
magazine - by writing for it. We
welcome approaches from would-be
writers, including those who have
never appeared in print before. It's
often users with practical experience
who have the most interesting things to
say, so don't worry if your prose is less
than perfect, we can take care of the
polishing.

If you have an idea for a feature write,
with a brief synopsis, outlining the
proposed structure and content. If your
article is already written, then send it in

for consideration. Remember to put
your name and address on both the
covering letter and the manuscript -
along with a daytime phone number if
possible. Manuscripts should be typed
or printed out (dot matrix output is fine),
in double -line spacing with ample
margins top and bottom and on each
side.

Any accompanying program listings
should be supplied on disk or cassette,
ideally with a printout as well. We'll try
to return all submissions sent in with a
suitable sae, but make sure you keep a
copy of everything you submit as well
for reference.

Bear in mind that it's worth taking a
look at the Back Issues advertisementto
see what sort of things we have already
published-after all there's no point in
reinventing the wheel. And please be
sure to tell us if you've contacted
another magazine (perish the thoug ht):
it would be very awkward if the same
article appeared elsewhere. Frankly,
we're more likely to accept something
which has been offered exclusively to
us.

Finally, we do pay for published work
- the rate is £65 per 1000 words, and
payment usually follows about four -six
weeks after publication.

ACC NEWS
Rupert Steele casts his eye over the Midlands in this month's round -up of

A good place to find other micro
enthusiasts is a computer club, and
there is almost certainly one in your
area. Computer clubs vary consider-
ably, but there are several key types:
Local clubs-enthusiasts with a variety
of machines get together to swap ideas
about general computing topics. These
clubs
getting a new micro, as you may well be
able to meet present owners of your
intended purchase-who will know its
defects!
Local machine -based clubs - these
clubs are still based on meetings, but
there will be concentration on a particu-
lar machine, so that specific software
can be discussed (but not, of course,
illicitly copied). These clubs often grow
into fully fledged local clubs, with
machine specific sub -groups.
National or regional user groups -
these are almost always based on a
particular machine or software topic.
The user group will operate through a
newsletter (typically four -six issues per
year), posted out to the members.
Some of these are run on a semi-
professional basis, or as small
businesses.
Pseudo -clubs - some manufacturers/
retailers use the word 'club' to describe
their selling operations, in the same
way (for example) as book or record
'clubs'.

The ACC maintains a national data-
base of all the computer clubs it knows
exist. If you would like details of your
clubto appear on the list, orwantdetails
of a computer club near you, then
contact the ACC (see addresses below).

If you are thinking of starting a
computerclub, theACC hasan informa-
tion pack (the Club Information Kit)
which is full of advice and tips to help
you get going.

club news.

Club news
This month, I'm focusing on the Mid-
lands. Chris Parry writes, from Strat-
ford -on -Avon, about the Stratford
Computer Club, which caters for all
micros and meets on the second
Wednesday of each month. His address
is 15 Kipling Road, Stratford -on -Avon,
Warks, CV37 7JZ.

Moving into Staffordshire, Andrew
Cope has written to me as Chairman of
the Mixed Bytes Computer Club. His
address is Hall Farm, New Road,
Dilhorne, Stoke on Trent, ST10 2PQ.
The club meets every other Thursday at
Dilhorne Recreation Centre, New Road,
Dilhorne. Members' machines at meet-
ings include Commodore 64/Vics,
Spectrums/QLs, BBC, Dragons and
Oric. The club is in the process of
building a robot.

Also in Staffordshire is Computer
Town, Burton. This is run by Chris
Woodford of 31 Hopley Road, Anslow,
Burton -on -Trent, Staffs, DE13 9PY. The
group meets monthly at Burton -on -
Trent Information Technology Centre,
with a mixture of members' equipment
and the BBC micros resident atthe ITEC.
Services provided by the group include
a brochure library (400 items), a maga-
zine library (212 items) and a book
library (30 items). There is an occasion-
al newsletter and discount voucher
schemes. For more information, write
to Chris or call him on (0283) 32615.

Neil Croft is the treasurer of the
Rotherham Amateur Micro Club. It
meets on the second and fourth
Wednesday of the month at the
'Traveller's Rest', Masborough,
Rotherham. The club is open to all aged
16 or over and visitors are charged 25p.
Membership fees are £1 unwaged, £2
waged with weekly subs of 25p and 50p

respectively. Members get a 10 per cent
discount on all software purchased at a
local computer shop. Neil's address is
10 Penshurst Close, Oakhill,
Rotherham, S Yorks, S65 1TR.

The Maltby TI Users Club now has 25
membersand is growing each month. It
produces a monthly newsletter for
those with Texas Instrument T199/4A
micros, offers hardware discounts of 10
per cent (and 20 per cent off cassette
software) from most of the leading TI
dealers, and holds monthly meetings.
Contact Mark Lee, (Secretary, Maltby
TI -99/4A users club), 89 Rotherham
Road, Maltby, S66 8LZ.

P A Clark is the secretary of the
Christian Micro Users Association. It
hopes to linktogether a large number of
Christian Micro users and to promote
the use of micros in Church activities.
For more details, send a large SAE to
Christian Micro Users Association, c/o 6
Walkley Street, Sheffield, S6 3RG.

Craig Boardman is the secretary of
Crewe Computer Users Club, c/o Oak-
ley Centre, Crewe, Cheshire. The club
has been running for four years and is
planning to expand. So why not drop
Craig a line if you live in Crewe?

And finally, Paul Thompson writes to
me as secretary of the Micro Computer
Club. For further details write to
Ashfield House, 1 Foster Avenue, Sils-
den, Keighley, W Yorks, BD20 9LE.

For a mention in this column, to notify
the ACC of a new or existing club, or to
obtain club address labels: Rupert
Steele, 12 Philbeach Gardens, LON-
DON, SW5 9DY.

For any other enquiry, including the
address of your local club: John Bone,
ACC Chairman, 2 Claremont Place,
Gateshead, Tyne and Wear NE9 1TL or
call (091) 477 0036.

END
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Finding the right data
communications package for your
micro or terminal couldn't be
easier. Because the chances are
there's a Tandata modem with
matching micropack that'll suit
your needs - precisely.

Take, for example, our
range of smart modems which
includes the Tm 512, a new and
advanced V21N23 (Bell available)
modem that's designed for
professional use. Simple and
trouble -free in operation, it offers a
wide range of user benefits. The
Tm 512 can be connected to any
conventional telephone line and
will select pulse or tone dial. It will
dial, detect baud rate and log -on. It
will also answer in -coming calls.
And it will do it all quite
automatically!

All Tandata modems are
complemented by a range of
matching micropacks covering
most popular business micros.
Micropacks include software for
Prestel and private viewdata
systems as well as conventional 80
column communications - it's a
complete package of user manual,
leads and even, sometimes, special
graphics chips.

Tandata micropacks
include VIEW-TEX, the most

powerful viewdata package, and
TAN -LINK, which combines
viewdata and 80 column, for the
IBM PC, ACT Apricot and ICL
Personal Computer etc., as well as
packages for the Apple II and

APPROVED
for use with

telecommunication systems
run by British

Telecommunications
in accordance with the

conditions in the
instructions for use

Macintosh, BBC, Commodore, etc.
- all explained in our special
Communications Software
Catalogue.

For further details simply
complete the coupon.

Tagdata
Tandata Marketing Limited

Albert Road North, Malvern, Worcs. WR14 2TL. Telephone: 06845 68421 Telex: 337617 Tandat G.
Prestel *799# Telecom Gold 81: TAN001

A short cut to data
comm ication

Prestel is a registered trade mark of British Telecommunications plc.

111 - - IN III Ell MI Ell - OM MI
r. Please send me information on the

following (please tick)

IModems & Micropacks  QL Communications pack 

Viewdata terminals and adaptors Micro

 Name Position

IICompany

IAddress

Tel

Send to: Tandata Marketing Limited, Albert Road North, Malvern, Worcs. WR14 2TL.

Ell 111. 111. 1111
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THE

PC50
LIBRARY

The PC50 Library is a subset of the
internationally renowned NAG library and
offers a powerful set of programming tools
for the Fortran user.
Available for ACT  apricot , Owns
/Victor,,IBM. pc , CP/M version for
8 -bit micros.

For full details write to

HARRISON-WARD
associates Ltd.

62 LYNTON ROAD, RAYNERS LANE
HARROW, MIDDLESEX HA2 9NN

UXBRIDGE (0895) 54052

READ & PRINT
BAR-CODES USING

ANY COMPUTER
Complete identification system including microprocessor
controlled scanner hardware plus software to print barcodes
on Epson (or similar) dot matrix printer. Most industrial
& commercial codes can be read. Packages
available for virtually any computer. Our systems are in
regular use by many private 8 public sector
organisations worldwide.
Prices start from £250. More information on
request.

ALTEK
INSTRUMENTS
Enterprise House
44-46 Terrace Road
Walton -on -Thames, Surrey
KT12 2SD
Tel: (09321 244110
Telex: 295800 CWAOL

IBM P.C. GAMES
IAGO (REVERS!) £17.50
MPD (LIFE) £17.50
BOTH TOGETHER £25.00
Will be supplied in MS DOS format, 360k
disk for IBM PC and compatibles.

IAGO A strategy game based on the
board game Reversi, featuring
six levels of play, sound, colour
and a dbug option to show you
what moves are being consi-
dered.

MPD Based on John Conway's
"Game of Life" featuring colour,
pattern, save and restore, and
dbug option.

Send for details, or cheque with order to:

I. D. WILSON
5 WELLS ROAD

RISELEY
BEDFORDSHIRE MK44 1 DY

Nick Walker selects the best of reader's programs - for
details on submitting your own, see the end of this section.

'By Gum!', BBC users have a good time
of it this month with GUM, a graphics
utility monitor by Brian Butterworth.
This program is a Mac -alike aid for disk
users, making the DFS user-friendly.
The graphics are reminiscent of
Weatherwise by the same author in
PCW, May.

Continuing in this serious vein, there
are disk -based databases for the
Memotech and the Atari.

Commodore 64 users have a renum-
ber utility that fits into a small space of
unused memory, and will renumber all
parts of a program including GOSUBs,
and so on. For the QL there is a utility to
make using your microdrives a delight.

King Kong would not be happy about
our game for the Spectrum, Not
Another Kong!, which involves stealing
his bananas.

r
p

Games

Scientific/mathematic

Business

Toolkia utilities

Educational/Computer
Aided Learning

Program of the Month

BBC Graphics Utilities Monitor
by Brian Butterworth

This program provides a user-friendly
method of manipulating disk files,
using windows and icons. The style is
very similar to Brian Butterworth's
recent program Weatherwise (PCW,
May). To use it, type in the two
programs and save them onto disk as
directed. Then to run the program, type
CHAIN "GUM".

When it is running, move the pointer
using the cursor keys and select an
option by pressing RETURN. Firstly,
select a disk drive by positioning the
pointer over the disk symbol showing
the drive number you want, and press
RETURN. A window will open showing
all the files on the disk. If you select one
of these, a window giving information
about the file will open at the bottom of
the screen. Simultaneously, various
menu options will appear at the top of
the screen, and are outlined below:
DELETE - this will delete the selected

file if you then select YES. If you select
NO, the program will exit from the
option.
COPY - this copies the selected file
from the current drive to another. Select
a destination drive to copy to, or the
current one to cancel the command.
DUMP-this dumps the contents of a
file to a window on the screen in
decimal. RETURN will halt the process.
PRINT - prints the text in a file on-
screen in a window. RETURN will
cancel it.
EXTRA - this produces a pull -down
menu containing another set of com-
mands. These are: NEWLOAD, which
changes the LOAD address;
NEWEXEC, which changes the execu-
tion address; CHAIN,which CHAINsthe
selected file; RUN, which *RUNS it;
LOCK and UNLOCK, which lock and
unlock the selected file; RENAME,
which renames it; and CLEAR, which
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PROGRAM FILE MICROMART
takes you back to the main menu.

To change disk drive, select the new
drive. The calculator symbol brings up a
simple calculator which is operated by

the keys; press RETURN to get rid of it.
The book symbol changes the

selected directory. This is $ normally,
but can be changed.

10.1....... GRAPHICS UTILITIES MONITOR
20.:
30.:
40.: Part one: SAVE as "GUM"
50.1
60.:
70V0U23,224,170,85,170,85,170,85,170,85
BOVDU23,225,0,60,102,102,126,102,102,0
90VDU23,226,0,124.102,124,102,102,124,0
100VDU23,227,0,60,102,96,96,102,60,0
110VDU23,228,0,124,102,102,102,102,124,0
120V0U23.229,0,126,96,124,96,96,126,0
130VDU23,230,0.126,96,124,96,96,96,0
140VDU23,231,0,60,102,96,110,102,60,0
150VDU23.232,0,102,102,126.102,102,102,0
160VDU23,233,0,126,24,24,24,24,126,0
170VDU23,234,0,126,12,12,108,100,56,0
180VDU23,235,0,102,102,124,102,102,102,0
190VDU23,236,0,96.96,96,96,96,126,0
200VDU23,237,0,102,126,126,126,102,102,0
210VDU23,2313,0,102,118,126,126,110,102,0
220VDU23,239,0,60,102,102,102,102,60,0
230VDU23.240,0,124,102,102.124,96,96,0
240VDU23,241,0,60,102,102,102,106,52,0
250VDU23,242,0,124,102,102,124,108,102,0
260VDU23,243,0,62,96,124,62,6,124,0
270VDU23,244,0,126,24,24,24,24,24,0
280V0U23,245,0,102,102,102,102,102,60,0
290VDU23,246,0,102,102,102,102,60,24,0
300VDU23,247,0,102,102,126,126,126,102,0
310VDU23,248,0,102,60,24,24,60,102,0
320VDU23,249,0,102,102,60,24,24,24,0
330VDU23,250,0,126,14,28,56,112,126,0
340VDU23,251,0,60,102,6,28,24,24,0
350:
360:
370:
3800ATA&5060,7F405F505F4051358405858405858407FF808E828E80868680861368013686808F8
3900ATA&5000,FF40C043D053C040C0500040C040FF55FE03028802780203020302030203FE55
400DATA&5220,00FEB2FFBOBFGOBFBOBFB0808080FF00000000FF01C101C101C10101010IFFOO
410DATA&5260, 00003F202020202120212121203F00000000FC04040404840484848404FC0000
420DATA&5600, 00406070787C7E7F786C4C060603030000000000000000000000000000000000
4300ATA1.5620,C0E0F0FBFCFEF.=FFFFFEFE4F0F07070300000000000000808000000000808000
440:
450:
460:
470MODE4
480HIMEM=&5000
490FORR7,0705
500READA7,A$
510FORD%=07031
520A7.713%=EVAL("&"*MIDS(A$0+D%.2,2))
530NEXT
540NEXT
550:
560:
570:
5BOCHAIN"GUM2"

10 .:........ GRAPHICS UTILITIES MONITOR
20 .:
30 *1
40 *1 Part two: SAVE as "GUM2"
50 *:
60 .1
70 .FX200,1
80 *TV0,1
90 MODE4:VDU231&200A;0(010(0(.0:0:
100 PROCwindow(6, 16,33, 14)
110 PRINT
120 PROCtert(" GRAPHICS UTILITIES MONITOR")
130 *OR.0
140 *DIR$
150 TIME=0:REPEATUNTILTIME>200
160 @%=10
170 HIMEM=&5000
180 DIMDS(32),BUFF2&200:ST%=0:DR%=-1
190 CFV,=0
200 :

210 :

220
230 PROCinitcode
240 PROCscreen
250 PROCsetpo(48,49)
260 ONERRORPROCwindow(8,22,37,20):REPORT:REPEATUNTILINKEY-74:PROCreadcat(DR%):

PROCcatdisp
270 REPEATPROCmove
280 PROCselect
290 PROCnewdir
300 UNTILDR7.7-1
310 REPEAT
320 PROCselfile
330 UNTILO
340 :

350 :

360
370 END
380 :

390
400 :

410 DEFPROCdesk
420 VDU26,20
430 V0U23;&200A000(0:01
440 CLS
450 VDU19,7,0I0H0I
460 VOU23,1213,&55AAI&55AA(1,55AA)&55AA;
470 FORR%=07030
480 PRINTSTRINGS(40,CHR$128);
490 NEXT
500 VDUS

data buffers
print buffers T -switches
buffered protocol converters
telecommunications buffers

Formats:
IEEE -488 or Centronics parallel,
or V24 /RS232c serial, or any
conversion combination.

Buffer sizes:
From 2k to 1 megabyte RAM.

Computers:
IBM PC, Hewlett-Packard, DEC,
Apple, Sirius/Victor, Televideo,
Super Brain, Commodore, BBC,
Tandy, Sharp, Osborne, NEC,
Data -General, etc, etc.

Applications:
Input buffering (data collection,
telecommunications, etc.).
Output buffering (accounts/pay-
roll printing, plotting, graphics
dumps, assembly listings, word
processing, telecommunications,
etc).

Support:
We are the leading specialist
distributor of UK -designed
buffered interfaces, with a range
of products second to none in
scope, price and reliability.

A»Line
Dataspeed Devices Ltd
MICRO BUFFER DISTRIBUTORS

3 Auburn Road
Laby
Leicester LE8 3DR
a 0533 778724

Your KEY to
RECORD ACCESS is

M ULTI KEY
BASIC_ compiled or interpreted. Includes card index

demo.

C'- Microsoft, Desmet, Lattice. Compiled library

c.
routines.

KEYS_ Variable length, character string or integer.

ACCESS- Full, partial, combinations, sequences of
keys.

FILES - Multiple index files. Joins data files.

B -TREE- For indexing, giving power with flexibility.

VALUE - £90 + VAT for single user BASIC version.
£170 + VAT for multi -use versions.

MORE - Details on our fact sheet. Phone (0786)
85697 or write to CAIRN ASSOCIATES
LTD, THORNHILL, STIRLING FK8 3PL.

CAIRN
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FAST EFFICIENT REPAIR SERVICE
SPECTRUM ... £18 inc

We also repair CBM64, VIC20, BBC, AMSTRAD, ORIC,
DRAGON, disc drives and printers

RING FOR DETAILS

PRINTER BARGAINS
DATAC DX120 PANTHER II NLQ £320.85
MICRO P MP165 NLQ £270.00
MICRO P CPA80 £199.00
CANON PW1156A £416.30
CANON PW10804 £328.90
JUKI 6100 DAISYWHEEL £372.60
EPSON LX80 NLQ (new) £286.35
EPSON FX80 £395.00
EPSON RX8OT £232.30

DISK DRIVES
CUMANA CSX200D DS/40T £121.50
CUMANA CSX400 DS/80T £140.75
CUMANA CDX400D DS/40T Twin Drive £231.60
CUMANA CD800S DS/807 Twin Drive £302.40
UDM DDFS when bought with any disk drive £90.00
UDM ODES only £105.00

All prices include delivery and VAT.
Please allow 14 days for delivery

Mail order customers make cheques payable to:

NEWCROWN COMPUTERS LTD
Dept PCW1

76B Dallow Road

E31
Luton Beds LU1 1LY

Tel: (0582) 455684
Overseas enquiries welcome

ipmt2m
vnA

COMPUTER
MAINTENANCE
ON -SITE REPAIRS

BUSINESS COMPUTERS
MICRO & MINI SYSTEMS

Hard & Floppy Disks V.D.U.s
Most Printers Repaired

Fixed Maintenance Charges for
8 Working Hour Response

SUMLOCK ELECTRONICS
LIMITED

GOTHIC HOUSE
MARKET PLACE

PENKRIDGE
STAFFS ST19 5DJ

Tel: 078-571-5155

E1122 L338
Commodore 64 Business Pack Corimo- Epson RX 80F4 £231

ter. disc drive, porter, software £473 Canon PW. 1080A £299
Commodore 64 Pack Cassette player. Shows CPA 80 £196
Int Soccer. Free holiday voucher for two Brother EP44 £208

£170 Brother M1009 E170

Amstrad CPC 464 Colour monitor 8 Brother HR5 E130
over E100 software 1291 Juki 2200 £295
Amstrad CPM 464. Green monitor 8 ACCESSORIES
over Et 00 software .... 0204 ZX Expanson system. Microdnye. Inter -

LOWEST PRICES IN U.K?
MICROS PRINTERS
Sinclair Spectrum .181(, tree sonware 6 Commodore MPS 801 E139
pack .... £74 Commodore MPS 802 Free Easy seep,
Sinclair Spectrum Plus. free software 6 8 Future Finance E295

pack £105 Commodore OPS 1101 Free Easy script
Sinclair 01

Amstrad CPC 664. Green monitor £283
Amstrad CPC 664. Amber monitor £370
BBC B........ ... 6
BBC B (Econet titled)
Sanyo MSX

0310
E199

MONITORS
Sinclair OL vision mon dor
Morootec OL monitor

1252
0235

Prior 0114.... £159
Commodore colour monitor 071
Fidelity P/ monitor
Sanyo green monitor

£102
... CR

DISK DRIVES
Commodore 1541 Free Easy script £182
Amstrad 3" ron
CumanaCSX 100 1094

CumanaCSX200S .. f134
Cumana CD 800S . E347

race & acrywafe.

Spectrum disc dn. Interlace
E86

£87
DK Tronics light pen
Sinclair interface 2 (tree Rom)

I17
£17

Program joystick Interlace . £20
Quick Shot II roystick £9

Easy Script .. £40
Diskettes 3M SS DD 10 £17
Microdrive Cartridge E1.73

CASIOP8770...OH
p9700 . Elge
FX82OP
FX750P .

L113

£75
FX72OP £42
FX4000P £34
P8410 C42

P8110
Data Bank PF3100

E33

Complete range of Casio and Spectrum/Commodore add ons at discount
prices. Prices/Goods subject to availability and change without notice. AR

prices excluse VAT. P&P ES (within UK)
Trade and Export enquiries welcome

in K. K. STATIONERS vi=4
187 Edgware Road 126 Edgware Road 172 Oueensway

Marble Arch Marble Arch Dueensway
London W2 1ET London W2202 London W2

Tel: 01.723 1436 Tel: 01-4024592 Tel: 01-229 3247

510 MOVE0,31
520 PRINTSTRING$(40,CHR$1217)1
530 VDU4
540 VDU19,0,7;010;
550 ENDPROC
560 :

570 :

580 :

590 DEFPROCwindow(LX7.,BY7,,RXX,TY10
600 GCOL0,129
610 FORR%=-4TOOSTEP4
620 VDU29,-R7.1R7.1
630 VDU24,LX7E.32-4:1023-EBY7.-.11432)RX%432+32:1023-(Tr4)53254;eCLG
640 VDU28,LX7.,E0,4.RX7..TY%
650 NEXT:CLS
660 GCOL0,128
670 ENDPROC
680
690 .

700 :

710 DEFPROCicon(N%,XX,Y%)
0

720 LOCALO%
730 N%=N%532.&5000 .

740 FOROX=25213255 e
750 VDU23,07.
760 FORDX=0707
770 VOU7NX:N7.=NX+1
780 NEXT
790 NEXT
800 VDU31,XX,VX,252.254,8,8,10,253,255
810 ENDPROC
820 :

830 :

840 .

850 DEFPROCinverse(XX,VX,X2%,V2%)
860 M124,0;0;1279:10231
870 LOCALAX,BX,C%,0%
880 AX=32.X7.-4.C%=32.(X27.+XX)
890 Er4=1024-32,1%
900 D7,1024-32x(VX.Y2%)-4 0
910 GCOL4,3
920 MOVEA%,87.:MOVEC%,8%
930 PLOT85,A%,D%:PLOT85,C%,D%
940 MOVEC7.,87.:MOVEAX,D% e
950 PLOT85,C%,8%
960 ENDPROC
970 :

0
980 .

990 1

1000 DEFPROCinitcode
1010 DIMU%1024,9%32,E%32,F7.32
1020 FORPASS=0TO2STEP2
1030 PX=U%
1040 EOPTPASS
1050 LDA&71:ASLA:ASLA:CLC:ADC&71
1060 STA&72:LDA$10:STA&73
1070 ASL&72:ROL&73
1080 ASL&72:ROL&73
1090 ASL&72:ROL&73
1100 LDA&72:CLC:ADC&70:STA&72
1110 LDA&73:ADC*O.STA&73
1120 ASL&72:ROL&73
1130 ASL&72:ROL&73
1140 ASL&72:ROL&73
1150 LDA&73:CLC.ADC41&58
1160 STA&73
1170 LDA&72:CLC:ADC*320 MOD256 0
1180 STA&74
1190 LDA&73:ADCM320 DIV256
1200 STA&75
1210 LDY#15..1oop1
1220 LDA(&72),V.STASX,Y
1230 LDA(&74),Y:STASX+16,V 0
1240 DEY:BPLIoopl

250 .

0 260 : *
270
280 LDV1015..1oop2
290 LDAS7.0,:ANDEY.,Y,ORAF7.,YSTA(&72),Y
300 LDAS7,16,V.ANDEX+16,V.ORAFX+16,V.STA&74),v
310 DEV:BF'LIoop2
320 RTS
330 :

340 .blank
350 LDYX15..loop3
360 LDAS%,V.STA(&72),V
370 LDAS%+16,V:STA(&74),Y
380 DEV:BPLIoop3
390 RTS 0
400 ]NEXT
410 OLWEX=-1:F17,=F%:E17.=E7.
420 '&70=8.404
430 ENDPROC 0
440 :

450 :

460 .

470 DEFPROCsetpo(M%,I%)
480 FX=FIX:EX=EIX
490 FORR%=07031:EXPR%=-1E0R7(RX+1.5000+32.1%).FX7R%=7(R%,&5000+32).M%) 0
500, NEXT
510 FORRX=OTO7STEP4.0%=!(RX+E%+8):!(R%+EX+S)=!(RX*E%+16):'(R%+EX+16)=0%
520 07.=!(RX+F7.+8):!(RX,F%+8)=!(R7.+F7.+16):!(R7,+F7+16)=0%'
530 NEXT
540 ENDPROC
550 :

560 :
0

570 :

580 DEFPROCmove
590 LOCALT%
600 CALLU%
610 REPEAT
620 TX=?&70
630 Y7.=7&71
640 IFINKEV(-26):1-%=T%-1
650 IFINKEY(-122):T7.=TX+1
660 IFINKEY(-42):VX=Y7.+1
670 IFINKEY(-58):YX=Y7.-1
680 IFINKEY(-1):TIME=0:REPEATUNTELTIME>2
690 IFT%,.0:TX=0
700 IFTY.>39:TX=39
710 IFY%>31.Y7.=31
720 IFV7.<0.Y7,=0 0
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PROGRAM FILE MICRAIIIART
1730 IF(T7.,7&70)0R(Y7. ?&71)THENCALLblank:7&70.17,?&71.Y7,CALLU11
1740 UNTILINKEY-74
1750 X7.=?&70
1760 V7.=?&71
1770 CALLblank
1780 4FX4,2
1790 ENDPROC

: 1800

1810 :

1820 :

1830 DEFPROCtext(AS) 0
1840 LOCALV7.,0%
1850 FORV%=ITOLENA$
1860 D%=ASCMIDS(A$0,7.,1)
1870 IFD%<64VDUMELSEVDU128+(DXAND&1F)
1880 NEXT
1890 ENDPROC
1900 :

1910 :

0 1920 :

1930 DEFPROCscreen
1940 PROCdesk
1950 PROCicon(6,2,25)

0 1960 PROCwindow(1,1,38,1)
1970 PROCwindow(1,22,4,3)
1980 PROC1con(3,1,17)
1990 LOCALRX O
2000 FORR7,0703
2010 PROCicon(19,1,R7A.4.1)

0 2020 VDUS.MOVE80,832-R7
2030 NEXT
2040 PROCwindow(20,16,35,14)
2050 PRINT.PROCtext(" SELECT DRIVE")
2060 ENDPROC 0
2070 :

2080 :

2090 :

2100 DEFPROCselect
2110 IF(X%>0)AND(X%<5)AND(Y7.<19)AND(V%>3).ELSEENDPROC
2120 IFDR%<>-1:PROCinverse(2,DR%44+4,2,3) 0
2130 DR%=0,7.-4)DIV4
2140 SE%=0
2150 PROCinverse(2,DR7-a4+4,2,3) 02160 PROCreadcat(DRX)
2170 PROCcatdisp
2180 ENDPROC

* 2190 .

2200 1

2210 :
2220 DEFPROCreadcat(DRIVE7.) 0
2230 IFDR IVE%<OTHENENDPROC
2240 LOCALDS,E$,R%
2250 FORR7-=0T031:D$CR%)="":NEXT
2260 VDU3
2270 PROCosclif.DRIVE "+STRSDRIVE%)
2280 $FX15
2290 LOCALAX,X%,Y%
2300 A%=8:X7.=BLIFF74100256:Y%=BUFF%DIV256
2310 BUFFM1=BUFF%+1,100:BUFF%!5=31
2320 BUFF7-!9=0 0
2330 CALL&FFD1
2340 A7.=BUFF%+&100
2350 IFBUFF%?5=31THENnofile7=0:ENDPROC
2360 FORnofile%=11.031-BUFF7-?5
2370 DII=FNread(14%+1,7A%-1).A%=A%+1+?A%
2380 REPEATIFRIGHT$(DS,1)=" "THENES=LEFTS(D$,LEND$-1):D$=E$
2390 UNTILRIGHTS(DS,1)<>" "

2400 DS(nofile%)=D$
2410 NEXT
2420 nofile7=31-BUFF775
2430 CF%=0:ST%=0
2440 VDU26.PRINTTAB(0,27)1STRING$(160,CHR$128);
2450 VOU26,10,9:PRINTSPC(34)::PROCtext("GUIT")
2460 ENDPROC
2470 :

0 2480 :

2490 :

2500 DEFFNread(ADDZ,N0%)

2510 LOCALA$,BX 0
2520 FORB%=ADD%TOADD%+NO%
2530 AS=AS+CHR11(?8%)
2540 NEXT
2550 =A$
2560 :

2570 :

9 2580 :

2590 DEFPROCcatdisp
2600 IFDR7.<0.ENDPROC
2610 VDU26:LOCALR%:FORRX=3709:PRINTTAB(18,RM1STRING$(13,CHR$128)::NEXT *
2620 PROCwindow(7,26,38,10)
2630 IFnofile%=0:ENDPROC
2640 FOR87,81-7.$1670(ST%*161+15
2650 X%=(87.AND3)+8:V7.=((8%AND15)DIV4).4+1
2660 IFD$(87.+1)<>"":PROCicon117,X%+3,Y%):VDU5,25,4,324(X%+11)-16aLEND$(8%+1):
1023-32a(Y%+12)11:PRINTD$(8%+1):VDU4
2670 NEXT 0
2680 IFnofile%>16:PROCwindow119,8,27,61:PRINT:PROCtext(" OTHERS")
2690 ENDPROC

0 2700 :
0

2710
2720 :

0 2730 DEFPROCselfile
2740 PROCmove
2750 IF(X%>0)AND(X%<5)AND(Y%<23)AND(V%>19)PROCinverse(2,20,2,2):PROCcalc:PROCin
verse(2,20,2,2).ENDPROC
2760 IF(X%>18)AND(X%<29)AND(V%<10)AND(Y%>5)ANDnofile%>16:PROCinverse(19,6,9,3):
ST%=ST7.E0R1:PROCcatdisp:ENDPROC
2770 IFIX%>6)AND(X%<40)AND(Y%<27)AND(Y%>9)THENPROCopenfile1(X%-7)DIV8,(1,%-10)D1
V4):ENDPROC
2780 PROCselect
2790 PROCnewdir
2800 PROCruler(X%)
2810 ENDPROC
2820 .

2830 :

2840 .

2850 DEFPROCcalc
2860 aFX15
2870 LOCALRX,PX,A$
2880 PROCatndoa(10,24,21,11)
2890 PROCwindoW(11,14,20,14)
2900 VDU26,28,10,24,23,11,30,10:PROCtextl" calculator")

BEST UK
SOFTWARE PRICES/

Buy from TriSoft Ltd., the specialist software company
formed by microcomputer consultants.
* Over 400 leading software packages (inc. Apple)
* Independent advice in making your choice
* Professional staff + network of consultants
* Most formats. All programs latest versions

SAGE ACCOUNTS £245
SAGE PLUS £485

List
Price

Our
Price

List
Price

Our
Price

dBase II 395 239 DMS Delta 4 495 375
WordStar Prof 399 265 Super Project 395 299
Lotus 1-2-3 430 289 Multimate 3.3 399 279
dBase III 550 325 MS Pascal 295 235
Framework 550 325 Dataplot Plus 195 155

ALL PRICES EXCLUDE VAT AND CARRIAGE
If you see any of these products genuinely advertised at a lower
pace, we will improve upon that offer in most cases. Please
phone or write for our comprehensive price list.

PLEASE SEE PAGE 167 FOR OUR MAIN ADVERT

?Bat %)1 GPI v SAM
Crown Square, Matlock. Derbyshire DE4 3A T

Tel: 0629-3201 (6 lines)
Telex: 8950511 ONEONE G

NVDSoftware
For the QL

WD Utilities (3rd ed) (base £5.50)
PRINT 60 -file DIRectory or view it on one screen, one -key LOAD. COPY or
PRINT 60 files with one key (allows for namesakes). Multiple FORMATting to
prevent corruption by stretching of tape. TOOLkit to give dated, numbered
modules in program development. PRUNE old Ides to release space (one key
DELETES a file). Full instructions in QUILL tile. Use up to 6 EXTRA
MICRODRIVES (add on your Spectrum ones)!

WD Utilities for CST Disks (base £8)
100 -file capacity. for CST/Compumatamate disk system AND up to 4 extra
micrcdrives. User-friendly timesavers.
RefQL (4th ed) (base £4)
700 useful IL references in an ARCHIVE file. (Too long to share cartridge
with other software).

For Spectrum/QL/BBC
WD Morse Tutor £4)
From absolute beginner to beyond RYA and Amateur Radio receiving. Adjust
pitch. Set speed to your test level (4-18 wpm). Learn from single characters,
via groups with wide spaces to random sentences; decrease spacing to
normal. Write down what you hear, then CHECK on Screen or Printer (or
speech for Spectrum fitted with Currah Microspeech). Also own message,
random figures, letters or mixed.

For Spectrum 48K
Tradewind (base £4)
Sailing/trading strategy game with graphic surprises.

Jersey Quest (base £4)
Text adventure with Bergerac and the Dragon, (not disk).
Prices: (incl Europe postage, elsewhere add £1). Spectrum/BBC cassettes,
base price only. OL or Spectrum Microdrives, Vicartridge plus base price.
51/4' floppies, £2 plus base: 3.5" floppies. £4 plus base (SROOS or TRDOS format
for Spectrum).
Two or more programs on one medium - pay medium plus base Ea. WO Utilities
and Morse for 01.50, but IMPOSSIBLE to mix al/BBC/Spectrum programs on one
medium. Send YOUR cartridge and base price. but FORMAT a FIRST in your DRIVE 1
for compatibility.

WDSoftware, Hilltop, St Mary, Jersey.
Tel: (0534) 81392

** EINSTEIN **
PEACH PACK
A suite of 10 programs covering a wide range of practical
business tasks.

TEXT WAGES
LABELS PROFILE
MAIL ACCOUNTS
INVOICES RECORDS
STOCK CASHDESK

Peach Pack allows you to build up and use large collections
of data files.
Complete pack of all 10 programs £30.00
Partial pack of any 2 programs E 10.00

PEACH MANAGER
There are certain tasks - such as mail merge, monthly
statements, and stock control etc ... which all involve
repetitive loading and handling of many files. It is a great
advantage to arrange that the computer itself does the file
handling automatically. Peach Manager provides this
powerful facility allowing a number of options for the 10
programs of Peach Pack.
Manager options for all 10 programs £20.00
Manager options for any 2 programs £10.00
All prices include disc, manual and post. Please add 15% for
vat.

Details from:

PEACH COMPUTERS LTD
192 GREENOCK ROAD

LARGS, AYRSHIRE
Tel 0475 673766
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MICROMART
DISKETTE Prices per box of 10 1 box 2-4 5-9 10.
3' MAXELL 1)5101) 96' 40 00 38 00 37 00 36 00
3 5" SONY SSOI3 96'

O5a) 96'
30.00
42.00

29 20
40.00

28.40
38.80

27 60
37 70

5.25' BASF SS/SD 48' 13 00 11 81 11 48 11 16

00,00 48'
136100 48'

16 00
19 00

14.63
17 44

14 22
16 95

13 81
16 47

SOOD 96' 20 00 18 56 18 05 17 53
05/00 96' 23 00 21 38 20 78 20 19
0S+10 96 41 00 37 69 36 64 35 60

5 25" CENTECH 55/00 48 18 29 16 46 16 00 15 54
11 colours
to choose

1:16/00 48
SS/DD 96

24 25
24 25

21 B3
21 83

21 22
21 22

20 61
20.61

from
5.25" CUMANA

00/01) 96
DS/DD 96

32.06
16.25

28 86
14.63

28.05
14.22

27.25
13 82

5 25' DYSAN SS/DD 48' 17 00 16 31 15 86 15 41
DS/DO 48'
SSW) 96

25 00
25 00

23 85
23 85

23.19
23.19

22 53
22 53

OSOD 96' 31 50 30 26 29 42 28 58
5 25" NASHUA S5:00 48' 11 00 10 48 10 19 9 90

SS DO 48'
NOD 48'

12.00
14.00

11.20
13 27

10.88
12 90

10 57
12 53

SS/00 96' 15.00 13 99 13 61 13 22
DS/01) 96' 16.50 15 38 14 95 14.53

5 25" SCOTCH -3M SS/DO 48'
05/01) 48'

15 00
19 00

14 06
17 44

13.67
16 95

13 28
16 47

SS/DD 96' 22 50 20 81 20.53 19 66
1:15,00 96' 24 00 22 50 21 88 21 25

8" BASF FROM 12 64 8" NASHUA FROM 12 86
8" DYSAN FROM 22 10 8" SCOTCH -3M FROM 14 34
Hard sector and pre -formatted diskettes also available
SOFTWARE Available for
APRICOT, SIRIUS. MACINTOSH, APPLE (11,c.e, I .111). ATARI, C8M64. SEC
RAINBOW. IBM (PC,XT.AT). TI PROF. WANG PC
Framework 325 Multimate 230 Symphony 395
Friday 130 SuperCalc 3 205 MS -Chan 175
dBase 17 (1 11 335 Jan Neel 375 MS -Word 275
Lotus 1-2-3 295 Wordstar 2000 295 Open Access 310
Wordstar Prof 255 dBasell (2 43) 240 Delta 4 350

MS -Protect 175 dBase 11 to III 100 TKi. Solver (Mac) 145

POSTAGE PER ORDER
DISKS 2-4 Boxes C1, 5-9 Boxes £2. C2 50 per 10 Boxes
SOFTWARE C100-0500 Add C8. otherwise free delrvery
HARDWARE C100 Add C5 C100-0500 Add L8. , 0500 Add £10

ALL PRICES ARE EXCLUSIVE Of VAT

KINGSLEY ENTERPRISES
Tel: 87 Whiteheld Road, Stockton Heath
0925 64207 Warrington WA4 6NB

SCIENTIFIC SUBROUTINE LIBRARY
VOLUME 1 - STATISTICS AND CURVE FITTING
Mean. SD. Normal Distribution. Partial Expectation. Chauvenets Criterion.
Least Squares fit to a Polynomial and Arbitrary Function. Repetitive Least
Squares Fits. Covariance Matrix. Chi -Squared Statistic. Matrix Inversion.
Solution of Linear Simultaneous Equations

VOLUME 2 - LINEAR PROGRAMMING
Reduction of a Simplex Tableau. Integer Programming, Partial Integer
Programming, Conversational Linear Programming System, Least Cost Mix
Problem.

VOLUME 3 - FURTHER STATISTICS
Ranking, Ouantiles. Frequency. Correlation Coefficient. T, Chi -Squared and
F Distributions and their Inverses. T Test, Chi -Squared Test. Wilcoxson
Test. Linear and Multiple Regression, ANOVA 1 -way and 2 -way.

VOLUME 4 -- TRANSFORMATIONS AND SORTING ALGO-
RITHMS
Fourier and Fast Fourier Transforms. Numerical Integration and Differentia-
tion. Harmonic Analysis, Interpolation, Coordinate Transformations. Ex-
change Sort. Ouickson. Shellsort. Tree Sort.
All routines are written in BASIC tor easy implementation on any machine.
Machine readable source code - E75 plus VAT per volume (Most disk
formats plus OL microdrive now available).
Manuals including full source listings with implementation notes and
documentation - £25 per volume.

CP/M TO DEC FILE TRANSFER
Software to read and write RT-11 format RX01 diskettes under CP/M80
Supplied on 8" SSSD diskette - £25 plus VAT,
SERVICES
Micro Logic Consultants specialise in scientific data processing and the
interfacing and control of laboratory instrumentation. We can advise you on
the best approach to your problem, or provide a complete solution Contact
Derek Clofford on 0860 319482

MICRO LOGIC CONSULTANTS LTD
57 Station Road, Southwater, Horsham

W. Sussex RH13 7HQ
Telephone: 0403 731818

BRAIN
SURGEONS

Anita Electronic Services (London) Ltd. are

specialists in the repair and service of the

Superbrain and associated peripherals.

We offer a fast on -site nationwide service

or alternative repairs can be carried out at

our workshops should you wish to bring
your machine in to us.

Maintenance contracts are available at

very competitive prices.

We also specialise in the repair of Com-
modore, Apple, IBM Apricot, Osborne and
Sirius.

Trade enquiries welcome

For further information telephone or write

to: -

Mr. D. Wilkinson
Anita House,

15 Clerkenwell Close,
London EC1R OAD
Tel: 01-253 2444

2910 A$="789/456+123-0....
2920 FORP%=01-03:FORR%=0703
2930 PROC1con(44,R%42.2,P7.42=5)
2940 VDU5:MOVE64sR%-.400,495-644P%:PRINTMIDS(A$,R%=P%s4+1,1)1:VDU4
2950 NEXT:NEXT
2960 PROC1np
2970 PROCcatdisp
2960 ENDPROC
2990 .

3000 a

3010 :

3020 DEFPROCopenflle(X%,Y%)
3030 LOCALN%,H%:M=TRUE
3040 N%=Y%1.4+X7-1.1=161.-ST%
3050 IFN71>nofile7-:ENDPROC
3060 CF%=N%
3070 PROCinverselX%.8+7,Y%.4+11,8,3)
3080 DEFPROCupdate.LOCALH%:147.=FALSE:N%=CF%.1FN%<ITHENENDPROC
3090 PROCwindow(1,29,38,28)
3100 PROCicon(17,1,0)
3110 VDUll
3120 PROCtext(" FILENAME LOAD EXEC LOCK)
3130 PRINTTAB(4,1):1)4(N%)1
3140 PROC411eInfo:PRINTTAB(13,1)1FNpfload%):TAB(23,1)1FWexec%);TAB(34,1)1CHRS
(78-11s1ock7-);
3150 IFHZPROCInverse(X%48.1-7,Y%.4.11,8,3)
3160 VDU26,10,9:PROCtext("DELETE COPY DUMP EXTRA PRINT QUIT")
3170 ENDPROC
3180 :

3190 :

3200 :

3210 DEFPROCnewchr
3220 IF(X7.>1)AND(X%<5)AND(Y%>249AND(Y%<271:ELSEENDPROC
3230 PROCmIndom(8,14,30,12)
3240 PRINT.PROCtext(.. SELECT DIRECTORY...)
3250 4FX15,1
3260 ES=GETS
3270 OSCLI"DIR "+00
3280 PRINTE.41
3290 PROCreadcat(DR%).PROCcatd.sp
3300 ENDPROC 0
3310 :

3320 :

3330 .

3340 DEFPROCf.le1nfo
3350 LOCALX%,YX,A%
3360 .BUFF%=BUFF7..256
3370 11(BUFF%+256)=D*(N7-)
3380 A7.=5.X71=BUFF%MOD256:Y%=BUFF%DIV256
3390 CALL&FFDD0 3400 load7-=B13FF%.2
3410 exec%=BUFF%.6
3420 1ength5=BUFF%.&A
3430 lock%=(BUFF7-?&E)<>0
3440 ENDPROC
3450 :

3460 :

3470 :

3480 DEFFNp(A%)
3490 =RIGHT$("00000000..+STR$-A7.,8)
3500 .

3510 .

3520 :

3530 DEFPROCruler(A%)
3540 IFY7.i2THENENDPROC
3550 LOCALACN%
3560 IFFNlimit(1,7).ACN%=1
3570 IFFNlimit(8,13).ACN%=2
3580 IFFNlimit(14,19):ACN7-=3
3590 IFFNlimIt(20,261:ACN%=4
3600 IFFNlimit(27,33).ACN7.=5
3610 IFFNlimit(34,40):ACN%=6
3620 IFACN7=0THENENDPROC

IFACN%<>6ANDCF%=0THENENDPROC 3630

3640 PROCinverse(st%,1,1n%,1)
3650 IFACN%=ITHENPRDCdelete
3660 IFACN7-=2THENPROCcopy
3670 IFACN1/4=3THENPROCdump
3680 IFACN7-=4THENPROCextras
3690 1FACN7-=5THENPROC1ist 0
3700 IFACN%=6THENPROCquit
3710 PROCinverse(st%,1,1n%,1)
3720 PROCupdate
3730 IFCF%<1THENPROCwindow(1,1,38,1).VDU26,10,9:PRINTSPC(34)1.PROCtext("QUIT")
3740 PROCcatd.sp
3750 ENDPROC
3760 :

3770 :

3780 :

3790 DEFFNlimit(5%,T%) 0
3800 IFACN7.<1THENst11=9%.1.17-=T7--S7-=1
3810 IF(A%>=5%)AND(A7-<=77-).=-1
3820 =0
3830 :

3840 :

3850 :

3860 DEFPROCdelete
3870 LOCALyes%
3880 PROCmindow(20,20,36,15)
3890 PRINT 0
3900 PROCtext(. DELETE "*STRflength%)
3910 PRINT:PROCtext(.. BYTE FILE")
3920 PRINT.:PROCtextl- YES NO-) 0
3930 REPEAT
3940 PROCmove
3950 UNTIL(YX:17)AND(Y%<20)AND(X%>20)AND(X%<311 0
3960 IF(X7-<26)THENyes%=TRUE
3970 IFyes%PROCinverse(21,19,3,1)
3980 IFyes7-PROCosc11(..ACCESS "1-1),(CF%))

0 3990 IFyes%PROCoscli("DELETE "*DS(CF%))
4000 IFyesXPROCreadcat(DR%)
4010 ENDPROC

0 4020 .

4030 .

4040 :

4050 DEFPROCosc11(A$) 0
4060 LOCALX%,Y%
4070 SBUFFX=Af.X%=BUFF%MOD256.Y%=BUFF%DIV256
4080 CALL&FFF7

0 4090 ENDPROC 0
4100 :

4110 :

4120 :
e
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PROGRAM FILE
0 4130 DEFPROCguit

4140 PROCwindow(10,16,37,16)
4150 PROCtext(.GUIT - ARE YOU SURE (Y/N)")
4160 REPEAT
4170 kFX15
4180 A4=GETS
4190 UNTILINSTR("YN",A$)
4200 IFA$="Y":VDU22,72END
4210 ENDPROC

0
4220 :

4230 :

4240 .

4250 DEFPROClist
4260 CLOSE*0
4270 PROCwindow(7,26,38,10)
4280 LOCALF%,67.,Z%:G7,1
4290 FIC=OPENINIDS(CF%).
4300 @%=4:PRINTO." ".

4310 REPEAT
4320 2X=BGET*F7.
4330 IFZ%=13THENPRINT'8%. .1:07.=0%,1
4340 IFZ7.<31THENZ%=0
4350 VDUZ%
4360 UNTILEOF*FXORINKEV(-74)
4370 CLOSENO:PRINT':PROCtext(" PRESS RETURN")
4380 ..FX15
4390 REPEATUNTILGET=13
4400 ENDPROC
4410 :

4420 .

4430 . 0
4440 DEFPROCdump
4450 CLOSE*0
4460 PROCwindow(7,26,38,10)
4470 LOCALF7.,G7.,27.:

.

4480 F71=OPENIN(ACCFM)
4490 REPEAT
4500 IF(PTR*FXMOD5)=OTHEN@%=5:PRINT'PTR*F%)".")
4510 @%=4:PRINTBGET*F7..
4520 UNTILEOF*F7.0RINKEY(-74)
4530 CLOSE*0:PRINT'.PROCtext(" PRESS RETURN") 0
4540 .FX15
4550 REPEATUNTILGET=13
4560 ENDPROC 0
4570 :

4580 :

4590 :

4600 DEFPROCcopy 0
4610 PROCwindow(10,18,37,16).PRINT:PROCtext(" select drive")
4620 REPEAT
4630 PROCmove
4640 UNTIL(XX>0)AND(X7.<5)AND(Y%<19)AND(Y7.>3)
4650 ND7.=(Y%-4)DIV4
4660 IFND%=DR%:ENDPROC 0
4670 PROCwindow(10,22,37,16)
4680 PRINT':PROCtext(- copying from drive ...STR$DR%->" to.):PRINT':PROCtext(" dr
Lve ".STR$ND%)
4690 FORD7.=07011
4700 PROCinverse(2,ND7.44.4,2,3)
4710 TIME=0:REPEATUNTILTIME>10
4720 NEXT
4730 X%=OPENIN(Dt(CF%))
4740 D%=-OPENOUT(-:"+STR$ND%+"."4-DS(CF%))
4750 REPEAT
4760 BPUT*0%,BGET*X%
4770 UNTILEOF10(7.
4780 CLOSE*0:PROCcorrect(":"*STR$ND%+.."*D$(CF%),load%,exec7,lock%)
4790 ENDPROC
4800 :

4810 :

4820 :

4830 DEFPROCcorrect(AS,load%,exec%,lock%)
4840 LOCALX%,Y%,A%
4850 E(BUFF7.,256)=AS
4860 .BUFFX=(BUFF7.,256)
4870 BUFFM2=load%
4880 BUFF7.!6=exec%
4890 BUFF7.!&E=lock%
4900 A%=1:%%=BUFF%MOD256:Y%=BUFF%DIV256.CALL&FFDD
4910 ENDPROC
4920 :

4930 .
4940 :

4950 DEFPROCextras
4960 PROCwindow(20,20,29,4)
4970 RESTORE5130
4980 FORM=01-07.READAIHPRINTTAB(1,R7...2.1)).PROCtext(AS).NEXT
4990 REPEAT
5000 PROCmove
5010 UNTIL(%7.>20)AND(XIC,29)AND(Y1(>3)AND(Y5,20)
5020 NR%=(Y%-4)DIV2:PROCInverse(21,NR%42+5,8,1)
5030 IFNR%=7THENENDPROC
5040 TIME=0:REPEATUNTILTIME>100 0
5050 IFNR%=0:PROCosc1i("ACCESS --)-11$(CFX)+- L-)
5060 IFNR7.=1:PROCoscli(.ACCESS ..11011(CFX))
5070 IFNR7.=2:load11=FNinput(enter new load address-):PROCcorrect(D$(CFX),load%,

exec%,lock%)
5080 IFNR%=3:exec7,FNinput(-ente, new exec address-).PROCcorrect(DS(CFX),load%.

exec%,lock%)
5090 IFNR%=4:VDU22,7.CHAINDS(CF11) 0
5100 IFNR7.=5:VDU22,70.ROCoscli("RUN "kDS(CF7))
5110 IFNR7.=6:PROCrename
5120 ENDPROC
5130 DATALOCK,UNLOCK,NEW LOAD,NEW EXEC,CHAIN,RUN,RENAME,CLEAR
5140 :

5150 : 0
5160 :

5170 DEFFNinput(Af)
5180 PROCwindow(10,25,35,20)
5190 .FX15
5200 LOCALT$,KS
5210 PRINT:PROCtext(. ...At)
5220 REPEAT
5230 REPEAT
5240 K.$=GETS
5250 UNTILINSTR("0123456789ABCDEF..CH(S13.0011RS127,KS) 00 5260 IFINSTR("0123456789ABCDEF",K$IANDLENT$<8THENT$=TS.KS
5270 IFK4=CHR$127:1-$=LEFTS(T$,LEN(TS)-1)
5280 PRINTTAB(2,3).:PROCtext(Ttk. -)
5290 UNTILKS=CHR$13
5300 =EVAL("&"->TS)
5310 :

5320 .

LOWEST PRICES !
All prices for IBM PC and compatibles, but most are also
available for other MS-DOS machines, ie APRICOT,
HITACHI, SANYO etc.. and CPM-80, CPM-86 machines.
State computer when ordering. We will try to beat any
genuine competitor's price. PLEASE 'PHONE.
SOFTWARE OUR

RRP PRICE
TURBO PASCAL v 3.0 70 55
dBase 11 v2. 43 395 224
dBase 111 550 289
Sycero 595 430
Lotus 123 430 299
Symphony 595 389
Framework 550 289
Wordstar 295 189
Wordstar Professional 399 259
Wordstar 2000 465 299
Sage Bookeeper 295 195
Sage Accountant 495 339
Sage Accountant Plus 695 495
Sage Payroll 195 139
Sage Options 145 105
Sage Chit -Chat 130 95
Psion Xchange 495 355
Supercalc 3 v. 2 360 249
Pulsar Accts. (1 module) 195 149
Multimate v. 3. 3. 455 325
Multiplan 190 145
Spotlight 113 81
Crosstalk 161 119
Sideways 54 39
Sidekick (Unprotected) 72 56
Sidekick (Protected) 47 37
Volkswriter De Luxe 289 199
Personal Pearl 190 130
Perfect Writer 111 149 109
Perfect Calc 11 149 109
Perfect Filer 11 149 109
Knowledgeman 414 299
Open Access 550 385
MS Basic Compiler 385 289
MS Basic Interpreter 340 256
MS Bus. Basic Compiler 450 339
MS Cobol Compiler 680 510
MS Pascal Compiler 295 220
MS Macro Assembler 150 115
MS C Compiler 485 365
MS Fortran Compiler 340 256
Nortron Utilities v. 3.0 86 64
DR Assembler plus tools 185 135
MS Flight Simulation 65 51
AST Ram Disk + Print Spooler 34
COMMODORE PC -10 RRP £1675 ONLY E1395
Fully IBM PC Compatible, with 256kb RAM.
monitor, 5 expansion slots, dual double sided 360kb floppy
disk drives, MS DOS 2.11
COMMODORE PC -10+10 .... RRP£26950NLY£2145
Fully IBM PC Compatible, with 256kb RAM, Dual 360K
floppy disks drive and 10mb fixed disk drive. 4 expansion
slots, 12" mono monitor, serial & parallel ports. BEST VALUE
ANYWHERE.
SINCLAIR OL 319
DOT MATRIX PRINTERS
Epson All Models Low Prices PHONE
Panasonic KX-P1091 120cps (IBM) 254
Brother HR5 (P or S) 125
Brother M1009 Dual I/face 50 cps 166
Brother M1009 P or IBM 50 cps 154
Brother 2024L NLQ 160 cps Draft 945
Dataproducts 8010 180/90cps NLQ T/F S&P IBM Comp 369
Dataproducts 8050 132 col 200/110cps text. ssf. IBM 1049
DAISY WHEEL PRINTERS
Brother FIR15 13cps 315
Brother HR25 25cps 825
Brother HR35 35cps 749
Qume Letterpro 12/20 20cps P or S 440
Qume 11/40 Plus 40cps I/F extra 1149
Qume 11/55 Plus 55cps I/F extra 1385
Qume 11/90 90cps I/F extra 1799
FULL COMMUNICATIONS PACKAGE
Thom EMI V21/V23AutoAnswer. Auto Dial modem, cable
& Sage Chit -Chat software now available, only £309.00.
Normal RRP £399.00
CSI/RODIME WINCHESTER EXTERNAL 5.25" HARD
DISK DRIVES, complete with cables, host adaptor, manuals
and software diskette. For IBM-PC andcompatibles,SANY0
550/555, ACT, APRICOT, HITACHI etc.
11 MByte Drive 1084 22 MByte Drive 1290
44 MByte Drive 1642
11 MByte Drive/Tape Streamer 1914
22 MByte Drive/Tape Streamer 2173
44 MByte Drive/Tape Streamer 2564
AST RESEARCH IBM CARDS .... _ PHONE
HERCULES COLOUR CARD 175
HERCULES MONO GRAPHICS CARD _ 339
256K RAM EXPANSION CARD (APRICOT). . . 230
 Not enough space to list all. Call for BEST PRICE for

ANYTHING.
 Official orders from Government Depts & Times top

1000 welcome, otherwise strictly cash with order.
 EXPORT SPECIALISTS.
 FAST DELIVERY, normally 48 hours. Callers by

appointment only please.
 CARRIAGE FREE on SOFTWARE. Courier service £10

for Computers, Printers.
 Please add 15% VAT to all prices.

A
ASHLEY
COMPUTERS LTD.
42 Harefield Avenue,
Cheam, Surrey SM2 7 NE

01 -661 9240
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MEGABUFFER

Universal Print Buffer
0 64/128/192/256K RAM FOR LARGE PRINTOUTS
O WORKS WITH MOST COMPUTERS AND PRINTERS
O PARALLEL/PARALLEL, PARALLEL/SERIAL AND

SERIAL/PARALLEL MODES
c MULTIPLE COPY AND PAGE REPRINT FACILITIES
O STRAIGHT -THROUGH MODE

- USE FOR INTERFACE CONVERSION ONLY
O INDUSTRY -STANDARD CONNECTORS
0 INTERNAL POWER SUPPLY
0 HIGH QUALITY CONSTRUCTION, BUILT TO LAST
c BRITISH DESIGNED AND MANUFACTURED

64K fI80 - I28K £216 - I92K £252 - 256K £288
CABLES £15 (send full details of Computer and Printer)

RINGDALE PERIPHERALS, 11 Decoy Road, Worthing,
Telephone (0903) 213131 West Sussex, 8N14 8ND

OPEN #STREAM
FOR NEWBRAIN

USERS
Join OPEN #STREAM, The liveliest
user group for NewBrain, and get five
big newletters plus free software plus all
the latest info on hardware updates and
programming tips for the Brain plus
ROM source listings, modem & comms
details and a spot on the Blandford
Board plus the full story on sound and
digital/anolague conversion for the New -
Brain plus meetings and more.
OPEN #STREAM has members worl-
dwide, and co-operates with Tradecom
and European user groups.

Join now:
£10.00 to OPEN #STREAM

Membership, 1 Ranelagh Road, Deal,
Kent

COMPUTERS AND
MAINTENANCE

Apricot PC from £1390
Apricot Xi 10Mb £2190
Commodore PC10 £1424
Commodore PC20 £2375
Commodore 8296 £680
Commodore 8250 £765
Victor VPC15 £2499

DAISYWHEEL PRINTERS
Triumph -Adler TRD7020 £375
Ricoh 1200 £499
Ricoh 1600QS-8 £1415

MATRIX PRINTERS
Sakata 1200+ 120cps £290
Sakata 1500 180cps £399
Epson RX8OT £217
Epson S02000 Ink Jet POA
C)ki182 £274

Many more offers - Please phone for
advice and prices

L."( riZIATOn COPtr, Lint feakilat
24 Green Lan, NWO 2NG Tel: 01-2033777

-=4

5330 :

5340 DEFPROCinp
5350 sFX15
5360 LOCALIS,St,total,Lf:LS="+"
5370 VDU28, 11, 15,24,14
5380 REPEATVDU30
5390 IF<LENSTRStotall>10ANDIS='"ANDINSTR(STRStotal,'..)>9:1S=.E.
5400 87.=&AOA:IFtotal<.1ANDtcital<>0THEN@%=&2080A
5410 IFIf="":PRINTtotal;:ELSEPRINTRIGHT$(. .440,10);

5420 REPEAT
5430 5$=GETS:IFI6=.E.ANDSS<>"C"THENS$='?.
5440 UNTILINSTR(".-/e=C0123456789.".CHR$127+CHRS13,SS)
5450 IFINSTR("1---ai=",SVANDLENIS>OANDLS<>".:totalVAL<STRStotalf-LS.I.) :I$=""
:LS=MIFL4="=".L$=..
5460 IFINSTR("+-*/",SS)ANDLENI$>OANDLS=""rtotal=VAL(IS):IS='.:L$=SS:IFLS="=":

5470 IFINSTR(.0123456789.",86)ANDLENIU10:1$=1$+SS
5480 IFSS=CHRS127ANDLENI$>0:1$=LEFTS(I$,LENIS-1)
5490 IFS$="C.THENtotal=0:IS=.'iLf=".
5500 UNTILSS=CHRS13
5510 ENDPROC
5520 )

5530 :

5540,
5550 DEFPROCrename
5560 LOCAL1S,R$,D7.
5570 aFX15
5580 PROCwindow(10,20,35,17)
5590 PRINT
5600 PROCtext<. enter new name")
5610 IS...
5620 REPEATPRINTTAB(1,3);:PROCtextf."-fIlk+... .)
5630 RS=GET$
5640 IFR$=CHR$12721S=LEFTS(IS,LENIS-1):Rf=""
5650 IFRS>" "ANDLENI$<7:1,=4S+R$
5660 UNTILLENIS>OANDR$=CHRS13
5670 FORDY,ITOnofile7..IFDS(D7.)=IfsIl...
5680 NEXT
5690 IFIf="":ENDPROC
5700 PROCoscli<.RENAME ",D$(CF7.).. .+10)
5710 PROCreadcat<DAM
5720 ENDPROC

PA' Atari Database
by Martin Bann

This is a database for an Atari disk- GET - loads a database file from the
based system with a minimum of 48k of disk.
memory. It is menu -driven and very DISK - gives a directory of the disk.
user-friendly. The program comes in SORT- sorts a file on a single field.
two parts. The first contains informa- FIND - searches for any item, for
tion about the database, and sets up example, a single letter, within a file.
machine code routines for sorting, PRINT - prints a selected range of
searching and loading data.The second records on the screen or a printer.
program is the database, and has the SPLIT-allows you to split a sorted file
following functions: into two sections, if it grows too large to
CREATE - allows you to design- the hold in memory.
layout for the database. To use, type in the two programs
ADD- lets you add new records to the separately and save them onto the
database. same disk as DBASEDAT.BAS and
PUT - saves the current database to DBASE.BAS respectively. Then type
disk. RUN "D1 :DBASEDAT.BAS".

.-.
ig gs Program name :- D:DBASEDAT.BAS

38 REM This program must be run before D:DBASE.BAS can be used.
40 REM
45 ZU, VASOL-1!."1 Tilig)NdadAROt knit" as INVERSE CHARACTERS

.., 47 REM <<<DO NuT REPEAT DO NOT TYPE IN THE REM STATEMENTS,_

. 48 REM AS THIS WILL REDUCE THE NUMBER OF RECORDS YOU CAN HAVE>>>
50 OPEN 01,4,0,"K:.:POKE 82,1:GRAPHICS 0:SETCOLOR 2,100,4:POKE 752,1:D-0
60 ? :? " This program will allow you to create a database that can be used to
store'
70 ? . any data you like. Min 48K memory..:? :? It has the following limitati 0
ons :-.
80 ? :? ' 1 - maximum record width of 254 char.'
90 ? . 2 - maximum header name, of 360 char.'

111: ;
3 - maximum1

l'Aerii:ill'.'' "Pen" on
your type of printer."

120 ? 5 - can only sort 1 field at one time.
130 ? 6 - no control characters allowed as data. (can be changed).
140 ? 7 - maximum number of records de ends on your record width..
150 ? ? le with a record width Of 10ID char. you can have 150 records. 0
160 ? :? . press <RETURN> when ready.i:OET 141,KEY
200 ? 'I This program was designed by :-.
210 POSITION 14,2:? .MARTIN BANN. O

277,.7 :? .P.Sinms=?Sc) at any of the [--1 prompts will exit you from
0 260

270 FOR 7.1536
, . made sure you have a blene DOS nisi.'

TO 1764
280 READ A:POKE T,A:D.D.A:NEXT T

I
290 IF D<>38593 THEN ? ')ERROR IN DATA, PLEASE CHECK":END
31: ;E4'1,i Amvi4T44,1,:.Balla:D.AsE.BAs' .,
10000 DATA 104,201,4,240,36,201.5,240015.162r32,104.157.69,3.104,157,68r3 104
10010 DATA 157,73,3,104,157,72,3.32,86,228,132,208,189,72,3,133,212,189,73,3
020, DATA 133,213,96,104.133,204,104,133,203,104,133,206,104,133,205,104,133,208.133

10830 DATA 207,104,104,133,211,230,207,208,2,230,208,160,0,177,203,209,205,208,1
4,200
18040 DATA 196,211,208,245,165,210,133,213,165,209,133,212,96,230,203,208,2,230,

41/1 U1:4130gATA 209,208,2,230,210,165,210,197,208,208,216,165,209,197,207,208,210,169
41111

,0,133
10060 DATA 212,133,213,96,104,133,214,104,133,213,104,133,204,104,133,203,104,13
3,208,104
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PROGRAM FILE MICRON/ART
DATA 133,207,104,104,133,215,184,104033,217,165,207,133,285,165,208,133,2 10078

06,165,214
10080 DATA 133,212,133,210,165,213,133,211,24,181,203,133,209,165,210,101,204,13
3.210 166
1!4)090 DATA 217,164,215,136,177,211,209,209,240,25,176,2,144,25,134,216,160,0,177
,21
101100 DATA 170,177,209,145,211,138,145,289,200,196,203,208,241,240,4,200,202,208
, 198

10
44101

DATA 205,165,205,208,6,166,206,240,11,198,206,165,210,133,212,165,209,24,1
,18

0
10120 DATA 165,216,240,4,134,216,208,158,96

0

1 REM *******************************
2 REM * PROGRAM NAME :-D1:DBASE.BAS *
3 REM * BY :- MARTIN BANN 18-82-85 *
4 REM * *
5 REM * RUN DI:DBASEDAT.BAS before *
6 REM * using this program. *
7 REM *******************************
8 GOTO 15000
9 REM * KEYBOARD INPUT ROUTINE
10 TEMPII=:X1=NI:X2=NI:Z=NI:Y1=PEEK(84)
20 POSITION N0,Y1:7 "C"IDASHIIINI,MAXLENWl"i:POSITION 5101
30 GET SNI,KEY
40 IF IKEY<32 OR KEY>94I AND KEY<>27 AND KEY<>N155 AND KEY<>126 THEN 160
50 IF KEY -27 THEN TEMPIII=ES:RETURN
60 IF KEY=N155 AND Z>N1 THEN TEMPI)=TEMPSINI,Z-NII:RETURN
70 IF KEY=N155 THEN 160
80 IF KEY<>126 THEN 120
90 IF X1=N1 AND X2=n11 THEN 160
95 IF X1<>N1 THEN 110
100 IF X2=N4 OR X2=7 THEN YI=Y1-NI:X1=N39:X2=X2-N1:Z=Z-NI:POSITION X1,51:7 "-;C
HRilli(2541:POSITION X1,Y1:GOTO N30
105 Y1=Y1-NI:X1=N39:X2=X2-NI:Z=Z-NI:POSITION X1,51:7 '-":POSITION XI,YI:GOTO N30
110 X1=X1-NI:Z=Z-NI:POSITION X1,Y1:? ..-":POSITION X101:GOTO N30 0
120 IF 2=MAXLEN.N1 THEN 160
125 IF X1<>N39 THEN 145
130 IF X2=N3 OR X2=N6 THEN POSITION X1,Y1:? CHRIOCKEY);CHRin1254/:GOTO 140
135 POSITION X1,Y1:? CHRIIIIKEYI
140 TEMPIII2,2)=CHRSIKEY):Z=Z+NI:X1=NI:Y1=Y1+NI:X2=X2+NI:GOTO N30
145 POSITION X1,Y1:? CHRSIKEll:TEMPIS(Z,Z)=CHRSIKEYI:Z=ZfNI:X1=X1+NI:GOTO N30
160 SOUND N0,50,N10,N10:FOR DELAY=NI TO N200:NEXT DELAY:SOUND NO,NO,NO,NO:GOTO N
30
199 REM * CLEAR A SELECTED PART OF THE SCREEN
200 FOR CLEAR=COUNT TO N22:POSITION N0,CLEAR:? SPACESINI,N381:NEXT CLEAR:RETURN
220 / "1":7 84:7 :7 "You have to CREATE - LOAD a file first."
230 FOR DELAY=N1 TO 1800:NEXT DELAY:GOTO MENU
999 REM * ADDINB OF RECORDS
1000 IF F1<>N1 THEN 220
1020 IF LENIDATS1.0RDATIN171>LE THEN 1240
1025 START=NO:TEMP=N5
1030 FOR T=N1 TO RDATINI6l:GOSUB 1900:? FIELMTEMP,TEMP.FDATITI-N1/
1040 TEMP=TEMP+FDAT<T1+N5:7 :MAXLEN=RDATCTI:GOSUIR KEYINPUT
1050 IF TEMPin<>E$ THEN 1080

1060 START=LENIDATSI-START:DAT$ISTARTI=DAT$CSTART,STARTI:IF LENIDATS)>N1 THEN F2
=N1
1070 POP :GOTO MENU
1080 START=START*RDATIT)
1090 IF LENITEMPSI<>MAXLEN THEN TEMPSILEN(TEMP$I.N1/=SPACESINI,MAXLEN-LENiTEMPIN
1

1100 DATIIILENIDATE+NII=TEMPS:NEXT I
1109 REM * CHECK IF RECORD IS CORRECT
1110 7 "0 RECORD ENTRY CNECK":,
1120 START=LEN(DATC-RDATINI71.N1

0

1130 FOR T=N1 TO RDAT(N16):7 DATSISTART,START.RDATIT)-NI):START=START*RDAT(T):NE
XT T
1140 POSITION N4,N22:? "Is above record correct <Y or NV.;:GET 1041,KEY
1150 IF KEY=N89 THEN 1200
1160 IF KEY<>N78 THEN 1140
1170 COUNT=N21:GOSUB SCLEAR:POSITION N1,N22:? Bil"please re-enter data for above
record"

1180 FOR DELAY=N1 TO N500:NEXT DELAY:START=START-RDATINI7l-NI:IF START=N0 THEN D
ATill="":GOTO 1025 ID
1190 DATIUSTARTI=DATIHSTART,START):00TO 1025
1200 , "V.:POSITION N1,N10:7 RS:? RECORD ADDED ':, RS:

REM * ALL IN INVERSE 0
1238 FOR DELAY=N1 TO N255:NEXT DELAY:00TO 1020
1239 REM * FILE FULL MESSAGE
1248 ? /1101°) FILE FULL -no more records can be added to this file.'
1258 ? :, Try splitting the file into two parts, and then use each part moperat
oly.
1268 , I? press <RETURN) when ready.:SET ONI.KET:SOTO MENU
1900 , .7 ADDING RECORDS'
1910 , :, file name : ',FILE*
1928 , records to go : IINT(ILE-(LENIDATS)-START))/RDAT(14171/
1930 ? :,  Press <ESC> to finish adding records*:? RS
1950 , :'P  Please enter data for field number '17:7 :7
1960 RETURN
1999 REM * FIND/PRINT/MODIFY/DELETE MENU
2888 IF F2<>01 THEN 220
2020 , .5.:, :, :, Do you wish the printout to go to SCREEN or PRINT
ER <S or P>';
2030 GET N1,KEY
2840 IF KEY -N80 THEN PRI=NI:GOTO 2875
2050 IF KEY=1.183 THEN PRI...NO:00TO 2130
2055 GOTO 2830
2059 REM * CHECK IF PRINTER SWITCHED ON
2060 7 ') PRINTER NOT SWITCHED ON':, :, ' p <RETURN) when ready':
GET SNI,KEY:GOTO 2020
2075 TRAP 2860:LPRINT
2080 7 '0':7 :7 :7 ' Do you have a 40 column printer <Y or A.>"1
2090 GET ONI,KEY
2100 IF KEY -N89 THEN PRT40=N1:00TO 2130
2110 IF KEY=N78 THEN PRT40=1.40:00TO 2130
2120 GOTO 2090
2138 7 ')':POSITION NI.N6:TEMP4=N0:F3=N0
2140 7 <P> PRINT whole file'
2150 7 :7 ' <5> PRINT SELECTED part of file.
2160 7 :/ <F> FIND a particular Item' *
2170 7 :7 ' <M> MODIFY a record'
2175 7 :7 " <DO DELETE a record'
2180 7 :7 <I> EXIT to main menu'

1111

2190 7 :7 :? PLEASE ENTER YOUR CHOICE'
2200 GET CNI,KEY
2210 IF KEY=N70 OR KEY=7? OR KEY=68 THEN 3000

= = = =
AFS.=

BETTER SERVICE, BETTER PRICES
WIDER CHOICE

COMPUTERS
SANTO (now including IBM compatible and 2 x 800k

versions), APRICOTS OLIVETTI plus widest choice of IBPACOMPATIBLES.
Tailored systems from under £1080. New slimline FERRANTI PC
COMPATIBLE, £1199 inc monitor and software.
PLUS NETWORK SYSTEM for any combination of these computers (up to
64) at 0250 per station PLUS FREE ON -SITE WARRADTT. Hard disk
systems, extra RAM (eg Apricot 128k r139). Multifunction boards etc, all at
discount prices.

SOFTWARE Full range of INP, spreadsheet and database software,
etc, plus Accounts, Payroll, CAD, Communications packages, etc. All at
very special prices.

PRINTERS All the leading printers supplied. We specialise in Near
Letter Quality Matrix Printers (from under £2110) and Daisywheels.

SPECIAL OFFERS!
* EPSON LX80 (NLQ) NEW! £209 
 KAGA TAXAN KP810 ( =Canon PW1080A)
£239
** 18 CPS QUME compatible daisywheel
£199 ***
 BROTHER HR15 DAISYWHEEL £319 *
* OKIMATE 20 COLOUR £239 *
* MANNESMANN TALLY MT85 (NLQ) NEW
£329 
* NEC PINWRITER P2 £479 *

PLOTTERS We supply a full range of plotters from A4 - £169
(MCP -80 and Silver Reed EROS). A3 - E275 (ROLAND). Al - £2995
(HOUSTON). Use independently or as part of a CAD system.

PRINTER BUFFERS
16k - £15 64k £119.

SeriaPparallel in(out 8k -512k from 8k - f75

DISKS -- SPECIAL OFFERS - POST FREE!!!

Boxed in 10s DYSAN 100% 3M Lifetime SONY 3.5"
guarantee guarantee per box i per order

per box + per order per box + per order (fixed)
(fixed) (fixe5

+

d)
SSDD 04.40 + C1.00 f11.7 £2.75 SS £26.50 1 £3.30
DSDD £29.50 + £1.45 £15.25 i £2.75 DS C36.50 , £3.30
SSOD £211.90 + £1.45 £1 7.15 i £3.85 AMSTRAD 3"
DSDD £26.05 + £1.65 £28.15 i £3.85 £36.00 per box of

10

VOLUME DISCOUNTS. Top Quality unlabelled disks - eves lower prices.
Please add £2.110 to the above prices if required in 'See 10' Library Case.

FANFOLD PAPER 11"x9.5" £9.75 A4 Clean Edge 01.092000
sheets per box. All sizes available. Delivery £2.25 (fixed) + £1 per box.
LABELS from £1.70 per 1000 RIBBONS All types available at low prices eg,
Juki 6100 - 99p. Shinwa CPiCPA80 £3.79 Epson FX/MX/RX 8012.49.
Qume MS £2.65. KagaiCanon
PRINTWHEELS from £3.79. Delivery 95p (any quantity ribbonsiprint-

wheels).
OFFICIAL GOVERNMENT/EDUCATIONAL/LOCAL AUTHORITY ORDERS

WELCOMED
Please add 15% VAT to all prices (inc carriage). Limited space precludes
listing of our full range of products. Please telephone if you do not see the
item you require.

ADVANCED MICROCOMPUTER
APPLICATIONS (A.M.A.)
Dept G. 8 Glebe St. Beeston

NOTTINGHAM NG9 1BZ Tel 0602 255415

BANK
ACCOUNT

FOR THE
Fed up with infrequent bank statements? Avoid
bank charges and keep up to date with BANK
ACCOUNT. Check your mortgage, HP. standing
orders! Budget those bills.
* Automatic posting of standing orders and other

regular payments or credits.
* Delete, amend and even backdate entries. Scroll

through your statements. Comprehensive 80
column display and printout.

* 6 different entry search routines!
* Post items to headings name by YOU to suit your

circumstances. Print out individual accounts and
summary. e.g. all payments to building society or
motoring expenses.

* Output of bank statement and accounts to most
Epson compatible printers. Makes automatic use
of memory expansions. Demonstration bank
account included.

Cartridge and Manual £19.95 + 50p P&P
Cheques and POs to:

CENPRIME SOFTWARE
Dept. PCW

10 CASTLE STREET
RUGBY CV21 2TP

Tel Coventry (0203) 686162
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DAISYWRITER 2000
THE PRINTER THAT THINKS IT'S A COMPUTER

IBM compatibility to the letter with the highest quality print to
meet today's professional and business applications

DAISYWRITER 2000 comes complete with a unique universal
interface providing compatibility for a wide range of micros and
PCs. It allows you to emulate the protocols of almost every
letter quality printer on the market today.
How does the most intelligent letter quality printer in the world
perform MORE WORK than printers requiring twice the

investment, rated at 40cps, that don't offer half of the
DAISYWRITER's features?
The key is THROUGHPUT
HIGH SPEED THROUGHPUT is accomplished by utilising a large'
buffer memory (48K) and special firmware. The DAISYWRITER
2000 zips along at up to 200cps through all "white space", with
paper and carriage moving simultaneously, thus increasing
effective throughput to over 40cps without sacrificing print
quality.
DAISYWRITER 2000 gives full compatibility with:

IBM DISPLAYWRITE II, WORDCRAFT, WORDSTAR and
many more WP software packages.
In fact, with over 100 internal word processing commands
you could even write your own word processing package.

Paper handling is simple, with front facia controls for pitch, line
spacing, top of form, line feed and halt button. A selection of 20
different printwheels are available in 16 languages. Bring out
the best in your PC with a professional quality printer offering
reliability and throughput. Full after -sales service guaranteed
with 6 months warranty.

Premier Systems International
Sales & Service Dept (Printers)

Heatherside House, Camden Road, Maidenhead
Berks SL6 6HA Tel: (0628) 34302

C
development tools

C-DOC: a cross-reference and
documentation system, £275.

The Program Tuning Kit: a symbolic
execution profiler, £145.

The C Browser: an intelligent code
display system, £125.

All three E445.

An invaluable suite of British tools
for C software development under
MS-DOS/PC-DOS.

Flpre Rau Ltd

0473 82 2917

1541 FLASH!
Do you get bored waiting for your disk drive to load your
favourite programs?
Thinking of reverting to 'turbo' tape routines because they're
quicker?
WAIT!!!
From SUPERSOFT comes a great NEW product which you
can fit in minutes to upgrade your Commodore 64 and 1541
Disk Drive. All disk operations are speeded up as much as
THREE times (for example, programs which normally take a
minute to load will load in twenty seconds or less using
FLASH!)
1541 FLASH! is 100%compatible with Commodore BASIC.
However, if you really want to you can easily revert to the
normal slow mode at any time- but we don't think you will!
If you take your programming seriously you can speed
DATA transfers by up to 10 times normal speed (in your own
programs), and can also make use of 11 screen editing
functions, as well as 17 disk commands.
Pressing SHIFT and RUN/STOP becomes the same as
LOAD"" ,8,1 so you can start work about five seconds
earlier each day!
Supersoft have 1541 FLASH! in stock NOW, so send your
cheque for c89,95 or 'phone 01-861 1166 to order by
Access.
P.S. Unlike some add-ons we could mention, 1541 FLASH!
leaves you all your memory and the cartridge port available!

SUPERSOFT
Winchester House, Canning Road, Wealdstone,

Harrow, HA37SJ
Tel 01-861 1166 for further details and our tree catalogue

2220 IF KEY=69 THEN GOTO MENU
2240 IF KEY -N80 THEN 2270
2250 SF KEY=N83 THEN 2600
2260 GOTO 2200
2269 REM * CHECK FOR DIFFERENT PRINT FORMATS
2270 IF PLEN<-N40 THEN PRTCOL=N40:GOTO 2310
2280 IF PRT40=141 OR PRT=140 THEN PRTC0L=N40:GOTO 4700
2290 IF PLEN>N132 THEN PRTCOL=N80:GOTO 4100
2300 IF PLEN<=N80 THEN PRTCOL=N80:GOTO 2310
2305 PRTCOL=N132:LPRINT CHRE(N15):REM * SET PRINTER TO 132 COLUMNS
2309 REM * CUSTOM PRINT ROUTINE -COLUMN PRINT
2310 IF F3=N1 THEN ? °1°:GOTO 2420
2320 ? )°:POSITION N15,N2:7 FILES:? :? DASH*(N1,N38):?

46 2330 IF PRT=N1 THEN TEMP.(PRTCOL-N8)/N2:LPRINT SPACESINI,TEMP);FILEIS:LPRINT :LPR
INT DASHS(NI,PRTCOL):LPRINT
2340 TEMP1=N5:TEMPS=*.
2350 FOR T=N1 TO RDAT(N16)
2360 IF PRTCOL<>N40 THEN ? FIELD0(TEMPI,TEMPI.FDAT(T)-N1)
2370 TEMP,(LEN(TEMPS)+NI)=FIELDS(TEMPI,TEMPI+FDAT(T)-N1):TEMPI=TEMPI+FDAT(T).N5
2380 IF FDAT(T)<RDAT(T) THEN TEMPII(LENCTEMP00.0.N11=SPACE11(N1,RDATCTI-FDATITH
2390 TEMPSCLENCTEMP$14.N1)=. ":NEXT T:IF PRTCOL=N40 THEN ? TEMPS
2400 , 1? DASHS(NI,N38):? :IF PRT=N1 THEN LPRINT TEMPICLPRINT :LPRINT DASHS(N1,P
RTCOL):LPRINT
2420 IF TEMP4=NO THEN START=NI:FINISH=ILEN(DATIN)/RDAT(N17)):RSTART=NI:TEMP=N1
2430 IF TEMP4=N1 THEN RSTART=NSTART-N1)*RDAT(N17))+NI
2440 FOR T1=START TO FINISH:TEMPS...
2450 FOR T2=N1 TO RDATIN16)
2460 IF PRTCOL<>N40 THEN ? DATSIRSTART,RSTART+RDAT(T2)-N11
2470 TEMPINCLENCTEMPC.N1)=DATOIRSTART,RSTART.PDAT(T2)-N1)

2480 IF RDAT(T2)<FDAT(T21 THEN TEMPS(LEN(TEMP8)+NI)=SPACE4(N1,FDAT(T2)-RDAT(T21)
2490 TEMPI(LENITEMPS)+NI)=. ":RSTART=RSTART+RDAT(T2)
2500 NEXT T2:IF PRTCOL=N40 THEN , TEMPS
2510 IF PRT=N1 THEN LPRINT TEMPS
2520 IF PEEK(N764)=28 THEN POP :GOTO 2550
2530 IF PEEK(N764)=33 THEN 2520
2540 NEXT T1

0 2550 IF PRT=N1 AND F3<>N1 THEN LPRINT :LPRINT DASHS(N1,FRTCOL)
2560 IF PRTCOL=N132 THEN LPRINT CHRE(N18):REM * RESET PRINTER 70 NORMAL
2565 IF F3=141 THEN RSTART=RSTART-RDATIN17):F3=N0:GOTO 3010
2570 ? DASH$INI,N38):GOTO 2020
2599 REM * SELECTED PRINT

0

2600 GOSUB 3800:TEMP=INT(X/RDAT(N17)):TEMP=TEMP*RDATCNI7)fN1
2610 GOSUB 3800:TEMP1=INT1X/RDATIN17//:TEMP1=TEMPl*RDAT(N17)*N1
2620 IF TEMP>TEMP1 THEN 2640
2630 START=f(TEMP-N1)/RDAT(N17))+NI:FINISH=NTEMP1-N1l/RDAT(N17)14.N1:TEMP4=NI:GO
TO 2270
2640 START=f(TEMP1-N1)/RDAT(N17)l+Nl:FINISH=HTEMP-N11/RDATINI7l)+NI:TEMP4=N1:GO
TO 2270
2999 REM * FIND/PRINT/MODIFY/DELETE ROUTINES
3000 GOSUB 3600
3005 TEMP=INT(X/RDAT(N171):RSTART=TEMP*RDAT(N17)*N1
3010 TEMP=INT(RSTART/RDATIN1711+1,11:? "'Record 11 ")TEMP:?
3015 FOR T=N1 TO RDATIN16)

411 3020 ? DATSCRSTART,RSTART.RDATIT)-Nil
3030 RSTART=RSTART+RDAT(T):NEXT I
3040 POSITION N3,N20:? "Print Mod Del Exit Next 0 r - ";:GET SNI.KEY

0 3050 IF KEY=45 AND RSTART<N2*RDAT(N17) THEN 3220
3060 IF KEY=45 THEN RSTART=1RSTART-IN2*RDAT(N17))):GOTO 3010
3070 IF KEY=43 AND RSTART-N1=LENIDATIll THEN 3210
3080 IF KEY=43 THEN 3010
3090 IF KEY=68 THEN 3400
3100 IF KEY=N80 AND PRT=N1 THEN START=TEMP:FINISH=START:TEMP4=N1:F3=N1:GOTO 2270
3110 IF KEY=N80 THEN 3200
3120 IF KEY=69 THEN 2020
3130 IF KEY=77 THEN 3600
3140 IF KEY=78 THEN 3500
3150 IF KEY=N35 THEN 3300
3160 SOUND NO,N150,N10,N8:FOR.DELAY=N1 TO N70:NEXT DELAY:SOUND 110,1,10,N0,N0:POSIT
ION N12,N22:, "invalid key.
3170 FOR DELAY=N1 TO N200:NEXT DELAY:COUNT=N21:GOSUB SCLEAR:GOTO 3040
3199 REM * ERROR MESSAGES
3200 POSITION N6,N22:7 "printer option not selected.:GOTO 3250

0 3210 POSITION N5,N22:? "you are at the end of the file.:GOTO 3250 0
3220 POSITION N4,N22:? "you are at the start of the file":GOTO 3250
3230 POSITION N9,N22:? "invalid record number.:GOTO 3250
3240 POSITION N6,N22:? "no more items can be found"
3250 SOUND N0,N150,N10,N10:FOR DELAY=N1 TO N70:NEXT DELAY:SOUND NO,NO,NO,NO
3260 FOR DELAY=N1 TO N200:NEXT DELAY:RETART=RSTART-RDAT(N17):GOTO 3010
3299 REM * SOTO A SPECIFIC RECORD 6
3300 COUNT=N20:GOSUB SCLEAR:POSITION N12,N20
3310 TRAP 3230:7 .Goto record e ":7 :INPUT TEMP
3320 IF TEMP<N1 OR TEMP>LEN:DAT$7/RDAT:N171 THEN 3230

0 3330 START=CTEMP*RDAT(N171.N1)-RDAT(N17)
3350 RSTART=START:GOTO 3010
3399 REM * DELETION OF A RECORD

0 3400 COUNT=N20:GO5UB SCLEAR:POSITION N6,N22:? P4rDELETE this record <Y or N).i:
GET 1011,KEY

4)

3420 IF KEY=N78 THEN RSTART=RSTART-RDATIN171:GOTO 3010
3430 IF KEY<>N89 THEN 3400
3435 IF LEN(DATS)=RDAT(N17) THEN ? 0$;") FILE NOW EMPTY.:FOR DELAY=N1 TO N200:NE
XT DELAY:DATIli="":F2=NO:GOTO MENU
3440 IF RSTART-N1=LEN1DAT11) THEN RSTART=RSTART-RDAT(N17):GOT0 3460
3450 DATS(RSTART-RDAT(N17),LEN(DATIS)-RDAT(N17))=DATIO(RSTART,LEN(DATIS)) 111

3460 DATII(LEN(DATE-RDAT(N17))=DATIS(LEN(DATC-RDAT(N17),LEN(DATS)-RDAT(N17))
3470 ? .).:POSITION N1,N10:? R*:? RECORD DELETED .:7 RS:
REM * ALL IN INVERSE
3490 RSTART=RETART-RDAT(N17):FOR DELAY=N1 TO NW/a:NEXT DELAY:OOTO 3010
3499 REM * NEXT OCCURANCE OF AN ITEM SEARCH
3500 IF RSTART>LEN(DAT0) THEN 3240
3510 POKE 209,N1:POKE 210,N0:X=USR(1536,ADR(DATE.RSTART,ADR(TEMP10),LEN(DATE-R8
TART,LEN(TEMPS))
3520 IF X=NO THEN 3240
3530 X=X+RSTART-N1:GOTO 3005
3599 REM * MODIFICATION OF A RECORD
3600 TEMP=N5:SPACEIK=":START=RSTART-RDATIN17)
3605 FOR T=N1 TO RDAT(N16):? .)":? 'enter new data for :-":? :? FIELDt(TEMP,TEMP
+FDAT1T)-N1>:, :?
3610 ? 'previous data is :-.:? :? DATCSTART,-START+RDATIT)-N1):TEMP=TEMP.FDAT(T)
.14,15:? :,

3620 MAXLEN=RDAT(T):GOSUB KEYINPUT:IF TEMPS<>ES THEN 3650
3640 ? )°:? :? :? record NO7 modified ":POP :GOTO 3720
3650 IF LEN(TEMPII)<MAXLEN THEN TEMPS(LEN(TEMPIN)+NI)=" ":00TO 3650
3660 SPACECLEN(SPACES)0,11)=TEMPE:START=START+RDAT(T)
3670 NEXT T:DATSCRSTART-RDATiN17),RSTART/=SPACES
3690 ? .).:POSITION N1,N10:7 R$:? RECORD MODIFIED "7 RS:
REM * ALL IN INVERSE
3720 SPACES.° °:SPACES(N255)=":SPACES(N2)=SPACECRSTART=RSTART-RDAT(N17)
3730 FOR DELAY=N1 TO N200:NEXT DELAY:OOTO 3010

41 3799 REM * SEARCH FOR A PARTICULAR ITEM
3800 , ') Enter data to search for le letter, word, sentence, etc

3810 ? ' press ESC to goto menu.:? :?
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PROGRAM FILE MICROMART
3820 MAXLEN=RDAT(N17):GOSUB KEYINPUT:IF TEMPS=ES THEN 2020
3830 POKE 209,N1:POKE 210,N0:X=USR(1536,ADR(DATIC),ADR(TEMPS),LEN(DATS),LEN(TEMPS

3840 IF X<>N0 THEN X=X-N1:RETURN
3850 POSITION N3,N18:? 'Item not found, please try again."
3860 ? :? ' press <RETURN> when ready.:GET MNI,KEY:GOTO 3800
4699 REM * NON CUSTOM PRINT ROUTINE
4700 ? .)":? :? :? . Field names will only be printed at the beginning of th
e file.'
4710 ? All records will then be printed in that order."
4720 ? :? :? Press <ESC> to exit to menu..
4730 ? :? press <SPACE BAR> to HALT printing':? :? " any other key to cont
roue.'
4739 REM * IF F3=I THEN DO NOT PRINT FIELD HEADINOS
4740 ? :? :? :? press <RETURN> when ready":GET eNI,KEY:IF F3=1,11 THEN ? °)

":? :GOTO 4840
4750 ? ").:POSITION N15,N2:, FILM? :? DASHS(N1,N38):?
4760 IF PRT=N1 THEN TEMP=(PRTCOL-N8)/N2:LPRINT SPACES(N1,TEMP);FILES:LPRINT DASH
$(N1,PRTCOL):LPRINT
4770 TEMP=N5:FOR T=N1 TO RDAT(N16)
4780 = FIELDS(TEMP,TEMP.FDAT(T)-N1)
4790 IF PRT=N1 THEN LPRINT FIELDS(TEMP,TEMP,FDAT(T)-N1)
4800 TEMP=TEMP.FDAT(T)+N5:NEXT I
4810 ? :? DASHII(NI,N38)(? :? :IF PRT=N1 THEN LPRINT :LPRINT DASHS(NI,PRTCOL):LPR
INT :LPRINT :LPRINT
4820 FOR DELAY=N1 TO N200:NEXT DELAY
4830 IF TEMP4.N0 THEN START=NI:FINISH=(LEN(DATS)/RDAT(N17)):RSTART=N1
4840 IF TEMP4=N1 THEN RSTART=NSTART-N1)*RDAT(N17))+NI
4850 FOR TI=START TO FINISH:FOR T2=NI TO RDAT(N16)
4860 ? DATS(RSTART,RSTART+RDAT(T2)-N1)
4870 IF PRT=NI THEN LPRINT DATS(RSTART,RSTART*RDAT(T2)-N1)
4880 RSTART=RSTART+RDAT(T2):NEXT T2:7
4900 IF PRT=N1 THEN LPRINT
4910 IF PEEK(N764)=28 THEN POP :GOTO 4940
4920 IF PEEK(N764)=33 THEN 4910
4930 NEXT TI
4939 REM * IF F3=I THEN WE CAME FROM PRINT FUNCTION AT LINE 3040
4940 IF F3.N1 THEN RSTART=RSTART-RDAT(N17):F3-NO:GOTO 3010
4950 ? DASHII(NI,N38):IF PRT=N1 THEN LPRINT DASH4(NI,PRTCOL)
4960 POKE N764,N255:? :? press <RETURN, when ready':GET eN1,,EC
4970 GOTO 2020
4999 REM * SORT ROUTINE
5000 IF F2<>N1 THEN 220
5010 IF LEN(DATS)=RDAT(N17) THEN V 8$;.1 Can only SORT 2 or more records.":GOTO
5090
5020 GOSUB 5300:START=N1:7 .7 Please wait..."
5040 FOR T=NI TO TEMP:START=START+RDAT(T):NEXT T:START=START-RDAT(T-N1)
5050 X=USR(1536,ADR(DATS),RDAT(N17),INT(LEN(DATS)/RDAT(N17)-N1),START,RDAT(TEMP)
):POKE 82,N1
5060 ? ')':POSITION N1,N10:? R4:? FIELD SORTED ':? RS:
REM * ALL IN INVERSE
5090 FOR DELAY=N1 TO N255:NEXT DELAY:GOTO MENU
5299 REM * PRINT FIELD 0 AND HEADINGS
5300 POKE N82,N0:? .1.:? 'FIELD FIELD NAME"
5310 ? DASHS(NI,N39):TEMP=N5:TEMPI=N2
5320 FOR T=N1 TO RDATINI6):IF T=N10 THEN TEMPI=N1
5330 ? SPACE,(NI,TEMP1);T;. ';FIELDS(TEMP,TEMP+FDAT(T)-N1)
5340 TEMP=TEMP+FDAT(T),N5:NEXT T
5350 TRAP 5380:POSITION N3,N21:? "Enter field number to be sorted"
5360 ? 0 to exit .;:INPUT TEMP:IF TEMP=NO THEN POP :GOTO MENU
5370 IF TEMP)N0 AND TEMP<=RDAT(N16) THEN RETURN
5380 COUNT=N21:GOSUB SCLEAR:POSITION N12,N22:? B$;"invalid number"

0 5390 FOR DELAY=NI TO N200:NEXT DELAY:COUNT=N21:GOSUB SCLEAR:GOT0'5350
5499 REM * SPLIT A FILE INTO TWO PARTS
5500 IF F2<>1.41 THEN 220
5530 ? "1.:, :? :? ' Please ensure that the field, where you want to select
the point at which to split the '

5540 ? 'file, is sorted.':? :? ' Then use the FIND function to decide the roc
ord number to split from."
5550 ? :? The record number you choose will be the starting record number +

or the second file."
5560 ? :? Do you have the record e <Y or N>";:GET eN1,KEY
5570 IF KEY=N78 THEN GOTO MENU
5580 IF KEY<>N89 THEN 5530
5590 ? .>.:? :7 ' Please enter record number :-.:7 :? :MAXLEN=N3:GOSUB KEYINPUT:
IF TEMPS=E$ THEN GOTO MENU
5600 TRAP 5900:TEMP=VAL(TEMPS1:POKE 243,128:POKE 244,N5:IF TEMP<N2 OR TEMP>LEN(D
AT$)/RDAT(N17) THEN 5900
5610 TEMP=TEMP-NI:START=(TEMP*RDATIN17).N1):? ").:? :? :? " File in use :-";FILE
CTEMP2=LEN(DATS)
5620 FOR T=N2 TO NI STEP -N1
5630 ? :? :? :7 . Please enter a DOS file name for part "iTi" of program":? :?

Do not include DI: or .EXT.:? :7
5640 MAXLEN=N8:GOSUB KEYINPUT:IF TEMPS=ES THEN POP :GOTO MENU
5650 FILES=TEMPS:TEMP4=NI:GOSUB 7060
5660 TEMP2=START-NI:START=N1:7 ')°:NEXT 7
5670 ? ')Both parts of the file have been saved to disk.":? :? "You can Know go
to main menu and '

5680 7 select which file you wish to use ..... .:? :? " press <RETURN> when
ready.

5690 GET eN1,KEY:RUN
5900 POSITION N15,N22:? B$;"INVALID NEY":FOR DELAY=N1 TO N200:NEXT DELAY:GOTO 55
90
5999 REM * CREATE A NEW DATABASE
6000 ? "l Do you wish to create a new database <1' or N> ";:

GET ON1,KEY
6010 IF KEY=N78 THEN GOTO MENU
6020 IF KEY<>N89 THEN 6000
6029 REM N IF LEN(BATS)10 7NEN FILE ALREADY IN USE
6030 IF LEN(DATI1).N0 THEN 6080
6040 ? 1/1W)Creating a new file will DELETE current filo :-':? :7 FILE*
6050 ? :7 'SAVE current file first <Y or /9)';:GET MN1,KEY
6060 IF KEY.N89 THEN GOTO MENU
6070 IP KEY<>N78 THEN 6050
6080 ? :7 *1 Please enter a DOS file name':? ' Do not include DI: or .EXT":7 :7
6100 FI.N0:F2=NO:MAXLEN=N8:GOSUB KEYINPUT:IF TEMPS -Et THEN GOTO MENU
6110 FILEit.TEMP$
6120 FIELDW****.:RLEN.NO:FLEN.N4:PLENANO:DATim.":00SUB 6900
6130 FOR T.N1 TO N15
6140 POSITION N3,N10:? 'Enter a name for field heading S'IT:? :7
6150 MAXLEN.N35:GOSUB KEYINPUT:IF TEMPliwES AND T>N1 THEN 1,T-Nl:POP :GOTO 6300
6160 IF TEMPS.Ell THEN ? '1 Database NOT created':FOR DELAYmNI TO N200:NEXT DELAY
:POP :GOTO MENU
6170 TEMPI.LENCTEMPIU:IF TEMPI.FLEN*N5>380 THEN 6800
6180 FLEN.FLEN4TEMP14N5
6190 FIELIWLEN/FIELDItl*N1).TEMPII:FIELDelLENIFIELDIS)+NI)...*****"
6200 POSITION N0,N15:? . Enter maximum number of characters required

for above field.:? t?
6215 MAXLEN.N3:80SUB KEYINPUT:IF TEMPS -ES THEN 6200
6220 FOR T2wNi TO LENCTEMPIO:IF TEMPIOCT2,721<.0' OR TEMPMIT2,T2W9. THEN POP :G
OTO 6830
6225 NEXT T2:IF TEMPS(NI,N1)...0. THEN 6830

FLOPPIES
Superb "Own -Label" Disks

(5yr Warranty)
Plus the FUJI FILM range

Defining the Standards for
Floppy Disks

5.25" Disks "Own -Label" Fuji Film
10 100 10 100

SSDD (40tr) £9.95 95.00 13.25 122.50
DSDD (40tr) £10.95 105.00 18.75 172.50
SSQD (80tr) £13.95 135.00 n/a n/a
DSQD (80tr) £14.95 145.00 22.60 212.50
MD2HD-256 1.6Mb 27.75 257.50
BULK PACKS 200 Unlabelled Disks & Sleeves
SSDD £178.00 DSDD £198.00 DSQD £278.50

3.50" DISKS -
THE CHEAPEST MICROFLOPPIES YET

OWN -LABEL FUJI FILM SONY D3/4-400
10 100 10 100 10 100

SS 25.75 240.00 26.10 245.00 28.00 252.00
DS 33.75 320.00 36.40 340.00 38.00 352.00

FREE SOFTWARE!!!
I BM-PC'm and Compatibles

300 DISKS FULL OF FREE PROGRAMS
The contents of the Santa Clara and New York

PC User Group Libraries

Games, Utilities and Business Software
Buy Rent

All 300 £450.00 £222.00
Vols 1-100 £150.00 £75.00
Vols 101-200 £150.00 £75.00
Vols 201-300+ £150.00 £75.00

Disk rentals are for 14 days and include return
carriage and 20% blank disks, ie includes +60

blanks on Full Library
ALL PRICES EX -VAT but include delivery (UK).

COD or 3% CWO discount

MID -SURREY MEDIA
90 Southbank Technopark

London Road, Elephant & Castle
London SE1 6LN

Tel: 01-928 2900 Ext. 261
IBM is the trademark of International Business Machines

SPIDER
REAL-TIME CONTROL FOR THE BBC MICRO

Look out for the SPIDER
SPIDER - stamps out I/O bugs

£65.00 including VAT

Here's what you get:

*AdditionalBASICcommands- which can be
safely mixed with existing BASIC keywords.

4InvokeBASICPROCsfromfunctionkeysorby
external events.

IrRun up to 8 independent countdown timers.
liTheSPIDERisapowerfulcombinationofRAM

and ROM mounted on a butterfly board -
it leaves theBeetYsnunnoryintact.

1 It's easy to install with no soldering required-
anda comprehensive manual is supplied.
A breakthrough in ease -of -use for all

Control Applications

Send now for our informative leaflet - you'll
be surprised at how powerful a Spider can

be!

PAUL FRAY LTD
Willowcroft, Histon Road, Cambridge CB4 3JD

Telephone: (0223) 66529
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MICROMART PROGRAM FILE

FOR ALL YOUR

DISK COPYING
FORMATTING
VERIFICATION

AND BULK DISK
NEEDS TRY:

DISCO TECH
(UK) LTD

3-6 ALFRED PLACE
LONDON WC1
Tel: 01-631 3600

DISK DRIVES
for BBC, NewBrain, CP/M, etc (special offer)

5.25" DSDD 40tr single £125 dual £225
+PSU £140 £240

5.25" DSQD 801r single £155 dual £290
+PSU £175 £320

BASF disks (box of 10) SSDD £16 DSQD £25
3.5" DSQD 80n single £150 dual £270
P&P £5 per unit (drives) 75p diskettes.

Hi -Res MONITORS
Phoenix 12" Hi -Res 24MHz, Amber or Green, 80 & 40col,
for BBC, CB64, Oric, NewBrain.
From £40 (P&P £10). Phone for details.
Brother M1009 printer (Cent & serial) £195; cables
available for BBC, NewBrain (P&P £5).
Construction Kits: ROM, RAM card, "Side -ways ROM'
card, P10 -board, Comms Terminal iii, PSU for modules
are available in kit from £9.

SAE for full list.
Keep up to date through NBUG -

The NewBrain Users Group
Annual subscription (6 newsletters, special offers, and
help) £5 + postage (UK free. Europe £3, Middle East £5.
Far EastAfricaAmerica £6). Back issues available.

GFG Microsystems Limited
36 Armitage Way, CAMBRIDGE CB4 2UE

Tel: (0223) 315120/207237
NOTE OUR PRICES INCLUDE VAT

SPECIAL OFFER

DISKS
100% ERROR FREE

LIFETIME WARRANTY

89P EACH
+ VAT SSDD

99PEACH
+ VAT DSDD

PACKS OF 25 MIN QTY 50
P&P -£1.25 PER PACK

Kambal Data
Systems
5 Hanson Street, London
W1 P 7LJ

Tel: 01-631 1213

6238 TEMPoRLEN.VALITEMW:TEMP2=VALITEMPIO4:POKE 243,I28:POKE 244,N5
6240 IF TEMPoRLEN THEN 6820
6250 IF TEMP>254 THEN 6810
6255 RLENoTEMP

IF TEMP1<TEMP2 THEN PLENoPLEN.TEMP2+N1:GOTO 6275
6260

6270 PLENoPLENoTEMPI.N1
6275 TEMPIoLEN(TEMPIWTEMPlio'000':TEMPle(N4-TEMPI,N31oSTR$1TEMP21
6280 FIELD1111LEN(FIELDe)-N3,LEN1FIELDIO-NI)oTEMP$
6285 IF RLEN-254 THEN POP :GOTO 6300
6298 GOSUB 6908:GO8UB 6700:NEXT T:T=T-NI
6299 REM * CHECK FIELD NAMES AND RECORD WIDTHS
6300 FIELD11(N2,N3)oSTR4(7):TEMP1oN5:TEMP2oN5:ToN1
6310 FOR ToN1 TO VAL1FIELD$(142,N311:POKE 243,128:POKE 244,N5
6320 TEMP2=TEMP2.N1:IF FIELDeCTEMP2,TEMP2)<>"*" THEN 6320
6338 , ')':, 1, Field heading number "IT:? :? DASH1111N1,N381
6340 FOR ZoTEMP1 TO TEMP2-N1:, CHRetASC(FIELDt(2,2))+128)1:NEXT Z
6360 ? :? :? field length . ';FIELDS(TEMP2oNI,TEMP2.N3):TEMP1oTEMP2.N5:TEMP2o
TEMPI -N1
6378 GOSUB 6380:NEXT T:F1=N1:GOTO 9500
6380 , DASH$(NI,N38):POSITION 7,N20:7 "Is the above information

correct <Y Sr N> 'i

6390 GET ON1,KEY
6400 IF KEY=N89 THEN RETURN
6410 IF KEY<>N78 THEN 6390
6420 POP :POSITION N6,N22:, BIli"Please re-enter field data":FOR DELAY -N1 TO N200
:NEXT DELAY:GOTO 6120
6700 Y1=PEEK1841
6710 TEMPII=SIRtfRLEN1:POSITION N21-LEN1TEMP01,N3:? RLEN

0

6720 TEMPtoSTRe(FLEN1:POSITION N21-LENITEMP$1,N4:, FLEN
6730 TEMPeoSTRe(PLEN1:POSITION N21-LEN1TEMP$1,N5:? PLEN
6740 POKE 84,Y1:RETURN
6800 POSITION N8,N21:, 81WHeading length too long":POSITION NIO,N22:7 "Re-enter
field name'

6805 FOR DELAYoN1 TO N200:NEXT DELAY:COUNT=N10:GOSUB SCLEAR:GOTO 6140 0
6810 POSITION N6,N21:? 'Length of field is too long':GOTO 6830
6820 POSITION N5,N2I:? 'ZERO field length not allowed'
6830 POSITION N9,N22:? "re-enter field length'
6840 SOUND N0,N150,N10,N10:FOR DELAY=N1 TO N40:NEXT DELAY:SOUND N0,N0.N0,N0
6850 FOR DELAY=N1 TO N200:NEXT DELAY: COUNToN15:GOSUB SCLEAR:GOTO 6200
6900 ? '1 CREATING A NEW DATABASE"
6910 ? :? 'FILE NAME : ";FILE$
6920 ? 'record length : 000 max length: 254"
6930 ? 'heading length : 000 max length: 380"
6940 , 'printer length : 000 max 40,80,132"
6950 ? :? 'Press ESC to finish creating database":? RE:RETURN
6999 REM * SAVE A FILE 70 DISK
7000 IF F2<>N1 THEN 220 411

7020 ? '1 Do you wish to save a file to DISK <*" or N.," i

7030 GET MNI,KEY
7040 IF KEY=N78 THEN GOTO MENU
7050 IF KEY<>N89 THEN 7030
7060 ? "I SAVING A FILE 70 DISK.
7070 7 :7 ' FILE NAME: "{FILES:, :? R$
7090 7 :7 ' Place a data disk into drive 01"
7100 ? :? ' press <RETURN) when ready"
7110 GET ONI,KEY
7120 TEMP$='DI:":TEMPfli1LENITEMPei+NII=FILE$:TEMP$(LEN1TEMP6)+NI1=".INF":FILE6oTE
MP*
7130 GOSUB 7600:IF TEMP=N2 THEN GOSUB 7500

0 7140 , ').:POSITION N1,N10:7 R*:? . SAVING FILE TO DISK ":? R$:
REM * ALL IN INVERSE
7170 TRAP 7700:OPEN ON2,N8,N0,FILE$:? 10142;FIELD6:CLOSE 111,12:XIO 35,101,42,N0,NO,FILE

FILE111(LEN(FILE$1-N3,LEN(FILE$11.".DAT":IF TEMP=N2 THEN GOSUB 7560 I
7180

7190 OPEN $11,12,N8,N0,FILE,CIF TEMP4=N0 THEN ? $11,12;DATIF:GOTO 7200
7195 , ON2;DATS(START,TEMP21
7200 CLOSE $N2:XIO 35,01,12,N0,N0,FILE$ 0
7210 ? ')':POSITION N1,N10:, B$;R$:, " SAVING COMPLETED ":7
Rt:REM * ALL IN INVERSE
7240 FOR DELAY=NI TO N200:NEXT DELAY
7249 REM * IF TEMP4=I THEN WE CAME FROM SPLIT ROUTINE
7250 FILElf=FILE6(N4,LEN1FILE$1-N4):IF TEMP4=N1 THEN RETURN
7260 GOTO MENU 0
7499 REM * FILE ALREADY EXISTS, DELETE OLD FILE??
7500 ? :? :? IOW FILE ALREADY EXISTS."
7510 ? :, 'Do you want to DELETE old file <Y or N)";
7520 GET MN1,KEY
7530 IF KEY=N89 THEN 7560
7540 IF KEY<>N78 THEN 7520

0 7550 ? :? :, ' Place another DOS disk into drive 01":? :? ' Press <RETURN>
when ready'
7555 GET ON1,KEY:POP :, ")":GOTO 7130

0 7560 XIO 36,141,12,N0,N0,FILEe:RETURN
7598 REM * CHECK DISK DIRECTORY TO SEE IF FILE ALREADY EXISTS
7599 REM * COULD BE FATAL IF WE DELETE WRONG FILE!,!!
7600 OPEN IN,12,N6,N0,"01:*.*":TRAP 7650
7610 INPUT 0N2,TEMPS
7620 IF FILESIN4,LEN(FILES)-N4)=TEMP4IN3,N3f(LEN(FILES)-N8)1 THEN CLOSE 0N2:TEMF
oN2:RETURN
7630 GOTO 7610 0
7650 CLOSE ON2:TEMPoNI:RETURN
7700 CLOSE $1,12:, :, Be:" DISK FULL or WRITE PRO7ECTED":FILES=FILES(N4,LEN(FIL
Elk1-N4)
7710 , :? :? " Press <RETURN) when ready":GET ONI,KEY:GOTC MENU
7999 REM * LOAD A FILE FROM DISK
8000 , '1 Do you wish to load a file from DISC <I" or N>") 00 8010 GET ONI,KEY
8020 IF KEY=N78 THEN GOTO MENU
8030 IF KEY<>N89 THEN 8000
8040 IF LEN(DATS1=NO THEN 8090
8050 7 M./Loading a new file will DELETE current file :-":? :? FILES
8060 ? :7 'SAVE current file first <1, or N>"1:GET WNI,KEY
8070 IF KEY=N89 THEN GOTO MENU 0
8080 IF KEY<>N78 THEN 8060
8090 DATIO..":TEMPIt=":FILES="":FIELD$=-:DATII." ":DAT$1LE)=" ":DAT4(N2)=DATS:F1=
N0:F2.N0 4
18100 , ') LOADING A FILE FROM DISK'
elle ? :? :7 'Enter name of file to load':? 'Do not Include DI: or .EXT':7 :7
9115 MAXLEN.NEI:00SUR KEYINPUT:IF TEMPIIE0 THEN DATIllo":130TO MENU
8120 ? :, :, :7 ' Place DOS disk into drive Ni'
8130 , :, ' Press <RETURN> when ready':GET ON1,KEY
8140 ? ')':POSITION N1,N10:7 R11:9 LOADING FILE "1? RS:
REM * ALL IN INVERSE
8170 FILE1wD1::FILE11(LEN(FILES).N1)TEMP11:FILE11(LENCFILES)4N1)..INF.
8180 TRAP 8600:0PEN OIN2,N4,N0,FILES:TRAP 8280
8198 BET 1112,TEMP:IF TEMP -N155 THEN CLOSE 1142:00TO 8220 0
8195 FIELDO(LEN(FIELDI).N1).CHRIIITEMPI:3OT0 8198
200 CLOSE 8N2: IF PEEK(195)<>136 THEN 8500
8228 FILESCLENIFILEAl-N3,LEN(FILES)).e.DAT' 0
8230 TRAP 116111:0PEN ON2,N4,N8,FILE11
8239 REM .1 CALL MIC FOR QUICK LOAD
8240 POKE 1166,7:X.USR(1536,ADR1DAT1).LE*N2) 0
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8258 CLOSE 0N2:IF PEEK(2881(>136 THEN 8500
8268 TEMP.X-NIIDATilitTEMP/mDATig(TEMP,TEMP)
8270 ? ').:POSITION NI,N18:? WM? FILE WAS BEEN LOADED ..:7

Rili:REM * ALL IN INVERSE
8380 FOR DELAY -NI TO NIOO:NEXT DELAY:F1mNI:F2uNI:FILEINuFILE*(N4,LEN(FILE*)-N4):0
OTO 9,5410

8500 7 ')':? :? Disk data CORRUPTED, cannot load file :-.:? :? TEMPO:? :? 'Pl.
ase check disk":GOTO 8620
0600 CLOSE 11N2:? ') FILE NOT ON THIS DISK
8618 ? :7 Please Out correct disk in drive 01'
8620 ? :? press RETURN when ready.:GET IONI,KEY:GOTO 8090
9999 REM * EXIT FROM PROGRAM
9000 ? ')°:? :? 'To exit from this program will mean that all data will be. 1

°eV!"
9010 ? Eli? :? :? 'Do you still wish to EXIT from program":? 1? ' enter <Y or N)

9020 GET MNI,KEY0 9030 IF KEY -N78 THEN OOTO MENU
9040 IF KEY<)N89 THEN 9020
9850 ? ')':? :? PROGRAM ENDED'
9060 POKE 752,NE:END
9498 REM * SET UP ARRAYS etc AFTER CREATE OR LOAD
9499 REM * CALLED ONLY AFTER A CREATE OR LOAD
9300 ? .1 PLEASE WAIT....:TEMP.VAL(FIELD0(N2,N3)):TEMPI.N5:TEMP2.N5:PLEN.N0
9520 RDAT(N16).NO:RDAT(N17)=NO:FDAT(N16).NH:FDATIN17).N0
9530 FOR T.N1 TO TEMP
9540 TEMP2.TEMP2.N1:IF FIELD$CTEMP2,TEMP2)<>"*" THEN 9540
9550 FDAT(T).TEMP2-TEMPI:RDATCT)=VAL(FIELD$CTEMP2.N1,TEMP24.N3» 0
9560 FDAT(N17).FDAT(N17)*FDAT(T):RDAT(N17).RDAT(N17)+RDAT(T)
9570 TEMPI.TEMP2+N5:TEMP2.TEMP1-N1:NEXT T
9580 FDAT(N161.TEMP:RDATIN16).TEMP:RLEN.RDAT(N17):FLEN.FDAT(N17)
9590 FOR T.N1 TO TEMP:IF FDAT(T)<RDAT(T) THEN PLEN.PLEN.RDAT(T):GOTO 9610
9600 PLEN.PLEN+FDAT(T)
9610 NEXT T:PLEN=PLEN+RDAT(N16):POKE 243,128:POKE 244,N5:GOTO MENU 0
9799 REM * SET DISK DIRECTORY
9800 ? ):? :? :? Place disk into drive 41, press <RETURN)
when ready.': GET MNI,KEY
9810 OPEN IN2,N6,N0,"D:*.*":TRAP 9840
9820 ? "1 DISK DIRECTORY.:?
9830 INPUT 0142,TEMP11:7 TEMPII:GOTO 9830

0 9840 CLOSE 8N2:? .. :. Press any key to return to main menu"i:GET 4N1,KEY:GOTO II

MENU
9999 REM * MAIN MENU
10000 POKE 82,N1:GRAPHICS NO:SETCOLOR N2,N100,N6:POKE 752,N1:POKE N16,64:POKE 53
774,64:SETCOLOR N1,202,N15
10010 ? R*:? MAIN MENU ":7 Rf:REM * ALL IN INVERSE
10040 IF FI.N1 THEN ? :? " file in use :- ";FILE*
10050 ? :? <C> CREATE a new database"
10060 ? :? <A> ADD records"

10070 ? " <F> FIND/PRINT/MODIFY records'
Ione 7 . <5> SORT records.
10090 ? :? <9> PUT records onto disk"
10100 ? CS> GET records from disk"
10110 ? :? ' <D> DISK DIRECTORY"
10120 ? :? <7) SPLIT file in two"
10130 ? :? ' <E> EXIT from program"
10140 ? :? RI:? " PLEASE ENTER YOUR CHOICE'
10150 GET MNI,KEY
10160 IF KEY -65 THEN 1000
10170 IF KEY.67 THEN 6000
10180 IF KEY -60 THEN 9800
10190 IF KEY.69 THEN 9000

0 10200 IF KEY.70 THEN 2000
10210 IF KEY=71 THEN 8000
10220 IF KEY=80 THEN 7000
10230 IF KEY=83 THEN 5000
10240 IF KEY.84 THEN 5500
10250 GOTO 10000
14999 REM * SET UP VARIABLES, ARRAYS, etc

0 15000 NO=0:N1=1:N2=NI.NliN3=N2+NliN4=N3*NI:N5=N4+NI:N6=N5.N1:N8kN5+N3:N9=N8+NI:N 0
10=N94-NI:N12=NI0.N2
15010 N15=N12*N3:N16=N154-N1:N18=N16+N2:N20=N10.-N10:N30=N20+NI0:N38kN30+N8:N35=N3

41) 0fN5:N764.764:N17=N16+NI 0
15020 N40.N304,110:N80.N404.N40:N200.NIO*N20:N83.N8O+N3:N70.N80-NIO:N82=N80.0-N2:NIO
0.N10*N10:N255.255:N155.155

0 15030 N39=N38+NI:N89kN8O+N9:N500kN5*N100:N150=N15*N10:N132=132:N22=N20+N2:N21=N2 *
0.1441:W8=N70+N8
15040 MENU=10000:SCLEAR=N200:KEYINPUT=N10:0PEN 4N1,N4,N0,"K:":POKE 82,N1
15060 DIM FDATiN17),RDAT(N17),TEMP$CN255),FIELD$(380),FILES:N151,DASH$M255),SPA
CEO(N255)
15070 DIM BS(N1),R8(N38),E$(N1)
15080 DASH.."-":DASHIIIN255)."-":DASHS(N2).DASHS:SPACES." ":SPACES(N255)=":SPAC
Eit(N2).SPACES 0
15090 1341=CHR$(253):FOR TkN1 TO N38:R4iT,TikCHR4iN18::NEXT TiES=CHRS(27)
15100 LE=FRECX:-N100:DIM DATSILE:
15110 IF PEEK11538)<)N4 THEN ? BC? :? ") You will have to 'RUN Dl:DBASEDAT.BAS'
file first":POKE 752,N1:END
15120 OOTO MENU
16000 REM * HERE IS A LIST OF VARIBLES USED :- 0
16010 REM * FDAT(N) - width of each field heading name
16020 REM * RDATeN, - width of each record field
16030 REM * DAT! - file data
16040 REM * FIELDS - field names and record widths
16050 REM * FILES - DOS file name
16060 REM * TEMPS - temperary string storage area
16070 REM * DASMS - 255 dashes 0
16080 REM * SPACES - 255 spaces
16090 REM * 8$ - bell
16100 REM * RI - 38 control R 0
16110 REM * 7,71,72 - loop variables
16120 REM * TEMP-7EMP4 - temperary variables
16130 REM * NO -N764 - as number, but saves 6 bytes 0
16140 REM * when used instead of the actual number
16150 REM * POKE 243,128:POKE 244,5 - clears the bug
16160 REM * which occurs when using SET and UAL
16170 REM * X1,X2,Y1,2 - used for keyboard input routine
16180 REM * START,RSTAR7 - used for pointers in OATS
16190 REM * MAXLEN - maximum 0 characters in input routine
16200 REM * PLEN,PLEN,FLEN - prInter,record,field lengths 0
16210 REM * PRTCOL - printer column width
16220 REM * PRT - set to 1 when printer selected
16230 REM * F.1 - set to 1 if FIELDS contains data
16240 REM * F2 - set to 1 if OATS contains data
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00

0

ONE STOP
MICRO SERVICE

LTD
5 Years of Micro Service

Experience
Home Computer Repairs:

BBC  Spectrum,
Commodore  Apple 

Amstrad  QL
We give free estimate

Business Computer Repairs:
IBM  Apricot  Epson, etc

Free estimates
Ask for same -day module

replacement (keyboard, disk
drives, logic boards)

On -site maintenance contracts
available

Upgrades carried out on all
above computers

We sell all types of cables for
computers

We sell ICs and connectors,
etc

We buy and sell home
business computers and

spares
ALL REPAIRS HAVE 90

DAYS WARRANTY
230 TOTTENHAM COURT ROAD

LONDON W1P 9AE
(Lower Ground Floor)

Tel: 01-631 0139
Telex: 946240 CWEASY G

QUOTE: 19010780

g 0 City

4
Apricot Fl + Supercalc + Superwriter £999
Amstrad 664 (green) £294
Amstrad 664 (colour) £390
Tatung Einstein TC01 £299
Includes Database * WP * Logo * BBC Basic * Home
Budget
Atan800XL+ 1010 Rec + s/w £113
KagaKP810Pnnter £266
Quendatadwp1101DaispNheel £256
BrotherM1009d/mPrinter £156
Brother EP44 Printer/typewriter £176
Commodore 64 Holiday Pack £173
TatungTMO1 14"Colourmonftor £159
Tatung TM80 12" Green monitor £78
DeccaDN1491 TV/monitor £173
Repairs Spectrum £18.50
Repairs BBC + Commodore £28

Pleaseenclosechequew4horderincluding+ 15%VAT
+ E5A&P

ACCESSNISA WELCOMED

1A QUEENS ROAD, NUNEATON
WARWICKSHIRE CV11 5JS

Tel: (0203) 382049
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DOCUMENT YOUR

BASIC PROGRAMS
* VARLIS1 , a basic programmer's

documentation and development
utility, available for most CP/M
machines.

* Produces a list of variables from
your own basic program in sorted
order along with line numbers at
where they occur.

* Results can be printed out or used
as a disk file and be edited by a
standard word processor.

* Contains a library of reserved
words which can be changed to suit
different dialects of basic.

£65 (includes P&P)
Cash with order, or write for further

information to:

Amos Spence Ltd
92 Burley Road, Leeds LS3 UP

DUST COVERS SETS
AMSTRAD CPC 464/664 £6.95
`Matching proofed nylon, treated with anti -static inhibitor
Piping on monitor covet green for 464, blue for 664
AMSTRAD CPC on keyboard cover
Please state model. Colour or Mono

Tatung Einstein £7.50
One piece covet for monitor and keyboard in proofed light
grey nylon. Piped in reo with name on keyboard.

Business Machine Covers
Matching proofed nylon with toning pipi and name on
keyboard: IBM PC £7.50, OLIVETTI M24ng £7.50, TEXAS
INSTRUMENTS £7.50, ACT SIRIUS £7.50, ACT APRI-
COT £6.60. APPLE MACINTOSH £6.00. Other covers
available on request -

Matching covers for Printers
Aomtrad DMP-1. Canon PW 1080A. Commodore MPS
801, Epson FX-80, RX-80, Mannesmann MT -80, Panther
DX 109, Shinwa CP-80, CPA -80, Seikosha 500, Taxan
K,810, £3.95; Brother HRS. M-1009, £3.50 and Juki
6100 at £4.50.
ALSOAVA/LABLE:Monitor,diskdrivesandothercovers
on request.
EuropeanpostageaddS0p,ovenmasOarMailjaddi2,00

BBD COMPUTER DUST COVERS
39 MANSE AVENUE, WRITINGTON WN6 9RP

Telephone: 0257 422968
TRADE ENQUIRIES WELCOME

TYPESET DIRECT
FROM DISK

z Anvil direct typesetting from micro disksputs
you firmly in control of your photo -typesetting.

Mark up your text using your usual
wordprocessor commands (as long as you are
using WordStar, Wordwise or another similar
CP/M, MS-DOS or PC -DOS wordprocessing
program).
z TypeFit software copyfits (casts off) your text
files on your micro in exactly the same way as a

photo -typesetter.
Create copyfitted wordprocessor files which

can be typeset line -for -line and character -for -
character.
Write or telephone now for details of low-cost
TypeFit demo software and FREE Anvil
typesetting offer.

Wordsmiths
33 Clerkenwell Close  London EC1
II (01)608 1868
19 West End  Street S Somerset

(0458) 45359

QL Microdrive Filing

by Alan Prior
This program provides the ease of use
of a disk filing system for the QL
microdrives. It allows you to back up a
whole cartridge, copy individual files,
list directories onscreen or printer,

delete individual files, format car-
tridges and give help information.

All operations are menu -driven, and
messages are given continually to
explain what is going on.

100 REMark 'MICRODRIVE UTILITY - V 1.0'
110 REMark 'Copyright - Alan Prior - 1985'
120 REMark
130 DIM diii100,41)
140 screen
150 header
160 menu
i70 STOP
180 REMark
190 DEFine PROCedure screen
200 MODE 4
210 OPEN *.5,con_512x256a0x0
220 PAPER *5,7
230 CLS *5
240 CLOSE *5
250 OPEN 111.con_448x204a32139
260 OPEN *2.con_220121a250,118
270 OPEN *3.con_448x23a32116
280 OPEN *4.con_448x12a32K243_128
290 OPEN *5,con_75:21a180x18
300 PAPER *1,7
310 PAPER *2.0
320 PAPER *3,0
330 PAPER *4,0
340 PAPER *di()
350 INK *1.0
360 INK *2.7
370 INK *3,4
380 INK *4.4
390 INK *5,2
400 BORDER *1.1.1
410 BORDER *3,1,2
420 BORDER *4,1,2
430 MODE 4
440 CLS *1
450 CLS *3
460 CLS *4
470 END DEFine screen
480 REMark
490 DEFine PROCedure tv
500 shut
510 WINDOW *0,448,40,32,216
520 OPEN #1,con_448:200a32x16_128
530 OPEN 112,con_44811200a32,16_128
540 PAPER #0,0
550 PAPER #1,2
560 PAPER #2,1
570 INK 110,7
580 INK *1,7
590 INk *2,7
600 BORDER *0
610 BORDER 411
620 BORDER *2
630 MODE 8
640 CLS
650 END DEFine iv
660 REMark
670 DEFine PROCedure mon
680 shut

690 WINDOW *0,512,50,0,206
700 OPEN #1,con_256,202a256,0_128
710 OPEN 412,con_256x202a0x0_128
720 PAPER *0.0
730 PAPER *1.2
740 PAPER *2.7
750 INk *0,4
760 INK *1,7
770 INK *2,2
780 BORDER *0
790 BORDER *1,1,255
800 BORDER *2,1,255
810 MODE 4
820 END DEFine mon
830 REMark
840 DEFine PROCedure shut
850 OPEN #5,con_5121256a0z0
860 PAPER *5.0
870 CLS *5
880 CLOSE *1
890 CLOSE *2
900 CLOSE *3
910 CLOSE *4
920 CLOSE *5
930 END DEFine shut
940 REMark
950 DEFine PROCedure header
960 CSIZE *3,1,1
970 PRINT 113,'MILRODRIVE UTILITY'
980 PRINT *5,' A.Prior)'
990 PRINT 415,'011 - 1985)'
1000 BORDER *3,1,2
1010 END DEFine header,
1020 REMark
1030 DEFine PROCedure menu
1040 REPeat loop
1050 PRINT *4,' LOAD TAPE(S) - SELECT OPTION (Press a key 1-8)
1060 AT #2,0,0
1070 PRINT *2,'1.BACKUP 2.COPY 3.DELEIE 4.DIRECTORY'
1080 PRINT #2,'5,FORMAT 6.HELP 7.LIST
1090 ai=INKEYSI-1)
1100 IF (a*<'1') OR (atS>'8'):00 TO 1090
1110 PAPER *2,2
1120 IF a*='1'.A1 *2.0,0.RRINT #2,'I.BACKUP':a6ackup
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I
1130 IF a$='2'.AT #2,0,9.PRINT W.2,'L.LOPY,acopy
1140 . IF a$='3':AT #2,0,16:PRINT *2,'3.DELETE'.adelete
1150 IF a$='4':AT *2,0,25:PRINT #2,'4.DIRECTORY'.adirectory
1160 IF a$='5':AT *2,1.0:PRINT #2,'5.FORMAT':aformat
1170 IF a$='6'.AT #2.1,9.PRINT #2,'6.HELP':ahelp
1180 IF a$='7'.AT #2,1,16:PRINT #2,'7.LIST'.alist
1190 IF a$='8':AT #2,1,25:PRINT 112.'8.EXIT':aexit

0

1200 PAPER #2,0
1210 END SELect

1,

1220 END REPeat loop
1230 END DEFine menu
1240 REMark
1250 DEFine PROCedure aexit
1260 PRINT #4,'TV or MONITOR mode? (T/M)'
1270 aS=INKEYS(-1)
1280 IF CCOE(aS)=27:60 TO 1350
1290 IF aS='m' THEN
1300 mon
1310 ELSE
1320 tv
1330 END IF
1340 STOP
1350 END DEFine aeilit
1360 REMark
1370 DEFine PROCedure adirectory
1380 PRINT #4,'From which device? - (1/2)'
1390 aS=INKEYS(-1)
1400 IF CODE(aS)=27:80 TO 1830
1410 bdirectory
1420 END DEFine adirectory
1430 REMark
1440 DEFine PROCedure bdirectory
1450 IF (a$<'1') OR (a$>'2')IGO TO 1390
1460 114-='mdv'&a$&' direct'
1470 PRINT #4,'WriTing directory for - ';uili

1480 OPEN NEW #6,u$
1490 DIR i6,'mdv'StaSiej 0
1500 CLOSE *6
1510 PRINT #4,'Reading directory for - '30$

415

1520 OPEN IN *6,u$
1530 INPUT #6,14,c$

0
1540 CLS
1550 UNDER 1
1560 AT O,1:PRINT 'DEVICE: mdv';a41;'_ NAME: '04:' SECTORS. ';c4
1570 UNDER 0
1580 d=-1
1590 1=0
1600 REPeat rdir
1610 IF EOF(*6).EXIT rdir
1620 d=d+I
1630 INPUT #6,dS(d)
1640 IF dS(d)='direct':d=d-1.60 TO 1660
1650 IF LEN(dS(d))>1.11=LEN(d$(d))
1660 END REPeat rdir
1670 CLOSE *6
1680 PRINT #4,'Sorting directory ...
1690 IF d>0:shell 0
1700 PRINT #4,"
1710 DELETE u$
1720 q=1 0
1730 1=INT(72/(1+4))
1740 I=INT(72/1)
1750 m=10 1760 p=1
1770 FOR n=0 TO d
1780 IF m+1).=73:p=p+1;m=1
1790 AT p,m:PRINT n+1;'.';ciS(n)
1800 m=m+1
1810 END FOR n
1820 uS=a$
1830 END DEFine adirectory
1840 REMark
1850 DEFine PROCedure shell
1860 i=d

1870 i=i DIV 2
1880 FOR j=1 TO d-i0 1890 FOR h=j TO 0 STEP -i
1900 n=h+i
1910 k=0
1920 eS=d$(h) 0
1930 fa=dS(n)
1940 IF LEN(e4),LEN(f$) THEN
1950 a=LEN(e4) 0
1960 ELSE
1970 a=LEN(f$)
1980 END IF
1990 IF e$(1 TO a)>f$(1 TO a):temp$=d$(h):d$(1-.)=.14(a).d$011011014,kmh
2000 h=k
2010 END FOR h
2020 END FOR j 0
2030 i=i DIV 2
2040 IF i>0.60 TO 1880
2050 END DEFine shell
2060 REMark
2070 DEFine PROCedure acopy
2080 adirectory
2090 IF CODE(aS)=27.60 TO 2270
2100 PRINT 'Copying ...'.PRINT ";
2110 REPeat bcopy
2120 INPUT #4,'File number?"!a$
2130 a=a$
2140 PRINT ! ,

2150 PRINT #4,'Copy to drive number? (1/2)'
2160 aS=INKEYS(-1)
2170 IF (a$<'1') OR (a4),2'):80 TO 2160
2180 1,8=d$(a-1)
2190 IF a4=u$:INPUT #4,'New file name?"!b$
2200 PRINT #4,'Copying Mdv';u4;'_';b4;' to mdv';a$;'_';b$
2210 DELETE 'indv'&a$&"&b$
2220 COPY 'aidv'&u$1,"i.d8(a-1) TO 'oiciv'&a$&'_'&b$
2230 PRINT 404,'Copy OK - ANYMORE? (y/n/'
2240 aS=INKEYS(-1)
2250 IF a8='n'IEXIT bcopy
2260 END REPeat bcopy
2270 END DEFine acopy
2280 REMark
2290 DEFine PROCedure adelete
2300 adirectory
2310 IF CODE(a4)=27.80 TO 2470 0

45 2320 PRINT 'Deleting ...':PRINT "
2330 REPeai bdel
2340 INPUT #4,'Delete file number?'!a$
2350 a=a$

FREE
SOFTWARE???

YES!!
Up to 400 disks packed with
FREE software available when
you buy one of our 100% IBM
Compatible Olivetti M24 personal
computer systems. Free software
includes spreadsheets, word -
processors, databases, games,

etc.

DON'T MISS IT
CALL (0342) 28528 NOW

BARGAIN
PRICES

e.g.:

Olivetti M24, 8086 processor, 360K
floppy drive, graphics screen,
keyboard, graphics, 640K RAM, 10
Mb Hard disk, serial, parallel ports, 7

IBM Compatible expansion slots.

"BEST POSSIBLE PRICES"

WE WILL MATCH ANY
LEGITIMATE COMPETITOR

Also call for printer and licensed software
prices. Free software deals are open to all our

customers. Delivery anywhere in UK.

DON'T MISS IT CALL
(0342) 28528 NOW

15 FULLERTON ROAD LONDON SW18 IBU

DATABASE
PROGRAMMING

d BaseIEjd Base III
Informix & C

Sensible Solution
Regi Trademarks Ashton Tate. RDS Inc ()Hanlon Systems

FULL ACCOUNTS, STOCK OR
TIME - MAILING - BROKING -

MATCH & RETRIEVE - ETC

018741898
APPLICATIONS TRAINING SUPPORT
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COMPUTER
BOOKS

MAIL ORDER
Quick delivery, lots of new titles

FREE send for our
comprehensive list of computer

books and software.

Rickmansworth 779129
(24 hours)

Or write.

Computer Books Ltd.
Freepost

33 Church Street
Rickmansworth
Herts. WD3 6FP

Telephone orders ring Eileen or Josie

We aim to please so send off now

TOP QUALITY

FLOPPIES AT

WHOLESALE PRICES
COST PER DISK

1-9 10-50 51+
SS/DD 1.25 1.15 1.10

DS/DD 1.65 1.55 1.50

SS/QD 1.65 1.55 1.50

DS/QD 1.95 1.85 1.80

PRICES INCLUDE VAT
POST & PACKAGING FREE

Orders taken for any quantity, simply use
price bands for cost per disk and multiply

by number required
Cheque with order please

HOLLBARN LTD
8 Alexander Road, Stotfold

Hitchin, Herts
Tel: 0594 81618

BLANK CASSETTES
Guaranteed top quality computer/audio cassettes
at great budget prices.
Packed In boxes of 10 with labels, inlay
cards and library case.
Prices include VAT, post and packing.
 C51 £3.35 0 C30 £4.70
O C10 £3.40 0 C60 £5.30
 C12 £3.45 0 C90 £7.00
O C15 £3.75
B SF LOPPY DISKS
Prices of boxes of 10
0 51/4 Single side/Double density £19.95
0 51/4 Double side/Double density £21.85
0 5i/4 Double side/Quad density £28.75
MICRO FLEXI DISKS
Price per unit
0 31/2 Single side £4.00 each
0 31/2 Double side £4.75 each
Indicate quantity of each product required in boxes.
Free delivery UK only.
Cheque/PO Enclosed for

NAME

ADDRESS

PROPESSNOMIAll
MAKUIETNCS LTD

AMA/
assetteHouse,329flunsletRoad,LeedsLS103YY
FREEPOSTTel, (0532)706066 PCW9B5

2360 PRINT !a$:
2370 PRINT *4,'Confirm delete for mdv';u$:'_';dS(a-. : ',/n:'

2380 aS=INKEYS(-1)
2390 IF aS="n':PRINT *41,' - NOT DELETED - ANYMORE" ./n)':GO TC 24,-

2400 PRINT *4
2410 PRINT 414."Deleting mdv';u$:'_';d$(a-1);
2420 DELETE 'mciv'&u$&"&d$(a-1)
2430 PRINT 414,' - DELETED - ANYMORE? (y/n)'
2440 aS=INKEYS(-1)
2450 IF a$='n':EXIT bdel
2460 END REPeat bdel
2470 END DEFine adelete
2480 REMark
2490 DEFine PROCedure aformat
2500 CLS
2510 REPeat bfor
2520 PRINT *4.'Format which drive? (1/2)'
2530 aS=INKEY$(-1)
2540 IF CODE(a4)=27:601 TO 2730
2550 IF (a$<'1") OR (a$>'2'):GO TO 2550
2560 PRINT 'Format mdv'tallt";
2570 INPUT 44."Tape name?'!bi
2580 PRINT b$;
2590 PRINT 414,'Now many times? (1-9)'
2600 cS=INKEY$(-1)
2610 IF (c$<'1') OR (c$>'9'):GO TO 2590
2620 PRINT !c$!'times ....
2630 a=c$
2640 PRINT *4.'Formatting
2650 FOR n=1 TO a
2660 PRINT ' FORMAT'!n!' -";
2670 FORMAT "enheiga$&'_'&6$
2680 END FOR p
2690 PRINT *414'Formatting ended - ANYMORE? (,/n)'
2700 aS=INKEYS(-1)
2710 IF aWn'sEXIT bfor
2720 END REPeat bfor
2730 END DEFine at t

2740 REMark
2750 DEFine PROCedure abackup
2760 adirectory
2770 IF CODE(aS)=27:60 TO 2990
2780 REPeat bback
2790 ble='1'
2800 IF u$='1'.1:.$='2'
2810 PRINT 04.'Load BACKUP tape to mdv';1:4;'_ then press a key

'

2820 all=INKEY$(-1)
2830 INPUT *4.'Backup tape name?'!c$
2840 PRINT 'Backup tape is isdv'tb$:'_';c$
2850 PRINT 414,'Formatting
2860 FORMAT "aidy'&6$&'_'6gc$
2870 PRINT *4.'Copying '

2830 PRINT 'Copying ...
2890 FOR n=0 TO d
2900 PRINT !n+1;
2910 PRINT $4,'Copying mdle:u$;'_';d*(n);' 1.. wuv :os:'_';(1S(n)
2920 COPY "Iiidv'tiu$1,'_'&dS(n) TO 'mdv'tb$&'_'&016(n)
2930 END FOR n
2940 PRINT
2950 PRINT *4,'Backup complete - ANYMORE? (y/n)'
2960 a$=INKEYS(-1)
2970 IF a$='n':EXIT bback
2980 END REPeat bback
2990 END DEFine abackup
3000 REMark
3010 DEFine PROCedure alist
3020 PRINT *4.'Switch on printer - then press a key ...'
3030 a$=INKEY*(-1)
3040 IF CODE(aS)=27:GO TO 3270
3050 OPEN 07,serIc
3060 REPeat blist
3070 adirectory
3080 INPUT *4.'Enter heading line:'!e$
3090 PRINT *4.'Printing
3100 PRINT 417
3110 PRINT 107;CHRI:(27);CHRS(45);CHR$(49)1CHRS(27);CHRS(6?) ftlidt') 'APE N
AME:'!6$!' SECTORS:'!c$
3120 PRINT *7;CHRS(27);CHRS(45);CHR$(48):CHRS(27);CHRS(T:.)
3130 q=q+4
3140 m=1
3150 FOR n=0 TO d
3160 IF m+q>80:PRINT *7:m=1
3170 PRINT *7,70 m:n+1;'.':::1S(n):
3180 m=m+q
3190 END FOR n
3200 PRINT *7
3210 PRINT 414,'Printing finished - ANYMORE? (y/n)'
3220 aS=INKEYS(-1)
3230 IF a$='n':EX1T blist
3240 END REPeat blist
3250 PRINT *7
3260 CLOSE *7
3270 END DEFine alist
3280 REMark
3290 DEFine PROCedure ahelp
3300 REPeat bhelp
3310 CLS
3320 PRINT
3330 PRINT ,.'HELP MENU'
3340 PRINT:PRINT ..'1.BACKUP'
3350 PRINT ,,'2.COPY'
3360 PRINT .,'3.DELETE'
3370 PRINT ,.'4.DIRECTOR9'
3380 PRINT ,,'5.FORMAT'
3390 PRINT ..'6.(GENERAL)'
3400 PRINT ..'7.LIST'
3410 PRINT ,,'8.EXIT'
3420 PRINT ..'9.EXIT HELP'
3430 PRINT
3440 PRINT ,.'(Press a key 1-9)'
3450 aS=INKEYS(-1)
3460 IF (a$<'1') OR (a$>'9'):GO TO 3450
3470 IF a$='9':CLS:EX1T bhelp
3480 IF a$='1':helpl
3490 IF a$='2':help2
3500 IF a$='3":help3
3510 IF a$='4":11elp4
3520 IF a$='5'shelp5
3530 IF a$='6':help6
3540 IF a$='7':help7
3550 IF a$='8':help8
3560 PRINT
3570 PRINT ,,'(Press a key for help menu)'
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3580 a$=INKEY$(-1)
3590 END REPeat bhelp
3600 END DEFine help
3610 REMark
3620 DEFine PROCedure helot
3630 CLS
3640 PRINT
3650 PRINT ' BACKUP'
3660 PRINT
3670 PRINT ' First lists the directory for the cartridge to be backed up.
3680 PRINT
3690 PRINT ' Then formats the backup cartridge as many times as specified.'
3700 PRINT
3710 PRINT ' After this all files are copied to the back up cartridge.'
3720 END DEFine helpl
3730 REMark
3740 REMark
3750 DEFine PROCedure help2
3760 CLS
3770 PRINT
3780 PRINT COPY'
3790 PRINT
3800 PRINT First, the directory far the cartridge to be copied from is liste

3810 PRINT
3820 PRINT Then the number of the file to be copied is requested.'
3830 PRINT
3840 PRINT The file is copied. tnen the next file number is requested and so

3850 PRINT
3860 PRINT It lie file is to be copied to the same cartridge, a new file nam
e'

3870 PRINT
3880 PRINT ' must be given.'
3890 PRINT
3900 PRINT 'NOTE: You do not need to DELETE before a COPY'
3910 END DEFine help2
3920 REMark
3930 DEFine PROCedure help3
3940 CLS
3950 PRINT
3960 PRINT ' DELETE'
3970 PRINT
3980 PRINT ' First lists the directory of the cartridge files are to be delete
d'

3990 PRINT
4000 PRINT ' from.'
4010 PRINT
4020 PRINT ' Then the program repeatedly requests the number of the next'
4030 PRINT
4040 PRINT ' file to be deleted, and deletes it.'
4050 PRINT
4060 PRINT ' Before each deletion you are asked to confirm the delete for'
4070 PRINT
4080 PRINT ' for that particular file.'
4090 END DEFine help3
4100 REMark
4110 DEFine PROCedure help4
4120 CLS
4130 PRINT
4140 PRINT ' DIRECTORY'
4150 PRINT
4160 PF:INT ' The program requests the number of the drive whose directory is
4170 PRINT
4180 PRINT ' to be listed.'
4190 PRINT
4200 PRINT ' The directory is then listed in alphabetical order.'
4210 PRINT
4220 PRINT ' Names are spaced across the screen accordion to the length of the
4230 PRINT
4240 PRINT ' longest file name on the carfr:dge.-
4250 END DEFine help4
4260 REMark
4270 DEFine PROCedure help5
4280 CLS
4290 PRINT
4300 PRINT ' FORMAT'
4310 PRINT
4320 PRINT ' The program requests the microdrive number, the cart
4330 PRINT
4340 PRINT ' and the number of times to format the cartridge.'
4350 PRINT
4360 PRINT ' The cartridge is then formatted according to the specifications.
4370 END DEFine help5
4380 REMark
4390 DEFine PROCedure help6
4400 CLS
4410 PRINT
4420 PRINT ' GENERAL'
4430 PRINT
4440 PRINT ' Major options are selected from the menu at the top r'ight.'
4450 PRINT
4460 PRINT ' Other options are requested from the lower part of the scree,'
4470 PRINT
4480 PRINT ' when required.'
4490 PRINT
4500 PRINT ' Also messages are printed on the lower part of the screen to tell

4510 PRINT
4520 PRINT ' you what is happening.'
4530 PRINT
4540 PRINT ' If a major option is requested by accident, press ESC to return'
4550 PRINT
4560 PRINT ' to the main menu.'
4570 END DEFine helph
4580 REMark
4590 DEFine PROCedure help7
4600 CLS
4610 PRINT
4620 PRINT LIST'
4630 PRINT
4640 PRINT Works as DIRECTORY but dumps the directory to an EPSON compatible

4650 PRINT
4660 PRINT printer.'
4670 PRINT
4680 PRINT Before dumping there is an option to onto: a comment, :.,h,._h

4690 PRINT
4700 PRINT ' then printed as the first pact of the header.'
4710 END DEFine help7
4720 REMark
4730 DEFine PROCedure help8
4740 CLS

co. ZX81 -
SPECTRUM '21.
BBC
TRS.6,41

APPLE
NASCOM
VIC PET 64
(Please state,

Every computer neeas

CHATTERBOX II
'Listen creep. I am the leader

NEW!
EXCLUSIVE,

PITCH
CONTROL g597,,,

SPEECH
SYNTHESIS

Hy

WILLIAM
STUMP
SYSTEMS

CHATTERBOX II v can say anything,
Genuine phoneme synthesis not just recorded
speech - hence unlimited vocabulary.
Programmable pitch for more natural intonation
(exclusive to Wm Stuart Systems)- solid tone
cabinet for quality sound integral beep music
ampiifiei. PLUS expansion socket for BIG EARS
voice recognition system Full instructions
technical notes and software supplied with INS
outstanding educational unit.
DEALER ENQUIRIES WELCOME

As seen on BBC ry Compute, Programme

*BIG EARS* spOA0a,

iSNPPELJETC H

FOR ANY
COMPUTER
Hugely successful Speech Recognition System
complete with microphone software and tut
instructions

BUILT TESTED a GUARANTEED
PLEASE STATE COMPUTER UK101
SPECTRUM ATOM NASCOM2 Vic 20 MiLroi
7080 8' PET TRS80 M2130K APPLE II BBC MICRO CBM oL,

ZX81/SPECTRUM
MUSIC SYNTHESISER (Stereo)

16 LINE CONTROL PORT

PIay 3 -part music souro enecis drums eft
Control of attack, decay and frequency
input Output !men provide Centro' and.,ra
facility for Home Security Robot Contr MOde,
Railway etc etc Works with or without +6K RAM

Fu':' instructions software ,c,cled AMAZING VALUE
Add Yeyboaid 10 make a '-'c performance AT ONLYpolyphonic syntnesisen
Note up to 3 units can be used simultaneously £19.50 mini
giving 9 music channels 8 481 0 'Ines C25:50 MBA')

NEW!

VIBRATO
CONTROL

S

0

T

W

F

R

E

THE COMPOSER

Pyytheysv..,-,m,e
Entw6vava,--,
Snev-,- TO' wo,v.n.onmw C7

ZXARPORuMSE0

TALKING HANGMAN A
vo,C,ave,00.

4;1
[6

CHROMACODE,,,,,,

COLOUR MODULATOR
R39 n PAL delF du', net ice ZXi

ya £16
BIALT C22

Please add VAT at 15% to prices
Bai clay Access orders accepted by ieiepnooe S

Al: enquiries
A E please

WILLIAM
STUART
SYSTEMS Ltd

HouseOuareyDown
Choldenon

Sersoury
Wiltshire SPA OOZ
Tei 099 064 235

CM=
El)"'"

S

Secure your investment in valuable
equipment for shops, offices and

homes with

J°.
TELEPHONE:

LEICESTER (0533) 558743

TM
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COMPUTER
CARRYING
BAGS
Padded water-resistant
NYLON BAGS
Anti -static lined
to fit most micros

BOW - SAUNDERS LTD
FREEPOST

PO Box 69
Warrington WA 1 1 BR

No Stamp Required
Tel: (0925) 572425

VIER
ROM SOFTWARE FOR

THE AMSTRAD CPC 464
FULFILS THE PROMISE OF YOUR

AMSTRAD
SUPERPOWER ROM -CARD

-7 Sockets for 8K. or 16K eproms (external cased unit
with bus extension) £39.95.

SUPERPOWER ROM -BASED SOFTWARE
Disk User's UtilitiesMailing List/Club Membership
Programmer's ToolboxAssembler/Disassembler/MC

Code Monitor All £39.95 each.
Word Processor, Database, Spreadsheet, Graphics/

Statistics -With Data Interchange. Prices to be
announced. Available Aug./Sept.

Order today. Phone 0532 434006 or by mail order
from MicroPower Ltd., Sheepscar House, Sheepscar

Street South, Leeds 1571AD. P&P 95p.
Access/Visa.

BRADFORDS
MICRO COMPUTER SPECIALIST

Sanyo MBC S50 Series CALL
ACT Apricot Range From £549
Commodore PC10 (IBM Compatable) £1,549
Olivetti M24 CALL
SAGE SOFTWARE CALL
Sanyo 128k RAM Upgrade £75
Disk Drive Upgrade From £85
Printer T -Switch From £45

PRINTERS
C.P.A. 80 £185
80 Col Printer £195
CPB 163 136 Col Printer £329
MP 165 NU) Printer £266
Canon PW1080A - NLQ Printer £299
COMPLETE RANGE CONSUMABLES:-
Listing papers, Ribbons, Floppy disks, Storage
boxes, Printout binders, etc.
COMPLETE SERVICE: -
PLEASE CALL OR SEND FOR LATEEST
PRICE LIST. ALL PRICES EXCLUDE VAT AND
DELIVERY.

LOGICAL MICRO SYSTEMS
1ST FLOOR, LEGRAMS MILL, SUMMERVILLE

ROAD,
BRADFORD BD7 1NH.

TEL: (0274) 731967 --.

4750 PRINT
4760 PRINT ' EXIT'
4770 PRINT
4780 PRINT ' Before leaving the program you are ulve he op on to re-configu
re'
4790 PRINT
4800 PRINT ' the screen windows for TV or Monitor mode'.'
4810 END DEFine help8

111

IIII Memotech MTX

Database
by Dave England

The program is a menu -driven data- should find no problem in extending
base for the Memotech MTX-512 which the program to run with more records
can handle up to 170 records. For and use disk storage. After the Basic
machines with less memory, some listing is Noddy code, which has to be
juggling with the maximum file dimen- typed in to give the necessary instruc-
sionsshould enablethe programto run. tions and menus contained within the
Owners of the RS -128 or disk drives program.

0 REM ******* MTX DATABASE BY DAVE ENGLAND *******
5 REM ******* MAY 1985 ********
10 VS 7: PAPER 12: INK 15: VS 0: PAPER 12: INK 15: VS 1: INK 15: PAPER 12: VS 5:
PAPER 12: INK 15

20 GOSUB 500
30 GOSUB 200
40 PLOD .INT.: GOSUB 400
50 PLOD "PRI.. GOSUB 100
60 LET A=(ABS(A-128))
70 ON A GOTO 1000,2000,3000,4000,5000,6000,7000,8000.9010
80 GOTO 50
100 LET AS=INKEYS. IF AS<>". THEN GOTO 100 III
110 LET AS=INKEYS: IF AS=.. THEN GOTO 110
120 LET A=ASC(AS): IF A>90 AND A<127 THEN LET A=A+32: LET AS=CHRS(A)
130 RETURN
200 REM SET UP PASSWORD
210 VS 5: CLS : PRINT "ENTRY CODE :";: LET BS="": FOR 1=1 TO 6: GOSUB 100: LET B
S=BS+AS: PRINT AS;: NEXT I: IF BS<>ENTRY$ THEN GOTO 210
220 REM change screen colours I
230 CLS : PRINT : PRINT "Would you like different screen colours (V or N)": GOSU
B 100
240 IF AS=.N. THEN RETURN 0
250 IF AS<>.Y. THEN GOTO 230 ELSE PRINT : PRINT : INPUT .New paper colour (1 T
0 15) ";P: IF P>15 THEN GOTO 250
260 PRINT : PRINT : INPUT .New ink colour (1 TO 15) ":1: IF I>15 THEN GOTO 260
270 VS O: PAPER P: INK I: VS 1: PAPER P: INK I: VS 7: PAPER P: INK I: VS 5: PAPE
R P: INK I

280 PRINT : PRINT "Are these colours OK ? (Y or N)": GOSUB 100
5 290 IF AS="V" THEN RETURN ELSE IF AS<>"N" THEN GOTO 280 II

300 GOTO 230
400 VS 7: CLS : PRINT "Press any key to continue ...... ":: VS 5: GOSUB 100: RETUR
N
500 LET E=20: LET NR=0: LET NNR=0: LET FILES=.". LET 13$=..: DIM A$(1),P(15),1(15
),PASS$(6),ENTRYS(6): LET ENTRYS=.LOGON1.
510 RETURN
600 CLS : PRINT "Record does not exist in memory": GOSUB 400: RETURN
1000 REM new file routine
1010 PLOD .PR7.: GOSUB 100
1020 LET A=ABS(A-128): ON A GOTO 1030,50: GOTO 1000 0
1030 CLEAR : GOSUB 500: CLS
1040 INPUT "New file name (Maximum 12 letters ) ";BS: IF LEN (118)>12 THEN GO
TO 1040 ELSE LET FILES=B$
1050 PRINT : PRINT .Number of records to store ", PRINT .Maximum 150 ":: INPUT N
R: IF (NR.E>170 OR NR<1) THEN GOTO 1050
1060 PRINT : PRINT "Number of headings per record": PRINT .(Maximum 8) ":: INPUT
NH: IF NH>8 OR NH<1 THEN GOTO 1060
1070 DIM HEADS(NH,20),RECORDS(NR,E.NH,40)
1080 CLS : FOR 1=1 TO NH
1090 LET 13$="": PRINT : PRINT "Enter .heading.:1: INPUT BS: IF LEN (BS)>20 THEN 0
PRINT "Too long.: GOSUB 400: GOTO 1090
1100 LET HEADS(1)=BS: NEXT I

III
1110 CLS : FOR I=1 TO NR: CSR 11,0: PRINT FILES;" Page.;I: FOR J=1 TO NH
1120 LET 8$=... PRINT HEADS(J): PRINT : INPUT B$
1130 IF LEN (851>40 THEN PRINT "Too long - try again": GOSUB 400: GOTO 1120 ELS
E LET RECORDS(I.J)=B$

0 1140 NEXT J. CLS : NEXT I

1150 CLS : PRINT "File now complete as defined": GOSUB 400: GOTO 50
2000 REM save file routine

0 2010 IF NR=0 THEN GOSUB 600: GOTO 50 ELSE PLOD .PR2. 0
2020 GOSUB 100: LET A=ABS(A-128). ON A GOTO 2030,50: GOTO 2000
2030 VS 7: CLS : PRINT "Start tape then press any key....:: GOSUB 100

0 2040 VS 7: CLS : PRINT "Saving
2050 SAVE FILES: GOTO 30

0
3000 REM examine file routine
3010 IF NR0 THEN GOSUB 600: SOTO 50
3020 PLOD "PR3": GOSUB 100
3030 LET A=ABS(A-128): ON A GOTO 3040,3100,50: GOTO 3020
3040 REM examine individual record

0 3050 CLS : INPUT "Enter the number of the record you wish to see ";R: IF RcNR TH 0
EN GOSUB 600: GOTO 3000
3060 CLS : FOR I=1 TO NH: PRINT RECORDS(R,I): PRINT : NEXT
3070 PRINT : PRINT "Is this the correct entry (Y or N) ": GOSUB 100 00 3080 IF AS="N" THEN GOTO 3100 ELSE IF AS<>"Y" THEN GOTO 3070
3090 GOSUB 400: GOTO 3000
3100 CLS : PRINT "List of records in file (By first record)"
3110 PRINT : FOR 1=1 TO NR: PRINT II" .:RECORDS(I,1): IF I/10=1NT(I/10) THEN GO 0
SUB 400
3120 PRINT : NEXT I

3130 GOSUB 400: GOTO 3000 0
4000 REM load file routine
4010 PLOD "PR4": GOSUB 100: LET A=ABS(A-128): ON A GOTO 4020,50: GOTO 4010
4020 CLS : INPUT "Load which file ? ";FILES: IF FILES=." THEN GOTO 4020
4030 CLS . PRINT "Searching for ":FILES
4040 LOAD FILES
5000 REM edit file routine
5010 IF NR=0 THEN GOSUB 600: 'GOTO 50 0
5020 PLOD "PR5": GOSUB 100
5030 LET A=ABS(A-128): ON A GOTO 5040,5110,5140,5190,50: GOTO 5000
5040 REM change record

111
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5050 INPUT "What is the number of the file to alter ? .;F: IF F>NR THEN GO
SUB 600: GOTO 5000
5060 FOR I=1 TO NH: PRINT RECORDS(F.1). PRINT : NEXT I
5070 PRINT . PRINT "Is this the correct record (V or N)": GOSUB 100: IF AS=.N. T
HEN GOTO 5110
5080 IF AS<>"Y" THEN GOTO 5070 ELSE PRINT "Enter the line number you wish to

alter or 0 to alter all records "I: INPUT L: IF L=0 THEN GOTO 5100
5090 PRINT HEADS(L): PRINT RECORDS(F.L); INPUT "New record..;RECORDS(F.L): GOTO
5000
5100 FOR I=1 TO NH: PRINT HEADS(I): PRINT RECORD$CF.1): INPUT "New record :".REC
ORD$(F,I): NEXT : GOTO 5000
5110 CLS : PRINT FILES: PRINT : FOR 1=1 TO NR+NNR: PRINT I.. ..RECORDS(I.1): PRI
NT . IF I/10=INT(I/10) THEN GOSUB 400
5120 NEXT -I: GOSUB 400: GOTO 5000
5130 REM change file name
5140 CLS . PRINT "Current file name is ";FILE$
5150 PRINT : PRINT "Do you wish to change this ?(l or N)"
5160 GOSUB 100: IF AS=.Y. THEN GOTO 5180 ELSE IF AS<>"N" THEN SOTO 5160
5170 GOTO 5000
5180 INPUT "New file name (Maximum 12 letters) .03$: IF LEN (551>12 THEN GO
TO 5180 ELSE LET FILES=13$: GOTO 5000
5190 CLS : FOR I=1 TO NH: PRINT I;. ";HEADS(I): PRINT : NEXT I
5200 INPUT "Please enter the line number you wish to change ";BS: LET B=VAL(BS):
IF B>NH OR 8<1 THEN GOTO 5200

5210 PRINT "Please enter new heading.: INPUT BS: IF -LEN (B$)>20 THEN PRINT .Too
long - maximum 20 characters": GOTO 5210

5220 LET HEADS(B)=B$: GOTO 5000
6000 REM printer routines
6010 IF NR=0 THEN GOSUB 600: GOTO 50
6020 PLOD "PR6": GOSUB 100
6030 LET A=ABS(A-128), ON A GOTO 6040.6060.6070,6110,6130.50: GOTO 6030
6040 LPRINT CHRS(27);.O.;CHR$(39);
6050 GOTO 6000
6060 LPRINT CHRS(27);.E.;: GOTO 6000 0
6070 FOR I=1 TO NR+NNR: LPRINT FILES;" Page";I: FOR J=I TO NH
6080 LPRINT RECORDS(I.J). NEXT J
6090 FOR K=1 TO 5: LPRINT : NEXT K: NEXT I

6100 GOTO 6000
6110 LPRINT .Format of each record": LPRINT : FOR I=1 TO NH: LPRINT HEADS(I): NE
XT
6120 GOTO 6000
6130 CLS : INPUT "Print which record number ";RN: IF RN>NR THEN GOSUB 600: GOTO
6000

6140 CLS : FOR I=1 TO NH: PRINT RECORDS(RN,I). PRINT : NEXT : PRINT "Is this the
correct record (V or N)": GOSUB 100

6150 IF AS=.Y. THEN GOTO 6170 ELSE IF AS<>"N. THEN GOTO 6140
6160 GOTO 6000
6170 FOR 1=1 TO NH: LPRINT RECORDS(RN.I): NEXT
6180 GOTO 6000
7000 REM expand file routine
7010 IF NR=0 THEN GOSUB 600: GOTO 50
7020 CLS : INPUT .Number of records to add";NNR: IF NNR>E OR NNR<1 THEN PRINT .
Out of range - try again": GOSUB 400: CLS : SOTO 7000
7030 LET E=E-NNR
7040 CLS . FOR I=NR+1 TO NNR+NR: CSR 11,0: PRINT FILES;" Page ";I: FOR J=1 TO NH
7050 PRINT HEADS(J): INPUT BS: IF LEN (88)<40 THEN LET RECORDS(I,J)=B$ ELSE GO
TO 7050
7060 NEXT J. CLS : NEXT I: LET NR=NR+NNR
7070 CLS : PRINT "File enlarged as defined ": GOSUB 400: GOTO 40
8000 REM change password
8010 CLS .. PRINT "Current password is ..;ENTRY$
8020 PRINT : INPUT "New password (Maximum 6 letters) ...OS: IF LEN (BS)>6 THEN
PRINT "Too long - try again.: GOSUB 400: GOTO 6020
8030 LET ENTRYS=BS: GOTO 50
9000 REM quit program
9010 CLS : PRINT "Are you certain you wish to exit ? (Y or N)": GOSUB 100

* 9020 IF AS="Y" THEN NEW ELSE IF AS=.N" THEN GOTO 50
9030 GOTO 50

WHEN ABOVE PROGRAM IS ENTERED TYPE IN '

NODDY' PAGES AS SET OUT BELOW.
TO ERASE THE PAGE TITLE FROM THE PAGE T
YPE <HOME> FOLLLOWED BY <EOL> WHEN YOU
FIRST SET UP THE PAGE. THIS WILL ERASE
THE WORD FROM THE PAGE BUT WILL STILL
KEEP THE PAGE TITLE IN MEMORY

PRI TO PR7 AND INT ARE ALL ON DIFFERENT
NODDY PAGES. BUT FORMATTING THEM TO TH
E PRINTER WOULD LEAVE LARGE AREAS OF BL
ANK PAPER.

PRI

TO MENUI.TR
PR7

TO MENU7.*R
PR2

TD MENU2.*R
PR3

TD MENU3.*R II
PR4

*D MENU4.TR
PR5

TO MENU5.*R
PR6

DISK-OUNT DISKS
FROM

MONAS OVERSEAS UK LTD
UNIT 34, CANNON WORKSHOPS

CANNON DRIVE, WEST INDIA DOCK
LONDON E14 9SU. Tel: (01) 987 3213

Prices per box of 10 disks
51/4"

DYSAN 1 2-5 6-9 10

SS/DD 15.00 14.75 14.50 13.60
DS/DD 21.90 21.20 20.50 19.20
SS/QD 21.90 21.20 20.50 19.20
DS/QD 28.10 27.40 26.40 24.90

MAXWELL 1 2-5 6-9 10

SS/DD 12.80 12.00 11.60 10.90
DS/DD 17.80 17.20 16.60 16.10
SS/QD 18.50 17.80 17.20 16.10
DS/QD 23.00 22.40 21.70 20.30
1.6Mb 33.70 32.40 30.00 28.00

FUJI 1 2-5 6-9 10

SS/DD 13.00 12.50 12.00 11.60
DS/DD 18.50 17.80 17.20 16.50
DS/QD 22.30 21.50 20.70 19.90
1.6Mb 28.50 27.50 26.40 24.60

P & P: 1-5 Boxes: 50p per box
6+ Boxes: FREE in UK

BARGAIN 31/2" DISKS
SONY 1 2-5 6-9 10

SS/DD 28.00 27.00 26.50 24.50
DS/DD 38.00 37.00 35.00 34.00

FUJI 1 2-5 6-9 10

SS/DD 27.00 26.00 25.50 23.50
DS/DD 37.00 36.00 34.00 33.00

FREE P & P ON ALL
31/2" DISKS IN UK

ALL PRICES EX. VAT
(Subject to Availability)

SPECTRUM REPAIRS

SPECTRUM 16/48K £18.95
SPECTRUM PLUS £18.95
INTERFACE 1 £18.95
INTERFACE 2 £18.95
MICRODRIVE £18.95
MEMORY UPGRADE £34.00
QL PHONE FOR PRICE

THE PRICES SHOWN ARE FULLY INCLUSIVE
OF PARTS, LABOUR, RETURN POSTAGE,
INSURANCE AND 3 MONTH GUARANTEE.
SEND ITEM WITH CHEQUE AND DESCRIPTION
OF FAULT TO:

SURECIATA

AS AMOAN001:1 AVENUE
CANONS mac =OWN.
PAGICZAt. HAS STO
ISIssesna. 0 ANSI 01.
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PROGRAM FILEMICROMART

Supports ALL
LYNX owners

001-.Eysa 48/96/128K

L 01agail(e)sCMCM pa

GAMES: UTILITIES: CP/M
Other suppliers for the LYNX are:

ANSTON of Cambridge for the 128K
LYNX, 1Mb Disk Drives + CP/1M
PERIPHERAL PRODUCTS for all
interfaces + D. Drives +
*SUPERLYNX* LARYNX ++

Contact: Bob Jones
Tel; 01-907 3406
National Hall Stand No. 3008

ALL TYPES OF
BUSINESS COMPUTER

SYSTEMS BOUGHT,
SOLD AND EXCHANGED

BESPOKE PROGRAMMING
SERVICE IN BASIC,
COBOL OR PASCAL

ALL TYPES OF NEW
EQUIPMENT SUPPLIED

Telephone:
0602 761504/278620

D+R COMPUTER
SERVICES

BASIC
COMPILER

For the BBC B or A with 32K
This may turn your basic programs into

machine code, allowing them to run up to
20 times faster!

CATERS FOR OVER 100 KEYWORDS,
INCLUDES FULL GRAPHICS, STRING

AND FILE HANDLING

£26.95 CASSETTE
£28.95 DISK

ACK DATA
PCW DEPT. A

21 SALCOMBE DRIVE,
REDHILL, NOTTINGHAM NG5 8JF

Tel: (0620) 262498

*1) MENU6.*12
INT

*D INTRO.*R

INTRO INTRODUCTION
''^-^.^.

This program has been designed for ease
of use, speed and simplicity.
All options are menu -driven, and most
only require a single key response.
If the cursor (flashing white square)
is on the screen, you will need to
press RETurn at the end of your entry,
.such as when entering data.

0

For reasons of memory, the limit of the
record under each heading is 40
characters, so each page can be up to
320 characters (El lines of 40). To
accomodate this the headings can be
empty strings.(No heading actually
defined -simply press RETurn when the
prompt appears.)

0
The limit of 150 records is set in
order to allow expansion up to 170
records.(MTX512). 0
This will allow up to 54,400 letters
or numbers to be stored.
MENUI OPENING MENU

Start new file Press Fl

Save current file Press F2

Examine file in memory Press F3

Load a new file from tape Press F4

Edit file in memory Press F5

Send records to printer Press F6

Expand current file Press F7

Change entry code Press FS 0

Quit program completely Press S/F1
(S=Shift Key)

MENU7 NEW FILE MENU

Open new file Press Fl

Return to opening menu Press F2

WARNING
... "'"

a new file is started, previous When

file is lost, so if not already saved,

MENU2 d'
so

MENU

Save current file to tape Fl

Return to opening menu F2
MENU3 FILE

.VIEWING ,MENU......... ,,,,,,

Examine a particular file Fl

List all current records F2

Return to opening menu F3
MENU4 LOAD MENU

,,,, .....

file from tape Press Fl Load

Return to opening menu Press F2
MENUS EDITING MENU

Edit a record Press Fl

List all records Press F2

Change file name (same file) Press F3

Redefine a heading Press F4
0

Return to opening menu Press F5
MENUS PRINTER OPTIONS

0

Set printer to same as screen Press Fl

Set Emphasised mode Press F2

Both above are for Epson -type

printers

e Print out all records Press F3 0
Send headings to printer Press F4

Print a particular record Press F5

Return to opening menu Fe.s F6
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PROGRAM FILE

Spectrum NAK

by Mark Summers
Yes, you guessed it, Not Another Kong! appropriate letter for the graphics
This is a fast-moving and difficult characters given in the table at the end.
version, with people and gorillas run- The symbol that sometimes appears
ning up and down ladders, eating after the PRINT statement (looks like a
bananas and generally acting the verical line with a hook at the begin -
monkey. The program includes full fling) should be typed in as a # symbol.
instructions and a high -score table. The Some of the lines between 1200 and
gorilla is very quick, so don't wait 1225 are very long and contain breaks;
around. these should be typed in as if they were

When typing in the program, use the continuous.

0>REM >>>> MA
RK SUMMERS 1985 <<<< .

0>REM COMPLETED ON 17th APRIL
1 PRINT AT 18,6; BRIGHT 1; INK 2; PAPER 6; FLASH 1;"PRESS ANY KEY TO PLAY"
2 PAUSE 1: IF INKEYS.."" THEN BORDER 1: BORDER 2: BORDER 3: BORDER 4 BORDER

5: BORDER 6: BORDER 7: BORDER 0: GO TO 2
3 PRINT AT 18,6;" ": POKE 23658,0: GO SUB 80
4 GO SUB 1000
6 DIM 55(10,10): DIM q(10): GO SUB 610
9 RESTORE
10 FOR f-.USR "a" TO USR "h"07: READ a: POKE foil: NEXT f
20 DATA 2,2,2,255,32,32,32,255
21 DATA 66,66,126,66,66,66,126,66
22 DATA 28,28,8,126,8,8,20,34
23 DATA 255,24,126,255,153,255,66,60,24,24,126,255,153,255,66,60,60,126,219,25

5,195,195,126,60,60,126,219,255,255,126,60,0
24 DATA 128,192,118,57,20,42,69,67 0
30 BORDER 0: PAPER 0: INK 7: BRIGHT 0: INVERSE 0: OVER 0: 60 SUB 40: GO TO 100
40 CLS : INK 5: INVERSE 1: PRINT " NOT

ANOTHER KONG! "( PRINT AT 1,4; OUER 1;" 0

45 PRINT The object of the game is to reach the top of the building
with -out being captured by the monster more than three times. A bonus of "; I

NUERSE 0;"40"; INUERSE 1;" is received for every banana colected.",: PRINT ""
On succesFul completion of each screen you will receive a bonus of "; INU
ERSE 0;"500"; INVERSE 1;" points.

50 PRINT '" On completion of the four screens you will be put back on
sheet one.
55 INUERSE 0: INK 7: PRINT ,O;AT 0,3;"PRESS KEY -M- TO CONTINUE."
60 LET F..1; LET 0..0
65 PRINT AT 5,c;" ";AT 12,31-c;" ": LET c-c.F: BEEP .002,c+5: BEEP .002,c: PRI

NT AT 5,c;"i5";AT 12,31-c;",": IF c..31 OR c..0 THEN LET f --f
70 IF INKEYS-"m" THEN RETURN
75 PAUSE 10: PRINT AT 5,c;"*";AT 12,31-c;"W': PAUSE 10: GO TO 65
80 RESTORE 80: FOR F-64100 TO 64125: READ a: POKE F,a: NEXT F: DATA 33,0,88,1,

3,0,126,198:1,230,7,95,126,198,6,230,56,131,119,35,16,240,13,32,237,201
81 FOR f..64050 10 64075: READ a: POKE f,a: NEXT F: DATA 33,126,88,1,2,32,126,1

96,1,230,7,95,126,198,6,230,56,131,119,35,16,240,13,32,237,201
83 FOR f-60000 TO 60024: READ a: POKE f,a: NEXT F: DATA 33,200,21,6,40,0,17,0,

0,197,229,205,181,3,225,193,43,43,43,43,43,43,16,238,201
B5 FOR f64000 TO 64016: READ a: POKE f,a: NEXT F: RETURN : DATA 33,0,64,1,0,2

4,203,6,203,134,35,11,120,177,32,246,201
90 INUERSE 1: INK 6: PRINT AT 0,0;"
KEYS "

91 PRINT AT 1,4; OVER 1;" "

92 PRINT AT 7,0;" UP 2 LEFT 9
RIGHT 0

94 INUERSE 0: INK 7: PRINT 'O;AT 0,4,"PRESS KEY -M- TO CONTINUE."
95 LET F.10
96 PRINT AT 6,0;"*";AT 6,31;"C";AT 11,0,"*";AT 11,31;"*";,0;AT 0,0;"4r;,0;AT

0

,31;"": BEEP .003,f: LET F-10
97 IF INKEYS-"m" THEN RETURN
98 PAUSE 15: PRINT AT 6,0;"*";AT 6,31,"*";AT 11,0;"";AT 11,31;"*";.-0;AT 0,0

*.";,0;AT 0,31;"*": BEEP .003,f: LET F20: PAUSE 15: GO TO 96

0 99 FOR F-1 TO 8: POKE 60002,10-f: LET dummy-USR 60000:: LET dummy-USR 64000: B
EEP .002,f.5, NEXT F: RETURN 0
100 IF INKEYS<>"" THEN BEEP .002,42: GO TO 100
105 GO SUB 99: GO SUB 90
110 IF INKEYS<>"" THEN BEEP .002,42: GO TO 110
115 GO SUB 99
123 REM
121 LET p-1: LET 1-3: LET s-.0: LET h -q(1)
130 CLS : PRINT .0;AT 0,0; INK 5; PAPER 1;" -SCORE- -HIGH- -LIUES-

00000 0000 4 . 4 "

131 PRINT AT 0,0; BRIGHT 1; INK 2; PAPER 6;" SHEET NUMBER : ";p,

132 PRINT '-O;AT 1,24; INK 8; PAPER 8;" ";AT 1,24;"* *  "( TO 1.2);" ";A

T
1,9 -LEN STRS s; INK 8; PAPER 8;s;AT 1,19 -LEN STRS h; INK 8; PAPER 8;h

PAPER 2; BRIGHT 1;"r±±-m±m.mr(s'-±T±,_.,135 PRINT AT 21,0; INK 6;
mm'.='"

LET 13..1: LET140 LET a-20: aS*."r'x-'=".=`='-±='-'--tc`"
145 LET c -B: LET d...31: LET a..20: LET 1,1
150 IF p>-5 THEN STOP
155 RESTORE 500.(p-1).20
160 READ 0: FOR F-1 TO 0: INUERSE 0:READ x,y,z: PRINT AT x,y; INK 6; PAPER 2;

BRIGHT 1;a8( TO z): NEXT F
165 READ w; FOR f-1 TO 0: READ 0,y; PRINT AT x,y; INK 5;"b";AT 0+1,9,"1,1";AT x+

2
,41;"b": NEXT F 0
170 READ 0: FOR F-1 TO w: READ x,y; PRINT AT 0,9; INK 6Cfl2,,"; NEXT F
175 GO TO 200
180 PRINT AT a,b; INK B; PAPER 8; FLASH 8;"*";AT c,d;"0"; RESTORE 180
181 DATA 12,12,15,16,19,19,21,19,12,24,22,21,19,17,16,14,12,12,15,16,19,19,21,1

9,12,24,22,21,19,17,16,14,17,17,20,21,24,24,26,24,17,24,22,21,19,17,16,14,12,12,
15,16,19,19,21,19
182 DATA 12,24,22,21,19,17,16,14,19,19,23,24,26,26,24,23,17,17,20,21,24,24,20,2
1,12,12,15,16,19,19,21,19,12,24,22,21,19,17,16,14,255
184 LET z-,±

'III 185 PRINT BRIGHT 1;AT 1,5; INK z;"PRESS ANY KEY TO START": LET z -z+1; IF z-6

HEN LET z-4
190 READ x: IF x-255 THEN RESTORE 180: GO TO 185
195 BEEP .1,x: IF INKEYS<>"" THEN RETURN
197 GO TO 190
200 GO SUB 180
210 PRINT AT 1,5;" "

215 PRINT AT 1,30; FLASH 1; INK 2; PAPER 6;"\/";AT 2,30;"/\"

C LANGUAGE PROGRAMMING?
We offer the complete, professional service for
all your C language programming needs. We
stock a range of C compilers, utilities, books,
function libraries and programming aids, all care-
fully selected and evaluated to give you the
tools you need at an attractive price. Write or
ring now for our comprehensive catalogue
covering:

 C compilers
 General purpose function libraries
 Database function libraries
 Communications function libraries
 Screen and graphics function libraries
 Programming aids and debugging tools
 Real-time utilities
 Math/science function libraries

C COMPILERS
8088/8086
 DeSmet £145
 Lattice £340
 Computer Innovations £285
 Microsoft V3 £365
 Mark Williams £435
 Aztec C86p £170 C86d £275
8080/Z80
 BDS C £135

This month's features
APPLE MACINTOSH C COMPILERS
 DeSmet £145
 Aztec C86p £170 C86d£275
 MMeagcaCmax C

£395
£295

IBM PC ASYNC COMMS LIBRARIES
C function libraries (with source code) for com-
munication applications via RS232 COM1 and
COM2 ports:
 Blaise Async Manager £155

usual price £175
 Greenleaf Async Library £165

usual price £185
 C Powerpack 5: Comms £130

usual price £150

Prices exclude £4.00 P&P and VAT

The Core Store Limited
59 Station Rd, Northwlch, Cheshire CW9 5LT

Tel: 0606 45420

A better way to buy or sell used computer
equipment.

We are a National Used Computer Agency who
bring together buyers and sellers of all types of
computers and peripherals.
We deal with personal and business machines,
including, Apricot, IBM, DEC, Epson, Apple
and the BBC.
There is no charge without sale and then only a
modest 10% of the selling price. If you are
looking for a particular type of machine that is
not currently on offer we will include you on our
lists at no charge. Send s.a.e. for current list.

5A THE BALCONY, QUEENS ARCADE
LEEDS LS1 6LF

Or ask for John White on D532 435583
Callers at our shop premises in Leeds City Centre
are welcome 9am to 5.30pm Monday to Saturday

USED COMPUTER AGENCY
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MICROMART

COMPUTER REPAIRS
COMPUTER MAINTAINENCE

Tel: 01-968 8622
* EPSON * IBM * APRICOT *

SIRUSNICTOR *
WE HAVE A SAME DAY SERVICE BY

APPOINTMENT, IF YOU BRING YOUR
COMPUTER OR PRINTER, OR WE WILL

COME TO YOU.

EASY FREE PARKING. ALL ENQUIRIES
WELCOME, TERRIFIC PRICES ON

SALES TOO!

LOGIFIX LTD
HORMEAD WHARF, HORMEAD ROAD,

PADDINGTON, LONDON W9

Evening and weekend collections possible

SEX PROBLEMS?
Solve all your RS232 problems with our universal cable.
Plug and socket at both ends of the one metre cable.

Price £29

GENDER CHANGERS
M-aM =, £18.00, M F = £17.00, n £16.00

All are 3" long

ALSO:

One metre Centronics cables:
Amstrad £13.00
BBC £11.20
IBM £30.00
One metre RS232:
Commodore 64 £30.00
Epson PX-8 £20.00
Epson HX-20 £16.00
Please add £2.00 per metre to above prices for longer
lengths. All prices include VAT. Postage, and Packing in
Europe.
See our range of computer/printer cables, communica-
tions cables, custom cables. interfaces, data -switches.

WATCH THIS SPACE FOR FURTHER DETAILS OR
Ring our 24hr answering service on
(0223) 322394
tYEPRO Ltd.. 30 CAMPKIN ROAD. CAMBRIDGE
CB24 2NG.

DEALER ENQUIRIES WELCOME

LYNX
SOFTWARE
Over 50 titles including games.
adventures, utilities and Software
Projects' "Jet Set Willy".
HARDWARE
Lynx 96k + Parallel Printer Interface +
Word Processor + Forth + Assembler
+ Numerons + Cassette Lead, £90.
Lynx 48k + Parallel Printer Interface +
Word Processor + Assembler +
Numerons + Cassette Lead, £45.
Joystick Interface, £20.

SAE for list.

Phoenixx Software
Unit 70, Marsh Lane Site

Frodsham, Cheshire WA67BX
Tel: 092835525

PROGRAM FILE
LET di -d: LET e1 -e: LET blb219 LET dS.."41,491191", LET cl-c:

220 FOR g-1 TO 2: LET ar,s1: LET b-bl: LET c-cl: LET cid1
222 IF a<-2 THEN IF GO.30 THEN GO TO 900
225 GO SUB 400
230 LET dl-d...(b)d)-(b<d)
235 LET cl....c+3*(((a..1),c AND ATTR (c+1,d)5)-( (a+1)<c AND ATTR (c -2,d)5))
240 IF ATTR (c1.1,d)7 THEN LET cl-c1.3
250 IF el -c1 THEN IF 1).d1 THEN GO TO 850
255 PRINT AT c,d; OVER 1; INK B; PAPER 8; BRIGHT B; FLASH 8;dS(g);AT cl,d1,<IS(g

+1)
260 NEXT g: GO TO 220
400 IF INKEYS..."2" AND ATTR (a -1,h)-5 THEN LET a1-0-3: FOR f-40 TO 60 STEP 4: B

EEP .05,f: NEXT f
405 LET bl...b.-(INKEYS..."0" AND b<31)-CINKEYS.."9" AND b>0)
410 IF ATTR (a,b)-6 THEN GO SUB 600
415 IF ATTR (a+1 ,b)-7 OR ATTR Cal.). ,b1)..7 THEN LET s1 -a<-3, FOR f-60 TO 40 STEP
-4: BEEP .002,f: NEXT F
420 PRINT AT a,b; INK 8; PAPER 8; OVER 1; FLASH 8;"4.";AT al,bl,".". RETURN
500 DATA 15,18,7,12,15,1,9,15,17,15,12,6,12,12,20,7,12,30,2,9,29,3,9,23,4,9,11,
10,9,0,7,6,4,5,3,12,20,6,9,11,3,0,9,3,28,4
505 DATA 15,3,13,3,18,9,13,6,4,3,6,9,6,9,23,12,9,6,15,12,26,12,30,15,7,15,18,18
,9,18,15
510 DATA 14,8,19,8,26,2,1,20,28,17,10,17,14,14,2,11,9,11,16,11,21,11,31,8,1,2,1
5,14,31
520 DATA 18,3,0,10,6,0,4,18,0,5,15,2,11,12,5,2,9,2,4,9,7,12,6,7,7,3,13,7,6,17,8
,12,15,17,15,15,7,18,7,13,18,24,5,15,25,7,9,24,7,6,27,5,3,28,4
525 DATA 18,18,8,18,26,15,3,15,10,15,18,15,28,12,21,12,26,5,5,9,17,6,3,6,8,6,24
,6,30,3,1,3,13,3,18,3,28
530 DATA 15,17,1,17,15,17,24,20,30,14,7,14,30,11,6,11,15,11,30,5,'11,5,22,5,31,2
,4,2,8,2,29
540 DATA 16,3,1,14,3,17,15,6,8,12,6,25,5,9,0,16,9,18,8,9,28,4,12,4,6,12,17,4,12
,26,6,15,1,2,15,8,8,15,24,7,18,0,10,18,12,12,18,26,4
545 DATA 15,3,9,3,27,6,11,6,18,6,29,9,5,9,28,12,9,12,27,15,2,15,8,15,15,15,26,1
8,13,18,29

550 DATA 15,2,1,2,17,5,16,5,25,8,1,8,30,11,19,11,26,11,30,14,1,14,30,17,9,17,18
,17,27,20,18
560 DATA 26,18,1,7,18,9,2,18,12,8,18,24,5,18,30,2,15,0,2,15,4,6,15,12,8,15,24,7
,12,0,5,12,9,4,12,15,12,12,28,2,9,0,5,9,7,3,9,13,10,9,25,2,9,29,3,6,3,4,6,8,6,6,
15,3,6,20,6,6,27,4,3,3,13,3,17,10,3,29,3
565 DATA 20,18,10,18,14,19,31,15,1,15,13,15,27,15,30,12,0,12,9,12,18,12,29,9,4,

9,26,5,3,6,13,6,25,3,6,3,15,3,17,3,30
570 DATA 20,20,4,20,21,17,7,17,9,17,25,17,31,14,6,14,12,14,26,11,15,11,28,8,0,8
,8,8,19,8,26,8,30,5,10,5,27,2,3,2,23
600 BEEP .02,10: BEEP .03,15: PRINT AT a,b; OVER 1;"),"
605 LET wmt..-40: PRINT '-O;AT 1,9 -LEN SIRS s; INK 5; PAPER 1;s: RETURN
610 RESTORE 610: FOR f".1 TO 10: READ bil(f): LET ci(f)12000-(1000F+10*INT (RND°
100)); NEXT F
615 DATA "MARK","MARTIN","MICROMAD","SID","GERTIE","PAC-MAN","SPUD","RICK","810
B","MIKE"
620 RETURN
700 PRINT AT al,b1; INK 8; PAPER B; FLASH B;;"P";AT a1,b1;"410";AT c,d;" ";AT cl,
01," ": BEEP 1,10: BEEP 1,20
705 GO SUB 99
710 CLS : PRINT PAPER 3;AT 7,5;" ";AT 8,5;" GAME 0

VER ";AT 9,5;- "

715 PRINT .-O;AT 1,4;"PRESS ANY KEY TO CONTINUE"
720 IF INKEYS"" THEN BEEP .002,42: GO TO 720
725 GO SUB 99: CLS
730 FOR F-1 TO 10: IF s>p(f) THEN GO TO 802
735 NEXT f
750 PRINT AT 1,9; PAPER 3; INUERSE 1;" HALL OF FAME "

BOO GO TO 805
802 FOR 0-10 TO F.I. STEP -1: LET ci[g)..qCg-1): LET bSCg)-bS(g-1): NEXT g: LET 1:4(
f) -s: POKE 23658,8: INPUT "CONGRATULATIONS! A HIGH SCORE! ENTER YOUR NAMEt< 10
CHARACTERS)"; LINE b5(f)
810 POKE 23658,0: PRINT AT 1,9; INVERSE 1 ; " HALL OF FAME ""': FOR F...1 TO 10: P

RINT TAB 8; BRIGHT 1; INK f/2...2;bSCE);" ";"00000";AT f+3,25 -LEN SIRS qCf); BRIGH
T 1; INK F/2.2;;m(f): NEXT f
814 PRINT AT 16,0; INVERSE 1; INK 6; PAPER 2" YOUR SCORE :"s,
815 FOR F-1 TO 7: BEEP .001,f."4: PRINT 'O;AT 1,4; INK f;"PRESS KEY -11- TO CONTI
NUE"
820 IF INKEYS-"m" THEN GO TO 830
B25 NEXT F: GO TO 815
830 GO SUB 99: CLS : INK 3: INVERSE 1: PRINT " DO YOU WANT ANOTHER GO 7

Big PRINT "" YES OR NO ": INVERSE 0: RESTORE 180
837 GO SUB 930
840 READ x: IF x-,255 THEN RESTORE 180: GO TO 840
842 IF INKEYS-"n" THEN GO TO 1350
845 BEEP .07,x-30: PRINT AT 13,x; INK 2; PAPER 5; FLASH 1; OVER 1;" ": LET irx:
READ x: BEEP .07,x-30: PRINT AT 13,g; INK 0; PAPER 7; OVER 1;" ": IF INKEYS<>"g
- THEN GO TO 840
847 INK 7: BRIGHT 0: PAPER 0: BORDER 0: GO SUB 99: CLS : GO TO 120
849 STOP
850 PRINT AT a,b;" ";AT c,d;" ": PRINT AT al,b1;"4";AT al,b1; OVER 1;"6"
855 LET 1-.1-1
860 IF INKEYS<>"" THEN GO TO 860
865 IF 1<-O THEN GO TO 700
870 PRINT AT a,b; INK B; PAPER B; OVER 1;" ";AT c,d;" "

875 LET a-20: LET b...1: LET c -S: LET d-31: GO SUB 99: GO TO 130
900 FOR F..I. TO 3: FOR g -O TO 20 STEP F: RANDOMIZE USR 64100: BEEP .02,F>g: BORD
ER g/7: NEXT g: NEXT f: BORDER 0
905 PRINT .0;AT 0,0; INK 2; INVERSE 1" STAGE NUMBER ";p;" COMPLETED",,,
907 IF p.4 THEN GO SUB 1300: LET s..s+100(1
910 PRINT AT 7,0; INK 6; INUERSE 1" PRESS KEY -M- TO CONTINUE "" INK

4 C" 500 POINTS BONUS . ! ! " AND p<4)
915 IF INKEYS<>"m" THEN BEEP .001,42: GO TO 915
920 LET s..s.500m(p<4): LET p...p...1: IF p>4 THEN LET f,1

925 GO TO 130
930 PRINT AT 10,2; INK 0; PAPER 7;"     19   M M    "
935 PRINT AT 11,2; INK 0; PAPER 7; "NM    Il  Mil"
940 PRINT AT 12,2; PAPER 7; INK 0;"
945 PRINT AT 13,2; PAPER 7; INK 0;"
950 FOR f-23 TO 239 STEP 8: PLOT F,64: DRAW INK 0; PAPER 7;0,31. NEXT f
955 PLOT 15,64: DRAW 0,32: DRAW 225,0: DRAW 0,-33: DRAW -225,0: RETURN
1000 RESTORE 1000: FOR f-USR "a" TO USR "r"+7: READ a: POKE f,s: NEXT F, RESTORE

1020 DATA 1,7,7,15,13,15,15,15,128,224,224,240,176,240,240,240,0,1,7,15,31,63,12
7,83,255,255.255,255.255,255,255,255,252,255,255,255,255,255,255,255.0,128.224,2
40,248,248,252.254
1030 DATA 127,251,243,241,241,121,120,124,223,255,255,255,255,255,255,127,251,25
5,255,255,255,255.255,254.254,223,207.143,143.158,30,52,55.1,7,15,15,31,31,31,12
7,255,255,255,255,255,252,224,254,255,255,255,255,255,63,7,28,128,224,240,240,24
8.248,248,31,31.15,15,15,15
1040 DATA .31,53,192,128,0,0,0,0,0,0,1,1,0,0,0,0,0,0,248,240,240,240,240,248,252,
255
1150 BORDER 7: PAPER 7: INK 2: CLS
1200 FOR F"'15 TO 0 STEP -1: BEEP .03,-35: PRINT AT f, 1

; " 7.1t1 ";AT f+.1 1 ; " 44i4s,

F.2,1;" *MVP NOT";AT F...3,1;" ";AT;AT MORSE f+4.1;" 1f 1L";RT F+5,1;"
": B

EEP .03,-30: NEXT E
1205 FOR F-1 TO 16: BEEP .03,-35: PRINT AT f-1,1;" ";AT F, 1; " 1.1 ";AT F..-

1

IFIFIND";AT f+2,1;" IFXMVP";AT f+3,1;" ";AT,1;" WOK f+4,1;" If 1L": BEEP .0
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3,-30:
NEXT f
1210 FOR F-1 TO 11- BEEP .03.-35: PRINT AT 16,f;" 1-421 ";AT 17,f;" .P.40";AT 18

,Ei" wJr7",rir 19,f;" 111Feli ";AT 20,f;" X l": BEEP .03,-30: NEXT F
1215 FOR F..15 TO 0 STEP -1; BEEP .03,-357 PRINT AT f,11;" .-'H ";AT V.1,11;" 44
*
:.;AT f+2,11;" 4.?4FP ANOTHER";AT f+3,11;" ";AT "AMA f+4, 11 ; 7 11.,"; AT

f+5,
11 ; " ": BEEP .03,-30; NEXT f
1220 FOR F-1 TO 16: BEEP .03,-35. PRINT AT F-1 , 11 ; " " ; AT f , 11 ; " xlIld ";AT
r
+1,11;" *eee";AT f+2,11;" WYMP11";AT f+3,11," iiIPIIk ";AT F+4, 11 ; " X V", B
EEP .0
3,-30: NEXT f

":1225 LET IA.." PRESS ANY KEY LET aS-" 1 r .--.,-. L 1 r..
I ... I

I .. 1 se m .. B..
I VISION

I ... I I I %I I I ...... ....'.

1227 PRINT AT 6,5; aS
1230 FOR fO TO 6: BEEP .003,F*3 PRINT '-0; INK B-F;AT 1,8;b5: LET lo5-88(2 TO ).
bS(1): LET dummy-USR 64050
1235 IF INKEYS-"" THEN BEEP .01,f3: NEXT f: GO TO 1230
1240 FOR F-0 TO 7. LET dummy-USR 64000. NEXT F: RETURN
1300 RESTORE 1300. PRINT AT 7,0; INK 7; PAPER 3; BRIGHT 1 , CONDRATULATIO
NS!
1301 FOR f-1 TO 44: READ x,y: BEEP x/20,y: NEXT f
1302 DATA 2,7,2,9,2,11,6,12,8,7,2,12,2,11,2,12,6,14,9,9,2,9,2,11,2,12,2,16,2,14,
2,14,2,12,2,12,2,11,2,9,2,11,8,7,2,7,2,9,2,11,6,12,8,7,2,12,2,11,2,12,6,14,8,9,2
,9,2,11,2,12,3,16,1,14,2,14,2,12,2,12,2,11,2,9,2,11,8,12
1305 PRINT " : PRINT BRIGHT 1' INK 0; PAPER 4" PRESS ANY KEY

1310 IF INKFYS-"" THEN LET dummtedJSR 54100: POKE 60002,2+INT CRNDo5/: IFT dummy
-USR 60000. GO TO 1310
1315 FOR F-0 TO 7: POKE 60002,f+3: LET dummy-USR 60000: LET dummy-USR 64000 NFX
T F: PAUSE 50: CLS
1320 PRINT AT 5,0; INK 1; PAPER 6; BRIGHT 1" SUPER BONUS

1000 " " POINTS "
1325 FOR f-0 TO 14 LET dummy-USR 64100. BEEP .05,f BEEP .05,-f. NEXT f: CIS :

RETURN
1350 RESTORE 1350. FOR F-USR "u" TO USR "u"+7 READ a. POKE F,a: NEXT F. DATA 80
,112,80,94,8,14,2,14
1355 GO SUB 99: CLS
1360 GO SUB 1500
1370 FOR f...9 TO 20 STEP 2: FOR cr0 TO 31 STEP 2: PRINT AT F+1,D;"! AT f,g+1;"u

: NEXT g: NEXT f
1375 PRINT AT 21,0;" II /I II II 1_I II II It II II II II II II II II.
1380 PRINT r0;AT 1,0;" MARK SUMMERS APRIL 1985 "

1400 LET as -1: LET bs-1: LET f,9: LET 1,0
1401 FOR F-1 TO 373: PRINT BRIGHT 1; INK 6; PAPER 2; OVER 1;AT a,b;"u"
1403 BEEP .003,a+b-(b-a)
1405 IF a<10 THEN LET as -1
1407 IF b<1 THEN LET bs-1
1410 IF a>20 THEN LET as --1
1412 IF 1030 THEN LET bs--1
1415 LET et-a.vis, LET b -bobs: NEXT f
1420 LET aS-" ..... e---. .---. r-.-. ...... I I 1 I I I I I I I I

II 11 I

910- VI.- II.- 11--r--.11...r--- in of il l

.. . . ---
.... . -....

1422 POKE 64051,0: POKE 64054,1 POKE 64055,224
1423 PRINT AT 1,0;aS
1425 RESTORE 180
1430 READ el: IF e,255 THEN STOP
1431 BEEP .02,a: RANDOMI2F USR 64050 GO TO 1430
1500 INK O. PAPER 0
1505 LET f-11: PRINT AT F,4;" w mimes M 111",r7 f+2,4;". 
a VI

MI EM";AT F+4,1; "Ill 1111 MEN  M",AT f+6,4;"
M

1510 INK 7: RETURN
9998 PAUSE 0: BORDER 7: PAPER 7: INK 0: CLS
9999 SAVE CHRS 8+CHRS 8+CHRS 8+CHRS El+CHRS 8+" NAK1" LINE 0

A-. 13 -ti 0-0 EI-X. E-4. F-0 G-0 H-',.
I -Op J-7 K-4 L", M -NN N-i 0-1 P-

--JD-

Commodore 64 Renumber

by Eric Corbett

Although there are innumerable prog-
rams for renumbering other Basic
programs, this one works well on all
GOTOs, GOSUBs, and so on. It is also
very short, and occupies a mere 505
bytes of otherwise unused RAM from
49152 to 49656. To use the program,
type it in, save before running, and then
run it. You can now type NEW, and type

or load in any Basic program. When you
want to renumber a program, type SYS
49160 and the current Basic program
will be neatly renumbered in steps of
10.

Any references to undefined line
numbers will be altered to refer to a
point after the end of the program.

0

10 RFM
20 REM THIS IS A MACHINE CODE ROUTINE
30 REM TO RENUMBER BASIC PROGRAMS.
40 REM
50 REM ALL GOTOS, GOSUBS, ETC ARE
60 REM ADJUSTED.

j....EVIA

WINCHESTER
DISKS
Low Cost

10 Mbyte Hard Disks
and Controller

for the IBM PC and
1000/0 compatibles

only £799 + VAT

BJL
SYSTEMS

9 Hanmer Way,
Staplehurst, Tonbridge,

Kent TN12 OPA
Tel: (0580) 891831

Mail Order Only

THE CRACKER
The spreadsheet designed for normal people
who make mistakes Instant error detection and
easy correction Yes, this is a special feature. It
means that what you do is right, first time, most
times For Businessmen, Engineers, Scientists
and most simpletons.
£100+ £2pp VAT, CP/M-780. CP/M-86. MP'M-86. CCP,
M-86, MSDOS, PCDOS

DISASSEMBLERS, Z80, 8086
Powerful practical file based disassemblers.
Produces error mesages, full listings and cross-
reference tables. The 16 -bit version suitable for
whole 8086 family and 8087. This version can
handle. .CMD, .COM and .EXE files also ROMS.
£80+VAT, CP/M-Z80, CP/M-86, MP/W86, CCP/M-86,

MSDOS, PCDOS

TRANSLATOR Z80 TO 8086
This is a single pass translator designed to allow
you to get your Z80 source code into an 8086
form easily It has no real size limit and works
fast Data areas handled intelligently. Output for
popular assemblers. An easy way to learn 8086
assembly language.
£80+VAT CP/M-780, CP/M-86, MP/M-86. CCP/M-86.

MSDOS. PCDOS

Software Technology Ltd
PO BOX 724, BIRMINGHAM B15 3HQ

TEl 071-454 3330 TFt FX 337675 TFLPFS G

SOFTWARE CENTRE
EINSTEIN SPECIALISTS

Special Offers:
Tatung PC2000 business systems, CP/M,

2 Mbytes, with Free FAST Sales
and Purchase Ledgers

£995 exc VAT
Einstein

Wordstar Professional
Datastar & Reportstar

£375 exc VAT
Padmede Integrated Business

Control System - Sales/Purchase/
Nominal Ledgers Invoicing & Stock Control

£430 exc VAT
Software for chemists, garages,

newsagents, farmers, communications etc

EINSTEIN Professional Users Club
Send or call for details

3 Cross Keys, St Neots, Cambs
Tel (0480) 72013

Prestel 023444733 Gold DTB 10042
One to One 15012001
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COMMODORE
PC10+10
Fully IBM XT
Compatible a...
10MB HARD
DISK

/ItEffg-tiL\
Commodore PC10+10 - with twin 360kb
floppy drives. PLUS internally mounted
RODI ME 10mb Winchester Hard Disk Drive.
256kb RAM, 12" non -glare phosphor green
monitor, parallel and RS232 ports, 4
expansion slots etc. Full 12 monthswarranty.

ONLY £2,145
inc. carriage, but plus VAT.

The best value in PC's today.

ASHLEY  COMPUTERS  LTD
42 Harefield Avenue,
Cheam, Surrey SM2 7NE.

[ Tel: 01-661 9240.A

HEMEL COMPUTER
CENTRE LTD.

For fast reliable repair service,
send your 16/48K Spectrum

computer to us. We will repair and
return for

£20 + £1.60 p&p.
Also BBC, Commodore, Atari and

Dragon service.

Three months warranty on all
repairs.

Hemel Computer Centre Ltd.
52 High Street,

Hemel Hempstead,
Herts HP1 1AF.

Tel: 0442 212436

IS YOUR IBM PC SECURE?

Are your PERSONAL computer files becoming
COMMON knowledge?
Encode your files with "CRYPTO" - THE file
encrypting program.
Mathematically secure even from larger compu-
ters. Out now only £29.
CRYPTO - Data Cipher £29
Also available:
TEA - Integrated ideas and word

£99
Design Aid £49

Logitech
(01)-794 5441

310 Finchley Rd, Hampstead, LONDON NW3

70 REM
80 REM (C) ERIC CORBETT 1985
90 REM
100 FOR 1=49152 TO 49656
110 READ A
120 POKE I,A
130 NEXT
140 DATA 131,164,18,9,0,0,0,0,169,255
150 DATA 133,20,133,21,173,2,3,141,0
160 DATA 192,173,3,3,141,1,192,169,36
170 DATA 141,2,3,169,192,141,3,3,230
180 DATA 20,208,2,230,21,32,19,166,160 .

190 DATA 1,177,95,240,47,200,177,95,133
200 DATA 20,200,177,95,133,21,162,4,200
210 DATA 177,95,240,19,201,137,240,114
220 DATA 201,141,240,110,201,167,240
230 DATA 106,232,157,251,1,76,63,192
240 DATA 169,0,232,157,251,1,134,11,76
250 DATA 164,164,169,10,133,253,169
260 DATA 0,133,254,165,43,141,2,192
270 DATA 165,44,141,3,192,173,2,192
280 DATA 133,251,173,3,192,133,252
290 DATA 160,1,177,251,240,39,200
300 DATA 165,253,145,251,200,165,254
310 DATA 145,251,169,10,24,101,253
320 DATA 133,253,169,0,101,254,133
330 DATA 254,160,0,177,251,141,2,192
340 DATA 200,177,251,141,3,192,76
350 DATA 116,192,173,0,192,141,2,3
360 DATA 173,1,192,141,3,3,76,116
370 DATA 164,232,157,251,1,200,177
380 DATA 95,240,148,201,32,208,7,232
390 DATA 157,251,1,76,190,192,140
400 DATA 5,192,169,0,133,251,133,252
410 DATA 141,7,192,177,95,240,119,201
420 DATA 58,240,115,201,32,240,111,201
430 DATA 44,240,107,201
440 DATA 48,144,4,201,58,144,46,172,5
450 DATA 192,177,95,208,3,76,87,192
460 DATA 232,157,251,1,201,127,144,11
470 DATA 201,141,240,182,201,137,240
480 DATA 178,141,7,192,201,58,240,171
490 DATA 201,44,208,5,173,7,192,240
500 DATA 162,200,76,245,192,56,233
510 DATA 48,72,6,251,38,252,165,251,133
520 DATA 253,165,252,133,254,6,251,38
530 DATA 252,6,251,38,252,24,165,251
540 DATA 101,253,133,251,165,252,101
550 DATA 254,133,252,104,24,101,251
560 DATA 133,251,165,252,105,0,133
570 DATA 252,200,76,218,192,140,4,192
580 DATA 142,6,192,165,20,133
590 DATA 253,165,21,133,254,169,255,133
600 DATA 20,133,21,169,0,1q1,2,192,1q1
610 DATA 3,192,230
620 DATA 20,208,2,230,21,32,19,166,21±
630 DATA 173,2,192,105,10,1q1,2,192,173

DATA 3,192,105,0,1q1,3,192,160,1 640

650 DATA 177,95,240,20,200,177,95,133
660 DATA 20,200,177,95,133,21,197,252
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PROGRAM FILE MICROIVIART
670 DATA

DATA
208,210,165,20,197,251,208,204
165,253,133,20,165,254,133,21 680

690 DATA 32,19,166,174,6,192,169,13,72
700 DATA 160,16,169,0,14,2,192,46,3,192
710 DATA 42,201,10,144,5,233,10,238,2
720 DATA 192,136,208,237,201,10,144,2
730 DATA 105,6,105,48,72,173,2,192,13
740 DATA 3,192,208,216,101i,201,13,240
750 DATA 7,232,157,251,1,76,222,193,172
760 DATA 4,192,177,95,201,44,240,3,76
770 DATA 64,192,76,186,192

PCW is interested in programs written in any of the
major programming languages for all home and small
business micros. When submitting programs please

include a cassette or disk version of your program,
brief but comprehensive documentation, and a listing
on plain white paper-typed if you have no printer.

Please ensure that the software itself, the
documentation and the listing are all marked with your
name, address, program title, machine (alone with any
minimum requirements) and - if possible -a daytime

phone number.
Check through the previous Program Files to see the

kind of programs we prefer. As a rough guide, original
ideas are always welcome, as are good

implementations of utilities and applications.
Obviously the programs should be well -written, easy to

understand, and preferably not too long (remember
that other readers have to type them in).

All programs should be fully debugged and your own
original, unpublished work.

We prefer to receive programs with a maximum
80 -column width printed in emphasised typeface.

We will try to return submissions if they are
accompanied by a stamped addressed envelope of the
appropriate size, but please keep a copy of everything.

Programs are paid for at the rate of £50 per page of
published listing, plus a £50 bonus for the Program of

the Month. Send your contributions to Owen
Linderholm, Program File,PCW, 32-34 Broadwick

Street, London W1A 2HG.

Work on your own
where you're not

alone
A place where you can set up alone or start a
business or open a branch office and not have
to worry about who answers the phone when
you're out.
And the location gives swift access to M4/M3
motorways, the North Circular, the Under-
ground, British Rail and Heathrow Airport in a
leafy environment with the Thames nearby.
It's London without the hassle.
UNITS FROM 50 SO.FT. AT150 pw. INCLUSIVE
Call in, phone or write: Barley Mow Work-
space, 10 Barley Mow Passage, Chiswick,
London W4 4PH. Telephone 01-994 6477.

CALLING ALL

SHARP MZ-700
OWNERS

AN AUTUMN SPECTACULAR
10 EXCITING GAMES AND UTILITIES

ON ONE CASSETTE

COMPENDIUM
Featuring everything from arcade style action,
games of interest, popular family games of luck and
skill to some useful utility programs.

INCLUDES
A special tutorial designed to show YOU how to write
games, address screen locations, Pokeing and
Peeking, colour data, movement . .. and much
more . .

With full colour graphics and sound, making this an
offer not to be missed ...

AT ONLY £4.90 25p P&P
Only available from:

A.B.S SOFTWARE
3 DERWENT VIEW, HACKNEY

MATLOCK, DERBYSHIRE DE4 3PX
Cheques made payable to A.B.S Software

DISK FORMAT
TRANSLATION

SERVICE
Data and programs transferred between
different disk formats. Most formats possi-

ble. Charge £6.50 per disk.

PUBLIC DOMAIN
SOFTWARE DISK

LIBRARY FOR CP/M
AND MSDOS/PCDOS

850+ volumes, everything from games to
complete languages £1.50 per volume copy

fee (10+ vols).
SAE or phone for details

SPECTRONICS
138 Holtye Rd, East Grinstead

Sussex RH19 3EA
Tel: (0342) 313883
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UPDATE
ADD A DISK DRIVE FACILITY

TO YOUR CASSETTE SYSTEM
AMSTRAD 464

MAGIC PEN: By itself, probably the ultimate
ART utility. Save to tape - supplied with loader
sketch, or filled, £4.95. SYMBOL 464: Design
your own lettering, copy pictures from anywhere
or original. Save to tape plus decimal print-out,
£3.95. BIG LETTERS: By itself it's good, with the
above, fantastic. Big lettering to 224 pixels. Save
to tape, £2.95. PAINT 464: Add the fill function.
Full or alternative line, plus program subroutine
supplied, £3.50. MOVE IT: Move the files
produced around with this handy utility, £2.50.
THE ARTISTS EASEL: Now with airbrush +
screen dump facility: A collection of integrated
graphic functions and subroutines, "25" options
plus MAGIC PEN, plus SYMBOL 464, plus BIG
LETTERS, plus PAINT 464, plus MOVE IT with
handbook. The complete collection: £9.95

All price inc. p&p.
Export enquiries welcome
BINARY BANANA
c/o Pitec Ltd, Park Crescent,

Peterborough PE1 4BG

256 COLOURS FOR YOUR BBC MICRO -
AND NOW FOR THE IX SPECTRUM TOO!!

The COLOUR EXPANDER replaces the eight boring colours on the
BBC micro or ZX Spectrum with a selection of eight from 256 Every
colour you could ever want is there silvery greys, shades of brown,
pinks, golds, subtle aquamarines, warm oranges etc  . etc.
Applications are almost unlimited. The most spectacular computer
art is possible, 3D graphics using true shading techniques, fabulous
games, business graphics enhancement, many educational applica-
tions etc.
The COLOUR EXPANDER is a unique device which will open up a
whole new world of graphics. It is compatible with most RGB
monitors and comes complete with a cassette of demonstration &
utility programs. The BBC version COLOUR EXPANDER costs £85

(VAT & P&P) - £99.75.
The COLOUR EXPANDER for ZX SPECTRUM costs only £95'
(VAT 8 P&P) - £111.55
'Requires a Ferguson MA20 monitor interface adaptor which we can
supply for £26 (VAT P&P) = £29.90
The COLOUR EXPANDER is also available as a module for OEMs
& engineers.

5 INCH PORTABLE MONITOR
The immensly popular HILTEC TMC1R portable monitor with
monochrome CRT is ideal for computing on the move, portable
business computing, home & professional video or any application
where a really compact, lightweight, low power monitor is needed. It
measures lust 180mm x 105mm >" 230mm and will run off mains or
from batteries in its integral battery compartment. The TMC1R is only
£92 i (VAT P&P) - 108E0.

PROFESSIONAL PAL ENCODER 11 UHF MODULATOR
A high quality PAL encoder module superbly designed by HILTEC.
This unit accepts digital RGB inputs, (9 TTL data lines allow 512
colours) and produces a 75 ohm PAL colour output together with a
modulated UHF colour output. Digital timing techniques and state of
the art ICs guarantee long and reliable operation together with high
signal quality.
Only £70 (VAT I P&P) - £82 50.
Please send SAE for more information about any of these products.

HILTEC ELECTRONICS LTD
Airlie Gardens, Campden Hill Road, London W8 7AJ

Tel: 01-727 5956 or 07987-316
Mail order only Please allow 28 days for delivery

COMMODORE
2001.3000
4000.8000

We have the world's largest selection of software for
the PET/CBM range. We supply to schools, universi-
ties, large and small companies, government depart-
ments, and of course home users.
We also manufacture add-on boards and plug-in chips
that can make your computer more powerful - the
most popular add-ons are our high resolution graphics
boards which give your PET better resolution than an
Apple!
IF YOU OWN OR USE A PET/CBM COMPUTER WRITE
OR PHONE FOR A FREE CATALOGUE. By the way, we
also offer software for the Commodore 64.

SUPERSOFT
Winchester House, Canning Road, Wealdstone,

Harrow, Middlesex, HA3 7SJ
Telephone: 01-861 1166

MICROMART

O'LEVELS
not just revision but also tuition for the

Spectrum 48K
MATHEMATICS 8 PROGRAMS
PHYSICS 7 PROGRAMS
BIOLOGY 6 PROGRAMS
COMPUTER ST. 8 PROGRAMS
CHEMISTRY 8 PROGRAMS
FRENCH 8 PROGRAMS
ELECTRONICS 8 PROGRAMS
Each of the programs in a set are divided into between 4
and 14 tutorial sections, making as many as 70 overall.
Each section consists of a number at pages of instructive
text and diagrams, followed by questions, which where

possible are randomly generated.
As used in schools end colleges

Each subject only £5.00

BORED WITH BASIC?
Teaching versions of Pascal and C languages, including
a screen editor and 48 page tutorial manual. Trace

facilities are provided for easy tuition and debugging.

Each language only £4.95

GCE TUTORING
40 BRIMMERS HILL, WIDMER END
HIGH WYCOMBE, BUCKS HP15 6NP

COMPUTER BOOKS BY MAIL ORDER
INCLUDING: P&P Inc for UK
Understanding C £18.70
C Programmers Guide (Due) £21.25
MS DOS Users Guide, PC DOS Guide (Clue) I each £18.75
IBM PC & XT Assembly Language Prog £23.95
Inside the IBM PC (Norton) £26.95
Networking IBM PCs (Due) E20.45
Using 1-2-3; 1-2-3 for Business (Que) each £18.50
Accounting with 1-2-3 £21.45
The Sirius & Victor 9000 Book £19.75
The Apricot Personal Computer £10.45
Multiplan Models for Business (Que) £18.45
SuperCalc Supermodels for Business (flue) £15.95
dBase II Guide for Small Business £22.50
Wordstar Made Easy £16.95
Discovering Knowlegeman £18.85
Using Wordperfect: Using Multimate (Que) each £16.95
Business Guide to the Xenix System £13.95
Art of Programming (Knuth); 3 vols £62.00

Many other titles for: Framework, Symphony, Communica-
tions, PFS, Cobol, LAN, APL, RPG, 8086, 8088. Advanced
dBase II & Ill, etc.

Games eg Hitch Hikers Guide to the Galaxy (+ VAT) £35.00

Prices may fluctuate. Current lists available, please state m/c
Cheque or Visa/Access to:

MITEC MAIL (Dept PCW)
p," 15 Sandy Lane, Hightown , LIVERPOOL

L38 3RP, UK. Tel: 051-929 2764

Y1.010. sio T Typesetting
from your computer

Our customers have been typesetting
books, magazines, brochures, ads and

database files on their micros. Now they use

psETTING

TYPENET
The on-line complete typesetting system

operating 24 hours a day, every day.
Why don't you join them and find out
how you can save time and money?

RING 01-658 6942 300 BAUD

or send for your info pack:
LONDON, GLC & WEST

22 Queens Road
Beckenham, Kent
01-658 8754

Telecom Gold 83: BTL001

MICROMART

OF EX -DEMONSTRATION
& OVERSTOCKS

EX -DEMONSTRATION
1 x10 MB Hard Disk SIRIUS 2000
2x 256K APRICOTS £1000

x Spectravideo SV328 Computer. £45
,J MON, MS WARRANTY ON EX DE -MOW.

OVERSTOCKS
2 xTorch Graduates £850
lx ACORN Hard Disk System (for BBC Micro) £1025
5x Memotech 500 computers --E87
2 xQL Microvitec Monitors -099
2x SANYO 14" Audio/Pal Std Res. Monitors £139
ix SANYO 14" Std. Res. RGB Monitor £129
5 ',Sinclair Microdnves .,n1

5x Sinclair Microdrive Interfaces £39.,..,.c

Micro Power Limited, Northwood House,
North Street, Leeds LS7 2AA.
Tel: 0532 458800

SERIOUS BUSINESS
OR SERIOUS HOBBY

Our service doesn't stop at just giving competetive prices and a last friendly
service. You choose the price you or your company pays. Save time and
money with our one stop shopping and low prices.
Atom Apricot, Atari, Amstrad. Brother, Cannon, Commodore, Cumana,
Enterprise, Epson, GCC, Juki. MannesmanTally. Mitsubishi. Opus. Oric,
Phillips, Sanyo. Sokoto. Sorryihremrssedyou. Sinclair, Solidisk. Tatung.
Torch, Triumph Adler.

SPECIAL SUMMER PROMOTION
Taxan/Naga 810 NLO printer C229.00 - VAT £263.35
Philips 7502 Green monitor 12" 20Mtl.i £65.00 VAT - £74.75
Amstrad 664 + Colour monitor C350.00 . VAT - £402.50
Atari 520ST + Hard disc/printer SPECIAL PACKAGE DEAL
Fuji 3.5" Discs SS 135TPI.- Boxes of ten £26.00 + VAT = £29.90
Apricot PC 256K/7206 Dual Drives/monitor £1520.00
Atari 520ST (500K Disc/Hi-Res Mon./Mouse/Gem etc.) + Box 10 Free Discs

BBC Model
£652.00
£279 00

BBC Model + DFS E339 00
Commodore PC -10 (IBM Compatible) £1449 00
Sanyo MBC-775 (IBM Compatible) + Bundled Software £1640.00
5" 1006 40T Disc Drive £80.00
5" 800K 40/80T Dual C2130.00

Cannon 1080A NLO C260 00
Brother M1009 Dot Matrix 0152 oa
Juki 6100 Daisywheel C305 00
Philips 7002 R BiCTV Colour Monitor C196.00
Microvitec RGB Monitors from C169.00

All prices exclude carriage & VAT. We carry most
leading brand names. Please ring to confirm latest
prices - You will find us unbeatable.

K. E. C. M.
(COMPUTER DISCOUNT GROUP)
8 WESTWOOD LANE, WELLING,

KENT DA16 2HE. Tel: 01-301 3745
CALLERS BY PRIOR APPOINTMENT ONLY

COMPUTER REPAIRS
We are the experts, having serviced Sinclair computers

since the introduction of the ZX80.

Don't waste money on estimates - we repair Sinclair
computers at price quoted (inclusive parts, labour,

postage, VAT, irrespective of fault. No hidden charges.

Repairs guaranteed for 3 months.

Spectrum £18.75 inc parts
ZX81 £11.50 inc parts
16 KRam £9.95 inc parts
Microdrive £15.95 inc parts
Interface 1-11 £18.75 inc parts

also
BBC.. £22.00 + parts
Electron £19.95 + parts
XK Memory Expansion Kit £15.95

Computer Retailers please phone
for Special Trade Price.

Call or send with cheque or P.O.

T.V. Services of Cambridge Ltd.
French's Road, Cambridge, CB4 3NP

Tel. 0223 311371
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MPUTER WAREHOUSE
1000's OF
BARGAINS
FOR CALLERS -

EX -STOCK INTEGRATED CIRCUITS
4164 200ns D RAMS 8 for £14.954116 300 ns £1.50
2112 £10.00 2114 £2.50 2102 £2.00 6116 £2.50
EPROMS 2716 £4.50 2732 £3.00 2764 £4.95
27128 £5.50 6800 £2.50 6821 £1.00 68A09 £8.00
6B09 £10.00 8085 £5.50 8086 £15.00 8251 £7.00
8748 £15.00.

Thousands of IC's EX STOCK send SAE for list.

RECHARGEABLE BATTERIES
Dry Fit MAINTENANCE FREE by Sonnenschein & Yuasa
A300 07191315 12v 3ah as RS 591-770 NEW £13.95
A300 07191312 6v 3ah as RS 591-360 NEW £9.95
A300 07191202 6-0-5v 1.8ah as RS 591-382 Ex Equip
£5.99 3.6v 100 mah PCB mount as RS 591-477 NEW £1.00DIi IVES
Japanese al eight, 80 rack double sided
disk drives by TEAC, TOSHIBA etc. Sold as
NEW with 90 dayguarantee ONLY£125.00.
SUGART SA400 SS FH 35 TRK £55.00
SIEMANS FDD100 SS FH 40 TRK £75.00
carriage on 51/4" drives £5.50
Brand NEW metal caseswith internal PSU etc
for above drives, below cost!!!
DSKC 1 for 2 HH or 1 FH 51/4" drive £39.95
+ pp £4.50 DSKC 2 for 1 NH or 1 FH 51/4" drive
£29.95 + pp £4.50
8" Refurbished standard units
SUGART 801 SS £175.00 + pp £8.50
SUGART 851 DS £250.00 + pp £8.50

1 WINS ART 851 s -11s210r13case,
complete with PSU etc, £595.00
8" DRIVE PSU for 2 drive units £45.00
Hard Disk Drives
DRE/DIABLO Series 30 2.5 Mb front load,
£525.00, Exchangeable version £295.00
ME3029 PSU for above £95.00
DIABLO 44/DRE4000A,B 5+5 Mb from
Elaawk 5+5 Mb £795.00
CDC 9782 80 Mb RM03 etc £2500.00
PERTEC D3422 5+5 Mb £495.00
RODIME 10MB ST506 Winchester NEW
£299.00
BASF 6172 23Mb Winchesters, as seen
£199.00
Carriage on other drives £10.00.
Unless stated all drives are refurbished with
90 day guarantee. Many other drives and
spares in stock- call sales office for details.

A401:4114S
Join the communications revolution with our
super range of DATA MODEMS, prices and
specifications to suit all applications and
budgets...
BRAND NEW State of the art products
DACOM DSL2123 Multi standard 300-300,
1200-75 Auto answer etc £268.00
DACOM DSL2123AD Auto dial, smart
modem with multi standard AUTO SPEED
detect, and data buffer with flow control
etc £365.00
DACOM DSL2123GT The CREAM of the
intelligent modems, auto dial, auto call, index,
buffer etc etc £498.00
STEEBECK SB1212 V22 1200 baud FULL
DUPLEX, sync or async, optional auto dial,

£465.00
TRANSDATA 307A Acoustic coupler 300

RS2baud

full duplex, originate
£49.00

only,
32

Ex BRITISH TELECOM full spec, CCITT,
ruggedised bargain offer& Sold TESTED with
data Will work on any MICRO or system with
RS232 interface.
DATEL 2B 300 Baud Modem see SPECIAL
OFFER.
MODEM 13A 300 baud unit, only 2" high fits
under phone CALL mode only £45.00
MODEM 20-1. 75-1200 baud. Compact unit
for use as subscriber end to PRESTEL,
TELECOM GOLD, MICRONET etc £39.95
+ pp £6.50
MODEM 20-21200-75 baud. Same as 20-1 but
for computer end, £65.00 + pp £6.50
DATEL 241 2 Made by SE labs for BT this two
part unit is for synchronic:Jug data links at 1200
or 2400 baud using 2780/3780
protocol etc. Many features include 2 or 4 wire
working, self test, auto answer etc
COST OVER £800 Our price ONLY £199
+ pp £8.00
DATEL 4800 RACAL MPS4800 baud
modem, EX BT good working order, ONLY
£295.00 + pp £8.00

SUMMER OFFER
MODEM TG2393. Ex BT, Up to 1200 baud, full
duplex over4 wire or half duplex over2 wire line.
ONLY £85.00 PER PAIR + pp £10.00

For more information
CONTACT OUR SALES OFFICE

A

NOT LINE DATA 8ASE

DISTEL©
The ORIGINAL FREE OF CHARGE dial up data
base. Buy, browse or place YOUR OWN AD for
goods or services to sell. 1000's of stock items,

spares and one off bargain& Updated daily.
ON LINE NOW. CCITT, 8 bit word, no parity.

For 300 baud modems call 01-679 1888
For 1200-75 baud modems call 01-679 6183

COOLING FANS
Keep your hot partscoMand RELIABLE with
our range of COOLING FANS
ETRI 126LF21 240v 5 blade equipment fan
Dim. 80 x 80 x 38mm £9.95
ETRI 88XU01 Dim. 92 x 92 x 25mm
240v equipment fan, complete with finger
guard NEW £9.95
GOULD JB-3AR Dim. 3" x 3" x 2.5" compact
very quiet running 240v operation
NEW £6.95.
BUHLER 69.11.22 8-16v DC micro miniature
reversible fan. Uses a brush less servo motor for
extremely high air flow, also silent running and
guaranteed 10,000 hr life. Measures only 62 x
62 x 22mm. Current cost £32.00. OUR PRICE
ONLY £12.95 complete with data
MUFFIN -CENTAUR standard 4" x 4" x 1.25"
fans 110v OR 240v NEW at £10.50 or tested
EX EQUIPMENT 240v £6.25 or 110v £4.95.

1000's of other fans Ex Stock.
Call for Details Post 3. Packing on all fans £2.00.

OWERTY KEYBOARDS
Manufacturer's BRAND NEW surplus.
ALPHAMERIC 7204/60 Full travel ASCII,
60 key with parallel output and strobe.
£39.95
DEC LA34 Uncoded keyboard with 67
quality gold plated switches on X -Y matrix -
ideal micro conversions etc. £24.95
AMKEY MPNK-114 Superb word processor
chassis keyboard on single PCB with 116
keys. Many features such as On board
Micro, Single 5v rail, full ASCII coded
character set with 31 function keys,
Numeric keypad, cursor pad and 9600 baud
SERIAL TTL ASCII OUTPUT!! ONLY
£69.00 with data

11111111101111111.111111.11.. a s  MN
110.01.111MIIIIIIRMINNIMIII s s IBM
Pli111111111.111.111..11111111M asst WWII
MINNINIMINIIIIIIMMINOMIN saes solo'

,.- I. me ' As: Z..

Carriage on all Keyboards £3.50

PLESSEY VUTEL
Manufactured by
PLESSEY Ltd this
compact unit only
slightly larger than a
telephone, features an
all in one TELEPHONE,
24 x 40 character CRT
screen, VIEWDATA-
PRESTEL modem,

Keypad and electronics to run as a fully
fledged PRESTEL terminal or telephone.
Ready to plug direct into a BT 600 type jack
socket and instantly connect you to
PRESTEL etc. Many other features include
Memory dialling, Recall button, Off line screen
data storage, Picture expand, Standard
Mullard LUCY chip set, Integral 5" JVC crt
monitor, etc etc Designed to sell to the
EXECUTIVE at over £600!! But from
DISPLAY, BRAND NEW AND BOXED at
only £99.00 for DTMF tone dial or £140.00
for standard DIAL PULSE version.
Carr. £8.00.

PRINTER/ TERMINAL SCOOP
A MASSIVE purchase of these attractive stand alone
terminal units enables a SUPER BARGAIN offer. Made by
the US GENERAL ELECTRIC CORPORATION the GE
MODEL 30 features a standard OWERTY 80 key
electronic keyboard coupled to a quality built matrix
printer with variable 3" to 9.5" forms tractor. The printer is
capable of continuous duty printing, with up to 120
characters per line. Standard RS232 interface accepts
ASCII data at 110, 150 or 300 baud. Ideal for Terminals,
Data loggers, local label printing, or just as a

availableTESTED with data ONLY £95.00. Also with
TWIN MAGTAPE CASSETTE unit for data capture, data
preparation etc £150.00 Carriage £10.00.

COLOUR AND MONOCHROME
MONITOR SPECIALS

`SYSTEM ALPHA' 14" COLOUR MULTI INPUT MONITOR
made in the UK by the famous REDIFFUSION Co. for their own professional
computer system this monitor has all the features to suit your immediate and
future monitor requirements. Two video inputs: RGB and PAL Composite Video,
allow direct connection to the BBC and most other makes of micro computers
and VCR's An internal speaker and audio amplifier may be connected to your
systems output or direct to a VCR machine, giving superior sound quality. Many
other features included PIL tube, Matching BBC case colour, Major controls on
front panel, Separate Contrast and Brightness- even in RGB mode, Two types of
audio input Separate Colour and audio controls for Composite Video input BNC
plug for composite input 15 way 'D' plug for RGB input, modular construction
etc etc

This Must be ONE OF THE YEAR'S BEST BUYS
Supplied BRAND NEW and BOXED, complete with DATA and 90 day guarantee.

SUPPLIED BELOW ACTUAL COST- ONLY £149.00

DECCA 80 16" COLOUR monitor. RGB input.
Little or hardly used manufacturer's surplus enables us to offer this special
converted DECCA RGB Colour Video TV Monitor at a super low price of only
£99.00, a price for a colour monitor as yet unheard of!! Our own interface, safety
modification and special 16" high definition PIL tube, coupled with the tried and
tested DECCA 80 series TV chassis gives 80 column definition and picture
quality found only on monitors costing 3 TIMES OUR PRICE. In fact, WE
GUARANTEE you will be delighted with this product the quality for the price,
has to be seen to be believed. Supplied complete and ready to plug direct to a
BBC MICRO computer or any other system with a TTL RGB output. Other
features are: internal speaker, Modular construction, auto degaussing circuit
Attractive TEAK CASE, compact dimensions only 52cm W x 34 H x 24 D, 90 day
guarantee. Although used, units are supplied in EXCELLENT condition, ONLY
£99.00 + Carr.
DECCA 80, 16" COLOUR monitor. Compositve video input. Same as above
model but fitted with Composite Video input and audio amp for COMPUTER,
VCR or AUDIO VISUAL use. ONLY £99.00 + Carr.
REDIFFUSION MARK 3, 20" Colour monitor. Fitted with standard 75 ohm
composite video input and sound amp. This large screen colour display is ideal
for shops, schools, clubs and other AUDIO VISUAL applications Supplied in AS
NEW or little used condition ONLY £145.00 + Carr.
BUDGET RANGE EX EQUIPMENT MONOCHROME video
monitors.
All units are fully cased and set for 240v standard working with composite video
inputs Units are pre tested and set up for 80 column use on BBC micro etc Even
when MINOR screen burns exist- normal data displays are unaffected.
12" KGM 320-1 B/W high bandwidth input will display up to 132 x 25 lines.
12" SCREEN version of KGM 320-1 Only £39.95
9" KGM 324 GREEN SCREEN fully cased very compact unit Only £55.00
9" HITACHI VM-906E/K Black and White screen £49.95

Carriage and insurance on all monitors £10.00

D. C. POWER SUPPLY SIICIALS
GOULD OF443 enclosed, compact switch mode supply with D regulated' outputs of
+5v @ 5.5a, +12v @ 0.5a, -12v @ 0.1a and -23v @ 0.02a Dim 18 x 11 x 6 cm. 110 or
240v input BRAND NEW only £14.95
GOULD G6 -40A 5v 40 amp switch mode supply NEW £130.00
GREENDALE 19A-BOE Switch mode 60 watt open PCB with a fully regulated DC
output of 5v @ 6 amps and three semi regulated outputs of +12V, -12V +1 5V @ upto 1
amp. Dim only 11 cm x 20 cm x 5.5 cm. Similar to RS 591-994. 110 or 240v AC input.
TESTED ex equipment. Only £24.95
AC -DC Linear PSU for DISK drive and SYSTEM applications Constructed on a rugged
ALLOY chassis to continuously supply fully regulated DC outputs of +5V @ 3 amps, -5V
@ 0.6 amps and +24v @ 5 amps Short circuit and overvoltage protected 110 or 240 V
AC input. Dim 28x 12.5 x 7 cm NEW £49.95.

Carriage on PSU's £3.00

SPECIAL 300 VAUD MODEM OFFE!
Another GIGANTIC purchase of these EX BRITISH TELECOM, BR D
NEW or little used 2B data modems allows US to make the FINAL
REDUCTION, and for YOU to join the exciting world of data
communications at an UNHEARD OF PRICE OF ONLY £29.95. Made to
the highest POST OFFICE APPROVED spec at a cost of hundreds of
pounds each, the 2B has all the standard requirements for data base,
business or hobby communications. All this and more!!
 300 baud full duplex  CALL, ANSWER and AUTO modes
 Full remote control , "4  Standard RS232 serial interlace
 CCITT tone standards .1kNosti/ OWL-  Built in test switching
 Supplied with full data £20,00 k,  240v Mains operation
 Modular construction  1 year full guarantee
 Direct isolated connection r T,  Just 2 wires to comma line

BT 600 Jack plug and cable £2.25 Carriage and Ins £10.00

VDU TERMINALS
Standard VDU data entry terminals at give away
prices!!
OUME OVT108. Current product, state of the art
terminal with detachable keyboard, 12" green
screen, 2 page RAM, TVI 925 emulation, 25 x 80,
Clock Swivel and tilt base, Printer port, Function
keys etc BRAND NEW and BOXED AT ALMOST
HALF PRICE Only £425.00
AJ510 - EX RENTAL, Z80 controlled, 15"
green screen 24 x 80 display, graphics, cursor
addressing, printer port etc Very good condition
TESTED complete with manual only £225.00.
ADDS 520- Dumb terminal, used, 12" b/w screen
RS232 interface and printer port. TESTED.
ONLY £125.00

Carriage on terminals £10.00
100's of other terminals in stock

CALL for more details

DV;PLAY
LL I lc L11 I I Telephone 01-679 4414 Telex 894502 Data 01-679 1888.

Cl ri ri rc 32 Biggin Way, Upper Norwood, London SE19 3XF

All prices quoted are for U.K. Mainland, paid cash with order in Pounds Sterling PLUS VAT. Minimum order value E2.00.
Minimum Credit Card orderEl 0.00. Minimum BONA FID E account orders from Government Depts., Schools, Universities and
established companiesE20.00. Where post and packing not indicated please ADD £1.00 + VAT. Warehouse open Mon -Fri
9.30-5.30. Sat 10.30-5.30. We reserve the right to change prices and specifications without notice. Trade, Bulk and Export
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Expert Free Everything

London's Largest Range of Printers on Demonstration
DOT MATRIX PRINTERS
Brother HR5 C86.91+ VAT= £99.95
Brother M1009 ....... C155.90 + VAT= £179.29
Brother 2024L NLQ. . C899.90 + VAT= £1034.88
Epson P40 Thermal AC/DC £81.90 + VAT= £94.18
Epson RX80 £190.90+VAT= £219.54
Epson RX80FT+ £215.90 + VAT= £248.29
Epson RX80/FX100/RX100. POA
Epson LX80 NLO (New) . . C199.90 + VAT= £229.89
Epson L01500 NLO C895.90+ VAT= £1030.28
Epson JX80 Colour C449.90 + VAT= £517.39
Canon PW1080A NLO C289.90+ VAT= £333.39
Canon PW1156A NLO C365.90+ VAT= £420.79
Canon PJ1080A Colour . C479.90 + VAT= £551.88
Panasonic KP1091 NLO. C255.90 + VAT= £294.29
Oki -Mate 20 Colour £235.90 +VAT= £271.29
Shinwa CPA80 £199.90+VAT= £229.88
Anadex POA Oki POA
Data Prods. Paper Tiger POA NEC POA
Newbury POA Tec POA
Seikosha GP5OS

(Sinclair Spectrum) C79.90+ VAT= £91.88
Seikosha GP500A £99.90+VAT= £114.89
Smith Corona Fastext 80 . . £139.05+ VAT= £159.90
Smith Corona D100, D200 NLO & D300 NLO POA
Star SG10 (IBM) NLO £225.90 + VAT= £259.79
Kaga Taxan KP810 NLO E249.90 + VAT= £287.39
Kaga Taxan KP910 NLO £379.90 + VAT= £436.89
Commodore MPS801 £139.90+VAT= £160.89
DAISYWHEEL PRINTERS
Brother HR10 £249.90 + VAT= £287.39
Brother HR15 (P) £315.90 + VAT= £363.29
Brother HR25 POA
Brother HR35 + sheet feed £819.90+ VAT= £942.89
Daisystep 2000 £219.90 + VAT= .£252.89
Diablo 630 POA Silver Reed . . POA
Juki 6000 . E199.90+ VAT= £229.89
Juki 6100 C319.90+ VAT= £367.89
Smith Corona TP1 ... C179.90 + VAT= £206.89
NEC POA flume POA
Ricoh POA Tec POA
Epson DX100 C339.90 + VAT= £390.89
Commodore DPS1101.. C309.90 + VAT= £356.39
PRINTER/TYPEWRITERS
Brother EP44 E189.90 + VAT- £218.39
Brother TC600 C373.50 + VAT- £429.53
Brother FB100 Disk Drive

for TC600 C161.50+VAT= £185.73
Juki 2200 Daisywheel

(P or S) C269.90 + VAT= £310.39
All popular interfaces, cables, etc. available from stock.
Custom cables made to order
Let our experts match your computer to the printer of your
choice.
Printers - Al( models parallel-centronics interface Serial
RS232C available at same or slightly higher prices.
Prices correct at copy date. Subject to change without notice
due to currency fluctuations etc. E. & O.E.

MONITORS
Microvitec Colour
1431 OS STD RES ROB. . £169.90+VAT= £195.39
1431 DZ STD RES Spectrum. £199.90+ VAT= £229.89
1451 DS MED RES RGB C229.90 + VAT= £264.39
1451 DO MED RES OL C229.90+ VAT= £264.39
1451 APDS MED RES

RGB/Composite E289.90 + VAT= t333.39
1441 DS High RES RGB. C389.90 + VAT= £448.39
1456 LI MED RES IBM PC . C395.90 + VAT= £455.29
1456 DA MED RES Apricot . C349.90+ VAT= £402.39
Philips Monitors Full Range POA
Ferguson Monitors Full Range POA

CASH & CARRY COMPUTERS
53-59 High Street,

Croydon, Surrey CRO 100.

COMPUTERS
Amstrad
CPC128 Green Monitor
CPC128 Colour Monitor
Apricot (monitors extra)
F1E 256K RAM 1x315K Disk.
F1 256K RAM 1 x720K Disk .

PC 256K RAM 2x315K Disks
PC 256K RAM 2x720K Disks
Portable 256K RAM lx 720K

Disk
Xi 10 256K RAM 10Mb
Atari 520ST
Commodore
CBM 64
CBM 128

C252.13 +VAT= £289.95
£339.09 + VAT= £389.95

C539.90+ VAT= £620.89
E759.90 +VAT= £873.89

E1225.90 +VAT= £1409.79
E1375.90 +VAT= £1582.29

£959.90+VAT= £1103.89
£2095.90+VAT= £2410.29
C6 51.90 +VAT= £749.50

£130.40 +VAT= £149.95
C321.69+ VAT= £369.95

Sanyo
MBC 555 128K RAM 2 x

160K Disks C779.90 + VAT= £896.89
MBC 775 IBM Portable C1695.90 + VAT= £1950.29
Sinclair GL £321.69 +VAT= £369.95
IBM Phone Compaq Phone

SUPERDISKS Prices per box of ten ex VAT

MOD DSDD SS96TP1 DS96TP1

40TR 40TR BOTR BOTR

BASF 5114- £10.00 £17.80 £18.50 £21.00
3M 5114- £13.50 £19.50 £19.90 £23.90
VERBATIM 5114- £14.50 £18.40 £18.40 £24.50
DYSAN 5114- £15.90 £23.50 £23.50 £28.50
TDK 5114- £17.50 £16.90 - £32.00
SONY 0S/00 3112- £37.50 MAXELL 3- £38.90

Add 70p for P&P per order of Disks or Ribbons

PRINTER RIBBONS (Ex -VAT Prices)
Single prices, deduct 10% for 5+

Epson 80 Series. .. £2.80
£2.65 Epson 100 Series. . £3.40
£4.95 Juki 6100 SS £1.80
£2.70 Juki 6100 MS £3.50
£2.50 Juki 2200 £3.50
£3.60 Kaga KP810 £9.50
£9.50 Mannesman MT80 £5.90
£6.50 Seikosha GP50 £6.50
£5.90 Seikosha GP100. . £4.00
£4.00 Seikosha GP500 £6.50
£3.50 Seikosha GP700 £18.50
£3.50 Shinwa CP80 £5.90

Brother HR15 Corr
Brother HR15 MS .
Brother HR5
Brother EP44
Brother M1009
Canon PW1080A. .
CBM 801
CBM 802/1526...
CBM 1525. . . ....
CBM DPS1101 MS
Daisystep 2000

Mail Order + Export + Trade
Hot Line Phone 01-686 6362

grli%) Delivery by Securicor (3 day) please add £5.00 + VAT per item
dizi Delivery by T.N.T. (overnight) please add £9.50 + VAT per item

Send off the coupon or order by 'phone quoting your Access,
Barclaycard No. 'Phone 01-686 6362. Immediate
despatch on receipt of order or cheque clearance.

Or you can Telex your order on: 946240 Attn 19001335

To Cash & Carry Computers. 53-59 High Street, Croydon. Surrey CRO 100

Please supply

enclose my cheque for E including delivery by Securicor/T.N.T.*

or charge my Access/Barclaycard No

Name

Address

Signature

'Please Delete



EXPAND YOUR PC
ADD ON BOARDS AT HUGE SAVINGS

Break the 640K Barrier with E.M.S. expansion
boards
These memory boards conform to the Intel/Lotus Enhanced
Memory Specification, which allows users of the new
versions of Lotus software to directly address up to 2 MB
of RAM - Essential for large spreadsheet models etc.

(N.B. PC & XT only)

AST RAMPAGE

DATAFLEX LIBERATOR

QUADRAM LIBERTY

512K
1MB

1.5MB
2MB

512K
1MB

1.5MB
2MB

512K
1MB

1.5MB
2MB

549
699
899

1099

599
799
949

1199

599
699
899

1099

THE PROFESSIONALS CHOICE.
COMPLETE SYSTEMS SUPPORT AND TRAINING AVAILABLE.
FULL MANUFACTURERS WARRANTY.
MOST ITEM
Next day insured delivery available.

MULTI -FUNCTION BOARDS
AST ADVANTAGE 512K
(PC AT ONLY) 1.5MB

SIX PAK PLUS

TALL TREE JRAM-2
(EXPANDS DOS TO 704K)
JRAM-AT

499
899

64K 225
384K

512K
1.5MB
512K

1.5MB

QUADRAM QUADBOARD 64K
384K

299

549
775
595
849

275
375

HERCULES MONO GRAPHICS 325
COLOUR GRAPHICS 175

PERSYST MEGA -MEMORY (MAX 3MB) P.O.A.
QUADRAM QUADMEG-AT (MAX 4MB) P.O.A.

MAYFAIR MICROS
BLENHEIM HOUSE, PODMORE ROAD, LONDON SW18 1AJ

TEL: 01-871 2555/870 3255
We accept official orders from UK Government and Educational
Establishments. Mail Order and Export Enquiries welcome. Callers
by appointment

Ref. 301

Wouldyou like to have Power
while all Meet the

the rest POWER
are in

the dark.
THE UNINTERRUPTIBLE POWER

........

:211 SUPPLY systems
that are the complete answer to ALL of your p

With the POWER BANK "BLACK OUTS" will not affect the operation of your computer system.
Micro Systems, Networks, Hard Disks, Printers, Telephone Exchange, Data Transmissions etc.

* Output derived constantly from self contained
sealed for life batteries.

* Sine wave shaped output - voltage and fre-
quency closely regulated.

Genuine "NO BREAK" unit with continuous
output ratings of 500-250 & 120VA.
Much more than a "spike and surge" suppressor.

 -

NKS

a

MS .

* Far superior to a voltage stabilizer.

* Overload and short circuit (output) indication
and protection.

* Bench or rack mounting (500VA).

* Battery level monitored - mains on - mains off
indication.

you bank on that much power ?

POWER EQUIPMENT LIMITED
Kingsbury Works, Kingsbury Road, London NW9 8UU Tel: 01-205 0033. Telex 8952887
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ATHANA
DISKETTES

THE GREAT UNKNOWN
51/4 SS DD 51/4 DS DD
99p each £1 .09 each

LIFETIME WARRANTY
YOU'VE USED THESE DISKETTES HUNDREDS OF TIMES AS COPY PROTECTED
ORIGINALS ON SOME OF THE MOST POPULAR SOFTWARE PACKAGES. NOW YOU
CAN BUY THE DISKETTE FAVOURED BY MAJOR SOFTWARE COMPANIES.

THESE DISKS ARE PACKED IN POLYBAGS OF 25 WITH TYVEK SLEEVES,
REINFORCED HUBS, USER IDENTIFICATION LABELS AND WRITE PROTECT TABS.
SHIPMENT IS WITHIN 48 HOURS.

FOR ORDERS AND INQUIRIES: BARCLAYCARD/ACCESS OK

07842-48519
ATHANA INTERNATIONAL LTD

UNIT 1, BLACKBURN TRADING ESTATE, NORTHUMBERLAND CLOSE,
STANWELL, MIDDLESEX TW19 7LN
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Treat your IBM Personal Computer to top quality colour graphics with Pluto.

Pluto colour graphics boards have been designed for the IBM and a wide range of micro computers.
Pluto gives higher resolution - up to 1024 x 768 - suitable for CAD and video applications.

Pluto gives more speed drawing vectors at more than 150,000 points per second.
Pluto gives more colour - 256 colours from a palette of 16 million shades more than enough for
design and art applications, or free choice from the complete 16 million, suitable for video or

image processing - with no loss of speed or resolution.
Pluto can Pan and Zoom to magnify the screen up to 16 times and move around between two display screens.

Pluto will provide frame grabbing from a video camera - at 25 frames per second in monochrome or
full colour - perfect for capturing photographic quality images on to the screen.

Pluto allows painting and design from a graphics tablet with paintpot software and
specialised 3D modelling software.

Add C© to your IBM
contact:

10 Research Limited, 4 Exchange Buildings, High Street, Barnet, Hertfordshire. EN5 SSY Telephone: 01-441 5700.

RESEARCH



"Don't talk tome
software.

Talk to me about
budgets, costs,
profitability, pric
And how the hell
plan for1988:'



e rises

ab If you've ever
muttered some-
thing like our
headline after

reading an ad or talking to a salesman, we
sympathise. But don't despair. You've just been
reading the wrong ads or talking to the wrong sales-
men. You are now reading the right ad.
I. IF YOU'RE IN BUSINESS, YOU'RE UNDER
PRESSURE.

We live in a world of constantly moving goal -
posts. At lightning speed, markets change, disappear
or pop up behind you unannounced.

Costs rise, margins shrink, profits evaporate.
And your competitors gather like wolves.

You need help. The kind of help that keeps you
ahead of the race. That shows you the future and
measures the present. And lets you do in a day what
once took a week.

You need Microsoft software.
THE HARDEST WORKING SOFTWARE.
Though you may not have heard of Microsoft,

you'll know two of our customers: IBM and Apple.
We produced the operating system for their

microcomputers.
This system, MS-DOS, is now the most widely

used piece of software in the world. It works hard in
5 million organisations every day.
 MS -SOFTWARE.
A BUSINESS SURVIVAL KIT IN 5 PARTS.

This is where we talk about budgets, costs,
 profitability, price rises, 1988 and

a score of
other

business
w problems.

But we turn them into business opportunities,
with the help of MS -Software.

MO MS-MULTIPLAN.
What happens to cashflow,

margins and profit if you
increase your prices by 5%?

And your order book falls by 15% as a result?
What will 1988 look like if a dollar costs £1 and

labour rates rise by 71/2% a year? Or 4%?
MS- Multiplan will tell you. Without reams of

paper or hours of work.
It's one of the easiest ways to build financial

models ever invented.
 MS -PROJECT.

Deadlines, schedules, and 'what if?' questions
are MS -Project's strengths.

MICROSOFT®
THE WORLD'S

HARDEST WORKING SOFTWARE

Whether you're producing an annual report or
building a bridge, it'll help you bring in the project
on time and on budget. It'll warn you if you can't.
It'll tell you whether you need more resources than
you've got. And it'll show you your options.

MS -Project is the closest you'll ever get to a
crystal ball.
NI MS -CHART.

lb picture the options that MS-Multiplan or
MS -Project give you, use MS -Chart to draw the
charts. Bar, column, line, pie, scatter or a combin-
ation of all five.

MS -Chart helps you see and helps you sell. And
it makes you a better communicator than your
competitors.

MS -FILE.
Think of 10 filing cabinets full of statistics,

records, customers, suppliers and accounts.
Now throw out the filing cabinets, because MS -

File keeps all this information for you.
What's more, it lets you see it, compare it, merge

it, change it or print it in seconds.
MI MS -WORD.

One secretary can do the work of five with MS -
Word. She sends sales letters, types documents and
arranges literature at something approaching the
speed of light.

She compares, changes or integrates eight
different documents simultaneously. And she never
makes a spelling mistake.

THE HARD PART IS EASY.
All MS -Software is ridiculously easy to use.

Your first steps are simple. In minutes you're learning.
Soon, you're comfortable. And after a couple of
hours you're running a more efficient business.

Also, MS -Software is always up to date. We're
constantly improving each system's capabilities.
And up -dates are available to existing MS users at a
fraction of their normal price.
MI THE NEXT PART IS THE COUPON.

It's impossible to do justice to MS -Software in
an ad like this. You need to see it in action, look at it
in detail, and watch it solve problems.

You can. By sending for our information kit
today.

7 lb: Microsoft Limited, Piper House, Hatch Lane, Windsor, -1
Berkshire SL4 3QJ. Ibl: (0753) 559951

Don't talk to me about Software, send me an information kit.
I'm interested in (please tick) 0 MS-MULTIPLAN

0 MS -PROJECT 0 MS -CHART 0 MS -WORD
0 MS -FILE (currently available for Apple Macintosh only) 0 ALL 5

I use (or am thinking of using)
0 IBM PC 0 Apple (inc Macintosh) 0 Other
Name
Position
Company

Address

Phone
P.C.W. 9/851



Professional Presentations
at your fin ertips,

WITH A FEW TRICKS
UP YOUR SLEEVE . . .

... tricks like animated presen-
tations on your PC's colour monitor that
will hold your audience spellbound . .. or,
tricks like turning your presentation into
brilliant 35mm slides on your desk in minutes.

But the best trick is turning the
preparation of your presentation from a
time consuming chore into a pleasurable
experience.
THE SECRET?

The Personal Presentation System,
a completely new approach to creating business
presentations on your PC that is fast, flexible and very
cost effective.

PPS is a brand new British product and it's not just
another drawing package. PPS is a suite of easy to use
software that lets you assemble presentations to a
professional standard and PPS costs just £350.00.

With PPS you build your presentations element by
element using different text
fonts, colour, simple drawing
commands and icons.

Icons are our name for
pre -drawn symbols, like
maps, flags and company
logos. Icons can be modified,
moved around and re -used
indefinitely like dry transfer
lettering that never runs out.
We have included 50 or so to

get you started, and we will be publishing libraries of
invaluable symbols like transport, communications and
financial icon sets at frequent intervals.

PPS lets you incorporate images in your presentation
from any of your existing software. We've included a
'Frame Grabber' which is like a 'window' onto your other
PC packages. A graph or spreadsheet from Lotus 1-2-3, for
example, can be dropped into your PPS presentation and

polished up with captions or logos.
And PPS is flexible. You can show your

presentation on a colour monitor to a small
group, with a video projector to a large audience,

or you can print black and white or colour hard
copy. And if there is no PC available for your

presentation you can produce your own brilliant
35mm colour slides, or overheads with the

remarkable Polaroid Palette Computer Image
Recorder and you can process them instantly
- no more rush charges. The Polaroid Palette

will pay for itself in less than a carousel full
of slides.

Personal Presentation System and Polaroid Palette
are just two outstanding
products from our com-
plete graphics service.
We supply a wide range of
graphic products, and we
can train you and your
staff and provide you with
first class after sales
service and support.

Put a little magic
into your Presentation.
Cut the coupon or call London Software Studio on
01-935 3033 and we'll give you the complete picture.

Please send me details of the Personal Presentation
System and Polaroid Palette.

Name

Position

Address

Postcode Tel No
1HE

LONDONtro SOFTWARE
STUDIO
LIMTED

2 Kendall Place London W1H 3AH PCW9

'Polaroid' and 'Polaroid Palette' are Registered trademarks of Polaroid
Corporation.
Lotus and 1-2-3 are trademarks of Lotus Development Corporation.

Personal Presentation System runs on IBM PC, XT or compatible with
minimum 256k memory 2 disk drives (floppy or hard disk) colour monitor
and adaptor and PC DOS 2.0 or later (or equivalent), mouse optional.



X T CONVERSION KITS
FOR IBM® AND COMPATIBLES

NEW FAST CONTROLLER!
WESTERN DIGITAL 1002 SWX-2
ST -506 STANDARD £249
MR 521 HALF HEIGHT, 51"
10MB WINCHESTER DRIVE (FORMATTED)
2 -HEADS, AVERAGE 85ms ACCESS £399

MR 522 HALF HEIGHT 5,1" 20 MB
WINCHESTER DRIVE (FORMATTED)
4 HEADS, AVERAGE 85ms ACCESS £579

UPGRADE 130 WATT POWER SUPPLY £149

SET OF CABLES FOR ABOVE £25

RAM CHIP SALE!!!
4164 64K DRAM 150ns £1.99 each
4128 128K DRAM 150ns £7.49 each
(for upgrade IBM AT)
41256 256K RAM 15Ons £5.99 each
(for upgrade Olivetti -M24, Compaq Deskpro etc)

Prices exclude VAT and delivery. For terms see our other
advertisements.

31311155i TLX: 957547
TBL:(0342)24631313427

BUSINESS SYSTEMS LTD
SS, ..AP,. CKEVE, EAST CBSENSTEAO, WSST SUSSSE 1.1,10 311.161

PRINTER
DIRECT FROM
LINK TWO OR MORE MICROS TO ONE

SWITCHES
THE MANUFACTURER

PRINTER, PLOTTER, MODEM ETC. OR VICE VERSA

7.7 * ROBUST CONSTRUCTION
* SCREENED, METAL HOUSING
* ELECTRONICALLY TESTED
* MANUFACTURED IN U.K.
* 28. DAYS APPROVAL
* 12 MONTHS GUARANTEE
* OFFICIAL ORDERS ACCEPTED
* 24 HOUR DESPATCH

'------T. T-----.

Ilb

i
SERIAL DATA SWITCHES PARALLEL DATA SWITCHES

_ RS 232/V24. 25 way 'D' sockets
ALL 25 LINES

Model V2 2 way switch ,65
Model V3 3 way switch 7,
Model V4 4 way switch
Model VS Sway switch £101
Model VX 2 way cross -over C89

LINES 110 8 8 20
Model R2 2 way switch £49
Model R3 3 way switch £57
Model R4 4 way switch £68
Model R5 5 way switch £, £73
Model R8 8 way switch 10A '
Model RX 2 way cross -over £65

9 way 'D' sockets. ALL 9 LINES
Model N2 2 way switch £49
Model 83 3 way switch
Model ND< 2 way cross -over £65

1:l;:il:::

-:v:55
939

::53:
:

iiii9

::M
i'li

93:::

V-.I9I9

999

939

CENTRONICS. 36 way Ampheno I sockets
Model C2 2 way switch £79
Model C3 3 way switch C99
Model C4 4 way switch  0119
Model C5 5 way switch £139
Model CX 2 way cross -over £119

IBM PC. 25 way '13' sockets
Model P2 2 way switch C65
Model P3 3 way switch £77
Model P4 4 way switch £89
Model P5 5 way switch £101
Model PX 2 way cross -over £89

IEEE -488. 24 way Amphenol sockets
Model E2 2 way switch £89
Model E3 3 way switch £109
Model EX 2 way cross -over £129

II IIIM:Maaa1:1:A I
PLEASE ADD VAT AT 15%. ALL ITEMS CARRIAGE PAID

TRADE, EDUCATIONAL & EXPORT ENQUIRIES WELCOME
CABLES ALSO AVAILABLE. EX STOCK & CUSTOM BUILT

/C1985

HOMESTEAD ELECTRONICS
111W\.,

Trelawney Industrial Court, Trelawney Avenue
Langley, Slough, Berks. SL3 7UJ.

BAISIANTARO

Ti" 0753-44269 VISA

SANYO 550 Series - SUPER Discount Prices

Communications Special: Master Graph 55
(Mi-Term/Nightingale Modem DC -10 25
Cable and Serial Interface) 199 Mi-Key (Keyboard re -definer) 25

(plus free registration to Microlink's SANYO CRT 36 Mono Monitor & Lead 120
Telecom Gold System) ZENITH Mono Monitor & Lead 80
SANYO 550 (1 x 160k) 669 EPSON RX80F/T with Centronics Cable 269
SANYO 550-3X (2x360k) 869 EPSON FX100 with Centronics Cable 539
SANYO 550-6X (2 x 800k) 949 MANNESMANN TALLY MT80 with Cen
(All the above with MS-DOS 1.25, BASIC, Cable 209
Wordstar, Calcstar and MONOCHROME BROTHER HR15 399
MONITOR) BROTHER 2024L (100cps NLQ)
MS-DOS 2.11 with the above add 35 (Diablo 630 & Epson Compatible) 999
SMUA Membership with any Computer 27 Video Board and Lotus 123 (req 256k) 445
IBM/Lotus Video Board (MS-DOS 2.11 Graphic Specials:
and GW-BASIC) 145 (Grafiti: Freeze Frame: Joystick) 85
Memory Upgrades 64k (128-192k) 41 (Picasso: Freeze Frame: Joystick) 118

128k (128-256k) 75 BASIC Manual 27
Disk Upgrades 2 x 360k Internal 315 Joystick (2 Button) with ext cable 25

2 x 800k Internal 355 Logitek Screen Handler (Ansi 3.64) 15
2 x 800k External 429 Screen dump (Freeze Frame) 32

(All inc Software) Select - Datastar: Report/Label Pgm 25
10mb Internal Hard Disk 995 Desmit 'C' Compiler and 8086 Assem 155
MS-DOS 2.11 39 Desmet 'C' Symbolic Debugger 55
Games/Business Send for list Superzap 35
Serial Interface (RS232) 49 Cornerman (SANYO's Sidekick) 38
Clock/Calendar Card 49 M -Disk (Ram disk program) 25
Picasso 70 Mi-Term (Communications Prog) 65

TURBO PASCAL (IBM, Sanyo, Olivetti, Apple CPM '.
etc)

Turbo Pascal (vers 3) 65 NCS
Turbo Toolbox (Isam, Quicksort etc) 49 Gitt All three 130
Turbo Tutor 29 Pack
Sidekick (IBM & Full Compat Only) 45 Turbo Pascal (v3 With 8087 Support) 99
Sidekick (Unprotected Version) 70 Gift Pack (v3 With 8087 Support) 164
Graphics Toolbox 45
Superkey 65

IBM PC/XT Add Ons and Upgrades

20mb Internal Hard Disk 1095 Memory Upgrades 64k RAM 48
Hard Disk Power Supply (Optional) 145 128k RAM 83
24mb Tape Streamer (No slot req) 975 AST Six Pack Plus Multifunction Card
Mouse Systems- Mouse Call (RAM: Serial: Parallel: Clock)
smARTWORK (PCB Design Package) 895 AST with 64k RAM 275

AST with 384k RAM (Huge Saving) 395
All major Add Ons/Boards/Software Available - Call for prices.

OLIVETTI M24 Desk Too or M21 Portable
(with 640k HAM)

M24 Desk Top or M21 Portable OLIVETTI M21/M24 Upgrades
(with 2x 360k drives, 640k Ram, HiRes Memory Upgrades 64k (128k -192k) 55
Mono Mon, Keyboard, Serial/Parallel/ 128k (128k -256k) 99
Graphics, MS-DOS 2.11) 1999 512k (128k -640k) 299

As above with 2 x 800k Drives 2199 Disk Drives 2 x 800k 325
As above with 1 x 800k Drive 1 x 20mb Hard Disk

and 1 x 20mb Hard Disk 3199 Software as for IBM
1095

TELECOM GOLD/COMMUNICATIONS
(SANYO/OLIVETTI/EM)

Nightingale V21/V23 Modem 95 Software
Cable - Modem to Computer 14 Mi-Term (SANYO) 65

Crosstalk XVI (IBM, OLIVETTI etc) 155
FREE Registration for Microlink Telecom Gold Box with every modem purchased.

FLOPPIES/PAPER/RIBBONS

BASF or 3M SS/SD 5.25" per 50 70 MX/FX 80 Ribbons per 10 39
BASF or 3M DS/DD 5.25" per 50 99 MX/FX 100 Ribbons per 10 53
Continuous Stationery
9.5 x 11 (1 pt) per box 2000 sheets 12 9.5 x11 NCR 2pt per box 1000 sheets 22

Paper - Collection Only

ADD: £10 P&P for each Computer/Printer/Monitor Purci ic-.._d
Otherwise FREE Postage & Packing

All prices plus VAT at 15%. Manufacturers' Guarantees
Send cheque with order to:

NORTHWEST COMPUTER SUPPLIES (PCC LTD)
82 School Lane, Didsbury, MANCHESTER M20 ORY

Tel: (061) 434 9747
RETAIL Premises - now OPEN -2 mins M63/A34 Junction

BARG. CARD Training Discount Vouchers with each computer
purchased. Upgrade fitting service available



BACK ISSUE SERVICE
Here is a guide to PCW back issues. Machine reviews are indexed by

manufacturer, software and peripherals by product name.

MACHINES
MANUFACTURER
Desk -top
Acorn
ACT
ACT
Advance
Apple
Apple
Apple
Atari
British Micro
C/VVP
Canon
Canon
Casio
Casio
Commodore
Commodore
Commodore
Compudata
Corvus
Digital Equipment
Epson
Epson
Ferranti
Future
Hewlett-Packard
Hewlett-Packard
Hewlett-Packard
Hitachi
Hitachi
IBM

IBM
ICL
LSI
MAD
Monroe
NCR

NEC
Olivetti
Olivetti
Research Machines
Sage
Sanyo
Sharp
Sharp
SMT
Sony
Sord
Texas Instru ments
Torch Computers
Tycom
Victor
Herox
Hand-held
Canon
Casio
Casio
Casio
Hewlett-Packard
Hewlett-Packard
Microwriter
Sharp
Sharp
Sharp
TexasInstruments
Texax Instruments
Home
Acorn
Acorn
Amstrad
Atari

MACHINE ISSUE

ABC 310 April85
Apricot Oct83
Apricot F1 Oct 84
86 July84
Apple III May82
Lisa July83
Macintosh March84
530ST June85
Mimi 801 July82
Cortex Dec84
AS -100 Dec83
CH -1 Nov82
fx-9000p Feb82
fx-900p Feb83
715 Jan84
Amiga Aug85
PC10 May85
Tulipsystem 1 Oct83
Concept March83
Rainbow 100 Nov82
QH-16 July85
QH-10 July83
Argus PPC Nov83
FH2O Oct83
HP -150 May84
HP86 Oct 82
HP -125 March82
MB16001 June83
Peach May82
9000 March83
Instrumenta-
tion
PC Nov81
OPD Dec84
M -Four April83
MAD 1 Sept84
OC 8820 April82
Decision Aug83
Mate U
APC Sept83
M20 Sept82
M24 Sept84
Nimbus April85
Sage II Feb83
550-2 Jan85
MZ-5600 Nov84
MZ-800 Feb85
Goupil-3 Dec83
SMC-70 Aug82
Exleig h Expert Aug82
Professional May83
Torch Jan83
Microframe Jan84
Sirius 1 Feb82
820 Jan82

H-07 March84
602p May82
Fx-820p March85
PB-100 May83
15C& 16C Sept82
HP -75C Nov82
Microwriter Sept82
PC -1350 March85
PC1251 Feb83
PC1500 June82
TI -59 Jan83
T1-88 July82

BBC Micro Jan82
Electron Oct83
CPC -464 May84
400/800 Oct 80

Camputers
Coleco
Commodore
Commodore
Commodore
Commodore
Dragon Data
Dragon Data
Eaca International
Enterprise
GCE

IBM
JupiterCanta b
Mattel
Memotech

Multitech

Oric Products
Oric Products
Sharp
Sharp
Sinclair
Sinclair
Sinclair
Sony
Sord
Spectravideo

Tandy
Tatung
Texas Instruments
Tradecom
Lap -held
Data General

Epson
Epson
Gavilan
Grid
Hewlett-Packard
NEC
Sharp
TalbotComputers
Tandy
Texas Instruments
Luggable
ACT

Lynx March83
Adam April82
64 May83
128 July85
Plus/4 Oct84
Vic 20 Sept 81
Professional Aug84
Dragon 32 Aug82
ColourGenie June83
Enterprise Nov84
Vectrex Aug83
System
PCJunior March84
Ace Jan83
Aquarius Nov83
Memotech RS Oct84
128
Micro-Profes- Sept83
sorll
Atmos May84
Oric I April83
MZ-700 Feb84
MZ-80A June82
QL June84
ZX 81 June81
ZH Spectrum June82
HB-75 Sept84
M5 Aug83
SV-318 &SV- March84
328
MC10 Nov83
Einstein Aug84
TI 99/4A March82
Newbrain RD July82

Apple
Gulfstream
Hewlett-Packard
Jonos
Osborne
Osborne
Semi -Tech
Visuall
Wren Computer
Multi-user
Ashton Technology
Compaq
Fortune
IBM
Kaypro
North Star
Computers
TDI

Data General Dec84
One
PH -8 June84
HH-20 Dec82
Gavilan MC Feb84
Compass Ju ne 84
HP -110 July84
PC -8201A Dec83
PC5000 May84
Dialtex-4 Feb85
Mode1100 Aug83
ProLite May85

Apricot Nov84
Portable
I lc Aug84
Hyperion Oct83
Integral PC June85
Jonos April84
Encore Aug84
Executive July83
Pied Piper Sept83
Commuter May85
Wren April84

Crystal July84
Deskpro 286 Aug85
Fortune 32: 16 Aug83
PC AT Dec84
286i Aug85
Dimension March85

Pinnacle Jan85

SOFTWARE
PROGRAM
Accountancy
Accountancy
Round -up

SUPPLIER

Various

ISSUE

June83

Financial Director Financial
Director

HomeAccounts Diamondsoft
Microtax Tax Planning
Sage 400 Sage
Communications
Datatalk Datasoft
Perfect Link Perfect

Software
Database
1982 Database Various
Round -up
1983 Database Various
Round -up
1984 Database Various
Round -up
Aquila Kent Barlow

Assocs
Aspect Microft

Technology
Beta Ormskirk

Computers
Busifile European

Information
Busipost Busipost
Cardbox Caxton

Software
Complete Manager Pipeline

software
Condor Database CondorCorp
Dataflex Equinox
Dataplan Personal

Software
'Dataprism Bonsai
Dbase II Ashton Tate
Dbase III Ashton Tate
DBM S 2 GW

Computers
Delta Compsoft
DMS Compsoft
Everyman Vector

International
File (Macintosh) Microsoft
Files & Folders ACTPu Isar
Filevision Telos

Software
I nfodata
Ashton Tate
BPI

FMS80
Friday!
Information
Management
Infostar
Knowledgeman

MicroPro
Data Base
Experts

Omnis Blyth
Computers

Optimum Uveon
Pearl Pearl Software
Perfect!! Thorn EMI
Personal Database Supersoft
Power Base Accent

Computers
Rescue MBS
Retrieve!! Derwent

Datasysems
RMS Dragon Data
Search &Find Hitan Systems
Secect Bonsai
Sensible Solution O'Hanlon

Systems
Silicon Office Bristol

Software
Superfile Southdata
Sycero System C
Tomorrow's Office Stage One

Software
Desk organiser
QED +
Sidekick
Spotlight
Entertainment
Hitch -Hiker's Guide

Qua ntec
Borland
Software Arts

I nfocom

June83

Jan84
July83
Oct 83

Jan85
July84

Dec 82

Dec83

Jan84

Sept82

Oct84

Aug83

Jan84

Feb83
Aug82

March85

Nov82
Aug85
Aug83

March 83
May82
Nov84
June82

Oct83
March 82
Feb84

July85
Dec 84
Dec84

April82
July84
April 84

Sept83
Feb85

July83

Nov83
Oct 82
May85
March 84
April85

Apri183
Jan85

June84
Dec83
Sept82
Sept84

July82

Jan83
July85
June83

March 85
March 85
March 85

Jan85
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Music Master Supersoft
Music Typewriter Romantic

Robot
Musicals Paradox

Group
Expert system
ES/PAdvisor Expert

Systems
Expert Ease Expert

Software
Integrated system
Appleworks Apple
Framework Ashton Tate
Jane Arktronics
Jazz Microsoft
Open Access SPI
Smart Innovative

Software
Symphony Lotus
Hchange Psion

Language
Basic (Macintosh) Apple
Basic 2 (Macintosh) Microsoft
BCPL (BBC) Acornsoft
BCPL (CIL) Metacomco
C (Spectrum) Hi Soft
Lisp (QL) Metacomco
Logo(BBC) Acornsoft
Logo(BBC) Logotron
Logo(BBC) Open

University
Logo (Spectrum) Sinclair
Modula 2(PC) Volition

Systems
Pascal(Amstrad) Amsoft
Pasca I (QL) Computer One
Pascal,ISO (BBC) Acornsoft
Pascal, ISO (QL) Metacomco
Pascal, Turbo (PC) Borland
Miscellaneous
Brainstorm Caxton

Software
Codewriter Codewriter
Entrepreneur Tryptych
Micro Cat Software

Connection
TK! Solver Softwa re Arts
Operating environment
Desq Quarterdeck
GEM Digital

Research
Top View IBM
Visi-On Visicorp
Visual! Trillian
Windows Microsoft
Operating system
CP/M-86 Digital

Research
MS-DOS Microsoft
MS-DOSversion 2 Microsoft
Revelation Cosmoslnc
Spreadsheet
1-2-3 Lotus

Round -up
Various

Round -up

Jan85
Jan85

Jan85

Sept84

June84

July84
Aug84
July84
Aug85
June84
Sept84

Aug84
Oct84

Feb85
May85
June85
June85
Nov84
Feb85
Feb85
Feb85
Feb85

Oct84
Feb85

Feb85
Feb85
Feb85
July85
April85

Feb84

April85
March85
Dec84

Feb84

Dec83
Feb85

Aug85
Nov83
Jan84
Aug85

Oct 82

Oct 82
May83
April84

Nov83
Dec83

1984 Spreadsheet Various Dec84
Round -up
Dynacalc Dragon Data June84
Ecalc Epson July83
Fcalc Sord Jan84
Financial Planner Ashton Tate Dec83
Masterplanner Comshare April84
Mathemagic ISM Aug83
Micro FCS EPS Oct83

Consultants
Multiplan Microsoft April83
Peachcalc Peachtree March84
PerfectCalc Perfect Oct83

Software
Perfectll Thorn EMI May85
Plannercalc Comshare May83
Planstar MicroPro July84
Prophet II Busi- March83

computers
The Spreadsheet Microl Sept83
Viewsheet Acorn Jan85
Visicalc Visicorp June 83
Vu-Calc Psion Sept83
Utility
E40 Keel Codes Sept 82
PCAutomator Direct July85

Technology
Word processor
Homeword Sierra On -Line Feb84
HP41CText Editor Hesselberg Nov82
Lisawrite Apple Aug83
Micropen Intelligence May83

Ireland
Microscript Intelligence May85

Ireland
Paperback Writer Paperback Aug85

Software
Perfectll Thorn EMI May85
QX Text QX Software July84
Samna + Thorn EMI July85
Scred Stable Aug83

Software
Scripsit 2 Tandy Feb82
Spellbinder Lexisoft Aug 81
View Acornsoft Aug83
Word (IBM PC) Microsoft June84
Word (Macintosh) Microsoft June85
Word Handler 11 SilliconValley March83
Wordspell Griffin March84

Software
Wordstar2000 MicroPro Feb85
Workwriter Data Nov84

Applications

Homelink NBS March84
Portman modem Interlekt Oct84
Teletext adapter Vector April84

Marketing
WSS2000 modem Minor May84

Miracles
Expansion
Graduate Torch June85
McMill 68008 card Stellation Two July85
Graphics
BitStick Robocom Nov82
Koala Pad Audiogenic Jan85
Penpad Kode Oct84
Stack lig htpen Stack March84
Mass storage
AMS drive AMS Jan84
Discovery 1 Opus Supplies May85
Hobbit Ikon Jan84
Microdrive Sinclair Oct83
TCCR530 Tandberg July84
Miscellaneous
Music 500 Acorn May85
Omni -Reader Oberon May85
RGBtelevisions Various March85
Telesketch Gamma June85
The Ferret GCS June84
Printer/plotter
Alphacom 81 Alphacom Sept84
EP44 Brother April84
Epson FX-80 July83
HR -5 Brother Sept84
Juki 6100 Micro Dec84

Peripherals
MT160L Mannesmann Aug83

Tally
Penman Penman Feb85
TC6000 Brother April85
ZX81 Printer Sinclair Jan 82
Speech
Acorn speech Acorn Jan84
system
Adman synthesiser Adman Jan84
BBC Speech Chips Acorn April83
Chatterbox WSS Jan84
Microspeech Currah Jan84
TlSpeech Texas Nov84
Command Instruments
Voicedrive Supersoft Aug84
VotanVPC 2000 Voice Input May85
Vision
Microsight 1 Digithurst Oct83
Snap Micro Nov84

Robotics

PERIPHERALS
PERIPHERAL
Communications
Buzzbox
Compunet
Demon

modem

modem

SUPPLIER

DaCom
Compunet
Demon
Products

ISSUE

Jan84
Dec84
July85

Personal Computer World Specials: 1984
Microcomputer Benchtest Special: (£2.40
inc p&p) - 20 leading micros reviewed by
the PCW team. Desktop Computing: (£2.25
inc p&p) - comprehensive guide to using
micros in your business. Binders: (£3.95
each inc p&p) - keep your copies in order
with these strong, attractive yellow bin -
dens.

rAny one issue £1.50; all additional issues £1 each.
Benchtest special £2.40. Desktop Computing £2.25.
Binders £3.95. All prices include post and package.

I *Overseas orders requiring Air Mail postage add £1 per
copy. Cheques/PO payable to Computing Publications Ltd.

32-34 Broadwick Street, London W1A 2HG.
Please allow up to three weeks for delivery and state
your name and full address with your order.,
State clearly the issuels) you require and
enclose a cheque/PO.

-

Issues required

Name

Address

L
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APRICOT-SIRIUSNICTOR-IBM USERS
Now you can drive composite video monitors and projection
systems from your micro, whilst retaining use of the original
monitor. Industry standard BNC output. No internal fitting to
the micro required. Ideal for: Training, demonstrations and
seminars or any applications requiring extra remote displays.

Standard model £125.00 excl. VAT.

SIRIUS/VICTOR USERS
Single sided to double sided disc upgrade now available -
details on request.
Top quality Apricot-Sirius/Victor expansion boards now
available at best prices.
Further details on request. Specify Sirius/Victor, Apricot or
IBM.

SIRIUS B
A bi-monthly disk based magazine for Sirius/Victor micros
containing useful software, news, technical topics, assembler
routines and basic routines. In fact something for every
Sirius -Victor owner and user in every issue.

1985 Subscription £120.00 excl. VAT.

FURTHER DETAILS AND SUBSCRIPTION FORM
ON REQUEST

Micro Visual Research
58 Beachcroft Road, Wall heath
Kingswinford, West Midlands

DY6 OHX
Tel: Kingswinford (0384) 273047

"BRITISH SOFTWARE AT
ITS BEST"

That's what PC USER said about ThePound. We think
you'll be impressed with our other software, too.
THEPOUND Put a onto your Lotus 123'mscreen,and on your
IBM printer. Or ANY of the PC character set..
SIDELINE Prints your worksheet SIDEWAYS! Works with any
spreadsheet. Can also print the C.
F1X123 (E15) Now you can run LOTUS 123 off your hard disk
without having to put the LOTUS floppy in. (FIXSYMP for Sym-
phony also available at £151.
SOLID123 (E25) Consolidates multiple LOTUS 123 and Symphony
worksheets by adding them to a TARGET sheet.
QPRINT A print buffer; lets any printer do its printing while you
go on using the PC.
FXPOUND Loads the IBM character set (including a El into your
EPSON FX printer (or compatible).
TRANSPOSE Changes rows into columns and vice versa in your
LOTUS 123 worksheet.
CAPSLIGHT/NUMLIGHT Puts CAPS LOCK and NUM LOCK
indicators on the top right corner of your screen.

EACH PROGRAM COSTS £9.99!! + VAT
(except where otherwise indicated). Or get all eight above
for £65 + VAT (ask for PCW )

NEW!! BACK2123 (£45) Converts Symphony spread-
sheets back to 123; converts data, labels, even formulae!
Send your order to:

S&S Enterprises, Or phone
Utilities Division,pcw Amersham (02403) 4201
31, Holloway Lane, and ask about our
Amersham, Bucks HP6 6DJ other utilities

Personal Computer Compact Printer

£86.25 (incl VAT)
1.P&P extra =

Allow 10-14 days for delivery

* Quiet Thermal Operation
* RS 232C Interface

1200 baud 8 bit 1 stop bit
56 characters per second

* 5 x 7 dot matrix with 4
print modes 80 characters/
line standard plus
40, 68, 136 characters per
line.

* 96 character ASC II set
with decenders plus
underline, extended
international and user
programmable characters

* Bit image graphics modes
* 12 months warranty.

trikvArait
'gain)

21 WILTON ROAD . ST GEORGE'S INDUSTRIAL ESTATE . CAMBERLEY . SURREY GU15 20W
Telephone: Camberley (0276) 684868/685669 Telex: 296500
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Higher Intelligence

DACOM SYSTEMS

rCSCt

DS1 2123AD
Autodialling

Modem

The DSL2123AD and DSL2123GT modems
by DaCom Systems.

These two intelligent modems both support CCITT V21 and V23 standards -

and the American Bell 103. The DSL2123AD has an autodialler, a buffered
1200/1200 interface and auto -answer for unattended use. It can be controlled

by a user-friendly menu or a computer protocol which makes it compatible with`
Smart Modem software packages. It comes in a neat, slim desktop unit and
allows the businessman to access electronic mail, viewdata and a large number

of information services.

For those who need all that and more, the DSL2123CT

has something extra to offer. It has an automatic error cor APPROVE
rector, a sophisticated log -on facility and an audio ;=1,' for use with

telecommunication syste
indicator. It is ideal for time sharing applications, over run by British
night POS terminal interrogation and file transfer Telecommunications t

a
Access to electronic mail, viewdata and information conditccordance

with the
ions in the

services is at the push of a button. mctions for use

If your data communications could use higher intel-

ligence, send the coupon below to DaCom Systems Limited,

Sunrise Parkway, Linford Wood, Milton Keynes MK1 6LU, or phone 0908 675511

FPlease send me details of the DSL2123AD/DSL2123GT

Name

Position

Organisation

I Address

Telephone _



SHARP

REVOLUTIONARY NEW COMPUTER
AT ITS FIRST UK UNVEILING

PC7000
IBM* compatible that every PC USER has
been waiting for. See it on Stand No. 1716

or write for details to

SHARPSOFT LTD
86-90 PAUL STREET
LONDON EC2A 4NE

01-739 8559 01-729 5588

* IBM is a registered trademark of IBM Corp.

SEE US AT THE

STAND 1716
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Personal Computer
Workstation.

ast you can get it all to
Whether you're operating from home, school

or office, the Hago PCW (Ref 812) adds the
professional touch to your computer layout. Handsome,
sturdy, with a place for everything, the Hago PCW
is the home every personal computer deserves.

 VDU Worktop with
paper rack takes all VDU's
and TV's up to 14" size.
Adjustable to keep VDU
correctly related to the
keyboard. Worktop size
241/4"x 133/4".

 Optional shelf for disc
drives, tape recorder,
printer etc. (Ref 813).
Optional undershelf with
paper rack (Ref 814).

 Optional
programme
copyholder
(Ref 815).

 Keyboard
Worktop.
Adjusts from
203/4" to 291/4" high.

 Sturdy stable frame
finished in Chocolate
Brown with simulated
Teak work tops.
Mounted on castors
for complete mobility.

 Overall size:
31 '/4"d x 363/4"h x 221/4"w.

 @ na
Rnannr
llelephone:

o rroau Li e

is, est
a

ti
annp
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0243 31 Telex 86421
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INTERLEX
TELEHELP

01-943 4366
THE TECHNICAL

SUPPORT HOTLINE
For less than £50 get on -going technical

support on any of these products:

ATARI 520ST
AMIGA
APRICOT PC RANGE
APRICOT F -SERIES
SIRIUS
DELTA 4

SUPERCALC 2 AND 3
SUPERWRITER
GEM
WORDSTAR
DBASE II
COMMUNIQUE

More products will be added every month

INTERLEX LTD
Imperial House, Lower Teddington Road
Kingston upon Thames, Surrey KT1 4EP

Tel: 01-943 4366

HARD DISC FOR IBM®
AND COMPATIBLES - APRICOT, SANYO, BBC

20 MEG Internal from £750+ VAT
25 MEG Tape Streamer (S210) £850 +VAT
20 MEG 1/oHt Winchester £500 +VAT
Sanyo + 20 MEG + Software £1,450 + VAT

DISCETTES
(Price includes VAT + £1 for first pack and 50p thereafter)

DATALIFE VEREX SONY
40 Trk SS/SD - £12.00 31/2"SS/DD
40 Trk SS/SD £14.25 £13.00 31/2" DS/DD
40TrkDS/DD £18.00 £16.00
80Trk DS QUAD £24.00 -

UNBRANDED
(MEMOREX, FUJI, DYSAN ETC) Price inc VAT, P&P

100F
40 Trk SS/SD £11.50
40 Trk SS/DD £12.65
40 Trk DS/DD £15.00
80 Trk DS QUAD £17.00

CHIPS
(Prices include VAT but add £1 P&P)
8271 £46.00

25 OF
£27.00
£29.00
£35.00
£41.00

£98.00
£45.00

Add £7 for 50 capacity
storage box, with

smoked perspex lid, dividers
and rubber feet

164/15 (IBM PC upgrade) £1.85
8087 £140.00 4128/15 (IBM AT upgrade) £7.50
6264 LP/15 £5.00 41256/15 (Olivetti M24, Compaq etc)
2764/25 £2.75 £6.00
27128/25 £5.00 Acorn Interface £56.00

QUANTITY DISCOUNTS AVAILABLE

CARSON DEVELOPMENT
84 HIGHFIELD ROAD
ROMFORD, ESSEX

Tel: 0708-27043

"No Call Apple
no comment!"

Now in its eighth year of publication, Call A.P.P.L.E. is
the leading US journal to the worlds largest Apple user
group. Now every Apple user in the UK can benefit from
this invaluable magazine, direct and only from Boot
Out. We also have special bound collector editions of
Call A.P.P.L.E. 82, and 83. Available now at the low
Boot Out price of only f16 per copy.
All about Applewriter Ile has just arrived from the US, a
welcome addition to the already popular All about DOS,
Applesoft and Pascal books and diskettes.
Remember, we also
stock exclusive call
Apple software.
Send now for a -
complete list of over liLj464.1
100 titles.

The exclusive
call apple distributor.

SEE US AT STAND 3058 AT THE PERSONAL COMPUTER WORLD SHOW

TO: Boot Out. PO Box 147, Putney, London SW15 1AU. 01-788 1454

O Please start my subscription for Call APPlE
Month Year

0" 12 issues
0 24 issues
Overseas
0 12 issues £39 50 Inc p&p
0 24 issues (1900 Inc p&p
O Please send me collector
O 1982 0 1983 editions £16 95 Inc p&p It
O Please send me a free software price list
O I enclose chequeiipostat order made payable to

Boot Out for f
 Please debit my Access/Barclaycard (delete as applicable) Numbers

£31 50 Inc p&p
£63 00 Inc p&p

III I I 1 1 1 I I I I I I III
Fop late

Name

Address

lei No

Ell

THE BEST OF
BOTH WORLDS?

You do not need to buy in bulk to obtain the
lowest discounts if you buy your 31/2", 51/4", 8"
diskettes from us.

We are the major C.D.C. distributors and we
offer you a life-long warranty and immediate
delivery on order of these incredible prices.

SS/DS £25.50 per box of 10
DS/DD £35.50 per box of 10

We also sell Short Ram Bauds with 24 month
warranty.

245K £200
384K £239
512K £270

For IBM compatible machines only. We offer
the cheapest disc prices in the business.

Just contact:

Regent Computers
11 Regent Place, Rugby

Warwickshire
Tel: 0788 79449

P&P: FREE over and above the purchase of 5 boxes
All prices excluding VAT
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STAND 1800/9

National Nall, Ground Floor
Olympia, London

Spikes come as a Shock to the System
The Mains Supply that you take for granted can destroy a

Computer or wipe out valuable data - AT ANY TIME!

BE SURE TO FIT THE BOWTHORPE SPIKE PROTECTOR

Just wire like a
normal plug

Operates instantly

Made in Britain

The essential
plug-in

protector for
professional

and domestic\ appliances

Bowthorpe EMP Ltd
Stevenson Road, Brighton, E. Sussex BN2 2DF. Tel. 0273-692591

WHY PAY MORE??
FERRANTI ADVANCE 860

IBM PC compatible micro with: integrated
Spreadsheet, Wordprocessor, and Database and
BASIC A. Used by many organisations including

British Steel and British Rail.
ONLY £1205

including monitor and box of disks and paper.

Ferranti 860 XT, as above but with 10 megabyte hard
disk

£2045

COMPLETE BUSINESS SYSTEM
Ferranti 860 Micro, Printer and Monitor. SAGE
Accounts Software. Integrated Spreadsheet,
Wordprocessor, & Database and BASIC A. Box of

Disks and Paper.
ONLY £1595

Advent 86B still available for limited period from:
£900

Taxan/Canon ribbons £5.80

Other software at very competitive prices.

Leicester Computer Systems
26 Brookfield Way, Kibworth

Leicester LE8 OSA

Tel: Leicester (0533) 541030

Data Corruption?
Voltage surges, sags, spikes, glitches, R.F.

and other mains interference can corrupt vital data,
a nightmare for many people reading this ad.

Banish the nightmares with a Sentinel Line Conditioner.

* Inexpensive to run, being 97% efficient.
* Wide input voltage capability + 20% to -28%.
* Up to 5KVA loading.
* 115V, 220V, 240V options.
* European or U.K. standard socket options.
* 50 or 60Hz option.
* R.F./Noise isolation:- >100db @ <100KHz

> 60db @ >100KHz

The Solution
Two decades of design and manufacture enable
us to offer:-

* Office UPS systems from 250VA to 20KVA.
* Industrial UPS systems 500VA to 400KVA.
* Microprocessor controlled line conditioners

500VA to 5KVA.
* Ferroresonant line conditioners 5KVA to 135KVA.
* Mains filters/Spike catchers up to 750VA.
* Frequency changers up to 135KVA.
* Inverters up to 135KVA.
* Customised and Military Spec., (05-21) specials.

GAR
ELECTRONICS LTD

THE WORLD OF POWER

Brunel Rd, Salisbury, Wilts, SP2 7PT Telex 477064 Telephone (0722) 28801 A member of the DOW/WT Group.
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&gyred BETLIgASE 4080

WHAT IS A DATABASE?
It is a FILE containing RECORDS, each record
consists of a number of FIELDS containing the
information-an analogy can be drawn with a card
index in which a box of cards is the file, each card
is a record and each line on the card is a field.

SPECIFICATION
1) Random Access-disc based, single or

dual drives.
2) File Sizes - max 65,000 records.
3) Record Size - up to a 2048 characters

and 200 fields.
4) Field Size - up to 254 characters.
5) Holds -approx 1200 ADDRESS

records per 100k.
6) Search -5 search fields using

powerful options.
7) Sort -500 records on 3 fields

in 60 seconds.

SYSTEM FEATURES
*CALCULATE-using any valid expression

and store results.
* POWERFUL PRINTOUT OPTION-

eliminates need for separate mailing program,
parallel/Serial Printout allows setting of printer
control codes, line spacing, tabulation,
Headings etc., plus label printing with
horizontal and vertical tab control.

*REDEFINE-Titles, field widths, number of
fields, number of records etc.

*TRANSFER-Records from one file to
another.

*SEARCH LISTS-Allow creation of sub
Databases within main Database.

*GLOBAL ENTRY-provides easy entry of
repetitive data and a powerful global edit/
update facility that will save hours of typing.

* SPOOLER-enables you to create spooled
files that are compatible with Wordwise, View
and other word processors. The spooler
program will allow you to format your spooled
file in the same way as the powerful printout
option. You can therefore have headings,
columns, titles, numbers etc.

* INPUT-is a routine included on the disc
which will allow you to write your own utilities
for accessing your data. Many of the programs
on the coming utilities disc were written using
this procedure.

*TUBE-compatible with the 6502 second
processor.

* Comprehensive manual and tutorial.

Beta -Base Utilities disc containing many
advanced features such as full disc sort, AND/OR
search on 10 fields, wildcards, mail merge + many
other features.

Available Now £12

"Beta -Base is a joy to use"

BEEBUG March 85

"Excellent value for money"
A & B Computing OCT 84

"rated best value for money"
ACORN USER Dec 84

Cures
MICRO SUPPLIES

REPLICA II £12.00
4080.
0

3

In addition to working with the standard single
density DFS's REPLICA ll is now compatible with
the following double density DFS: OPUS 3.45,
UDM v. 2.00 and CUMANA QFS.

Theoriginal REPLICA set a very high standard so
the specification that we set our chief programmer
presented him with a real challenge. In fact
REPLICA II is now 2 separate programs, one for
DFS using the 8271 controller and the other for the
various DDFS that fully implement OSWORD &7F.
REPLICA II will transfer many of your cassette
based programs to disc, even more than REPLICA
did. Now when you buy disc drives you do not have
to throw away your expensive cassette based
programs.

REPLICA II transfers 'LOCKED' programs,
programs loading as files, programs that load
below &E00, those with up to 9 sections and those
up to &6E in length e.g. adventure programs. No
more waiting for 6 minutes whilst your adventure
programs load.
REPLICA II is very easy to use and the user just
enters a name, how many sections and whether
CHAIN, *RUN or *LOAD is used to load the first
section. Press play and let the program do the rest,
even a menu. Just think how much it will cost you
to buy a disc version of your favourite program-it
is probably more than REPLICA II, which will hold
up to 16 programs, limited only by the disc capacity
and catalogue.

STATE DFS & 40 or 80 tracks

New/PROFILE al £12.00

A PROCEDURE LIBRARY
MANAGEMENT SYSTEM
Now you can start the procedure library that you
always promised yourself. PROFILE allows you to
store, list, merge and grab procedures without any
of the headaches. Automatic alteration of LINE
NUMBERS and resident variables such as TOP,
LOMEM etc release you from the tedious choreof
setting and resetting, checking and rechecking.
PROFILE leaves you free to create your programs
without disturbing your chain of thoughts.
*100 Procedures can be stored on each disc

(disc space allowing)
* NO LIMIT to the number of procedure discs

used
* MERGE Procedures into your programs easily
* LIST Procedures from disc to check suitability

etc

* RENAME Procedures on disc
*GRAB new Procedures from existing

programs

* NESTED Procedures can also be grabbed
automatically

A Procedure cart be a FUNCTION, a BASIC
program or part of it or a PROCEDURE.

With PROFILE you will quickly amass a wealth of
procedures which will enable you to write programs
quickly and easily. Simply write the controlling
program containing the procedure calls and
PROFILE will merge the procedures for you.

PROFILE in effect provides you with a MACRO
BASIC in which you only have to define the
procedure once and it can be re -used
automatically thereafter.
Make life easier for yourself and order PROFILE
today.

IBNEvToAtEC OUN
DELIVERYTS

Nea4I NOTE MODULE £25.00

40800

This is the first module in an integrated accounting
suite of programs written to be used and not simply
to please an accountant. This module contains an
INVOICE and DELIVERY NOTE program with 80
column input and screen editing, you see what will
be printed before committing yourself. Account
customer details are inserted automatically and
delivery notes generated automatically when
required. Customer details without account
numbers can be automatically placed in a Beta -
Base compatible file for use as a mailing list.
A sales ledger sheet is printed automatically when
there is enough data to fill a page, alternatively the
user can print the ledger sheet before a full page to
suit his needs. VAT details are generated at the end
of the VAT period and the yearto date figures can be
viewed at any time. Provision is made for multiple
VAT rates including standard, zero, export and
exempt.

A transaction file is generated for account
customers for use with the STATEMENTS and
ACCOUNTS RECEIVABLE module.
Future modules will be STATEMENT and
ACCOUNTS RECEIVABLE, STOCK CONTROL,
ACCOUNTS PAYABLE and NOMINAL LEDGER.
All relative files arecompatible with GLARES Beta -
Base which can be used to manipulate the files as
required. A Beta -Base Utilities Disc will soon be
available and will provide Mail -Merge facilities and
links into ULTRACALC plus many other features.
* INTEGRATED ACCOUNTS and DATABASE
* MULTIPLE VAT rates
* SCREEN EDITING with insert & overwrite
* AUTOMATIC DELIVERY NOTES
* INVOICE COMMENTS
*ACCOUNT HOLDERS details inserted

automatically
* MAILING LIST generated automatically
* LEDGER SHEET printed automatically
* VAT sales returns prepared
* TRANSACTION FILE generated
* Beta -Base compatible
This program was written for our own use and is
used to prepare hundreds of invoices per week. It
has no unnecessary questions or keys to press and
extensive but easy edit options, we have made life
as easy as possible for ourselves so why not take
advantage of our efforts.

Requiresdouble sided singleor twin single sided
drives for minimum configuration -no stock
control or customer database. Double sided twin
drives will enable a full integrated system to be
used.

FUN HOUSE £10.00
40800
3"

FUN HOUSE is a highly original suite of
educational programs suitable forages 3 to 13 The
program is designed to encourage children to spell
words which relate to objects found around the
home. Animation and music amused to good effect
and some highly original ideas are incorporated.
Each room exercise is terminated with a warning
item e.g. the lounge finishes with 'FIRE' which
goes on to engulf the whole lounge. Tests with a
newly hired 4 year old resulted in us having to prise
him away from the keyboard after 2 hours. In that
time he had gone from never having used a
keyboard to finding the location of all the keys very
quickly and entering the correct answer. He had
thus started on the path to learning spelling and
familiarised himself with the keyboard including
the use of DELETE tocorrect his mistakes. Can you
afford not to give your children the same start?

98 Middlewich Rd.,
Northwich, Cheshire CW9 7DA.
Tel: 0606 48511
Open 9-5pm Monday-Friday
LUNCH 12.30-1.30

Send for detailed newsletter.
All prices inclusive of VAT & Carriage-
NO EXTRAS! Please state 40 or 80 track disc
and state which D.F.S. you use



THE NUMBER ONE
TOOLKIT ROM
FROM CLARES

BROM is the first toolkit ROM to provide a FULL SCREEN EDITOR,
which means that you can scroll your program up and down just like
WORDWISE does with text, do not confuse this powerf ul editor with
the line editor used in other toolkit ROMs. The EDITOR allows
insertion and deletion of linesand insert and overwrite within a line.
This is the editor that the BBC micro should have had.
Closely related to the EDITOR is the EXTENDED ERROR
HANDLING which will trap errors in a program and enter the EDITOR
atthe line generati ng the error, not only that but it will al so position the
cursor as near to the statement causing the error as possible, no more
wading through multi statement lines trying to identify the error.
Commands unique to BROM are:

ROMON & ROMOFF which enable you to turn ori/off sideways ROMs
so that they stay off even after CTRUBREAK, very usefUl for avoiding
clashes especially for users with secondprocessors, This also works
with the DFS and reverts to PAGE &EOCIautomatiCally

CASE which forces input into upper or lower case irrespective of
caps/shift lock

FLIST which lists a program one statement to a line but more
importantly it will even list 'BAD PROGRAMS.

ONEKEY is a single key entry option but you can also define your own
strings to any ASCII key, just like an extra 48 function keys.

Another group of commands provide Fl ND and selective or global
SEARCH and REPLACE facilities. These commands work with
strings nd keywords or a mixture of both e.g "'FIND PFIOChelp
will list the full line containing PROChelp, the T' simply tokenizes any
keywords.

Yet another gioup of commands allow lines to be moved or copied to
a new location

The other commands provide function key editor, 'BADPROGRAtir,
cure, variable lister, integer variable flush, program care

This is a genuinety useful ROM that no user should be WitftOtt
warned, once used you will not be able to live without al
44!*114110best On -Screen BASIC Editor I have ewer
1$050**440EEEltie sets Toolkit

auttaktfat
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DISC
40 TRACK
80 TRACK
3" DISC-ADD £3

Ay EPROM

.r.d.avIttizza

UNLESS STATED ALL DISCS COMPATIBLE
WITH ACORN, WATFORD 1.3, AMCOM, UDM
2.0, OPUS 3.45 AND CUMANA OFS. PLEASE
RING FOR COMPATIBILITY WITH OTHER
DFS.



5" FLOPPY

DISKS

41/1Y" FUJI
.J 2 Microdisks

ssiDD £29.95
DS/DD £39.95

Suitable for use on nearly all single
and double -sided 5'4" disk systems.

 Replacement Guarantee
 Hub rings
 Boxed in 10s

PRICES PER BOX
1-4 5-9 10+

DS/DD 9.90 9.00 960

SEE10 LIBRARY CASES
(Hold 10 disks)

5'4" 1.99
3'2" 1.99 1.85 1.75

1.85 1.75

HOW TO ORDER

PRICES PER BOX- 9-9
SS 29.95 29.50 29.10
DS 39.95 39.30 38.70

Ftm Lifetime Guarantee

REPLACEMENT
GUARANTEE

If any disk shoukl fail,
rettwn it for free
replacement.

DEUVERY
Jth s

Disks (per box ) 75p 501) 40p
Library Cases 60p 30p 25p
151e w611.948.1

To total order value add Delivery, then add 15% VAT and send to:

IDS Computer Supplies
CO BOK 436, BANCROFT, MILTON KEYNES M613 000 TI: 109081 310894

IAM1 486 Series
 Entry level XENIX System
 up to 4 terminals
 0.5 Mbyte RAM memory
 20 Mbyte Hard Disc
 one networking port

from £7695.00

 80168 8 Mhz processor
 includes one ALTOS terminal

1 floppy drive
 5 serial ports
 XENIX 3.0 runtime included

The ALTOS 486 is a cost effective XENIX system with a wide range of database,
communications and applications software available. ALTOS Teamnet is supported via
the networking port for expansion. Ask about PC PATH for adding your IBM PC to the
ALTOS network.

586 and 986 series from £9235.00

10 Mhz 8086 based systems with XENIX 10 operating system
 up to 1 Mbyte RAM memory  up to 9 users
 up to 80 Mbyte Winchester  cartridge tape backup
 Low cost ALTOS Teamnet  Ethernet
 One Altos terminal included 1 floppy drive

The ALTOS 586 and 986 series offers high performance. and a wide range of
applications, database and communications software, ALTOS Teamnet supports
transparent networking for distributed databases. Telex and 3270 and 3280
communications. Enquire about PC PATH to integrate ALTOS and IBM PCs.

68000 Series from £12,450.00

 Motorola 68000 processor
 up to 16 users
 -1 floppy drive
 Multibus expansion
 ALTOS -NET or Ethernet

UNIX III
up to 160 Mbyte Winchester
cartridge tape backup
Large memory space

The ALTOS 68000 is an excellent UNIX workhorse for software development work, and
scientific and technical processing.

WYSEpc £1,595.00
 MS-DOS 2.11  GW Basic
 256 Kbyte RAM  2 RS232 serial ports
 Parallel printer interface  14" colour or mono screen
 2 360 Kbyte floppy  or 1 floppy & 10 Mbyte HD
 runs Lotus 1-2-3 etc  IBM expansion slots

The WYSE pc is an elegant and powerful, but economical microcomputer with IBM
compatibility and improved ergonomics.

Systematika Ltd, offers a lull installation service with a wide range of terminals, printers
and applications software.

Svstematika ltd.
6-7 West Smithfield, London EC1A 9JX. Tel: 01-248 0962

MicroSight 111

NIMBUS VISION
A complete image capture system including an

80186 based microcomputer with high resolution
graphics, mouse, a high quality vidicon camera and
a video digitiser with up to 512 x 512 pixel resolution.
Applications include video displays, image analysis,
object counting etc. Complete systems from

£2950 + VAT
MICROSIGHT
For connection to a range of microcomputers,
MicroSight systems can provide a low cost image
capture facility up to 512 x 512 resolution either
by scanning or frame grabbing. Packages including
camera, interface, software for disk storage, hard
copy and display are available for IBM PC, Apricot,
Hewlett Packard, BBC Model B etc from

£900 + VAT
MICROEYE
Video interface with 512 x 512 x 8 resolution

£495 + VAT

MicroScale image analysis software to
MicroSight Systems

* Particle sizing and Orientation
* User definable scaling
* Hard copy and disk file dumping of results
* Dimensioning
* User definable windows

Available for IBM PC, AT, XT, RML Nimbus,
Hewlett Packard 9816, Apricot, BBC Model B etc
from £950 + VAT

run with

For further details contact: -

The image analysis people

Digithurst Ltd.
Leaden Hill, Orwell, Royston,
Herts. SG8 5QH Telephone (0223) 208926
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DISPOSABLErvE
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LEAD CLEAN1N
sy sTEM

SPEC
INTRODUIALCTORY

OFFER
25% OFF

RECOMMENDED
RETAIL

The Floppiciene 3.5 inch disposable, wet/dry, non-
abrasive microdisc drive head cleaning system has
seen tested and approved by major computer
manufacturers worldwide and conforms to the
strict specifications of ANSI
Regular cleaning will prevent 85% of read/write
errors and malfunctions caused by disc drive head
contamination. All it takes is thirty seconds every
other week. It's that simple.
Each kit contains one 3.5 inch cartridge, 10
disposable cleaning discs and a plastic glove.
Suitable for both single and double sided drives.

You'll find a full range of
communications
equipment, magnetic
media, computer supplies
and furniture in the 1985

DNCS catalogue. Free on
request.

Having seen the effect
of dust and grime on a
VDU screen - imagine what
it is doing to the rest of your equipment!
The MICROKIT comes in a compact
and durable case specifically laid out for
ease of use and contains products carefully
selected to enable micro -computer and wordprocessor
users to keep their equipment in pristine condition.
SAFE KIT 16 CONTAINS:- 1 SAFECLENE AEROSOL - cleaning fluid.
1 FOAMCLENE - an anti -static foam cleanser for cases, especially crackle finish.
10 SAFECLENS SACHETS - for clean screens. 20 SAFEBUDS - for hard to reach areas.
1 SAFE TAPE - for cleaning tape heads. 10 MICRO WIPES - lint free wipers.
SAFE KIT 17 FOR FLOPPY DISC BASED SYSTEMS ALL THE ABOVE plus
1 JACKET and10 CLEANING DISCS.
SAFE KIT 16: RECOMMENDED RETAIL £19.55 OFFER PRICE £14.65

PRICE INCLUDES VAT. ADD £2.25 P & P
SAFE KIT 17: RECOMMENDED RETAIL £24.15 OFFER PRICE £18.12

PRICE INCLUDES VAT. ADD £2.25 P & P
3.5 INCH RECOMMENDED RETAIL £20.12 OFFER PRICE £15.09
FLOPPICLENE: PRICE INCLUDES VAT ADD £2.25 P & P

111 MN MO NM Mil MN MI MI MN IM MN NM MI NM

I YES! Please send me the following
I 0 (Qty) of SAFE KIT 16 at £16.90 (incl. VAT & P & P)

(Qty) of SAFE KIT 17 at £20.37 (incl. VAT & P & P)
1-7 (Qty) of 3.5 "FLOPPICLENE" at £17.34 (incl. VAT & P & P)

I tick for catalogue only TOTAL

IName
IAddress

W1.1- OM- WE'RE ALL YOUR I

UNIT TOTAL 111

MI UN MINIM IIIMP COMPUTER NEEDS. Please make cheques payable to D.N. Computer Services Ltd.

D.N. Computer Services Ltd., Truedata House, Green Lane, I and send to Truedata House, Green Lane, Heywood, Manchester OL10 2DY.

Heywood, Manchester OL10 2DY Tel: 0706 67567. WM II. NM MEIN



Honeywell
the printer every computer

34 CQ Printer : standard serial and parallel
interfaces. IBM, Epson and Diablo
protocols. Fast draft speeds (up to 270 cps)
and superior correspondence quality printing
selectable at the touch of a button.
Integrated single sheet feeding and
automatic sheet feeder option.
Everyone has a right to seek
out perfection. And every

Connectable
to all the leading

makes of computer such as IBM,
Televideo, Apple,...

Honeywell Compuprint 34 CQ , in concept and
design, has been subjected to the most severe
technological evaluation in the search for
perfection. High speed and quality in printing

can be taken for granted.
And the printer itself

has experienced every stress
possible to confirm its durability,

product quality and reliability.



Compuprint
would love to have.

It goes without saying that a Compuprint 34 CQ
can print in different fonts and characters
and can produce "high quality print" to a high
standard of definition . The most demanding
tests have proved its flexibility and quiet
operation and its compatibility
with any computer.
That's why everyone would
love to have such a printer,

Together, we can find the answers.

Honeywell

DESIGNED WELL

BUILT WET
i-0NENELL 

INT HONEYWE
L

ANTE CHE TUTT

ER VORREB
COMPUPRI
LA IMPRES
LOS ORDEN

COKPUPRINI
gONEYVELL

lIMPRIMANIE
ODE IOUS

LES

ORDINAIEURS
RIMERRIENT

FOSS

since perfection
is everyone's goal.
For further
information please

contact: Honeywell Information Systems Italia
Maxted Road , Hemel

Hempstead, Herts HP2 7DZ
Tel. 0442/42291 (ext.4546-

4320-4547) Tlx 82413

COMPORtNI
FAONEVVELE

MRIRIXDRUCKEI
DEN RILE

DER DRUCKER.

comruIct
CAINE HAIXE

Honeywell Information Systems Italia



PRESSURE FROM THE BOSS?
Do you find the integrated software you are using isn't

doing all it claims - or is it just too complex?
Why not let CALC RESULT / WORD RESULT help you get

the results your boss is looking for?
Word Result (the word processor) and Calc Result (the

financial spread sheet) have been created with true
integration - giving you the freedom to use each program
either separately or together. In today's office, where work
overlap and machine overload can become a big problem, Calc
Result and Word Result can help you take the strain.
WORD RESULT features:-
 Eight European languages with true hyphenation  Mail -merge 
Automatic saving of your document whenever you stop typing
CALC RESULT features:-
 64 X 254 X 32 pages  Automatic locking of formulas  Pie and bar
charts, saved and printed  Consolidate all your work with ease
Both CALC RESULT and WORD RESULT have easy to use commands and
help screens.
These are just some of the features available in each program . . and then
when you put them together . . . !

handic
software

Why not send the coupon in TODAY and find out what else these programs have to offer?



VIDEO OFFER
At last a straight forward video which makes

microcomputers as practical and easy to understand as
possible. Ideal for any organisation for in-house

training. Also anyone who wishes to learn the easy way
the main applications of microcomputers and what to

expect if you decide to computerise.
Chris Serle takes the viewer step
by step through a practical guide
on microcomputers today. Using
laymans language the information
is essential to anyone who needs a
thorough understanding of
computers. The programme is
structured into four sections:

THE BASICS

The Basics describe the make up of
a computer with graphic
descriptions of how a micro-
computer works.

WHY COMPUTERISE?

Why Computerise? shows the
viewer how to establish why a
microcomputer can help him or
her.

HOW TO SELECT

How To Select illustrates the main
types of hardware:
Home, Portable, Transportable,
Simple Desk Top, Powerful Desk
Top, Multi -User, Multi -Tasking,
Networking

Also the very important
question, how to select software
and the pitfalls to avoid?

SPECIFIC APPLICATION

Specific Application gives a
demonstration of some of the more
popular software including:
Wordprocessing, Graphics,
Modelling, Accounts, Database,
Integrated, Executive Desk Tops.
Commuications via microcomputers

Presented by: CHRIS SERLE

Written by: ERIC V. BAGSHAW, NCC Microsystems Centre

r Computer Television, 9 Cavendish Square,
London W1 or Tel:01-580 6363

Please send me copies Easy Microcomputing @ £29.95 + £1.50 postage and packing.
I enclose a cheque/postal order for £ payable to Computer Televison.
I wish to pay by: Access/Diners Club/American Express (delete as necessary).
My card number is:

VHS  BETAMAX 
Full name please print

Address post code

Day time telephone number
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THE C LANGUAGE FORTRAN COMPILERS MODULA-2 & ADA,

Several new libraries, a few version
changes on compilers, and many lower
prices notably RUN/C & Microsoft C.

C COMPILERS

8 -bit Aztec C Personal v1.06
Aztec Commercial v1.06
BDS C v1.50a
Toolworks C/80 v3.1
Eco-C v3.1

£150
£250
£110
£ 45
£140

16 bit Aztec C86 Personal v3.2 £150
Aztec C86 Commercl.v3.2 £325
CI Optimizing C86 v2.3 £270

Data
base

C -Systems C v2.0
De S1,eL C88 v2.4

Digital Research
Lattice C v2.15

£210
£145

C v1.1 £270
£325

Mark Williams MINC86 2.0 £360
Microsoft C v3.0 £325
Toolworks C/86 v3.1 £ 45
Wizard C v2.1 £350

C INTERPRETERS

Instant -C v1.27
RUN/C v1.1
C-terp
Introducing C

C LIBRARIES

C -tree (source)
Multikey
db-VISTA (source)
Btrieve
C-to-dBase (source)
SoftFocus Btree(source)
Softfocus ISAM (source)
dPC (dBASE III)

Graphics Multi -HALO
GraphiC v2.1
MetaWINDOWS

Screen Panel
Lattice Windows
Windows for C
C Power Windows

£375
£ 99
£250
£125

£295
£170
£375
£245
£120
£ 70
£ 40
£195

£195
£225
£140

£245
£195
£185
£ 95

Misc Greenleaf Functions,sce £155
C Food Smorgasbord £120
Plink -86 £295

More

Pfix Plus
C Helper, source
C Refiner
Basic C
Bastoc

£295
£135
£145
£150
£295

libraries not listed here.

DISK COPYING SERVICE

Moving data and program files from
one machine to another is often made

difficult because different
manufacturers have adopted different

disk format standards.

We can copy your files to and from
over 400 disk formats including

CP/M, CP/M-86, MS-DOS, PC -DOS,
APPLE, SIRIUS, TORCH, APRIODT, HP150,

TESDOS, DEC RTL11, and IBM BEE.

Disks are normally despatched on the
day they are received.

Our charge is £10.00 + disk + VAT.
Special prices for quantities.

Far more information call us.
-* * r r

4PHwAtleadow. Ashburton. Devon10137DF.

TEL (0364) 53499

A new version 3.3 from Microsoft this
month. We also stock a variety of

Fortran subroutine libraries.

8 -bit Nevada Fortran
Pro -Fortran
Microsca Fortran

16 -bit Microsoft Fortran v3.2
Microsoft Fortran v3.3
DR Fortran 77
Pro -Fortran
Lahey Fortran F77L
RM/FORTRAN 77

£ 35
£199
£335

£ 95
£235
£270
£290
£435
£450

Fbr advice or infanowttan call us.

HIGH-LEVEL LANGUAGES

If you need more than a conventional
'procedural' language to solve your
problem then we can advise which of

these languages might suit you.

PROLOG

8 -bit micro -PROLOG £ 75
PROLOG -1 £225

16 -bit PROLOG -86

micro -PROLOG v3.1
micro-PRCEOG Prof.
PROgr13-1

LISP

8 -bit Toolworks LISP/80
iLisp
Waltz Lisp

16 -bit Toolworks LISP/86
IQ Lisp
muLisp-86
Gold Common Lisp
Waltz Lisp
TLC Lisp

NIAL, SNOBOL, muMATH

muMath/muSimp
Q'Nial (IBM PC)
SNOBOL4+

EXPERT SYSTEM SHELLS

Micro Expert
APES
ES/P ADVISOR
Insight 1
Insight 2

SMALLTALK

Methods (PC -DOS)

£135
£150
£265
£299

£ 45
£ 75
£165

£ 45
£195
£240
£550
£165
£225

£200
£350
£115

£475
£150
£595
£ 80
£395

£195

For advice or information call us.

PRICES & DELIVERY

Prices do not include VAT or other
local taxes but do include delivery
in UK & Europe. Please check prices
at time of order, ads are prepared

some weeks before publication.

We have marry other programming tools
for which there is no space here.

We welcome payment by credit cards
including telephone orders.

4 Pngg Meadow,Ashburton Devon 1-013 /OF

Janus C -Pack is a bargain and the
Zurich compiler is gaining friends.

MODULA-2 COMPILERS

Modula Corp (MS-DOS)
Zurich Compiler (Z80 CPM)
Volition (various)
Logitech (MS-DOS,CP/M-86)
Interface SDS-XP (PC -DOS)
Interface SDS (PC -DOS)

X120
£140

from £265
£380
£195
£ 99

ADA (subset) COMPILERS

Augusta (CP/M-80)
Supersoft (CP/M-80)
Janus D-Pack(CP/M-86,MS-DOS)
Janus C-Pack(CP/M-86,MS-DOS)

For information or advice call

£ 80
£250
£750
£ 99

THE BASIC LANGUAGE

New is multi -tasking MTBASIC, and
price changes both up and down.

8 -bit CBASIC
CBASIC Compiler
MBASIC Interpreter
MBASIC Compiler(BASOOM)
BBC BASIC Interpreter
S -BASIC Compiler
ALCOR multi -BASIC
MTBASIC v2.6a

£125
£385
£ 80
£260
£ 95
£185
£ 95
£ 65

16 -bit GW-EASIC 2.0 Interpreter £ 95
GW-BASIC Compiler £125
MS -BASIC Interpreter £235
MS -BASIC Compiler £260
MS Bus.Basic Compiler £325
CBASIC £250
CBASIC Compiler £450
Applications BASIC £395
Better BASIC £195
MEGABASIC £375
Professional BASIC £ 99
ALCOR Multi -BASIC £ 95
MTBASIC v2.6b £ 65

For advice or infotmata.or'l call us.

PASCAL COMPILERS

The new version from Microsoft is in
stock and some new libraries.

8 -bit

16 -bit

Turbo Pascal v3.0
DR Pascal/MT+
Pro Pascal

Turbo Pascal v3.0
Microsoft Pascal 3.2
Microsoft Pascal 3.3
SBB Personal
SBB Professional
Practical Pascal
Pro Pascal
DR Pascal/MT+86

PASCAL LIBRARIES

Turbo Toolbox
Paragon Supertools
Turbo Tutor
Btrieve
MetaWINDCWS
Prospect
View Manager

£ 55
£ 99
£199

£ 55
£ 95
£195
£160
£395
£145
£290
£295

Turbo Graphix
Blaise Tools
Asynch Manager
Shark
Multi -Halo

Panel
Turbo Screen

For information Qadvioe call US.

r77 lr 7 717%

. (0364) 53499TEL
4 Pngg MeaTEL.dow, Ashburton

(0364) 53499
Devon T013 7D1-.



Computer Enterprises
Intonational ltd.

ASHTON TA1

AVAILABLE NOW!!!
FOR APRICOT/VICTOR £395

512K RAM CARD

apricot
640K RAM CARD

£249

£349
Ina

a a I= INIIMUMW =MAN=
R-

-=-==I NM IMOIMP MULTIFUNCTION CARD
with 2 x SERIAL, 1 x PARALLEL,
CLOCK and 256K RAM

£199

APPLE Macintosh
128K to 512K UPGRADE

ONLY £299

drimigiah

V01:543 6866/01:542 4850

COMPUTER ENTERPRISES INTERNATIONAL LTD
Tel: 01-543 6866 542 4850. Telex: 946240 CWEASY G (Quote: 190055651.

EASYLINK MAILBOX: 19005565 TELECOM GOLD MAILBOX:
SHOWROOMS (OPEN Mon -Fri 9.30 to 61

85-85A OUICKS ROAD. WIMBLEDON. LONDON SW19 1EX UK. LESSINGSTRASSE 60. 5300 BONN 1
GERMANY. Tel: 0228 220297

xport. Educational. Dealer. Governmental. Lease. Rent. Consultant ENQUIRIES WELCOME. Al
terns new and carry manufacturers guarantee. Prices are exclusive of VAT. Installation. Training.
Delivery and subject to change without notice. Delivery 010 for each item in UK. £75 for Europe.

Payment by Eurocheques. Credit Cards. LC. IMO. Direct Transfer,

INCREDIBLE!
TRANSFER ANY PROGRAM TO MICRODRIVE CARTRIDGE

THE FULL POTENTIAL OF YOUR MICRODRIVE CAN BE
REALISED WITH THE

MIRAGE MICRODRIVER
The most revolutionary and exciting peripheral yet for the

Spectrum 48K and the Spectrum +

NOW ONLY £39.95 inc
p&p

Features:
* Consists of hardware only, no additional software

required.
* Transfers any program to Microdrive in one simple

operation.
* Extremely easy to use.
* Freeze any game at any point, save it, and restore it
later.
* Compacts program for efficient use of cartridge.
* Through connector for other peripherals.
* "Poke" facility for infinite lives etc.
* Also saves to cassette.
"If you have a microdrive the Microdriver is the most important piece of hardware you could buy."
John Lambert - Sinclair User

. an essential buy for the Spectrum owner who has converted to microdrive . . . "Ian Sinclair -
Author

"I much preferred the Microdriver for speed and ease of use. "lolo Davidson - Your Spectrum

"I preferred the Microdriver because of its ease of use. Andrew Pennell- Popular Computing
Weekly

Note: This unit is intended for software owners to transfer programs onto microdrive cartridges for speed and
ease of access. Programs saved using the Mirage Microdriver are unreadable unless the Microdriver is
present.

MIRAGE
Microcomputers
Limited

24 BANK STREET
BRAINTREE
ESSEX CM7 7UL
Tel: (0376) 48321

BARCLAYCAREI
'AMERICAN

IDPRESS

Memoco Electron Robotic Arm
12 Axis of movement. Arm raise and lower. 270 degree rotation left or right. 90
degree Elbow movement left or right. 90 degree wrist movement either side of

centre. 270 degree wrist rotation in either direction. Claw open and close. Fitted
with motor control circuit. Switched from 5 volt TTL. Controlled by computer.

Separate motor drive power supply.

With position £129.95 Spectrum
feedback Interface card £79.00
BBC .00 Commodore 64
Interface card Interface card £49.00

15 WINDSOR STREET
DEPT. PCW

MELTON MOWBRAY, LEICS
TEL: (0664) 63544

IVIEMOCO
1 ELECTRON



LARGE DISCOUNTS
ALL MAKES OF MICRO

COMPUTERS

ALL MAKES OF MICRO

PERIPHERALS ANDPERIPHERALS AND SOFTWARE
SUPPLIED AT DISCOUNT

PRICES.
AMSTRAD ORIC SINCLAIR

BBC MICRO APRICOT
COMMODORE ATARI

STAR BROTHER AND ALL
POPULAR MAKES

UNICOM HOUSE
182 ROYAL COLLEGE STREET,

LONDON NW1 9NN
TELEX: 295931 UNICOM G
TELEPHONE: 01-482 1711



On the ball: W H Smith must
be a rather boring place to
work. An issue of its staff
newspaper describes the
Atari 130XE (yes that's right,
the old 800 in yet another new
box) as 'one of the most
exciting new products to be
launched this year'.
Legalised piracy?: if a levy on
blank tapes is approved in
order to compensate loss of
royalties through piracy, does
this mean it will then be okay
to copy?
Horror stories: tales of the
treatment handed out to
floppy disks tend to be
apocryphal, but Xitan swears
that the following is true.
Underneath the warning
'Floppy disks- do not bend',
one friendly neighbourhood
postman penned 'Oh yes they
do!' before proving it. Or

there's the one about the user
who cut his 51/4in disks down
to 31/2in before complaining
that they didn't work. Also
worth a mention is a call we
received from an engineer.
Sent to sort out some disk
drive problems, he soon
found the cause of the trouble
-a mouse lurking inside
the drive.
Armchair critic: bored with
things to do with your micro?
One enterprising BBC owner
uses the machine to publicise
a career as a film critic. Video
films rented from Video
Palace in London's West End
sometimes carry a page of
text from a Beeb at the very
end of the tape, reviewing the
film that's been loaned. So far
we've agreed with all the
reviews, except for the
one for Dune.

The camera never lies:
June's photo showing two of
our contributors in less
than complimentary poses
brought some interesting
suggestions for captions-
but a lot of them are
unprintable. For an
aggressive -looking Guy
Kewney clutching an Amstrad
under his arm, RL Savage of
Littleover suggested: 'Who
said this handbag doesn't go
with my jumper?' and wins
£10. David Tebbutt was
pictured gleefully holding
various dismembered pieces
of yet a,. ether Amstrad -a
second El 0 goes to A Neville
of Newlyn for: 'Once you've
taken these `arts out, you
have quite a useful box.' An
honorary mention goes to
William Poel of Amsoft for
his, scurrilous but very

amusing suggestions. How
about sending us a photo of
yourself, Bill, so that we can
exact our revenge?
Mac attack: one dealer tells a
story of removing the Apple
logo from the Macintosh and
substituting IBM's in order to
win over corporate buyers.
Don't these people know the
sayin j that you'll never win
promotion by buying IBM?
Another Apple story currently
doing the rounds concerns a
magazine which suggested a
shortage of Mac software.
Apple had the bright idea of
sending a very slow telex
back listing every package
that runs on the Mac. Just
in case you're reading
this, Apple, we agree
the software exists - so
leave our telex machine
alone! ENO

This summer's robot ping-pong competition attracted an
intriguing array of entries, energetically being given their
finishing touches the day before the finals.

Mike Geaney, Matthew Hampson and Eddie Forrester
brought a lethal -looking contraption quickly christened
the Guillotine. Within a square vertical dexion frame,
stout cord drove a crossbar carrying the bat at a very
respectable speed. The ball location system was rather
optimistically based on a set of sonar transducers, but
much needed to be done to close the position control
loop.

The Bognor team of Julian Griffin, Aaron Ridout and
Simon Butler had relay problems. The most obvious new
feature on their pantograph -driven APPE was a square
cage around the transparent bat. At great risk to his
fingers, Aaron demonstrated the crisp response of the
bat when the curtain of infra -red beams was broken.
Even with the aid of elastic supports, however, the two
motors at the base of the rhomboid mechanism seemed
rather ineffectual. Behind the bat, an impressive lens
assembly promised the use of an advanced vision
system.

The Kung -Fu mechanism by John Knight and David
Lowery had been masked in black to comply with the
rules. The controlling computers, a Dragon and an Acorn
Atom, were now mounted in a black pulpit topped by the
vision system. In this, three rings of cylindrical lenses
whirled to scan the scene in stereo, showing on the
screen an accomplished ability to track the ball. The bat
position was controlled by electromagnetic brakes
which halt the bat in a spring -driven lunge, to be
dragged by motors and cords back to the starting
position in time for the next stroke.

John Marr's Zillion was a more dainty device
altogether. Slender rods resembling an anglepoise lamp

hefr r transparent bat. Behind the bat, a 45" mirror
refleced the field of view to a lens system mounted on
and parallel with the forearm.

The morning of the finals passed in a bustle of activity.
APPE's new relay was fitted, only to fail as its contacts
fused together. The old relay underwent surgery and
hopes were raised. Guillotine seemed to be eroding as
parts were stripped off for modification, and Kung -Fu
was festooned with software listings. Despite frantic
efforts, it became clear that the judges would have to
make their decision based on design and potential,
rather than actual table tennis playing prowess.

The judges were John Collins, Chairman of the British
Robotic Association, Michael Shortland, Chairman of the
Computing and Control Division of the Insfqution of
Electrical Engineers, and Peter Pugh, repre,anting the
Institution of Mechanical Engineers, which offered a
prize of f100 towards travel to complete at Euromicro in
Brussels. First prize was f500 to enable the winner to
travel to San Francisco to compete at IPRC -the second
International Personal Robotics Congress.

First to the table were Kung -Fu and Zillian. The
inability of the robots to play a full game led to the
devising of a complicated scoring scheme for this first
contest - one point for a touch to the ball served by the
table, five for clearing the net frame and 10 for achieving
a playable service, with return strokes marked up by a
factor of five. 10 balls were served to each end, in groups
of five, and Zillian showed its supremacy by detecting
and reacting to any ball which came close enough. APPE
then played Guillotine, although the table serving
mechanism really played the prominent part. Although
happy to snap at fingers, APPE refused to acknowledge
the ball. Guillotine could be made to leap about by
judicious dabs at its wiring, but was far from automatic
control.

John Marr, a general practitioner from Middlesbrough,
is now looking forward to a trip to San Francisco, while
John Knight and David Lowery are preparing for
Brussels. Each contestant won a Copy of Robots from
Salamander Books, together with a copy of DIY
Robotics, published by Sunshine Publications and
written by John Billingsley (to whom ChipChat's thanks
go for this report).

Although the standard of play was rather short of
Wimbledon, the robots all have great potential. Vision
systems and actuators are coming together and great
strides will be made before the autumn contests.
Micromouse (pictured here in its latest incarnation) got
off to an equally faltering start in 1980, and robot
ping-pong was proposed because the maze -solving task
was beginning to seem too easy. Robot ping-pong
hasn't quite reached that stage yet!
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Affordable and reliable
printers fr ro, Mic

Quicac,
u more CPS
r

micro P
CPA 80 - 100 cps
+ EPSON COMPATIBLE

CPB 80- 130 cps
+ IBM COMPATIBLE

FROM £199*

Even in today's high tech world, for most of us, the written word is still
the least expensive means of sending and receiving information. If you
own a microcomputer the chances are that sooner or later you are
probably going to need a printer in order to get into print.

micro P - CPP40
A low cost 4 colour 40/80 column printer/plotter capable of print-
ing text or graphics on plain paper. The CCP40 is an ideal compan-
ion for small and portable micro's, as it is fitted with re -chargeable
batteries - perfect for beginners.

micro P - CPA80
With 100 cps quality printing, the CPA80 probably gives more cps/
£ than any other printer available today. The CPA80 is packed with
features you would normally find on a more expensive printer.
With an optional RS232 version available (even for the QL) this
Epson compatible printer will hook up to almost any micro.

Buy from your local dealer today!

micro P

MP 165 _165cps
+ EPSON COMPATIBLE
NLQ PRINTER

CPP 40_ 4 COLOUR
PORTABLE
PRINTER/PLOTTER

FOR
ABOUT

micro P - MP165
Looking for a matrix printer as well as a daisywheel? Well, the
MP165 combines all the attributes of these two technologies to
give a matrix printer capable of printing at up to 165 cps, as well

as providing crisp Near Letter Quality, (NLQ) print at 75 cps.
Features include a 2k buffer as well as both friction and tractor
feed, as standard. Ideally suited to most popular micro's, the
MP165 is now available in a new RS232 QL compatible version.

1TP micro
Peripherals lid
"PRINTERS FOR ALL APPLICATIONS"

INTEC UNIT 3, HASSOCKS WOOD, WADE ROAD,
BASINGSTOKE, HANTS. ENGLAND, RG24 ONE.

Telephone: BASINGSTOKE (02561 473232 (32 lines).
Telex: 859669 MICROP G Facsimile: 0256 461570

'Full 12 months warranty - R RP ex. VAT. QL is a registered Trade Mark
of Sinclair Research.



You'll come out of our
training a different person!
Nothing brings out your hidden power like microcomputer training at Personal
Computers. Whatever your level of experience, we have a course to match, and
thousands of satisfied customers to prove a small investment of time brings big
benefits.

Quality instruction, personal attention
The heart of our success is the expertise of our instructors, working with small
groups (no more than 10) for truly personal tuition. In our superb training facil-
ities, each individual has exclusive use of a micro and printer, to pack as much
value as possible into a day's training.

The perfect fit
Regular one -day courses for first-time or advanced users cover leading IBM PC
application software like Lotus 1-2-3, Multimate and dBase II - plus fast -rising
newcomers like Symphony, Framework, dBase III, Displaywrite II and Data -
master. But our total training capability is far wider, including private tuition for
individuals, executive briefings, company group sessions, and specialised appli-

cations - on your premises or ours. So whatever your company's needs, we can
arrange the perfect fit.
Give your PC investment the support it deserves - and see the powerful
difference our training makes! Phone 01-377 1200 for our free training pack, or
write to Personal Computers Ltd., FREEPOST, KE 6559,

220-226 Bishopsgate, London EC2M 4NR.

LONDON  HEAD OFFICE
218 & 220/226 Bishopsgate,
London EC2M 4JS,
Telephone 01-377 1200
Telex 8954665 ATT PCL

LEEDS OFFICE
Munro House,
Duke Street,
Leeds 9 LS9 BAG
Telephone (0532) 441 631
Telex 8954665 ATT LRO


